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In Depression-era America, five extraordinary women 
embark on a remarkable journey through the mountains 
of Kentucky and beyond. Based on a true story rooted 
in America’s past, The Giver of Stars is unparalleled in 
its scope.  At times funny, at others heartbreaking, this is 
a richly rewarding novel of women’s friendship, of true 
love, and of what happens when people reach beyond 
their grasps for the great beyond.
9780399562488  |  $28.00 HC
Pamela Dorman Books

Soon to be a Major Motion Picture!
From the bestselling author of Me Before You and The Peacock Emporium



This Is Your Brain on Birth 
Control
Sarah E. Hill, Ph.D.
This groundbreaking book 
sheds light on how hormonal 
birth control affects women—
and the world around them—
in ways people are just now 
beginning to understand.
9780525536031  |  $27.00 HC
Avery Publishing Group

Fair Play
Eve Rodsky
The author—tapped by Reese 
Witherspoon’s Hello Sunshine 
as the expert on this topic for 
a new generation of women—
offers a revolutionary, real-
world solution to the problem 
of unpaid, invisible work that 
women have shouldered for 
too long.
9780525541936  |  $26.00 HC
G.P. Putnam’s Sons
9780593107089  |  $40.00 CD
Penguin Audiobooks

For Small Creatures Such 
as We
Sasha Sagan
Part memoir, part guidebook, 
and part social history, the 
first book from the daughter 
of Carl Sagan and Ann Druyan 
is a luminous exploration of all 
Earth’s marvels that require no 
faith in order to be believed.
9780735218772  |  $26.00 HC
G.P. Putnam’s Sons

Leadership in War
Andrew Roberts
Taking readers from the 
French Revolution to the 
Cold War, Roberts presents a 
bracingly honest and deeply 
insightful look at nine major 
figures in modern history.
9780525522386  |  $27.00 HC
Viking

Deep State
James B. Stewart
From bestselling author 
Stewart comes the definitive 
story of the war between 
President Trump and 
America’s principal law 
enforcement agencies, 
answering the questions that 
the Mueller report couldn’t or 
wouldn’t.
9780525559108  |  $30.00 HC
Penguin Press

Holding the Line
Guy “Bus” Snodgrass, 
Commander, USN (Ret.)
The author offers an insider’s 
sometimes shocking account 
of how Defense Secretary 
James Mattis led the U.S. 
military through global 
challenges while serving as 
a crucial check on the Trump 
Administration.
9780593084373  |  $27.00 HC
Sentinel

Grand Union
Zadie Smith
In her first short story 
collection, the author 
combines her power 
of observation and her 
inimitable voice to mine 
the fraught and complex 
experience of life in the 
modern world.
9780525558996  |  $27.00 HC
Penguin Press

Stealth War
Brigadier General Robert 
Spalding (U.S. Air Force, Ret.)
China expert Spalding reveals 
the shocking success China 
has had infiltrating American 
institutions and compromising 
national security. He shows 
how it’s still possible for the 
U.S. and the rest of the free 
world to combat—and win—
China’s stealth war.
9780593084342  |  $28.00 HC
Portfolio

Volume Control
David Owen
The author demystifies the 
science of hearing while 
encouraging readers to get the 
treatment they need.
9780525534228  |  $28.00 HC
Riverhead Books

Penguin Random House             Because What You Read Matters

Agent Running in the Field
John le Carré
A 26-year-old solitary 
figure, desperate to resist 
the political turbulence 
swirling around him, makes 
connections that will take him 
down a dangerous path.
9781984878878  |  $29.00HC
Viking
9780593151907  |  $40.00 CD
Penguin Audiobooks

Life Undercover
Amaryllis Fox
Fox’s riveting memoir tells the 
story of her 10 years in the 
most elite clandestine ops unit 
of the CIA, hunting the world’s 
most dangerous terrorists in 16 
countries while marrying and 
giving birth to a daughter.
9780525654971  |  $26.95 HC
Knopf Publishing Group

The Ghosts of Eden Park
Karen Abbott
The epic true crime story 
of the most successful 
bootlegger in American 
history and the murder that 
shocked the nation, from the 
New York Times-bestselling 
author of Sin in the Second 
City and Liar, Temptress, 
Soldier, Spy.
9780451498625  |  $28.00 HC
Crown Publishing Group

Year of the Monkey
Patti Smith
From the National Book 
Award-winning author of 
Just Kids and M Train comes 
a profound, beautifully 
realized memoir in which 
dreams and reality are vividly 
woven into a tapestry of one 
transformative year.
9780525657682  |  $24.95 HC
Knopf

Edison
Edmund Morris
From Pulitzer Prize-winning 
author Morris comes a 
revelatory new biography of 
Thomas Alva Edison, the  
most prolific genius in 
American history.
9780812993110  |  $38.00 HC
Random House

The Body
Bill Bryson
Bryson once again proves 
himself to be an incomparable 
companion as he guides 
readers through the human 
body—how it functions, its 
remarkable ability to heal itself, 
and (unfortunately) the ways it 
can fail.
9780385539302  |  $30.00 HC
Doubleday Books

Dear Girls
Ali Wong
Wong’s heartfelt and hilarious 
letters to her daughters cover 
everything they need to know 
in life, like the unpleasant 
details of dating, how to be a 
working mom in a male-
dominated profession, and 
how she trapped their dad.
9780525508830  |  $27.00 HC
Random House

Plagued by Fire
Paul Hendrickson
From the award-winning 
and nationally bestselling 
author of Hemingway’s Boat 
and Sons of Mississippi—an 
illuminating, path-breaking 
biography that will change the 
way we understand the life, 
mind, and work of the premier 
American architect.
9780385353656  |  $35.00 HC
Knopf Publishing Group

It’s Garry Shandling’s Book
Judd Apatow, editor
This work expands on 
Apatow’s brilliant HBO 
documentary, The Zen Diaries 
of Garry Shandling, which 
won the 2018 Emmy Award for 
Best Documentary.
9780525510840  |  $40.00 HC
Random House

The Cartiers
Francesca Cartier Brickell
The captivating story of the 
family behind Cartier, and the 
three brothers who turned 
their grandfather’s humble 
Parisian jewelry store into a 
global luxury icon—as told by 
a great-granddaughter.
9780525621614  |  $30.00 HC
Ballantine Books

Olive, Again
Elizabeth Strout
A New York Times-bestselling 
author and Pulitzer Prize 
winner continues the life of 
her beloved Olive Kitteridge, 
who struggles to understand 
not only herself and her own 
life, but the lives of those 
around her in the town of 
Crosby, Maine.
9780812996548  |  $27.00 HC
Random House

PenguinRH_pgs2-3_Spread_2247603 & 2330056.indd   All Pages 7/22/19   1:28 PM
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Before the WHEEL
there was the 

WARRIOR.

Hardcover: 9781250247650  $27.99    Macmillan Audio: 9781250252517  $39.99

Robert Jordan’s 
never-before-published 

first novel—
coming 10.8.19

Learn more on Edelweiss

Jordan/Warrior of the Altaii_Ingram.indd   1 7/11/19   12:14 PM



Introducing  

Arcade CrimeWise
A new imprint featuring mystery, suspense, thriller, and noir. 

Launching Fall 2019

9781510749115 • November9781948924719 • October

9781948924917 • October9781948924375 • September

AN IMPRINT OF SKYHORSE PUBLISHING

W W W.S K Y H O R S E P U B L I S H I N G .C O M   •   D I S T R I B U T E D  B Y  S I M O N  A N D  S C H U S T E R 
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Mary

Be More Leia
Christian Blauvelt
9781465478979, $9.99
DK Publishing

A novelty Star Wars book that shares the wisdom of Princess Leia and other characters from 
the movie franchise. Includes quotes, witticisms, and photographs. A must-have for the Star 
Wars collector.

Tyler

American
Hangman
Col. French L. MacLean, 
U.S. Army (Ret)
9780764358159, $29.99
Schiffer Publishing

Includes a biography of one of the most 
interesting characters ever to serve in the 
armed forces as well as fascinating, albeit 
morbid, accounts and photos of military 
executions during and after WWII.

Bridgett

Life Undercover
Amaryllis Fox
9780525654971, $26.95
Knopf Publishing Group

Prior to 2010, Fox spent 10 years fighting terrorism as a covert CIA operative. Her memoir of 
that time reads like a spy adventure novel. The author provides comment and analysis on global 
television news channels. In 2018 she married Robert F. Kennedy III.
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Gail

Józef Czapski
Eric Karpeles 
9780500023044, $65.00
Thames & Hudson

I had never heard of this Polish artist, so when this book was presented, I became more 
and more curious about his life and work. He was a prisoner of war after the Katyn 
Massacre of 1940, exiled to Paris, and was a prolific writer as well as painter. Fascinating 
life and fascinating paintings!

Dann

Synapse
Steven James 
9780785225256, $16.99
Thomas Nelson

From the national bestselling master thrill-weaver comes a tale ahead 
of its time...30 years in the future.  A.I. has developed to the point 
that cognizant robots called “Artificials” live with humans. Terrorist 
attacks, counterterrorism, A.I. asking questions about more than just 
facts, Synapse promises to be a winner.  A “Thriller Awards” category 
head judge stated that out of the hundreds of thrillers he’s recently 
read from major ABA publishers, Synapse outshines them all!

Cassie

Me & Other Writing 
Marguerite Duras
9781948980029, $16.00
Dorothy, a Publishing Project

The yearly autumn releases from Dorothy never fail to delight, and 
this one is deeply anticipated by devoted readers of the press and of 
Marguerite Duras. I cannot wait to get my hands on this collection of 
nonfiction. Don’t trust me though, trust the author herself who once 
said, “People who say they don’t like their own books, if such people 
exist, do so because they haven’t learned to resist the attraction of 
humiliation. I love my books. They interest me.”



ACCLAIMED

Mercenary In Love 1
J. L. Rose
Mercenary Sean Carter has quickly 
gained the trust of his new boss and 
become an integral part of his team. 
However, Sean finds it hard to keep up 
the act of loyal employee while making 
sure the woman he loves, undercover 
FBI agent, Mia, stays alive.

9781947340404  |  $14.99 PB

Also available: 
Mercenary in Love 2
9781947340411  |  $14.99 PB

Kings of the Block: The 
Williams Brothers
Dwan Williams
Marquis and Alexander have always had 
it rough. When an opportunity to make 
easy money to help their family get out of 
the hood presents itself, Marquis gladly 
accepts, keeping it a secret. 

9781947340350  |  $14.99 PB

Also available:
Kings of the Block 2
9781947340367  |  $14.99 PB

My Brother’s Envy 3
J.L. Rose
After finding out the man he swore to 
murder is his own blood brother, and 
that Miami’s legendary gangster is his 
own father, Boss finds himself doing 
something with the brother he swore 
to kill: reconciling.

9781947340152  |  $14.99 PB

URBAN   FICTION
FROM GOOD2GO PUBLISHING

Tears of a Hustler 6
Silk White
Wolf and Ivy are willing to go up 
against an entire army in the name of 
revenge for their daughter, but in the 
end will it all be worth it? 

9780996060936  |  $14.99 PB

A Thug’s Devotion
J.L. Rose
A hustler sets out to free his adopted 
father after he was arrested but will 
have to forgo the only woman he 
loves—who also happens to be his 
adoptive father’s daughter. 

9781947340121  |  $14.99 PB

The Teflon Queen 6: 
No Mercy
Silk White
Angela does her best to leave her past 
behind, but when an assassin shows 
up at her front door, she is forced to do 
what she knows best. Which assassin 
will come out on top? 

9781943686643  |  $14.99 PB

Supreme & Justice 3
Ernest Morris
Crime kingpin Justice swears to 
hunt down and eliminate those 
responsible for the almost-successful 
assassination of his brother. But 
Justice’s list of enemies reads like a 
phone book. 

9781947340077  |  $14.99 PB

All Eyes on Gunz, Part 4
Warren Holloway
Now that his murder has been faked, 
and he has escaped from prison,  
“Tommy Gunz” is a ghost. Pressured 
by the government agencies who 
supply drugs for his empire to take 
Tommy down, Ramon Guzman sets 
a trap.

9781947340305  |  $14.99 PB

Love Hates Violence
De’wayne Maris
South Central native Heath had two 
choices: the right path or the wrong. Despite 
his grandmother’s best efforts, he chose the 
streets, cementing his reputation as a thief 
not afraid of getting his hands dirty.

9781947340268  |  $14.99 PB

Also available:
Love Hates Violence 2
9781947340374  |  $14.99 PB
Love Hates Violence 3
9781947340381  |  $14.99 PB
Love Hates Violence 4
9781947340398  |  $14.99 PB

Dream’s Life 2: 
Amilia’s Chaos
Assa Raymond Baker
A young mother will do anything to 
flee from her abusive, drug-dealer 
boyfriend, but others are caught in the 
middle by this decision, which leads to 
a series of life-changing events. 

9781947340213  |  $14.99 PB

Shoe Box Money
Assa Raymond Baker
When Domeko’s mother is blindsided 
by illness, it renders her incapable of 
providing for Domeko and his twin. 
Domeko concocts a plan for quick 
funds—from the drug game.

9781947340206  |  $14.99 PB

The Last Love Letter
Warren Holloway
Three women find love even when 
they’re not looking for it. Juan 
Dominguez, their object of affection, 
doesn’t have pure intent, but the ladies 
find him irresistible. 

9781947340312  |  $14.99 PB

Love & Basketball
J.L. Rose
When TaSean Prince is summoned 
to Miami by a cousin for a basketball 
tournament, the lure of a sizable cash prize 
winds up being too lucrative to pass up. In 
Miami, the Brooklyn-born baller catches 
the eye of a stunning local model.

9781947340220  |  $14.99 PB

The Last Love Letter 
Part 2
Warren Holloway
Juan continues to juggle three women 
and work their emotions in order to 
get the money he is owed, get released 
from prison early, and secure a happy 
future. Can Juan continue to keep all 
the women happy?

9781947340329  |  $14.99 PB

Someone’s Gonna Get It
Mychea
In this nail-biting story of hatred, 
revenge, and murder, a young 
detective is determined to find her 
father’s murderer. 

9781943686469  |  $14.99 PB

Tied to a Boss 5
J.L. Rose
Reconnecting with his birth mother 
who runs the Blackwell family, Dante 
realizes his gangster target Fishman 
and all Blackwell enemies must be cut 
down ASAP to get to the truth.

9781947340008  |  $14.99 PB

Connected to the Plug 4
Dwan Williams
The streets have claimed two more 
victims. Female gangster Fuzzy is 
heartsick over the loss of her two 
besties, but she’s even more devastated 
that she might be responsible.

9781947340237  |  $14.99 PB

Cash In, Cash Out 2
Assa Raymond Baker
Now that Max has a few nice wins 
under his belt, he has his sights on 
an even bigger target—which will 
help Champagne escape her abusive 
boyfriend.

9781947340343  |  $14.99 PB

Loyalty to a Gangsta 2
J.L. Rose
Arriving home after a year-long 
sabbatical, Gabriel learns his fiancée’s 
business is at risk of being stolen 
right out from under her by someone 
Gabriel thought he could trust. 

9781947340046  |  $14.99 PB
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The Case Against 
Socialism
Rand Paul
Rand Paul, U.S. senator for 
Kentucky and America’s most 
prominent libertarian, makes a 
case against socialist ideology, 
showing the impact of its 
deadly legacy and the threat of 
its new rise in America.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
ISBN 978-0-06-295486-2
$28.99 • Hardcover •
Broadside Books

Witch Hunt
The Plot to Destroy Trump 
and Undo His Election
Gregg Jarrett
A hard-hitting examination 
of the latest fi ndings about 
“collusion” between the 
Trump administration and 
the Russians, offering proof 
that Special Counsel Robert 
Mueller’s investigation is 
nothing more than a politically 
motivated witch hunt.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
ISBN 978-0-06-296009-2
$28.99 • Hardcover •
Broadside Books

Open Season
Legalized Genocide of 
Colored People 
Ben Crump
The president of the National 
Bar Association and one of 
the most distinguished civil 
rights attorneys working 
today refl ects on the landmark 
cases he has battled, and 
offers a disturbing look at 
how the justice system is 
used to promote injustice in 
this memoir and clarion call.
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY
ISBN 978-0-06-237509-4
$26.99 • Hardcover • Amistad

Face It
Debbie Harry
The much-anticipated 
autobiography from rock icon 
and lead singer of Blondie, 
Debbie Harry.
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY
ISBN 978-0-06-074958-3
$32.50 • Hardcover •
Dey Street Books

God Save the 
Queens
The Essential History of 
Women in Hip-Hop  
Kathy Iandoli
Can’t Stop Won’t Stop meets 
Girls to the Front in this 
essential and long-overdue 
history of hip-hop’s female 
pioneers and its enduring stars.
MUSIC
ISBN 978-0-06-287850-2
$27.99 • Hardcover •
Dey Street Books

The End Is 
Always Near 
Apocalyptic Moments, 
from the Bronze Age 
Collapse to Nuclear 
Near Misses
Dan Carlin
A journey back in time that 
explores what happened—
and what could have 
happened—from the creator 
of the wildly popular podcast 
Hardcore History.
HISTORY
ISBN 978-0-06-286804-6
$29.99 • Hardcover • Harper

Targeted
The Cambridge Analytica 
Whistleblower’s Inside 
Story of How Big Data, 
Trump, and Facebook 
Broke Democracy and 
How It Can Happen Again
Brittany Kaiser
A political consultant and 
whistleblower reveals 
how Cambridge Analytica 
helped elect Donald Trump 
and how it could easily 
happen again in 2020. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE
ISBN 978-0-06-296579-0
$28.99 • Hardcover • Harper

The Butterfl y Girl
A Novel
Rene Denfeld
The dark and haunting 
companion to Rene Denfeld’s 
acclaimed novel The Child 
Finder, a riveting story of lost 
children and one haunted 
woman’s search for what may 
never be found.
FICTION
ISBN 978-0-06-269816-2
$26.99 • Hardcover • Harper

Stealing Green 
Mangoes
Two Brothers, Two Fates, 
One Indian Childhood 
Sunil Dutta
A memoir, written in the wake 
of a cancer diagnosis, that 
zeroes in on the crux between 
two brothers—one who 
became an LAPD offi cer and 
the other a terrorist.
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY
ISBN 978-0-06-279585-4
$26.99 • Hardcover • 
Anthony Bourdain/Ecco

Grease
The Director’s Notebook
Randal Kleiser
Reunite with your beloved 
friends at Rydell High and 
celebrate the smash-hit movie 
musical with this fully authorized 
keepsake volume, fi lled with 500 
full-color and black-and-white 
images, that chronicles the 
creation, production, and legacy 
of this iconic fi lm.
PERFORMING ARTS
ISBN 978-0-06-285692-0
$45.00 • Hardcover •
Harper Design

Southern Women
More Than 100 Stories
of Artists, Innovators,
and Icons 
Editors of Garden & Gun
From the award-winning 
Southern lifestyle magazine 
Garden & Gun comes this rich 
collection of stories about 
some of the South’s most 
notable women.
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY
ISBN 978-0-06-285936-5
$35.00 • Hardcover •
Harper Wave

No Surrender
A Father, a Son, and an 
Extraordinary Act of 
Heroism That Continues 
to Live on Today
Christopher Edmonds, 
Douglas Century
The inspiring true story of 
Roddie Edmonds, who risked 
his life in World War II to save 
others from murderous Nazis, 
and the lasting effects his 
actions had on thousands of 
lives—then and now.
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY
ISBN 978-0-06-290501-7
$29.99 • Hardcover • 
HarperOne

The Wild 
Unknown 
Archetypes Deck 
and Guidebook
Kim Krans
In this wholly original, never-
before-seen box set, the New 
York Times bestselling author 
takes seekers on a journey of 
self-discovery deep into the 
collective unconscious. 
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT
ISBN 978-0-06-287177-0
$39.99 • Hardcover •
HarperOne

The Pioneer 
Woman Cooks: 
The New Frontier
112 Fantastic Favorites 
for Everyday Eating
Ree Drummond
The #1 New York Times
bestselling author and Food 
Network favorite cooks up 
exciting new favorites from 
her life on the ranch in this 
glorious full-color cookbook.
COOKING
ISBN 978-0-06-256137-4
$29.99 • Hardcover •
William Morrow Cookbooks

Three Days at
the Brink
FDR’s Daring Gamble
to Win World War II
Bret Baier,
Catherine Whitney
A gripping history of the secret
meeting that won World War II— 
the 1943 Tehran Conference, 
where Franklin D. Roosevelt, 
Winston Churchill, and Joseph 
Stalin plotted the war’s endgame.
HISTORY
ISBN 978-0-06-290568-0
$28.99 • Hardcover •
William Morrow

3 Dimensional
Dwyane Wade
A long-awaited photographic 
memoir from basketball 
superstar Dwyane Wade of 
the Miami Heat, beautifully 
designed with more than 100 
all-new photos from Wade’s 
life on and off the court.
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY
ISBN 978-0-06-296835-7
$35.00 • Hardcover •
William Morrow

Full Throttle
Stories
Joe Hill
The #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The
Fireman and Strange Weather
returns with a dark and 
ingenious collection of thirteen 
compelling short stories that 
showcase his ability to “push 
genre conventions to new 
extremes” (New York Times 
Book Review).
FICTION
ISBN 978-0-06-220067-9
$27.99 • Hardcover •
William Morrow

The Christmas 
Boutique
An Elm Creek Quilts Novel 
Jennifer Chiaverini
Twenty years after the 
publication of The Quilter’s 
Apprentice, the novel that 
launched the beloved 
Elm Creek Quilts series, 
Jennifer Chiaverini returns 
with another captivating, 
heartwarming tale sure to 
become a holiday favorite.
FICTION
ISBN 978-0-06-284113-1
$19.99 • Hardcover •
William Morrow

You Are Worth It
Building a Life Worth 
Fighting For
Kyle Carpenter,
Don Yaeger
The extraordinary memoir of 
a U.S. Marine who selfl essly 
jumped on a grenade to protect 
his brothers-in-arms while 
fi ghting in Afghanistan, then 
battled back from catastrophic 
wounds to reconstruct his life 
and motivate others.
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY
ISBN 978-0-06-289854-8
$27.99 • Hardcover •
William Morrow

America’s Game
The NFL at 100  
Jerry Rice,
Randy O. Williams
The authors of 50 Years, 50 
Moments celebrate the fi rst 
100 years of the National 
Football League, interweaving 
history, personal stories, 
memories, and observations of 
some of its greatest players, 
coaches, and advocates.
SPORTS & RECREATION
ISBN 978-0-06-269290-0
$27.99 • Hardcover •
Dey Street Books
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history, personal stories, 
memories, and observations of 
some of its greatest players, 
coaches, and advocates.
SPORTS & RECREATION
ISBN 978-0-06-269290-0
$27.99 • Hardcover •
Dey Street Books
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Celebrity culture drives people to aspire to be 

like the few who seem to have figured out 

how to have it all. But is it possible that they 

simultaneously have everything and nothing 

at all?  Having treated some of the world’s 

most successful people, the author—a 

psychotherapist—sets out to answer why 

so many people who have everything 

end up feeling like their achievements 

are never enough—as well as what 

that pattern can reveal about people 

and the society in which they live.

9781616497644  |  $16.95 PB

Hazelden Publishing & Educational Services

Find Balance and 
            Contentment in Life

Hazelden.indd   1 8/14/19   12:58 PM
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Not Scattered or Confused
Mark McEntire
The Hebrew Bible displays a 
complicated attitude toward cities, 
frequently portraying them in a 
negative light. The author offers 
a comprehensive and hopeful 
understanding of the Bible and  
its depiction of cities.
9780664262938  |  $40.00 PB

What Do Our Neighbors Believe?  
2nd Ed.
Micah Greenstein et al.
By introducing the common aspects 
of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, 
the authors make understanding their 
genuine differences and their many 
similarities much more possible. 
9780664265106  |  $16.00 PB

Holy Disunity
Layton E. Williams
Foreword by Diana Butler Bass
Williams proposes that our primary 
calling as humans is not to create 
unity but rather to seek authentic 
relationship with God, ourselves,  
one another, and the world.
9780664265663  |  $17.00 PB

From Judgment to Hope
Walter Brueggemann
While conservative interpreters 
might believe that prophets were 
predictors and progressives believe 
the prophets to be simply social 
advocates, Brueggemann argues 
that the prophets were “emancipated 
imaginers of alternative.”
9780664265519  |  $14.00 PB

Everyday Life

An On-Going Imagination
Walter Brueggemann
and Clover Reuter Beal
Timothy Beal, editor
Drawn from a series of public 
conversations with biblical scholar 
Brueggemann and Beal, this text 
details Brueggemann’s most  
influential biblical-theological 
concepts and methods.
9780664264130  |  $18.00 PB

Abortion and the Christian Tradition
Margaret D. Kamitsuka
Kamitsuka offers carefully crafted 
ethical arguments about the 
pregnant woman’s authority to make 
reproductive decisions and builds 
a theological rationale for seeing 
abortion as something other  
than a sin. 
9780664265687  |  $35.00 PB

The Year of the Bible
James E. Davison
Complete with a detailed reading 
schedule, The Year of the Bible leads 
participants to a better understanding 
of Scripture and a greater sense of 
community within the church.
9780664265427  |  $13.00 PB

The Year of the Bible, Program Guide
James E. Davison
This popular, comprehensive  
Bible-reading program for individuals 
and group study offers a sweeping 
introduction to biblical themes and 
concepts, complete with a detailed 
reading schedule for every day  
of a year. 
9780664265434  |  $20.00 PB

Applying Faith to

from Westminster John Knox Press

Presbyterian_FullPg_4c.indd   1 8/14/19   1:04 PM



Homestuck
Andrew Hussie

A full-color, hardcover collector’s edition of 

the landmark webcomic. A must-have for 

Homestuck fans who want to re-experience 

the saga or for new readers looking for a 

gateway to enter this rich universe. 

9781421599434  |  $24.99 HC

Dragon Ball: A Visual History
Akira Toriyama

Featuring stunning full-color artwork, 

exclusive creator commentary, and rarely 

seen sketches, this volume—in a collector’s 

slipcase—is the definitive journey through 

the artwork of oneof the most influential and 

popular manga series of all time.

9781974707409  |  $34.99 HC

The World of Rwby
Daniel Wallace

With comprehensive analysis of key  

characters and iconic episodes, and 

showcasing stunning visuals from the  

series, this is the must-have book for  

RWBY fans around the world. 

9781974704385  |  $39.99 HC

Cats of the Louvre
Taiyo Matsumoto

A surreal tale of the secret world of the 

cats of the Louvre, told by Eisner Award

winner Matsumoto. 

9781974707089  |  $29.99 HC

One Piece Color Walk 
Compendium: 
Water Seven to Paramount War
Eiichiro Oda

Featuring gorgeous color images and  

special illustrations from the popular manga, 

One Piece, this compendium of beautiful art 

includes interviews between the creator and 

other famous manga artists, including Taiyo 

Matsumoto, the creator of Tekkonkinkreet.

9781421598512  |  $39.99 HC

Levius
Haruhisa Nakata

As society rises from the ashes of war, 

cybernetically augmented arena fighters  

battle for fame and fortune or die trying.  

Young Levius is one of those arena  

battlers, hell-bent on winning in  

order to simply survive.

9781974705023  |  $34.99 HC

My Hero Academia, Vol. 21
Kohei Horikoshi

What would the world be like if 80 percent of 

the population manifested superpowers called 

“Quirks”? Heroes and villains would  

be battling it out everywhere! Being a  

hero would mean learning to use your  

power—at the Hero Academy.

9781974709502  |  $9.99 PB

Komi Can’t Communicate, Vol. 3
Tomohito Oda

Summer is about to begin, and Komi would 

love to be able to spend the long, hot days  

of vacation hanging out with her new friends. 

But even though she’s made great strides  

in her personal quest, her communication 

issues are still strong enough to ruin her fun. 

9781974707140  |  $9.99 PB

Tokyo Ghoul: Re, Vol. 13
Sui Ishida

Furuta has finally gone too far in his mad  

power grab at the Commission of 

Counter Ghoul. Disgusted at his abuse of 

countermeasure law, Urie and a group of 

investigators decide to take him down. 

9781974701537  |  $12.99 PB

Ultimate Collections     for Every Fan

VIZ_2PgSpread.indd   1 8/14/19   12:53 PM
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The First Cell
Azra Raza
A world-class oncologist delivers a deeply 
personal examination of cancer, offering a 
searing account of how both medicine and 
society (mis)treats cancer, how people can 
do better, and why they must.
9781541699526  |  $28.00 HC
Basic Books

Barack and Joe
Steven Levingston
Foreword by Michael Eric Dyson
Barack Obama and Joe Biden, their 
characters and styles sharply contrasting, 
formed a dynamic working relationship 
that evolved into a profound friendship.
9780316487863  |  $28.00 HC
Hachette Books

Hitler
Brendan Simms
A prize-winning historian presents a 
radically revisionist biography, arguing 
that the dictator’s main strategic enemy 
was not communism or the Soviet Union, 
but capitalism and the U.S.
9780465022373  |  $40.00 HC
Basic Books

Jeff Buckley
Mary Guibert
and David Browne, editors
The journals, notebooks, musings, 
and early song drafts of Buckley, 
the late singer best-known for the 
definitive version of “Hallelujah” and 
his classic album Grace, includes 
dozens of evocative photos.
9780306921681  |  $40.00 HC
Da Capo Press

Dominion
Tom Holland
The award-winning author of Rubicon 
and a historian of antiquity shows how 
the Christian Revolution transformed 
the world, from Babylon to the Beatles, 
Saint Michael to #MeToo.
9780465093502  |  $32.00 HC
Basic Books

Home Work
Julie Andrews
with Emma Walton Hamilton
In this follow-up to her critically 
acclaimed memoir, Home, Andrews takes 
readers on a rare and intimate journey 
into an extraordinary life that is funny, 
heartrending, and inspiring.
9780316349253  |  $30.00 HC
Hachette Books

Dreams of El Dorado
H.W. Brands
Brands tells the thrilling, panoramic 
story of the settling of the American 
West from John Jacob Astor’s fur 
trading outpost in Oregon to the Texas 
Revolution, and the California gold 
rush to the Oklahoma land rush.
9781541672529  |  $32.00 HC
Basic Books

All the President’s 
Women
Barry Levine
and Monique El-Faizy
An extensive new look at Trump’s 
relationships with women 
reveals new accusations of sexual 
misconduct, and illustrates how 
Trump’s presidency has helped 
catalyze the #MeToo movement.
9780316492669  |  $29.00 HC
Hachette Books

NEW TITLES from 

  Perseus Books
coming October 2019

Whole in One
Ellie Krieger
New York Times-bestselling author 
and James Beard Award winner 
Krieger gives her signature spin to 
the one-pot trend for meals that are 
nutritious, easy, and delicious.
9780738285047  |  $30.00 HC
Da Capo Lifelong Books

How Things Work
Theodore Gray
Nick Mann, photographer
Gray explores the mechanical 
underpinnings of dozens of types 
of machines and mechanisms 
accompanied by stunning original 
photographs.
9780316445436  |  $29.99 HC
Black Dog & Leventhal 
Publishers

Change Is the Only 
Constant
Ben Orlin
The next book from a popular 
math blogger and author of 
the underground bestseller 
Math With Bad Drawings is 
an engaging and eloquent 
exploration of the intersection 
between calculus and daily life.
9780316509084  |  $27.99 HC
Black Dog & Leventhal 
Publishers

The Song of the 
Machine
David Blot
and Mathias Cousin
Featuring a Foreword from house 
music legends Daft Punk, this 
pulsating graphic novel chronicles 
and celebrates the epic history of 
electronic music, from the heyday 
of disco and beyond.
9780316526173  |  $24.99 HC
Black Dog & Leventhal 
Publishers

In Defense of Open 
Society
George Soros
Introduction by Michael 
Ignatieff
Soros, now under sustained attack 
from the far right, nationalists, and 
anti-Semites around the world, 
gives an impassioned and much-
needed defense of his core belief 
in open society.
9781541736702  |  $26.00 HC
PublicAffairs

It Shouldn’t Be  
This Hard to Serve 
Your Country
David Shulkin
The former VA secretary describes 
his fight to save health care from 
politics and money—and how it 
was ultimately derailed by a small 
group of unelected officials with 
influence in the Trump White House.
9781541762657  |  $28.00 HC
PublicAffairs

The Invention of 
Yesterday
Tamim Ansary
The author offers a sweeping 
history that describes the separate 
beginnings of the world’s major 
cultural movements and the 
effects of their intertwinement 
that is the defining feature of the 
world today.
9781610397964  |  $30.00 HC
PublicAffairs

Blood
Allison Moorer
Moorer turns her lyrical 
storytelling powers to recount the 
events leading up to the moment 
that forever altered her own life 
and her sister’s. She delves into 
how to carve out a safe place in 
the world despite it all.
9780306922688  |  $27.00 HC
Da Capo Press

Crucible
Charles Emmerson
A bold, revisionist account of 
World War I’s lingering end, 
the bloody years that followed, 
and the Western world’s reeling 
transformation.
9781610397827  |  $35.00 HC
PublicAffairs

Music
Ted Gioia
Gioia tells a 4,000-year history of music 
as a global source of power, change, 
and upheaval. He shows how social 
outcasts have repeatedly become 
trailblazers of musical expression.
9781541644366  |  $35.00 HC
Basic Books
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A brand new adventure from New York Times bestselling author

Everyone loves Mathias. Naturally, when he discovers 
it’s his destiny to save the world, he dives in head first , 

pulling his best friend Aaslo along for the ride.

However, saving the world isn’t as easy, or exciting, as it 
sounds in the stories. As the list of allies grows thin, and 

the friends f ind themselves staring death in the face 
they must decide how to become the heroes they were 

destined to be or, failing that, how to survive.

Learn more on Edelweiss Hardcover: 9781250293794  $25.99    Macmillan Audio: 9781250241894  $66.99

NOT ALL STORIES HAVE HAPPY ENDINGS

A brand new adventure from New York Times bestselling author

Kade_FateOfTheFallen_Ingram.indd   1 7/11/19   12:14 PM



A SWEEPING THRILLER THAT 
R AC E S  T H RO U G H  T H E  AG E S

From the New York Times  bestselling author of The Last Templar 

“ The best what-if 

T H R I L L E R
for a long, long time.” 

—LEE CHILD

“T H R I L L I N G , 
D I S T U R B I N G , 
I N S P I R I N G .” 

—JAMES ROLLINS

“An al ter nat ive  his tor y 
thr i l ler  that  wil l

B L O W 
YOUR MIND.”

—DAVID BALDACCI

From the New York Times  bestselling author of The Last Templar 

RAYMOND KHOURY

Macmillan Audio: 978-1-2502-4350-8 $66.99 

October 1, 2019Learn more on Edelweiss
Hardcover: 978-1-2502-1096-8 $27.99

Khoury/Empire Ingram Advance Ad.indd   1 7/11/19   12:13 PM



The Cambridge 
Companion to the 
Rolling Stones
Part of Cambridge
Companions to Music
Edited by Victor Coelho and 
John Covach
Paperback: $24.99
October 2019
9781107651111

Buzz!
Inside the Minds of 
Thrill-Seekers, Daredevils, 
and Adrenaline Junkies
Kenneth Carter
Paperback: $19.95 
October 2019
9781108738101

Crack
Rock Cocaine, Street Capitalism, 
and the Decade of Greed
David Farber
Hardback: $24.95
October 2019
9781108425278

Sex, Drugs and Rock & Roll…

The Ape That Understood
the Universe
How the Mind and
Culture Evolve
Steve Stewart-Williams
Paperback: $16.95
October 2019
9781108732758

NOW
AVAILABLE IN 
PAPERBACK

41570.indd   3 7/12/19   3:43 PM



INSPIRING CRE AT I V E L IFE 
We welcome you to enter gestalten’s world whether 
you’re looking for architecture & interiors, visual culture, 
design & fashion, escapism, food & beverages or travel.

THE INCOMPLE TE
Highsnobiety Guide 
to Street Fashion 
and Culture

Hardcover
$ 60
ISBN 978-3-89955-580-6

HIT THE ROAD
Vans, Nomads and 
Roadside Adventures

Hardcover
$ 45
ISBN 978-3-89955-938-5

SURF SHACKS
An Eclectic Compilation 
of Creative Surfers’ 
Homes from Coast to 
Coast and Overseas

Hardcover
$ 60
ISBN 978-3-89955-907-1

APPE TIZER
New Interiors for  
Restaurants and Cafés 

Hardcover
$ 60
ISBN 978-3-89955-930-9

THE GRE AT 
OUTDOORS
120 Recipes for  
Adventure Cooking

Hardcover
$ 50
ISBN 978-3-89955-948-4

WA NDERL US T US A
The Great American Hike

Hardcover
$ 50
ISBN 978-3-89955-985-9



YOU ARE WHAT YOUR GRANDPARENTS ATE
What You Need to Know About Nutrition, Experience, 
Epigenetics and the Origins of Chronic Disease
by Judith Finlayson

320 pages in color · index · October
7½" × 10" · dust jacketed hardcover
978-0-7788-0633-2 · $29.95

Essential new health from

Why does the current generation have a shorter life 
expectancy than the previous ones? The emerging 
science of epigenetics points to poor nutrition and higher 
incidences of diabetes, cancer and heart disease.

Here is what we can do to change our national health — 
and live longer, better lives.

$100,000 PROMO BUDGET
5-CITY AUTHOR TOUR

NEW EDITION

352 pages · index
978-0-7788-0656-1 · $24.95

416 pages in color · index
978-0-7788-0653-0 · $27.95

192 pages in color
978-0-7788-0631-8 · $24.95

720 QUESTIONS ANSWERED NEW EDITION

and more
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The Case for Universal 
Health Care
by David Colton 
9781949762051 
$29.95 | paper | 420p | Oct
Clarity Press
A clear, common sense proposal
for universal health care. 

A Choir of Honest Killers
by Buddy Wakefield 
9781949342017 
$20.00 | paper | 120p | Oct
Write Bloody Publishing
Episodic prose details a journey
from desolation to inner peace. 

Connect: How to Find Clarity 
and Expand Your Consciousness
with Pineal Gland Meditation
by Ilchi Lee 
9781947502147 
$19.95 | paper | 256p | Jul
Best Life Media
Meditation techniques to activate
your authentic self. 

Even the Saints Audition:
Poems
by Raych Jackson 
9781943735624 
$16.00 | paper | 96p | Sep
Button Poetry
Deeply personal poems explore
blackness, shame, and religion. 

Experiments & Experience 
With Astrology: Reflections on 
Methods & Meaning
by Stephen Arroyo 
9780916360733 
$17.95 | paper | 112p | Nov
CRCS Publications
Essays on psychological astrology
by the renowned expert. 

The Hat Boyz
by Erick Pepper River 
9781642730371 
$16.95 | paper | 160p | Oct
One Peace Books
A story of friendship and being
young, Black, and Latino in the US.

Help in the Dark Season:
Poems
by Jacqueline Suskin 
9781949342024 
$16.00 | paper | 100p | Oct
Write Bloody Publishing
Pathways and nuances of love as
empathetic poetry. 

Hermosa: Poems
by Yesika Salgado 
9781945649332 
$15.00 | paper | 112p | Sep
Not A Cult
“Acclaimed Salvadoran poet ‘stays
true to her voice’.”–LA Times

How to Pull Apart the Earth:
Poems
by Karla Cordero 
9781945649257 
$15.00 | paper | 80p | Nov
Not A Cult
The complexity & beauty of growing
up in a US-Mexico borderland. 

I Hear the Sunspot: 
Limit Volume 2
by Yuki Fumino 
9781642730289 
$12.95 | paper | 260p | Sep
One Peace Books
A deaf boy discovers love in this
popular LGTBQ+ manga series. 

Jack the Ripper’s New Testament: 
Occultism and Bible Mania in 1888
by Nigel Graddon 
9781948803137 
$19.95 | paper | 298p | Sep
Adventures Unlimited Press
The occult conspiracy behind the
brutal Victorian mystery. 

Jerry Garcia: 
Secret Space of Dreams
Photographs by Jay Blakesberg 
9780996536967 
$60.00 | hardcover | 208p | Oct
Rock Out Books
Rare, original photos of Jerry 
Garcia on tour from 1978-1995. 

Next World Tarot: 
Deck and Guidebook
by Cristy C. Road 
Full-Size Edition: 9781945509292 
$50.00 | 78-card set | Avail

Pocket Edition: 9781945509377
$20.00 | 78-card set | Oct
Silver Sprocket
Punk rock, eco-feminist tarot set
for readings on the go. 

The Only Worlds We Know: Poems
by Michael Lee 
9781943735600 
$16.00 | paper | 112p | Aug
Button Poetry
Subtle, tactile, poems about life
after sobriety. 

The Rise of The Witcher: 
A New RPG King
by Benoît “ExServ” Reinier 
9782377842483 
$29.95 | hardcover | 256p | Nov
Third Editions
A behind the scenes look at “the
greatest video game of all time.” 

The Rising of the Shield Hero
Volume 14: Light Novel
by Aneko Yusagi 
9781642730180 
$13.95 | paper | 400p | Oct
One Peace Books
The saga continues: now featured
streaming on CrunchyRoll.com. 

Struggle: The Art of Szukalski
by Stanislav Szukalski 
9780867194791 
$35.00 | paper | 200p | Avail
Last Gasp
Retrospective of the artist featured
in hit Netflix doc of same name. 

The Way of the Wise Woman
by Red Hawk, PhD 
9781942493471 
$14.95 | paper | 92p | Oct
Hohm Press
Poems on self-observation and
self-remembering. 
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       “Nobody does smart, gutsy, funny,   
sexy women better than Susan Isaacs.”             
                                         —Washington Post

October 1, 2019 | Hardcover | $26 | 9780802147554

In this whip-smart suburban 
mystery from New York Times 
bestselling author Susan Isaacs, 
a retired FBI agent turned 
Long Island housewife taps 
into her investigative past 
when she begins to suspect 
that her neighbor is harboring 
criminal secrets.

“ Jane Austin brought up 
to date . . . highly amusing.”
—Atlantic

ON SALE  IN  OCTOBER



Second City Sinners
Jon Seidel
Drawing upon years of reporting, and 
with special access to the Chicago 
Daily News and Chicago Sun-Times 
archives, the author explains how men 
like Nathan Leopold, Richard Loeb, and 
Richard Speck tried to get away with 
history’s most disturbing crimes.
9781493038459  |  $24.95 HC
Lyons Press

MGM Style
Howard Gutner
With more than 175 photographs, the 
majority of which have never been 
published before, this volume provides 
an overview of the career and 
achievements of one of Hollywood’s 
most famous art directors,  
Cedric Gibbons.
9781493038572  |  $45.00 HC
Lyons Press

Comfortably Wild
Mike and Anne Howard
From river rafting between luxury 
camps, to harvesting vegetables for 
a farm-to-table dinner, to ziplining 
through a forest of treehouses, this 
edition is an experiential travel  
guide like no other.
9781493037797  |  $29.95PB
Falcon Press Publishing

The Little Book of 
Outdoor Wisdom
John Long
Through evocative anecdotes and 
sketches, told in Long’s visceral 
yet poignant style, readers will 
rediscover their love for nature and 
glean a deeper appreciation for its 
rejuvenating effect.
9781493034734  |  $24.95 HC
Falcon Press Publishing

Get Tusked
Ken Caillat
and Hernan Rojas
In this behind-the-scenes look at the 
making of Fleetwood Mac’s epic, 
platinum-selling double album, Tusk, 
producers and engineers Caillat and 
Rojas tell their stories of spending a 
year with the band in their new  
million-dollar studio trying to follow  
up Rumours, the biggest rock  
album of the time.
9781493047710  |  $29.95 HC
Backbeat Books

The Hot Rats Book
Bill Gubbins
with Ahmet Zappa
To celebrate the 50th anniversary 
of this much-loved LP, Ahmet Zappa 
and the Zappa Family Trust have 
teamed with the only photographer 
to document the Hot Rats sessions 
to create a deluxe, commemorative 
book packed with never-seen-before 
photos, interviews, and intimate 
insights.
9781493047758  |  $40.00 HC
Backbeat Books

The New Chicago Chef’s Table
Amelia Levin
Beth Rooney, photographer
Celebrating Chicago’s best  
restaurants and eateries with  
recipes and photographs, The New 
Chicago Chef’s Table profiles signature 
“at home” recipes from over 50 
legendary dining establishments.
9781493044382  |  $27.95 HC
Globe Pequot Press

A Cowboy Christmas
Shanna Hatfield
Through photos, interviews, how-tos, 
and recipes, this book offers a guide 
to creating a Cowboy Christmas and 
a celebration of the style, traditions, 
food, and family celebrations unique to 
the lifestyles of American cowboys.
9781493042340  |  $26.95 HC
Two Dot Books

from National Book NetworkNew
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Influence action through 
data! Develop data 
storytelling skills and 
transition your work 
from acceptable to 
exceptional.

9781119621492 | $39.95
Paperback | Oct 19

A surprising new portrait 
of the dog as thinker—a 
thinker who may perhaps 
know the true secret of our 
humanity.

EMPOWER TODAY 
FOR A BETTER
TOMORROW

A clever treatise of 
canine philosophy.

9781509537280 | $16.95 | C
October 2019

Protect your business 
and family against cyber 
attacks. Now is the time 
to identify vulnerabilities 
that may make you a 
victim of cyber-crime.

9781119560326 | $24.99
Paperback | Oct 19

The bestselling Arduino 
guide, updated with new 
projects! Get up to date 
on the evolving Arduino 
hardware, software, and 
capabilities.

9781119405375| $35.00
Paperback | Oct 19

Want to cash in on 
real estate investing? A 
millionaire tells you how. 
Discover insiders’ tips on 
real estate investment and 
implement proven strategies 
with cash rewards

9781119625919 | $25.00
Hardcover | Oct 19

Contact 
your sales 

representative 
to place your 

order
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The Dutch House
Ann Patchett HR  
Patchett, the New York 
Times-bestselling author of 
Commonwealth and State of 
Wonder, returns with a moving 
story exploring the indelible bond 
between two siblings, the house 
of their childhood, and a past that 
will not let them go. 352 pp.
978-0-06-296367-3
___048965039 27.99

BEST OF THE BEST

 
1,000 Places to See Before You Die, Deluxe 
Ed.
The World as You’ve Never Seen It Before
Patricia Schultz ARTN
A photo-driven, deluxe gift-book edition of 
one of the bestselling travel books of all time, 
Schultz’s #1 New York Times bestseller. 544 
pp. (Calendars & Diaries)
978-1-57965-788-8 
___047814394 50.00

 
The 19th Christmas
The New Women’s Murder Club Novel
James Patterson LB  
and Maxine Paetro
As the holidays approach, Detective Lindsay 
Boxer and her friends in the Women’s 
Murder Club have much to celebrate. Then a 
fearsome criminal known only as “Loman” 
seizes control of the headlines. He is planning 
a deadly surprise for Christmas morning, 
and he has commissioned dozens of criminal 
colleagues to take actions that will mask his 
plans. 368 pp. (Fiction - Mystery/ Detective)
978-0-316-42027-3 
___048643782 29.00

 
The 19th Christmas
978-0-316-49401-4 LB  
___048643791 31.00

 
3 Dimensional
Dwyane Wade MORW
In this beautiful memoir featuring more than 
100 never-before-seen photos from Bob 
Metelus, who has been documenting Wade’s 
career for more than a decade, the author 
takes readers inside his fascinating life. 304 
pp. (Biography / Autobiography)
978-0-06-296835-7 
___049209142 35.00

 
Agent Running in the Field
John le Carré VIK 
A 26-year-old solitary figure, desperate to 
resist the political turbulence swirling around 
him, makes connections that will take him 
down a dangerous path. 272 pp. (Fiction - 
Espionage / Thriller)
978-1-984878-87-8 
___049205053 29.00

 
Agent Running in the Field, Large Print Ed.
978-0-593-15218-8 RHLP
___048463893 paper 31.00

 
All the President’s Women
Donald Trump and the Making of a Predator
Barry Levine HHTT
and Monique El-Faizy
Based on groundbreaking original 
reporting, an extensive new look at Trump’s 
relationships with women, revealing new 
accusations of sexual misconduct, exploring 
the roots of his alleged predatory behavior, 
and illustrating how Trump’s presidency 
has helped catalyze the #MeToo movement 
and revitalize women’s activism. 288 pp. 
(Biography / Autobiography)
978-0-316-49266-9 
___048604584 28.00

 
Atlas Obscura, 2nd Ed.
An Explorer’s Guide to the World’s Hidden 
Wonders
Joshua Foer et al. WORK
The bestselling book that celebrates wonder 
all around the world and in our backyards, 
now in an updated second edition with more 
than 120 brand-new destinations to explore, 
new city guides, and a full-color gatefold 
map. 480 pp. (Travel - General)
978-1-52350-648-4 
___047812973 37.50

 
Beautiful on the Outside
Adam Rippon GCEB
Former Olympic figure skater Rippon 
showcases his funny and inspiring personality 
in this entertaining memoir. From traveling 
to practices on the Greyhound bus next to ex 
convicts to being so poor he could only afford 
to eat the free apples at his gym, Rippon got 
through the toughest times with a smile on his 
face, a glint in his eye, and quip ready for anyone 
listening. 256 pp. (Biography / Autobiography)
978-1-53873-240-3 
___048462868 28.00

 
The Beautiful Ones
Prince SIGU
From Prince himself comes the brilliant 
coming-of-age-and-into-superstardom 
story of one of the greatest artists of all 
time—featuring never-before-seen photos, 
original scrapbooks and lyric sheets. 288 pp. 
(Biography / Autobiography)
978-0-399-58965-2 
___049612718 30.00
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Before and After
The Incredible Real-Life Stories of Orphans 
Who Survived the Tennessee Children’s 
Home Society
Judy Christie BALL
and Lisa Wingate
In a poignant culmination of art meeting life, 
long-silent victims of a tragically corrupt 
adoption system return to Memphis with 
Wingate and Christie to reclaim their stories 
at a Tennessee Children’s Home Society 
reunion—with extraordinary results. 320 pp. 
(Family / Parenting / Childbirth)
978-0-593-13014-8 
___049316369 26.00

 
The Best American Short Stories 2019
Anthony Doerr, editor MRNB
New York Times-bestselling, Pulitzer Prize-
winning author Doerr brings his “stunning 
sense of physical detail and gorgeous 
metaphors” (San Francisco Chronicle) to 
selecting The Best American Short Stories 
2019. 320 pp. (Fiction - General)
978-1-32848-424-6 
___048989730 paper 15.99

 
The Best American Short Stories 2019
978-1-32846-582-5 HM  
___048989731 28.00

 
Big Wonderful Thing
A History of Texas
Stephen Harrigan UNTX
Blending action and atmosphere with 
impeccable research, New York Times-
bestselling author Harrigan brings to life 
with novelistic immediacy the generations of 
driven men and women who shaped Texas, 
including Spanish explorers, American 
filibusters, Comanche warriors, wildcatters, 
Tejano activists, and spellbinding artists. 944 
pp. (History - General History)
978-0-292-75951-0 
___049399450 35.00

 
Binging with Babish
100 Recipes Recreated from Your Favorite 
Movies and TV Shows
Andrew Rea HM  
Foreword by Jon Favreau
The host of one of the most popular food 
programs on the internet presents a 
collection of recipes recreated from beloved 
movies and TV shows. 336 pp. (Cooking / 
Wine)
978-1-32858-989-7 
___047869846 30.00

 
A Bitter Feast
Deborah Crombie MORW
In the 18th entry of Crombie’s “excellent” 
(Miami Herald) series, Scotland Yard 
detectives Duncan Kincaid and Gemma 
James are pulled into a dangerous web of 
secrets, lies, and murder buried beneath 
the surface of a picturesque village. 384 pp. 
(Fiction - Mystery/ Detective)
978-0-06-227166-2 
___048161490 25.99

 
Bloody Genius
John Sandford GPPS
Virgil Flowers will have to watch his back—
and his mouth—as he investigates a college 
culture war turned deadly in another one of 
Sandford’s “madly entertaining Virgil Flowers 
mysteries” (New York Times Book Review). 
384 pp. (Fiction - Mystery/ Detective)
978-0-525-53661-1 
___048401232 29.00

 
Bloody Genius, Large Print Ed.
978-1-984882-85-1 RHLP
___048478413 paper 31.00

 
Blowout
Corrupted Democracy, Rogue State Russia, 
and the Richest, Most Destructive Industry 
on Earth
Rachel Maddow CRNP
The author offers a dark, serpentine, 
riveting tour of the unimaginably lucrative 
and corrupt oil-and-gas industry. With her 
trademark black humor, Maddow exposes 
the greed and incompetence of Big Oil and 
Gas. 432 pp. (Politics - Current Events)
978-0-525-57547-4 
___049172653 30.00

 
Blowout, Large Print Ed.
978-0-593-15345-1 RHLP
___049172994 paper 32.00

 
Blue Moon
A Jack Reacher Novel
Lee Child DELA
In the next highly anticipated installment of 
this acclaimed suspense series, Jack Reacher 
comes to the aid of an elderly couple and 
confronts his most dangerous opponents 
yet.  368 pp. (Fiction - Espionage / Thriller)
978-0-399-59354-3 
___048478085 28.99

 
Blue Moon, Large Print Ed.
978-0-593-16815-8 RHLP
___049720608 paper 31.00

 
The Body
A Guide for Occupants
Bill Bryson DD  
Bryson once again proves himself to be 
an incomparable companion as he guides 
readers through the human body—how it 
functions, its remarkable ability to heal itself, 
and (unfortunately) the ways it can fail. 464 
pp. (Science)
978-0-385-53930-2 
___048144993 30.00

 
The Body, Large Print Ed.
978-0-593-10629-7 RHLP
___048144803 paper 32.00
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A Book of Bones
John Connolly ATR 
Private Investigator Charlie Parker returns 
in this heart-pounding thriller as he seeks 
revenge against the darkest forces in the 
world. Three bodies are found. Each is a 
sacrifice, a summons. And something in the 
darkness has heard the call. 688 pp. (Fiction - 
Espionage / Thriller)
978-1-982127-51-0 
___048477780 28.99

 
The Burning White
Brent Weeks OITT
In the stunning conclusion to the New 
York Times-bestselling Lightbringer series, 
kingdoms clash as Kip must escape his 
family’s shadow in order to protect the 
land and people he loves. 650 pp. (Fiction - 
Fantasy)
978-0-316-25130-3 
___047831440 30.00

 
Cabin Porn: Inside
Zach Klein, editor LB  
In this highly anticipated extension of the 
Cabin Porn series, the creators give fans 
what they ask for most: a look inside the 
most beloved cabins they have featured over 
the past 10 years.  336 pp. (Photography)
978-0-316-42309-0 
___048643784 32.00

 
The Cartiers
The Untold Story of the Family Behind the 
Jewelry Empire
Francesca Cartier Brickell BALL
The captivating story of the family behind 
Cartier, and the three brothers who turned 
their grandfather’s humble Parisian jewelry 
store into a global luxury icon—as told by a 
great-granddaughter with exclusive access 
to long-lost family archives. 688 pp. 978-0-
525-62161-4 
___048463678 30.00

 
A Castle in Wartime
One Family, Their Missing Sons, and the 
Fight to Defeat the Nazis
Catherine Bailey VIK 
As war swept across Europe in 1940, the 
idyllic life of Fey von Hassell seemed a 
world away from the conflict. The daughter 
of Hitler’s ambassador to Italy finds her 
peaceful existence threatened when her 
father and her husband make the brave and 
difficult decision to resist the Nazis. 480 pp. 
978-0-525-55929-0 
___049057326 28.00

 
Child’s Play
Danielle Steel DELA
In this riveting new novel, Steel explores how 
families can evolve and grow in unexpected 
ways. 288 pp. (Fiction - General)
978-0-399-17950-1 
___048145231 28.99

 
Child’s Play, Large Print Ed.
978-0-593-16823-3 RHLP
___049720582 paper 31.00

 
Christmas Ideals 2019, 75th Anniversary Ed.
Melinda Lee Rathjen, editor WHKD
This classic collection of all things Christmas 
includes poetry, essays, quotations, and 
recipes, as well as Bible excerpts from the 
story of the first Christmas. Each carefully 
chosen selection is accompanied by 
beautiful, full-color artwork or photography, 
adding to the reasons loyal readers have 
sought out each year’s edition since 1944. 96 
pp. (Religion - Christian)
978-1-54601-454-6 
___049138068 paper 14.99

 
Christmas Shopaholic
Sophie Kinsella DDDL
New York Times-bestselling author Kinsella 
returns with a festive new Shopaholic 
adventure filled with holiday cheer and 
unexpected gifts. 448 pp. (Fiction - General)
978-0-593-13282-1 
___049520616 27.00

 
The Christmas Spirits on Tradd Street
Karen White BRKP
The ongoing excavation of the centuries-old 
cistern in her garden has Melanie concerned 
by the ghosts that have suddenly invaded her 
life and her house—and at least one of them 
is definitely not filled with holiday cheer. 384 
pp. (Fiction - General)
978-0-451-47524-4 
___048061202 26.00

 
Cilka’s Journey
Heather Morris STMS
From the author of the bestseller, The 
Tattooist of Auschwitz, comes a novel based 
on an incredible true story of a 16-year-
old who learns quickly that power, even 
unwillingly given, equals survival. 320 pp. 
978-1-25026-570-8 
___049550866 27.99

 
Dad’s Maybe Book
Tim O’Brien HM  
A bestselling author shares wisdom from 
a life in letters, lessons learned in wartime, 
and the challenges, humor, and rewards of 
raising two sons. 400 pp. (Family / Parenting 
/ Childbirth)
978-0-618-03970-8 
___048989724 28.00
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Daily Guideposts 2020
A Spirit-Lifting Devotional
Guideposts ZNDV
America’s bestselling daily devotional will 
help readers grow in their faith every day of 
the year. In the past 40 years, it has sold more 
than 20 million copies. 432 pp. (Religion - 
Inspiration / Spirituality)
978-0-310-35466-6 
___049080631 22.99

 
Daily Guideposts 2020, Large Print Ed.
978-0-310-35467-3 ZNDV
___049080632 paper 22.99

 
Daily Guideposts 2020, Leather Ed.
978-0-310-35468-0 ZNDV
___049080633 26.99

 
Dear Girls
Intimate Tales, Untold Secrets & Advice for 
Living Your Best Life
Ali Wong RH  
Wong’s heartfelt and hilarious letters to 
her daughters cover everything they need 
to know in life, like the unpleasant details 
of dating, how to be a working mom in a 
male-dominated profession, and how she 
trapped their dad. Though addressed to her 
daughters, the letters are absurdly funny, 
surprisingly moving, and enlightening (and 
gross) for all. 240 pp. (Humor)
978-0-525-50883-0 
___049172671 27.00

 
Deep State
Trump, the FBI, and the Rule of Law
James B. Stewart PGUP
From bestselling author Stewart comes the 
definitive story of the war between President 
Trump and America’s law enforcement 
agencies, answering the questions that the 
Mueller report couldn’t or wouldn’t. 384 pp. 
(Politics - Current Events)
978-0-525-55910-8 
___050065906 30.00

 
The Deserter
Nelson DeMille SS  
and Alex DeMille
New York Times-bestselling author Nelson 
DeMille, writing with his screenwriter son, 
delivers a blistering new thriller featuring a 
brilliant and unorthodox Army investigator, 
his troubling new partner, and their hunt for 
the Army’s most notorious—and dangerous—
deserter. 544 pp. (Fiction - Espionage / Thriller)
978-1-50110-175-5 
___047114208 28.99

 
A Dog’s Promise
W. Bruce Cameron FRGE
A Dog’s Promise continues the story of Bailey, 
the good dog whose journey started in A 
Dog’s Purpose (the international hit film) and 
continued in A Dog’s Journey. This time, Bailey 
is joined by another very special dog, who 
helps Bailey fulfill his promise over the course 
of several lives. 384 pp. (Fiction - General)
978-1-25016-351-6 
___047871578 26.99

 
Dumpty
The Age of Trump in Verse
John Lithgow CPSM
Award-winning actor and bestselling author 
Lithgow wields a whip-smart, satirical pen in 
this poetic diatribe chronicling the last few 
abysmal years in politics. (Humor)
978-1-45218-275-9 
___049805360 19.95

 
Dune
Frank Herbert ACE 
A deluxe hardcover edition of the bestselling 
science-fiction book of all time—part of 
Penguin Galaxy, a collectible series of six sci-
fi/fantasy classics. 688 pp. (Fiction - Science 
Fiction)
978-0-593-09932-2 
___049211844 40.00

 
Dungeons & Dragons® Baldur’s Gate®: 
Descent into Avernus™ 
Wizards RPG Team WOTC
This heroic adventure book takes players 
from levels 1 to 13 as they journey through 
Baldur’s Gate and into Avernus, the first layer 
of the Nine Hells. The text introduces the 
infernal war machines to fifth edition D&D—
battle-ready vehicles. (Games / Gamebooks / 
Crosswords)
978-0-7869-6676-9 
___050185301 49.95

 
Edison
Edmund Morris RH  
From Pulitzer Prize-winning author Morris 
comes a revelatory new biography of 
Thomas Alva Edison, the most prolific genius 
in American history. 800 pp. (Biography / 
Autobiography)
978-0-8129-9311-0 
___048463921 38.00

 
The Education of Brett Kavanaugh
Robin Pogrebin PTFL
and Kate Kelly
From New York Times reporters Pogrebin and 
Kelly comes a deeper look at the formative 
years of Supreme Court Justice Kavanaugh 
and his confirmation. 304 pp. (Biography / 
Autobiography)
978-0-593-08439-7 
___048968242 29.00
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The End Is Always Near
Apocalyptic Moments, from the Bronze Age 
Collapse to Nuclear Near Misses
Dan Carlin HR  
In his popular podcast Hardcore History, 
the 2019 winner of the iHeartRadio Best 
History Podcast Award, Carlin humanizes 
the past, wondering about things that didn’t 
happen but might have. In this absorbing 
compendium, Carlin embarks on a whole 
new set of stories and major cliffhangers 
sure to keep readers enthralled. 304 pp. 
(History - General History)
978-0-06-286804-6 
___048002889 29.99

 
Erosion
Essays of Undoing
Terry Tempest Williams FSG 
In these new essays, Williams explores the 
concept of erosion: of the land, of the self, of 
belief, of fear. She wrangles with the paradox 
of desert lands and the truth of erosion: 
What is weathered, worn, and whittled away 
through wind, water, and time is as powerful 
as what remains. 336 pp. (Nature / Field 
Guide Books)
978-0-374-28006-2 
___048166486 27.00

 
Face It
Debbie Harry DYST
As a musician, an actor, a muse, an icon, the 
breadth of the author’s impact on culture 
has been matched by her almost Sphinx-
like reticence about her inner life. Through 
it all she has infused her perennial Blondie 
persona with a heady mix of raw sexuality 
and sophisticated punk cool. 368 pp. 
(Biography / Autobiography)
978-0-06-074958-3 
___049332647 29.99

 
Fair Play
A Game-Changing Solution for When You 
Have Too Much to Do (and More Life to Live)
Eve Rodsky GPPS
The author—tapped by Reese Witherspoon’s 
Hello Sunshine as the expert on this topic 
for a new generation of women—offers a 
revolutionary, real-world solution to the 
problem of unpaid, invisible work that 
women have shouldered for too long. 352 
pp. (Sociology)
978-0-525-54193-6 
___048604366 26.00

 
The Family Upstairs
Lisa Jewell ATR 
From the New York Times-bestselling author 
of Then She Was Gone comes another page-
turning look inside one family’s past as 
buried secrets threaten to come to light. 320 
pp. (Fiction - Espionage / Thriller)
978-1-50119-010-0 
___048477353 27.00

 
Fargo
This Is a True Story
Noah Hawley GCEB
This companion to the first three seasons 
of the award-winning, celebrated TV drama 
is packed with script selections (including 
all three pilots), candid behind-the-scenes 
photography, pitch documents, and 
interviews with cast and crew. 448 pp. (Pop 
Arts / Pop Culture)
978-1-53873-130-7 
___049137852 35.00

 
Find Me
Andre Aciman FSG 
In this spellbinding exploration of the 
varieties of love, the author of the bestseller 
Call Me by Your Name revisits its complex 
and beguiling characters decades after their 
first meeting.  No novel in recent memory 
has spoken more movingly to contemporary 
readers about the nature of love. 272 pp. 
(Fiction - General)
978-0-374-15501-8 
___049211714 27.00

 
Food: What the Heck Should I Cook?
More Than 100 Delicious Recipes—Pegan, 
Vegan, Paleo, Gluten-Free, Dairy-Free, and 
More—For Lifelong Health
Mark Hyman, M.D. LB  
The companion cookbook to Dr. Hyman’s New 
York Times-bestselling Food: What the Heck 
Should I Eat? features more than 100 delicious 
and nutritious recipes for weight loss and 
lifelong health. 320 pp. (Cooking / Wine)
978-0-316-45313-4 
___048643788 32.00

 
For Small Creatures Such as We
Rituals for Finding Meaning in Our Unlikely 
World
Sasha Sagan GPPS
Part memoir, part guidebook, and part social 
history, For Small Creatures Such as We is the 
first book from the daughter of Carl Sagan 
and Ann Druyan—a luminous exploration 
of all Earth’s marvels that require no faith 
in order to be believed. 288 pp. (Biography / 
Autobiography)
978-0-7352-1877-2 
___048383707 26.00

 
A Fortune for Your Disaster
Hanif Abdurraqib TINH
In his much-anticipated follow-up to The 
Crown Ain’t Worth Much, poet, essayist, 
biographer, and music critic Abdurraqib 
has written a book of poems about how 
one rebuilds oneself after a heartbreak, the 
kind that renders them a different version of 
themselves than the one they knew. 108 pp. 
(Poetry)
978-1-947793-43-9 
___048693523 paper 15.95
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Frederick Douglass
Prophet of Freedom
David W. Blight SS  
The definitive, dramatic biography of the 
most important African American of the 19th 
century—Douglass, the escaped slave who 
became the greatest orator of his day and 
one of the leading abolitionists and writers of 
the era. 912 pp. (Biography / Autobiography)
978-1-41659-032-3 
___048478271 paper 20.00

 
Full Throttle
Stories
Joe Hill MORW
In this masterful collection of short fiction, 
Hill dissects timeless human struggles in 13 
relentless tales of supernatural suspense 
that showcase his ability to “push genre 
conventions to new extremes” (New York 
Times Book Review). 496 pp. (Fiction - General)
978-0-06-220067-9 
___049025771 27.99

 
The Giver of Stars
Jojo Moyes PLDB
In Depression-era America, five extraordinary 
women embark on a remarkable journey 
through the mountains of Kentucky and 
beyond. Based on a true story rooted in 
America’s past, The Giver of Stars is a richly 
rewarding novel of women’s friendship, of true 
love, and of what happens when people reach 
beyond their grasp. 400 pp. (Fiction - General)
978-0-399-56248-8 
___048544383 28.00

 
The Giver of Stars, Large Print Ed.
978-0-593-15226-3 RHLP
___048604501 paper 30.00

 
God Save the Queens
The Essential History of Women in Hip-Hop
Kathy Iandoli DYST
The author pays tribute to the women of 
hip-hop—from the early work of Roxanne 
Shante, to hitmakers like Queen Latifah and 
Missy Elliot, to the superstars of today. 320 
pp. (Music)
978-0-06-287850-2 
___049025607 27.99

 
Grand Union
Stories
Zadie Smith PGUP
Smith has established herself as one of the 
most iconic, critically respected, and popular 
writers of her generation. In her first short 
story collection, she combines her power of 
observation and her inimitable voice to mine 
the fraught and complex experience of life in 
the modern world. 320 pp. (Fiction - General)
978-0-525-55899-6 
___048144915 27.00

 
The Guardians
John Grisham DD  
Twenty-two years ago, ruthless people 
framed Quincy Miller for the murder of 
attorney Keith Russo, and they will kill 
another lawyer without a second thought 
to keep Miller behind bars. 368 pp. (Fiction - 
Espionage / Thriller)
978-0-385-54418-4 
___048276139 29.95

 
The Guardians, Large Print Ed.
978-0-525-63938-1 RHLP
___048276307 paper 32.00

 
Guilty Not Guilty
A Dick Francis Novel
Felix Francis GPPS
New York Times-bestselling author Francis 
returns with another nail-biting thriller in a 
work that is a journey of greed and jealousy 
set against the grief of personal tragedy, with 
many a twist and turn along the way. 384 pp. 
(Fiction - Espionage / Thriller)
978-0-525-53679-6 
___048464071 27.00

 
Holding the Line
Inside Trump’s Pentagon with Secretary Mattis
Guy “Bus” Snodgrass, Commander, USN (Ret.) SENE
The author offers an insider’s sometimes 
shocking account of how Defense Secretary 
James Mattis led the U.S. military through 
global challenges while serving as a crucial 
check on the Trump Administration. 304 pp. 
(Sociology)
978-0-593-08437-3 
___049205011 27.00

 
Home Work
A Memoir of My Hollywood Years
Julie Andrews HHTT
with Emma Walton Hamilton
In this follow-up to her critically acclaimed 
memoir, Home, Andrews shares reflections 
on her astonishing career and unveils her 
personal story of dealing with the demands of 
unimaginable success, being a new mother, 
the end of her first marriage, embracing two 
stepchildren, adopting two more children, 
and falling in love with Blake Edwards. 352 
pp. (Biography / Autobiography)
978-0-316-34925-3 
___048823677 30.00

 
Home Work, Large Print Ed.
978-0-306-84598-7 HHTT
___049137913 32.00

 
Horror Stories
A Memoir
Liz Phair RH  
From the two-time Grammy-nominated 
singer-songwriter comes a haunting 
memoir in stories in the tradition of 
Patti Smith’s M Train.  Horror Stories is a 
literary accomplishment that reads like the 
confessions of a friend. 256 pp. (Biography 
/ Autobiography)
978-0-525-51198-4 
___048544495 28.00
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How to Cook Everything®—Completely 
Revised 20th Anniversary Ed.
Simple Recipes for Great Food
Mark Bittman HM  
The ultimate kitchen companion, completely 
updated and better than ever—now for the 
first time featuring color photos 960 pp. 
(Cooking / Wine)
978-1-32854-543-5 
___048990335 37.00

 
Hymns of the Republic
The Story of the Final Year of the American 
Civil War
S.C. Gwynne SCRB
Gwynne addresses the period from Ulysses 
S. Grant’s appointment as general of all 
Union armies in March 1864 to the surrender 
of Robert E. Lee at Appomattox a year later. 
400 pp. (History - Military / War)
978-1-50111-622-3 
___048478196 32.00

 
I Really Needed This Today
Words to Live by
Hoda Kotb GPPS
with Jane Lorenzini
From New York Times-bestselling author and 
Today show anchor Kotb comes an inspiring 
collection of quotes—drawn from her own 
personal favorites featured on her 1 million+ 
Instagram account—that offer wisdom, 
courage, and hope. 384 pp. (Reference)
978-0-7352-1741-6 
___049612736 23.00

 
Imaginary Friend
Stephen Chbosky GCEB
Kate Reese flees an abusive relationship 
with her son, settling in the tight-knit 
community of Mill Grove, Pennsylvania. 
Then Christopher vanishes for six days. He 
returns with a voice in his head only he can 
hear, with a mission only he can complete. 
720 pp. (Fiction - Horror)
978-1-53873-133-8 
___048462865 30.00

 
In the House in the Dark of the Woods
Laird Hunt BBB 
In this horror story set in colonial New 
England, a law-abiding Puritan woman 
goes missing. Or perhaps she has fled or 
abandoned her family. Or perhaps she’s 
been kidnapped, and set loose to wander 
in the dense woods of the north. Alone and 
possibly lost, she meets another woman in 
the forest. Then everything changes. 224 pp. 
(Fiction - Historical)
978-0-316-51580-1 
___048564190 paper 14.99

 
Inside Out
A Memoir
Demi Moore HR  
In this deeply candid and reflective memoir, 
Moore pulls back the curtain and opens up 
about her career and personal life—laying 
bare her tumultuous relationship with 
her mother, her marriages, her struggles 
balancing stardom with raising a family, and 
her journey toward open heartedness. 272 
pp. (Biography / Autobiography)
978-0-06-204953-7 
___049644418 27.99

 
Inside Out
978-0-06-297824-0 HLUX
___050083171 paper 29.99

 
Inspire Your Home
Easy Affordable Ideas to Make Every Room 
Glamorous
Farah Merhi TRPR
The founder of Inspire Me! Home Décor 
shares her creative and elegant interior 
design secrets so readers can create 
glamorous yet cozy homes without spending 
a fortune. 304 pp. (House & Home)
978-1-982131-24-1 
___049748442 35.00

 
The Irishman, Movie Tie-In Ed.
Frank Sheeran and Closing the Case on 
Jimmy Hoffa
Charles Brandt STEE
Originally published as I Heard You Paint 
Houses, Sheeran’s true story will be perhaps 
the last great Mafia movie, and the case can 
now be closed on Jimmy Hoffa, perhaps the 
greatest murder mystery in American history. 
384 pp. (Nonfiction - True Crime / Espionage)
978-1-58642-247-9 
___047862560 paper 17.00

 
It’s Garry Shandling’s Book
Judd Apatow, editor RH  
This work expands on Apatow’s brilliant 
HBO documentary, The Zen Diaries of Garry 
Shandling, which won the 2018 Emmy Award 
for Best Documentary. 480 pp. (Humor)
978-0-525-51084-0 
___048464262 40.00

 
It’s How We Play the Game
Build a Business. Take a Stand. Make a 
Difference.
Ed Stack SCRB
For readers of Phil Knight’s Shoe Dog and 
Howard Schultz’s Onward comes an inspiring 
memoir from the CEO of DICK’s Sporting 
Goods about building a multibillion-dollar 
business and taking a principled—and 
highly controversial—stand against the 
types of guns that are too often used in 
mass shootings and other tragedies. 320 pp. 
(Biography / Autobiography)
978-1-982116-91-0 
___048478403 28.00
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Joy of Cooking
Irma S. Rombauer et al. SCRB
The bestselling cookbook of all time comes 
full circle with an expansive revision based 
on the celebrated 1975 edition, restoring the 
voice of the original authors and returning 
the focus to home-style American cooking. 
1,152 pp. (Cooking / Wine)
978-1-50116-971-7 
___048477636 40.00

 
Leadership in War
Essential Lessons from Those Who Made 
History
Andrew Roberts VIK 
Taking readers from the French Revolution 
to the Cold War, Roberts presents a bracingly 
honest and deeply insightful look at nine 
major figures in modern history: Napoleon 
Bonaparte, Winston Churchill, Adolf Hitler, 
Joseph Stalin, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 
Charles de Gaulle, Horatio Nelson, Margaret 
Thatcher, and George Marshall. 240 pp. 
(History - Military / War)
978-0-525-52238-6 
___048463975 27.00

 
Let It Snow
Nancy Thayer BALL
A Nantucket shopkeeper discovers that 
Christmas is the perfect occasion to make 
unexpected friendships, to warm the coldest 
of hearts—and maybe even to find love—
in this original holiday story by New York 
Times-bestselling author Thayer. 288 pp. 
(Fiction - General)
978-1-52479-868-0 
___048463626 20.00

 
Life Undercover
Coming of Age in the CIA
Amaryllis Fox KNPF
Fox’s riveting memoir tells the story of her 10 
years in the most elite clandestine ops unit of 
the CIA, hunting the world’s most dangerous 
terrorists in 16 countries while marrying and 
giving birth to a daughter. 240 pp. (Biography 
/ Autobiography)
978-0-525-65497-1 
___048276243 26.95

 
Life Undercover, Large Print Ed.
 384 pp. (Biography / Autobiography)
978-0-593-16821-9 RHLP
___049720185 paper 29.00

 
Live in Grace, Walk in Love
A 365-Day Journey
Bob Goff NELN
A bestselling author provides a year’s worth 
of inspiring, unexpected, thought-provoking 
teaching that will prepare Christians for the 
day ahead. 416 pp. (Religion - Inspiration / 
Spirituality)
978-1-40020-377-2 
___009891699 paper 16.99

 
Love Poems (for People with Children)
John Kenney GPPS
In the spirit of his wildly popular New Yorker 
pieces and the New York Times bestseller 
Love Poems for Married People, Thurber-
prize winner Kenney presents a hilarious 
new collection of poetry for people with 
children. 112 pp. (Poetry)
978-0-593-08524-0 
___049057252 15.00

 
Maui Revealed, All New 9th Ed.
The Ultimate Guidebook
Andrew Doughty WICP
Bestselling author and longtime Hawai’i 
resident Doughty unlocks the secrets of an 
island so lush and diverse that many visitors 
never realize all that it has to offer. Explore 
with him as he reveals breathtaking trails, 
secluded beaches, pristine reefs, delicious 
places to eat, colorful craters, hidden 
waterfalls, and so much more. 324 pp. (Travel 
- United States)
978-1-949678-04-8 
___050770165 paper 19.99

 
Me
Elton John Official Autobiography
Elton John HOLT
In his first and only official autobiography, 
music icon John reveals the truth about his 
extraordinary life, from his rollercoaster 
lifestyle as shown in the film Rocketman, to 
becoming a living legend. In a voice that is 
warm, humble, and open, this is John on his 
music and his relationships, his passions, 
and his mistakes. 384 pp. (Biography / 
Autobiography)
978-1-25014-760-8 
___048912471 30.00

 
The Meaning of Marriage: A Couple’s 
Devotional
A Year of Daily Devotions
Timothy Keller VIK 
and Kathy Keller
From pastor and New York Times-bestselling 
author Keller and his wife of 43 years comes 
a gorgeously packaged daily devotional that 
takes readers on a yearlong journey into 
discovering the meaning of marriage. 368 
pp. (Religion - Inspiration / Spirituality)
978-0-525-56077-7 
___048383719 20.00

 
Medallion Status
True Stories from Secret Rooms
John Hodgman VIK 
A hilarious and honest new book in which 
Hodgman, New York Times-bestselling 
author of Vacationland, leaves vacation 
behind and gets back to work as a still 
somewhat famous person—and then loses 
his job. 304 pp. (Biography / Autobiography)
978-0-525-56110-1 
___049316611 25.00
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Metahuman
Unleashing Your Infinite Potential
Deepak Chopra, M.D. HARM
The New York Times-bestselling author 
unlocks the secrets to moving beyond 
one’s present limitations to access infinite 
possibilities by becoming metahuman, 
liberating oneself from old conditioning and 
the mental constructs that underlie anxiety 
and ego-driven demands.  320 pp. (Self-Help)
978-0-307-33833-4 
___048276024 27.00

 
Morning Glory on the Vine
Early Songs and Drawings
Joni Mitchell HM  
A gorgeous compendium of Mitchell’s 
handwritten lyrics and drawings, originally 
handcrafted as a gift for a select group of 
friends in 1971 and now available to the 
public for the first time. 136 pp. (Music)
978-0-358-18172-9 
___048965417 40.00

 
Movies (and Other Things)
Shea Serrano TWLE
Arturo Torres, illustrator
Foreword by John Leguizamo
Many things happen in Serrano’s latest book, 
all of which are handled with the type of 
care and dedication to the smallest details 
and pockets of pop culture that only he can 
provide. 256 pp. (Pop Arts / Pop Culture)
978-1-53873-019-5 
___048634924 25.00

 
A Mrs. Miracle Christmas
Debbie Macomber BALL
Mrs. Miracle shows an ordinary family 
that they are blessed beyond belief in this 
uplifting holiday tale from #1 New York 
Times-bestselling author Macomber. 272 pp. 
(Fiction - Romance)
978-0-399-18139-9 
___048032197 20.00

 
My Drunk Kitchen Holidays!
How to Savor and Celebrate the Year
Hannah Hart PLUM
New York Times-bestselling author and Food 
Network star Hart is back with her biggest 
book ever: a humorous cookbook celebrating 
year-round holidays with food, drink, and 
friends. 240 pp. (Cooking / Wine)
978-0-525-54143-1 
___048384023 28.00

 
Nerves of Steel
How I Followed My Dreams, Earned My 
Wings, and Faced My Greatest Challenge
Captain Tammie Jo Shults NELN
Shults grew up watching Air Force pilots 
hone their skills in the skies over her ranch 
home, not knowing she would one day use 
those same skills to save lives on Flight 1380. 
288 pp. (Biography / Autobiography)
978-0-7852-2831-8 
___049069899 26.99

 
The New Annotated H.P. Lovecraft
Beyond Arkham
Leslie S. Klinger, editor LIVR
Introduction by Victor Lavalle
No lover of gothic literature will want to 
be without this literary keepsake, the final 
volume of Klinger’s tour-de-force chronicle of 
Lovecraft’s canon. 512 pp. (Fiction - Horror)
978-1-63149-263-1 
___048770664 39.95

 
The Night Fire
A Renée Ballard and Harry Bosch Novel
Michael Connelly LB  
Harry Bosch and LAPD Detective Renée 
Ballard come together again on the murder 
case that obsessed Bosch’s mentor, the man 
who trained him. 400 pp. (Fiction - Mystery/ 
Detective)
978-0-316-48561-6 
___048643907 29.00

 
The Night Fire, Large Print Ed.
978-0-316-42606-0 LB  
___048643902 31.00

 
Nine Perfect Strangers
Liane Moriarty FLAT
Combining the hallmarks that make her 
writing a go-to for anyone looking for 
wickedly smart, page-turning fiction, 
Moriarty’s Nine Perfect Strangers shows why 
she is a master of the craft. 464 pp. (Fiction 
- General)
978-1-25006-983-2 
___047871115 paper 17.99

 
Ninth House
Leigh Bardugo FLAT
From #1 New York Times-bestselling author 
Bardugo comes a mesmerizing tale of power, 
privilege, and dark magic set among the Ivy 
League elite. 480 pp. (Fiction - Fantasy)
978-1-25031-307-2 
___047871252 27.99

 
Olive, Again
Elizabeth Strout RH  
A New York Times-bestselling author and 
Pulitzer Prize winner continues the life of her 
beloved Olive Kitteridge, who struggles to 
understand not only herself and her own life 
but the lives of those around her in the town 
of Crosby, Maine. 304 pp. (Fiction - General)
978-0-8129-9654-8 
___048464156 27.00

 
On the Plain of Snakes
A Mexican Journey
Paul Theroux EMND
Legendary travel writer Theroux drives the 
entire length of the U.S.-Mexico border, then 
goes deep into the hinterland to uncover 
the rich, layered world behind today’s brutal 
headlines. 448 pp. (Travel - Foreign)
978-0-544-86647-8 
___048989720 30.00
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One Day
The Extraordinary Story of an Ordinary 24 
Hours in America
Gene Weingarten BRID
On New Year’s Day 2013, two-time Pulitzer 
Prize-winner Weingarten asked three 
strangers to pluck a day, month, and year 
from a hat. That day turned out to be Sunday, 
December 28, 1986. Weingarten spent the 
next six years proving that there is no such 
thing as an ordinary day. 384 pp. (History - 
General History)
978-0-399-16666-2 
___048823240 28.00

 
The Perfect Love Song
Patti Callahan Henry NELN
In the tradition of Debbie Macomber’s A Cedar 
Cove Christmas, New York Times-bestselling 
author Henry presents a heartwarming and 
romantic holiday novella. 240 pp. (Fiction - 
General)
978-0-7852-2622-2 
___049070584 17.99

 
Permanent Record
Edward Snowden MTNK
The man who risked everything to expose 
the U.S. government’s system of mass 
surveillance, reveals for the first time the story 
of his life, including how he helped to build that 
system and what motivated him to try to bring 
it down. 352 pp. (Politics - Current Events)
978-1-25023-723-1 
___050637399 30.00

 
A Pilgrimage to Eternity
From Canterbury to Rome in Search of a Faith
Timothy Egan VIK 
Tracing an ancient pilgrimage route from 
Canterbury to Rome, the bestselling and 
“virtuosic” (The Wall Street Journal) writer 
explores the past and future of Christianity. 
384 pp. (History - General History)
978-0-7352-2523-7 
___048544437 28.00

 
The Pioneer Woman Cooks: The New Frontier
112 Fantastic Favorites for Everyday Eating
Ree Drummond MORW
The #1 New York Times-bestselling author 
and Food Network favorite cooks up exciting 
new favorites from her life on the ranch in this 
glorious full-color cookbook that showcases 
home cooking at its most delicious and most 
fun. 384 pp. (Cooking / Wine)
978-0-06-256137-4 
___048414577 29.99

 
Plagued by Fire
The Dreams and Furies of Frank Lloyd Wright
Paul Hendrickson KNPF
From the award-winning and nationally 
bestselling author of Hemingway’s Boat and 
Sons of Mississippi—an illuminating, path-
breaking biography that will change the 
way we understand the life, mind, and work 
of the premier American architect. 624 pp. 
(Architecture)
978-0-385-35365-6 
___048031859 35.00

 
Quantum
A Captain Chase Novel
Patricia Cornwell TSMR
International bestselling author Cornwell 
delivers pulse-pounding thrills in a series 
featuring a brilliant and unusual new 
heroine, cutting-edge cybertechnology, and 
stakes that are astronomically high. 352 pp. 
(Fiction - Espionage / Thriller)
978-1-54209-406-1 
___050182833 28.99

 
Royal Holiday
Jasmine Guillory BRKP
From the New York Times-bestselling author 
of The Proposal and a “rising star in the 
romance genre” (Entertainment Weekly) 
comes a dazzling new novel about a 
spontaneous holiday vacation that turns into 
an unforgettable romance. 304 pp. (Fiction - 
Romance)
978-1-984802-21-7 
___048823741 20.00

 
Running with Sherman
The Donkey with the Heart of a Hero
Christopher McDougall KNPF
A heartwarming story about training a rescue 
donkey to run one of the most challenging 
races in America. “McDougall is a gifted 
storyteller who gets to the heart of the 
human-animal connection.”—John Grogan, 
author of Marley & Me. 352 pp. (Sports & 
Recreation)
978-1-52473-236-3 
___048544486 27.95

 
Saga: Compendium One
Brian K. Vaughan IMAC
and Fiona Staples
Containing the first nine volumes of the 
acclaimed, New York Times-bestselling 
series, this compendium tells the entire story 
of a girl named Hazel and her star-crossed 
parents. Features gorgeous full-color 
artwork, including a new cover from Eisner-
winning co-creator Staples. Collects #1-54. 
1,400 pp. (Graphic Novels/Comics)
978-1-53431-346-0 
___048865750 paper 59.99

 
Scarred
The True Story of How I Escaped NXIVM, the 
Cult That Bound My Life
Sarah Edmondson CPSM
with Kristine Gasbarre
In this tell-all memoir, complete with 
personal photographs, the author shares 
her true story from the moment she takes 
her first NXIVM seminar, revealing in-depth 
details of her time as a member, including 
what happened one fateful night in Albany, 
and her harrowing fight to get out, help 
others, and heal. 288 pp. (Biography / 
Autobiography)
978-1-45218-426-5 
___050291857 27.95
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The Shape of Night
Tess Gerritsen BALL
A woman trying to outrun her past is drawn 
to a coastal village in Maine—and to a 
string of unsolved murders—in this novel of 
romance and psychological suspense from 
New York Times-bestselling author Gerritsen. 
288 pp. (Fiction - Espionage / Thriller)
978-1-984820-95-2 
___048276027 28.00

 
She Said
Breaking the Sexual Harassment Story That 
Helped Ignite a Movement
Jodi Kantor PGUP
and Megan Twohey
From the Pulitzer-prize winning reporters who 
broke the news of Harvey Weinstein’s sexual 
harassment and abuse comes the thrilling 
untold story of their investigation and its 
consequences for the #MeToo movement. 
320 pp. (Biography / Autobiography)
978-0-525-56034-0 
___049173003 28.00

 
She Said
978-0-593-15232-4 RHLP
___049172868 paper 30.00

 
A Spark of Light
Jodi Picoult BALL
The #1 New York Times-bestselling author 
of Small Great Things returns with a 
provocative, masterfully written new novel 
about ordinary lives that intersect during 
a heart-stopping crisis. 400 pp. (Fiction - 
General)
978-0-345-54500-8 
___050961857 paper 17.00

 
Stealth
A Stone Barrington Novel
Stuart Woods GPPS
Stone Barrington must trap a ruthless 
defector in this heart-stopping thriller. With 
the help of two brilliant and stunning women, 
he must leverage a new position of power to 
capture a villain with a lethal agenda. 320 pp. 
(Fiction - General)
978-0-593-08316-1 
___049069981 28.00

 
Super Attractor
Methods for Manifesting a Life Beyond Your 
Wildest Dreams
Gabrielle Bernstein HHSU
Bernstein lays out the essential methods 
for manifesting a life beyond one’s wildest 
dreams. Super Attractor is a manifesto for 
confidently claiming desires. 248 pp. (New 
Age / Parapsychology)
978-1-40195-716-2 
___048415078 25.99

 
Super Pumped
The Battle for Uber
Mike Isaac NORT
Isaac delivers a gripping account of Uber’s 
rapid rise, its pitched battles with taxi unions 
and drivers, the company’s toxic internal 
culture, and the bare-knuckle tactics it 
devised to overcome obstacles in its quest for 
dominance. 408 pp. (Business / Economics / 
Finance)
978-0-393-65224-6 
___049628897 27.95

 
This Tender Land
William Kent Krueger ATR 
From the author of Ordinary Grace, a 
magnificent novel about four orphans on a 
life-changing odyssey during the early years 
of the Great Depression—a book that shines 
new light on a pivotal time in American 
history. 464 pp. (Fiction - General)
978-1-47674-929-7 
___026962033 27.00

 
Time Is Tight
An Autobiography
Booker T. Jones LB  
The long-awaited memoir of Jones, leader 
of the famed Stax Records house band, 
architect of the Memphis soul sound, and 
one of the most legendary figures in music. 
320 pp. (Biography / Autobiography)
978-0-316-48560-9 
___048643790 30.00

 
To Hell with the Hustle
Reclaiming Your Life in an Overworked, 
Overspent, and Overconnected World
Jefferson Bethke NELN
A New York Times-bestselling author delivers 
a call to resist the cultural worship of 
connectivity and achievement before people 
lose the essentials that make them distinctly 
and deeply human. 224 pp. (Religion - 
Inspiration / Spirituality)
978-0-7180-3920-2 
___049070536 paper 17.99

 
To the Land of Long Lost Friends
The New No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency 
Novel
Alexander McCall Smith PANT
Precious Ramotswe takes on a case for a 
childhood acquaintance but her inquiries will 
require an even more delicate touch than 
usual.  Mma Ramotswe and the No. 1 Ladies’ 
Detective Agency will be reminded of the 
wisdom—never judge a book by its cover. 
240 pp. (Fiction - Mystery/ Detective)
978-1-52474-782-4 
___048401556 25.95
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Toil & Trouble
A Memoir
Augusten Burroughs STMS
From the #1 New York Times-bestselling 
author comes another stunning memoir that 
is tender, touching—and just a little spooky. 
336 pp. (Biography / Autobiography)
978-1-25001-995-0 
___047870580 27.99

 
The Topeka School
Ben Lerner FSG 
From the award-winning author of 10:04 
and Leaving the Atocha Station comes a 
tender and expansive family drama set in the 
American Midwest at the turn of the century: 
a tale of adolescence, transgression, and the 
conditions that have given rise to the trolls 
and tyrants of the New Right. 304 pp. (Fiction 
- General)
978-0-374-27778-9 
___048167289 27.00

 
Touched by the Sun
My Friendship with Jackie
Carly Simon FSG 
A chance encounter at a summer party 
on Martha’s Vineyard blossomed into an 
improbable but enduring friendship between 
Simon and Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis. An 
intimate, vulnerable, and insightful portrait 
of the bond that grew between two iconic 
and starkly different American women, this 
work is a celebration of kinship in all its many 
forms.  256 pp. (Biography / Autobiography)
978-0-374-27772-7 
___049628782 27.00

 
Trailblazer
The Power of Business as the Greatest 
Platform for Change
Marc Benioff DD  
and Monica Langley
The founder and co-CEO of Salesforce 
delivers an inspiring vision for the successful 
companies of the future—in which changing 
the world is everyone’s business. 272 pp. 
(Business / Economics / Finance)
978-1-984825-19-3 
___049172961 28.00

 
Trump Vs China
America’s Greatest Challenge
Newt Gingrich CEE 
Former Speaker of the House Gingrich 
sounds the warning bell that China poses the 
biggest threat to the United States. Unlike 
other economic and military rivals, China 
is the only country big enough and with 
enough human resources to compete with 
America everywhere in the world.  352 pp. 
(Politics - Current Events)
978-1-54608-507-2 
___047653662 28.00

 
The Umbrella Academy, Vol. 3: Hotel Oblivion
Gerard Way DHC 
Gabriel Ba, illustrator
Now a Netflix series, the bestselling graphic 
novels return—with the original creators and 
stranger than ever—and their past is coming 
back to hunt them!  200 pp. (Graphic Novels/
Comics)
978-1-50671-142-3 
___047483713 paper 19.99

 
The Unicorn Whisperer
Another Phoebe and Her Unicorn Adventure
Dana Simpson ANMM
Welcome back to the hilarious and 
heartwarming world of Phoebe and Her 
Unicorn, where readers of all ages can 
always find a friend to lend a magical helping 
hand—or hoof.     In this latest installation 
of the award-winning series, Phoebe and 
Marigold find themselves wondering if 
sometimes they might be taking things just a 
little too far. 176 pp. (Graphic Novels/Comics)
978-1-52485-196-5 
___048551873 paper 9.99

 
Untitled
A Memoir
Emily Doe VIK 
The riveting, powerful memoir of the woman 
whose letter to Brock Turner gave voice to 
millions of survivors. 368 pp. (Biography / 
Autobiography)
978-0-7352-2370-7 
___050531930 28.00

 
Vanity Fair’s Women on Women
Radhika Jones, editor PGUP
with David Friend
This volume collects 30 of the best profiles, 
essays, and columns on female subjects 
written by female contributors to the 
magazine over the past 35 years. 448 pp. 
(Literature - Classics / Criticism)
978-0-525-56214-6 
___048463928 30.00

 
Volume Control
Hearing in a Deafening World
David Owen RVRH
The author demystifies the science of 
hearing while encouraging readers to get 
the treatment they need. 304 pp. (Consumer 
Health)
978-0-525-53422-8 
___049200209 28.00

 
The Walking Dead™ Compendium, Vol. 4
Robert Kirkman et al. IMAC
Just in time for the new season of The 
Walking Dead on AMC, the fan-favorite, New 
York Times-bestselling series returns with its 
fourth massive paperback collection.\Collects 
#145-192. 1,096 pp. (Graphic Novels/Comics)
978-1-53431-340-8 
___048865840 paper 59.99
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Warrior of the Altaii
Robert Jordan TOR 
The never-before published novel from the 
author of the New York Times-bestselling 
series The Wheel of Time®. Wulfgar must 
contend with twin queens, warlords, 
prophets, and magic in hopes of protecting 
his people and securing their future. 352 pp. 
(Fiction - Fantasy)
978-1-25024-765-0 
___048299854 27.99

 
The Way I Heard It
Mike Rowe GLLY
Emmy-award winning gadfly Rowe presents 
a ridiculously entertaining, seriously 
fascinating collection of his favorite episodes 
from America’s #1 short-form podcast, 
The Way I Heard It, along with a host of 
memories, ruminations, illustrations, and 
insights. 224 pp. (Humor)
978-1-982130-85-5 
___049212414 27.00

 
Wham!, George Michael, and Me
A Memoir
Andrew Ridgeley DUTT
For the first time, Ridgeley—one half of one 
of the most famous bands in the world—
tells the inside story of Wham!, his lifelong 
friendship with George Michael, and the 
formation of a band that changed the shape 
of the music scene in the early 1980s. 368 pp. 
(Biography / Autobiography)
978-1-52474-531-8 
___048968566 28.00

 
What Happens in Paradise
Elin Hilderbrand LB  
Secret lives and new loves emerge in the 
bright Caribbean sunlight, in the follow-up to 
national bestseller Winter in Paradise. Lush 
with tropical details, romance, and drama, 
this is another immensely satisfying page-
turner from one of American’s most engaging 
storytellers. 352 pp. (Fiction - General)
978-0-316-43557-4 
___048643787 28.00

 
What Happens in Paradise, Large Print Ed.
978-0-316-42607-7 LB  
___048643785 30.00

 
What It Takes
Lessons in the Pursuit of Excellence
Stephen A. Schwarzman SS  
From Blackstone chairman, CEO, and co-
founder Schwarzman comes a long-awaited 
book that uses impactful episodes from the 
author’s life to show readers how to build, 
transform, and lead thriving organizations. 
400 pp. (Biography / Autobiography)
978-1-50115-814-8 
___050291514 30.00

 
White Bird: A Wonder Story
R.J. Palacio KNPF
Palacio makes her graphic novel debut 
with this heartrending story of Grandmére, 
Julian’s grandmother in the blockbuster 
novel Wonder, and how she, a young Jewish 
girl, was hidden by a family in a Nazi-
occupied French village during World War II. 
(Ages 8-12) 224 pp. (Graphic Novels/Comics)
978-0-525-64553-5 
___047297926 24.99

 
The Whole30® Friends & Family
150 Recipes for Every Social Occasion
Melissa Hartwig Urban HM  
The author presents a collection of Whole30 
menus and 150 recipes for everyday social 
occasions from birthday parties to baby 
showers, movie night, tailgating, and more. 
288 pp. (Cooking / Wine)
978-0-358-11579-3 
___048990336 30.00

 
Wild Game
My Mother, Her Lover, and Me
Adrienne Brodeur HM  
The author chronicles her life of living in 
the thrall of her magnetic, complicated 
mother, and the chilling consequences 
of her complicity.  256 pp. (Biography / 
Autobiography)
978-1-32851-903-0 
___047869832 27.00

 
Will My Cat Eat My Eyeballs?
Big Questions from Tiny Mortals About 
Death
Caitlin Doughty NORT
Dianne Ruz, illustrator
Bestselling author and mortician Doughty 
answers real questions from kids about 
death, dead bodies, and decomposition. 208 
pp. (Sociology)
978-0-393-65270-3 
___048400390 25.95

 
Witch Hunt
The Story of the Greatest Mass Delusion in 
American Political History
Gregg Jarrett BCCV
The author of the #1 New York Times-
bestseller The Russia Hoax picks up where 
that book ended with this hard-hitting, well-
reasoned examination of the latest findings 
about “collusion” between the Trump 
Administration and the Russians. 256 pp. 
(Politics - Current Events)
978-0-06-296009-2 
___048614149 28.99

 
Words Are My Matter
Writings on Life and Books
Ursula K. Le Guin MRNB
A bright and wide-ranging collection of 
essays, reviews, talks, and more from one of 
today’s best and most thoughtful writers. 336 
pp. (Literature - Classics / Criticism)
978-0-358-21210-2 
___048990309 paper 15.99
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Yes We Did
Photos and Behind-The-Scenes Stories 
Celebrating Our First African American 
President
Lawrence Jackson TEIE
Foreword by Barack Obama
This edition collects intimate photos 
and insights from the only White House 
photographer of color during the Obama 
years—including never-before-seen images 
of the President and First Lady Michelle 
Obama, and a diverse array of guests, 
staffers, and candid moments. 192 pp. 
(Photography)
978-0-525-54101-1 
___049057376 28.00

 
You Are Worth It
Building a Life Worth Fighting for
Kyle Carpenter MORW
and Don Yaeger
From the youngest living recipient of the 
Medal of Honor comes an extraordinary 
inspirational memoir that will change the life 
of every reader. Moving and unforgettable, 
You Are Worth It is an astonishing memoir 
from an extraordinary young leader.  320 pp. 
(Biography / Autobiography)
978-0-06-289854-8 
___048440942 27.99

ANIMALS / PETS

 
Almost Human
The Story of Julius, the Chimpanzee Caught 
Between Two Worlds
Alfred Fidjestøll GTON
A moving and revealing biography of 
Norway’s most famous chimpanzee, born in 
captivity but raised in a zookeeper’s home 
after his own mother rejected him. 248 pp.
978-1-77164-385-6 
___047570629 
26.95

 
Bat Basics
How to Understand and Help These Amazing 
Flying Mammals
Karen Krebbs ADVP
The author, who has been studying bats 
for more than 30 years, separates fact from 
fiction in a fascinating, fun guide to the 
world’s only flying mammals. 140 pp.
978-1-59193-843-9 
___047778532 
paper 14.95

 
Camel Crazy
A Quest for Miracles in the Mysterious World 
of Camels
Christina Adams NWLB
Foreword by Joel Salatin
A mother on a mission travels to cultures 
around the world—from Amish farms in 
America to Bedouin cultures in the Middle 
East—to obtain the camel’s milk that helps 
her child with autism. 304 pp.
978-1-60868-648-3 
___047875376 
paper 17.95

 
Doctor Dogs
How Our Best Friends Are Becoming Our 
Best Medicine
Maria Goodavage DUTT
In this groundbreaking book, Goodavage 
brings readers behind the scenes of cutting-
edge science at top research centers, and 
into the lives of people whose well-being 
depends on their devoted, highly skilled 
personal MDs (medical dogs). 368 pp.
978-1-52474-304-8 
___048144793 28.00

 
The Dog Went Over the Mountain
Travels with Albie: An American Journey
Peter Zheutlin PSUK
The New York Times-bestselling author of 
Rescue Road embarks on a cross-country 
journey to take the measure of America with 
a loyal friend.    336 pp.
978-1-64313-201-3 
___048431536 27.95

 
Eat. Play. Love.
Life Lessons from My Dog
Emma Block, illustrator EXPT
Lovable dogs—sweetly drawn and aptly 
captioned—deliver advice to inspire 
optimism and appreciation for life’s simple 
pleasures. 128 pp.
978-1-61519-594-7 
___047820823 12.95

 
Effin’ Birds
A Field Guide to Identification
Aaron Reynolds TENS
A compact, comprehensive, and very silly 
field guide featuring more than 200 of the 
rudest birds on Earth, this edition is crammed 
full of classic, monochrome plumage art 
paired with the delightful but dirty aphorisms 
(think “I’m going to need more booze to deal 
with this week”) that made the Effin’ Birds 
Twitter feed a household name. 208 pp.
978-1-984856-28-9 
___048544586 16.99

 
The Hidden World of the Fox
Adele Brand MORW
In the spirit of H is for Hawk comes an 
intimate portrait of foxes, by a British 
mammal ecologist who has studied the 
beloved yet mysterious creatures across four 
continents. 240 pp.
978-0-06-296610-0 
___049978648 24.99
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The History of the World in Fifty Dogs
Mackenzi Lee ARZI
Petra Eriksson, illustrator
Told in short, illustrated essays that are 
interspersed with both historical and canine 
factoids, The History of the World in Fifty 
Dogs brings to life some of history’s most 
memorable moments through the stories of 
the dogs that saw them happen. 192 pp.
978-1-41974-006-0 
___048604774 19.99

 
The Little Book of Bob
Life Lessons from a Streetwise Cat
James Bowen THDU
From the New York Times-bestselling author 
of A Street Cat Named Bob comes an 
uplifting book of wisdom and advice from 
the most street-savvy cat of them all. 176 pp.
978-1-25021-536-9 
___047870915 24.99

 
Outback
The Amazing Animals of Australia: A 
Photicular Book
created by Dan Kainen WORK
written by Ella Morton
The new addition to the bestselling Photicular 
line features images of amazing Australian 
animals from kangaroos to lizards that walk 
on two feet—images that really move when 
pages are turned—plus fascinating text 
about the Australian outback, its landscape, 
its history, and the remarkable creatures who 
call it home. 24 pp.
978-1-52350-823-5 
___047814101 26.95

 
Play Your Way to Good Manners
Getting the Best Behavior from Your Dog 
Through Sports, Games, and Tricks
Kate Naito, CPDT-KA, MS CMHU
and Sarah Westcott
Discover effective strategies for teaching 
dogs impulse control, obedience, polite 
leash walking and more. This resource draws 
from techniques used in canine sports and 
applies them to a positive-reinforcement 
manners training program with 80 cool tricks 
and interactive games. 224 pp.
978-1-62187-185-9 
___045074847 
paper 19.99

 
Rescue Dogs
Where They Come From, Why They Act the 
Way They Do, and How to Love Them Well
Pete Paxton TEIE
with Gene Stone
America’s leading undercover animal 
investigator Paxton has, among other 
exploits, infiltrated more than 700 puppy 
mills, worked undercover to close one of the 
largest and most infamous puppy mills in 
the U.S., and shuttered the most notorious 
trafficker of dogs for experimentation in 
history. In this book, he shares stories of the 
amazing dogs he has rescued. 256 pp.
978-0-525-54035-9 
___048968525 26.00

 
The Rise of Wolf 8
Witnessing the Triumph of Yellowstone’s 
Underdog
Rick McIntyre GTON
Foreword by Robert Redford
The astonishing true story of one of the first 
wolves to roam Yellowstone in more than 60 
years.  Authored by a renowned wolf researcher 
and gifted storyteller, this title launches an 
original and bold new trilogy, which will 
transform our view of wolves forever. 304 pp.
978-1-77164-521-8 
___047569899 
26.95

 
Salmon
A Fish, the Earth, and the History of a 
Common Fate
Mark Kurlansky PTAN
A tribute to a magnificent species whose 
cycles of life are entwined with every aspect 
of nature— freshwater, saltwater, and land—
and whose survival is inextricably tied to the 
survival of the planet. 416 pp.
978-1-938340-86-4 
___047108331 
30.00

 
The Ultimate Guide to Raising a Puppy
How to Train and Care for Your New Dog
Victoria Stilwell TENS
A celebrity trainer and star of Animal Planet’s 
It’s Me or the Dog presents the ultimate guide 
to raising a puppy. 224 pp.
978-0-399-58245-5 
___048032184 paper 14.99

ANTIQUES / COLLECTIBLES

 
2020 Standard Catalog of® World Coins 
2001-Date, 14th Ed. 
Thomas Michael KRAU
and Tracy L. Schmidt, editors
Impressive in size, scope, and detail unparalleled 
in the market, this edition provides the most 
compelling and complete catalog to 20th-
century coins in the world. For the collector or 
researcher attempting to identify world coins, 
this is the ideal single source. 1,536 pp.
978-1-44024-897-9 
___045615459 
paper 75.00

 
City of Women Poster
Rebecca Solnit HMAK
Joshua Jelly-Schapiro
This 20” x 20” map, created by Solnit and 
Jelly-Schapiro and originally featured in 
their New York atlas Nonstop Metropolis, 
reimagines New York City’s subway stations 
named after great women.
978-1-64259-019-7 
___050103614 
24.95

 
City of Women Poster
978-1-64259-122-4 HMAK
___050582415 
199.00
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Gun Digest 2020, 74th Ed. 
The World’s Greatest Gun Book!
Jerry Lee, editor GNDK
For more than 70 years, Gun Digest has 
been the go-to source and research guide for 
firearms enthusiasts worldwide. Informative 
and entertaining articles by the top writers 
in the field cover hunting, personal defense, 
target practice, gun making, and collecting. 
560 pp.
978-1-946267-82-5 
___046169649 
paper 35.99

 
Knives 2020, 40th Ed. 
Joe Kertzman, editor CIUG
Discover blades of every class and style with 
more than 800 spectacular full-color images, 
along with descriptions of the makers who 
created them. The go-to resource for all 
things knives, blades, and edges. 
978-1-946267-88-7 
___049385237 
paper 35.99

ARCHAEOLOGY / ANTHROPOLOGY

 
Army of the Roman Emperors
Thomas Fischer CMBB
M.C. Bishop, translator
With over 600 illustrations, 
the costumes, weapons and 
equipment of the Roman army 
are explored in detail using 
archaeological finds dating from 
the late Republic to Late Antiquity, 
and from all over the Roman 
Empire.
978-1-61200-810-3
___049055197 45.00

 
Civilized to Death
The Price of Progress
Christopher Ryan SS  
The New York Times bestselling coauthor 
of Sex at Dawn explores the ways in which 
“progress” has perverted the way people 
live: how they eat, learn, feel, mate, parent, 
communicate, work, and die. 304 pp.
978-1-45165-910-8 
___031750347 28.00

 
A Pocket History of Human Evolution
How We Became Sapiens
Silvana Condemi EXPT
and François Savatier
An approachable and helpfully illustrated 
introduction to man’s earliest relatives—
the first sapiens and their relatives, origins, 
characteristics, and earliest migrations. 160 
pp.
978-1-61519-604-3 
___047820827 paper 14.95

ARCHITECTURE

 
Architectural Theory
From the Renaissance to the Present
Taschen TLLC
Bringing together all of the most important 
and influential essays about architecture 
written since the Renaissance, neatly 
organized chronologically by country. 640 
pp.
978-3-8365-5746-7 
___022935338 
20.00

 
Biblio•Style
How We Live at Home with Books
Nina Freudenberger POTR
A visual delight and an inspiration for every 
bibliophile with a growing home library, this 
dream-and-drool design book features some 
of the most jaw-dropping book collections of 
homeowners around the world. 272 pp.
978-0-525-57544-3 
___048383918 35.00

 
For the Love of White
The White and Neutral Home
Chrissie Rucker COLN
Create calming, peaceful spaces in the 
home with white and neutral tones with the 
first home decorating book from The White 
Company, published as this much-loved 
brand celebrates its 25th anniversary. 256 pp.
978-0-06-295586-9 
___048565538 40.00

 
A History of New York in 27 Buildings
The 400-Year Untold Story of an American 
Metropolis
Sam Roberts BLMS
From the urban affairs correspondent of the 
New York Times comes the story of a city 
through the structures that define it, from 
the Empire State Building to the homeless 
shelter that pioneered modern art. 336 pp.
978-1-62040-980-0 
___047677692 28.00

 
Model City: Pyongyang
Kristina Drapic MIT 
and Cristiano Bianchi
Preface by Pico Iyer
A photographic journey through the 
architecture of North Korea’s “model” utopia. 
224 pp.
978-0-262-04333-5 
___048994266 29.95
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ART & ART INSTRUCTION

 
Anatomy: Exploring the Human Body
Phaidon Press PHAD
A stunning tribute to the eternal fascination 
with the human body—and the latest in the 
bestselling Explorer Collection, Anatomy: 
Exploring the Human Body is a visually 
compelling survey of more than 5,000 years 
of image-making. 352 pp.
978-0-7148-7988-8 
___049918382 59.95

 
Arabicity
Contemporary Arab Art
Rose Issa, editor SAQI
This beautifully produced volume includes 
over 150 artworks by 50 contemporary Arab 
artists whose groundbreaking works reflect 
the pulse of region. 160 pp.
978-0-86356-688-2 
___045413186 
paper 27.95

 
The Art of Baron Yoshimoto
Baron Yoshimoto PIEZ
From Yoshimoto’s vast collection of works 
from his 60-year career ranging from Gekiga 
(comics aimed at adult audiences with a 
dramatic and cinematic style and more 
mature themes) and illustrations to paintings 
on paper and canvas, this book introduces 
120 artworks from his entire career.  184 pp.
978-4-7562-5171-8 
___047836597 
49.95

 
The Art of Game of Thrones
Insight Editions ISGH
Filled with gorgeous illustrations and 
artwork from HBO’s hit series, The Art of 
Game of Thrones is the definitive collection. 
Beautifully crafted and presented in a deluxe, 
large format, these pages present a visual 
chronicle of the meticulous work done by 
artists to bring the world of Westeros to life 
on-screen. 320 pp.
978-1-68383-533-2 
___045752414 75.00

 
The Art of Hearthstone: Year of the Kraken
Robert Brooks BZZD
The second volume of this series dives deep 
into the depths of the Year of the Kraken, 
the first year of the game’s standard format. 
Consisting of hundreds of illustrations, 
this volume goes into detail about the 
Hearthstone team’s artistic process for card 
art, game boards, and other visual designs. 
144 pp.
978-1-945683-63-3 
___048102867 
30.00

 
Art of the 20th Century
Ingo F. Walther, editor TLLC
From Surrealism to Land Art, Fluxus to 
Bauhaus, this readable and comprehensive 
survey is the be-all, end-all guide to the 
people and works that redefined art from 
1900 to 2000. 840 pp.
978-3-8365-4114-5 
___015080769 
50.00

 
The Beauty of Everyday Things
Soetsu Yanagi PNGN
Long revered as the authority on 
craftsmanship and Japanese aesthetics, 
Yanagi devoted his life and writing to defend 
the value of craft. In an age of feeble and 
ugly machine-made things, The Beauty 
of Everyday Things is a call to deepen 
relationships with the objects that surround 
people. 352 pp.
978-0-241-36635-6 
___048544754 paper 16.00

 
The Best of Graphic Design
The Editors of HOW and PRINT Bring You the 
Year’s Most Important New Work
How & Print Editors, editor NOLI
Loaded with winning designs carefully 
chosen by prominent industry judges, this 
edition highlights top winners of PRINT 
Regional Design Awards; HOW International 
Design Awards; HOW Promotion & Marketing 
Design Awards; and HOW In-House Design 
Awards. 304 pp.
978-1-44035-475-5 
___045615356 
60.00

 
A Big Important Artist: A Womanual
Creative Projects and Inspiring Artists to 
Kick-Start Your Imagination
Danielle Krysa RUNN
Unleash one’s inner artist with this beautiful 
guided sketchbook, full of brand new creative 
projects and illuminating biographies of female 
artists, from the author of A Big Important Art 
Book (Now with Women). 200 pp.
978-0-7624-9551-1 
___048643690 paper 16.99

 
Cassatt: Mothers and Children
Judith A. Barter CHRO
and Sue Roe
Mary Cassatt’s tender and profound paintings 
redefined portraiture and broke down 
barriers for women in art—both as artists 
and as subjects. This collection celebrates 
the artist’s insightful portrayal of women and 
children in their everyday lives. 120 pp.
978-1-45216-903-3 
___048463728 40.00
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Character Design Quarterly 10
Publishing 3dtotal, editor TDTT
Character Design Quarterly is a creative, 
bright, and engaging magazine for artists, 
animators, illustrators and character 
designers of all levels. Detailed tutorials 
explain key processes for advancing 
character designs. 104 pp.
978-1-909414-89-1 
___047897203 
paper 16.00

 
The Crap Hound Big Book of Unhappiness
Sean Tejaratchi, editor FERH
This rich tapestry of trouble is pure vintage 
20th-century imagery, carefully collected from 
old catalogs, advertising, obscure books, and 
found ephemera. Its emotionally painful 
mixture of social commentary and somewhat 
overindulgent graphic design is intended for 
education and reference. 544 pp.
978-1-62731-085-7 
___048175489 
paper 42.95

 
Creating Characters for the Entertainment 
Industry
Character Design for Animation, Illustration 
& Video Games
3dtotal Publishing, editor TDTT
Kenneth Anderson et al.
Explore how top professional character 
designers develop engaging characters 
from the basic concepts outlined in 
production briefs. Suitable for students 
and professionals interested in the rapidly 
expanding animation and video game 
industries. 304 pp.
978-1-909414-86-0 
___045225010 
paper 50.00

 
Creative Drawing 
100 Tips to Expand Your Talent
Albrecht Rissler PROM
Intended for creative professionals, this book 
offers 100 tips, resources, and techniques 
for those who want to take their drawing 
skills to the next level. Through the work of 
contemporary artists, amateurs, and even 
children, the author gives the basic concepts 
of this art form: color, line, and style. 480 pp.
978-8-417-65611-9 
___048286100 
19.95

 
The Da Vinci Women
The Untold Feminist Power of Leonardo’s Art
Kia Vahland BLDL
This new biographical look at Leonardo da 
Vinci explores the Renaissance master’s 
groundbreaking portrayal of women which 
forever changed the way the female form is 
depicted. 304 pp.
978-0-7624-9643-3 
___048464082 29.99

 
Draw Great Characters & Creatures
75 Art Exercises for Comics and Animation
Beverley Johnson FWPU
Everyone has favorite comics or cartoon 
characters, but how did they first come to life? 
This book brings readers 75 fun art exercises 
for exploring ways to create professional-
looking character designs. 144 pp.
978-1-44030-081-3 
___048421509 
paper 22.99

 
Dreamscapes - Magical Fantasy Art
30+ Step-By-Step Demonstrations in 
Watercolor
Stephanie Pui-Mun Law FWPU
Learn to create beautiful unicorns, dragons, 
mermaids and other creatures in their 
fantasy worlds with 30+ full step-by-
step demonstrations in this compilation 
of Dreamscapes: Myth & Magic and 
Dreamscapes: Magical Menagerie. 304 pp.
978-1-44030-065-3 
___048421527 
paper 27.99

 
Eternal Light
The Sacred Stained-Glass Windows of Louis 
Comfort Tiffany
Elizabeth de Rosa GIES
and Catherine Shotick
The authors present the first volume to 
focus exclusively on Tiffany’s renowned 
ecclesiastical windows and the ideas and 
stories behind them. 82 pp.
978-1-911282-46-4 
___047463038 
24.95

 
Greek and Roman Mosaics
Centurion Ed.
Umberto Pappalardo ABBP
Luciano Pedicini, photographer
text by Rosaria Ciardiello
Mosaic has been called “painting for eternity,” 
and it is in fact one of the few arts of antiquity 
to survive in something like its original 
condition and variety. The first survey on 
this subject to be illustrated in full color will 
be an essential visual reference for every 
student of classical antiquity, and a source of 
considerable delight for art lovers. 320 pp.
978-0-7892-1339-6 
___048334988 
75.00

 
How to Draw Without Talent
Danny Gregory NOLI
No experience or formal training required—
Gregory, cofounder of the popular online 
Sketchbook Skool, shows how to get started 
making art for pleasure with fun, easy 
lessons. 128 pp.
978-1-44030-059-2 
___048421092 
paper 24.99
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Intelligence for Dummies
A Portrait
Glenn O’Brien ZEBK
Foreword by Jonathan Lethem
A portrait of a keen social observer at 
the center of the last 50 years of cultural 
life, captured through a vivid selection of 
O’Brien’s own writings on music to fashion 
to downtown art and, just as importantly and 
unexpectedly, the political temperature of 
America. 336 pp.
978-1-73354-010-0 
___048854367 
35.00

 
It’s Fun to Draw Fairies, Mermaids, Princesses, 
and Ballerinas
Mark Bergin SYPY
The perfect tool for budding young artists 
who love fairy tales and magical creatures 
and want to create some themselves, this 
tutorial provides step-by-step illustrations 
and tips on coloring a variety of pretty 
characters, including:  Ella, the Dust Fairy 
Sandy, a mermaid Princess Nicole, who 
is fast asleep in a tower Louise, ballerina 
stretching before class, and many more. 64 
pp.
978-1-51074-362-5 
___047216322 paper 9.99

 
Italic
What Gives Typography Its Slant
Hendrik Weber NBER
A study on the laws and principles of italic 
accentuating letters, words and sentences 
aimed particularly at all those who deal with 
letters professionally or privately. 128 pp.
978-3-7212-1009-5 
___048754142 
29.95

 
John Singer Sargent
Portraits in Charcoal
Richard Ormond GIES
Sargent’s portraits in charcoal constitute a 
gallery of the great and the good and the 
talented, scarcely less remarkable in its range 
of personalities than that earlier gallery of 
painted portraits. 192 pp.
978-1-911282-48-8 
___047498152 
39.95

 
Journal with Purpose
Over 1000 Motifs, Alphabets and Icons to 
Personalize Your Bullet or Dot Journal
Helen Colebrook SWDO
The ultimate reference for journaling, this 
collection is packed with over 1,000 motifs 
that can be used to decorate and enhance 
bullet or dot journal pages. Featuring 
banners, arrows, dividers, scrolls, icons, 
borders and alphabets, this amazing value 
book will be a constant source of inspiration. 
128 pp.
978-1-44630-747-2 
___048421533 
paper 19.99

 
Painting Watercolor Botanicals
34 Projects for Flowers, Foliage and More
Harriet de Winton NOLI
Learn to create beautiful watercolor 
botanical art with more than 30 projects, as 
well as information on materials and basic 
techniques. The graceful, contemporary style 
of these flowers and foliage is attractive and 
accessible to all no matter one’s skill level. 
128 pp.
978-1-44030-091-2 
___048421466 
paper 24.99

 
The Pink Book
An Illustrated Celebration of the Color, from 
Bubblegum to Battleships
Kaye Blegvad CHRO
Exploring the color’s connotations across 
history, across cultures, and through 
engaging stories, this curious miscellany 
combines fascinating facts from history, 
color theory, interviews, object studies, 
surveys, and interactive exercises—all richly 
illustrated in various shades of pink. 200 pp.
978-1-45217-481-5 
___048463780 19.95

 
Postures
Body Language in Art
Desmond Morris THAM
This copiously illustrated work by the ever-
provocative Morris is a pioneering and 
lively exploration of the importance of body 
language in how people understand art. 320 
pp.
978-0-500-02261-0 
___048415962 39.95

 
The Pre-Raphaelites
Aurélie Petiot ABBP
Meet the renegades of Victorian art in 
this gorgeously illustrated exploration 
of their work and influence. Starting in 
the revolutionary year of 1848, the Pre-
Raphaelites set out to return a lost vibrancy to 
British art. Together they mounted an artistic 
front against what they saw as the confining 
standards of the Victorian art world. 400 pp.
978-0-7892-1342-6 
___048334493 
150.00

 
Read This If You Want to Be Great at Drawing 
People
Selwyn Leamy LAUK
Learn to draw figures and faces with this 
clear and easy-to-follow guide, the latest in 
the bestselling Read This series. Revealing 
the techniques and ideas behind inspirational 
works, the book will set readers on the path 
to making their own great drawings. 128 pp.
978-1-78627-512-7 
___048031899 paper 17.99
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Stop Stealing Sheep & Find Out How Type 
Works 4.0
Erik Spiekermann NBER
The out-of-print bestselling typography 
classic is finally reissued in a revised and 
extended edition and brought up to date. In 
a brilliant common sense style, the author 
covers everything newcomers and beginners 
need to know about typography. 232 pp.
978-3-7212-1008-8 
___048754274 
29.95

 
Street Art
Simon Armstrong THAM
The author shares a comprehensive history 
and interpretation of the street art movement, 
featuring all of the key practitioners in a 
colorful combination of sharp images and 
insightful commentary. 176 pp.
978-0-500-29433-8 
___048415865 paper 16.95

 
Visions from the Upside Down: Stranger 
Things Artbook
Netflix DELR
In celebration of the runaway hit Netflix 
series Stranger Things, more than 200 
artists, drawn from the earthly dimensions 
of comics, illustration, fine art, video games, 
and animation, have come together to bring 
a unique vision of the world of Hawkins, 
Indiana. 240 pp.
978-1-984821-12-6 
___049768497 35.00

 
Watercolor Basics
Learn to Solve the Most Common Painting 
Problems
Charles Reid NOLI
With expert advice on everything from 
drawing and design to fine-tuning figure 
and landscape paintings, Reid helps readers 
identify shortcomings in their paintings, fix 
recurring problems, and become a better 
watercolorist. 128 pp.
978-1-44030-131-5 
___048421117 
paper 24.99

 
A Wild Child’s Guide to Endangered Animals
Millie Marotta CHRO
From New York Times-bestselling author 
Marotta comes this gorgeous celebration 
of the animal kingdom that highlights the 
plight of 43 endangered species from around 
the world, including rare and well-known 
animals living in freshwater, oceans, forests, 
mountains, tundras, deserts, grasslands, and 
wetlands. 140 pp.
978-1-45217-686-4 
___047732111 27.50

 
Yoshitoshi’s One Hundred Aspects of the 
Moon
John Stevenson ABBP
A beautiful facsimile edition of the final 
masterpiece of the Japanese tradition of 
ukiyo-e by Yoshitoshi (1839-1892), was the 
last virtuoso of the Japanese woodblock 
print. 256 pp.
978-0-7892-1355-6 
___048334947 
175.00

 
Zen in Japanese Culture
Gavin Blair ABBP
Zen has had a profound impact on the art 
and culture of Japan. Blair provides a visual 
journey through its influence on Japanese 
life, from calligraphy to the martial arts. 208 
pp.
978-0-7892-1345-7 
___048334965 
35.00

AUTOMOTIVE

 
Route 66 Barn Find Road Trip
Lost Collector Cars Along the Mother Road
Tom Cotter CRSL
Michael Alan Ross, photographer
Cotter and his BBF (best barn finder) pal Brian 
Barr jump on Route 66, just outside Chicago, 
seeking rusted gold in every state Route 66 
passes through. Along the way, ace lensman 
Ross documents their finds, mishaps, and 
various adventures. 192 pp.
978-0-7858-3749-7 
___049720238 22.99

BIOGRAPHY / AUTOBIOGRAPHY

 
Alexander von Humboldt
How the Most Famous Scientist of the 
Romantic Age Found the Soul of Nature
Maren Meinhardt BUDD
2019 marks the 250th anniversary of 
Alexander von Humboldt’s birth—and 
this deeply researched, beautifully written 
biography celebrates this scientist who 
was a pioneer of modern geography, earth 
sciences, ecology, and environmental 
protection. 272 pp.
978-1-62919-019-8 
___046018022 
24.95

 
America Is Immigrants
Sara Novic RH  
Alison Kolesar, illustrator
At a time when so much of public debate is 
focused on who belongs in America, and who 
doesn’t, this volume offers an opportunity to 
celebrate the diverse paths and contributions 
of so many America immigrants. 304 pp.
978-1-984819-82-6 
___048694212 20.00
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Another Day in the Life
My Life in Photos & Music
Ringo Starr GNSS
Forewords by David Lynch
and Henry Diltz
Featuring Forewords by legendary movie 
director Lynch and rock photographer Diltz, 
this title reveals the world as seen through 
former Beatle Starr’s eyes, in more than 500 
observational photographs and rare images 
from the archives, and an original text of 
nearly 13,000 words. 184 pp.
978-1-905662-58-6 
___049403508 
paper 40.00

 
Around the World on 50 Bucks
How I Left with Nothing and Returned a Rich 
Man
Christopher Schacht NELN
More than a travel memoir, Schacht’s tour-
de-force coming-of-age-journey will make 
readers sit straight up and peer deeply into 
their own souls as they examine who they 
are, who they dream of becoming, and how 
they want to invest their lives. 304 pp.
978-0-7852-2940-7 
___047558064 paper 17.99

 
Axiomatic
Maria Tumarkin TNSK
Janet Malcolm meets The Empathy Exams 
in a genre-bending work on how people 
understand the traumas they inherit. 224 pp.
978-1-945492-29-7 
___048175937 
paper 16.95

 
Barack and Joe
The Making of an Extraordinary Partnership
Steven Levingston HHTT
The extraordinary partnership of Barack 
Obama and Joe Biden is unique in American 
history. The two men, their characters and 
styles sharply contrasting, formed a dynamic 
working relationship that evolved into a 
profound friendship. 352 pp.
978-0-316-48786-3 
___048565856 28.00

 
Bay Boy
Stories of a Childhood in Point 
Clear, Alabama
Watt Key UNAL
Murray Key, illustrator
An award-winning young adult 
author chronicles his boyhood 
in Point Clear, Alabama, in this 
collection of essays. During 
his childhood, Point Clear was 
a sleepy resort community, 
practically deserted in the winter, 
with a considerable population of 
working-class residents. 136 pp.
978-0-8173-2035-5
___050548488 24.95

 
Becoming a Dangerous Woman
Embracing Risk to Change the World
Pat Mitchell SEAL
An intimate and inspiring memoir and call 
to action from a groundbreaking media 
icon, global advocate for women’s rights, 
and co-founder and curator of TEDWomen. 
Raised in a small town in Georgia with no 
money or connections, Mitchell challenged 
expectations to become one of media’s most 
admired leaders. 304 pp.
978-1-58005-929-9 
___048464127 28.00

 
Becoming George Orwell
Life and Letters, Legend and Legacy
John Rodden PRIN
Is George Orwell the most influential writer 
who ever lived? Yes, according to Rodden’s 
provocative book about the transformation of 
a man into a myth. He charts the astonishing 
passage of a litterateur into a legend. 384 pp.
978-0-691-18274-2 
___044245859 
29.95

 
Best Actress
The History of Oscar®-Winning Women
Stephen Tapert RUTG
Foreword by Roxane Gay
Showcasing a dazzling collection of 200 
photographs, many of which have never 
before been seen, this lavishly illustrated 
book offers a captivating historical, social, 
and political examination of the first 75 
women—from Janet Gaynor to Emma 
Stone—to have won the coveted and 
legendary Academy Award for Best Actress. 
250 pp.
978-1-978808-05-8 
___049166315 39.95

 
Blindsided
The True Story of One Man’s Crusade Against 
Chemical Giant DuPont
James L. Ferraro GDMA
with Laura Morton
A blow-by-blow account of how a lone 
attorney challenged a dangerous threat to 
public health....and how the defenders never 
saw defeat coming. It’s a real life David and 
Goliath story—a true courtroom drama for 
the ages. 248 pp.
978-1-72251-001-5 
___046927016 
paper 17.95

 
Blood
A Memoir
Allison Moorer DACP
Moorer turns her lyrical storytelling powers 
to recount the events leading up to the 
moment that forever altered her own life 
and that of her older sister, Shelby, with 
whom she shares an unbreakable bond. 
Gorgeously written, this work delves into the 
meaning of inheritance and destiny, shame, 
and trauma—and how it is possible to carve 
out a safe place in the world despite it all. 
320 pp.
978-0-306-92268-8 
___048463867 27.00
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Born for This
My Story in Music
Bebe Winans FAHW
From the same Detroit roots that spawned the 
sounds of Motown, Winans melded Gospel 
with R&B to preach his faith through song. 
He invites readers to share in never-before-
revealed details about life in the crossfires 
between church, Gospel music, and the 
mainstream recording industry. 240 pp.
978-1-54600-989-4 
___042592650 24.00

 
Bowie
An Illustrated Life
María Hesse UNTX
and Fran Ruiz
Ned Sublette, translator
David Bowie was a master of artifice and 
reinvention. In that same spirit, illustrator 
Hesse and writer Ruiz have created a vivid 
retelling of the life of David Robert Jones, 
from his working-class childhood to glam 
rock success to superstardom, concluding 
with the final recording sessions after his 
cancer diagnosis. 168 pp.
978-1-47731-887-4 
___049399347 21.95

 
Breathe
A Letter to My Sons
Imani Perry BEAC
Emotionally raw and deeply reflective, 
Perry issues an unflinching challenge to 
society to see Black children as deserving of 
humanity. She admits fear and frustration 
for her African-American sons in a society 
that is increasingly racist and at times 
seems irredeemable. However, she offers 
an unfettered expression of love—finding 
beauty and possibility in life. 184 pp.
978-0-8070-7655-2 
___047918124 18.00

 
The Bruce Lee Way
Motivation, Wisdom and Life-Lessons from 
the Legend
Tim Baker MZBK
Introduction by Shannon Lee
This inspirational new book presents a 
carefully curated selection of photos, stories, 
anecdotes, and ephymera, plus favorite film 
notes, lines, and commentary to distill the 
iconic fighter’s approach to making the most 
out of life. 164 pp.
978-1-948174-28-2 
___048712412 15.99

 
Citizen Outlaw
One Man’s Journey from Gangleader to 
Peacekeeper
Charles Barber ECCO
A dramatic narrative account of the life 
of a man whose journey from housing-
project youth to ruthless gangland kingpin 
to change-making community advocate 
represents a vital next chapter in the ongoing 
conversation about race and social justice in 
America. 304 pp.
978-0-06-269284-9 
___048166924 27.99

 
Death Blossoms
Reflections from a Prisoner of Conscience, 
Expanded Edition
Mumia Abu-Jamal CITY
Foreword by Cornel West
Profound meditations on life, death, freedom, 
family, and faith written by radical, Black 
journalist Abu-Jamal, while he was awaiting 
his execution. 240 pp.
978-0-87286-797-0 
___048152097 
paper 16.95

 
The Contender
The Story of Marlon Brando
William J. Mann HR  
An award-winning film biographer presents 
a deeply textured, ambitious, and definitive 
portrait of the greatest movie actor of the 
20th century, the elusive Marlon Brando, 
bringing his extraordinarily complex life into 
view as never before. 736 pp.
978-0-06-242764-9 
___046760360 35.00

 
Demonized
Hunted by the Darkness—A Memoir
Jonathan Davis DACP
and Jon Wiederhorn
Introduction by Marilyn Manson
After an unconventional childhood plagued 
with severe illnesses, family dysfunction, 
sexual abuse, and bullying, it’s amazing 
that Korn’s Davis was able to overcome 
his demons to become one of the most 
successful frontmen in hard rock. For decades 
he has kept the most intimate details of his 
story out of the public eye. 304 pp.
978-0-306-92294-7 
___048463571 28.00

 
Disasterama!
Adventures in the Queer Underground 1977 
to 1997
Alvin Orloff THRP
The author pens a compelling memoir of 
social life in the queer underground of San 
Francisco, New York, and Los Angeles at a 
time when the manic frivolity of gay rights 
and youth collided with the deadly reality of 
plague. 260 pp.
978-1-941110-82-9 
___048732646 
paper 16.00

 
Earl Campbell
Yards After Contact
Asher Price UNTX
Campbell was a force in American football, 
winning a state championship in high school, 
rushing his way to a Heisman trophy for the 
University of Texas, and earning MVP as 
he took the Houston Oilers to the brink of 
the Super Bowl. An exhilarating blend of 
biography and history, this work chronicles 
the challenges and sacrifices one supremely 
gifted athlete faced. 344 pp.
978-1-47731-649-8 
___049399324 27.95
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Eileen
The Making of George Orwell
Sylvia Topp UAME
Topp delivers the first biography of Eileen 
O’Shaughnessy and chronicles her nine-year 
marriage to author George Orwell, from a tiny 
village where they grew vegetables through 
the dangers of the Spanish Civil War and 
narrowly escaping the destruction of their 
London apartment in World War II. 560 pp.
978-1-78352-708-3 
___048732704 
32.95

 
Einstein on the Run
How Britain Saved the World’s Greatest 
Scientist
Andrew Robinson YALE
The author presents the first account of the 
role Britain played in Einstein’s life—first by 
inspiring his teenage passion for physics, then 
by providing refuge from the Nazis. 304 pp.
978-0-300-23476-3 
___048814239 25.00

 
Emily Dickinson’s Gardening Life, 2nd Ed.
The Plants and Places That Inspired the 
Iconic Poet
Marta McDowell TIMP
From New York Times-bestselling author 
McDowell comes an illustrated exploration 
of how gardening and plants inspired one of 
the most beloved poets of all time. 268 pp.
978-1-60469-822-0 
___047813788 24.95

 
Exactly as You Are
The Life and Faith of Mister Rogers
Shea Tuttle EERD
Tuttle looks at Fred Rogers’ life, the people, 
and places that made him who he was, 
and his work through Mister Rogers’ 
Neighborhood. She pays particular attention 
to his faith—because Rogers was a deeply 
spiritual person, ordained by his church with 
a one-of-a-kind charge: to minister to children 
and families through television. 184 pp.
978-0-8028-7655-3 
___048644596 23.99

 
Exile
Rejecting America and Finding the World
Belen Fernandez ORBO
At 21, the author left the U.S. and didn’t 
look back. Alone, far off the beaten path in 
places like Syria and Tajikistan, she confronts 
violence and lechery, reflecting on what 
it means to be an American in a largely 
American-made mess of a world. 160 pp.
978-1-949017-17-5 
___047866849 
paper 15.95

 
Fat, Pretty, and Soon to Be Old
A Makeover for Self and Society
Kimberly Dark AKPR
Storyteller Dark takes on beauty privilege, 
size bias, and more with a perfect blend 
of humor and social analysis. Includes an 
Afterword by Health at Every Size expert 
Linda Bacon. 160 pp.
978-1-84935-367-0 
___048008048 
paper 16.00

 
Gay Like Me
A Father Writes to His Son
Richie Jackson HR  
In this poignant and urgent love letter to his 
son, award-winning Broadway, TV, and film 
producer Jackson reflects on his experiences 
as a gay man in America and the progress 
and setbacks of the LGBTQ community over 
the last 50 years. 160 pp.
978-0-06-293977-7 
___049025865 24.99

 
The Geraldo Show
My Life as Roadkill in the Age of Trump
Geraldo Rivera BEBE
Journalist and entertainer Rivera offers 
his personal memoir of his life and career, 
including his relationships with Roger Ailes 
and Donald Trump. 380 pp.
978-1-948836-59-3 
___048435825 
paper 17.95

 
God’s Hostage
A True Story of Persecution, Imprisonment, 
and Perseverance
Andrew Brunson BAKB
with Craig Borlase
After being falsely accused and detained in 
a Turkish prison, Pastor Brunson shares his 
story of preaching the gospel in a Muslim 
land, ministering to a marginalized people, 
and faithfully enduring imprisonment, 
hardship, and suffering. 256 pp.
978-0-8010-9487-3 
___048478689 26.99

 
Good Husbandry
A Memoir
Kristin Kimball SCRB
From the celebrated author of the beloved 
bestseller The Dirty Life comes the next 
chapter—the next five years at Essex Farm. 
How does one traverse the terrain of a 
maturing marriage and the transition from 
being a couple to being a family? How will 
the farm survive? What does a family need in 
order to be happy? 304 pp.
978-1-50111-153-2 
___048478359 26.00
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Here We Are
American Dreams, American Nightmares
Aarti Namdev Shahani CXNK
NPR correspondent Shahani digs deep 
inside herself and her family to present a 
coming-of-age story—a love letter from an 
outspoken modern daughter to her soft-
spoken Old World father. 256 pp.
978-1-25020-475-2 
___048501285 26.99

 
Hitler 
A Global Biography
Brendan Simms BASC
A prize-winning historian presents a deeply 
learned and radically revisionist biography, 
arguing that the dictator’s main strategic 
enemy, from the start of his political career in 
the 1920s, was not communism or the Soviet 
Union, but capitalism and the U.S. 704 pp.
978-0-465-02237-3 
___048464025 40.00

 
Homesick
Jennifer Croft UNNP
The coming-of-age story of an award-winning 
translator in gorgeous, precise prose, with 
full-color photographs throughout. “A 
gorgeous and stunningly visceral memoir of 
heartbreak and love.”—Marisa Silver, author 
of Mary Coin  256 pp.
978-1-944700-94-2 
___047836158 
28.00

 
How We Fight for Our Lives
A Memoir
Saeed Jones SS  
Written from the crossroads of sex, race, 
and power in America, How We Fight for Our 
Lives is a stunning coming-of-age memoir 
and a haunting reflection of the nation as a 
whole. 208 pp.
978-1-50113-273-5 
___048478371 26.00

 
In Pieces
Sally Field GCEB
An American icon tells her story for the 
first time, and in her own words—about a 
challenging childhood and a powerful legacy 
that shaped her journey. 416 pp.
978-1-53876-303-2 
___048634984 paper 17.99

 
Taylor Swift: In Her Own Words
Helena Hunt AGBT
A collection of more than 300 quotes from the 
pop culture icon and one of the bestselling 
musicians of all time—part of the In Their 
Own Words series. 272 pp.
978-1-57284-278-6 
___048286054 
paper 12.95

 
Initiated
Memoir of a Witch
Amanda Yates Garcia GCEB
Smoke Gets in Your Eyes meets Women 
Who Run With The Wolves in this haunting, 
mystical memoir about finding meaning, 
beauty, and power through a life in witchcraft. 
352 pp.
978-1-53876-305-6 
___049137860 27.00

 
Invested
Changing Forever the Way Americans Invest
Charles Schwab DD  
The founder of The Charles Schwab 
Corporation recounts the ups and downs he 
weathered as he made stock investing, once 
the expensive and clubby reserve of the few, 
accessible to ordinary Americans. 352 pp.
978-1-984822-54-3 
___048276138 29.00

 
Invisible
The Forgotten Story of the Black Woman 
Lawyer Who Took Down America’s Most 
Powerful Mobster
Stephen L. Carter PICD
Raised in a world of stultifying expectations 
about race and gender, Carter’s 
grandmother’s professional and political 
successes had made her one of the most 
famous black women in America by the 
1940s. But her triumphs were shadowed by 
prejudice and tragedy. 384 pp.
978-1-25023-066-9 
___047677416 paper 20.00

 
Janis
Her Life and Music
Holly George-Warren SS  
Written by one of the most highly regarded 
chroniclers of American music history, 
and based on unprecedented access to 
Janis Joplin’s family, friends, band mates, 
archives, and long-lost interviews, Janis is a 
complex, rewarding portrait of a remarkable 
artist finally getting her due. 400 pp.
978-1-47679-310-8 
___048486934 28.99

 
Jeff Buckley
His Own Voice
Mary Guibert, editor DACP
and David Browne
The journals, notebooks, musings, and 
early song drafts of Buckley, the late singer 
best-known for the definitive version of 
“Hallelujah” and his classic album Grace, 
including dozens of evocative photos of his 
personal effects and ephemera. 304 pp.
978-0-306-92168-1 
___048694183 40.00
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Jerome Robbins, by Himself
Selections from His Letters, Journals, 
Drawings, Photographs, and an Unfinished 
Memoir
Jerome Robbins KNPF
Amanda Vaill, editor
The titanic choreographer, creator of 
memorable ballets, master of Broadway 
musicals, and legendary show doctor and 
director is now revealed in his own words—
the closest readers will get to a memoir/
autobiography—from his voluminous 
letters, journals, notes, diaries, never before 
published. 448 pp.
978-0-451-49466-5 
___048031774 40.00

 
The John Wayne Companion
A Comprehensive Guide to Duke’s Movies, 
Quotes, Achievements and More
Editors of the Official John Wayne Magazine 
MZBK
Wayne continues to be one of the world’s 
most popular celebrities, even more than 40 
years after his passing. This comprehensive 
reference collects all of the most compelling 
facts, figures, checklists, trivia, movie 
information and more in one place for the 
super-Duke enthusiast. 336 pp.
978-1-948174-25-1 
___047870880 paper 19.99

 
Kindness and Wonder
Why Mister Rogers Matters Now More Than 
Ever
Gavin Edwards DYST
A pop culture celebration of Fred Rogers 
and the enduring legacy of his beloved, 
award-winning PBS show Mister Rogers’® 
Neighborhood offers essential wisdom to 
help readers in their troubled times. 256 pp.
978-0-06-295074-1 
___048203359 24.99

 
The King’s War
The Friendship of George VI and Lionel 
Logue During World War II
Peter Conradi PSUK
and Mark Logue
Following the New York Times-bestselling 
The King’s Speech, this eagerly anticipated 
sequel takes King George VI and his confidant 
and speech therapist Lionel Logue into the 
darkest days of World War II. Photos. 320 pp.
978-1-64313-192-4 
___048431027 27.95

 
Leadership
In Turbulent Times
Doris Kearns Goodwin SS  
In this culmination of five decades of 
acclaimed studies in presidential history, 
Pulitzer Prize-winning author Goodwin 
offers an illuminating exploration into the 
early development, growth, and exercise of 
leadership. 496 pp.
978-1-47679-593-5 
___048477910 paper 18.00

 
Let’s Go (So We Can Get Back)
A Memoir of Recording and Discording with 
Wilco, Etc.
Jeff Tweedy DUTT
The singer, guitarist, and songwriter, best 
known for his work with Wilco, opens up 
about his past, his songs, the music, and the 
people who have inspired him. 304 pp.
978-1-10198-527-4 
___048823568 paper 17.00

 
A Letter from Paris
A True Story of Hidden Art, Lost Romance, 
and Family Reclaimed
Louisa Deasey SBEB
A father’s long-lost letters spark a compelling tale 
of inheritance and creativity, loss and reunion. 
“A beautiful true story, engagingly told. So 
much joy and kindness between the covers.”—
Natasha Lester, USA Today-bestselling author 
of The Paris Seamstress. 336 pp.
978-1-947534-61-2 
___047933175 
paper 20.00

 
The Life and Afterlife of Harry Houdini
Joe Posnanski SS  
Award-winning journalist and New York 
Times-bestselling author Posnanski enters 
the world of Harry Houdini and his legions of 
devoted fans in an immersive, entertaining, 
and magical work on the illusionist’s impact 
on American culture—and why his legacy 
endures to this day. 336 pp.
978-1-50113-723-5 
___043008149 28.00

 
The Life and Loves of E. Nesbit
Eleanor Fitzsimons AZPR
Award-winning biographer Fitzsimons 
uncovers the little-known details of Nesbit’s 
life, introducing readers to the Fabian Society 
cofounder and fabulous socialite who hosted 
legendary parties and had admirers by the 
dozen, including George Bernard Shaw. 400 pp.
978-1-41973-897-5 
___048584353 35.00

 
The Life of Lou Reed
Notes from the Velvet Underground
Howard Sounes DVRN
An in-depth, meticulously researched, and 
entertaining biography, examining the 
life and work of Reed, from birth to death, 
including his time as the leader of The Velvet 
Underground. 416 pp.
978-1-63576-638-7 
___047836430 
26.99

 
The Lives of Lucian Freud
The Restless Years, 1922-1968
William Feaver KNPF
The first biography of the epic life of one of 
the most important, enigmatic, and private 
artists of the 20th century is drawn from 
almost 40 years of conversations with the 
artist, letters, and papers.  704 pp.
978-0-525-65752-1 
___048463786 40.00
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The Long Blink
The True Story of Trauma, Forgiveness, and 
One Man’s Fight for Safer Roads
Brian Kuebler BEER
Emmy-winning journalist Kuebler exposes 
the staggering cost of the American trucking 
industry’s rising crash rate through the 
intimate struggle of Ed Slattery, who is left to 
piece his family back together after a trucker 
fell asleep at the wheel and killed his wife 
and maimed his son.  224 pp.
978-1-941887-04-2 
___047943703 
paper 14.95

 
The Lusitania Sinking
Eyewitness Accounts from Survivors
Anthony Richards DUND
Richards tells the story of the ship’s sinking 
from within the emotive framework of a 
family looking for information on their son’s 
death. 224 pp.
978-1-45974-348-9 
___047875020 
36.99

 
Mango Rash
Coming of Age in the Land of Frangipani and 
Fanta
Nan Sanders Pokerwinski BEER
Moving to a South Pacific island from small-
town Oklahoma, 16-year-old Nancy trades 
cruising Main Street in search of tater tots 
for strolling sandy shores with islanders who 
feast on sea worms and summon sharks 
with song. With a dash of teenage sass, she 
chronicles the tricky terrain of adolescence 
and the remote U.S. territory of American 
Samoa. 300 pp.
978-1-941887-06-6 
___047943913 
paper 14.95

 
Margaret Thatcher: Herself Alone
The Authorized Biography, Vol. 3
Charles Moore KNPF
Moore’s masterful and definitive biography, 
based on unique access to Margaret 
Thatcher herself, her papers, and her closest 
associates, tells the story of her last period 
in office, her combative retirement, and the 
controversy that surrounded her even in 
death. 880 pp.
978-1-10194-720-3 
___050775969 40.00

 
Marjorie Merriweather Post
The Life Behind the Luxury
Estella M. Chung GIES
Powerful and glamorous, businesswoman 
Post led an extraordinary three-estate 
lifestyle detailed in Living Artfully: At Home 
with Marjorie Merriweather Post. Now, 
Chung adds an array of delightful details, 
including the “Travel Luxe” chapter of 
journeys by private railcar, personal yachts, 
and customized aircraft. 200 pp.
978-1-911282-45-7 
___047463333 
29.95

 
A Marvelous Life
The Amazing Story of Stan Lee
Danny Fingeroth STMS
Fingeroth (comics industry veteran, author, 
and longtime Stan Lee friend and colleague) 
writes a comprehensive biography of this 
powerhouse of ideas who changed the world’s 
understanding of what a hero is and how a story 
should be told, while exploring Lee’s unique 
path to becoming the face of comics. 384 pp.
978-1-25013-390-8 
___047871341 29.99

 
Molly
The True Story of the Amazing Dog Who 
Rescues Cats
Colin Butcher CXNK
A veteran of the Royal Navy and longtime police 
officer, Butcher left the force in 2003 to start 
his own private detective agency specializing 
in helping reunite people with their missing 
pets. His partner can find missing cats—who 
are uniquely skilled at eluding humans—by 
detecting a unique scent signature, and she 
has been wildly successful. 304 pp.
978-1-25020-477-6 
___048501286 26.99

 
Monster, She Wrote
The Women Who Pioneered Horror and 
Speculative Fiction
Lisa Kröger QIRK
and Melanie R. Anderson
Meet the women writers who defied 
convention to craft some of literature’s 
strangest tales, from Frankenstein to The 
Haunting of Hill House and beyond. Curated 
reading lists point readers to their most 
spine-chilling tales. 352 pp.
978-1-68369-138-9 
___047918333 paper 19.99

 
A Month in Siena
Hisham Matar RH  
From the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of 
The Return comes a profoundly moving 
contemplation of the relationship between 
art and life. 144 pp.
978-0-593-12913-5 
___050291844 27.00

 
My Life on the Line
How the NFL Damn Near Killed Me, and 
Ended Up Saving My Life
Ryan O’Callaghan EOPT
with Cyd Zeigler
A riveting account of life as a closeted 
professional athlete from gay NFL player 
O’Callaghan, against the backdrop of 
depression, opioid addiction, and the threat 
of suicide. 232 pp.
978-1-61775-759-4 
___048042286 
paper 15.95

 
My Life on the Line
978-1-61775-758-7 EOPT
___048042060 
28.95
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No Surrender
A Father, a Son, and an Extraordinary Act of 
Heroism That Continues to Live on Today
Christopher Edmonds HRSF
and Douglas Century
Part contemporary detective story, part World 
War II historical narrative, No Surrender is 
the inspiring true story of Roddie Edmonds, 
a Knoxville-born enlistee who risked his 
life during the final days of World War II to 
save others from murderous Nazis, and the 
lasting effects his actions had on thousands 
of lives. 336 pp.
978-0-06-290501-7 
___048166674 29.99

 
Now Accepting Roses
Finding Myself While Searching for the 
One and Other Lessons I Learned from the 
Bachelor
Amanda Stanton BEBE
Stanton, known for appearances on The 
Bachelor and The Bachelor in Paradise, shares 
exclusive behind-the-scenes stories from the 
iconic reality shows, as well as the life lessons 
she acquired along the way. 240 pp.
978-1-948836-39-5 
___048421394 
24.95

 
Oblivion or Glory
1921 and the Making of Winston Churchill
David Stafford YALE
The author pens an engaging and original 
account of 1921, a pivotal year for Churchill 
that had a lasting impact on his political and 
personal legacy. 288 pp.
978-0-300-23404-6 
___048814238 26.00

 
The Open Heart Club
A Story About Birth and Death and Cardiac 
Surgery
Gabriel Brownstein PUBA
This history of the heart and cardiac 
medicine—as told by a writer with a 
congenital heart defect—ponders issues of 
mortality, empathy, and the things that make 
someone human. 368 pp.
978-1-61039-949-4 
___048463785 28.00

 
Open Season
Legalized Genocide of Colored People
Ben Crump AMSD
The president of the National Bar Association 
and one of the most distinguished civil rights 
attorneys working today reflects on the 
landmark cases he has battled—including 
representing Trayvon Martin’s family—and 
offers a disturbing look at how the justice 
system is used to promote injustice. 304 pp.
978-0-06-237509-4 
___038397870 26.99

 
Ordinary Girls
Jaquira Diaz ALQN
The author offers a bracingly honest and 
heartrending memoir about girlhood in a 
dangerous world and fighting to be seen for 
who she is. 336 pp.
978-1-61620-913-1 
___047812386 26.95

 
Out Loud
A Memoir
Mark Morris PGUP
and Wesley Stace
From one of the most brilliant and audacious 
choreographers of modern time, this is the 
exuberant tale of a young dancer’s rise to the 
pinnacle of the performing arts world, and 
the triumphs and perils of creating work on 
his own terms—and staying true to himself. 
384 pp.
978-0-7352-2307-3 
___048383854 30.00

 
Outsider in the White House
Bernie Sanders VRSO
John Nichols, Afterword
contributed by Huck Gutman
Foreword by Nina Turner
Progressive socialist Sanders continues to 
make political history as he embarks on a 
campaign to win the Democratic nomination 
for president in 2016, and this revised edition 
with new material captures his optimistic 
hopes for democracy to deliver political and 
social justice. 368 pp.
978-1-78873-769-2 
___050416027 paper 16.95

 
The Patriot’s Creed
Inspiration and Advice for Living a Heroic Life
Kris “Tanto” Paronto CEE 
Army Ranger and bestselling author Paronto 
reveals the values and creed shared by 
special forces for self-improvement and 
living a purposeful life. 288 pp.
978-1-54607-647-6 
___045883508 28.00

 
The Queen Next Door
Aretha Franklin, an Intimate Portrait
Linda Solomon WAYN
Foreword by Burt Bacharach
Sabrina Vonné Owens
Reflections on the life of Aretha Franklin are 
captured in exclusive photographs by her 
friend, photojournalist Solomon. 224 pp.
978-0-8143-4728-7 
___048556517 34.99
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Reagan
An American Journey
Bob Spitz PNGN
From New York Times-bestselling author 
Spitz comes a full and rich biography of an 
epic American life, capturing what made 
Ronald Reagan both so beloved and so 
transformational. 880 pp.
978-0-14-311059-0 
___048693860 paper 20.00

 
Rebel Poet
More Stories from a 21st Century 
Indian
Louis V. Clark III (Two Shoes) WSIN
This eagerly anticipated follow-up 
to the breakout memoir How to 
Be an Indian in the 21st Century 
delves more deeply into the 
themes of family, community, 
grief, and the struggle to make a 
place in the world when one’s very 
identity is considered suspect. 112 
pp.
978-0-87020-929-1
___049744962 paper 15.95

 
Savage Gods
Paul Kingsnorth TDOL
After moving with his wife and two children 
to a small holding in Ireland, Kingsnorth 
expects to find contentment. Instead he 
finds that his tools as a writer are failing him, 
calling into question his foundational beliefs 
about language and setting him at odds with 
culture itself. 142 pp.
978-1-937512-85-9 
___048285550 
paper 14.99

 
Seven Signs of Life
Stories from an Intensive Care Doctor
Dr. Aoife Abbey ARCK
Dr. Abbey takes readers beyond the medical 
perspective to see the humanity at work 
inside hospitals through the eyes of doctors 
and nurses as they witness and experience 
the full spectrum of human emotion with 
every shift. 288 pp.
978-1-948924-82-5 
___049083994 24.99

 
Sheeran
A Biography
Sean Smith DVRN
Bestselling biographer Smith traces the 
astonishing journey of the shy little English 
boy with a stammer who grew up to become 
a global phenomenon. Includes new, never-
before-reported research, reporting, and 
interviews exclusive to this book. 320 pp.
978-1-63576-651-6 
___048421398 
paper 16.99

 
So Here It Is
The Autobiography
Dave Hill UAME
With six consecutive number one 
singles and the smash hit “Merry Xmas 
Everybody,” Slade were unstoppable. Now, 
the man whose outlandish costumes and 
unmistakable hairstyle made Slade one of 
the definitive acts of the Glam Rock era tells 
his story. 304 pp.
978-1-78352-579-9 
___048732709 
paper 12.95

 
Some Kind of Crazy
An Unforgettable Story of Profound 
Brokenness and Breathtaking Grace
Terry Wardle WTBR
An unforgettable story, in the tradition of 
Hillbilly Elegy and Educated, that reveals 
how a careful look at a broken past can open 
a path to profound healing and a satisfying 
future. 256 pp.
978-0-525-65345-5 
___048145133 22.99

 
Southern Women
More Than 100 Stories of Artists, Innovators, 
and Icons
Editors of Garden and Gun HRWV
Foreword by Allison Glock
From the award-winning Southern lifestyle 
magazine Garden & Gun comes this rich 
collection of some of the South’s most 
notable women. While the wisdom shared 
may be rooted in the Southern experience, 
the universal themes are sure to resonate 
beyond the Mason-Dixon.  288 pp.
978-0-06-285936-5 
___048430174 35.00

 
Spring and Autumn Annals
A Celebration of the Seasons for Freddie
Diane di Prima CITY
Foreword by Ammiel Alcalay
Part elegy, part memoir, this lyrical work 
is a previously unpublished masterpiece 
from a Beat Generation icon. Releasing 
simultaneously with an expanded edition of 
di Prima’s classic Revolutionary Letters. 210 
pp.
978-0-87286-787-1 
___042807491 
paper 16.95

 
Stealing Green Mangoes
Two Brothers, Two Fates, One Indian 
Childhood
Sunil Dutta ECCO
The author’s memoir—written in the wake 
of a cancer diagnosis—zeroes in on the crux 
between two brothers: one who became an 
LAPD officer, and the other a terrorist. 256 
pp.
978-0-06-279585-4 
___049025543 26.99
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Step Into the Circle
Writers in Modern Appalachia
Amy Greene BLIR
and Trent Thomson, editors
In this beautiful book of photographs and 
short essays, some of Appalachia’s best-
known writers profile each other and the 
place they call home. Featured authors 
include Ron Rash, Wiley Cash, Silas House, 
and Adriana Trigiani. 140 pp.
978-1-949467-13-0 
___048196311 
paper 24.95

 
Step Into the Circle
978-1-949467-12-3 BLIR
___048196010 
34.95

 
Still Here
The Madcap, Nervy, Singular Life of Elaine Stritch
Alexandra Jacobs FSG 
The first full telling of Stritch’s life is rollicking 
but intimate as it tracks one of Broadway’s 
great personalities from her upbringing 
in Detroit during the Great Depression to 
her fateful move to New York City, where 
she studied alongside Marlon Brando, Bea 
Arthur, and Harry Belafonte across her 
later years, when she enjoyed a stunning 
renaissance, punctuated by a turn on the 
popular television show 30 Rock. 352 pp.
978-0-374-26809-1 
___048166882 27.00

 
Summertime
George Gershwin’s Life in Music
Richard Crawford NORT
The life of a beloved American composer is 
reflected through his music, writings, and 
letters. 560 pp.
978-0-393-05215-2 
___048400304 39.95

 
Surrealism
Inside the Magnetic Fields
Penelope Rosemont CITY
A series of personal and historical 
encounters with surrealism from one of its 
foremost practitioners in the United States. 
“A marvelous, meticulous exploration of 
the surrealist experience, in all its infinite 
variety.”—Gerome Kamrowski. 155 pp.
978-0-87286-768-0 
___048175645 
paper 16.95

 
Tell Me a Story
My Life with Pat Conroy
Cassandra King Conroy MORW
The author considers her life and the man she 
shared it with, paying tribute to her husband, 
Pat Conroy, the legendary figure of modern 
Southern literature. She was leading a quiet 
life as a professor, divorced “Sunday wife” of a 
preacher, and debut novelist when she met Pat 
Conroy. Their union would last 18 years until his 
death from pancreatic cancer in 2016. 400 pp.
978-0-06-290562-8 
___048477164 24.99

 
Thanks a Lot Mr. Kibblewhite
My Story
Roger Daltrey GRIF
The frontman of one of the greatest bands of 
all time tells the story of his rise from nothing 
to rock ‘n’ roll megastar, and his wild journey 
as the voice of The Who. 272 pp.
978-1-25023-710-1 
___047871636 paper 17.99

 
Things That Make White People 
Uncomfortable
Michael Bennett HMAK
and Dave Zirin
Foreword by Martellus Bennett
Bennett is a Super Bowl Champion, a two time 
Pro Bowl defensive end, a fearless activist, 
a feminist, a grassroots philanthropist, an 
organizer, and a change maker. He’s also one 
of the most scathingly humorous athletes on 
the planet. This bestseller is now in paperback 
with a new Introduction, and is also available 
in a Young Adult Edition. 268 pp.
978-1-64259-023-4 
___048286275 
paper 17.95

 
Things That Make White People 
Uncomfortable, Young Adult Ed.
Michael Bennett HMAK
978-1-64259-022-7 
___048285393 
18.99

 
This Is My Body
A Memoir of Religious and Romantic 
Obsession
Cameron Dezen Hammon LKTK
In this memoir of faith and faltering, musician 
Hammon, a Jewish New Yorker, offers a 
tender and harrowing look inside American 
evangelicalism through the lens of a convert 
in search of a more progressive and fluid 
faith. 224 pp.
978-1-940596-32-7 
___048175353 
paper 17.95

 
To Feel the Music
A Songwriter’s Mission to Save High-Quality 
Audio
Neil Young BEBE
and Phil Baker
Young coauthors this memoir about his most 
passionate pursuit: bringing high-quality 
audio back to music lovers who have been 
forced to settle for compressed, digital files 
that rob songs of their original warmth. 242 
pp.
978-1-948836-38-8 
___047787325 
24.95
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Unbreakable
The Woman Who Defied the Nazis in the 
World’s Most Dangerous Horse Race
Richard Askwith PSUK
The author shares the courageous and 
heartbreaking story of a Czech countess who 
defied the Nazis in a legendary horse race. 
408 pp.
978-1-64313-210-5 
___048431184 27.95

 
Unfollow
A Memoir of Loving and Leaving the 
Westboro Baptist Church
Megan Phelps-Roper FSG 
The activist and TED speaker Phelps-Roper 
reveals her life growing up in the most hated 
family in America. Rich with suspense and 
thoughtful reflection, her life story exposes 
the dangers of black-and-white thinking and 
the need for true humility in a time of angry 
polarization.  304 pp.
978-0-374-27583-9 
___048166493 27.00

 
The Ungrateful Refugee
What Immigrants Never Tell You
Dina Nayeri CECJ
In her first work of nonfiction, Nayeri—winner 
of the 2018 UNESCO City of Literature Paul 
Engle Prize—examines what it means to be a 
refugee through her own story of childhood 
escape from Iran and through the stories of 
other refugees and asylum seekers. 368 pp.
978-1-948226-42-4 
___047339590 
26.00

 
Voice of Rebellion
How Mozhdah Jamalzadah Brought Hope to 
Afghanistan
Roberta Staley GTON
The first-ever biography of “The Oprah 
of Afghanistan”: refugee, pop singer, and 
champion of women’s rights who continues 
to fight for change. 304 pp.
978-1-77164-413-6 
___047570499 
26.95

 
When Life Gives You Pears
The Healing Power of Family, Faith, and 
Funny People
Jeannie Gaffigan GCEB
Foreword by Jim Gaffigan
In a book that is The Big Sick meets Dad is 
Fat, Gaffigan, writing partner and wife of 
bestselling author/comedian Jim Gaffigan, 
writes with humor and heart about the pear-
sized brain tumor she had removed, the toll it 
took on her family, and the priceless lessons 
she learned along the way. 320 pp.
978-1-53875-104-6 
___049033726 28.00

 
Where Do I Begin?
Stories (I Sort of Remember) from a Life 
Lived Out Loud
Elvis Duran ATR 
Duran, host of one of the nation’s top 
morning shows and the voice millions of 
Americans wake up to, shares his wildest 
stories and hardest-learned lessons all with 
his trademark heart, honesty, and plenty of 
humor. 288 pp.
978-1-982106-33-1 
___048865964 26.99

 
Where I Come from
Life Lessons from a Latino Chef
Aarón Sánchez AZPR
Before rising to fame on shows like 
MasterChef and Chopped, Chef Sánchez was 
raised by a fiercely determined woman who 
is credited with having brought Mexican 
cuisine to the NYC dining scene. This is 
Sanchez’s personal account of how he went 
from a fatherless Latino kid to a chef at the 
top of his profession. 288 pp.
978-1-41973-802-9 
___048584346 27.00

 
A Wild and Precious Life
A Memoir
Edie Windsor STMS
with Joshua Lyon
A remarkable portrait of an iconic pioneer in 
civil rights, gay life in the second half of the 
20th century, and the rise of LGBT activism. 
“Edie Windsor is an example of what 
happens when one turns love into power.”—
David Mixner, author and activist 288 pp.
978-1-25019-513-5 
___047870955 27.99

 
Women of the 1920s
Style, Glamour, and the Avant-Garde
Thomas Bleitner ABBP
Experience the glamor and excitement of the 
Jazz Age, through the lives of the women who 
defined it. Exploring the lives of 17 artists, 
writers, designers, dancers, adventurers, 
and athletes, this splendidly illustrated book 
brings together dozens of photographs with 
an engaging text. 176 pp.
978-0-7892-1347-1 
___048334633 
22.95

 
Work in Progress
Unconventional Thoughts on Designing an 
Extraordinary Life
Leanne Ford NELN
and Steve Ford
Quirky, fun, encouraging, conversational, 
memoir-meets-inspirational-storytelling 
from the brother and sister stars of HGTV’s 
hit show Restored by the Fords. 224 pp.
978-0-7852-2614-7 
___049069698 26.99
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A Year Without a Name
A Memoir
Cyrus Grace Dunham LB  
A potent, thrillingly unresolved meditation 
on queerness, family, and desire. “Cyrus 
Grace Dunham has written a classic 
memoir—passionate and clear eyed and 
unputdownable. Bravo to this extraordinary 
new voice.”—Mary Karr. 176 pp.
978-0-316-44496-5 
___046630753 26.00

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT

 
Bitchcraft
Simple Spells for Everyday Annoyances & 
Sweet Revenge
Kerry Colburn HM  
This enchanting collection emboldens 
women to use their own power to take 
matters into their own hands, with sassy 
spells for home, work, love, and more. 144 
pp.
978-0-358-19698-3 
___049063936 15.99

 
Dreams
Unlock Inner Wisdom, Discover Meaning, 
and Refocus Your Life
Rosie March-Smith DK  
With interpretations of key dream images 
and themes, this book will show readers how 
they can interpret and control their dreams 
to address issues and imbalances in life, as 
well as improve their psychological well-
being. 224 pp.
978-1-46548-241-9 
___048275863 25.00

 
Hexing the Patriarchy
26 Potions, Spells & Magical Elixirs to 
Embolden the Resistance
Ariel Gore SEAL
Upbeat and inviting, without making light 
of anyone’s oppression or spirituality, 
this book offers fed-up women a primer 
of enchantment in the form of 26 spells 
for undermining modern-day oppression, 
all gathered from authentic witches from 
various magical traditions. 288 pp.
978-1-58005-874-2 
___048464310 25.00

 
The Little Book of Otter Philosophy
Live life like you otter
Jennifer McCartney HR  
Otters are some of the most delightful 
animals on the planet. This follow-up to 
the sensational The Little Book of Sloth 
Philosophy looks at what these long, lean, 
and otterly joyful mammals can teach about 
living our best lives. 160 pp.
978-0-00-834796-3 
___048299381 9.99

 
The Wild Unknown Archetypes Deck & 
Guidebook
Kim Krans HRSF
In this wholly original, never-before-seen box 
set, the New York Times-bestselling author, 
who has redefined tarot for the 21st century, 
takes seekers on a journey of self-discovery 
deep into the collective unconscious and 
through the realm of archetypes. 224 pp.
978-0-06-287177-0 
___048167455 39.99

BUSINESS / ECONOMICS / FINANCE

 
2020: My Shining Year Business Goals 
Workbook
Leonie Dawson BEBE
Join the revolution and the tribe of hundreds 
of thousands of women who use this creative 
and inspiring workbook to take themselves 
to their next level of shining success in 2020. 
190 pp.
978-1-948836-42-5 
___048286158 
paper 24.95

 
The 3-Minute Rule
Say Less to Get More from Any Pitch or 
Presentation
Brant Pinvidic PTFL
A Hollywood pitch master spills his bag 
of pitching tricks to show readers how 
to turn any proposition into an effective, 
compelling, three-minute pitch. “Pinvidic’s 
game-changing approach to making pitches 
and presentations proves that if you simplify 
your information all you need is three 
minutes.”—Tony Robbins. 256 pp.
978-0-525-54072-4 
___048144559 27.00

 
Agility
How to Navigate the Unknown and Seize 
Opportunity in a World of Disruption
Leo M. Tilman MSDY
and General Charles Jacoby (Ret.)
In a world where leaders and their 
teams must brave the unknown and step 
confidently forward —or risk extinction—
Agility provides a vital roadmap for seizing 
the unprecedented possibilities of the new 
age and dominating change instead of being 
dominated by it. 256 pp.
978-1-939714-15-2 
___050147736 
27.95

 
The Art of Money Getting
P.T. Barnum IXIA
Rather than schemes for acquiring wealth, 
the great showman presents 20 timeless 
rules for the development of character 
and for cultivating habits that will ensure 
financial security. 112 pp.
978-0-486-83613-3 
___049939987 paper 4.95
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Becoming Super Woman
A Simple 12-Step Plan to Go from Burnout 
to Balance
Nicole Lapin BEBE
New York Times-bestselling author of Boss 
Bitch and TV personality Lapin returns with 
a new business title to help women avoid 
career burnout and reach new heights by 
prioritizing their own well-being. 350 pp.
978-1-946885-93-7 
___044494181 
26.95

 
Brand New Name
A Proven, Step-by-Step Process to Create an 
Unforgettable Brand Name
Jeremy Miller PGTW
Miller delivers a proven, step-by-step brand 
naming process to create an unforgettable 
name. The book explains to readers what 
to do every step of the way—right down to 
exercises to generate lots of naming ideas 
to techniques on how to test which names 
resonate the most. 232 pp.
978-1-989025-60-4 
___048285926 
paper 19.95

 
The Business Analysis Handbook
Techniques and Questions to Deliver Better 
Business Outcomes
Helen Winter KOGN
Readers will discover the skills required for 
effective business analysis with this practical 
guide including industry standard tools and 
templates of key documents. 256 pp.
978-0-7494-9706-4 
___047817020 
paper 15% 39.95

 
Capitalism in America
An Economic History of the United States
Alan Greenspan PNGN
and Adrian Wooldridge
A legendary former Fed Chairman and an 
acclaimed Economist writer address the 
most pressing question of whether the 
U.S. will preserve its preeminence, or see 
its leadership pass to other less democratic 
powers. 496 pp.
978-0-7352-2246-5 
___048694000 paper 20.00

 
Capitalism, Alone
The Future of the System That Rules the 
World
Branko Milanovic HARU
For the first time in history, the globe 
is dominated by one economic system. 
Capitalism prevails because it delivers 
prosperity and meets desires for autonomy. 
But it also is unstable and morally defective. 
Surveying the varieties and futures of 
capitalism, Milanovic offers creative 
solutions to improve a system that isn’t 
going anywhere. 272 pp.
978-0-674-98759-3 
___048913836 29.95

 
Comeback Careers
Stronger, Wiser, Better
Mika Brzezinski HHTT
with Ginny Brzezinski
Featuring insights and inspiration from 
recruiters and relaunch specialists, this book 
is an indispensable guidebook for women 
breaking (back) into the workforce. 256 pp.
978-1-60286-590-7 
___048643921 28.00

 
Elephants Before Unicorns
Emotionally Intelligent HR Strategies to 
Save Your Company
Caroline Stokes ETRM
Foreword by Darrell West
Managing people is a given, but an alarming 
number of companies don’t have someone 
dedicated to HR. Stokes delivers recruiting 
advice and provides onboarding outlines 
and systems to help entrepreneurs gain and 
retain a quality workforce. 220 pp.
978-1-59918-658-0 
___048286184 
paper 21.99

 
Entrepreneur Voices on Careers
The Staff of Entrepreneur Media, Inc. ETRM
Foreword by Debbie Allen
The average American changes jobs 12 times 
throughout their career and nearly 40 percent 
of them are running a side hustle while 
maintaining their full-time jobs. Here, more 
than 20 entrepreneurs and intrapreneurs 
share how they transferred their skills and 
experience to a new company or industry 
and successfully escaped the daily grind to 
pursue their passions. 250 pp.
978-1-59918-659-7 
___048560065 
paper 19.99

 
Everyone Deserves a Great Manager
The 6 Critical Practices for Leading a Team
Scott Miller SS  
with Todd Davis
and Victoria Roos-Olsson
Based on nearly a decade of research on what 
makes managers successful—and includes 
new ways of thinking, tips and techniques—
this practical, essential guide to becoming 
the great manager every team deserves has 
been field-tested with hundreds of thousands 
of managers all over the world. 288 pp.
978-1-982112-07-3 
___048477807 28.00

 
Foxocracy
Inside the Network’s Playbook of Tribal 
Warfare
Tobin Smith DVRN
From a 14-year Fox News contributor, guest 
anchor, and two-time New York Times-
bestselling author comes an unprecedented 
insider’s account of the Fox News playbook—
the production secrets and manipulation 
strategies Fox uses to manipulate viewers, 
divide families, and weaponize the daily 
discourse of public opinion. 304 pp.
978-1-63576-661-5 
___048475186 
26.99
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Get the Meeting!
An Illustrative Contact Marketing Playbook
Stu Heinecke BEBE
Picking up where How to Get a Meeting With 
Anyone left off, this standalone book features 
case studies, tips, and tools to help readers 
break through to more of their top accounts 
even more effectively than before.   250 pp.
978-1-948836-44-9 
___048436018 
paper 24.95

 
Blockchain
The Insights You Need from Harvard Business 
Review
Harvard Business Review HABU
Don Tapscott et al.
Harvard Business Review shares today’s 
most essential thinking on blockchain, 
explaining how to get the right initiatives 
started at a company and how to seize the 
opportunity of the coming blockchain wave. 
160 pp.
978-1-63369-791-1 
___048296709 
paper 22.95

 
Cybersecurity
The Insights You Need from Harvard Business 
Review
Harvard Business Review HABU
Alex Blau et al.
In this connected world, more access and 
more data come with more risk. From 
outlining the challenges to exploring 
the solutions, this curated collection 
shares today’s most essential thinking on 
cybersecurity. 160 pp.
978-1-63369-787-4 
___048296882 
paper 22.95

 
HBR’s 10 Must Reads: On Managing in a 
Downturn
With Bonus Article “Reigniting Growth” by 
Chris Zook and James Allen
Harvard Business Review HABU
Chris Zook et al.
How do the most resilient leaders and 
organizations survive—and even thrive—
during a market slowdown? This edition 
compiles 10 of the best articles of Harvard 
Business Review. Includes a bonus article 
“Reignighting Growth” by Chris Zook and 
James Allen. 224 pp.
978-1-63369-809-3 
___048151931 
paper 24.95

 
Helping People Change
Coaching with Compassion for Lifelong 
Learning and Growth
Richard Boyatzis et al. HABU
Filled with probing questions and exercises 
that encourage self-reflection, this powerful 
and practical book will forever change the 
way coaches, managers, teachers, and 
parents think about and practice what they 
do when they try to help. 256 pp.
978-1-63369-656-3 
___048176009 
30.00

 
The Iconist
The Art and Science of Standing Out
Jamie Mustard BEBE
Through pop culture and historical 
narratives, branding expert and TED speaker 
Mustard explains why certain things stand 
out, stick, and endure in the mind—and why 
others do not.  200 pp.
978-1-948836-41-8 
___048286080 
22.00

 
Indistractable
How to Control Your Attention and Choose 
Your Life
Nir Eyal BEBE
With groundbreaking research and exclusive 
interviews, the author of the bestselling 
Hooked, lays bare the processes of 
distractions and how people can finally get 
them under control to give themselves the 
ultimate superpower of the 21st century: 
being indistractable. 300 pp.
978-1-948836-53-1 
___048285421 
26.95

 
The Leader You Want to Be
Five Essential Principles for Bringing Out 
Your Best Self—Every Day
Amy Jen Su HABU
Drawing on rich and instructive stories 
of clients, leaders, artists, and athletes, 
as well as on research by experts, the 
author brings together the best of both 
Western management thinking and Eastern 
philosophy to provide a holistic yet hands-on 
approach. 256 pp.
978-1-63369-591-7 
___048196159 
28.00

 
Market Mover
Lessons from a Decade of Change at 
NASDAQ
Robert Greifeld GCEB
Former CEO and Chairman of NASDAQ 
Greifeld shares stories, insights, and lessons 
learned from one of the world’s largest stock 
exchanges, detailing his transformation 
of NASDAQ from a fledgling U.S. equities 
market to a global financial technology 
company. 304 pp.
978-1-53874-513-7 
___049137857 28.00

 
Messengers
Who We Listen To, Who We Don’t, and Why
Stephen Martin PUBA
and Joseph Marks
A fascinating exploration of the powerful 
forces that shape who people choose to 
listen to and believe, why talented and 
qualified people are ignored, and how these 
“messengers” influence society. 352 pp.
978-1-54172-438-9 
___048032138 28.00
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More from Less
The Surprising Story of How We Learned to 
Prosper Using Fewer Resources—And What 
Happens Next
Andrew McAfee SCRB
From the coauthor of the New York Times-
bestselling The Second Machine Age comes a 
compelling argument that despite increasing 
prosperity for most of Earth’s inhabitants and 
an explosion of goods overall, consumption 
of natural resources such as metals, water, 
and timber has begun to decline. 352 pp.
978-1-982103-57-6 
___048478110 28.00

 
Napoleon Hill’s Success Masters
Staff of Entrepreneur Media, Inc., editor ETRM
Napoleon Hill
Foreword by Don Green
Entrepreneur Media and The Napoleon Hill 
Foundation have partnered to present a new 
twist on the classic Hill tenets of success, 
featuring motivational keys to personal and 
professional success. 220 pp.
978-1-59918-649-8 
___047498249 
paper 21.99

 
Organized Money
How Progressives Can Leverage the Financial 
System to Work for Them, Not Against Them
Keith Mestrich NPRS
and Mark A. Pinsky
Two leading figures from the world of finance 
show how progressives can take their money 
away from conservative financial institutions 
and put it to good, lasting social use. 272 pp.
978-1-62097-504-6 
___048103190 
26.99

 
The Outward Mindset
Arbinger Institute BRRK
Through true stories and simple yet profound 
guidance and tools, The Outward Mindset 
enables individuals and organizations to 
make the one change that most dramatically 
improves performance, sparks collaboration, 
and accelerates innovation—a shift to an 
outward mindset. 216 pp.
978-1-52308-730-3 
___047862794 paper 17.95

 
The Power of Wow
How to Electrify Your Work and Your Life by 
Putting Service First
The Employees of Zappos BEBE
with Tony Hsieh
and Mark Dagostino
In this essential follow-up to Hsieh’s Delivering 
Happiness, Zapponians from every part of the 
business share powerful stories and lessons 
that they have learned in business and life––
from delivering empathetic customer service 
to creating a self-organized organizational 
structure. 275 pp.
978-1-948836-57-9 
___049090989 
29.95

 
Race, Work, and Leadership
New Perspectives on the Black Experience
Laura Morgan Roberts et al. HABU
At a time when there are fewer African-
American men and women in corporate 
leadership roles, this compilation will 
stimulate new scholarship and dialogue on 
the organizational and leadership challenges 
of African Americans. 512 pp.
978-1-63369-801-7 
___048176011 
45.00

 
Radical Candor, Revised and Updated Ed.
Be a Kick-Ass Boss Without Losing Your 
Humanity
Kim Scott STMS
Taken from the author’s experience and 
giving actionable lessons to the reader, it 
shows managers how to be successful while 
retaining their humanity, finding meaning 
in their job, and creating an environment 
where people love both their work and their 
colleagues.  336 pp.
978-1-25023-537-4 
___047871600 28.99

 
The Real Business of Blockchain
How Leaders Can Create Value in a New 
Digital Age
David Furlonger HABU
and Christophe Uzureau
In one of the first books on this transformative 
technology written for business leaders, 
Furlonger and Uzureau cut through the hype 
to help unlock the vast possibilities of this 
potentially world-changing technology. 272 pp.
978-1-63369-804-8 
___048176105 
32.00

 
Reinventing the Organization
How Companies Can Deliver Radically 
Greater Value in Fast-Changing Markets
Arthur Yeung HABU
and Dave Ulrich
A much-needed road map that looks at all the 
decisions leaders need to make: choosing 
the right strategies, capabilities, structure, 
culture, management tools, and leadership 
to deliver radically greater value in fast-
moving markets. 336 pp.
978-1-63369-770-6 
___048196029 
32.00

 
The Relationship Economy
Building Stronger Customer Connections in 
the Digital Age
John R. Dijulius III GENI
The author teaches business leaders about 
the importance of relationship building in 
the digital age and reminds readers of the 
importance of personal connections. Dijulius 
also shows how to attain meaningful, lasting 
relationships with customers.
978-1-62634-643-7 
___049057122 24.95
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The Responsibility Ethic
12 Winning Strategies to Power Lasting 
Success and Happiness
Adam Kreek PGTW
Olympic Gold medalist and successful 
entrepreneur Kreek shares the 12 essential 
principles of self-leadership that have fueled 
his incredible accomplishments—and shows 
readers how to master these principles too. 
270 pp.
978-1-989025-67-3 
___048286373 
paper 15.95

 
Running with My Head Down
An Entrepreneur’s Story of Passion, 
Perseverance, and Purpose
Frank V. Fiume II GENI
The founder of i9 Sports, the largest youth 
sports franchise company in the U.S., tells an 
inspirational and unique rags-to-riches story 
of how to live a life full of success and no 
regrets through relentless perseverance and 
commitment to personal development.
978-1-62634-641-3 
___048694242 20.95

 
The Scrum Fieldbook
A Master Class on Accelerating Performance, 
Getting Results, and Defining the Future
J.J. Sutherland DD  
Based on years of work in the field with 
scores of companies including Bosch, 3M, 
Schlumberger, and Saab, this master class 
delivers a hands-on, practical approach 
for successfully implementing the Scrum 
framework in any domain. 272 pp.
978-0-525-57321-0 
___048031971 28.00

 
Sell!
Open the Door and Close the Sale
Dale Carnegie & Associates GDMA
Dale Carnegie Training shares a fresh take 
on the tried and true concepts in sales, from 
developing a customer avatar to using the 
Internet to get leads. 240 pp.
978-1-72251-010-7 
___046926651 
27.00

 
Social Media Success for Every Brand
The Five Pillars That Turn Posts Into Profits
Claire Diaz-Ortiz HCLD
Foreword by Donald Miller
Readers will learn how to apply the seven 
universal elements of powerful stories to 
dramatically improve how they connect 
with customers and grow their businesses 
through social media channels. 144 pp.
978-1-40021-496-9 
___049069767 paper 17.99

 
Start Your Own Photography Business, 3rd 
Ed. 
The Staff of Entrepreneur Media, Inc. ETRM
and Jason R. Rich
This third edition has been completely 
revised to address the photography 
industry’s transformation to digital and 
help readers start, run, and grow their own 
successful photography business. 180 pp.
978-1-59918-657-3 
___048285579 
paper 19.99

 
Stillness Is the Key
Ryan Holiday PTFL
Holiday, author of The Obstacle Is the Way 
and Ego Is the Enemy draws on timeless 
Stoic and Buddhist philosophy to show why 
slowing down is the secret weapon for those 
charging ahead. 288 pp.
978-0-525-53858-5 
___048031802 25.00

 
Stories That Stick
How Storytelling Can Captivate Customers, 
Influence Audiences, and Transform Your 
Business
Kindra Hall HCLD
With case studies, company profiles, and 
anecdotes backed with original research, 
professional storyteller and nationally 
known speaker Hall presents storytelling 
as the underutilized skill that separates the 
good from the best in the business. 240 pp.
978-1-40021-193-7 
___047468204 27.99

 
Story 10X
Turn the Impossible Into the Inevitable
Michael Margolis SXTD
Drawing on more than 30,000 years of 
human storytelling, this is a groundbreaking 
handbook to navigating the Age of 
Disruption. With lessons drawn from game-
changing companies, readers will discover 
how narrative is both a mindset and a 
methodology designed for the biggest 
challenges of their time. 248 pp.
978-1-989025-58-1 
___048285825 
25.00

 
Unbound
How Inequality Constricts Our Economy and 
What We Can Do About It
Heather Boushey HARU
Many fear that efforts to address inequality 
will undermine the economy as a whole. 
But the opposite is true: rising inequality 
has become a drag on growth and an 
impediment to market competition. Boushey 
breaks down the problem and argues that it 
is possible to preserve the nation’s economic 
traditions while promoting shared economic 
growth. 272 pp.
978-0-674-91931-0 
___048914269 27.95
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What You Do Is Who You Are
How to Create Your Business Culture
Ben Horowitz HUSI
Foreword by Henry Louis Gates
Horowitz, a leading venture capitalist, 
modern management expert, and New 
York Times-bestselling author, combines 
lessons both from history and from modern 
organizational practice to help executives 
build cultures that can weather both good 
and bad times. 304 pp.
978-0-06-287133-6 
___049978646 29.99

 
Your Turn
Careers, Kids, and Comebacks—A Working 
Mother’s Guide
Jennifer Gefsky HUSI
and Stacey Delo
The cofounder and CEO of Après—the 
premier site for women returning to the 
workforce—offer advice and inspiration to 
help women make the best possible career 
decisions for themselves and their families. 
304 pp.
978-0-06-289369-7 
___048203364 27.99

CALENDARS & DIARIES

 
The Redleaf Calendar-Keeper™ 2020
A Record-Keeping System for Family Child 
Care Professionals
Redleaf Press RDLF
The leading business tool for family child 
care professionals for 43 years is available in 
this all-in-one calendar, expense, and income 
tracker. 100 pp.
978-1-60554-703-9 
___048065079 
18.95

CAREERS / JOB OPPORTUNITIES

 
Couples That Work
How Dual-Career Couples Can Thrive in Love 
and Work
Jennifer Petriglieri HABU
INSEAD professor Petriglieri shifts away 
from conventional, one-size-fits-all solutions 
for two-career couples and instead focuses 
on how couples can tackle and resolve the 
challenges they will face throughout their 
lives—together.  272 pp.
978-1-63369-724-9 
___048175869 
30.00

 
The Freedom Formula
How to Succeed in Business Without 
Sacrificing Your Family, Health, or Life
David Finkel BEBE
Finkel offers a radical new approach to 
structuring a team’s priorities, accountability 
systems, and weekly use of time in order to 
reclaim hours of everyone’s best time and 
consistently redirect these reclaimed hours 
to the highest-value activities. 300 pp.
978-1-948836-40-1 
___047787514 
27.95

CHILDREN’S BABY / PRESCHOOL

 
Beignets for Breakfast
Jeanette Weiland SSHD
Allison Lemon, illustrator
Weiland’s playful rhyming verses and 
Lemon’s vivid illustrations will transport 
children to one of the greatest cities in the 
world in this beautiful picture book. 32 pp.
978-0-9973559-9-4 
___048334657 
19.95

CHILDREN’S AGES 9-12

 
Nose Knows
Wild Ways Animals Smell the World
Emmanuelle Figueras WOEB
and Claire de Gastold
In this fun flap-filled book, readers learn how 
smell plays a key role in the lives of animals 
and shapes their behavior and relationships. 
Each flap reveals the hidden side to each 
environment only perceptible through smell. 
Watch a polar bear track its prey beneath 
the ice, join a column of marching ants, and 
learn how to say hello to a family of forest 
piglets. 38 pp.
978-1-912920-07-5 
___047922144 
21.99

COLORING BOOKS

 
How to Draw Inky Wonderlands
Create and Color Your Own Magical 
Adventure
Johanna Basford PNGN
In this lovely and accessible guide, the author 
shares the fun, simple, no-skills-needed 
secrets to creating wondrous realms through 
fanciful, expressive line drawing. 96 pp.
978-0-14-313394-0 
___048823403 paper 16.95

COMPUTER BOOKS - GENERAL INFORMATION

 
Artificial Intelligence
The Insights You Need from Harvard Business 
Review
Harvard Business Review HABU
Thomas H. Davenport et al.
Companies that don’t use AI will soon be 
obsolete. Harvard Business Review brings 
today’s most essential thinking on AI, and 
explains how companies can capitalize on 
the opportunity of the machine intelligence 
revolution. 160 pp.
978-1-63369-789-8 
___048273919 
paper 22.95
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Artificial Intelligence
A Guide for Thinking Humans
Melanie Mitchell FSG 
No recent scientific enterprise has proved as 
alluring, terrifying, and filled with extravagant 
promise and frustrating setbacks as artificial 
intelligence. An award-winning author 
and leading computer scientist reveals its 
turbulent history and the recent surge of 
successes, grand hopes, and emerging fears 
that surround AI. 352 pp.
978-0-374-25783-5 
___048166957 28.00

 
A Human Algorithm
How Artificial Intelligence Is Redefining Who 
We Are
Flynn Coleman CPOI
A groundbreaking narrative on the urgency 
of ethically designed AI and a guidebook 
to reimagining life in the era of intelligent 
technology. “Coleman will forever change 
the way you think about computers and 
our future.”—Seth Godin, author of This Is 
Marketing 336 pp.
978-1-64009-236-5 
___048354766 
26.00

CONSUMER HEALTH

 
The Complete Guide to Yin Yoga
The Philosophy and Practice of Yin Yoga
Bernie Clark WSBP
Foreword by Sarah Powers
This second edition of this bestseller 
provides an in-depth look at the philosophy 
and practice of Yin Yoga with illustrated how-
to sections, including detailed descriptions 
and photographs of more than 30 asanas. 
350 pp.
978-0-9687665-8-3 
___048102965 
paper 22.95

 
Essential Oils
God’s Extravagant Provision for Your Health
Teri Secrest WTKH
Natural plant oils are a powerful support for 
good health in body, mind, and spirit—the 
missing link to well-being and vitality. The 
author weaves together the drama, romance, 
and spiritual history of these oils to inspire 
the reader to trust God’s Word and feel deep 
gratitude for His rich provision. 208 pp.
978-1-64123-329-3 
___048747100 24.99

 
Exposing the Spiritual Roots of Disease
Powerful Answers to Your Questions About 
Healing and Disease Prevention
Dr. Henry W. Wright WTKH
Over 30 years ago, Dr. Wright experienced 
major success in praying for people to 
be healed from disease. He discovered 
that about 80 percent of all disease has a 
spiritual root issue and is a direct result of a 
breakdown in one’s relationship with God or 
others. 208 pp.
978-1-64123-312-5 
___048747095 paper 15.99

 
Gracefully You
Finding Beauty and Balance in the Everyday
Jenna Dewan GLLY
Actress and dancer Dewan (Step Up) shares 
with readers of how they can elevate their 
life and experience beauty every day—a 
beautiful, insightful, and powerful vision for 
anyone who wants to feel better, focus on 
what’s important, and maintain a sense of 
balance, all with strength and grace. 256 pp.
978-1-50119-151-0 
___048551883 29.99

 
How to Be Well When You’re Not
Ariane Resnick, CNC COUP
Foreword by Pink
Private chef and certified nutritionist Resnick 
presents a comprehensive wellness guide 
for anyone suffering from a chronic illness 
or pain, with advice and suggestions for 
emotional coping mechanisms, recipes with 
specific uses, and mental exercises. 224 pp.
978-1-68268-346-0 
___048415610 paper 21.95

 
The Inflammation Spectrum
Find Your Food Triggers and Reset Your 
System
Dr. Will Cole AVRY
with Eve Adamson
From the international bestselling author of 
Ketotarian comes a revolutionary new plan 
to discover the foods each unique body 
loves, hates, and needs to feel great. Readers 
will discover how inflammation is at the core 
of most common health woes. 336 pp.
978-0-7352-2008-9 
___049502837 27.00

 
Life After Deaf
My Misadventures in Hearing Loss and 
Recovery
Noel Holston SYHO
Holston’s story is not just for the more than 
40 million people in the United States alone 
who cope with some form of hearing loss, 
but is also for their wide circles of friends, 
family, caregivers, and audiologists. 240 pp.
978-1-51074-687-9 
___049083528 24.99

 
Living Beyond Pain
A Holistic Approach to Manage Pain and Get 
Your Life Back
Linda S. Mintle, Ph.D., BAKB
and James W. Kribs, D.O.
A physician and therapist equip readers 
with a holistic approach to chronic pain 
management and offer a plan to reprogram 
neurologic pathways, increase functioning, 
and experience improvement in their pain 
and symptoms. 272 pp.
978-0-8010-1677-6 
___048478534 paper 15.99
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The Mindful Guide to Managing Diabetes 
Your Path to Reducing Stress and Living Well
Joesph P. Napora, Ph.D. ADIA
This mindfulness guide provides the tools 
and strategies needed to prevent and reduce 
stress, communicate and solve problems 
effectively, maintain a positive attitude, and 
take charge of diabetes. 304 pp.
978-1-58040-710-6 
___047569980 
paper 16.95

 
Mondays Moves
Daily Office Stretches for Feeling Good and 
Working Well
Ami Gosalia RDTE
Lina Cordero, illustrator
The perfect antidote to the modern Mondays 
blues, this illustrated professional wellness 
guide will get readers out of their chairs 
and feeling great. A thoughtful gift for 
hardworking friends, family, and coworkers. 
30 pp.
978-1-949480-05-4 
___049403843 
15.95

 
Radical
The Science, Culture, and History of Breast 
Cancer in America
Kate Pickert LB  
At age 35, when healthcare journalist Pickert 
was diagnosed with an aggressive form of 
breast cancer, she underwent more than 
a year of treatment. Here, she looks at the 
forces shaping the lives of breast-cancer 
patients in the modern age. 304 pp.
978-0-316-47032-2 
___048643789 28.00

 
Telomere Diet & Cookbook
A Scientific Approach to Slow Your Genetic 
Aging and Live a Longer, Healthier Life
Maggie Moon ULYS
New research suggests that telomeres, 
the protective caps on chromosomes, are 
directly linked to aging. Telomeres, when 
protected, can lead to a longer, happier life. 
This is the first book to offer an easy-to-read, 
targeted overview of telomeres and nutrition. 
Includes 75 delicious recipes. 208 pp.
978-1-61243-929-7 
___047952558 
paper 15.95

 
This Is Your Brain on Birth Control
The Surprising Science of Women, Hormones, 
and the Law of Unintended Consequences
Sarah E. Hill, Ph.D. AVRY
This groundbreaking book sheds light on 
how hormonal birth control affects women—
and the world around them—in ways people 
are just now beginning to understand. 320 
pp.
978-0-525-53603-1 
___048275838 27.00

 
Us Against Alzheimer’s
Stories of Family, Love, and Faith
Marita Golden, editor ARCK
Introduction by George Vradenburg
This groundbreaking multicultural anthology 
shares moving personal stories about 
the impacts of Alzheimer’s and dementia. 
Contributors include: Edwidge Danticat, 
Julie Otsuka, Meryl Comer, Greg O’Brien, Dr. 
Daniel C. Potts, Sallie Tisdale, and others. 312 
pp.
978-1-948924-14-6 
___048551609 25.99

COOKING / WINE

 
The Acid Watcher Cookbook
100+ Delicious Recipes to Prevent and Heal 
Acid Reflux Disease
Jonathan Aviv, M.D., HARM
with Samara Kaufmann Aviv, MA
The author of The Acid Watcher Diet has 
developed an innovative method of cooking 
that combines acidic foods with alkaline foods 
so that acidity is neutralized. By following a 
few simple guidelines, anyone will be able to 
enjoy dishes that had previously exacerbated 
their acid reflux symptoms. 240 pp.
978-0-525-57556-6 
___048276343 paper 19.99

 
Air Fryer Revolution
100 Crispy, Healthy, Fast & Fresh Recipes
Urvashi Pitre HM  
The author presents the follow-up to the top-
selling Every Day Easy Air Fryer with 100 all-
new recipes. 224 pp.
978-0-358-12087-2 
___047965893 paper 21.99

 
Alpine Cooking
Recipes and Stories from Europe’s Grand 
Mountaintops
Meredith Erickson TENS
A lushly photographed cookbook and 
travelogue showcasing the regional cuisines 
of the Alps, including 80 recipes for the 
elegant, rustic dishes served in the chalets 
and mountain huts situated among the 
alpine peaks of Italy, Austria, Switzerland, 
and France. 352 pp.
978-1-60774-874-8 
___048275108 50.00

 
AMA
A Modern Tex-Mex Kitchen
Josef Centeno CHRO
and Betty Hallock
Ren Fuller, photographer
This is down-home cooking and grilling at 
its most inspiring, presented in a colorful 
package with more than 100 food and 
atmospheric photos. A hands-on winner for 
anyone who loves big flavors, casual parties, 
and firing up the grill. 272 pp.
978-1-45215-586-9 
___048032091 29.95
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American Food
A Not-So-Serious History
Rachel Wharton ARZI
Kimberly Ellen Hall, illustrator
This captivating and surprising tour of 
America’s culinary canon celebrates the 
variety, charm, and occasionally dubious lore 
of the foods people love to eat, as well as the 
under-sung heroes who made them. 176 pp.
978-1-41973-814-2 
___048604699 19.99

 
The Anti-Anxiety Diet Cookbook
Stress-Free Recipes to Mellow Your Mood
Ali Miller, RD, LD, CDE ULYS
This collection contains more than 80 tasty 
recipes that will reduce inflammation, strengthen 
the gut, and nourish the body, all while helping 
balance moods and emotions. 144 pp.
978-1-61243-935-8 
___047971358 
paper 16.95

 
The Art of Escapism Cooking
A Survival Story, with Intensely Good Flavors
Mandy Lee MORW
In this inventive and intensely personal 
cookbook, the blogger behind the award-winning 
ladyandpups.com reveals how she cooked her 
way out of an untenable living situation, with 
more than 80 delicious Asian-inspired dishes 
with influences from around the world. 400 pp.
978-0-06-280237-8 
___049025600 35.00

 
Baking with Kim-Joy
Cute and Creative Bakes to Make You Smile
Kim-Joy QACC
Along with basic cake mixes, cookie doughs, 
fillings/frostings, and decorating techniques, 
the author shares 40 of her wonderfully 
imaginative designs for iced cookie creatures, 
big occasion cakes, character macarons and 
meringues, ornate breads and showstopping 
traybakes. 176 pp.
978-1-78713-458-4 
___049316347 24.99

 
The Best American Food Writing 2019
Samin Nosrat, editor MRNB
New York Times-bestselling author and 
James Beard Award winner Nosrat collects 
the year’s finest writing about food and 
drink. 288 pp.
978-1-32866-225-5 
___048989867 paper 15.99

 
Bread on the Table
Recipes for Making and Enjoying Europe’s 
Most Beloved Breads
David Norman TENS
Culinary instructor, baker, and owner of Easy 
Tiger Bake Shop & Beer Garden, Norman, 
explores the European breadmaking 
traditions that inspire him most —from the 
rye breads of France to the saltless ciabattas 
of Italy, to the traditional Christmas loaves of 
Scandinavia. 256 pp.
978-1-60774-925-7 
___037273454 35.00

 
Buns and Burgers
Handcrafted Burgers from Top to Bottom
Gregory Berger MNG 
Berger’s cookbook serves as a guide on how 
to make Instagram-worthy buns and burgers 
that are also delicious—all from scratch. 
The text features a full range of bun recipes 
with each bun then getting its own burger 
creation. 224 pp.
978-1-64250-116-2 
___049018681 
paper 24.95

 
Butcher and Beast
Mastering the Art of Meat
Angie Mar POTR
The debut cookbook from the food and 
fashion icon behind the acclaimed Beatrice 
Inn is organized by season and delves into 
the world of cooking every kind of meat 
imaginable, from chicken and pork to quail 
and rabbit, with both sweet and savory 
preparations. 304 pp.
978-0-525-57366-1 
___048145264 40.00

 
Cookie Class
120 Irresistible Decorating Ideas for Any 
Occasion
Jenny Keller COLN
Turn a simple cookie recipe and one 
buttercream icing recipe into 120 delicious, 
decorative, and dazzling treats for any 
occasion with this exciting and colorful 
cookie decorating book illustrated with 
stunning photos throughout. 224 pp.
978-0-06-289848-7 
___048477163 24.99

 
Cooking for Good Times
Super Delicious, Super Simple
Paul Kahan LORJ
and Perry Hendrix
with Rachel Holtzman
Chicago chef Kahan is legendary for inviting 
people over and cooking up amazing food 
while everyone—including him—is hanging 
out in the kitchen, talking, and having a 
great time. This is a playbook with more 
than 125 mouthwatering photographs that’s 
guaranteed to make hosting more relaxing, 
fun, and delicious. 288 pp.
978-0-399-57858-8 
___048275446 35.00

 
The Countdown to a Cozy Christmas 
Cookbook
An Unofficial Cookbook for Fans of Hallmark 
Movies
Holly Carpenter SYHO
Cook up Christmas cheer with inspiration 
from the beloved Hallmark holiday movies! 
Each of the 100 featured recipes in this festive 
cookbook is paired with a recommended 
Hallmark Christmas movie, from Northpole 
to The Christmas Train, A Royal Christmas, 
and many more. 160 pp.
978-1-51075-345-7 
___050182624 19.99
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Curry & Kimchi
Flavor Secrets for Creating 70 Asian-Inspired 
Recipes at Home
Unmi Abkin STOR
and Roger Taylor
From Abkin and Taylor, owners of the 
popular western Massachusetts restaurant 
Coco and The Cellar Bar, come the secrets to 
creating bold, balanced dishes built on the 
foundational flavors of Asian cooking in the 
home kitchen. 176 pp.
978-1-63586-158-7 
___047813136 24.95

 
Delish Insane Sweets
Bake Yourself a Little Crazy: 100+ Cookies, 
Bars & Bites
Joanna Saltz HM  
and The Editors of Delish
Crammed with surprising ideas for treats 
that are both fun and easy, the wildly 
popular brand’s second cookbook features 
100 recipes: new classics and reader 
favorites that have been shared hundreds of 
thousands of times. 240 pp.
978-0-358-19334-0 
___048821915 22.99

 
The Dude Diet Dinnertime
125 Clean(ish) Recipes for Weeknight 
Winners and Fancypants Dinners
Serena Wolf HRWV
The author of The Dude Diet is back with 
125 crowd-pleasing recipes to hack the daily 
dinner dilemma. She offers 125 foolproof 
recipes to satisfy every craving and please 
every member of the family. 304 pp.
978-0-06-285470-4 
___048477206 27.99

 
East Bay Cooks
Signature Recipes from the Best Restaurants, 
Bars, and Bakeries
Carolyn Jung FGRE
Jung gathers 80 signature dishes from 40 
leading restaurants in California’s East Bay 
area in this collection designed with home 
cooks in mind, so re-creating signature 
dishes from the area’s favorite chefs has 
never been easier. 208 pp.
978-1-77327-066-1 
___048286474 
32.99

 
Eat Joy
Stories & Comfort Food from 31 Celebrated 
Writers
Natalie Eve Garrett, editor BKBL
An illustrated anthology of essays about the 
comfort foods—and recipes—that helped 
writers survive painful times in their lives. 
With contributions from Chimamanda Ngozi 
Adichie, Lev Grossman, Claire Messud, Maile 
Meloy, Alexander Chee, Edwidge Danticat, 
and many more. 208 pp.
978-1-936787-79-1 
___047375041 
22.00

 
Felidia
Recipes from My Flagship Restaurant
Lidia Matticchio Bastianich KNPF
Bestselling author and award-winning 
television chef Bastianich—together with her 
longtime Executive Chef Fortunato Nicotra—
shares 115 of the delicious recipes that 
have made Felidia a New York City dining 
destination for almost four decades. 288 pp.
978-1-52473-308-7 
___048463574 35.00

 
Food52 Dynamite Chicken
60 Never-Boring Recipes for Your Favorite 
Bird
Tyler Kord TENS
Foreword by Amanda Hesser
and Merrill Stubbs
A game-changing collection of 60 new-
fashioned chicken recipes from chef Kord 
and Food52, the award-winning online 
kitchen and home destination. 176 pp.
978-1-52475-900-1 
___048167714 22.99

 
Fresh Flavors for the Slow Cooker
Reinvent the Slow-Cooked Meal
Nicki Sizemore STOR
The slow cooker is one appliance that 
never goes out of style, but the usual slow 
cooker recipes do. Culinary artist Sizemore 
of FromScratchFast.com updates the slow 
cooker menu for contemporary tastes with 
surprisingly fresh recipes. 208 pp.
978-1-63586-123-5 
___047812385 paper 18.95

 
Gather Around Cocktails
Drinks to Celebrate Usual and Unusual 
Holidays
Aaron Goldfarb DVEL
Bringing new life to entertaining, Goldfarb’s 
45 fun drink recipes inspire ideas for new 
gatherings for holidays and other unexpected 
occasions to celebrate with friends and 
family. 136 pp.
978-1-73269-522-1 
___048196297 
20.00

 
Gennaro’s Pasta Perfecto!
The Essential Collection of Fresh 
and Dried Pasta Dishes
Gennaro Contaldo INLK
David Loftus, photographer
This new book from celebrated 
chef Contaldo is all about pasta, 
It offers more than 100 ideas for 
sauces, fillings, and bakes.  176 
pp.
978-1-62371-926-5
___050428410 30.00
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Half Baked Harvest Super Simple
More Than 125 Recipes for Instant, Overnight, 
Meal-Prepped, and Easy Comfort Foods
Tieghan Gerard POTR
From the author of Half Baked Harvest comes 
her second cookbook with 125 show-stopping 
recipes made simple: fewer ingredients, 
foolproof meal-prepping, easy entertaining, 
and everything in between. 288 pp.
978-0-525-57707-2 
___048463643 29.99

 
Healthy Instant Pot®
70+ Fast, Fresh & Easy Recipes
Alexis Mersel WDOW
Discover the magic of this multi-cooker 
with an inspired collection of more than 70 
healthy recipes—whether one’s preference is 
vegetarian, gluten free, paleo, vegan, dairy 
free, low sodium, or low fat. 128 pp.
978-1-68188-366-3 
___048994572 25.00

 
Hello, Cookie Dough
110 Doughlicious Confections to Eat, Bake, 
and Share
Kristen Tomlan GCEB
The creator of Cookie Dough Scoop Shop, 
the world’s first edible cookie dough shop, 
spills her secrets about how to make cookie 
dough safe to eat and all of the best ways to 
enjoy it. She shares 110 decadent recipes—a 
mix of fan favorites from her famous New 
York City confectionery and never-before-
seen creations—each with an innovative 
twist. 304 pp.
978-1-53874-888-6 
___049137858 28.00

 
Holiday Jubilee
Classic & Kitschy Festivities & Fun Party 
Recipes
Charles Phoenix PTOK
with Kathy Kikkert
Celebrate America’s favorite seasonal 
traditions like never before with Ambassador 
of Americana Phoenix! Experience holidays 
through vintage Kodachrome slides with his 
original recipes for edible centerpieces, party 
pleasers, and more. 192 pp.
978-1-945551-35-2 
___042502222 
29.95

 
Houston Cooks
Recipes from the City’s Favorite Restaurants 
and Chefs
Francine Spiering FGRE
Designed with the home cook in mind, this 
exciting anthology celebrates a vibrant 
culinary scene with dishes including Harold 
in the Heights’ shrimp and grits, Harlem Road 
BBQ’s savory lamb chops, The Dunlavy’s 
chocolate-covered cherry pie with stout, and 
so much more. 240 pp.
978-1-77327-074-6 
___048286087 
32.99

 
How to Drink Like a Spy
Albert Schmid RHNK
Foreword by Jon Wiant
Mixology expert Schmid provides step-by-
step instructions on setting up and stocking 
a bar worthy of 007 and pouring the drinks to 
match. 160 pp.
978-1-68435-090-2 
___046795751 
15.00

 
I Can Cook Vegan
Isa Chandra Moskowitz ABR 
Bestselling vegan author Moskowitz 
offers doable recipes designed to help 
inspire people to kick their meat habits, 
improve digestion, and become all-around 
better citizens of the world. The book 
includes shopping lists, achievable goals, 
cheerleading, and extensive FAQs, all written 
in Moskowitz’s inimitable voice and style. 
288 pp.
978-1-41973-241-6 
___043566394 29.99

 
The “I Love My Instant Pot®” Anti-
Inflammatory Diet Recipe Book
Maryea Flaherty ADMP
With 175 recipes and photographs 
throughout, this cookbook is perfect for 
those who follow an anti-inflammatory diet 
and use an Instant Pot. 224 pp.
978-1-50721-099-4 
___048478038 paper 16.99

 
Incredible Plant-Based Desserts
Colorful Vegan Cakes, Cookies, Tarts, and 
Other Epic Delights
Anthea Cheng QARR
Instagram star Cheng (atrainbownourishments) 
shares her trade-secret recipes for fun and 
showstopping vegan sweet treats that are 
seriously luscious, mouthwatering, and 
beautiful. 160 pp.
978-1-63159-718-3 
___048584141 26.99

 
Last Call
Bartenders on Their Final Drink and the 
Wisdom and Rituals of Closing Time
Brad Thomas Parsons TENS
From the James Beard Award-winning author 
of Bitters and Amaro comes this poignant, 
funny, and often elegiac exploration of the 
question, “What is the last thing you’d want to 
drink before you die?” with bartender profiles, 
portraits, and cocktail recipes. 288 pp.
978-0-399-58276-9 
___048383988 35.00
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Lavash
The Bread That Launched 1,000 Meals, Plus 
Salads, Stews, and Other Recipes from 
Armenia
Kate Leahy and Ara Zada CHRO
John Lee, photographer
An ode to Armenian food and culture that 
is part cookbook, part travelogue, and part 
lookbook of tempting food and atmospheric 
photography. More than 60 recipes—
arranged by course—cover authentic breads 
and everything to eat with them, from soups 
and salads to mains and sweets. 248 pp.
978-1-45217-265-1 
___047918343 24.95

 
The Little Women Cookbook
Tempting Recipes from the March Sisters 
and Their Friends and Family
Wini Moranville HARC
with Louisa May Alcott
Experience the exciting and heartwarming 
world of the March sisters and Little Women 
with the first cookbook to celebrate the 
scrumptious and comforting foods that 
play a prominent role in Louisa May Alcott’s 
classic novel. 112 pp.
978-1-55832-991-1 
___048968467 19.99

 
The Little Women Cookbook
Novel Takes on Classic Recipes from Meg, Jo, 
Beth, Amy and Friends
Jenne Bergstrom ULYS
Miko Osada
With delicious step-by-step recipes adapted 
from vintage Civil War-era cookbooks for the 
modern kitchen, this is the perfect gift for 
Little Women fans everywhere. The founders 
of literary food blog 36 Eggs have also 
packed the book with color photos, timeless 
illustrations, and historical trivia. 192 pp.
978-1-61243-943-3 
___048516665 
19.95

 
Living Bread
Tradition and Innovation in Artisan Bread 
Making
Daniel Leader AVRY
and Lauren Chattman
Joerg Lehmann, photographer
The major new cookbook by the founder of 
Bread Alone, who revolutionized American 
artisan bread baking, features 60 recipes 
inspired by bakers around the world. 368 pp.
978-0-7352-1383-8 
___049200220 40.00

 
Lush
A Season-By-Season Celebration of Craft 
Beer and Produce
Jacquelyn Dodd AGSY
A seasonal cookbook that showcases two 
types of seasonal ingredients—produce and 
craft beer. Written by Jacquelyn Dodd of 
the popular cooking-with-beer website The 
Beeroness. 248 pp.
978-1-57284-276-2 
___048447444 
30.00

 
Maangchi’s Big Book of Korean Cooking
From Everyday Meals to Celebration Cuisine
Maangchi RUXM
with Martha Rose Shulman
The definitive book on Korean cuisine by 
“YouTube’s Korean Julia Child” (New York 
Times) and the author of Maangchi’s Real 
Korean Cooking. 448 pp.
978-1-32898-812-6 
___048990337 35.00

 
Martha Stewart’s Cookie Perfection
100+ Recipes to Take Your Sweet Treats to the 
Next Level
Martha Stewart Living Magazine, editor 
POTR
The editors of Martha Stewart Living present 
a new, fun source for anyone looking to 
make their go-to cookies even better and 
bolder. These recipes make ordinary cookies 
absolutely extraordinary—all the familiar 
favorites fans love, but taken up a notch in 
variety, flavor, and creativity. 256 pp.
978-1-52476-339-8 
___048967999 26.00

 
MasterChef Junior Bakes!
Bold Recipes and Essential Techniques to 
Inspire Young Bakers
MasterChef Junior POTR
Foreword by Christina Tosi
Like the dishes featured in the MasterChef 
Junior Cookbook, the 100 recipes in this 
volume celebrate creativity, technique, 
and deliciousness, embracing simple to 
sophisticated and sweet to savory baked 
goods. 256 pp.
978-1-984822-49-9 
___048384039 paper 19.99

 
Mastering Spice
Recipes and Techniques to Transform Your 
Everyday Cooking
Lior Lev Sercarz POTR
with Genevieve Ko
Thomas Schauer, photographer
In his new book, Sercarz, the country’s most 
sought-after spice expert, shows how to 
master flavor in 250 inspiring recipes, each 
counting on spices to elevate this collection 
of everyday and new favorites. 272 pp.
978-1-984823-69-4 
___048144890 35.00

 
Meal and a Spiel
How to Be a Badass in the Kitchen
Elana Horwich OLIP
Using her signature Jewish sense of humor 
to take the fear out of learning to cook, 
Horwich, owner of the popular Los Angeles-
based Meal and a Spiel, helps readers learn 
to be an intuitive cook with 110 healthy Italian 
recipes that are friendly for all diets—Gluten-
Free, Paleo, Vegan, Dairy-Free, Low-Sugar, or 
just healthy and delicious. 480 pp.
978-0-692-13044-5 
___049942694 
49.95
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Measurements
A Proportional Guide to Cocktails
Nick Barclay NHPP
Graphic designer Barclay has created a 
stunning anthology of cocktails, combining 
classic recipes with new drink ideas into 
clear and defined sections.  96 pp.
978-9-18-781556-0 
___048151546 
22.95

 
Midwest Made
Big, Bold Baking from the Heartland
Shauna Sever RUNN
A unique collection of more than 125 recipes, 
“...filled to the brim with all the simple, 
sentimental kinds of baked goods that are so 
much a part of the heartbeat of the midwest.” 
– Ree Drummond, bestselling author of The 
Pioneer Woman Cooks 328 pp.
978-0-7624-6450-0 
___048643722 30.00

 
The Milk Street Cookbook
The Definitive Guide to the New Home 
Cooking, Including Every Recipe from Every 
Episode of the TV Show, 2017-2020
Christopher Kimball LB  
Kimball’s Milk Street airs to 1.5 million 
viewers weekly on public television stations 
across America, and this book is the 
complete, up-to-date compendium of recipes 
for the show’s fans. 576 pp.
978-0-316-45615-9 
___048643905 40.00

 
Milk Street: The New Rules
Recipes That Will Change the Way You Cook
Christopher Kimball LB  
In Milk Street: The New Rules, the author 
and his team of cooks and editors deliver a 
book full of game-changing recipes powered 
by a simple technique, tip, or trick that will 
transform readers’ cooking. 336 pp.
978-0-316-42305-2 
___048643783 35.00

 
Mixtape Potluck: A Cookbook
A Dinner Party for Friends, Their Recipes, and 
the Songs They Inspire
Questlove ARZI
Foreword by Martha Stewart
With Questlove’s unique style of hosting 
dinner parties and his love of music, food, 
and entertaining, this book will give readers 
unexpected insights into the relationship 
between culture and food. 224 pp.
978-1-41973-813-5 
___048584329 29.99

 
Modern Sugar Flowers, Vol. 2
Fresh Cake Designs with Contemporary 
Gumpaste Flowers
Jacqueline Butler SWDO
Learn the skills for making sugar flowers in 
this exquisite new collection from acclaimed 
sugar artist and bestselling author Butler. 
This second volume introduces over 20 new 
sugar flowers in various stages of bloom, as 
well as flower buds and leaves. 144 pp.
978-1-44630-729-8 
___048421494 
26.99

 
MUNCHIES Guide to Dinner
How to Feed Yourself and Your Friends
Editors of MUNCHIES TENS
With more than 80 essential recipes from the 
editors and test kitchen at MUNCHIES, this 
cookbook has something for everyone at 
every skill level. With a minimal amount of 
work, everyone will have Instagram-worthy 
food on the table faster than it takes to get a 
delivery from the restaurant down the street. 
224 pp.
978-0-399-58012-3 
___048463540 30.00

 
Nathalie Dupree’s Favorite Stories and 
Recipes
Nathalie Dupree GIBB
In celebration of the author’s 80th birthday, 
personal stories and recipes reveal the 
culinary journey of Dupree, deemed “the 
Queen of Southern Cuisine” (Southern 
Living). 208 pp.
978-1-42365-250-2 
___048139581 0.00

 
The New Orleans Kitchen
Classic Recipes and Modern Techniques for 
an Unrivaled Cuisine
Justin Devillier LORJ
with Jamie Feldmar
With step-by-step photos and straightforward 
instructions, James Beard Award-winner 
Devillier details the fundamentals of the 
New Orleans cooking canon—from proper 
roux-making to time-honored recipes, such 
as Duck and Andouille Gumbo and the more 
casual Abita Root Beer-Braised Short Ribs. 
384 pp.
978-0-399-58229-5 
___048463599 40.00

 
No Gluten, No Problem Pizza
75+ Recipes for Every Craving—From Thin 
Crust to Deep Dish, New York to Naples
Kelli and Peter Bronski EXPT
From deep dish to thin crust, this is the 
definitive gluten-free guide to mouthwatering 
pizzeria-quality pizzas, flatbreads, calzones, 
and more. 240 pp.
978-1-61519-541-1 
___047820818 paper 24.95
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The NoMad Cocktail Book
Leo Robitschek TENS
This revised and stand-alone edition of The 
NoMad Cocktail Book features more than 100 
brand-new recipes (for a total of more than 
300 recipes), a service manual explaining the 
art of drink-making according to the NoMad, 
and 30 new full-color cocktail illustrations 
(for a total of more than 80 color and black-
and-white illustrations). 272 pp.
978-0-399-58269-1 
___048383921 30.00

 
The Noodle Soup Oracle
Hundreds of Possibilities for the World’s 
Favorite Comfort Food
Michele Humes RUNN
This isn’t a traditional noodle soup cookbook. 
It’s a mix-and-match guide to building the 
dish readers want to eat. 208 pp.
978-0-7624-6457-9 
___048643723 22.00

 
Nothing Fancy
Unfussy Food for Having People Over
Alison Roman POTR
Feeding friends is totally relaxed with Roman, 
author of Dining In and New York Times 
columnist. This abundant collection of all-new 
recipes is for gatherings big and small, from 
the weeknight to the weekend. 320 pp.
978-0-451-49701-7 
___049172691 32.50

 
Oaxaca
Home Cooking from the Heart of Mexico
Bricia Lopez ABR 
with Javier Cabral
Showcasing the “soul food” of Mexico, this 
cookbook offers 140 authentic, yet accessible 
recipes using some of the purest pre-Hispanic 
and indigenous ingredients available. 320 pp.
978-1-41973-542-4 
___048584280 40.00

 
Paula Deen’s Southern Baking
125 Favorite Recipes from My Savannah Kitchen
Paula Deen, editor ETHR
From crispy-bottomed cornbread baked in 
a cast iron skillet and tall, flaky buttermilk 
biscuits to fluffy meringue-topped banana 
pudding and carrot cake swirled with cream 
cheese frosting, these tried-and-true recipes 
are fit for any occasion. 256 pp.
978-1-940772-69-1 
___048869129 
29.95

 
The Peanuts Holiday Cookbook
Sweet Treats for Favorite Occasions All Year 
Round
Various Authors WDOW
Join the Peanuts gang for some of their 
favorite year-round holiday treats! Charles 
Schulz’s beloved characters inspire delicious, 
kid-friendly recipes for every occasion. 
A colorful array of classic comic strips 
and original illustrations offers festive 
embellishment on every page. 128 pp.
978-1-68188-447-9 
___048994966 24.99

 
The Perfect Pie
Your Ultimate Guide to Classic and Modern 
Pies, Tarts, Galettes, and More
America’s Test Kitchen, editors ATST
Home bakers can perfect their pie-making 
skills to create beautiful, foolproof versions 
of the corner bakery classics and French 
patisserie favorites—plus a host of whimsical, 
modern pies and tarts of all kinds like sky-
high meringue pies, uniquely flavored fruit 
pies with intricate lattice-woven tops, and 
lush elegant tarts. 376 pp.
978-1-945256-91-2 
___047862728 35.00

 
Plant-Based Meal Prep
Simple, Make-Ahead Recipes for Vegan, 
Gluten-Free, Comfort Food
Stephanie Tornatore ALPH
and Adam Bannon
Go plant-based with YouTube’s most popular 
meal preppers! Eating a plant-based diet is 
one of the easiest ways to improve health. 
Flexible meal plans include all the favorite 
foods and flavors, from mac and cheese to 
mashed potatoes, all made with plant-based, 
whole-food ingredients. 160 pp.
978-1-46548-384-3 
___048463883 paper 19.99

 
Poilâne
The Secrets of the World-Famous Bread 
Bakery
Apollonia Poilâne RUXM
Philippe Santamaria, photographer
Foreword by Alice Waters
For the first time, Poilâne, CEO of the Poilâne 
bakery, provides detailed instructions so 
bakers can reproduce its unique “hug-
sized” sourdough loaves at home, as well 
as the bakery’s other much-loved breads 
and pastries. Beyond bread, Poilâne includes 
recipes for such pastries as tarts and butter 
cookies. 288 pp.
978-1-32881-078-6 
___047869833 35.00

 
Rachael Ray 50
Memories and Meals from a Sweet and 
Savory Life
Rachael Ray BALL
America’s favorite self-taught cook opens up 
about the most memorable moments of her 
life in this candid memoir-inspired cookbook 
featuring 125 all-new recipes. 336 pp.
978-1-984817-99-0 
___048145207 32.00

 
Rustic Joyful Food: My Heart’s Table, 2nd Ed. 
Danielle Kartes SOBK
Jeff Hobson
and Michael Kartes, photographers
With a focus on hearth, home, family, and 
connecting with the people, the author’s 
from-the-heart creations will help anyone 
build memories around the table that last a 
lifetime. 304 pp.
978-1-49269-787-9 
___048823243 29.99
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Sallie Ann Robinson’s Kitchen 
Food and Family Lore from the Lowcountry
Sallie Ann Robinson UNFL
In her third cookbook, the celebrity chef, 
television personality, and Gullah Tour guide 
interweaves stories about her family and life 
on Daufuskie Island with staple recipes of the 
Gullah diet. 208 pp.
978-0-8130-5629-6 
___049360186 28.00

 
Salt & Time
Recipes from a Russian Kitchen
Alissa Timoshkina INLK
A collection of delicious modern 
recipes from Siberia and beyond, 
this cookbook will transform 
perceptions of the food of 
the former Soviet Union, and 
especially Siberia. 240 pp.
978-1-62371-921-0
___050428411 35.00

 
The Saltwater Table
Recipes from the Coastal South
Whitney Otawka ABR 
Emily Dorio, photographer
A culinary travel fantasy, celebrating the 
food of the Southeastern coast, offering a 
modern perspective on southern flavors with 
a strong emphasis on vegetables and fresh 
ingredients. Features 125 approachable and 
flavorful recipes. 288 pp.
978-1-41973-815-9 
___048584290 40.00

 
Sasha in Good Taste
Recipes for Bites, Feasts, Sips & Celebrations
Sasha Pieterse DYST
From Pretty Little Liars star Pieterse comes 
an inspiring and delectable full-color guide 
to cooking, baking, DIY, and embracing the 
joy of entertaining. When she’s not in front of 
the camera or in the recording studio, Sasha 
is entertaining and inspiring friends and 
family. 224 pp.
978-0-06-285139-0 
___049025605 25.99

 
Seeking the South
Finding Inspired Regional Cuisines
Rob Newton AVRY
with Jamie Feldmar
A modern-day Southern cookbook that 
celebrates the region’s growing diversity, 
from chef and restaurateur Newton. He 
brings to life the regional distinctions and 
new influences that make up the changing 
face of Southern cuisine. 336 pp.
978-0-7352-2029-4 
___049502838 35.00

 
Shuk
From Market to Table, the Heart of Israeli 
Home Cooking
Einat Admony ARTN
and Janna Gur
Israeli food has become the it cuisine, with 
Israeli restaurants opening throughout the 
country. But what makes Israeli food so 
special? Here, two leading female Israeli food 
voices present 140 home-cook-friendly recipes 
inspired by this singular cuisine. 368 pp.
978-1-57965-672-0 
___047812524 35.00

 
Signature Dishes That Matter
curated by Susan Jung et al. PHAD
Foreword by Mitchell Davis
text by Christine Muhlke
A global celebration of the iconic restaurant 
dishes that defined the course of culinary 
history over the past 300 years. Curated by 
experts and organized chronologically, it’s 
both a landmark cookbook and a fascinating 
cultural history of dining out. 448 pp.
978-0-7148-7932-1 
___049918384 49.95

 
Skillet Love
From Steak to Cake: More Than 150 Recipes 
in One Cast-Iron Pan
Anne Byrn GCEB
A delicious celebration of the cast iron pan—
by the mega-bestselling author of The Cake 
Mix Doctor—160 recipes to be made in one 
simple 12-inch cast iron skillet. These are 
dishes everyone can enjoy—from appetizers 
and breads to side dishes. 304 pp.
978-1-53876-318-6 
___049137861 30.00

 
Sous Vide
Better Home Cooking
Hugh Acheson POTR
Just as Acheson brought a chef’s mind to the 
slow cooker in The Chef and the Slow Cooker, 
so he brings a home cook’s perspective to 
this sous vide, with 90 recipes that demystify 
the technology for readers and unlock all of 
its potential. 288 pp.
978-1-984822-28-4 
___049057410 35.00

 
South
Essential Recipes and New Explorations
Sean Brock ARTN
In the follow-up to the award-winning and 
bestselling Heritage, Brock writes definitive 
guide to Southern cooking and teaches all 
the elements of this beloved cuisine. 376 pp.
978-1-57965-716-1 
___047814271 40.00
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Tartine: A Classic Revisited
55 All-New Recipes + 60 Updated Favorites
Elisabeth Prueitt CHRO
and Chad Robertson
Gentl + Hyers, photographer
Foreword by Alice Waters
From one of the most acclaimed and 
inspiring bakeries in the world comes a 
totally updated edition containing more than 
50 new recipes that capture the invention 
and, above all, deliciousness that Tartine is 
known for, including their most requested 
recipe, the Morning Bun. Full color. 400 pp.
978-1-45217-873-8 
___048463789 35.00

 
Thermo Cooking for Busy People
100+ Healthy Recipes for All Thermo 
Appliances
Olivia Andrews COUP
Combining the convenience of thermo 
cooking with innovative healthy meals that 
have been tried, tested, and loved, all in the 
messy reality of family life, these recipes 
have been created for cooks of any level, 
from beginners to avid thermo users. All are 
quick, easy, healthy, nutritious, and family 
friendly. 208 pp.
978-1-68268-409-2 
___047689419 paper 0.00

 
This Is a Book for People Who Love Hot 
Sauce
Matt Garczynski RUNN
From sriracha to Tabasco, this funny, feisty 
book is an illustrated love letter to the quirky 
stories and fiery flavors of the world’s best 
hot sauces. 128 pp.
978-0-7624-6770-9 
___048643725 14.00

 
The Ultimate Instant Pot® Healthy Cookbook
150 Deliciously Simple Recipes for Your 
Electric Pressure Cooker
Coco Morante TENS
From breakfast to dinner, this enticing 
and extensive collection of 150 healthy 
favorites for the Instant Pot is a beautifully 
photographed, one-stop source for 
mouthwatering weekday meals. Morante 
lightens up traditional favorites with 
nutrient-rich recipes made with whole foods, 
natural sweeteners, and gluten- and dairy-
free options. 288 pp.
978-1-984857-54-5 
___048544379 29.99

 
The Unqualified Hostess
I Do It My Way So You Can Too!
Whoopi Goldberg RIZZ
The beloved actor and comedian explains 
how to set a great table, shares ideas for 
unforgettable celebrations, and says, “It’s 
about fun, not perfection!” “A warm, welcome, 
and much-needed look at how to infuse some 
exuberance and personality into your dinner 
table…”—Bette Midler. Full color. 128 pp.
978-0-8478-6698-4 
___048968474 35.00

 
Vegan Everything
100 Easy Recipes for Every Meal and Any 
Craving
Nadine Horn EXPT
and Jorg Mayer
An accessible, all-purpose vegan cookbook with 
100+ internationally inspired—and tantalizingly 
photographed—recipes to make every meal 
both delicious and healthful. 224 pp.
978-1-61519-588-6 
___047820820 paper 19.95

 
The Vintage Church Cookbook
Classic Recipes for Family and Flock
Parrish Ritchie COUP
Rediscover retro cooking classics with 100 
divine recipes. 224 pp.
978-1-68268-425-2 
___048415711 paper 22.95

 
Weeknight Baking
Recipes to Fit Your Schedule
Michelle Lopez SS  
Michelle Lopez—the wildly popular 
and critically acclaimed blogger behind 
Hummingbird High—teaches busy people 
how to make cookies, pies, cakes, and other 
treats, without spending hours in the kitchen. 
304 pp.
978-1-50118-987-6 
___048478576 35.00

 
Welcome Home Cookbook
450 Comfort Food Recipes for the Slow 
Cooker, Stovetop, and Oven
Hope Comerford GDBK
The editor of the New York Times-bestselling 
Fix-It and Forget-It series presents 450 recipes 
for the slow cooker, oven, and stovetop—plus 
a brand-new section of 23 holiday recipes—
with step-by-step instructions that virtually 
anyone can follow. Includes full-color photos 
throughout and a ring binding that allows 
the book to lay flat. 628 pp.
978-1-68099-408-7 
___047116734 24.99

 
Whole in One
Complete, Healthy Meals in a Single Pot, 
Sheet Pan, or Skillet
Ellie Krieger DACP
New York Times-bestselling author and 
James Beard Award winner Krieger gives her 
signature spin to the one-pot trend for meals 
that are nutritious, easy, and delicious. 256 pp.
978-0-7382-8504-7 
___048464062 30.00

 
The Whole30® Friends & Family
150 Recipes for Every Social Occasion
Melissa Hartwig HM  
Hartwig presents this volume of Whole30-
compliant menus and recipes for everyday 
social occasions from birthday parties to 
baby showers, movie night, tailgating, and 
more, all designed to mix and match to 
create the perfect menu whether the reader 
is the host or a guest. 288 pp.
978-0-358-11579-3 
___048990336 30.00
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The Wholesome Yum Easy Keto Cookbook
100 Simple Low Carb Recipes. 10 Ingredients 
or Less
Maya Krampf HARM
This cookbook features 100 super-simple, 
I-can’t-believe-that’s-keto recipes including 
flourless chocolate chip peanut butter 
waffles, sheet pan sausage breakfast 
sandwiches, crispy keto chicken fingers, 
spaghetti squash ramen soup, keto garlic 
bread sticks, cinnamon roll pizza, and much 
more. 256 pp.
978-1-984826-62-6 
___049057403 26.99

 
Wine from Grape to Glass, 4th Ed. 
The Wines of the World and How They Are 
Made
Jens Priewe ABBP
The fourth edition of this essential guide is 
revised and updated throughout. It includes 
new sections on recent trends in winemaking 
and expanded coverage of many winemaking 
regions, including Eastern Europe, the 
Middle East, South America, China, and 
Japan. 320 pp.
978-0-7892-1346-4 
___048334533 
49.95

 
Wine Simple
A Totally Approachable Guide from a World-
Class Sommelier
Aldo Sohm POTR
with Christine Muhlke
This book is filled with confidence-
building infographics and illustrations, an 
unbeatable depth of knowledge, effusive 
encouragement, and, most importantly, 
strong opinions on wine so readers can learn 
to form their own. 272 pp.
978-1-984824-25-7 
___049057495 32.50

 
Women on Food
Charlotte Druckman AZPR
Women on Food unites the radical, 
diverging female voices of the food 
industry in this urgent, moving, and often 
humorous collection of essays, interviews, 
questionnaires, illustrations, quotes, and 
ephemera. 400 pp.
978-1-41973-635-3 
___048584343 paper 30.00

 
The World Atlas of Wine, 8th Ed.
Hugh Johnson MITZ
and Jancis Robinson
The world’s most respected wine-writing 
duo have once again joined forces to create 
a classic that no wine lover can afford to be 
without. 416 pp.
978-1-78472-618-8 
___048643809 65.00

 
You Suck at Cooking
The Absurdly Practical Guide to Sucking 
Slightly Less at Making Food
You Suck at Cooking POTR
Inspired by the wildly popular YouTube 
channel, this cookbook contains more than 
60 recipes for beginner cooks and noobs 
alike, in addition to hundreds of paragraphs, 
sentences, photos, and drawings. 224 pp.
978-0-525-57655-6 
___048384107 19.99

CRAFTS / HOBBIES

 
50 Beaded Earrings
Step-by-Step Techniques for Beautiful 
Beadwork Designs
Tammy Honaman, editor INWV
For more than 20 years, Beadwork magazine 
has been the go-to publication for the best 
projects in the beading community. In this 
ultimate collection, the team at Interweave has 
pulled together favorite must-stitch earring 
designs into one essential resource. 192 pp.
978-1-63250-686-3 
___048421329 
paper 24.99

 
52 Random Weekend Projects
For Budding Inventors and Backyard Builders
Grant Thompson GRIF
and Ted Slampyak
From one of the most popular project 
channels on Youtube comes a how-to book 
on building things that go boom. “The King 
of Random” presents a guide that enables 
ordinary folks to build an impressive arsenal 
of projects including Proto-Putty, Ninja Balls, 
and The Clothespin Pocket Pistol. 288 pp.
978-1-25018-450-4 
___045927579 paper 21.99

 
Appliqué: The Basics and Beyond, 2nd Ed. 
Revised and Expanded
The Complete Guide to Successful Machine 
and Hand Techniques with Dozens of Designs 
to Mix and Match
Janet Pittman LANA
Containing visual information to instruct 
a beginner or improve an experienced 
appliquér’s techniques, this updated, 
award-winning classic features two new 
projects and information on wool appliqué 
preparation and stitching, hand appliqué, 
and updated tools. 160 pp.
978-1-947163-22-5 
___048585119 paper 24.99

 
The Double Dangerous Book for Boys
Conn Iggulden MORW
The Dangerous Book for Boys  took readers 
by storm and became an instant classic, 
selling nearly two million copies. Iggulden 
has at last put together a second wonderful 
collection that is the essence of boyhood. 
304 pp.
978-0-06-285797-2 
___048203366 22.99
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Easy Knitted Fingerless Gloves
Stylish Japanese Knitting Patterns for Hand, 
Wrist and Arm Warmers
Nihon Vogue TUTL
Cassandra Harada, translator
Home knitters can create personalized 
fingerless gloves with this manual that presents 
classic patterns like Fair Isle, Aran, cables and 
knit-and-purl, all knitted using Japanese charts 
and techniques. Includes 21 patterns. 84 pp.
978-4-8053-1517-0 
___047866870 
paper 12.99

 
Elemental Knits
A Perennial Knitwear Collection
Courtney Spainhower INWV
Popular knitwear designer Spainhower 
presents a collection of 20 knitting patterns 
designed to enhance readers’ wardrobes 
year-round: texture and cables for autumn, 
garter and lace for spring, colorful accents 
for summer, and allover patterning for 
winter. 160 pp.
978-1-63250-653-5 
___048421305 
27.99

 
Harry Potter™ Crochet
Lucy Collin TUDY
Conjure up these adorable figures of “the 
boy who lived” and his friends. All the spells 
needed to make amigurumi dolls of Harry 
Potter and Dobby are included: yarn, stuffing, 
needle and thread, safety eye beads, and the 
special magic wand crochet hook. 76 pp.
978-1-68412-887-7 
___048846321 24.99

 
House of Pinheiro’s Work to Weekend 
Wardrobe
Rachel Pinheiro SWDO
This capsule collection from sewing expert 
Rachel from the House of Pinheiro includes 
the perfect separates to take anyone through 
the working week to the weekend. Garments 
include on trend staples such as a jumpsuit, 
kimono dress, and a trench coat. 128 pp.
978-1-44630-733-5 
___045615090 
paper 29.99

 
Knit Shawls & Wraps in 1 Week
30 Quick Patterns to Keep You Cozy in Style
Marie Greene PGST
Pattern designer Greene, author of Seamless 
Knit Sweaters in 2 Weeks, has created 30 fast, 
new patterns for beautiful boutique-quality 
accessories. Every project is created to be 
easy-to-memorize and portable, so even 
knitters with busy schedules can finish in a 
week or less. 160 pp.
978-1-62414-861-3 
___047871653 paper 21.99

 
The Knit Vibe
A Knitter’s Guide to Creativity, Community, 
and Well-Being for Mind, Body & Soul
Vickie Howell ABR 
Howell, the DIY channel’s popular queen 
of fiber, pens a love letter to knitting with 
The Knit Vibe—a book like no other—with 
interviews, patterns, and an in-depth look 
at the knitting community and the creative 
potential of knitting. 208 pp.
978-1-41973-279-9 
___048583301 29.99

 
Mastering Kilns & Firing
Raku, Pit and Barrel, Wood Firing, and More
Lindsay Oesterritter QARR
Foreword by John Neely
Oesterritter provides a crash course in the 
most accessible methods of alternative 
firing, detailing key techniques, tips, and 
tricks. “This text should be a staple of any 
clay worker’s library.”—Elenor Wilson, editor, 
Studio Potter Journal 192 pp.
978-0-7603-6488-8 
___048584143 35.00

 
The Modern Embroidery Studio
20 Stylish Designs to Stitch, Wear, and Share
Lauren Holton INWV
Traditional embroidery techniques get a 
fresh, modern look from popular stitcher 
Holton. Step-by-step tutorials assist 
beginners while the unique projects engage 
experienced embroiderers. Features 50+ 
motifs, patterns, and projects. 176 pp.
978-1-63250-701-3 
___048421312 
paper 24.99

 
Modern Quilt Bible
Over 100 Techniques for the Modern Quilter
Elizabeth Betts SWDO
Featuring star quilts from the best names 
in modern quilting today, this definitive 
guide to quilting and patchwork techniques 
showcases more than 100 techniques and 10 
unique projects. 160 pp.
978-1-44630-746-5 
___048421105 
paper 24.99

 
My First Origami Fairy Tales Kit
Joel Stern TUTL
Step into a world of daring knights, brave 
princesses, and fire breathing dragons! 
Bestselling origami artist Stern has created 
this engaging new kit to spark children’s 
imaginations and keep them playing happily 
for hours without a computer screen.
978-0-8048-5146-6 
___047866471 
14.99
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My Stitches
A Knitter’s Journal
Interweave Editors INWV
Interweave’s first journal for knitters who want 
to chronicle the process behind their makes 
features space to save important details for 20 
projects, plus prompts and famous knitterly 
quotes for inspiration. 144 pp.
978-1-63250-709-9 
___048550361 
22.00

 
Naomiki Sato’s Origami Roses
Create Lifelike Roses and Other Blossoms
Naomiki Sato TUTL
This stunning book presents detailed 
instructions for 11 elegant and lifelike paper 
flower projects that will enhance any home 
or occasion. The author starts by showing 
how to fold seven types of paper roses using 
a variety of techniques. 108 pp.
978-4-8053-1520-0 
___047866642 
paper 14.99

 
On Flowers
Lessons from an Accidental Florist
Amy Merrick ARTN
A one-of-a-kind journey into the mind of 
the beloved floral designer, celebrating 
the beauty and possibilities of nature and 
how to use it to create elegant, ephemeral 
arrangements. 240 pp.
978-1-57965-812-0 
___047813841 35.00

 
One Skein Crochet
De-Stash Beautifully, One Skein at a Time
Ellen Gormley INWV
Gormley shares information on how to pair 
single skeins of yarn with the perfect crochet 
project, how-to’s on anticipating when a skein 
of yarn will end, and lessons on designing 
original one-skein projects. 112 pp.
978-1-63250-668-9 
___045614980 
paper 22.99

 
Punched
Techniques and Projects for Modern Punch 
Needle Art
Stacie Schaat INWV
Discover the primitive craft of punch needle 
as seen through the eyes of a contemporary 
artist giving the technique fresh, modern 
appeal.  128 pp.
978-1-63250-683-2 
___048421499 
paper 24.99

 
Quilts from Tilda’s Studio
Tilda Quilts and Pillows to Sew with Love
Tone Finnanger SWDO
World-renowned for her beautiful fabrics and 
charming designs, Finnanger has established 
Tilda as a creative lifestyle that makers dream of. 
This divine collection of quilt patterns are shown 
with gorgeous photography, in-depth instructions, 
piecing diagrams and full-size templates. 144 pp.
978-1-44630-744-1 
___048421529 
paper 24.99

 
Threads of Life
A History of the World Through the Eye of a 
Needle
Clare Hunter AZPR
This book is a chronicle of identity, protest, 
memory, power, and politics told through 
the stories of needlework. “Clare Hunter has 
managed to mix the personal with the political 
with moving results.”–Tracy Chevalier, author 
of Girl With a Pearl Earring. 320 pp.
978-1-41973-953-8 
___048584354 26.00

 
Vanishing Fleece
Adventures in American Wool
Clara Parkes AZPR
A fast-paced account of the year Parkes spent 
transforming a 676-pound bale of fleece into 
saleable yarn, and the people and vanishing 
industry she discovered along the way. 192 
pp.
978-1-41973-531-8 
___048604449 23.00

 
The Way of the Woodshop
Creating, Designing, and Decorating with 
Wood
Aleksandra Zee DYST
In this beautifully illustrated instructional 
guide, celebrated woodworker Zee offers 
a master class in creating beautiful, unique 
natural objects, and decorating with wood. 
240 pp.
978-0-06-287862-5 
___048414624 26.99

 
Why We Quilt
Contemporary Makers Speak Out About 
the Power of Art, Activism, Community, and 
Creativity
Thomas Knauer STOR
In this tribute to today’s vibrant quilting 
community, prize-winning quilter and teacher 
Knauer has curated a stunning collection of 
quilts from a wide range of modern makers, 
accompanied by their testimonials about 
what inspires their work and imbues their 
craft with meaning.  224 pp.
978-1-63586-033-7 
___044890038 29.95

 
Woven & Worn
The Search for Well-Being and Sustainability 
in the Modern World
Canopy Press, editor CNPY
Marking a potential revival of the make-do-
and-mend era, this book offers fascinating 
insight into the work of innovative global 
craftspeople who create environmentally 
conscious clothing in a bid to protect the 
planet from the effects of a toxic industry. 
320 pp.
978-1-909414-91-4 
___047897224 
32.99
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Yarn Bombing, 10th Anniversary Ed.
The Art of Crochet and Knit Graffiti
Mandy Moore APUL
and Leanne Prain
This edition of Moore and Prain’s wildly colorful 
guide on converting textile street art around the 
world includes over 20 amazing patterns, a new 
Foreword by the authors, and a new chapter 
that includes many infamous examples of yarn 
bombing over the past decade. 294 pp.
978-1-55152-791-8 
___048436055 
paper 22.95

DIET / HEALTH / FITNESS

 
About Us
Essays from the New York Times’ Disability 
Series
Peter Catapano LIVR
and Rosemarie Garland-Thomson, editors
Foreword by Andrew Solomon
Based on the pioneering New York Times series, 
this volume collects the personal essays and 
reflections that have transformed the national 
conversation around disability.  304 pp.
978-1-63149-585-4 
___048400291 27.95

 
The Elderberry Book
Forage, Cultivate, Prepare, Preserve
John Moody NESP
This inspiring and educational resource guides 
readers through the elderberry’s history, how 
to cultivate and forage from the balcony to the 
backyard, and its preparation in traditional foods, 
medicines, wines, crafts, and tools. 144 pp.
978-0-86571-919-4 
___048175268 
paper 24.99

 
Jump Start Autophagy
Activate Your Body’s Cellular Healing Process 
to Reduce Inflammation, Fight Chronic 
Illness and Live a Longer, Healthier Life
Melissa Mayer ULYS
To maintain good health, it is vital that the 
body’s natural detoxing process of cleaning 
out damaged cells and regenerating new 
ones, known as autophagy, is working well. 
Mayer walks readers through the science 
of autophagy, how it works, and why our 
bodies need it. 224 pp.
978-1-61243-938-9 
___048151480 
paper 15.95

 
The LCHF Cookbook
How to Use a LCHF Diet and Intermittent 
Fasting for Weight Loss
Dr. Jason Fung VBET
and Megan Ramos
Ramos and Dr. Fung have joined forces 
to deliver a comprehensive guide to 
understanding and combating insulin 
resistance caused by a lifetime of poor 
dietary habits—the #1 contributing factor to 
the development of obesity and metabolic 
syndrome. Includes 110 delicious recipes 
designed to help readers achieve success 
and maintain it over the long term. 304 pp.
978-1-62860-274-6 
___039561242 paper 34.95

 
Super Human
The Bulletproof Plan to Age Backward and 
Maybe Even Live Forever
Dave Asprey HRWV
From Bulletproof creator and bestselling 
author Asprey comes a revolutionary approach 
to anti-aging using simple interventions—like 
diet, sleep, light, exercise, and little-known 
but powerful hacks—to decelerate cellular 
aging and supercharge the body’s ability to 
heal and rejuvenate. 352 pp.
978-0-06-288282-0 
___048477205 28.99

EDUCATION / TEACHING

 
Four-Year Colleges 2020, 50th Ed. 
Peterson’s PETG
A valuable resource that includes information 
on every accredited four-year undergraduate 
institution in the U.S. and Canada, more 
than 2,500 institutions in all. It also includes 
detailed two-page descriptions written by 
admissions personnel for over 175 colleges 
and universities.  1,712 pp.
978-0-7689-4244-6 
___045626787 
paper 32.95

 
Teaching When the World Is on Fire
Lisa Delpit, editor NPRS
In this inspiring collection, MacArthur Award-
winning, bestselling author Delpit (Other 
People’s Children) gathers all-star advice for 
K-12 teachers on engaging students around 
some of today’s toughest issues. 384 pp.
978-1-62097-431-5 
___042472073 
25.99

 
Two-Year Colleges 2020, 50th Ed. 
Peterson’s PETG
The ultimate source of information on over 
1,700 accredited two-year undergraduate 
institutions in the United States and 
Canada, as well as some international 
schools. Features articles that cover tips on 
transferring, advice for adults returning to 
school, “green” programs at community 
colleges, and much more.  528 pp.
978-0-7689-4328-3 
___045626628 
paper 29.95

 
Where’s the Math?
Books, Games, and Routines to Spark 
Children’s Thinking
Mary Hynes-Berry NAYC
and Laura Grandau
Engaging ideas and activities help develop 
children’s mathematical thinking by solving 
problems from real life and their favorite 
children’s books. 160 pp.
978-1-938113-51-2 
___048151662 
paper 15% 25.00
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Ecological Footprint
Managing Our Biocapacity Budget
Mathis Wackernagel NESP
Bert Beyers
Katharina Rout, translator
The authors advise readers to run their 
economies on regeneration, rather than 
by liquidating the planet. They explain 
the key tool for the job—footprint and 
biocapacity accounting—and how it applies 
to companies, cities, and countries. 288 pp.
978-0-86571-911-8 
___048176148 
paper 19.99

ETHNIC ISSUES

 
Assata Taught Me
State Violence, Mass Incarceration, and the 
Movement for Black Lives
Donna Murch HMAK
Radical scholar Murch provides an incisive 
analysis of the history and politics of the 
Black liberation struggle. 200 pp.
978-1-60846-810-2 
___035594875 
paper 17.95

 
Diversity, Inc.
The Failed Promise of a Billion-Dollar 
Industry
Pamela Newkirk BBOO
An award-winning journalist shows how 
workplace diversity initiatives have turned 
into a profoundly misguided industry–and 
have done little to bring equality to America’s 
major industries and institutions. 272 pp.
978-1-56858-822-3 
___048485725 27.00

 
The Underground Railroad Records
William Still ML  
Introduction by Ta-Nehisi Coates
A riveting collection of the hardships, 
hairbreadth escapes, and mortal struggles of 
enslaved people seeking freedom: these are 
the true stories of the Underground Railroad. 
416 pp.
978-1-984855-05-3 
___050654776 paper 18.00

FAMILY / PARENTING / CHILDBIRTH

 
All You Can Ever Know
A Memoir
Nicole Chung CECJ
Long-listed for the PEN Open Book Award 
and named a Best Book of the Year by The 
Washington Post, NPR, and Library Journal—
Chung’s critically acclaimed debut in which she 
investigates the mysteries and complexities of 
her transracial adoption. 256 pp.
978-1-948226-37-0 
___047339560 
paper 16.95

 
Baby 411, 9th Ed. 
Clear Answers & Smart Advice for Your 
Baby’s First Year
Dr. Ari Brown WPP 
and Denise Fields
America’s #1 go-to resource for new parents 
looking for expert advice on their baby’s 
health, growth and development. Written 
by renowned pediatrician Dr. Brown and 
bestselling author Fields, this new edition 
explores designer baby formulas, new 
sleeping gizmos, breastfeeding aids, and 
more.
978-1-889392-61-5 
___047808137 
paper 17.95

 
Caring for Your Baby and Young Child, 7th Ed.
Birth to Age 5
Tanya Altmann, M.D., FAAP, editor-in-chief 
BANT
and David L. Hill, M.D., FAAP, associate 
medical editor
From the American Academy of Pediatrics 
comes the most up-to-date, expert advice for 
mothers, fathers, and care providers—all in 
one guide. 960 pp.
978-1-984817-70-9 
___050961845 paper 24.00

 
Don’t Alienate the Kids!, 10th Anniversary 
Ed. 
Raising Resilient Children While Avoiding 
High-Conflict Divorce
Bill Eddy, LCSW, JD UHOK
In this 10th anniversary edition, attorney, 
mediator, and therapist Eddy explains how to 
protect children from the harm of alienation 
and high-conflict divorce, boosting their 
resilience by teaching them to think flexibly, 
manage their emotions, and moderate their 
behaviors. 336 pp.
978-1-950057-94-8 
___048175470 
paper 16.95

 
Hotdog People and Other Bitesize Sacrifices
Dan Magdich AAMG
An artful mix of illustrations, comic strips, 
and essays on the sweet mishaps of 
parenthood, filled with humor and advice, 
and the shared frustration of trying to be the 
adult in the relationship.  276 pp.
978-1-947895-08-9 
___048196055 
paper 13.95

 
Love WITH Accountability
Digging Up the Roots of Child Sexual Abuse
Aishah Shahidah Simmons, editor AKPR
Foreword by Darnell L. Moore
Filmmaker Simmons (NO!: A Rape 
Documentary), herself a survivor of child 
sexual abuse and adult rape, invites diasporic 
Black people to join her in transformative 
storytelling that envisions a world that ends 
child sexual abuse without relying on the 
criminal justice system. 360 pp.
978-1-84935-352-6 
___048007915 
paper 20.00
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A Parent’s Guide to Intuitive Eating
How to Raise Kids Who Love to Eat Healthy
Yami Cazorla-Lancaster ULYS
Breaking down intuitive eating in a way 
that’s easy to understand and even easier to 
implement, this guide explains how to help 
children develop a positive relationship with 
food, offering a system that builds healthy 
habits and better mindsets that will last a 
lifetime. 224 pp.
978-1-61243-933-4 
___047971529 
paper 15.95

 
Parenting Right from the Start
Laying a Healthy Foundation in the Baby and 
Toddler Years
Vanessa Lapointe, R. Psych LIFE
In this follow-up to her bestseller Discipline 
Without Damage,  Dr. Lapointe advises new 
parents on how to put their child on a path to 
optimal development during the crucial early 
years. 272 pp.
978-1-928055-38-9 
___045698356 
paper 17.99

 
The Science of Pregnancy
The Complete Illustrated Guide from 
Conception to Birth
DK Publishing DK  
The complex concepts and processes of 
emerging life are demystified with clear, 
jargon-free text, while exclusive 3-D images, 
extraordinary photographs, and detailed 
illustrations illuminate every aspect of 
human pregnancy. 256 pp.
978-1-46548-053-8 
___048464098 35.00

FASHION / GROOMING

 
Manic Panic Living in Color
A Rebellious Guide to Hair Color and Life
Tish BLDL
and Snooky
Foreword by RuPaul
The audacious beauty-and-lifestyle 
handbook from punk rock pioneers and 
founders of the iconic hair color and make-
up brand is both the rollicking story of the 
sister’s punk rock roots combined with a 
fearless guide to haircolor. 176 pp.
978-0-7624-9468-2 
___048463572 paper 21.99

 
Parisian Chic Encore
A Style Guide
Ines de la Fressange FLMM
and Sophie Gachet
De la Fressange—France’s icon of chic—
shares her personal tips for living with style 
and charm, gleaned from decades in the 
fashion industry. She offers specific pointers 
on how to dress like a Parisian, including how 
to mix affordable basics with high-fashion 
touches, and how to accessorize. 242 pp.
978-2-08-020412-7 
___048968322 paper 29.95

 
Supreme Glamour
Mary Wilson THAM
with Mark Bego
Foreword by Whoopi Goldberg
As Motown’s leading act in the 1960s, 
The Supremes became synonymous with 
glamorous, elegant, coordinated ensembles. 
Founding member Wilson reveals her 
unparalleled collection, showcasing 32 
of the group’s most eye-catching gowns, 
meticulously reassembled and photographed 
on the Grammy Museum stage. 240 pp.
978-0-500-02200-9 
___046688770 40.00

FICTION - ESPIONAGE / THRILLER

 
All the Devils
Barry Eisler TSMR
A search for a pair of serial rapists leads Livia 
Lone down the darkest and most dangerous 
trail of her life in a pulse-pounding thriller by 
New York Times-bestselling author Eisler. 364 
pp.
978-1-54209-423-8 
___047903353 24.95

 
The Beijing Conspiracy
Shamini Flint SVEH
Jack Flint receives a letter with a hand-printed 
address and a rectangle of Chinese stamps. 
It is from Xia, a Chinese woman he knew a 
quarter of a century ago when he was an 
American spy, and she was a student leader 
in the 1989 Tiananmen Square protests. The 
letter will lead him back to China and back 
into his past. 256 pp.
978-0-7278-8942-3 
___048507599 
29.99

 
The Butterfly Girl
A Novel
Rene Denfeld HR  
From the highly praised author of The Child 
Finder and The Enchanted comes a riveting 
novel that explores the depths of love and 
sacrifice in the face of a past that cannot be 
left dead and buried. 272 pp.
978-0-06-269816-2 
___048542105 26.99

 
Clear My Name
Paula Daly GOVR
A rising star in domestic suspense broadens 
her canvas in a brilliant new thriller in 
which a woman convicted of murdering her 
husband’s lover waits to be exonerated by 
a female investigator battling her own dark 
past. 304 pp.
978-0-8021-4783-7 
___048638273 
26.00
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The Furies
Katie Lowe STMS
In 1998 England, at an elite boarding school 
connected to 17th-century witch trials, 
troubled 16-year-old Violet is drawn into a 
circle of friends dabbling in witchcraft to 
avenge wrongs done to them in this page-
turning, harrowing debut. 368 pp.
978-1-25029-789-1 
___047871447 26.99

 
The Kennedy Moment
Peter Adamson MCWV
A reunion of friends and lovers; a conspiracy 
that begins as a joke; a secret to be kept for 
30 years—this is a daring, ingenious and 
profoundly moving political thriller from an 
author whose career has put him at the very 
heart of international affairs. 368 pp.
978-0-9955900-5-2 
___047787431 
paper 16.95

 
A Lush and Seething Hell
Two Tales of Cosmic Horror
John Hornor Jacobs HRVY
Introduction by Chuck Wendig
The award-winning and critically acclaimed 
master of horror returns with a pair of 
chilling tales—both never-before-published 
in print—that examine the violence and 
depravity of the human condition. 384 pp.
978-0-06-288082-6 
___048485474 19.99

 
A Mistake
Carl Shuker CPOI
Elizabeth is a gifted surgeon, but while 
operating on a young woman with life-
threatening blood poisoning, something 
goes horribly wrong. In the midst of a 
new scheme to publicly report surgeons’ 
performance, Elizabeth’s life is thrown into 
disarray. 192 pp.
978-1-64009-249-5 
___047845060 
25.00

 
November Road
Lou Berney MORW
Set against the assassination of JFK, a 
poignant and evocative crime novel that 
centers on a desperate cat-and-mouse chase 
across 1960s America—from the Edgar 
Award-winning author of The Long and 
Faraway Gone. 336 pp.
978-0-06-266385-6 
___048203369 paper 16.99

 
Paris in the Dark
Robert Olen Butler MYSP
In the new Christopher Marlowe Cobb thriller, 
Butler’s intrepid newspaperman-turned-spy 
tracks a German saboteur through the streets 
of the Great War-dimmed City of Lights. 240 
pp.
978-0-8021-4770-7 
___047746591 
paper 16.00

 
The Playground
Jane Shemilt MORW
Big Little Lies meets Lord of The Flies in this 
electrifyingly twisty follow-up to Shemilt’s 
breakout debut The Daughter. Over the 
course of a long, hot summer in London, the 
lives of three very different married couples 
collide when their children join the same 
tutoring circle, resulting in illicit relationships, 
shocking violence, and unimaginable fallout. 
368 pp.
978-0-06-293942-5 
___049025823 paper 16.99

 
The Playground
978-0-06-295217-2 MORW
___048477189 26.99

 
Preservation
Jock Serong TXPC
From the prize-winning author of Quota and 
On the Java Ridge comes a historical thriller 
and psychological puzzle, based on the the 
true story of a 1797 shipwreck.  368 pp.
978-1-925773-12-5 
___047897576 
paper 15.95

 
Pursuit
A Novel of Suspense
Joyce Carol Oates MYSP
From masterful storyteller Oates comes an 
eerie, psychologically complex thriller about 
a newlywed wife haunted by her secret, 
traumatic past. 144 pp.
978-0-8021-4791-2 
___048638295 
23.00

 
Redemption
David Baldacci GCEB
Detective Amos Decker discovers that a 
mistake he made as a rookie detective may 
have led to deadly consequences in the latest 
Memory Man thriller in Baldacci’s #1 New 
York Times-bestselling series. 448 pp.
978-1-53876-145-8 
___048634982 paper 16.99

 
Seven Crows
Kate Kessler RDKZ
Loyalty is the most important thing in her 
life, and when she gets a call from her sister 
saying that her daughter is missing, Killian 
immediately begins hunting down the men 
responsible. She quickly discovers her niece 
was involved with a notorious biker gang 
who are engaged in everything from drugs 
to human trafficking. 384 pp.
978-0-316-45425-4 
___048643764 paper 15.99
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Shining in the Dark
Celebrating 20 Years of Lilja’s Library
Hans-Ake Lilja, editor GLLY
From the founder of the #1 Stephen King 
news website Lilja’s Library comes a 
terrifying and deliciously creepy anthology 
of horror stories, including a rare story from 
King, classics by Clive Barker and Edgar Allan 
Poe, a novella by John Ajvide Lindqvist, and 
many more. 224 pp.
978-1-982132-87-3 
___049354636 paper 17.00

 
Strangers at the Gate
Catriona McPherson MNTR
From the Agatha Award-winning author of 
Quiet Neighbors comes a twisty, fascinating 
mystery that asks the question: Who do 
you turn to when everyone’s a stranger and 
you’ve stopped believing your own eyes? 
368 pp.
978-1-25007-001-2 
___047871551 26.99

 
Three-Fifths
John Vercher AGBS
A riveting debut about a biracial man whose 
world is turned upside down when his best 
friend is released from prison, raising not 
only his own but also old family demons, 
forcing him to reckon with his past. 272 pp.
978-1-947993-67-9 
___047746675 
24.99

 
White Hot Silence
Henry Porter MYSP
In this blistering sequel to bestselling author 
Porter’s “timely and terrific” (Mick Herron) 
Firefly, former MI6 agent Paul Samson is 
dispatched to rescue a Greek aid worker who 
is being held hostage by a Mafia group with 
terrorist ties. 448 pp.
978-0-8021-4753-0 
___048629200 
26.00

 
Your House Will Pay
Steph Cha ECCO
The author of the Juniper Song crime trilogy 
delivers a “devastating exploration of grief, 
shame, and deeply buried truths” (Catherine 
Chung, author of The Tenth Muse) in this 
powerful and taut novel about racial tensions 
following two Los Angeles families—one 
Korean-American, one African American—
grappling with the effects of a decades-old 
crime. 320 pp.
978-0-06-286885-5 
___048166531 26.99

FICTION - FANTASY

 
The Annotated American Gods
Neil Gaiman MORW
Leslie S. Klinger, editor
Destined to be a treasure for the millions 
of fans who made American Gods an 
internationally bestselling phenomenon, 
this beautifully designed and illustrated 
collectible edition of Gaiman’s masterpiece 
features enlightening notes throughout by 
award-winning annotator and editor Klinger. 
680 pp.
978-0-06-289626-1 
___046943736 50.00

 
Assassin’s Apprentice, Illustrated Ed.
The Farseer Trilogy, Book 1
Robin Hobb DELR
In hardcover for the first time. A gorgeously 
illustrated anniversary edition of the book 
that launched the epic Farseer Trilogy, 
praised by George R.R. Martin as “fantasy 
as it ought to be written,” featuring a new 
Foreword by Robin Hobb and 10 full-color 
illustrations. 464 pp.
978-1-984817-85-3 
___048229282 35.00

 
Diablo®: The Sin War, Book Two: Scales of 
the Serpent 
Richard A. Knaak BZZD
This is the tale of the Sin War—an original 
story of swords, sorcery, and timeless 
struggle based on the bestselling, award-
winning M-rated computer game from 
Blizzard Entertainment. Intended for mature 
readers. 336 pp.
978-1-945683-59-6 
___048196350 
paper 14.95

 
The Case of the Spellbound Child
An Elemental Masters Novel
Mercedes Lackey DAWB
The 14th novel in bestselling author Lackey’s 
magical alternate history Elemental Masters 
series continues the reimagined adventures 
of Sherlock Holmes in a richly detailed 
alternate 20th-century England. 320 pp.
978-0-7564-1211-1 
___048031994 27.00

 
A Conjuring of Light Collector’s Ed.
V.E. Schwab TOR 
The epic conclusion to the New York Times-
bestselling Shades of Magic series, now in 
a beautiful collector’s edition with exclusive 
features such as: end papers featuring fan 
art, an updated glossary of Arnesian and 
Antari terms, and an original story. 640 pp.
978-1-25022-203-9 
___047871253 25.99
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Council of Fire
The Arcane America series
Eric Flint BAEN
and Walter H. Hunt
A new entry in the Dragon Award-
winning Arcane America series 
from New York Times -bestselling 
alternate history master Flint. The 
passage of Halley’s Comet in 1759 
is catastrophic. The comet appears 
to strike the Earth, sundering 
the New World from the Old. 
The comet has also unleashed 
magic forces, which soon spread 
everywhere. 368 pp.
978-1-982124-15-1
___048551537 25.00

 
The Cunning Man
D.J. Butler BAEN
and Aaron Michael Ritchey
The demons of the Great 
Depression are real. The cunning 
man is here to fight them.  “An 
amazing tale that grabs you by 
the throat and won’t let go!”—
Sherrilyn Kenyon, #1 New York 
Times-bestselling author. 448 pp.
978-1-982124-16-8
___048551538 16.00

 
An Encyclopedia of Tolkien
The History and Mythology That Inspired 
Tolkien’s World
David Day CTBY
A comprehensive, illustrated guide to the 
history, lands, and inhabitants of J.R.R. 
Tolkien’s Middle-earth. In this beautifully 
illustrated, leather-bound volume, bestselling 
author and Tolkien scholar Day presents four 
decades of research and writing on the lands 
and inhabitants of Middle-earth. 544 pp.
978-1-64517-009-9 
___048551833 24.99

 
Goblin Slayer, Vol. 6 (Manga)
Kumo Kagyu et al. YENR
A grudge match kicks off between Goblin 
Slayer and the Goblin Champion, hungry for 
revenge. But without the aid of fire, water, 
or poison, what kind of secret weapon will 
Goblin Slayer use against his mortal foes? 
176 pp.
978-1-975331-93-1 
___049314546 paper 13.00

 
Goblin Slayer, Vol. 8 (Light Novel)
Kumo Kagyu YENR
and Noboru Kannatuki
He does not let anyone roll the dice. Sword 
Maiden requests Goblin Slayer and his party 
to escort her to the royal capital as rumor 
has it that packs of wolf-mounted goblins 
inhabit the route there. However, there are 
whispers of an ill omen within the capital. 
Then, whether by fate or by chance, the party 
arrives at a massive, eerie abyss known as 
the Dungeon of the Dead. 240 pp.
978-1-975331-78-8 
___049314560 paper 14.00

 
The Hero Is Overpowered But Overly 
Cautious, Vol. 2 (Light Novel)
Light Tuchihi YENR
and Saori Toyota
The controlled chaos continues as Seiya, 
Rista, and the Dragonkin quite literally 
blaze a trail through the S-ranked world 
Gaeabrande. But when Reaper makes an 
appearance, Seiya is forced to reveal a tactic 
that he had planned on saving for the fight 
against the Demon Lord. 224 pp.
978-1-975356-90-3 
___049339164 paper 14.00

 
Hex Life
Wicked New Tales of Witchery
Christopher Golden TITB
and Rachel Autumn Deering, editors
Brand-new stories of witches 
and witchcraft written by popular 
female fantasy authors, including 
Kelley Armstrong, Rachel Caine and 
Sherrilyn Kenyon writing in their 
own bestselling universes!  These 
are tales of witches, wickedness, 
evil, and cunning. 384 pp.
978-1-78909-034-5
___048031771 24.95

 
Ivory Apples
Lisa Goldstein TACH
Ivy and her sisters have a secret: their reclusive 
Great Aunt is actually Adela Martin, inspired 
author of the fantasy classic, Ivory Apples. 
Generations of obsessive fans have searched 
for Adela,sharing their theories online, and 
gathering at book conventions. It’s just a matter 
of time before one fan gets too close. 288 pp.
978-1-61696-298-2 
___045637254 
paper 15.95

 
The Library of the Unwritten
A.J. Hackwith ACE 
Claire is head librarian of the Unwritten 
Wing—a neutral space in Hell where all the 
stories unfinished by their authors reside. 
Her job includes keeping an eye on restless 
stories that risk materializing as characters 
and escaping the Library. When a hero 
escapes, Claire must capture him. 384 pp.
978-1-984806-37-6 
___049205022 paper 16.00
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The Name of All Things
Jenn Lyons TOR 
For fans of Brandon Sanderson and Patrick 
Rothfuss comes the second installment in 
Lyons’ Chorus of Dragons series that began 
with The Ruin of Kings. 592 pp.
978-1-25017-553-3 
___047871294 26.99

 
Of Blood and Bone
Chronicles of the One, Book 2
Nora Roberts GRIF
The highly anticipated sequel to Year One, the 
breathtaking #1 New York Times bestseller 
hailed as “magnificent…a match for end-of-
world classics like Stephen King’s The Stand 
(New York Times Book Review.” 480 pp.
978-1-25012-300-8 
___047870699 paper 17.99

 
Ormeshadow
Priya Sharma TOR 
Acclaimed author Sharma transports readers 
back in time with a coming-of-age story as 
dark and rich as good soil. Burning with 
resentment and intrigue, this fantastical 
family drama invites readers to dig up the 
secrets of the Belman family, and wonder 
whether myths and legends are real enough 
to answer for a history of sin. 176 pp.
978-1-25024-144-3 
___049212178 paper 14.99

 
The Princess Beard
The Tales of Pell
Delilah S. Dawson DELR
and Kevin Hearne
The hilarious bestselling authors of Kill the 
Farm Boy and No Country for Old Gnomes 
are back with a new adventure in the 
irreverent world of Pell. This is not a story 
about finding Prince Charming—it’s a story 
about finding oneself on a pirate ship with a 
host of misfits. 384 pp.
978-1-52479-780-5 
___048612321 27.00

 
The Raven Tower
Ann Leckie OITT
Gods meddle in the fates of men, men play 
with the fates of gods, and a pretender 
must be cast down from the throne in this 
breathtaking first fantasy novel from Leckie, 
a bestselling author and winner of the Hugo, 
Nebula, and Arthur C. Clarke awards. 432 pp.
978-0-316-38870-2 
___050113492 paper 15.99

 
The Rightful Queen
Isabelle Steiger STMS
The second book in Steiger’s epic fantasy series, 
which weaves together the lives of the haves 
and the have-nots both desperately fighting to 
reassemble the remains of a fallen empire, is 
full of intricate characters and complex world-
building that’s reminiscent of George R.R. 
Martin and Patrick Rothfuss.  464 pp.
978-1-25008-850-5 
___045927334 29.99

 
Rosemary and Rue, 10th Anniversary Ed.
The first October Daye Novel
Seanan McGuire DAWB
October “Toby” Daye is a changeling who 
is half human and half fae. After getting 
burned by both sides of her heritage, Toby 
has denied the Faerie world, retreating to 
a “normal” life. Unfortunately for her, the 
Faerie world has other ideas.  352 pp.
978-0-7564-1611-9 
___049211900 26.00

 
Skin
The Song of the Kendra
Ilka Tampke TXPC
The author pens a fantasy romance about 
courage, sacrifice, and belonging in which a 
young woman is torn between two loves in 
Iron-Age Britain. 368 pp.
978-1-922182-33-3 
___047897569 
paper 15.95

 
The True Bastards
A Novel
Jonathan French CRNP
The sequel to The Grey Bastards, this 
irresistibly swashbuckling, swaggering, foul-
mouthed fantasy is rollicking, cunningly 
clever swords ’n’ sorcery storytelling that’s a 
shot of pure fun for fantasy fans. 592 pp.
978-0-525-57247-3 
___045028463 27.00

 
Ultimate Star Wars™, New Ed.
The Definitive Guide to the Star Wars 
Universe
Adam Bray et al. DK  
Foreword by Anthony Daniels
Featuring a Foreword by Daniels, who has 
portrayed C-3PO since 1977, this fully updated, 
comprehensive, and detailed encyclopedia 
explores the characters, creatures, locations, 
vehicles, and technology found throughout 
the entire Star Wars galaxy. Now includes the 
most recent Star Wars films and TV shows. 
352 pp.
978-1-46547-900-6 
___048144843 40.00

 
The Waters and the Wild
Mercedes Lackey BAEN
and Rosemary Edghill
New York Times-bestselling author Lackey 
and coauthor Edghill deliver the 10th 
installment of the Serrated Edge urban 
fantasy series. While visiting an Adirondack 
resort camp with the manipulative Blake and 
his family, Olivia finds something not of this 
world beneath the lake. Will she be drawn 
under? 448 pp.
978-1-48148-430-5 
___048478292 25.00
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The Winter of the Witch
Book Three of the Winternight Trilogy
Katherine Arden DELR
Following The Bear and the Nightingale and 
The Girl in the Tower, Vasya and Morozko 
return in this stunning conclusion to the 
bestselling Winternight Trilogy, battling 
enemies mortal and magical to save both 
Russias, the seen and the unseen. 400 pp.
978-1-10188-601-4 
___050577927 paper 17.00

FICTION - GENERAL

 
The Age of Light
Whitney Scharer BBB 
“Sweeping from the glamour of 1930’s 
Paris through the battlefields of World War 
II and into the war’s long shadow, [this] 
is a startlingly modern love story and a 
mesmerizing portrait of a woman’s self-
transformation from muse into artist.”—
Celeste Ng, New York Times bestselling 
author. 384 pp.
978-0-316-52414-8 
___049710098 paper 16.99

 
All This Could Be Yours
Jami Attenberg HM  
From critically acclaimed New York Times-
bestselling author Attenberg comes a novel 
of family secrets: think the drama of Big 
Little Lies set in the heat of a New Orleans 
summer. 304 pp.
978-0-544-82425-6 
___048989728 26.00

 
Amish Christmas Romance Collection
Three Novellas in One
Linda Byler GDBK
Bestselling Amish novelist Byler collects 
three heartwarming Christmas romances in 
one volume: The Christmas Visitor, The Little 
Amish Matchmaker, and Mary’s Christmas 
Goodbye. 576 pp.
978-1-68099-398-1 
___041870990 paper 22.99

 
And the Bride Closed the Door
Ronit Matalon NWVL
Jessica Cohen, translator
A provocative and highly entertaining novel 
about a wedding day drama that presents a 
moving and humorous look at contemporary 
Israel and the chaotic ups and downs of love 
everywhere.  128 pp.
978-1-939931-75-7 
___048196305 
paper 15.95

 
Animalia
Jean-Baptiste del Amo GOVR
Frank Wynne, translator
A prizewinning and word-of-mouth 
literary sensation in France, Animalia is an 
extraordinary epic that retraces the history 
of a modest French peasant family over the 
20th century as they develop their small plot 
of land into an industrial pig farm—a visceral, 
chilling tale of man and beast. 432 pp.
978-0-8021-4757-8 
___048628928 
27.00

 
The Artstars
Stories
Anne Elliott INUP
Enticing, heart wrenching, and darkly funny, 
the interconnected stories in this volume 
bring together an eclectic mix of artists as 
they grapple with economic realities and 
evolving expectations and struggle to find 
the spark of something new and original 
within themselves.  184 pp.
978-0-253-04436-5 
___047156860 
paper 18.00

 
Ash Before Oak
Jeremy Cooper FZCE
Written in prose that is as precise as it is 
beautiful, Cooper’s first novel in over a 
decade is a stunning investigation of the 
fragility, beauty and strangeness of life. 
For fans of Robert Macfarlane and Helen 
Macdonald. 528 pp.
978-1-910695-89-0 
___048041631 
paper 17.95

 
Baby
Annaleese Jochems SBEB
“Sultry, sinister, hilarious and demented, 
Baby blazes with intelligence and murderous 
black humor. Heavenly Creatures for a new 
generation.”—Eleanor Catton, author of Man 
Booker Prize-winning The Luminaries 272 pp.
978-1-947534-95-7 
___048334923 
paper 17.00

 
The Berlin Woman
Alan Kaufman MVLR
Lena is a married, chronically infidelitous 
Berlin-based European writer, devoted only 
to gratifying her ambitions and hard-driving 
libido. Nathan is a footloose womanizing 
American author, unable to produce the big 
novel for which he’s been contracted. When 
both writers meet in the Alps, they fall into 
a mad kind of addictive love, turning their 
affair into a high-stakes reckless game of 
jealousy, rivaling ambitions, gender conflict, 
political combat, and artistic outrage. 176 pp.
978-1-942134-58-9 
___048496352 
paper 16.95
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Beside Herself
Elizabeth LaBan LKUN
With her signature wit and charm, bestselling 
author LaBan shows how marriage doesn’t 
necessarily follow a straight line, and 
unexpected detours might just bring a 
person back to the place he or she most 
wants to be. 272 pp.
978-1-54209-372-9 
___048231602 paper 14.95

 
If You Hear Me
Pascale Quiviger BIAS
Lazer Lederhendler, translator
A moving story of love and mourning, 
elegantly translated by Lederhendler, that 
asks what it means to be alive and how we 
learn to accept the unacceptable.  396 pp.
978-1-77196-271-1 
___048286105 
paper 15.95

 
The Big Impossible
Novellas + Stories
Edward J. Delaney TRTL
In prairie towns and backwaters, and in the 
big cities, people search for themselves and 
their lost way. Is the American dream still 
possible in this big, harsh land? “Easily ranks 
among the best fiction I’ve read this year.”—
David Abrams, author of Brave Deeds. 240 pp.
978-1-885983-74-9 
___049060968 
paper 17.00

 
Black Lotus 2: The Vow
K’Wan AKAB
Against her better judgment, assassin 
Kahllah (a.k.a. the Black Lotus) is called upon 
to try to “eliminate” a mysterious band of 
thieves calling themselves the Ghost Squad 
in this sequel to K’Wan’s acclaimed novella 
Black Lotus. 160 pp.
978-1-61775-767-9 
___048041572 
paper 12.95

 
Black Lotus 2: The Vow
978-1-61775-778-5 AKAB
___048041406 
19.95

 
Black Moses
Alain Mabanckou NPRS
Now in paperback, the vital extension of 
Mabanckou’s cycle of Pointe-Noire novels 
that stand out as one of the grandest and 
funniest fictional projects of modern times. 
Winner of the Hurston-Wright Legacy 
Award and Longlisted for the Man Booker 
International Prize. 208 pp.
978-1-62097-589-3 
___050410066 
paper 15.99

 
Bloomland
John Englehardt DZAC
Winner of the Dzanc Books Prize for Fiction, 
Bloomland opens during finals week at a 
fictional southern university, when a student 
walks into the library with his roommate’s 
semi-automatic rifle and opens fire. When he 
stops shooting, 12 people are dead. 192 pp.
978-1-945814-93-8 
___047787570 
26.95

 
The Butt
Will Self GOVR
One of contemporary fiction’s most 
talented satirists delivers a dystopian novel 
skewering global politics and Big Brother-
style government post-9/11. 368 pp.
978-0-8021-2928-4 
___047746557 
paper 17.00

 
C’Est La Vie
Pascal Garnier GAUS
Jane Aitken, translator
A writer finds fame and misfortune after 
winning a big literary prize and embarking 
on a roadtrip with his son. 128 pp.
978-1-910477-76-2 
___048102775 
paper 14.95

 
The Cheffe
A Cook’s Novel
Marie Ndiaye KNPF
From the Booker Prize-nominated author of 
Three Strong Women comes the elegant, 
hypnotic story of a woman’s quest to the 
front of the kitchen—and the extraordinary 
journey she takes along the way. 304 pp.
978-0-525-52047-4 
___047918418 26.95

 
Christmas at Rosie Hopkins’ Sweetshop
Jenny Colgan MORW
Fans of Debbie Macomber and Jojo Moyes 
will love this warm, funny, moving holiday 
tale from the New York Times-bestselling 
author of Christmas at the Cupcake Café and 
Little Beach Street Bakery. 368 pp.
978-0-06-237119-5 
___029463867 paper 14.99

 
Christmas at Rosie Hopkins’ Sweetshop
978-0-06-295221-9 MORW
___048440928 26.99
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A Christmas Haven
An Amish Christmas Romance
Cindy Woodsmall WTBR
and Erin Woodsmall
Old Order Amish Ivy Zook is wrestling with 
her need to leave her community in order to 
go into the party-planning business. Her plans 
become complicated when a car carrying a 
Swartzentruber (ultra-conservative sect) Amish 
man and his very ill sister crashes. Ivy and 
Arlan are on different tracks, but both are trying 
to discover what God has in store. 208 pp.
978-0-525-65329-5 
___047966459 14.99

 
Christmas in Vermont
Anita Hughes GRIF
Emma can’t believe her luck when she finds 
an open pawn shop on Christmas Eve in 
Manhattan. She’s there to sell the beautiful 
bracelet her ex-boyfriend gave her when 
a familiar-looking watch catches her eye. 
It’s the same engraved watch she gave her 
college boyfriend, Fletcher, years ago. On a 
whim, she trades for the watch and wonders 
at the timing. 304 pp.
978-1-25031-591-5 
___047871288 paper 16.99

 
Church of the Graveyard Saints
C. Joseph Greaves TRYH
Returning to her small Colorado hometown 
to find her old high-school flame newly single 
and a new gas field threatening her family’s 
cattle ranch, eco-activist Addie Decker ignites 
an armed conflict revealing cold truths 
about love and family, forgiveness and self-
discovery. 220 pp.
978-1-948814-12-6 
___048151526 
paper 17.95

 
A Classic Christmas
A Collection of Timeless Stories and Poems
Louisa May Alcott et al. NELN
During the hectic Christmas season, slow 
down with these heartwarming stories from 
some of literature’s most beloved writers: 
Alcott, Charles Dickens, L.M. Montgomery, 
and others. 336 pp.
978-0-7852-3222-3 
___049069718 17.99

 
Convenience Store Woman
Sayaka Murata GOVR
Ginny Tapley Takemori, translator
Reminiscent of the work of Haruki Murakami, 
this English-language debut of an exciting 
voice in international fiction follows a young 
woman who adores her dead-end job at 
a convenience store in Tokyo and doesn’t 
understand why her friends and relatives 
want her to settle down. 176 pp.
978-0-8021-2962-8 
___046893803 
paper 15.00

 
Country
A Novel
Michael Hughes COMH
Inspired by the oldest war story of them all, 
Hughes’ virtuoso novel explores the brutal 
glory of armed conflict, the cost of Ireland’s 
most uncivil war, and the bitter tragedy of 
those on both sides who offer their lives to 
defend the dream of country. 320 pp.
978-0-06-294032-2 
___047980403 26.99

 
Country Will Bring Us No Peace
Matthieu Simard CAHH
Pablo Strauss, translator
A novel about silence, The Country Will Bring 
Us No Peace sneaks the brutality of grief into 
readers’ imaginations. 128 pp.
978-1-55245-393-3 
___048334937 
paper 17.95

 
The Curious Heart of Ailsa Rae
Stephanie Butland GRIF
Ailsa Rae is learning how to live. She’s only 
a few months past the heart transplant 
that saved her life. Life should be a joyful 
adventure. But her relationship with her 
mother is at breaking point, and she wants 
to find her father. But her new heart is a bold 
heart. She just needs to learn to listen to it. 
416 pp.
978-1-25021-701-1 
___047871728 paper 17.99

 
Dead Girls
Abigail Tarttelin RRBK
From the award-winning author of Golden 
Boy comes a riveting novel that traces one 
girl’s journey to understand what happened 
to her best friend, and what it might mean to 
be a girl. 488 pp.
978-1-64428-036-2 
___047513446 
paper 18.00

 
Death and the Seaside
Alison Moore BIAS
In Moore’s first U.S.-published novel since 
Man-Booker-shortlisted The Lighthouse, a 
vulnerable young writer falls victim to her 
manipulative landlady’s obsession.  192 pp.
978-1-77196-275-9 
___045439491 
paper 14.95
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The Devil in Paradise
Captain Putnam in Hawaii
James L. Haley GPPS
In this third volume of the Bliven Putnam 
Naval Adventure series, Captain Putnam 
returns, venturing into the Pacific to fight 
pirates in Malaya and match wits with the 
royals in Hawaii. 432 pp.
978-0-399-17112-3 
___045024073 27.00

 
Die, My Love
Ariana Harwicz CXCO
Sarah Moses
and Carolina Orloff, translators
Longlisted for the Man Booker International 
Prize 2018. A manic, bruising stream of 
conscious portrayal of a mother and wife 
struggling to maintain both a normal life and 
her sanity. 123 pp.
978-1-999722-78-4 
___049385433 
paper 13.95

 
Dracul
Dacre Stoker GPPS
and J.D. Barker
The prequel to Dracula, inspired by notes 
and texts left behind by the author of the 
classic novel is a supernatural thriller that 
reveals not only Dracula’s true origins but 
Bram Stoker’s—and the tale of the enigmatic 
woman who connects them. 480 pp.
978-0-7352-1935-9 
___048463942 paper 17.00

 
Ducks, Newburyport
Lucy Ellmann BIAS
By turns a cozy domestic novel, a feminist 
rant, and—courtesy of a subplot involving a 
mountain lion—an adventure story, narrated 
by an Ohio mother besieged by MAGA hats 
and mountain lions. 1,040 pp.
978-1-77196-307-7 
___048296976 
paper 22.95

 
Empire of Lies
Raymond Khoury FRGE
Empire of Lies is a sweeping thriller in the 
tradition of The Man in the High Castle, 
Fatherland, and Underground Airlines from 
New York Times bestselling author Khoury. 
448 pp.
978-1-25021-096-8 
___047870801 27.99

 
Eunuchs and Nymphomaniacs
Anonymous GLLY
The New York Times bestselling author of 
Diary of an Oxygen Thief and Chameleon in 
a Candy Store is back with the spellbinding 
conclusion to the series. 224 pp.
978-1-982128-97-5 
___049354632 paper 16.00

 
Every Man Dies Alone, 10th Anniversary Ed.
Hans Fallada MVIL
Introduction by Alan Furst
This never-before-translated masterpiece—
by a heroic bestselling writer who saw his 
life crumble when he wouldn’t join the Nazi 
Party—is based on a true story of life in Berlin 
under the Nazis. 592 pp.
978-1-61219-826-2 
___049720223 paper 18.99

 
Exquisite Mariposa
Fiona Alison Duncan SOSK
In the aftermath of a reality TV deal gone 
wrong, the author asks the question: Can 
you rewrite your life? The answer, her debut 
novel Exquisite Mariposa, follows a cast of 
housemates as they navigate questions of 
art making and economies, breakups and 
breakdowns, and the internet and its many 
obsessions. 192 pp.
978-1-59376-578-1 
___047339544 
paper 16.95

 
The Factory
Hiroko Oyamada NEWD
David Boyd, translator
The English-language debut of one of the 
most powerfully strange young voices in 
Japan. Told in three alternating first-person 
narratives, The Factory casts a vivid—if 
sometimes surreal—portrait of the absurdity 
and meaninglessness of modern life. 128 pp.
978-0-8112-2885-5 
___048487424 paper 13.95

 
False Bingo
Stories
Jac Jemc MXCD
The mundane becomes sinister in a 
disquieting story collection from the author 
of The Grip of It. In Jemc’s dislocating 
second story collection, sinister forces—
some supernatural, some of this earth, some 
real and some not—work their ways into 
everyday life. 240 pp.
978-0-374-53835-4 
___048320545 paper 15.00
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Family Trust
Kathy Wang MORW
A compelling tale of cultural expectations, 
career ambitions, and relationships, Family 
Trust skewers the ambition and desires that 
drive Silicon Valley and draws a sharply 
loving portrait of modern American family 
life. 416 pp.
978-0-06-285526-8 
___048477194 paper 16.99

 
The Far Field
Madhuri Vijay GOVR
Gorgeously tactile and sweeping in historical 
and sociopolitical scope, Pushcart Prize-
winner Vijay follows a complicated flaneuse 
across the Indian subcontinent as she 
reckons with her past, her desires, and the 
tumultuous present. 448 pp.
978-0-8021-4796-7 
___048638240 
paper 17.00

 
Feast Days
Ian MacKenzie BBB 
Intelligent and deeply felt, Feast Days follows 
a young wife who relocates with her financier 
husband to Sao Paulo, where she encounters 
crime, protests, refugees, gentrification, and 
the collision of art and commerce, while 
confronting the crisis slowly building inside 
her own marriage. 240 pp.
978-0-316-44015-8 
___045290174 paper 15.99

 
Ficciones
Jorge Luis Borges GOVR
Anthony Kerrigan, editor
Anthony Bonner, translator
The 17 pieces in Ficciones demonstrate the 
whirlwind of Borges’ genius and mirror 
the precision and potency of his intellect 
and inventiveness, his piercing irony, his 
skepticism, and his obsession with fantasy. 
176 pp.
978-0-8021-4715-8 
___046893774 
paper 16.00

 
The First Lady and the Rebel
Susan Higginbotham SOBK
From celebrated author Higginbotham 
comes the incredible story of Lincoln’s First 
Lady whose beloved sister Emily is across 
party lines, fighting for the South, and Mary 
is at risk of losing both her country and her 
family in the tides of a brutal war. 400 pp.
978-1-49264-708-9 
___047871093 paper 15.99

 
Fishnet
Kirstin Innes GYSP
A woman’s search for her missing sister 
leads her into the world of contemporary sex 
work in this “thoughtful, bruising, poignant, 
and poetic” (Ian Rankin) debut that offers a 
clear-eyed look at the lives of sex workers, 
questioning our perception of contemporary 
femininity and challenging assumptions about 
power, vulnerability, and choice. 352 pp.
978-1-982116-15-6 
___048551844 27.00

 
Five Windows
Jon Roemer DZAC
With shades of Alfred Hitchcock’s Rear 
Window, a homebound man becomes 
increasingly consumed by what he thinks 
he sees at a four-stop intersection in his San 
Francisco neighborhood. 184 pp.
978-1-945814-94-5 
___047787415 
paper 16.95

 
The Fool and Other Moral Tales
Anne Serre NEWD
Mark Hutchinson, translator
From the brilliant author of the celebrated 
Governesses come three delicious, 
thoroughly out-of-the-way tales. 228 pp.
978-0-8112-2716-2 
___048463248 paper 15.95

 
Forgotten Journey
Silvina Ocampo CITY
Suzanne Jill Levine, translator
Katie Lateef-Jan, translator
Foreword by Carmen Boullosa
Delicately crafted, intensely visual, deeply 
personal stories explore the nature of 
memory, family ties, and the difficult 
imbalances of love.  120 pp.
978-0-87286-772-7 
___048151374 
paper 14.95

 
Frankissstein
Jeanette Winterson ATMP
Internationally bestselling icon Winterson’s 
highly anticipated new book is an audacious 
love story that weaves disparate lives into 
an exploration of transhumanism, artificial 
intelligence, and queer love. 352 pp.
978-0-8021-2949-9 
___048629187 
27.00

 
Freeman’s: California
John Freeman, editor GOVR
Featuring work from Tommy Orange, Rabih 
Alameddine, Rachel Kushner, Mai Der 
Vang, Reyna Grande, and more, the sixth 
Freeman’s brilliantly showcases some of the 
world’s best writers grappling with the myths 
and reality of California today. 304 pp.
978-0-8021-4787-5 
___048285947 
paper 16.00
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A Gingerbread Romance
Based on the Hallmark Channel Original 
Movie
Lacey Baker HLLM
As an architect, Taylor designs beautiful 
buildings—but will her heart ever find a place 
to call home? Includes an original recipe for 
Best-Ever Gingerbread. 264 pp.
978-1-947892-43-9 
___048474344 
paper 12.99

 
The Girl at the Door
A Novel
Veronica Raimo GPBC
A riveting story of lust, power, and betrayal. 
The Rashomon-style narrative offers a 
penetrating and complex portrait of a sexual 
assault and its aftermath, in the alternating 
perspectives of the perpetrator and his 
pregnant partner. 240 pp.
978-0-8021-4734-9 
___046795621 
paper 16.00

 
The Girl Who Reads on the Métro
Christine Feret-Fleury FLAT
In the vein of Amélie and The Little Paris 
Bookshop, a modern fairytale about a French 
woman whose life is turned upside down 
when she meets a reclusive bookseller and 
his young daughter. 192 pp.
978-1-25031-542-7 
___047871589 22.99

 
The Girl with the Leica
Based on the True Story of the Woman 
Behind the Name Robert Capa
Helena Janeczek EUOE
Ann Goldstein, translator
Winner of the Strega Prize Gerda Taro, this 
biographical novel is based on the true 
story of Gerda Taro, a German Jewish war 
photographer, antifascist, and the first woman 
photojournalist to have died while covering 
the frontline in the Spanish Civil War. 364 pp.
978-1-60945-547-7 
___048550763 
paper 18.00

 
Heroine
Gail Scott CAHH
A classic feminist novel for a new generation, 
this work will resonate in a world of 
increasing radicalization. 192 pp.
978-1-55245-391-9 
___048334799 
paper 17.95

 
Holding on to Nothing
Elizabeth Chiles Shelburne BLIR
In luminous prose, debut novelist Shelburne 
brings a present-day Appalachian story in the 
tradition of Lee Smith, Silas House, and Ron 
Rash, cast without sentiment or cliché, but 
with a genuine and profound understanding 
of the place and its people. 262 pp.
978-1-949467-08-6 
___048308152 
25.95

 
Honey, I Killed the Cats
Dorota Maslowska DPVM
Benjamin Paloff, translator
An incomparably hilarious satire of modern 
consumer culture, this work has everything 
from personality to religion commodified, like 
Virginie Despentes meets Blade Runner. 176 pp.
978-1-941920-82-4 
___048175315 
paper 15.95

 
Hope Farm
Peggy Frew SBEB
A devastatingly beautiful story about the 
broken bonds of childhood, and the enduring 
cost of holding back the truth—longlisted for 
the International IMPAC Dublin Prize. 352 pp.
978-1-947534-72-8 
___047971803 
paper 17.00

 
The House of Brides
Jane Cockram HR  
Cockram makes her thrilling debut with this 
page-turning tale of psychological suspense 
in which a young woman whose life is in 
tatters flees to the safety of a family estate in 
England, but instead of comfort finds chilling 
secrets and lies. 384 pp.
978-0-06-293929-6 
___049025819 27.99

 
I Hotel
Karen Tei Yamashita COFF
Introduction by Jessica Hagedorn
Preface by Karen Tei Yamashita
Dazzling and ambitious, this multivoiced 
fusion of prose, playwriting, graphic art, and 
philosophy spins an epic tale of America’s 
struggle for civil rights as it played out in San 
Francisco near the end of the 1960s. 648 pp.
978-1-56689-545-3 
___048238596 
paper 21.95

 
If Only I Could Tell You
Hannah Beckerman MORW
The author pens a life-affirming novel that 
tells the story of a family divided and the 
secret that can possibly unite them—a must 
for fans of This Is Us. 368 pp.
978-0-06-289054-2 
___048414579 paper 15.99

 
If Only I Could Tell You
978-0-06-295218-9 MORW
___048414607 26.99
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In Dependence
Sarah Ladipo Manyika CSVA
A lyrical and moving story of unfulfilled love 
fraught with the weight of history, race, and 
geography and intertwined with questions of 
belonging, aging, faith, and family secrets.  
288 pp.
978-1-911115-77-9 
___048102969 
paper 15.95

 
The Incompletes
Sergio Chejfec ONLT
Heather Cleary, translator
In this world-spanning intellectual thriller, 
each character carries within them a secret 
that they don’t quite understand—a stash 
of money hidden in the pages of a book, 
a wasteland at the edge of the city, and a 
mysterious shaft of light in the sky. 157 pp.
978-1-948830-03-4 
___047836265 
paper 14.95

 
The Infamous
An Illumnati Novel
K’Wan VODK
and SLMN
Power finds himself in the middle of a love 
triangle gone wrong with a label owner 
and his lead singer, Egypt, which threatens 
the freedom and livelihood of everyone 
involved. 288 pp.
978-0-9987674-2-0 
___039842323 
paper 14.95

 
It Would Be Night in Caracas
Karina Sainz Borgo HR  
Elizabeth Bryer, translator
Told with gripping intensity, this is the 
chronicle of one woman’s desperate battle 
to survive amid the dangerous, sometimes 
deadly, turbulence of modern Venezuela and 
the lengths she must go to secure her future. 
224 pp.
978-0-06-293686-8 
___048565532 23.99

 
Joytime Killbox
Brian Wood BOAE
The awkwardness of modern living takes 
center stage in these nine short stories. 
With sparse prose and candid humor, these 
stories draw attention to the absurdities of 
day-to-day interactions. 136 pp.
978-1-942683-91-9 
___047905531 
paper 17.00

 
A Key to Treehouse Living
Elliot Reed TINH
For fans of Mark Haddon, Tony Earley, and 
Jonathan Safran Foer comes an epic tale of 
boyhood from an unforgettable voice. 240 
pp.
978-1-947793-59-0 
___048712081 paper 15.95

 
Killing Commendatore
Haruki Murakami VINT
The much-anticipated new novel from the 
internationally acclaimed author of 1Q84 
and Colorless Tsukuru Tazaki and His Years 
of Pilgrimage is an epic tour de force of love 
and loneliness, war and art—as well as a 
loving homage to The Great Gatsby. 752 pp.
978-0-525-43576-1 
___049172704 paper 17.00

 
Life Went on Anyway
Stories
Oleg Sentsov DPVM
Uilleam Blacker, translator
Timely, Tarkovskian collection of stories by 
the Sakharov Peace Prize-winning Ukrainian 
film director whose political imprisonment in 
Russia since 2014 is an international cause 
célèbre. 120 pp.
978-1-941920-87-9 
___048175404 
paper 14.95

 
Listen to the Marriage
John Jay Osborn PICD
A searing look at the obstacles people put 
in their own way, as well as the forces that 
drive them apart or bring them together, this 
work is a poignant exploration of marriage, 
heartbreaking and tender. 256 pp.
978-1-25023-476-6 
___047676290 paper 17.00

 
The Lost Causes of Bleak Creek
A Novel
Rhett McLaughlin CRNP
and Link Neal
From the authors of the #1 New York Times-
bestseller Rhett & Link’s Book of Mythicality 
and creators of Good Mythical Morning, a 
thrilling and darkly funny novel about two 
best friends fighting the sinister forces at the 
heart of their Southern town. 336 pp.
978-1-984822-13-0 
___048544503 26.00

 
Louis L’Amour’s Lost Treasures: Vol. 2
Louis L’Amour BANT
with Beau L’Amour
More unpublished works from the archives 
of L’Amour: complete short stories, partial 
novels, treatments, and notes that will 
transport readers from the Western frontier 
to India, China, and even the future. 576 pp.
978-0-425-28492-6 
___048401240 30.00
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The Man Who Saw Everything
Deborah Levy BLMS
From the author of the Booker Prize finalists 
Hot Milk and Swimming Home comes 
an electrifying novel that traverses the 
vast reaches of the human imagination 
while artfully blurring sexual and political 
binaries—feminine and masculine, East and 
West, past and present—to reveal the full 
spectrum of our world. 208 pp.
978-1-63286-984-5 
___047677362 26.00

 
Marley
A Novel
Jon Clinch ATR 
From the acclaimed author of Finn comes a 
masterful re-imagining of Charles Dickens’s 
classic, A Christmas Carol, in this darkly 
entertaining and moving exploration of 
the twisted relationship between Ebenezer 
Scrooge and Jacob Marley. 304 pp.
978-1-982129-70-5 
___048551959 27.00

 
The Mistletoe Matchmaker
Felicity Hayes-McCoy PEEA
It’s Christmas in Ireland, and when Cassie 
Fitzgerald arrives from Toronto to visit her 
grandparents, she learns that it’s never too 
late to come home. “The perfect winter 
heart-warmer.”—Cathy Kelly, bestselling 
author of Between Sisters and Secrets of a 
Happy Marriage. 368 pp.
978-0-06-279906-7 
___048203363 paper 15.99

 
The Mistletoe Matchmaker
978-0-06-295446-6 PEEA
___048439070 26.99

 
Moonlight Travellers
Quentin Blake THAM
with Will Self
Bringing together two formidable talents 
for the first time, this literary and artistic 
collaboration on the theme of night travel 
features original artwork by Blake (known 
for his work with Roald Dahl) and text by 
novelist Self (Umbrella and Phone). 112 pp.
978-0-500-02273-3 
___048415681 24.95

 
The Museum of Lost Love
Gary Barker WDLC
In Zagreb, a couple discovers a museum that 
displays mementos of broken relationships. 
A whirlwind summer of reconnecting with 
lost pasts follows. 216 pp.
978-1-64286-042-9 
___048238483 
paper 16.99

 
My Brilliant Friend (HBO Tie-In Edition)
Book 2: The Story of a New Name, Youth
Elena Ferrante EUOE
Ann Goldstein, translator
In this New York Times and national indie 
bestseller, Ferrante gives readers a poignant, 
universal story about friendship, class, and 
belonging. 480 pp.
978-1-60945-553-8 
___048550144 
paper 18.00

 
My Father’s Dragon
Ruth Stiles Gannett DOVR
Ruth Chrisman Gannett, illustrator
There’s an enslaved dragon on Wild Island, 
and young Elmer Elevator is determined 
to free him—despite hungry tigers, cranky 
crocodiles, and other challenges. 96 pp.
978-0-486-83749-9 
___049337959 14.95

 
The Next Person You Meet in Heaven
The Sequel to the Five People You Meet in 
Heaven
Mitch Albom HR  
In this enchanting sequel, Albom tells the 
story of Eddie’s heavenly reunion with 
Annie, the little girl he saved on Earth, in an 
unforgettable novel of how lives and losses 
intersect. 224 pp.
978-0-06-229445-6 
___048626692 paper 15.99

 
Night Train
New and Selected Stories
Thom Jones BBB 
Introduction by Amy Bloom
From the award-winning author of story 
collections The Pugilist at Rest, Cold Snap, 
and Sonny Liston Was a Friend of Mine 
comes a scorching posthumous collection 
featuring Jones’ best new works, alongside 
a selection of older stories. 432 pp.
978-0-316-44936-6 
___048564189 paper 16.99

 
Nights of the Creaking Bed
Toni Kan CSVA
Colorful characters involved in affecting 
dramas underlie this memorable short-story 
collection that explores corruption, religious 
intolerance, gratuitous violence, and the 
importance of joy. 192 pp.
978-1-911115-84-7 
___048102640 
paper 14.95

 
The Not Wives
Carley Moore AMYE
The author presents a novel of sex-positive 
awakening and burgeoning political 
resistance, set in Occupy-era New York City. 
368 pp.
978-1-936932-68-9 
___047997545 
paper 17.95
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Now We Shall Be Entirely Free
Andrew Miller EUOE
Miller’s is a novel of delicately shifting 
moods, a pastoral comedy, and passionate 
romance story alternating with a blackly 
menacing thriller. 432 pp.
978-1-60945-543-9 
___048550590 
paper 19.00

 
The Old Nurse’s Story
A Ghost Story for Christmas
Elizabeth Gaskell BIAS
Seth, illustrator
After her parents pass away, young 
Rosamond and her nurse discover an 
exceptionally beautiful old portrait. Part of 
a series of beautifully illustrated, collectible 
books designed by the world-renowned 
cartoonist Seth, this volume is trimmed to fit 
the coziest stocking. 72 pp.
978-1-77196-315-2 
___048286340 
paper 6.95

 
Opioid, Indiana
Brian Allen Carr SOHO
During a week-long suspension from school, 
a teenage transplant to impoverished rural 
Indiana searches for a job, the whereabouts 
of his vanished drug-addicted guardian, and 
meaning in the America of the Trump years 
in this insightful novel from the acclaimed 
author of Sip. 224 pp.
978-1-64129-078-4 
___047918506 16.00

 
An Orchestra of Minorities
Chigozie Obioma BBB 
A heartbreaking story about a Nigerian 
poultry farmer who sacrifices everything to 
win the woman he loves, by a Man Booker 
Finalist and author of The Fishermen. 464 pp.
978-0-316-41240-7 
___048564187 paper 16.99

 
Paper Houses
Dominique Fortier CAHH
Rhonda Mullins, translator
Emily Dickinson is as famous for being 
a recluse as she is for her poetry. In this 
stunning novel, Fortier brings Dickinson 
vividly to life, as if reanimating a flower that 
had been pressed in a book, through her 
reflections on language and what it feels like 
to be home. 192 pp.
978-1-55245-392-6 
___048334679 
paper 17.95

 
A Peculiar Kind of Immigrant’s Son
Sergio Troncoso CNPU
With echoes of Theodore Dreiser’s American 
Tragedy and F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great 
Gatsby, this collection of stories is about 
Mexican-Americans grappling with their 
roots as their ambitions take them far from 
home, culturally and geographically. 224 pp.
978-1-947627-33-8 
___048102912 
paper 16.95

 
Pigs
Johanna Stoberock REHN
In the tradition of Lord of the Flies, Pigs is an 
exquisitely wrought fable about the excesses 
of the contemporary world.  272 pp.
978-1-59709-044-5 
___047836872 
paper 16.95

 
The Promise
Silvina Ocampo CITY
Suzanne Jill Levine
and Jessica Powell, translators
Foreword by Ernesto Montequin
A dying woman’s attempt to recount the story 
of her life reveals the fragility of memory and 
the illusion of identity. “A masterpiece from 
an extraordinary author who deserves to 
be read over and over.”—Marjorie Agosin, 
author of I Lived On Butterfly Hill  144 pp.
978-0-87286-771-0 
___048175925 
paper 14.95

 
Reinhardt’s Garden
A Novel
Mark Haber COFF
In this delightfully dense, fast-paced comedy 
with notes of László Krasznahorkai and Saul 
Bellow, Jacov and his scribe cross continents 
in search of the legendary prophet of 
melancholic philosophy. 168 pp.
978-1-56689-562-0 
___048238054 
paper 16.95

 
Ribbons of Scarlet
A Novel of the French Revolution’s Women
Kate Quinn et al. MORW
Six bestselling and award-winning authors 
(Quinn, Stephanie Dray, Laura Kamoie, 
Sophie Perinot, Heather Webb, and E. 
Knight) bring to life a breathtaking epic novel 
illuminating the hopes, desires, and destinies 
of unforgettable women whose paths cross 
during the French Revolution. 560 pp.
978-0-06-291607-5 
___048203372 paper 16.99

 
Ribbons of Scarlet
978-0-06-295219-6 MORW
___048440929 26.99
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Right After the Weather
Carol Anshaw ATR 
The author of the New York Times bestseller 
Carry the One presents a new and long-
awaited novel exploring what happens when 
untested people are put to a hard test, and 
in its aftermath, find themselves in a newly 
uncertain world. 288 pp.
978-1-47674-779-8 
___048478717 27.00

 
A Royal Christmas Wish
Lizzie Shane HLLM
Life isn’t a fairytale—until it is. A mysterious 
countess grants Jenny one wish, and she 
soon finds herself married to a handsome 
prince. Unfortunately, at the stroke of 
midnight on Christmas night, her life will 
go back to normal—unless she makes the 
enchantment last forever. 304 pp.
978-1-947892-44-6 
___048421520 
paper 15.99

 
Ruby & Roland
Faith Sullivan MLKW
From the author of Good Night, Mr. 
Wodehouse and The Cape Ann comes 
a new tale of relationships—friendship, 
romance, and the families we are born with 
and create—and of one woman’s journey of 
selfhood on the prairie. 256 pp.
978-1-57131-132-0 
___047326771 
25.00

 
Salt Slow
Julia Armfield FLAT
From White Review Short Story Prize winner 
Armfield, a brilliant, provocative debut story 
collection for fans of Carmen Maria Machado 
and Kelly Link. “Reading this collection is 
the only thing you need to do right now. 
Armfield is an enormous, gut-wrenching 
talent.” 208 pp.
978-1-25022-477-4 
___047870984 24.99

 
Saudade
Suneeta Peres da Costa TNSK
A Goan immigrant family caught between 
their complicity in Portuguese rule and 
their own outsider status in Angola pre-
independence. 120 pp.
978-1-945492-28-0 
___048176036 
paper 15.95

 
Scattering the Ashes
Paul Russell Semendinger AESI
Sam Holmes’ simple life is 
radically changed when his father 
suddenly passes away and the 
Last Will and Testament are read. 
To earn his inheritance, Sam must 
travel to the places that had been 
significant and scatter his father’s 
ashes at these destinations. 278 
pp.
978-1-932926-78-1
___049333459 27.95

 
A Season on Earth
Gerald Murnane TXPC
Lost to the world for more than four 
decades, Murane’s second novel in full is the 
essential link between two acknowledged 
masterpieces: his debut novel, Tamarisk 
Row, a lyrical account of boyhood, and the 
revolutionary prose of The Plains. 512 pp.
978-1-925773-34-7 
___047897195 
26.95

 
Secret Society: All We Ask Is Trust, 4th Ed. 
Miasha VODK
In a world where social media can both build 
and destroy, Celess’ secret is harder to hide. 
Starting over in Dubai seemed like her best 
bet until the destination became the hot spot 
for American celebrities and socialites. Now 
all those she was hiding from are surfacing 
in her backyard—right where she buried her 
skeletons. 288 pp.
978-0-9996390-2-3 
___043668137 
paper 9.99

 
Seven Letters
J.P. Monninger GRIF
The author of the international bestseller 
The Map That Leads to You tells a poignant 
love story of the ways the world divides two 
souls—and the way that love brings them 
together. 352 pp.
978-1-25018-769-7 
___047871344 paper 16.99

 
Seven Nights
Simon Strauss RRBK
Eva Bacon
and Lee Bacon, translators
This coming-of-age novel is the most 
reviewed, discussed, and recommended 
German language debut of the last decade, 
earning Strauss praise as “one of the greatest 
talents of his generation”—and also one of 
the most controversial. 155 pp.
978-1-64428-051-5 
___048421281 
paper 16.00
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The Shadow King
Maaza Mengiste NORT
Recently orphaned Hirut struggles to adapt to 
her new life as a maid in Kidane’s household. 
Kidane’s initial kindness shifts into a flinty 
cruelty when she resists his advances, and 
Hirut finds herself tumbling into a new 
world of betrayals and overwhelming rage—
as Mussolini’s army prepares for an easy 
victory. 448 pp.
978-0-393-08356-9 
___048400355 26.95

 
The Shape of Family
A Novel
Shilpi Somaya Gowda MORW
From the international bestselling author 
of Secret Daughter and The Golden Son 
comes a poignant, unforgettable novel about 
a family’s growing apart and coming back 
together in the wake of tragedy. A profoundly 
moving exploration of the ways we all seek 
belonging. 384 pp.
978-0-06-293322-5 
___049025722 26.99

 
She Was Like That
New and Selected Stories
Kate Walbert SCRB
From a highly acclaimed, National Book 
Award nominee comes a dazzling, career-
spanning collection of 12 new and selected 
stories. 256 pp.
978-1-47679-942-1 
___047050537 26.00

 
The Sinister Mystery of the Mesmerizing Girl
Theodora Goss SGRR
Mary Jekyll and the Athena Club race to save 
Alice—and foil a plot to unseat the Queen, in 
the electrifying conclusion to the trilogy that 
began with the Nebula Award finalist and 
Locus Award winner The Strange Case of the 
Alchemist’s Daughter. 448 pp.
978-1-53442-787-7 
___048478816 24.99

 
Slave Old Man
Patrick Chamoiseau NPRS
Now in paperback, this gripping, profoundly 
unsettling novel shares the tale of an elderly 
slave’s daring escape into the wild from a 
plantation in Martinique, with his master and 
a fearsome hound on his heels. 176 pp.
978-1-62097-588-6 
___050410048 
paper 14.99

 
Slaves to Fortune
Tom Lanoye WDLC
Paul Vincent, translator
Two Belgian exiles, both called Tony Hanssen, 
are on the run from their former lives on 
different continents. This societal satire with 
a classic doppelganger motif tackles current 
topics such as the global financial crisis with 
scathing humor. 324 pp.
978-1-64286-046-7 
___048238436 
paper 16.99

 
Stitches in Time
The Deacon’s Family, Book 2
Suzanne Woods Fisher FMRV
A new teacher in Stoney Ridge takes on 
the challenge to help find homes for foster 
children in Lancaster County. Her effort brings 
hope to two young girls, but complicates her 
budding romance. 336 pp.
978-0-8007-2752-9 
___048477762 paper 15.99

 
Suicide Woods
Stories
Benjamin Percy GRAW
In his first story collection since the 
acclaimed Refresh, Refresh, Percy brings his 
page-turning skills to bear in a potent brew 
of horror, crime, and weird happenings in the 
woods. 216 pp.
978-1-64445-006-2 
___047929829 paper 16.00

 
Sweet Days of Discipline
Fleur Jaeggy NEWD
Tim Parks, translator
On the heels of I Am the Brother of XX 
and These Possible Lives, here is Jaeggy’s 
fabulously witchy first book in English, with 
a new Peter Mendelsund cover. 112 pp.
978-0-8112-2903-6 
___048463260 paper 13.95

 
Taboo
Kim Scott SBEE
From the two-time winner of the Miles 
Franklin Literary Award comes a work 
charged with ambition and poetry, in equal 
parts brutal, mysterious and idealistic, about 
a young woman cast into a drama that has 
been playing for over 200 years. 304 pp.
978-1-61873-169-2 
___049461699 
paper 17.00

 
A Tall History of Sugar
Curdella Forbes AKAB
A haunting, epic Caribbean love story, 
reminiscent of García Márquez’s Love in the 
Time of Cholera. “Captivating from the very 
first page.”—Jennifer Egan, Pulitzer Prize-
winning author of Manhattan Beach 368 pp.
978-1-61775-751-8 
___048041612 
28.95

 
There Has to Be a Knife
Adnan Khan APUL
In this blistering debut novel, author 
Khan investigates themes of race, class, 
masculinity, and contemporary relationships 
and examines expectations—both intimate 
and political—on brown men, exploring 
ideas of cultural identity and the tropes we 
use to represent them. 224 pp.
978-1-55152-785-7 
___048286379 
paper 15.95
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Three Flames
Alan Lightman CPOI
The author portrays the struggles of a 
Cambodian farming family against the 
extreme patriarchal attitudes of their society 
and the cruel and dictatorial family father, 
set against a rural community that is slowly 
being exposed to the modern world and its 
values.  208 pp.
978-1-64009-228-0 
___047845405 
25.00

 
The Ticking Heart
Andrew Kaufman CAHH
Tender and brutal, optimistic and despairing, 
this modern fable by the author of the cult hit 
All My Friends Are Superheroes takes a fresh 
look at what it means to fall into, and out of, 
love. 176 pp.
978-1-55245-389-6 
___048335011 
paper 17.95

 
Tuesday Mooney Talks to Ghosts
Kate Racculia HM  
A dying billionaire sends one woman and 
a cast of dreamers and rivals on a citywide 
treasure hunt in this irresistible novel by the 
author of Bellweather Rhapsody. 368 pp.
978-0-358-02393-7 
___048989723 26.00

 
The Tutor
Marilee Albert RRBK
Recent Yale grad Alice wants to be close to 
her boyfriend in Paris, with enough space to 
sow a few oats. So off to Rome she goes. Her 
other goals? To make art and find a muse. 
Instead, she finds herself a muse to various 
men. Will Alice ever find her way? 312 pp.
978-1-64428-034-8 
___047514215 
paper 18.00

 
Twenty-One Truths About Love
Matthew Dicks STMS
From the beloved author of Memoirs of an 
Imaginary Friend comes a wonderful new 
novel about a struggling man—written 
entirely in lists. 352 pp.
978-1-25010-348-2 
___047871260 26.99

 
An Unforgettable Christmas
Ginny Baird HLLM
He doesn’t remember his past, but could she 
have a future with him? This heartwarming 
holiday romance includes a free Hallmark 
original recipe for Arroz Con Pollo (Chicken 
with Rice). 300 pp.
978-1-947892-45-3 
___048435676 
paper 15.99

 
Unsheltered
Barbara Kingsolver PEEA
The New York Times-bestselling author and 
recipient of numerous literary awards returns 
with a timely novel that interweaves past and 
present to explore the human capacity for 
resiliency and compassion in times of great 
upheaval. 496 pp.
978-0-06-268473-8 
___048440810 paper 17.99

 
A Very Scandinavian Christmas
The Greatest Nordic Holiday Stories of All 
Time
Hans Christian Andersen et al. NWVL
The fourth book in the popular Very 
Christmas Series brings together the best 
Scandinavian holiday stories including 
classics by Andersen of Denmark; Nobel Prize 
winner Selma Lagerlsf, August Strindberg, 
and Hjalmar Ssderberg of Sweden; as well 
as popular contemporary Norwegian author 
Karl Ove Knausgaard. 140 pp.
978-1-939931-76-4 
___048296852 
22.95

 
The Walking Boy
Lydia Kwa APUL
Kwa pens a quietly subversive quest novel 
set in eighth-century China, that follows 
chronologically the story told in Oracle Bone, 
her first novel, published in 2017. 280 pp.
978-1-55152-763-5 
___048286051 
paper 17.95

 
War on Christmas
An Anthology of Tinseled Mayhem
Sandra Kasturi CAIX
and Craig Wolf, editors
They want a war on Christmas? Fine. Here 
it is. An anthology of weird and fantastic 
stories that snap back against glitzy prefab 
holiday cheer from such authors as Neil 
Gaiman, Helen Lee, and Karl Schroeder. 300 
pp.
978-1-77148-499-2 
___048102920 
paper 17.99

 
Welcome to America
Linda Boström Knausgård WDLC
Martin Aitken, translator
Ellen thinks she may have killed her dad and 
her brother’s barricaded himself in his room. 
Knausgård’s novel is a scintillating portrait of 
a sensitive, strong-willed child in the throes 
of trauma, a family on the brink of implosion, 
and the love that threatens to tear them 
apart. 160 pp.
978-1-64286-041-2 
___048238643 
paper 15.99
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A Well-Behaved Woman
A Novel of the Vanderbilts
Therese Anne Fowler GRIF
Fowler paints a glittering world of enormous 
wealth contrasted against desperate poverty, 
of social ambition and social scorn, of 
friendship and betrayal, and an unforgettable 
story of a remarkable woman—Alva Smith 
Vanderbilt Belmont, living proof that history 
is made by those who know the rules—and 
how to break them. 560 pp.
978-1-25009-548-0 
___047870908 paper 16.99

 
What Is Missing
Michael Frank FSG 
Suspenseful and gripping, award-winning 
author Frank delivers a psychological family 
drama about a father, a son, and the woman 
they both love. 320 pp.
978-0-374-29838-8 
___046789093 27.00

 
Where the Light Falls: Selected Stories of 
Nancy Hale
Nancy Hale LIAM
Lauren Groff, editor
Groff invites a new generation of readers 
to rediscover the haunting stories of a 
neglected mid-century master. Haunting, 
vivid, and wonderfully subversive, Hale’s 
stories typically concern women navigating 
their way uncertainly through life. 384 pp.
978-1-59853-642-3 
___048031773 26.00

 
Whiskey & Ribbons
Leesa Cross-Smith HCYP
Set in contemporary Louisville, Cross-
Smith’s mesmerizing first novel surrounding 
the death of a police officer is a requiem 
for marriage, friendship and family, from 
an author Roxane Gay has called “a 
consummate storyteller.” 272 pp.
978-1-938235-54-2 
___045313991 
paper 16.00

 
Why, Why, Why?
Quim Monzó ONLT
Peter Bush, translator
Catalan’s greatest contemporary writer 
delivers a wickedly funny story collection, 
a delectable brew of dark humor and biting 
satire on human relationships. 114 pp.
978-1-948830-04-1 
___047836419 
paper 13.95

 
Will and Testament
Vigdis Hjorth VRSO
Charlotte Barslund, translator
A controversial bestseller from one of 
Norway’s most intelligent and highly 
regarded novelists.  This emotionally searing 
novel is at once a wrenching look at a family 
fractured and a meditation on the nature of 
trauma and memory. 304 pp.
978-1-78873-310-6 
___047862588 paper 19.95

 
Winter in Paradise
Elin Hilderbrand BBB 
Spend the coldest days of winter on a 
Caribbean beach with New York Times-
bestselling author Hilderbrand for the 
beginning of her thrilling new series The 
Paradise. 320 pp.
978-0-316-43553-6 
___048564188 paper 16.99

FICTION - HISTORICAL

 
Arroyo
Chip Jacobs RRBK
While digging up the truth about the 
Colorado Street Bridge, in all its eye-catching 
grandeur and unavoidable darkness, the 
characters in this fast-paced novel paint a 
vivid picture of how the home of the Rose 
Bowl got its dramatic start. 384 pp.
978-1-64428-028-7 
___047513876 
26.00

 
Bella Poldark
A Novel of Cornwall, 1818-1820
Winston Graham GRIF
The 12th book in Graham’s classic Poldark 
saga, now a major TV series from Masterpiece 
PBS, continues the tale of Ross and Demelza; 
of the wayward Valentine Warleggan; of 
Bella, the Poldarks’ youngest daughter; of 
Clowance, the Poldarks’ widowed daughter; 
and of a murderer who stalks the villages of 
west Cornwall. 704 pp.
978-1-25024-478-9 
___047870889 paper 17.99

 
The Christmas Boutique
An Elm Creek Quilts Novel
Jennifer Chiaverini MORW
New York Times-bestselling author Chiaverini 
returns with the first book in her beloved Elm 
Creek Quilts series to be published in more 
than five years—a captivating, heartwarming 
Christmas-themed tale sure to become a 
holiday favorite. 304 pp.
978-0-06-284113-1 
___048203365 19.99
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Daughter of Earth
A Novel
Agnes Smedley FEMP
Nancy Hoffman, Afterword
Foreword by Alice Walker
Introduction by Paola Mendoza
This gritty, sweeping novel recreates the life 
story of an American working-class woman 
and burgeoning political activist in the early 
20th century. 336 pp.
978-1-936932-78-8 
___048042226 
paper 17.95

 
The Dictionary of Animal Languages
A Novel
Heidi Sopinka SBEB
Men are granted the right to solitude. 
Why can’t the same be done for women? 
A thrillingly elegant yet raw evocation of a 
woman clawing her way to a creative life, 
inspired by the story of surrealist artist 
Leonora Carrington. 320 pp.
978-1-947534-91-9 
___047971455 
paper 16.00

 
The Devil’s Slave
Tracy Borman ATMP
The acclaimed biographer of Henry VIII and 
Thomas Cromwell returns with the second 
novel in her historical trilogy set in the early 
years of the treacherous Stuart reign. For 
readers of Hilary Mantel, Philippa Gregory, 
and Kate Morton. 432 pp.
978-0-8021-2945-1 
___047590346 
27.00

 
The Gallows Pole
Benjamin Myers TDMK
A violently poetic English western inspired 
by the true story of the Cragg Vale Coiners 
and as wild as the moors on which it is set. 
“Not only one of my books of the year, but…
the best thing Myers has done.”—Robert 
Macfarlane, author of Underland 350 pp.
978-0-9974578-5-8 
___048175922 
paper 16.00

 
Secrets of the Chocolate House
Paula Brackston STMS
New York Times -bestselling author of The 
Witch’s Daughter returns to the Found 
Things series with its sequel, Secrets of the 
Chocolate House. 320 pp.
978-1-25007-244-3 
___047871427 27.99

 
The Sewing Machine
Natalie Fergie UAME
In this bestselling ebook, now in print for 
the first time, an old sewing machine holds 
the key to one family’s secrets over four 
generations. 368 pp.
978-1-78352-748-9 
___048732613 
paper 15.95

 
This Mortal Boy
Fiona Kidman ARVK
Kidman’s powerful novel explores the 
controversial topic of the death penalty with 
characteristic empathy and a probing eye 
for injustice. Winner of The Ockham New 
Zealand Book Awards 2019, the New Zealand 
Booklovers’ Prize for Fiction 2019, and the 
New Zealand Heritage Book Awards 2018. 
288 pp.
978-1-910709-58-0 
___047866978 
paper 15.95

 
The Twisted Sword
A Novel of Cornwall, 1815
Winston Graham GRIF
The 11th novel in Graham’s classic Poldark 
saga explores the complications of love lost 
and the class struggle of early 19th-century 
England with a light comic touch. 656 pp.
978-1-25024-476-5 
___047871229 paper 17.99

 
The Western Wind
Samantha Harvey GOVR
Written with timeless elegance, steeped in 
the spiritual traditions of the Middle Ages, 
and brimming with propulsive suspense, 
Harvey’s medieval mystery, told in reverse, 
is a riveting story of faith, guilt, and the 
freedom of confession. 304 pp.
978-0-8021-4772-1 
___047778514 
paper 16.00

FICTION - HORROR

 
The Apple Tree
A Ghost Story for Christmas
Daphne du Maurier BIAS
Seth, illustrator
World-renowned cartoonist Seth continues 
his series of beautifully illustrated collectible 
books featuring Christmas ghost stories. A 
widower admits to himself his wife’s death 
is a relief. Yet he still feels her presence. 
Does he feel guilty? Or does that weather-
beaten tree in the orchard bear an uncanny 
resemblance to her hunched posture? 72 pp.
978-1-77196-317-6 
___048285472 
paper 6.95
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The Sundial
A Ghost Story for Christmas
R.H. Malden BIAS
Seth, illustrator
When a man takes up residence in an old 
country home in England, he decides to 
install a sundial. But as he waits for it to be 
delivered, his dreams grow dark—and when 
the sundial finally arrives, it isn’t alone. 48 
pp.
978-1-77196-313-8 
___048286075 
paper 6.95

 
Violet
Scott Thomas IKHR
When Kris and her young daughter move 
back into her childhood home, Kris discovers 
that the sadistic imaginary friend she had as 
a child is very real, and plans to trap her in 
the house forever. 446 pp.
978-1-947848-36-8 
___042027275 
paper 17.99

 
The Willows and Other Stories
Algernon Blackwood BHVE
Josh O’Neill, editor
Paul Pope, illustrator
A collection of the stories of  Blackwood, 
precursor of Lovecraft and early master of 
weird fiction and uncanny horror has been 
lavishly illustrated by the celebrated graphic 
artist Pope. 144 pp.
978-1-948886-00-0 
___044821332 
100.00

FICTION - MEN’S ADVENTURE

 
When Hell Struck Twelve
A Billy Boyle World War II Mystery
James R. Benn SOHO
In his 14th mystery, U.S. Army detective 
Billy Boyle, along with Lieutenant Kazimierz, 
travel into the heart of Nazi-occupied Paris 
on a dangerous mission: ensure a traitor to 
the French Resistance unwittingly carries out 
a high-stakes deception campaign. 360 pp.
978-1-61695-963-0 
___047813294 27.95

FICTION - MYSTERY/ DETECTIVE

 
The 18th Abduction
The New Women’s Murder Club
James Patterson GCEB
and Maxine Paetro
Detective Lindsay Boxer and her husband 
Joe Molinari team up to protect San 
Francisco from an international war criminal 
in the newest Women’s Murder Club thriller. 
Three female schoolteachers go missing in 
San Francisco, and Boxer is on the case—
which quickly escalates from missing person 
to murder. 416 pp.
978-1-53873-159-8 
___048634979 paper 16.99

 
The Adventure of the Peculiar Protocols
Adapted from the Journals of John H. 
Watson, M.D.
Nicholas Meyer MNTR
With the international bestseller The Seven-
Per-Cent Solution, the author brought to 
light a previously unpublished case of 
Sherlock Holmes, as recorded by Dr. John H. 
Watson. Now Meyer returns with a shocking 
discovery—an unknown case drawn from a 
recently unearthed Watson journal. 256 pp.
978-1-25022-895-6 
___047871254 25.99

 
After the War
Hervé Le Corre WDNO
Sam Taylor, translator
The legacy of World War II persists in 
this multi-layered tale of vengeance and 
retribution, set in Bordeaux, France, in the 
1950s—a city plagued by memories of the 
war. 512 pp.
978-1-60945-539-2 
___048550513 
paper 19.00

 
The Art of Theft
The Lady Sherlock Series
Sherry Thomas BRKP
In the follow-up to the USA Today-bestselling 
The Hollow of Fear, Charlotte Holmes finds 
herself involved in a fever-paced scheme to 
infiltrate a glamorous Yuletide ball where a 
priceless painting is one handshake away 
from being sold—and the secrets hidden 
behind it a bare breath from exposure. 304 pp.
978-0-451-49247-0 
___048299289 paper 16.00

 
Bad Day at the Vulture Club
Baby Ganesh Agency, Book 5
Vaseem Khan MUHD
In the gripping new Baby Ganesh Agency 
novel, Inspector Chopra and his elephant 
sidekick investigate the death of one of 
Mumbai’s wealthiest citizens, a murder with 
ramifications for its poorest. 384 pp.
978-1-47368-536-9 
___048643779 26.99
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The Best American Mystery Stories 2019
Jonathan Lethem MRNB
and Otto Penzler, editors
New York Times-bestselling author of 10 
genre-bending novels Lethem helms this 
collection of the year’s best mystery short 
fiction. 336 pp.
978-1-32863-609-6 
___048989907 paper 15.99

 
Beyond a Reasonable Stout
A Sloan Krause Mystery
Ellie Alexander MNTR
Amateur sleuth Sloan Krause delves into 
the murderous political world in another 
delightful mystery from popular cozy writer 
Alexander. “Will keep readers enthralled to 
the very end.”—Kate Carlisle, 
978-1-25020-575-9 
___047871119 26.99

 
The Big Book of Reel Murders
Stories That Inspired Great Crime Films
Otto Penzler, editor VINT
Edgar Award-winning editor Penzler’s 
new anthology rolls out the red carpet for 
the stories that Hollywood is made of. He 
delivers the director’s cut on these classic 
short stories and the films they gave rise to. 
1,200 pp.
978-0-525-56388-4 
___049356484 paper 28.95

 
The Bodies in the Library
A First Edition Library Mystery 
Marty Wingate BRKP
Hayley Burke’s fresh start as the curator of 
The First Edition Society’s library in Bath, 
England, is about to take a rotten turn in 
this charming new mystery series from USA 
Today-bestselling author Wingate. 336 pp.
978-1-984804-10-5 
___048167392 26.00

 
The Bone Fire
S.D. Sykes PSUK
In the new Somershill Manor Mystery, Oswald 
de Lacy brings his family to a secluded island 
castle to escape the Black Death, but soon a 
murder within the household proves that 
even the strongest fortresses aren’t free from 
terror in 14th-century England. 320 pp.
978-1-64313-197-9 
___048431428 25.95

 
The Candy Cane Caper
A Cozy Culinary Mystery
Josi S. Kilpack SHAD
The theft of a friend’s priceless, family 
legacy Christmas ornaments brings 
amateur detective and culinary expert, 
Sadie Hoffmiller, back on the case in a new 
standalone cozy mystery. 320 pp.
978-1-62972-601-4 
___048604837 paper 15.99

 
Catacombs
A Faye Longchamp Mystery
Mary Anna Evans PPEN
The 12th installment of award-winning 
author Evans’ thrilling Faye Longchamp 
series finds Faye in the middle of a terrifying 
bombing in Oklahoma City. 
978-1-46421-131-7 
___045992531 26.99

 
Curious Toys
Elizabeth Hand MUHD
The Alienist meets The Devil in the White City: 
An intrepid young woman stalks a murderer 
through turn-of-the-century Chicago in this 
transfixing historical novel inspired by the 
story of the 1893 World’s Fair killer. 384 pp.
978-0-316-48588-3 
___047100898 27.00

 
Dachshund Through the Snow
An Andy Carpenter Mystery
David Rosenfelt MNTR
This Christmas, lawyer Andy Carpenter and 
his golden retriever, Tara, can’t say no to 
helping young Danny and his dachshund, 
Murphy. Danny asked Santa for a coat for his 
mother, a sweater for Murphy, and for the 
safe return of his missing father. 352 pp.
978-1-25023-768-2 
___047870750 24.99

 
Death at La Fenice
A Commissario Guido Brunetti Mystery
Donna Leon PEEA
In the first book in the internationally 
bestselling Guido Brunetti detective series, 
a high society murder leads Guido to 
investigate the darker side of beautiful 
Venice. Now available as a limited Olive 
Edition. 336 pp.
978-0-06-295747-4 
___048565556 paper 10.00

 
The Devil’s Due
A Sherlock Holmes Adventure
Bonnie Macbird HR  
After Art in the Blood and Unquiet Spirits, 
Holmes and Watson are back in the third 
of MacBird’s critically acclaimed Sherlock 
Holmes Adventures, written in the tradition of 
Conan Doyle himself. “Brilliant, beguiling…
delights both Sherlock Holmes aficionados 
and new fans of the genre.”—Huff Post 320 pp.
978-0-00-834810-6 
___048299335 26.99

 
The Skeleton Stuffs a Stocking
A Family Skeleton Mystery (#6)
Leigh Perry DVRN
Just in time for Christmas, Perry’s wonderful 
Family Skeleton Series of delightful cozy 
mysteries returns with a festive new murder 
mystery. 280 pp.
978-1-63576-647-9 
___047845009 
paper 16.00
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The Fragility of Bodies
Sergio Olguin BLEM
Miranda France, translator
After hearing about the suspicious suicide 
of a local train driver, Buenos Aires 
journalist Veronica Rosenthal investigates 
and soon finds herself in an unfamiliar 
world of grinding poverty, crime-infested 
neighborhoods, and train drivers haunted by 
the memory of bodies hit at speed by their 
locomotives. 348 pp.
978-1-912242-19-1 
___048042053 
paper 14.95

 
Gaudy Night
A Lord Peter Wimsey Mystery with Harriet 
Vane
Dorothy L. Sayers PEEA
Sayers’ Gaudy Night takes mystery writer 
Harriet Vane to Oxford University, Harriet’s 
alma mater, for a reunion, where she finds 
herself the target of a nightmare of harassment 
and mysterious, murderous threats. Now 
available as a limited Olive Edition. 576 pp.
978-0-06-295746-7 
___048565545 paper 10.00

 
Good Man Gone Bad
An Aaron Gunner Mystery
Gar Anthony Haywood PTOK
In the seventh installment of Haywood’s 
acclaimed, award-winning series, Gunner’s 
work as an L.A. private investigator hits far 
too close to home when his beloved cousin 
is involved in a murder-suicide.
978-1-945551-66-6 
___048415729 
paper 16.00

 
A House of Ghosts
A Gripping Murder Mystery Set in a Haunted 
House
W.C. Ryan ARWI
Shortlisted for the Irish Book Award.  This 
unrelenting, gripping mystery, packed with 
twists and turns and a kindling of romance is 
the perfect cold-weather read. “One to read 
by candlelight with a large gin and tonic on 
standby.”—Liz Nugent, author of Lying in 
Wait 384 pp.
978-1-948924-71-9 
___048988087 25.99

 
Iced in Paradise
A Leilani Santiago Hawai’i Mystery
Naomi Hirahara PTOK
After Leilani Santiago discovers a young pro 
surfer dead in her family’s shaved ice shack 
on the Hawaiian island of Kaua’i, she must 
work to exonerate the number-one murder 
suspect: her estranged father, the star 
surfer’s coach. 216 pp.
978-1-945551-59-8 
___047817091 
paper 16.00

 
Iced in Paradise
978-1-945551-63-5 PTOK
___047817161 
25.95

 
Cham-Pain
An Illuminati Novel
SLMN VODK
When Faith gets kidnapped by a group of 
goons while walking to her car, she suddenly 
remembers who she is—not the suburban 
wife and mother whom she convinced 
herself to be, but Champagne, the daughter 
of one of the most ruthless killers and drug 
dealers in New York City. 288 pp.
978-0-9987674-3-7 
___039842346 
paper 14.95

 
Judge Me When I’m Wrong
A Charlie Mack Motown Mystery
Cheryl A. Head BYAT
Justice hangs in the balance as two court 
cases begin to spiral out of control, and 
Charlie Mack realizes her actions have placed 
a bull’s-eye squarely on her personal and 
professional life. 300 pp.
978-1-61294-157-8 
___048102892 
paper 16.95

 
The Man That Got Away
A Constable Twitten Mystery
Lynne Truss BLMS
As a case twists and turns, Constable Twitten 
must find the murderer and convince his 
colleagues that there’s an evil mastermind 
behind Brighton’s climbing crime rate in the 
second installment of Truss’ joyfully quirky 
crime series.  304 pp.
978-1-63557-423-4 
___047676898 paper 17.00

 
The Man That Got Away
978-1-63557-073-1 BLMS
___047676451 27.00

 
The Mapping of Love and Death
A Maisie Dobbs Novel
Jacqueline Winspear PEEA
In this latest installment in the New York 
Times-bestselling series, Maisie Dobbs must 
unravel a case of wartime love and death—
an investigation that leads her to a doomed 
affair between a young cartographer and a 
mysterious nurse. 384 pp.
978-0-06-295753-5 
___048565558 paper 10.00

 
A Merry Murder
A New Pennyfoot Hotel Mystery
Kate Kingsbury BRKP
It is an Edwardian Christmas, and the 
Pennyfoot Hotel is all dressed up. But when 
one of the guests turns up dead, owner 
Cecily Sinclair Baxter realizes it is not only 
the Pennyfoot that is back in business—the 
hotel’s Christmas curse is, too. 304 pp.
978-1-984805-92-8 
___048994912 paper 16.00
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Moriarty
Anthony Horowitz PEEA
The game is once again afoot in this thrilling 
mystery from the bestselling author of The 
House of Silk, sanctioned by the Conan Doyle 
estate, which explores what really happened 
when Sherlock Holmes and his arch nemesis 
Professor Moriarty tumbled to their doom at 
the Reichenbach Falls. 416 pp.
978-0-06-295752-8 
___048565557 paper 10.00

 
Motherless Brooklyn, Movie Tie-In Ed.
Jonathan Lethem VINT
First published in 1999, this novel follows 
Lionel Essrog, a detective who has Tourette’s, 
a disorder marked by involuntary tics. 
Essrog works for Frank Minna, a small-time 
neighborhood owner of a seedy detective 
agency, who is stabbed to death. Together, 
Essrog and three other characters call 
themselves “the Minna Men.” 336 pp.
978-1-984899-39-2 
___049356486 paper 16.95

 
Mr Campion’s Visit
Mike Ripley SVEH
Suffolk, 1970. Albert Campion has been 
appointed to the role of Visitor of the 
University of Suffolk, but his trip to the 
campus takes an unexpected turn when 
the body of a professor is fished out of the 
lake. Drawn into another puzzling murder, 
Campion must negotiate seething jealousy, 
resentment, and betrayal as he searches for 
a ruthless killer. 256 pp.
978-0-7278-8897-6 
___048507561 
29.99

 
Mr. Campion’s Visit
Mike Ripley SVEH
Suffolk, 1970. Albert Campion has been 
appointed to the role of Visitor of the 
University of Suffolk, but his trip to the 
campus takes an unexpected turn when 
the body of a professor is fished out of the 
lake. Drawn into another puzzling murder, 
Campion must negotiate seething jealousy, 
resentment, and betrayal as he searches for 
a ruthless killer. 256 pp.
978-0-7278-8897-6 
___048507561 
29.99

 
Mumbo Gumbo Murder
A New Orleans Scrapbooking Mystery
Laura Childs BRKP
with Terrie Farley Moran
A shocking murder strikes a sour note during 
Jazz Fest, sending Carmela Bertrand and her 
best friend, Ava, on the hunt for a killer in 
the 16th New Orleans Scrapbooking Mystery 
from New York Times-bestselling author 
Childs. 320 pp.
978-0-451-48957-9 
___048061251 26.00

 
Murder at Whitby Abbey
A Hildegard of Meaux Mystery
Cassandra Clark SVEH
December, 1389. Arriving at Whitby Abbey 
in order to bid to purchase a priceless 
Holy Relic, Hildegard of Meaux finds it an 
unwelcoming place. But before the bidding 
war can begin, a body is discovered in the 
monastery’s apple store shed. Something is 
rotten in the heart of Whitby Abbey—and it’s 
up to Hildegard to discover the truth. 240 pp.
978-0-7278-8953-9 
___048507542 
28.99

 
Murder by an Aristocrat
Mignon G. Eberhart AMMY
After a murder at the manor where she’s 
employed, a nurse trades her stethoscope 
for a magnifying glass. 264 pp.
978-1-61316-148-7 
___048415748 paper 15.95

 
The Murder of Harriet Monckton
Elizabeth Haynes MCWV
From the award-winning and bestselling 
author of Into the Darkest Corner comes a 
delicious Victorian crime novel based on a 
real murder. 448 pp.
978-1-912408-04-7 
___047787381 
paper 16.95

 
Mycroft and Sherlock: The Empty Birdcage
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar TITB
and Anna Waterhouse
As Sherlock travels the country on the hunt 
for a murderer, both he and Mycroft discover 
that greed is at the root of the evil they are 
trying to unearth. 336 pp.
978-1-78565-930-0 
___048144543 25.99

 
Naked Flames
A Brock and Poole Mystery
Graham Ison SVEH
DCI Harry Brock and DS David Poole receive 
news that a conman wanted by the police, 
has been found dead in a fire at a nudist club 
near Harrow. Plunged into a deadly mix of 
deception, betrayal and fraud, Harry and 
Dave soon uncover a number of people with 
a grudge against the deceased, but can they 
unmask his killer? 208 pp.
978-0-7278-8963-8 
___048507754 
28.99
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Now You See Them
Magic Men Mysteries
Elly Griffiths HM  
This fifth book in the Magic Men series is a 
wild mystery with detective Edgar Stephens 
and the magician Max Mephisto, as they 
investigate a string of presumed kidnappings 
in the swinging 1960s. 352 pp.
978-0-358-24002-0 
___048967319 26.00

 
Out of the Picture
A Shepherd Sisters Mystery
Tracy Gardner HLLM
When Savanna Shepherd moves back to 
her idyllic hometown, she rediscovers her 
creative soul when an old family friend hires 
her to paint a mural. But strange incidents 
occur at the woman’s mansion, compelling 
Savanna to investigate. This intriguing cozy 
mystery includes a free Hallmark original 
recipe. 302 pp.
978-1-947892-62-0 
___048308273 
paper 15.99

 
Owl Be Home for Christmas
A Meg Langslow Mystery
Donna Andrews MNTR
Full of intrigue and snow, this Christmas 
mystery will take readers home to Caerphilly 
for Christmas. 304 pp.
978-1-25030-531-2 
___047870682 24.99

 
The Quaker
A DI McCormick Mystery
Liam McIlvanney WDNO
It is 1969, and Glasgow is in the grip of the 
worst winter in decades—and terrorized by a 
serial killer. A talented young detective from 
the Highlands, an outsider with troubling 
secrets of his own, Duncan McCormick is 
brought into the investigation. 400 pp.
978-1-60945-540-8 
___048550637 
paper 18.00

 
The Shadows We Hide
Allen Eskens MUHD
In the highly anticipated sequel to the 
national bestseller The Life We Bury, Joe 
Talbert returns to investigate the murder of 
the father he never knew, and to reckon with 
his own family’s past. 352 pp.
978-0-316-50975-6 
___048643792 paper 16.99

 
She Lies in Wait
Gytha Lodge RH  
A teen girl is missing after a night of partying; 
30 years later, the discovery of her body 
reopens a cold case in “a scorching portrait 
of friendship and its betrayal.” (Nicci French). 
400 pp.
978-1-984818-06-5 
___050066410 paper 17.00

 
Sherlock Holmes and the 
Christmas Demon
James Lovegrove TITB
The new Sherlock Holmes 
novel from the New York Times-
bestselling author of The Age of 
Odin finds Holmes and Watson 
investigating a reported festive 
spirit.  384 pp.
978-1-78565-802-0
___048463697 19.99

 
Sorry for the Dead
A Josephine Tey Mystery
Nicola Upson CKLN
At once a compelling murder mystery and 
a moving exploration of love and grief, 
critically acclaimed author Upson’s eighth 
Josephine Tey mystery is a force to be 
reckoned with. 304 pp.
978-1-68331-984-9 
___046557597 
26.99

 
The Stranger Diaries
Elly Griffiths MRNB
Death lies between the lines when the events 
of a dark story start coming true in this 
haunting modern Gothic mystery, perfect 
for fans of Magpie Murders and The Lake 
House.  368 pp.
978-0-358-11786-5 
___048990218 paper 15.99

 
Takes One to Know One
Susan Isaacs ATMP
The first book in a new series, this whip-
smart suburban mystery from the New York 
Times-bestselling author features a retired 
FBI agent-turned-Long Island housewife 
who taps into her investigative past when 
she begins to suspect that her neighbor is 
harboring criminal secrets. 288 pp.
978-0-8021-4755-4 
___047746569 
26.00
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Trap Lane
An Alex Duggins Mystery
Stella Cameron CDLC
As the ever-reliable manager of her pub, 
Hugh Rhys has owner Alex Duggins’ total 
trust. So when a battered body is discovered 
in a pond near Hugh’s estate, and he becomes 
the police’s chief suspect, Alex determines to 
prove his innocence. But she’s about to find 
herself walking a dangerous line, looking for 
a killer she may wish she had never found. 
224 pp.
978-1-78029-117-8 
___048507413 
28.99

FICTION - PSYCHOLOGICAL SUSPENSE

 
Jessica’s Promise
Jill Childs FOVE
This USA Today bestseller dares to ask the 
heart-stopping question: What do people 
really know about those who care for their 
children? Includes a reading group guide. 
288 pp.
978-1-53873-291-5 
___049645053 paper 12.99

 
The Lying Room
Nicci French MORW
In this thrilling standalone from the 
internationally bestselling author of the 
Frieda Klein series, a married woman’s affair 
with her boss spirals into a dangerous game 
of chess with the police when she discovers 
he’s been murdered and she clears the crime 
scene of all evidence. 304 pp.
978-0-06-267672-6 
___048002930 paper 15.99

 
The Lying Room
978-0-06-267673-3 MORW
___048002929 26.99

 
Mosaic
Caro Ramsay SVEH
When Megan Melvick returns home after a 
three-year absence to visit her dying sister 
Melissa, the past comes flooding back. In 
order to overcome her demons, Megan must 
confront her painful recollections of the 
terrible night of Melissa’s wedding. But can 
she really trust her memories? 256 pp.
978-0-7278-8892-1 
___048507409 
28.99

 
White Elephant
Trish Harnetiaux SS  
A crackling Christmas mystery that combines 
murder and blackmail at a holiday office 
party, in a mash up reminiscent of Big Little 
Lies and Clue. 320 pp.
978-1-50119-990-5 
___043106508 26.00

FICTION - RELIGIOUS

 
The More the Merrier
An Amish Christmas Romance
Linda Byler GDBK
In the midst of the Great Depression, 
Eli Miller, father of eight, passes away 
unexpectedly. His widow Emmy has no idea 
how she’ll make ends meet. When she meets 
Dan Beiler and learns that he’s a widower 
with six children of his own, she finds a 
listening ear—someone who understands 
her struggle. 224 pp.
978-1-68099-470-4 
___047231209 14.99

FICTION - ROMANCE

 
25 Days ‘til Christmas
Poppy Alexander MORW
In this heartwarming, feel-good holiday 
novel, one woman needs to find a little 
inspiration in the 25 days leading up to 
Christmas to help her remember the magic 
of the season and the magic of falling in 
love—perfect for fans of Jenny Colgan and 
Josie Silver. 352 pp.
978-0-06-295879-2 
___048626695 paper 15.99

 
Build Your Own Christmas Movie Romance
Pick Your Plot, Meet Your Man, and Create the 
Holiday Love Story of a Lifetime
Riane Konc ULYS
Ideal for fans of holiday romance films on 
Hallmark and Lifetime networks, this choose-
your-own-romance collection contains 
hundreds of possible stories where the 
happily-ever-afters never stop happening. 
160 pp.
978-1-61243-944-0 
___048421330 
24.95

 
Finding Home Again
Brenda Jackson HQPB
New from New York Times-bestselling author 
Jackson—the next heart-stirring novel set in 
Catalina Cove. 352 pp.
978-1-33514-638-0 
___048626700 27.99

 
Christmas Angels
Nancy Naigle GRIF
The next heartwarming and inspirational 
Christmas story by USA Today bestselling 
author Naigle. The minute Matt recognized 
the sweet, freckle-faced girl from his 
childhood and heard her plans to reopen 
the inn, he jumped at the chance to help his 
childhood crush restore a place where he 
made so many fond memories. 352 pp.
978-1-25031-262-4 
___047871148 paper 15.99
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Christmas in Silver Springs
A Silver Springs Novel
Brenda Novak MIRA
When Harper Devlin’s rock star husband 
ditches her on his way to the top, she takes 
her daughters to her sister’s place in Silver 
Springs for the holidays, hoping family can 
heal her broken heart. But comfort comes in 
unexpected places when she crosses paths 
with a handsome local. 384 pp.
978-0-7783-0825-6 
___047903058 26.99

 
Every Breath
Nicholas Sparks GCEB
New York Times-bestselling author Sparks 
returns with a story about a chance encounter 
that becomes a touchstone for two vastly 
different individuals—transcending decades, 
continents, and the bittersweet workings of 
fate. 320 pp.
978-1-53872-854-3 
___048634977 paper 15.99

 
Faker
Sarah Smith BRKP
When Emmie and Tate are forced to work 
together on a charity construction project, 
things get heated. Emmie’s beginning to see 
that beneath Tate’s chiseled exterior lies a 
soft heart, but it will take more than a few 
kind words to erase the past and convince 
her that what they have is real. 336 pp.
978-1-984805-42-3 
___048145206 paper 16.00

 
Finding Christmas
Karen Schaler MORW
From the writer of the Netflix sensation, A 
Christmas Prince,  and Christmas Camp, the 
movie and novel, comes a heartwarming new 
Christmas story that shows how sometimes 
the detour in a journey is the path to true 
love. 304 pp.
978-0-06-288371-1 
___048440939 paper 14.99

 
Finding Christmas
978-0-06-296437-3 MORW
___049137788 26.99

 
Footsteps
Threads West, an American Saga, Book 5
Reid Lance Rosenthal RKSR
The multiple #1 bestselling series—winner of 
15 national awards including Best Historical 
Fiction, Best Romance, and Best Western—
bursts with the adventure, romance, and 
promise of historical America and the West. 
480 pp.
978-0-9887060-8-8 
___019098713 paper 16.95

 
The Fragments
Toni Jordan TXPC
Inga Karlson died in a fire in New York in 
the 1930s, leaving behind three things: a 
phenomenally successful first novel, the 
scorched fragments of a second book—
and a literary mystery that has captivated 
generations of readers. Nearly 50 years later, 
Brisbane bookseller Caddie Walker is jolted 
from her sleepy life and driven to uncover 
the truth about this fascinating literary 
mystery. 320 pp.
978-1-925773-13-2 
___047897238 
paper 15.95

 
Glass Slippers, Ever After, and Me
Julie Wright SHAD
When Charlotte Kingsley’s first book is 
published, she is convinced she is living her 
own Cinderella story. But when her popularity 
and fame requires a total social media 
makeover of her life, she starts to wonder if 
she likes the person she is becoming. 336 pp.
978-1-62972-607-6 
___048604651 paper 15.99

 
Hidden Cove
A Solace Island Novel
Meg Tilly BRKP
Oscar-nominated actress Tilly strikes again 
with the third gripping contemporary 
romantic suspense novel set on the idyllic 
Solace Island in the Pacific Northwest. As 
Zelia begins looking into the circumstances 
of her friend’s death, what she uncovers will 
put her life in imminent danger. 368 pp.
978-0-440-00056-3 
___048401575 paper 16.00

 
I See You
Mary Burton MKRN
From New York Times-bestselling author 
Burton comes a gritty, suspenseful story 
in the Criminal Profiler series. FBI special 
agent Zoe Spencer uses skeletal remains to 
recreate the faces of murder victims through 
sculpture. As Zoe examines old remains, she 
quickly realizes that it isn’t as cold as first 
believed. 352 pp.
978-1-54200-760-3 
___048771019 paper 12.95

 
A Lie for a Lie
Helena Hunting MKRN
From the New York Times-bestselling author 
of the Pucked series comes a romantic 
comedy about instant attraction, second 
chances, and not-so-little white lies.
978-1-54201-535-6 
___050492867 paper 12.95
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Loving Evangeline
Linda Howard SVEH
Evangeline Shaw is the key to the conspiracy 
that threatens Robert Cannon’s company. 
Robert tracks her to a small town in Alabama, 
but as he tries to untangle the knot that 
surrounds her, he finds himself questioning 
everything he believed. Are Robert’s feelings 
clouding his judgment when it comes to the 
woman who has to be guilty as sin? 256 pp.
978-0-7278-8901-0 
___048507366 
28.99

 
Meant to Be Yours
Susan Mallery HQPB
In New York Times bestselling author Susan 
Mallery’s series Happily Inc, love means never 
having to say “I do”... Wedding coordinator 
Renee Grothen isn’t meant for marriage. But 
she never could have planned on gorgeous, 
talented thriller writer Jasper Dembenski 
proposing–a fling, that is.  352 pp.
978-1-33514-637-3 
___048626699 27.99

 
Poemsia
Lang Leav ANMM
An international bestselling author 
takes readers into the shadowy world of 
contemporary poetry in this revealing and 
emotionally charged story about friendship, 
first love, betrayal, and the courage to follow 
dreams.  304 pp.
978-1-52485-107-1 
___048551858 paper 16.99

 
Season of Love
A 2-In-1 Collection
Debbie Macomber MIRA
Together for the first time in one volume, 
two classic inspirational holiday stories: 
Thanksgiving Prayer and The Gift of 
Christmas. 384 pp.
978-0-7783-0783-9 
___042100660 paper 8.99

 
Twice in a Blue Moon
Christina Lauren GLLY
From the New York Times-bestselling author 
of The Unhoneymooners and My Favorite 
Half-Night Stand comes a modern love 
story about what happens when a first love 
reenters a person’s life unexpectedly. 368 pp.
978-1-50119-742-0 
___048551841 paper 16.00

 
Twice in a Blue Moon
978-1-982135-70-6 GLLY
___049706959 28.00

 
Virgin River
Robyn Carr MIRA
Recently widowed Melinda Monroe may 
have come to Virgin River looking for escape 
from her heartache, but instead she finds her 
home. 384 pp.
978-0-7783-6003-2 
___050593066 27.99

 
Whispers of Shadow & Flame
Earthsinger chronicles, Book 2
L. Penelope GRIF
Known as the Poison Flame, Kyara secretly 
seeks freedom from both her untamed power 
and the blood spell that commands her. She 
is tasked with capturing a legendary rebel, 
but everything changes when she learns her 
target’s true identity. 496 pp.
978-1-25014-809-4 
___047871426 paper 17.99

 
White Christmas Wedding
Celeste Winters HWDP
This heartwarming, feel-good holiday 
romance brings together a lovable cast 
of characters who find hope where they 
thought it had been lost and romance where 
no one ever expected it. 256 pp.
978-1-982128-77-7 
___048551834 paper 16.99

 
The Widow of Rose House
Diana Biller GRIF
A young widow restores a dilapidated 
mansion with the assistance of a charming, 
eccentric genius, only to find the house is 
full of dangerous secrets in this effervescent 
Gilded Age debut novel. 352 pp.
978-1-25029-785-3 
___047871648 paper 16.99

 
Wyoming Heart
Diana Palmer HQPB
True love is in store for one gruff cowboy in 
New York Times-bestselling author Palmer’s 
new Wyoming Men romance. When one 
sizzling kiss leads to another, can city-girl 
Ophelia convince rancher Cort to open his 
world to her—now and forever? 352 pp.
978-1-33514-635-9 
___048626697 27.99
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FICTION - SCIENCE FICTION

 
Antediluvian
Wil McCarthy BAEN
In a brilliant and dangerous brain hacking 
experiment, Harv Leonel and Tara Mukherjee 
are about to discover entire lifetimes of 
human memory coded in mankind’s genes, 
and reveal ancient legends that are as real as 
they are deadly. 416 pp.
978-1-48148-431-2 
___048477817 25.00

 
Aurora Blazing
Jessie Mihalik HRVY
To save her brother and protect her family’s 
future, a powerful princess must join forces 
with a dashing man from her past in this 
thrilling space adventure, the second novel 
in the Consortium Rebellion trilogy. 400 pp.
978-0-06-280241-5 
___048203377 paper 16.99

 
The Best American Science Fiction and 
Fantasy 2019
John Joseph Adams MRNB
and Carmen Maria Machado, editors
The best science fiction and fantasy stories 
from 2018, guest-edited by National Book 
Award finalist Machado. 432 pp.
978-1-32860-437-8 
___048989931 paper 15.99

 
The Cinematic Art of World of Warcraft, Vol. I
From Launch to Warlords of Draenor
Greg Solano BZZD
contributed by Matt Burns
With never-before-seen concept art and 
accounts of the creative and technical 
process, this is the definitive visual gallery 
of how countless artists brought the world 
of Azeroth to life in incredible detail and 
motion. 240 pp.
978-1-945683-67-1 
___048102644 
45.00

 
Escaping Exodus
Nicky Drayden HRVY
The Compton Crook award-winning author 
of The Prey of Gods and Temper returns with 
a dazzling stand-alone novel, set in deep 
space, in which the fate of humanity rests 
on the slender shoulders of an idealistic and 
untested young woman. 336 pp.
978-0-06-286773-5 
___047820999 paper 16.99

 
Future Tense Fiction
Stories of Tomorrow
The Editors of Future Tense UNNP
An anthology of new science fiction short 
stories from both established and emerging 
contemporary authors including Carmen 
Maria Machado, Paolo Bacigalupi, and Emily 
St. John Mandel. 256 pp.
978-1-944700-95-9 
___048772353 
27.00

 
Half Way Home
Hugh Howey MRNB
From the  New York Times and USA Today 
bestselling author of Wool and the Molly 
Fyde saga comes a story of teenage colonists 
marooned on a distant planet. 240 pp.
978-0-358-21158-7 
___048989648 paper 16.99

 
How Rory Thorne Destroyed the Multiverse
Book One of the Thorne Chronicles
K. Eason DAWB
Princess Rory Thorne must use the fairy 
blessings gifted to her at birth to change the 
multiverse—or possibly destroy it—in the 
first book in a humorous new space opera 
duology. 416 pp.
978-0-7564-1529-7 
___048144606 26.00

 
Interference
Sue Burke TOR 
Burke’s sweeping Semiosis epic continues as 
the colonists and a team from Earth confront 
a new and more implacable intelligence. 
Even as Stevland attempts to protect his 
human tools, a more insidious enemy than 
the Earthlings makes itself known. Stevland 
is not the apex species on Pax. 320 pp.
978-1-25031-784-1 
___047871655 27.99

 
Lightning Wears a Red Cape
Errick Nunnally CAIX
As fantastic powers sporadically develop 
among marginalized populations, an ersatz 
African god wages a brutal vendetta against 
a criminal organization, forcing a larger 
conflict. 280 pp.
978-1-77148-512-8 
___048102753 
paper 17.99

 
The Rosewater Redemption
Tade Thompson OITT
In the conclusion to the award-winning, 
cutting-edge Wormwood trilogy, life in the 
newly independent city-state of Rosewater 
isn’t everything its citizens were expecting. 
Operating across spacetime, the xenosphere, 
and international borders, it is up to a small 
group of hackers and criminals to prevent an 
extra-terrestrial advance. 400 pp.
978-0-316-44909-0 
___048643762 paper 16.99
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Salvaged
Madeleine Roux ACE 
Rosalyn Devar is on the run from her family, 
the bioengineering job she’s come to hate, 
and her messed-up life. After too many 
mistakes on the job, she’s given one last 
chance: take care of salvaging the Brigantine, 
a research vessel that has gone dark, with 
all crew aboard thought dead. But the 
Brigantine’s crew are very much alive—if not 
entirely human. 368 pp.
978-0-451-49183-1 
___048383963 paper 16.00

 
Salvation Lost
Peter F. Hamilton DELR
The comparative utopia of 23rd-century 
Earth is about to go dreadfully awry when 
a seemingly benign alien race is abruptly 
revealed to be one of the worst threats 
humanity has ever faced. Driven by an 
intense religious extremism, the Olyix 
are determined to bring everyone to their 
version of god as they see it. But they may 
have met their match in humanity. 512 pp.
978-0-399-17885-6 
___049205210 32.00

 
Supernova Era
Cixin Liu TOR 
Joel Martinsen, translator
From the New York Times-bestselling and 
Hugo Award-winning author of The Three 
Body Problem comes a new science fiction 
masterpiece. Eight light years away, a star 
has died, creating a supernova event that 
showers Earth in deadly levels of radiation. 
Within a year, everyone over the age of 13 will 
die. And so the countdown begins. 352 pp.
978-1-25030-603-6 
___047870950 27.99

 
Sword Art Online 17 (Light Novel)
Alicization Awakening
Reki Kawahara YENR
Critter has successfully created a gateway for 
the masses that has bolstered the forces of 
the army of darkness by over 50,000 people. 
But all is not lost! Two new deities of the 
Underworld will descend to lend their aid 
to Asuna: The Blazing White Solus and the 
Earthmother Terraria. 208 pp.
978-1-975356-97-2 
___049337816 paper 14.00

 
Uncompromising Honor
The Honor Harrington Series
David Weber BAEN
A Publishers Weekly Top 10 Sci-Fi/
Fantasy Pick for Fall 2018. Weber 
delivers book #19 in the multiple 
New York Times-bestselling series, 
the first new Honor Harrington 
novel since 2013’s Shadow of 
Freedom. 784 pp.
978-1-982124-13-7
___048551500 paper 9.99

 
The World of Warcraft® Pop-Up Book
compiled by Matthew Reinhart BZZD
Built by bestselling paper engineer Reinhart, 
this pop-up book brings the most-loved 
locations of Warcraft to life. Each page unfolds 
into an eye-popping treat, depicting iconic 
sites with brand-new art and interactive 
pieces. 13 pp.
978-1-945683-66-4 
___048102800 
65.00

FOREIGN LANGUAGE - DICTIONARIES / PHRASE BOOKS

 
The Ingenious Language
Nine Epic Reasons to Love Greek
Andrea Marcolongo EUCP
Will Schutt, translator
For word nerds, language loons, and 
grammar geeks, here are nine reflections 
on the language of Sappho, Plato, and 
Thucydides, and its relevance today. No 
batteries or prior knowledge of Greek 
required. 176 pp.
978-1-60945-545-3 
___048550309 
paper 15.95

GAMES / GAMEBOOKS / CROSSWORDS

 
299 On-The-Go Games & Puzzles to Keep 
Your Brain Young
Minutes a Day to Mental Fitness
Nancy Linde WORK
Minutes a day to mental fitness, with all-
new, genuinely fun brain games from 399 
Games... author Nancy Linde, in an easy-to-
take-along size. 368 pp.
978-1-52350-647-7 
___047814257 paper 14.95

 
Cain’s Jawbone
A Novel Problem
Ernest Powys Mathers UAME
In 1934 under the pen name Torquemada, 
Mathers, crossword writer for The Observer 
in Britain, wrote a unique novel with its 
title referring to the first recorded murder 
weapon. The story was not only a murder 
mystery but one of the hardest and most 
beguiling word puzzles ever published.
978-1-78352-741-0 
___048732618 
24.95

 
F**k Yeah, Video Games
The Life and Extra Lives of a Professional 
Nerd
Daniel Hardcastle UAME
YouTube gamer Hardcastle delivers his 
personal, absurd celebration of the sheer joy 
of video games. 272 pp.
978-1-78352-787-8 
___048732672 
16.95
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Glow Up
The Cardi B Coloring Book
Cardi B. ULYS
Cardi B is an undisputed fashion icon. Now 
she offers fans a colorable lookbook moving 
from her early fashion days to today’s designer 
showstoppers with 35 gorgeous illustrations 
on no-bleed tear-out pages. 96 pp.
978-1-61243-931-0 
___047971396 
paper 14.95

 
Minecraft: Stories from the Overworld 
Mojang Ab DHC 
With tales of witch and pillager rivals finding 
common ground, a heartless griefer who bit 
off more than they could chew, and valiant 
heroes new (or not!) to the Overworld, this 
anthology tells tales that span the world of 
Minecraft. 88 pp.
978-1-50670-833-1 
___049200446 14.99

 
Oddities
A Spot the Odd One Out Puzzle Book
John Bigwood COLN
This edition challenges readers to discover 
the minute differences lurking on every 
page. Simply pick a puzzle and follow the 
instructions on the left-hand page. There are 
odd ones out to spot, hipster accessories to 
match, and random trivia that delights and 
educates. 96 pp.
978-0-06-295562-3 
___048565535 paper 14.99

 
The Ultimate RPG Gameplay Guide
Role-Play the Best Campaign Ever—No 
Matter the Game!
James D’Amato ADMP
Players can improve their RPG campaign 
with this comprehensive and interactive 
guide to making the most out of their gaming 
experience. Includes instructions, prompts, 
activities, and more. 256 pp.
978-1-50721-093-2 
___048478775 paper 14.99

GARDENING / HORTICULTURE

 
Beginning Seed Saving for the Home 
Gardener
James Ulager NESP
Many people garden because they enjoy 
the independence of producing their own 
food. Yet for many, the how and why of 
producing seeds remains mysterious and 
even intimidating. Ulager explores how seed 
saving is not only easy, but also essential for 
vibrant and bountiful gardens. 96 pp.
978-0-86571-926-2 
___048238044 
paper 19.99

 
The Blue Garden
Recapturing an Iconic Newport Landscape
Arleyn A. Levee GIES
Landscape historian Levee tells a fascinating 
and carefully researched narrative about The 
Blue Garden’s origins, development, heyday, 
decay, and ultimate renaissance. Features 
historical photos, original drawings, and 
sketches. 212 pp.
978-1-911282-59-4 
___048754074 
49.95

 
Container Succulents
Creative Ideas for Beginners
Kentaro Kuroda TUTL
Ayako Eifuku
Even succulent beginners can get involved 
in this low-maintenance gardening trend 
with the help of this inspirational guide. Each 
arrangement includes a “floor plan” showing 
how to mix the colors, shapes, and textures 
in ways that are pleasing to the eye and 
healthy for the plants. 96 pp.
978-0-8048-5105-3 
___047866607 
paper 14.99

 
Firescaping, 2nd Ed. Revised
Protecting Your Home with a Fire-Resistant 
Landscape
Douglas Kent WILN
This practical guide presents simple 
strategies for reducing the fire hazard of 
one’s property, including how to minimize 
the chances that a home will be damaged by 
wildfire. 208 pp.
978-0-89997-962-5 
___047778570 
paper 21.95

 
A Garden Miscellany
An Illustrated Guide to the Elements of the 
Garden
Suzanne Staubach TIMP
A Garden Miscellany is a fun and informative 
visual exploration of the main features 
commonly found in gardens. Fully illustrated 
by Julia Yellow, it is a gorgeous gift for every 
kind of garden lover.  220 pp.
978-1-60469-881-7 
___047813640 27.50

 
Growing Trees & Shrubs Indoors
Breathe New Life Into Your Home with Large 
Plants
D.J. Herda NESP
Herda’s definitive guide details what makes 
these plants special, focusing on how 
they can beautify a home, clean airborne 
pollutants, and help families live longer, 
healthier, happier lives.  240 pp.
978-0-86571-912-5 
___048175914 
paper 24.99
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North American Maria Thun Biodynamic 
Almanac 2020
Matthias Thun FLRS
The original and best biodynamic almanac, 
with over 100,000 lifetime sales in English, 
includes dates and times shown in Eastern 
Standard. 64 pp.
978-1-78250-605-8 
___048286133 
paper 13.95

 
The Scentual Garden
Exploring the World of Botanical Fragrance
Kenneth Druse ABR 
Ellen Hoverkamp, photographer
Popular garden writer Druse offers a complete 
survey of fragrance in the garden, in a major 
work filled with new knowledge. He arranges 
both familiar and unusual garden plants, 
shrubs, and trees into 12 categories, giving 
gardeners a vastly expanded palate of scents 
to explore. 256 pp.
978-1-41973-816-6 
___048584291 50.00

 
Spirited Stone
Lessons from Kubota’s Garden
contributed by Jamie Ford CIMC
Gemina Garland-Lewis, photographer
Foreword by Thaïsa Way
An early immigrant’s vision transforms 
swampland into a beloved public park. 
Essays, poems, and photographs celebrate 
Fujitaro Kubota’s legacy. 220 pp.
978-1-63405-975-6 
___048103200 
34.95

 
DIY Autoflowering Cannabis
An Easy Way to Grow Your Own
Jeff Lowenfels NESP
A totally new category of plants—as easy to 
grow as tomatoes and perfect for gardeners. 
This complete, full-color how-to guide shows 
how to cultivate these small, container-grown, 
fast-producing, day-neutral plants, while also 
reaping their many benefits. 176 pp.
978-0-86571-916-3 
___048175659 
paper 24.99

GENDER STUDIES

 
Be More RBG
Speak Truth and Dissent with Supreme Style
Marilyn Easton DK  
Whether readers feel like their dream career is 
a million miles away, or they want to change 
the world, but don’t know how to start, they 
will find the answers here in witty and wise 
quotes from Associate Supreme Court Justice 
Ruth Bader Ginsburg and tongue-in-cheek 
advice for every situation. 64 pp.
978-1-46549-218-0 
___049612771 9.99

 
Burn It Down
Women Writing About Anger
Lilly Dancyger, editor SEAL
In this ferocious collection of essays, 22 
writers explore how anger has shaped their 
lives. Broad-ranging and cathartic, Burn It 
Down is essential reading for any woman 
who has scorched with rage—and is ready to 
claim her right to express it.     272 pp.
978-1-58005-893-3 
___048463895 27.00

 
The Guilty Feminist
You Don’t Have to Be Perfect to Overthrow 
the Patriarchy
Deborah Frances-White SEAL
Exploring big issues of identity, equality, 
intersectionality, and the current feminist 
agenda, the author explodes the myth of 
the model activist and offers a realistic path 
toward changing the world.   320 pp.
978-1-58005-954-1 
___048464079 28.00

 
I Hope We Choose Love
A Trans Girl’s Notes from the End of the World
Kai Cheng Thom APUL
In a heartbreaking yet hopeful collection of 
personal essays and prose poems, blending 
the confessional, political, and literary, an 
acclaimed trans poet and prose writer dives 
deep into the questions that haunt social 
movements today. 144 pp.
978-1-55152-775-8 
___048285345 
paper 15.95

 
No Stopping Us Now
A History of Older Women in America
Gail Collins LB  
A lively, fascinating, eye-opening look at 
women and aging in America, by a New York 
Times columnist who illustrates the ways in 
which age is an arbitrary concept that has 
swung back and forth over the centuries. 432 
pp.
978-0-316-28654-1 
___048643781 30.00

 
The Problem with Everything
My Journey Through the New Culture Wars
Meghan Daum GLLY
From “one of the most emotionally exacting, 
mercilessly candid, deeply funny, and 
intellectually rigorous writers of our time” 
(Cheryl Strayed, author of Wild) comes a 
seminal new book that reaches surprising 
truths about feminism, the Trump era, and 
the Resistance movement. 256 pp.
978-1-982129-33-0 
___049354634 27.00
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Queer Men’s Narrative
Jude Dibia CSVA
and Olumide F. Makanjuola, editors
This companion volume to the widely 
acclaimed anthology She Called Me Woman: 
Nigeria’s Queer Women Speak challenges 
society to re-think its idea of what being a 
man entails, and how such concepts limits our 
freedom to be, live, and understand each other.
978-1-911115-82-3 
___048103152 
paper 16.95

 
Rebent Sinner
Ivan Coyote APUL
Award-winning trans storyteller Coyote takes 
on the patriarchy and the political, as well 
as the intimate and the personal in these 
beguiling and revealing stories of what it 
means to be trans and non-binary today. 224 
pp.
978-1-55152-773-4 
___048285937 
paper 16.95

 
Seeing Gender
An Illustrated Guide to Identity and 
Expression
Iris Gottlieb CHRO
Foreword by Meredith Talusan
A must-read for intelligent, curious, want-
to-be-woke people who care about gender 
and sexuality in the 21st century, this deeply 
researched book demystifies an intensely 
personal—yet universal—facet of humanity. 
208 pp.
978-1-45217-661-1 
___048463718 27.50

 
The Seven Necessary Sins for Women and 
Girls
Mona Eltahawy BEAC
Seizing upon the energy of the #MeToo 
movement, feminist activist Eltahawy 
delivers a bold and uncompromising 
feminist manifesto that shows women and 
girls how to defy, disrupt, and destroy the 
patriarchy by embracing the qualities they’ve 
been trained to avoid. 216 pp.
978-0-8070-1381-6 
___047918597 24.95

 
Whose Story Is This?
Old Conflicts, New Chapters
Rebecca Solnit HMAK
A collection of new feminist essays for the 
#MeToo era from the international bestselling 
author of Men Explain Things to Me.  150 pp.
978-1-64259-018-0 
___048285391 
paper 15.95

GRAPHIC NOVELS/COMICS

 
Akame Ga Kill! Zero, Vol. 10
Takahiro YENR
and Kei Toru
Having seen Gozuki’s true colors, Akame defects 
from the Empire and tries to convince Tsukushi 
to do the same, but things don’t go quite as 
planned. New companions and new missions 
await. The name of the division is Night Raid. A 
legendary assassin is born. 208 pp.
978-1-975358-51-8 
___049339013 paper 13.00

 
Algernon Blackwood’s The Willows
Algernon Blackwood FATW
adapted by Nathan Carson
Sam Ford, illustrator
“A sumptuous and remarkable adaptation 
of the classic story…This comics version 
manages to infuse the story not just with 
the dread and cosmic horror of the original, 
but also displays a deep appreciation for the 
natural world.”—Jeff Vandermeer, bestselling 
author of Borne. 72 pp.
978-1-942801-75-7 
___048041580 
paper 14.95

 
The Art of Nothing
25 Years of Mutts and the Art of Patrick 
McDonnell
Patrick McDonnell AXCC
Introduction by Eckhart Tolle
Timed for the 25th anniversary of the comic 
strip Mutts, this volume celebrates the work 
of author and illustrator McDonnell. Included 
are rare artwork, proposals, outtakes, and 
developmental work, autobiographical 
commentary, and a career-spanning 
interview conducted by artist Lynda Barry. 
240 pp.
978-1-41973-676-6 
___048584313 40.00

 
The Backstage of a Dishwashing Webshow 
Keren Katz SXAC
Rivi’s been accepted to Mount Scopus 
Academy, where everyone reverts to who 
they were before. Escaping Mount Scopus is 
like escaping one’s dysfunctional childhood, 
but recreating it. Is that cute boy following 
her, or is she dating her father? 208 pp.
978-0-9991935-5-6 
___048151797 
paper 21.95

 
The Batman Who Laughs
From the Pages of Dark Knights: Metal
Scott Snyder DCOM
Jock, illustrator
Left rattled by the events of Dark Knights: 
Metal, Bruce Wayne must face the ultimate 
evil spawned from the Dark Multiverse. One 
part Batman one part Joker. The Batman who 
laughs. Collects The Batman Who Laughs 
#1-7 and The Grim Knight #1. 232 pp.
978-1-40129-403-8 
___049200302 29.99
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Batman: 100 Greatest Moments
Highlights from the History of the Dark 
Knight
Robert Greenberger CHWL
Bruce “The Batman” Wayne remains one of 
the most iconic comic book characters of all 
time. To mark Batman’s 80th anniversary, this 
volume encapsulates the most memorable 
moments that have left fans stunned, in awe, 
or heartbroken since his inception. 304 pp.
978-0-7858-3714-5 
___048477866 24.99

 
Batman: Damned
Brian Azzarello DZKL
Lee Bermejo, illustrator
With John Constantine’s “help,” Batman will 
delve into the sordid underbelly of Gotham, 
racing toward the mind-blowing truth of who 
murdered The Joker. From two of comics’ 
greatest modern creators, Brian Azzarello 
and Lee Bermejo. 176 pp.
978-1-40129-140-2 
___048693824 29.99

 
Batman: Hush
Jeph Loeb DCOM
Jim Lee, illustrator
Gotham City’s worst criminals—Joker, 
Riddler, Ra’s al Ghul, Clayface and others—
have emerged to throw Batman’s life into 
utter chaos. However, these villains are part 
of a much more elaborate, sinister scheme 
to destroy the Dark Knight once and for all, 
one headed by a mastermind much closer to 
Bruce Wayne than any foe before. 376 pp.
978-1-40129-724-4 
___048415004 paper 29.99

 
The Best American Comics 2019
Jillian Tamaki, editor HM  
Tamaki, co-author of This One Summer, picks 
the best graphic pieces of the year. 400 pp.
978-0-358-06728-3 
___048990137 25.00

 
Black Butler, Vol. 28
Yana Toboso YENR
The truth of what happened three years 
ago comes to light, as the past Ciel sought 
to erase is thrust back into his face. The 
revelations shake the Phantomhive manor 
to its foundations, and even Sebastian, the 
resident devil, can only look on in admiration 
at the consummate gamesmanship at play. 
176 pp.
978-1-975358-55-6 
___049338675 paper 13.00

 
Black Hammer: Streets of Spiral
Jeff Lemire DHC 
Dean Ormston
and Mike Allred, illustrators
From the Eisner-award winning Black 
Hammer superhero fantasy comes this 
collection of three stories and a universe 
guide tied to the world of Lemire and 
Ormston’s hit comic book series. 128 pp.
978-1-50670-941-3 
___050491577 paper 19.99

 
The Boy, the Horse, the Fox, and the Mole
Charlie Mackesy HRSF
From a revered British illustrator comes a 
modern fable for all ages that explores life’s 
universal lessons, featuring 100 color and 
black-and-white drawings. 128 pp.
978-0-06-297658-1 
___049940060 19.99

 
Bury the Lede
Gaby Dunn BOSU
Claire Roe
and Miquel Muerto, illustrator
Named “One of the 41 Best LGBTQ Books 
That’ll Change the Literary Landscape in 
2019” by O: The Oprah Magazine. From New 
York Times-bestselling author Dunn comes a 
story of an ambitious young reporter and the 
potential murderess who will change her life. 
Contains mature content. 128 pp.
978-1-68415-427-2 
___048611391 paper 19.99

 
Capitalism: A Graphic Guide
Dan Cryan INOK
and Sharron Shatil
Piero, illustrator
Capitalism shapes every aspect of the 
world, beyond just economic structures. This 
graphic novel tells the story of capitalism’s 
remarkable and often ruthless rise, evolving 
through strife and struggle as much as 
innovation and enterprise. 208 pp.
978-1-78578-514-6 
___045744361 
paper 18.95

 
Charlie Brown: All Tied Up
A Peanuts Collection
Charles M. Schulz ANMM
This year, Charlie Brown is determined to 
turn around his bad luck, lead his baseball 
team to victory, and fly his kite without 
interference from the dirty rotten kite-eating 
tree. 176 pp.
978-1-52485-226-9 
___048551877 paper 9.99

 
A Clash of Kings: The Graphic Novel: Vol. Two
George R. R. Martin BANT
The second volume in a four-part, full-color 
graphic novel adaptation of the second book 
in George R.R. Martin’s landmark A Song of 
Ice and Fire series, the inspiration for HBO’s 
Game of Thrones. 192 pp.
978-0-440-42325-6 
___048061169 28.00
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Commute
An Illustrated Memoir of Female Shame
Erin Williams AXCC
An intimate, clever, and ultimately gut-
wrenching graphic memoir about the daily 
decision women must make between being 
sexualized or being invisible. 304 pp.
978-1-41973-674-2 
___048584312 24.99

 
The Cursed Hermit
Hobtown Mystery Stories
Kris Bertin CNUN
Alexander Forbes, illustrator
In the follow-up to The Case of the Missing 
Men, Brennan and Pauline are looking 
forward to Christmas break when they’re 
sent to an extra-credit boarding school 
called Knotty Pines. After attending their first 
classes, however, they realize they may have 
stumbled on their weirdest case yet. 180 pp.
978-1-77262-030-6 
___048103014 
paper 20.00

 
DC Comics Super-Villains: 100 Greatest 
Moments
Highlights from the History of the World’s 
Greatest Super-Villains
Robert Greenberger CHWL
The third installment in the popular 100 
Greatest Moments of DC Comics series 
features the pivotal acts that shaped the 
characters of 74 of the most twisted and 
complex bad guys in the comics world. 
Includes more than 200 pages of art. 304 pp.
978-0-7858-3753-4 
___049459159 24.99

 
Death of the Master
Patrick Kyle KOYA
After the sudden death of a beloved patriarch 
who promised eternal life to his followers, a 
topsy-turvy society attempts to reconcile the 
deluded teachings of their late leader with 
the harsh reality he left behind. 224 pp.
978-1-927668-71-9 
___047817456 
paper 19.95

 
Delicious in Dungeon, Vol. 7
Ryoko Kui YENR
A new member joins the party: Izutsumi, a 
cat ninja and shockingly picky eater. How 
long will she last with Laois and crew as 
they continue eating their way through the 
dungeon to find Falin!? 208 pp.
978-1-975358-58-7 
___049337973 paper 15.00

 
The End of the World
Don Hertzfeldt RH  
From the imagination of legendary animator 
and two-time Oscar nominee Hertzfeldt 
comes a hilarious fever-dream vision of the 
apocalypse, now available in wide release for 
the first time since the rare original edition 
sold out. 224 pp.
978-1-984855-35-0 
___048229278 36.00

 
Today’s Menu for the Emiya Family, Volume 3
adapted by Taa DNPA
Type-Moon
For most of the first two volumes of this 
manga series, Emiya has been in the kitchen. 
Now his rivals and friends decide to step up 
to the stove and start cooking. 160 pp.
978-1-63442-950-4 
___048916366 
paper 12.95

 
Free S**t
Charles Burns FANB
Since 2000, master cartoonist Burns has 
been self-publishing a secret, handmade 
sketchbook zine titled Free S**t, exclusively 
for friends and VIPs. For the first time, Burns 
has compiled all 25 issues into a single 
pocket-sized volume for all of his fans to 
enjoy. 208 pp.
978-1-68396-260-1 
___048463280 19.99

 
Fruits Basket Another, Vol. 3
Natsuki Takaya YENR
As warm and welcoming as the Sohmas 
are, there’s still a mystery to them that Sawa 
can’t figure out. Though every fiber of her 
body seems to be telling her to leave before 
she gets too attached, there’s also a voice in 
her head telling her to stick around, to get to 
know them better. 192 pp.
978-1-975358-59-4 
___049339118 paper 15.00

 
Goodbye, My Havana 
The Life and Times of a Gringa in 
Revolutionary Cuba
Anna Veltfort REWR
Set against a backdrop of world-changing 
events during the headiest years of the Cuban 
Revolution, this work follows young Veltfort 
as her once relatively privileged life among 
a community of anti-imperialist expatriates 
turns to progressive disillusionment and 
heartbreak. The consolidation of Castro’s 
position brings violence, cruelty, and betrayal 
to her doorstep. 240 pp.
978-1-50361-049-1 
___048421385 
paper 24.00

 
Goosebumps: Horrors of the Witch House
Denton J. Tipton IDDW
and Matthew Dow Smith
Chris Fenoglio, illustrator
The kid-friendly horror series returns with all-
new stories for a new generation, bringing 
the terrifying world of R.L. Stine to graphic 
novel form. All the kids in Beaver Creek, 
Oregon, know that the old Whaley House 
is probably haunted, so when young tech 
entrepreneur Veruca Curry moves in, the kids 
fear that there’s more to her than meets the 
eye. 80 pp.
978-1-68405-539-5 
___048415121 12.99
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Grand Electric Thought Power Mother
Lale Westvind CLOD
Kim Jooha, editor
A collection of Lale Westvind’s critically 
acclaimed risograph comics, available for 
major distribution for the first time. This 
highly influential body of work is comprised 
of epic stories with spiritual themes and a 
feminist bent. 272 pp.
978-1-937541-50-7 
___045248973 
paper 24.95

 
H.A. Rey’s Curious George Classic Comics
adapted by Ryan Inzana HM  
The first three original Curious George 
stories have been newly adapted into a 
comics format by award-winning graphic 
artist/writer Inzana. 176 pp.
978-0-544-99933-6 
___048991513 24.99

 
The Hard Tomorrow
Eleanor Davis DRAW
Told with tenderness and care in an undefined 
near future, this gorgeous and empathetic 
story of one couple’s search for hope and 
a peaceful future blazes unrestrained, as 
moments of human connection are doused 
in fear and threats. 152 pp.
978-1-77046-373-8 
___047929756 24.95

 
Heavenly Delusion, Vol. 1
Masakazu Ishiguro DNPA
Winner of the 2019 Kono Manga Sugoi 
Award for Best Comic of the Year as selected 
by artists and critics in Japan. Disease and a 
new race of supernatural beings have nearly 
wiped out mankind, and two survivors are on 
the hunt for an oasis called Tomato Heaven. 
208 pp.
978-1-63442-940-5 
___048916186 
paper 12.95

 
Holy Hannah
Will Dinski UCVK
Loosely based on the life of the notorious 
Jim Jones, this new work from the creator of 
Trying Not to Notice takes a close look at the 
thin line dividing religious belief from cult 
worship in this story of a woman’s eventual 
indoctrination into a religious cult. 550 pp.
978-1-941250-36-5 
___045413116 
paper 24.95

 
Immortal Hulk, Vol. 1
text by Al Ewing MARV
Joe Bennett et al., illustrators
Bruce Banner is a quiet, calm man who 
believes he can use the darkest elements 
of his personality to do good in the world. 
Collects The Immortal Hulk #1-5 and material 
from Avengers: No Surrender #684. 248 pp.
978-1-30291-965-8 
___049315012 34.99

 
Immortal Hulk, Vol. 4
Abomination
text by Al Ewing MARV
Joe Bennett, illustrator
Rick Jones was the Hulk’s best friend. Now 
Rick is dead and the Immortal Hulk wants to 
know why. To find the answers, Bruce Banner 
must face roaming gamma experiments, a 
ruthless assassin out for his blood…and the 
one thing that can cage the Immortal Hulk. 
Collects #16-20. 112 pp.
978-1-30291-667-1 
___048634942 paper 15.99

 
Inside Mari, Vol. 6
Shuzo Oshimi DNPA
A college student wakes up in the body of a 
high-school girl in this book that addresses 
fascinating, real-life topics and emotions. 
The inspiration for the web streaming TV 
series of the same name. 192 pp.
978-1-63442-910-8 
___048916431 
paper 12.95

 
Gambling Apocalypse: Kaiji, Vol.1
Nobuyuki Fukumoto DNPA
Legendary mangaka Fukumoto finally makes 
his English-language debut. The inspiration 
for the infamous anime by the same name 
and the Netflix live-action filmAnimal World 
takes readers into the dark side of Japan’s 
post-bubble economic society by thrusting 
them into a world of debt, debauchery, and 
delusion. 544 pp.
978-1-63442-924-5 
___048916145 
paper 21.95

 
Katsuya Terada Real Size
Katsuya Terada PIEZ
The definitive collection of “Doodle King” 
Terada’s amazing one-shot drawings using 
only a black marker. Containing over 150 
illustrations, this book is sewn together so that 
the page spreads can be opened flat so Terada’s 
work to be seen in a complete form. 202 pp.
978-4-7562-5187-9 
___049364364 
49.95

 
Kitten Construction Company: A Bridge Too Fur
John Patrick Green FSEC
Construction has never been cuter than in 
this graphic novel for very young readers! 
Marmalade and her crew of construction 
kittens are in high demand. Their latest 
assignment (and biggest job yet) is to build 
the new Mewburg bridge. But with the bridge 
comes the one thing that cats hate most of 
all—water! 80 pp.
978-1-62672-831-8 
___047378764 17.99
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Last of the American Girls
Green Day DYST
and Frank Caruso
One of the most important and influential 
artists of their generation, the high-energy 
rock band Green Day has continued to inspire 
millions of fans worldwide with their music, 
political views, and iconoclastic conviction. 
Now, they transform their Billboard hit 
“Last of the American Girls” into a full-color 
illustrated book of the song’s lyrics. 48 pp.
978-0-06-296410-6 
___049377709 19.99

 
Life of Vice
Robin Enrico, illustrator ATAV
An overwhelmed reporter is assigned to 
cover the debauched Las Vegas antics of rock 
star Becky Vice. Over a ridiculous weekend 
the pair will get into trouble at casinos, adult 
entertainment awards, and pro-wrestling 
matches; but most of all they will become 
friends. 96 pp.
978-1-68148-590-4 
___038509187 
paper 10.00

 
Look Hamlet
Barbro Lindgren RSLB
Anna Hoglund, illustrator
Rachel Willson-Broyles, translator
A hilarious, darkly comic graphic retelling of 
Shakespeare’s Hamlet in radically condensed 
prose by legendary Swedish children’s author 
Lindgren and illustrator Höglund. Bold and 
brilliant, irreverent and humane, this is 
the perfect irreverent gift for Shakespeare 
readers of all ages. 32 pp.
978-1-63206-259-8 
___048477911 17.99

 
Martin Peters
Patrick Allaby CNUN
Set in a generic Fredericton suburb called 
Skyline Acres, this is the fictional biography 
of Martin Peters, a teenager with Type 1 
diabetes. Desperate to fit in, Martin begins 
neglecting his health until, eventually, he 
finds himself fighting for his life in the 
hospital. 80 pp.
978-1-77262-038-2 
___048103099 
paper 15.00

 
Marvel’s Spider-Man: City at War
text by Dennis Hopeless MARV
Michele Bandini, illustrator
Showered with worldwide acclaim, the 
blockbuster game Marvel’s Spider-Man 
has everyone’s spidey-sense buzzing. Now 
fans can experience the emotional and 
shock-filled The amazing adventures of the 
wallcrawler from a whole new universe. 
Collects #1-6. 144 pp.
978-1-30291-901-6 
___048634959 paper 19.99

 
Mighty Morphin Power Rangers, Vol. 9
Marguerite Bennett BOSU
and Walter Baiamonte
Simone Di Meo
and Francesco Mortarino, illustrators
After the stunning conclusion to the hit comic 
book event Power Rangers: Shattered Grid, 
an all-new, all-star team of Power Rangers is 
drawn together from across time and space 
to combat a never-before-seen evil. Collects 
#31-34. 112 pp.
978-1-68415-452-4 
___048611402 paper 16.99

 
Mirror Mirror 3
Haejin Park et al., editors CLOD
Editors and artists Park, Paige Mehrer, and 
Sophie Page have constructed a vibrant 
maelstrom of mixed media double page 
spreads for the third volume of this anthology 
series, which is divided into three sections, 
one by each of the authors, with collaborative 
work connecting the stories. 200 pp.
978-1-937541-51-4 
___048102656 
paper 24.95

 
The Mortal Instruments: The Graphic Novel, 
Vol. 3
Cassandra Clare YENR
and Cassandra Jean
In this third installment of the graphic novel 
adaptation of Clare’s bestselling The Mortal 
Instruments, the characters come alive and 
the plot thickens. After betrayal, who can 
Clary trust? 192 pp.
978-0-316-46583-0 
___049338892 paper 13.00

 
Ms. Marvel by Saladin Ahmed, Vol. 1
text by Saladin Ahmed MARV
Minkyu Jung, illustrator
Eisner Award-winner Ahmed (Black Bolt, 
Exiles) and rising star Minkyu Jung take the 
reins of one of Marvel’s most beloved new 
characters, with the shocking start of an all-
new era! Collects Magnificent Ms. Marvel 
(2019) #1-6. 136 pp.
978-1-30291-829-3 
___048634951 paper 17.99

 
Mystery Science Theater 3000
created by Joel Hodgson DHC 
The hit Netflix show has come to comics! 
Jonah Heston, Crow T. Robot, and Tom Servo 
find themselves thrust into the 2-D world of 
public domain comics, with riffing as their 
only defense. 160 pp.
978-1-50670-947-5 
___049358056 paper 19.99
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Open Borders
The Science and Ethics of Immigration
Bryan Caplan FSEC
and Zach Weinersmith
Economist Caplan makes a bold case for 
unrestricted immigration in this fact-filled 
graphic nonfiction. He makes the case for 
unrestricted immigration easy to follow and 
hard to deny.  256 pp.
978-1-25031-696-7 
___047587319 paper 19.99

 
Persephone’s Garden
Glynnis Fawkes SXAC
Fawkes’ is a deeply personal story and 
inventive study of girlhood, womanhood, 
and motherhood, through memory, history 
and mythology. 272 pp.
978-0-9991935-6-3 
___048152140 
paper 21.95

 
Pleasure & Corruption, Vol. 1
You Someya DNPA
A lonely high school student comes of age 
when a classmate introduces him to a world 
of intense romance and loyalty. 192 pp.
978-1-63442-946-7 
___048916251 
paper 12.95

 
Plummet
Sherwin Tjia CNUN
When Mel wakes up one morning, she finds 
herself in endless freefall towards an Earth 
that is no longer there, surrounded by the 
junk of human existence. This graphic novel 
follows Mel as she attempts to survive, find 
allies, and negotiate the balance between 
becoming prey or predator.  160 pp.
978-1-77262-040-5 
___048102810 
paper 20.00

 
Plus-Sized Elf, Vol. 3
Synecdoche SVAS
Naoe-kun, a massage therapist, is saddled 
with a strange patient. This lovely lady has 
emerald eyes, pointy ears, and grew up in 
the forest—everything about her screams 
“elf,” except for one thing: her bodacious 
body. She left her world but loves junk food. 
Can Naoe-kun help this lovable elf girl lose 
weight. 180 pp.
978-1-64275-029-4 
___044248700 paper 12.99

 
Qualification
A Graphic Memoir in Twelve Steps
David Heatley PANT
From the author of My Brain Is Hanging 
Upside Down, a new graphic memoir 
brimming with black humor that explores 
the ultimate irony: the author’s addiction to 
12-step programs. “Heatley is a great, dark, 
funny, truth teller.”—R. Crumb. 416 pp.
978-0-375-42540-0 
___048061749 26.95

 
Rat Time
Keiler Roberts KOYA
Droll documentarian Roberts portrays her 
life in a brutally honest and relatable way, 
which results in works of nonfiction that, like 
life, can be hilarious and heart-wrenching at 
the same time. 124 pp.
978-1-927668-70-2 
___047817120 
paper 12.00

 
Reading Quirks
Weird Things That Bookish Nerds Do!
The Wild Detectives DPVM
Laura Pacheco, illustrator
A light-hearted ode to the immense pleasure 
of reading and its resulting neuroses in a 
collection of cartoons created by beloved 
bookstore The Wild Detectives. 96 pp.
978-1-941920-89-3 
___048176140 
20.00

 
Revenger and the Fog
Charles Forsman FATW
When Revenger’s lover is taken from her, 
there’s only one solution: revenge. 160 pp.
978-0-9895066-8-7 
___048299939 
paper 18.95

 
Revenger, Vol. 1
Children of the Damned
Charles Forsman FATW
A hyperviolent graphic novel from the 
creator of The End of the F***ing World and I 
Am Not Okay With Us, following the exploits 
of Revenger. A hardboiled festival of force, 
fights—but not forgiveness. 144 pp.
978-0-9895066-6-3 
___048299230 
paper 14.95

 
Roadqueen: Eternal Roadtrip to Love
Mira Ong Chua SVAS
This sharp and hilarious lesbian romcom is a 
bold new book for both yuri manga fans and 
readers hungry for English-original LGBT+ 
fun. 276 pp.
978-1-64505-126-8 
___049097561 paper 15.99

 
Runaways, Vol. 4
But You Can’t Hide
text by Rainbow Rowell MARV
Andres Genolet, illustrator
The fallout from the epic adventure That Was 
Yesterday is still felt. There’s plenty of rebuilding 
to do, both metaphorical and literal, but the 
kids are exhausted, heartbroken, and confused. 
Are the Runaways up for these major repairs? 
Collects Runaways #19-24. 144 pp.
978-1-30291-801-9 
___048634949 paper 17.99
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Shuri, Vol. 2
text by Vita Ayala MARV
Paul Davidson, illustrator
With her brother gone and Wakanda in peril, 
the Black Panther is needed—and Shuri 
must step up to fill the void. With New York 
City and New Jersey on the line, there’s no 
way that Miles “Spider-Man” Morales and 
Kamala “Ms. Marvel” Khan are sitting this 
one out! Collects #6-10. 112 pp.
978-1-30291-854-5 
___048634953 paper 15.99

 
Star Wars™
The Complete Marvel Comics Covers Mini 
Book, Vol. 1
Insight Editions ISGH
Explore the complete history of Marvel 
Comics’ Star Wars covers in this miniature 
art book. This is the ultimate pocket-sized 
journey through a galaxy of iconic comics 
art. 304 pp.
978-1-68383-806-7 
___048477372 11.99

 
Star Wars™: TIE Fighter
text by Jody Houser MARV
Roge Antonio, illustrator
As the war between the rebels and the 
Galactic Empire stretches on, it is the 
innocent people of the galaxy who are most 
at risk. An elite squadron of TIE fighter pilots 
helps protect Imperial interests. But how far 
is this untested team willing to go to preserve 
law and order? Collects #1-5. 112 pp.
978-1-30291-862-0 
___048634955 paper 15.99

 
Stunt
Michael DeForge KOYA
From the author of the one-person anthology 
series Lose. A stunt double is hired by an 
actor to serve as his doppelgänger in order 
to sabotage his career.  72 pp.
978-1-927668-69-6 
___047817014 
paper 15.00

 
Taxi
Stories from the Back Seat
Aimee De Jongh CNUN
One of the brightest new talents in Europe 
creates her first autobiographical work, 
focusing on taxi rides from four cities: Los 
Angeles, Paris, Jakarta, and Washington, 
D.C. Despite the stunning streetscapes 
she passes, de Jongh finds herself more 
interested in the cab drivers than the view 
from the back seat. 96 pp.
978-1-77262-039-9 
___048102961 
paper 17.00

 
Things to Do Instead of Killing Yourself
Tara Booth FATW
and Jon-Michael Frank
Two up-and-coming artists with a robust 
online following tackle issues on mental 
health and find a way to talk about suicide 
and present surreal and sadly relatable one-
panel comic suggestions about how to live 
life. 112 pp.
978-1-942801-74-0 
___048041658 
paper 15.00

 
Thor, Vol. 3
War’s End
text by Jason Aaron MARV
Mike Del Mundo, illustrator
Having been adopted by Odin as an infant 
and raised in the Asgardian royal family, Loki 
never had a chance to bond with his birth 
people, the fearsome Frost Giants. But now, 
the Giants have invaded New York City as 
part of Malekith’s war on Midgard. Collects 
Thor (2018) #12-16. 120 pp.
978-1-30291-445-5 
___048634930 paper 17.99

 
The Umbrella Academy, Vol. 1: Apocalypse 
Suite, Library Ed.
Gerard Way DHC 
Dave Stewart et al., illustrators
I>Umbrella Academy is Netflix’s most 
watched show of 2019. This deluxe volume 
contains the complete first series, the short 
stories “Mon Dieu!” and “But the Past Ain’t 
Through with You,” and an expanded 50-
page sketchbook section. 216 pp.
978-1-50671-547-6 
___050491593 39.99

 
The Unbeatable Squirrel Girl, Vol. 11
Call Your Squirrelfriends
text by Ryan North MARV
Erica Henderson et al., illustrators
To celebrate 50 issues of Unbeatable Squirrel 
Girl across two volumes, Doreen Green takes 
on none other than Kang the Conqueror as 
Squirrel Girl jumps headfirst into the War of 
the Realms. Collects #42-46. 120 pp.
978-1-30291-448-6 
___048634931 paper 15.99

 
The Unstoppable Wasp: Unlimited Vol. 2
text by Jeremy Whitley MARV
Alti Firmansyah, illustrator
he agents of G.I.R.L. rally around Nadia Van 
Dyne as she recovers from a personal crisis 
that put the whole lab at risk. But after a 
fateful A.I.M. attack, one of Nadia’s lab mates 
is undergoing some mysterious changes, 
and Nadia finds herself flying into battle 
once more. Collects: #6-10. 112 pp.
978-1-30291-427-1 
___048634928 paper 15.99
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Yet Here We Are Dealing with the Things We 
Should Have Ignored
Tommi Parrish CLOD
Love, trauma, sex, relationships, working 
it out, and trying hard—this volume is a 
collection of seven years worth of Parrish’s 
work, focusing on earlier, short run, and out-
of-print pieces. 200 pp.
978-1-937541-52-1 
___048102678 
paper 24.95

 
your name.
The Official Visual Guide
Makoto Shinkai YENR
This story guide for Makoto Shinkai’s hit your 
name. features beautiful scenes from the 
film, along with background art, character 
and concept art, storyboards, and a variety 
of exclusive interviews from the people who 
brought Mitsuha and Taki’s story to life. 128 
pp.
978-1-975358-71-6 
___049337948 paper 30.00

HISTORY - GENERAL HISTORY

 
The Accursed Tower
The Fall of Acre and the End of the Crusades
Roger Crowley BASC
From a New York Times-bestselling author 
comes a stirring account of the siege of Acre 
in 1291, when the last Christian stronghold 
fell to the Muslim army. 272 pp.
978-1-54169-734-8 
___048463989 28.00

 
The Accusation
Blood Libel in an American Town
Edward Berenson NORT
The author presents a chilling investigation 
of America’s only alleged case of blood libel, 
and what it reveals about anti-semitism in 
the U.S. and Europe. 256 pp.
978-0-393-24942-2 
___048400357 26.95

 
America: The Last Best Hope
William J. Bennett NELN
A single-volume edition of Bennett’s 
bestselling series, thoroughly revised and 
updated. “The role of history is to inform, 
inspire, and sometimes provoke us, which is 
why Bill Bennett’s wonderfully readable book 
is so important.”–Walter Isaacson, former 
CNN chairman, TIME  editor, and CEO of the 
Aspen Institute 1,088 pp.
978-1-40021-284-2 
___049070187 39.99

 
American Radicals
How Nineteenth-Century Protest Shaped the 
Nation
Holly Jackson CRNP
A character-driven narrative history about 
the 19th-century radicals—from Fanny 
Wright and Henry David Thoreau to John 
Brown and William Lloyd Garrison—who 
demanded that the United States live up to 
its revolutionary ideals. 400 pp.
978-0-525-57309-8 
___047862996 28.00

 
The American Story
Conversations with Master Historians
David M. Rubenstein SS  
Foreword by Carla Hayden
Co-founder of The Carlyle Group and patriotic 
philanthropist Rubenstein takes readers on 
a sweeping journey across the grand arc 
of the American story through revealing 
conversations with our greatest historians. 
416 pp.
978-1-982120-25-2 
___048478553 30.00

 
The Atlas of Boston History
Nancy S. Seasholes, editor UNCH
This landmark volume captures all aspects 
of Boston’s past in a series of 57 stunning 
full-color spreads. Each section features 
newly created thematic maps that focus on 
moments and topics in that history. 208 pp.
978-0-226-63115-8 
___048823339 40.00

 
The Berlin Mission
The American Who Resisted Nazi Germany 
from Within
Richard Breitman PUBA
An unknown story of an unlikely hero—the 
U.S. consul who best analyzed the threat 
posed by Nazi Germany and predicted the 
horrors to come. 336 pp.
978-1-54174-216-1 
___048463781 28.00

 
Black Flags, Blue Waters
The Epic History of America’s Most Notorious 
Pirates
Eric Jay Dolin LIVR
With surprising tales of vicious mutineers, 
imperial riches, and high-seas intrigue, Black 
Flags, Blue Waters vividly reanimates the 
“Golden Age” of piracy in the Americas. 416 
pp.
978-1-63149-622-6 
___048400292 paper 18.95
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The Bourbon King
The Life and Crimes of George Remus, 
Prohibition’s Evil Genius
Bob Batchelor DVRN
On the 100th anniversary of The Volstead 
Act comes the deeply researched, epic, 
definitive story of George Remus, the man 
who cracked the Prohibition system, turned it 
on its ear, became one of the world’s richest 
criminal masterminds, and inspired The 
Great Gatsby. 336 pp.
978-1-63576-586-1 
___047836525 
27.99

 
City on a Hill
Urban Idealism in America from the Puritans 
to the Present
Alex Krieger HARU
From the pilgrims to Las Vegas, hippie 
communes to the smart city, utopianism has 
shaped American landscapes. The Puritan 
small town was the New Jerusalem. Thomas 
Jefferson dreamed of rational farm grids. 
Reformers tackled slums through crusades 
of civic architecture. To understand American 
space, Krieger looks to the drama of utopian 
ideals. 416 pp.
978-0-674-98799-9 
___048913748 35.00

 
Civilisations
First Contact / The Cult of Progress
David Olusoga PFIK
In this companion to his BBC TV documentary 
series Civilizations, Olusoga travels the 
world to piece together the shared histories 
that link cultures. 304 pp.
978-1-78125-997-9 
___048120043 
22.95

 
The Compatriots
The Brutal and Chaotic History of Russia’s 
Exiles, Émigrés, and Agents Abroad
Andrei Soldatov PUBA
and Irina Borogan
Moscow-based journalists Soldatov and 
Borogan look at the complex, ever-shifting 
role of Russian émigrés since the 1917 
October Revolution to the present day. 384 
pp.
978-1-54173-016-8 
___048463535 28.00

 
Crucible
The Long End of the Great War and the Birth 
of a New World, 1917-1924
Charles Emmerson PUBA
A bold, revisionist account of World War 
I’s lingering end, the bloody years that 
followed, and the Western world’s reeling 
transformation. 688 pp.
978-1-61039-782-7 
___040024580 35.00

 
Crusaders
The Epic History of the Wars for the Holy 
Lands
Dan Jones VIK 
A major new history of the Crusades with an 
unprecedented wide scope, told in a tableau 
of portraits of people on all sides of the wars, 
from the New York Times bestselling author 
of The Templars. 448 pp.
978-0-525-42831-2 
___048463734 30.00

 
Digging Up Britain
Ten Discoveries, a Million Years of History
Mike Pitts THAM
An award-winning archaeologist and 
journalist chronicles England’s history—
as told through the country’s recent 
archaeological discoveries. 288 pp.
978-0-500-05190-0 
___048888242 29.95

 
Dominion
How the Christian Revolution Remade the 
World
Tom Holland BASC
The award-winning author of Rubicon and 
a historian of antiquity shows how the 
Christian Revolution forged the Western 
imagination and transformed the world, 
from Babylon to the Beatles, Saint Michael to 
#MeToo. 624 pp.
978-0-465-09350-2 
___048464305 32.00

 
Dreams of El Dorado
A History of the American West
H.W. Brands BASC
Brands tells the thrilling, panoramic story of 
the settling of the American West. He takes 
readers from John Jacob Astor’s fur trading 
outpost in Oregon to the Texas Revolution, 
from the California gold rush to the Oklahoma 
land rush. 544 pp.
978-1-54167-252-9 
___048463537 32.00

 
The Europeans
Three Lives and the Making of a 
Cosmopolitan Culture
Orlando Figes HOLT
Vivid and insightful, this text shows how 
such cosmopolitan, ferment-shaped artistic 
traditions came to dominate world culture. 
688 pp.
978-1-62779-214-1 
___048166951 37.50
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A Fool’s Errand
Creating the National Museum of African 
American History and Culture During the Age 
of Bush, Obama, and Trump
Lonnie G. Bunch III SMIS
By turns inspiring, funny, frustrating, quixotic, 
and bittersweet, this is Founding Director 
Bunch’s deeply personal tale of the challenges 
and rewards of bringing a nationally 
acclaimed institution to life. 288 pp.
978-1-58834-668-1 
___047966600 29.95

 
Four White Horses and a Brass Band
True Confessions from the World of Medicine 
Shows, Pitchmen, Chumps, Suckers, Fixers, 
and Shills
Violet McNeal FERH
First published in 1947—a harrowing tale of 
a teenage opium addict traveling from town 
to town selling useless tonics while dodging 
the law and escaping from her Svengali-like 
“husband.” This lost classic now offers an 
extensive Afterword on the history of the 
patent medicine trade and evolution of the 
lure of miracle cures and healers. 272 pp.
978-1-62731-083-3 
___048296898 
paper 16.95

 
Freedom
The Overthrowing of the Slave Empires
James Walvin PSUK
In this timely and readable new work, Walvin 
focuses not on abolitionism or the brutality 
and suffering of slavery, but on the resistance 
of the enslaved themselves—from sabotage 
and absconding to full-blown uprisings—and 
its impact in overthrowing slavery. 320 pp.
978-1-64313-206-8 
___048431312 27.95

 
Gullah Days
Hilton Head Islanders Before the Bridge 
1861-1956
Thomas C. Barnwell Jr. et al. BLIR
with Christena Bledsoe
The inspiring post-Civil War history of the 
Gullah people on Hilton Head Island is told 
by their descendants. 400 pp.
978-1-949467-07-9 
___045521902 
paper 29.95

 
Heirs of an Honored Name
The Decline of the Adams Family and the 
Rise of Modern America
Douglas R. Egerton BASC
John and Abigail Adams founded a famous 
political family, but they would not witness 
its calamitous fall from grace. Here, an award-
winning historian depicts a family grown 
famous, wealthy—and aimless. 480 pp.
978-0-465-09388-5 
___048463552 35.00

 
A History of France
John Julius Norwich GOVR
The world-renowned historian John Julius 
Norwich has delivered the book he has 
always wanted to write: a single-volume 
history of France. 400 pp.
978-0-8021-4777-6 
___047778827 
paper 20.00

 
Indiana Daily Student
150 Years of Headlines, Deadlines and Bylines
Rachel Kipp et al., editors WHSK
For more than 150 years, Indiana University 
Bloomington’s student-produced newspaper, 
the Indiana Daily Student, has grown and 
changed with the times and the school. 
Generations of student journalists, armed 
with notepads, cameras, and a tireless 
devotion, have pursued both local and 
national stories since the newspaper’s debut 
in 1867. 288 pp.
978-0-253-04612-3 
___048579214 
30.00

 
The Invention of Yesterday
A 50,000-Year History of Human Culture, 
Conflict, and Connection
Tamim Ansary PUBA
The author offers a sweeping history that 
describes the separate beginnings of 
the world’s major cultural movements—
Confucianism, Islam, Judeo-Christianity, and 
Nomadism—and the dramatic, sometimes 
ruinous, sometimes transformative effects 
of their intertwinement that is the defining 
feature of the world today. 448 pp.
978-1-61039-796-4 
___048464253 28.00

 
Jefferson’s White House
Monticello on the Potomac
James B. Conroy ROWN
In telling the story of the first president to 
occupy the White House for his full term, 
author of the award-winning Lincoln’s 
White House, captures Jefferson’s pivotal 
leadership role and the intrigues and 
ambitions of a deeply divided young nation. 
256 pp.
978-1-53810-846-8 
___038969486 27.00

 
Lady Liberty 
An Illustrated History of America’s Most 
Storied Woman
essays by Joan Marans Dim EMSE
Antonio Masi, illustrator
Foreword by Joseph Berger
Magnificent art complements an unvarnished 
history of the Statue of Liberty and its 
relationship to immigration policy in the U.S. 
throughout the years. Includes 33 elegant, 
full-page stirring paintings by celebrated 
artist Masi.  104 pp.
978-0-8232-8533-4 
___048507613 
29.95
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Lakota America
A New History of Indigenous Power
Pekka Hämäläinen YALE
The first comprehensive history of the Lakota 
Indians and their profound role in shaping 
America’s history. 544 pp.
978-0-300-21595-3 
___048994641 35.00

 
The Last Monk of the Strofades
Memories from an Unknown Greek Island
Robert A. McCabe ABBP
and Katerina Lymperopoulou
The story, in photographs, of the last 
caretaker of the ancient monastery on the 
remote, windswept Strofades islands—an 
architectural and historical treasure now in 
danger of destruction.  248 pp.
978-0-7892-1335-8 
___047897464 
29.95

 
Lies Across America
What Our Historic Sites Get Wrong
James W. Loewen NPRS
From the author of the national bestseller 
Lies My Teacher Told Me comes a completely 
updated edition of the myth-busting history 
book that focuses on the inaccuracies, 
myths, and lies on monuments, statues, 
national landmarks, and historical sites all 
across America. 480 pp.
978-1-62097-433-9 
___045541275 
paper 19.99

 
Lies Across America
978-1-62097-506-0 NPRS
___045762983 
27.99

 
Made in Sweden
How the Swedes Are Not Nearly So 
Egalitarian, Tolerant, Hospitable or Cozy as 
They Would Like to (Have You) Think
Elisabeth Åsbrink SBEB
After decades of uncritical adoration of all 
things Scandinavian, the award-winning author 
of 1947 (an NPR Best Book of 2018) examines 
some harsher Swedish realities and explores 
the roots of nationalism, racism, eugenics, 
Lebensraum, and xenophobia. 160 pp.
978-1-947534-84-1 
___047933308 
16.00

 
Meat Planet
Artificial Flesh and the Future of 
Food
Benjamin Aldes Wurgaft UNCA
Exploring the quest to grow meat 
in laboratories—a substance 
sometimes called “cultured 
meat”—this volume asks what 
it means to imagine that this is 
the future of food. The author 
takes the reader on a tour of the 
laboratories, kitchens, public 
debates, and media events that 
may launch this novel food 
technology. 264 pp.
978-0-520-29553-7
___048702628 
27.95

 
Neither Wolf Nor Dog 25th Anniversary 
Edition
On Forgotten Roads with an Indian Elder
Kent Nerburn NWLB
Foreword by Robert Plant
A story of two men—one white and one 
Native American—searching for common 
ground as they journey through the western 
Dakotas. 352 pp.
978-1-60868-638-4 
___047570785 
paper 18.95

 
Operation Swallow
American Soldiers’ Remarkable Escape from 
Berga Concentration Camp
Mark Felton CEE 
The true and heroic story of American POWs’ 
daring escape from a Nazi concentration 
camp. In this little-known story from World 
War II, a group of American POW camp 
leaders risk everything to save hundreds 
of fellow servicemen from a diabolical Nazi 
concentration camp. 304 pp.
978-1-54607-644-5 
___049137888 28.00

 
The Queens of Animation
The Untold Story of the Women Who 
Transformed the World of Disney and Made 
Cinematic History
Nathalia Holt LB  
From the bestselling author of Rise of the 
Rocket Girls comes the untold story of 
the women of Walt Disney Studios, who 
shaped the iconic films that have enthralled 
generations. 400 pp.
978-0-316-43915-2 
___048140323 29.00
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The Red and the Blue
The 1990s and the Birth of Political Tribalism
Steve Kornacki ECCO
From MSNBC correspondent Kornacki comes 
a lively and sweeping history of the 1990s—
one that brings critical new understanding to 
our current political landscape. 512 pp.
978-0-06-243900-0 
___047980479 paper 19.99

 
Rough Road to the North
A Vagabond on the Great Northern Highway
Jim Christy FERH
The exploration of the Canadian and Alaskan 
frontier still calls to the wonder of men’s 
souls. Poet and novelist Christy explores 
the history of the building of the great Alcan 
highway through his personal experiences 
and the stories of residents and pioneers 
who came before him. 197 pp.
978-1-62731-082-6 
___048296704 
paper 17.95

 
Saving America’s Cities
Ed Logue and the Struggle to Renew Urban 
America in the Suburban Age
Lizabeth Cohen FSG 
The story of the postwar American city as 
refracted through the life and career of the 
urban planner Edward J. Logue. 560 pp.
978-0-374-25408-7 
___048166658 35.00

 
The Second Founding
How the Civil War and Reconstruction 
Remade the Constitution
Eric Foner NORT
From the Pulitzer Prize-winning scholar 
comes a timely history of the constitutional 
changes that built equality into the nation’s 
foundation and how those guarantees have 
been shaken over time. 256 pp.
978-0-393-65257-4 
___048400388 26.95

 
Stalin and the Fate of Europe
The Postwar Struggle for Sovereignty
Norman M. Naimark HARU
It can seem as though the Cold War division 
of Europe was inevitable. But Stalin was more 
open to a settlement on the continent than 
is assumed. In this powerful reassessment 
of the postwar order, Naimark returns to the 
four years after World War II to illuminate 
European leaders’ efforts to secure national 
sovereignty amid dominating powers. 320 pp.
978-0-674-23877-0 
___048913985 29.95

 
Stolen
Five Free Boys Kidnapped Into Slavery and 
Their Astonishing Odyssey Home
Richard Bell ATR 
A gripping and true story about five boys 
who were kidnapped in the North and 
smuggled into slavery in the Deep South—
and their daring attempt to escape and bring 
their captors to justice, reminiscent of Twelve 
Years A Slave and Never Caught. 336 pp.
978-1-50116-943-4 
___048477930 27.00

 
Talk Radio’s America
How an Industry Took Over a Political Party 
That Took Over the United States
Brian Rosenwald HARU
The march to the Trump presidency began in 
1988, when Rush Limbaugh went national. 
Rosenwald charts the transformation of AM 
radio entertainers into political kingmakers. 
304 pp.
978-0-674-18501-2 
___048914110 29.95

 
Timelines
The Events That Shaped History
John Haywood THAM
Haywood presents a grand sweep of 
global history using concise, insightful, 
and engaging text summaries alongside 
timelines, maps, and illustrations, taking 
readers from the origins of our first ancestors 
up to the present day.
978-0-500-02257-3 
___048415927 26.95

 
When Reagan Sent in the Marines
The Invasion of Lebanon
Patrick J. Sloyan THDU
From a Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist who 
reported on the events as it happened, an 
action-packed account of Reagan’s failures 
in the 1983 Marines’ barracks bombing in 
Beirut. 240 pp.
978-1-25011-391-7 
___047870977 29.99

 
Wondrous Women Who Changed the World
10 Inspirational Models to Make
Jenny Jacoby TUDY
Maëva Collet, illustrator
In this first book in the new Role Models 
series, learn about 40 inspirational women, 
who made, or continue to make, stunning 
contributions to the world during their 
lifetimes. Then, you can create 10 paper 
models of these women using the perforated 
cardstock in the back of the book. 64 pp.
978-1-68412-951-5 
___048478525 19.99

 
Writing the Big Book
The Creation of A.A.
William H. Schaberg CCOV
The definitive history of writing and 
producing the “Big Book” of Alcoholics 
Anonymous, told through unprecedented 
access to the group’s archives. 844 pp.
978-1-949481-28-0 
___048407755 
paper 40.00
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Written in History
Letters That Changed the World
Simon Sebag Montefiore VINT
The author curates an outstanding selection 
of great letters from ancient times to the 21st 
century, touching on power, love, art, sex, 
faith, and war. 288 pp.
978-1-984898-16-6 
___049172970 paper 16.95

HISTORY - MILITARY / WAR

 
Agents of Influence
A British Campaign, a Canadian Spy, and the 
Secret Plot to Bring America Into World War II
Henry Hemming PUBA
In this extraordinary tale of foreign influence 
on American shores, Hemming shows how 
a Canadian-born MI6 officer came to New 
York and flooded the American market with 
propaganda supporting Franklin Roosevelt 
and decrying Nazism. 384 pp.
978-1-54174-214-7 
___048464318 28.00

 
The Bell of Treason
The 1938 Munich Agreement in 
Czechoslovakia
P.E. Caquet OTHR
Drawing on a wealth of previously 
unexamined material, this staggering 
account sheds new light on the Allies’ 
responsibility for a landmark agreement that 
had dire consequences. 288 pp.
978-1-59051-050-6 
___047966617 27.99

 
Did America Have a Christian Founding?
Separating Modern Myth from Historical 
Truth
Mark David Hall NELN
A distinguished professor debunks the 
assertion that America’s founders were 
deists who desired the strict separation of 
church and state and instead shows that their 
political ideas were profoundly influenced by 
their Christian convictions. 240 pp.
978-1-40021-110-4 
___049070635 26.99

 
Echo in Ramadi
The Firsthand Story of U.S. Marines in Iraq’s 
Deadliest City
Scott A. Huesing REGN
Foreword by James Livingston
Like war classics We Were Soldiers, The 
Yellow Birds, and Generation Kill, this 
visceral, gripping portrayal of modern urban 
combat is an unforgettable capsule of one 
company’s experience of war that will leave 
readers stunned. 256 pp.
978-1-62157-961-8 
___047467619 paper 16.99

 
Escape from Paris
A True Story of Love and Resistance in 
Wartime France
Stephen Harding DACP
The true story of a small group of U.S. 
aviators whose four B-17 Flying Fortresses 
were shot down over German-occupied 
France on a single, fateful day: July 14, 1943, 
Bastille Day. 288 pp.
978-0-306-92216-9 
___048463970 28.00

 
The Greatest Fury
The Battle of New Orleans and the Rebirth 
of America
William C. Davis DUTT
A master historian delivers the definitive 
story of the Battle of New Orleans, the fight 
that decided the ultimate fate not only of 
the War of 1812 but the future course of the 
fledgling American republic. 512 pp.
978-0-399-58522-7 
___049200207 32.00

 
On Desperate Ground
The Marines at the Reservoir, the Korean 
War’s Greatest Battle
Hampton Sides ANCH
The New York Times-bestselling author of 
Ghost Soldiers and In the Kingdom of Ice 
presents a chronicle of the extraordinary 
feats of heroism by Marines called on to do 
the impossible during the greatest battle of 
the Korean War. 416 pp.
978-1-10197-121-5 
___049172619 paper 17.00

 
Reclaiming Common Sense
Finding Truth in a Post-Truth World
Robert Curry ETCB
Foreword by Brian T. Kennedy
This project of restoration includes an 
examination of the absurdity of the attacks 
on common sense. It also turns to well-
known stories drawn from the Western 
literary tradition to help readers again find 
their footing in the world of common sense. 
72 pp.
978-1-64177-074-3 
___048421381 
19.99

 
Return to the Reich
A Holocaust Refugee’s Secret Mission to 
Defeat the Nazis
Eric Lichtblau HM  
The remarkable story of Fred Mayer, a 
German-born Jew who escaped Nazi 
Germany only to return as an American 
commando on a secret mission behind 
enemy lines. 304 pp.
978-1-32852-853-7 
___048989727 28.00
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Sailing True North
Ten Admirals and the Voyage of Character
Admiral James Stavridis,USN (Ret.) PGUP
From the acclaimed author of Sea Power—
one of the most distinguished admirals 
of our time and a former Supreme Allied 
Commander of NATO—comes a meditation 
on leadership and character refracted 
through the lives of 10 of the most illustrious 
naval commanders in history. 336 pp.
978-0-525-55993-1 
___048275520 28.00

 
The Survivors
A Story of War, Inheritance, and Healing
Adam P. Frankel HR  
Throughout his journey into the past, his 
family’s psyche, and his own understanding 
of identity, the author comes to realize that 
while the nature of family traumas may vary, 
each person is faced with the same choice: 
turn away or confront it, in the hopes of 
moving on. 288 pp.
978-0-06-225858-8 
___048477160 27.99

 
Sweet Taste of Liberty
A True Story of Slavery and Restitution in 
America
W. Caleb McDaniel OXFD
The author focuses on the experience of 
Henrietta Wood, a freed slave who was sold 
back into slavery, eventually freed again, and 
who then sued the man who had sold her 
back into bondage—and won. 352 pp.
978-0-19-084699-2 
___048566365 27.95

 
Three Days at the Brink
FDR’s Daring Gamble to Win World War II
Bret Baier MORW
with Catherine Whitney
From the #1 bestselling author of Three Days 
in Moscow and anchor of Fox News Channel’s 
Special Report with Bret Baier comes a 
gripping history of the secret meeting that set 
the stage for victory in World War II. 432 pp.
978-0-06-290568-0 
___048414604 28.99

 
Undersea Warriors
The Untold History of the Royal Navy’s 
Secret Service
Iain Ballantyne PSUK
The dramatic untold story of Britain’s most-
secret service and of the Cold War beneath 
the waves, pitting British and NATO’s attack 
submarines against the Soviets. 498 pp.
978-1-64313-213-6 
___048487492 35.00

 
Vicksburg
Grant’s Campaign That Broke the 
Confederacy
Donald L. Miller SS  
The astonishing story of the longest and 
most decisive military campaign of the Civil 
War in Vicksburg, Mississippi, which opened 
the Mississippi River, split the Confederacy, 
freed tens of thousands of slaves, and made 
Grant the most important general of the war. 
688 pp.
978-1-45164-137-0 
___048478578 35.00

 
Vietnam
An Epic Tragedy, 1945-1975
Max Hastings PEEA
An absorbing and definitive modern history 
of the Vietnam War from the acclaimed New 
York Times-bestselling author of The Secret 
War. 896 pp.
978-0-06-240567-8 
___048440807 paper 22.99

 
World War II: Infographics
Jean Lopez et al. THAM
Foreword by Jonathan Fenby
A revelatory history of World War II, told 
entirely through visually stunning state-
of-the-art infographics. Encompassing the 
conflict from its roots to aftermath, this book 
covers more than 60 themes, from arms 
production to the Nazi concentration-camp 
system.  192 pp.
978-0-500-02292-4 
___048415747 40.00

HOME IMPROVEMENT/CONSTRUCTION

 
Hand Hewn
The Traditions, Tools, and Enduring Beauty of 
Timber Framing
Jack A. Sobon STOR
An internationally renowned architect 
presents a gorgeous celebration of the 
artistry, design, and traditional craftsmanship 
of timber-frame buildings. 272 pp.
978-1-63586-000-9 
___047814092 37.00

 
Nomad
Designing a Home for Escape and Adventure
Emma Reddington ARTN
Sian Richards, photographer
A lush, photographic guide to unconventional 
homes around the world and the free spirits 
who live and work in them. From vanlifers 
to liveaboards to tiny-house dwellers, these 
freedom seekers have forged a new way of 
life for themselves. 336 pp.
978-1-57965-813-7 
___047813458 29.95
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Skoolie!
How to Convert a School Bus or Van Into a 
Tiny Home or Recreational Vehicle
Will Sutherland STOR
This complete guide to turning a school 
bus into a tiny house brings the dream of 
a nomadic life and a cozy home on wheels 
within reach—and within budget—featuring 
how-to photos along with creative layout 
ideas and profiles of skoolie fanatics.  208 pp.
978-1-63586-072-6 
___047813017 paper 24.95

HOUSE & HOME

 
The Clutter Remedy
A Guide to Getting Organized for Those Who 
Love Their Stuff
Marla Stone NWLB
Stone, a former therapist turned professional 
organizer who works with individuals and 
corporations at all levels, helps readers create 
spaces that look and feel like readers at their 
best. She focuses not just on throwing stuff 
out but on understanding what will stay put 
and why. 256 pp.
978-1-60868-629-2 
___047530148 
paper 15.95

 
Cozy White Cottage
100 Ways to Love the Feeling of Being Home
Liz Marie Galvan NELN
A popular blogger shares hundreds of tips and 
tricks, budget-friendly hints, and project how-
tos to make every room a place a welcoming 
place, whether one lives on a country farm or 
in an urban apartment. 240 pp.
978-1-40031-532-1 
___047468033 26.99

 
Down to Earth
Laid-Back Interiors for Modern Living
Lauren Liess ABR 
Picking up right where Liess’ critically 
acclaimed Habitat left off, her latest title takes 
a step beyond the basics and invites readers 
to incorporate the main components of her 
familiar design aesthetic. 256 pp.
978-1-41973-819-7 
___049035175 40.00

 
Tidying Up with Marie Kondo: The Book 
Collection
Marie Kondo TENS
Discover the books that inspired the Netflix 
phenomenon Tidying Up with Marie Kondo, 
now together in a gorgeous keepsake 
package: The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying 
Up and Spark Joy.
978-1-984857-93-4 
___049918550 35.98

HUMOR

 
All Cats Are Introverts
Francesco Marciuliano ANMM
From the #1 New York Times-bestselling 
author of I Could Pee on This comes this 
humorous collection of self-reflective poetry 
from cats that clearly shows them to be 
the insightful, often alert, crowd-averse, 
personally engaging, probably napping-as-
we-speak introverts of the animal kingdom. 
112 pp.
978-1-44949-563-3 
___048551851 12.99

 
Animals Reviewed
Starred Ratings of Our Feathered, Finned, 
and Furry Friends
Association of Zoos and Aquariums TIMP
Zookeepers hilariously review the animals 
in their keep—from the anxious aardvark to 
the zealous zebra shark and every animal in 
between.   180 pp.
978-1-60469-960-9 
___047814582 paper 9.95

 
Are You My Uber?
A Parody
Sarah Dooley RUNN
Hilary Fitzgerald Campbell, illustrator
A 21st-century parody of the 1960 P.D. 
Eastman children’s book Are You My Mother?. 
Paired with illustrations by Fitzgerald 
Campbell, co-illustrator of Feminist Fight 
Club, Dooley’s hilarious imagined story is as 
ridiculous as it is relatable. 32 pp.
978-0-7624-9646-4 
___048643732 16.00

 
Believe It or Snot
The Definitive Field Guide to Earth’s Slimy 
Creatures
Nick Caruso HHTT
and Dani Rabaiotti
Ethan Kocak, illustrator
From the scientist duo behind the New York 
Times-bestselling sensation Does It Fart? 
and their excremental follow up True or 
Poo?, this book explores the myriad variety 
of slime in the animal and plant kingdoms. 
160 pp.
978-0-306-84614-4 
___049167100 16.00

 
The Complete Life and Times of Scrooge 
McDuck Vol. 2
Don Rosa FANB
The fan-favorite Scrooge McDuck life story as 
it’s never been told before—in chronological 
order with “in-between” untold tales. Volume 
2 still has more secrets to tell from Scrooge’s 
legendary life—including a rollicking Yukon 
adventure involving Glittering Goldie. 248 pp.
978-1-68396-253-3 
___048463274 29.99
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The Complete Life and Times of Scrooge 
McDuck Vols. 1-2 Boxed Set
Don Rosa FANB
Fantagraphics proudly presents the fan-
favorite Scrooge McDuck life story as it’s 
never been told before, in chronological 
order, with “in-between” untold tales. 496 
pp.
978-1-68396-254-0 
___048544359 59.99

 
Dad Jokes, Holiday Ed.
Yule Love Them!
Jimmy Niro SOBK
When it comes to bad jokes, there’s 
snowman like dad. Brace your elves for a 
winter punderland of the best dad jokes to 
make anyone sigh, groan, or roll their eyes. 
96 pp.
978-1-72820-020-0 
___048861833 paper 7.99

 
Dilbert Turns 30
Scott Adams ANMM
As fresh a look at the inanity of office life as 
it brought to the comics pages when it first 
appeared in 1989, this new Dilbert collection 
comically confirms to the working public 
that what’s going on. Devices might be more 
sophisticated, software and apps might be 
more plentiful, but when it gets down to 
interactions between the worker bees and 
the clueless in-controls, discontent and 
sarcasm rule. 160 pp.
978-1-52485-182-8 
___049454830 paper 14.99

 
Do You Mind If I Cancel?
(Things That Still Annoy Me)
Gary Janetti FLAT
Janetti, the writer and producer for some 
of the most popular television comedies 
of all time (Family Guy, Will & Grace), and 
creator of one of the most wickedly funny 
Instagram accounts there is, now turns his 
skills to the page in a hilarious, and poignant 
book chronicling the pains and indignities of 
everyday life. 176 pp.
978-1-25022-582-5 
___047871637 27.99

 
Everyone’s a Critic
The Ultimate Cartoon Book
Bob Eckstein, editor PCTN
From social media “likes” to reviews on Yelp 
and Rotten Tomatoes, people are constantly 
asked to give their opinions and offer feedback. 
Everyone’s a Critic is a curated collection of 
the best and brightest New Yorker cartoonists 
celebrating the art of the drawn critique, 
whether about restaurants, art, sports, dates, 
friends, or modern life. 144 pp.
978-1-61689-853-3 
___048464140 19.95

 
F*ck, Now There Are Two of You
Adam Mansbach AKAB
Owen Brozman, illustrator
The third installment in Mansbach’s 
internationally bestselling Go the F*ck to 
Sleep series addresses, with radical honesty, 
the family implosion that occurs when a 
second child arrives. 32 pp.
978-1-61775-760-0 
___048041753 
15.95

 
Feminasty
The Complicated Woman’s Guide to 
Surviving the Patriarchy Without Drinking 
Herself to Death
Erin Gibson GCEB
A collection of hilarious personal essays and 
political commentary from the charming, 
feminist and wickedly funny creator and host 
of the “Throwing Shade” podcast and TV 
Land show. 288 pp.
978-1-45557-187-1 
___048634967 paper 16.99

 
Forbidden Knowledge
101 Things No One Should Know How to Do
Owen Brooks ADMP
This edition presents a collection of the most 
ridiculous things that people should never 
attempt in real life—but will make readers 
laugh none the less. This entertaining and 
lighthearted work makes each hilarious 
scenario so much fun to imagine. 272 pp.
978-1-50721-107-6 
___048555409 paper 15.99

 
The Goldblum Variations
Adventures of Jeff Goldblum Across the 
Known (and Unknown) Universe
Helen McClory PNGN
The essential companion for any fan—a 
collection of stories, musings, puzzles, 
and games based on Hollywood actor and 
otherworldly icon Goldblum as he (and 
alternate versions of himself) travels through 
the known (and unknown) universe in a 
mighty celebration of weird and wonderful 
Goldbluminess. 96 pp.
978-0-14-313522-7 
___050291957 paper 12.00

 
Grab Life by the Balls
And Other Life Lessons from The Good 
Advice Cupcake
Loryn Brantz RUNN
and Kyra Kupetsky
The Good Advice Cupcake—or Cuppy, to 
those in the know—shares her tried-and-
true wisdom on everything from love and 
money, to self-care and fashion, to career 
and happiness, and the crazy, sticky things 
in between, all the while managing to look 
completely adorable and delicious. 136 pp.
978-0-7624-6816-4 
___047702619 13.00
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The Hard Times
The First 40 Years
The Writers at thehardtimes.net MRNB
A sharp, comedic send-up of punk and 
hardcore culture, from the creators of the 
popular and critically-lauded satire site 
thehardtimes.net. 256 pp.
978-0-358-02237-4 
___048989729 paper 20.00

 
Have I Got a Cartoon for You!
The Moment Magazine Book of Jewish 
Cartoons
Bob Mankoff, editor MMBK
Foreword by Roz Chast
In this new book, successful cartoonist, 
speaker, and author Mankoff presents his 
favorite Jewish cartoons. In his Foreword, 
Mankoff shows how his Jewish heritage 
helped him to become a successful 
cartoonist, examines the place of cartoons 
in the vibrant history of Jewish humor, and 
plumbs Jewish thought, wisdom and shtik 
for humorous insights. 112 pp.
978-1-942134-59-6 
___048772467 
paper 19.95

 
How to Live Like a Crazy Rich Asian
The Ultimate Guide to the Fashion, Food, 
Parties, and Lifestyle of Singapore
Philip Choo SYHO
Choo has been running a Crazy Rich Asians 
tour in Singapore since 2014—and this 
work transports readers directly there! As a 
local, he has insider knowledge of real-life 
Singaporeans who have inspired characters 
and places featured in the movie, as well 
as tons of fun facts about the country and 
culture. 192 pp.
978-1-51074-683-1 
___048551549 19.99

 
If You Give a Pig the White House
A Parody
Faye Kanouse CSNT
Amy Zhing, illustrator
A cleverly worded and illustrated picture 
book, this is the adult parody of the beloved 
children’s cautionary tale, If You Give a Pig a 
Pancake. Watch in dismay as the presidential 
pig gets into trouble, binges on too much Fox 
News and fast food, and cavalierly threatens 
national security. 32 pp.
978-1-25025-641-6 
___049211393 16.99

 
In Defense of Elitism
Why I’m Better Than You and You’re Better 
Than Someone Who Didn’t Buy This Book
Joel Stein GCEB
Stein spends a week in Roberts County, 
Texas, which had the highest percentage 
of Trump voters in the country. He goes to 
the home of Trump-loving Dilbert cartoonist 
Scott Adams; meets people who create fake 
news; and finds the new elitist organizations 
merging both right and left to fight the 
populists. 336 pp.
978-1-45559-147-3 
___049137846 28.00

 
The Little Girl Who Gave Zero F*cks
Amy Charlotte Kean UAME
J. Milton
The author puts forth an irreverent, feminist 
fairy tale for adults that teaches readers to 
care less about what others think. 88 pp.
978-1-78352-645-1 
___048732752 
14.95

 
Music to My Years: A Mixtape-Memoir of 
Growing Up and Standing Up
Cristela Alonzo ATR 
In this memoir full of humor and heart, 
comedian, writer, and producer Alonzo 
shares personal stories of growing up as a 
first-generation Mexican-American in Texas 
and following her dreams to pursue a career 
in comedy. 304 pp.
978-1-50118-920-3 
___043007633 26.99

 
None of My Business
P. J. O’Rourke GOVR
In his latest work, O’Rourke takes 45 years of 
experience making fun of terrible things in the 
most awful places in the world and applies it 
to a place that’s even worse—Wall Street, and 
the whole wide world of finance. 256 pp.
978-0-8021-4776-9 
___047778906 
paper 17.00

 
Not Sparking Joy
A Zits Treasury
Jerry Scott ANMM
and Jim Borgman
The funniest comic about teenage life is back 
with a brand-new collection of strips. Sixteen-
year-old Jeremy Duncan is a high-school 
freshman and an aspiring musician. Between 
naps, study hall, and band practice, Jeremy 
still manages to find time to be the star of the 
hugely popular comic strip Zits. 208 pp.
978-1-52485-176-7 
___048551867 paper 18.99

 
Peanuts Every Sunday 1981-1985
Charles M. Schulz FANB
The early to mid-80s strips collected in this 
volume highlight fan-favorites Franklin, 
Peppermint Patty, and Spike. Also featured are 
the Beagle Scouts and Charlie Brown’s always-
contentious relationship with his kite. And when 
it comes to Lucy, “The Doctor is In.” 288 pp.
978-1-68396-252-6 
___048463273 49.99

 
Peculiar Questions and Practical Answers
A Little Book of Whimsy and Wisdom from 
the Files of the New York Public Library
New York Public Library GRIF
Barry Blitt, illustrator
The staff of the NYPL has dug through the 
archives to find thoughtful and often witty 
answers to over 100 of the oddest, funniest, 
and most whimsical questions the library 
has received since it began keeping records 
over 75 years ago. 168 pp.
978-1-25020-362-5 
___047870677 18.99
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Simon’s Cat®: It’s a Dog’s Life
Simon Tofield CNNG
While patrolling his territory, Simon’s 
Cat dips into the lives of dogs and their 
owners in his neighborhood, including an 
English bulldog who is madly in love with 
a handsome-looking footstool and a pack of 
frustrating puppies. 128 pp.
978-1-78689-700-8 
___048517910 
14.00

 
Sorry I Ruined Your Childhood
Berkeley Mews Comics
Ben Zaehringer ANMM
In Berkeley Mews, bad things happen to good 
people, good things happen to bad people, 
and everything usually ends in disappointment 
or death. A subversive, hilarious, dark-
but-uplifting collection of comics set in a 
world of dark humor, dry wit, and irreverent 
reimaginings of popular culture. 144 pp.
978-1-52485-173-6 
___048551864 paper 14.99

 
Star Wars™ Be More Lando
How to Get What You Want (and Look Good 
Doing It)
Christian Blauvelt DK  
Packed with witty career advice for budding 
entrepreneurs, this Star Wars self-help book 
is full of brilliant business advice and funny 
quotes from Lando Calrissian and other Star 
Wars  characters. 64 pp.
978-1-46547-898-6 
___048032046 9.99

 
Star Wars™ Be More Leia
Find Your Rebel Voice and Fight the System
Christian Blauvelt DK  
Full of Star Wars quotes, witty advice, and 
stills from the iconic films, this edition 
will help with everything from starting a 
revolution to succeeding at life in a galaxy of 
mindless stormtroopers. 64 pp.
978-1-46547-897-9 
___048032208 9.99

 
Super!!! Dad Jokes
Saving the World, One Bad Joke at a Time
Jimmy Niro SOBK
In a world of annoyed eye rolls and 
embarrassed head shakes, super dads rise 
as the unsung heroes of delightfully cringe-
worthy humor. This all-new edition is filled 
with over 500 magnificent puns, stories, and 
anti-jokes. 160 pp.
978-1-72820-017-0 
___048861832 paper 9.99

 
That Was Awkward
The Art and Etiquette of the Awkward Hug
Emily Flake VIK 
One of Lit Hub’s “Most Anticipated Books of 
2019.” From The New Yorker humorist Flake 
comes a hilarious, oddly enlightening book of 
illustrations and observations that embrace 
the inescapable awkwardness of two human 
beings attempting to make physical contact 
with one another. 144 pp.
978-1-984879-58-5 
___050561967 16.00

 
Very Modern Mantras
Daily Affirmations for Daily Aggravations
Dan Zevin RUNN
Mindfulness meets the modern world with this 
collection of tongue-in-cheek chants for those 
daily moments that drive us insane, from a 
Thurber Prize-winning humorist. 144 pp.
978-0-7624-6761-7 
___048643724 15.00

 
Walt Disney’s Donald Duck: “Christmas in 
Duckburg”
Carl Barks FANB
In this collection of internationally acclaimed 
Donald Duck comics, there’s an impossible 
Christmas wish, a noble fireman, and a race 
to the South Seas. 200 pp.
978-1-68396-239-7 
___048463241 29.99

 
We Came First
Relationship Advice from Women Who Have 
Been There
Jennifer Wright LAUK
In her punchy new book, the bestselling 
author imagines how history’s most powerful 
women would approach current-day dating 
anxieties, with agony-aunt-style questions, 
quirky illustrations, and more. 120 pp.
978-1-78627-502-8 
___048463954 19.99

 
We Should All Be Mirandas
Life Lessons from Sex and the City’s Most 
Underrated Character
Chelsea Fairless HM  
and Lauren Garroni
This humorous manifesto is a celebration of 
a certain redheaded lawyer and the legions of 
fans who relate to her pragmatic, no-bullsh*t 
approach to work, love, and sex. 240 pp.
978-0-358-02236-7 
___048989725 19.99

 
What I Lick Before Your Face
and Other Haikus by Dogs
Jamie Coleman ATR 
Capturing the quirky personalities of 
dogs and their unique bond with humans, 
Coleman’s fun and loving celebration of the 
canine spirit is packed with adorable color 
photos of dogs of all shapes and sizes. 128 
pp.
978-1-982127-44-2 
___048478254 14.99

 
Ye Olde Cat Memes
The Original Book of Cat Humor
Eulalie Osgood Grover HM  
A humorous gift book featuring original pre-
internet cat memes. 96 pp.
978-0-358-23841-6 
___049357362 15.99
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Yes I Can Say That
And F*ck U If U Can’t Take a Joke
Judy Gold DYST
From award-winning comedian Gold comes 
a concise, funny, and thoughtful polemic on 
the current assault on comedy that explores 
how it is undermining free speech and a 
fundamental attack against the integrity of 
the art. 224 pp.
978-0-06-295375-9 
___048477157 18.99

INSPIRATIONAL

 
100 Days to Brave, Deluxe Ed.
Devotions for Unlocking Your Most 
Courageous Self
Annie F. Downs ZNDV
No matter where someone is in life, God has 
a plan. That doesn’t mean it’s always easy or 
simple. But God promises to be faithful. And 
He gives everyone the power to be brave! 
Find out how to grow faith and chase dreams 
with this deluxe edition. 256 pp.
978-0-310-45449-6 
___049080699 19.99

 
The Art of Flaneuring
How to Wander with Intention and Discover 
a Better Life
Erika Owen TRPR
A fun and practical guide to cultivating a 
more mindful and fulfilling everyday life by 
tapping into your inner flaneur—ideal for 
fans of Marie Kondo and The Little Book of 
Hygge.   208 pp.
978-1-982133-51-1 
___049339143 18.99

 
Beginner’s Pluck
Build Your Life of Purpose and Impact Now
Liz Forkin Bohannon BAKB
The cofounder and CEO of Sseko Designs 
challenges readers to rethink everything 
they’ve been told about finding their 
passions and following their dreams so they 
can get down to the business of building a 
life of purpose and impact. 240 pp.
978-0-8010-9424-8 
___048478464 24.99

 
Born to Shine
Practical Tools to Help You Shine, Even in 
Life’s Darkest Moments
Ashley LeMieux MGAM
The author pens an anthem of resilience and 
optimism for women searching for a shot of 
courage when they feel depleted. 200 pp.
978-1-64279-384-0 
___047807589 
paper 14.95

 
Chicken Soup for the Soul®: It’s Beginning to 
Look a Lot Like Christmas
101 Tales of Holiday Love and Wonder
Amy Newmark CSFS
Jumpstart the holiday spirit with an 
entertaining collection of 101 true, personal 
stories—all “Santa safe” so they can keep 
the magic alive for the whole family. 384 pp.
978-1-61159-991-6 
___048477715 paper 14.95

 
Following Jesus
Finding Our Way Home in an Age of Anxiety
Henri J.M. Nouwen CNVT
Foreword by Richard Rohr
In this never-before-published work of 
inspiration, the bestselling author of 
The Return of the Prodigal Son offers a 
compelling case for why Christianity is still 
relevant, beautiful, intelligent, and necessary 
in the modern world. 144 pp.
978-1-10190-639-2 
___044685197 25.00

 
Girl Be Brave
100 Days to Chart Your Course
Cheryl Hale ABND
When the author discovered a note from 
her grandmother, written to her mother that 
ended with the phrase “girl be brave,” she 
found the inspiration she needed to push 
through her fear and chart a course for her 
life. Here 100 reflections inspired by the note 
encourage readers to embrace the plan God 
has for them. 224 pp.
978-1-50188-540-2 
___048496293 
18.99

 
God’s Promises for Your Every Need—NKJV 
Jack Countryman NELN
In this updated and expanded large text 
leathersoft edition, Countryman guides 
readers quickly to the most beloved and 
helpful verses for their circumstances, whether 
they are seeking God’s promises and answers 
for their own lives, or for a friend. 336 pp.
978-1-40020-931-6 
___047467105 24.99

 
Healing the Soul of a Woman
How to Overcome Your Emotional Wounds
Joyce Meyer FAHW
Internationally renowned Bible teacher 
Meyer draws on her own history of abuse to 
show women how Christ’s redeeming love 
heals emotional wounds and brings joy to 
life. 272 pp.
978-1-45556-025-7 
___048564226 paper 14.99

 
Healing the Soul of a Woman Devotional
90 Inspirations for Overcoming Your 
Emotional Wounds
Joyce Meyer FAHW
Receive healing for emotional wounds and 
discover one’s destiny as God’s daughter 
with this 90-day devotional by internationally 
renowned Bible teacher Meyer. 224 pp.
978-1-54603-906-8 
___048564215 16.00
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Hinch Yourself Happy
All the Best Cleaning Tips to Shine Your Sink 
and Soothe Your Soul
Mrs. Hinch LB  
Transform a home—and life—with cleaning, 
tidying, and decluttering tips from British 
housekeeping sensation Mrs. Hinch. Cleaning 
(aka “hinching”) doesn’t have to be a dreaded 
chore—not when Mrs. Hinch is here to show 
readers her sparkly ways! 288 pp.
978-0-316-42744-9 
___050323068 25.00

 
How Happiness Happens
Finding Lasting Joy in a World of Comparison, 
Disappointment, and Unmet Expectations
Max Lucado NELN
In a world searching for happiness, the author 
provides a personal plan for a life filled with 
lasting and fulfilling joy, supported by Jesus’ 
teaching and modern research. 208 pp.
978-0-7180-9613-7 
___047558016 24.99

 
How Happiness Happens Study Guide
978-0-310-10571-8 NELN
___047557995 paper 12.99

 
Jesus Always 
Embracing Joy in His Presence 
Sarah Young NELN
With Scripture and personal reflections, 
bestselling author Young brings Jesus’ 
message of joy, for today and every day, in 
this deluxe new leathersoft edition. 400 pp.
978-1-40021-477-8 
___049070556 24.99

 
Jesus-Centered Planner 2020
Discovering My Purpose with Jesus Every 
Day
Jeff White GP  
With weekly ideas that invite Jesus and others 
into the reader’s daily routine, this edition 
includes devotional goal-setting worksheets 
that invite Jesus to shape monthly and 
quarterly goals, guided monthly reflections, 
and a daily Bible-reading plan that follows 
Jesus’ story through the New Testament. 208 
pp.
978-1-47075-962-9 
___049055065 29.99

 
Knit, Pray, Share
Over 50 Creative Projects You Can Make to 
Bless Others
Lisa Hennessy HARH
Turn the love of knitting into acts of service 
by giving items to those who need an 
unexpected blessing. This collection of 
practical fiber arts projects will give crafters a 
chance to share their faith and use their skills 
to make someone’s day.    176 pp.
978-0-7369-7819-4 
___048691187 paper 25.00

 
Our Better Angels
Seven Simple Virtues That Will Change Your 
Life and the World
Jonathan Reckford STMS
Foreword by Jimmy Carter
These stories about Habitat for Humanity 
volunteers and future homeowners, illustrate 
how virtues become values, how cooperation 
becomes connection, and how even the 
smallest act of compassion can encourage 
actions that transform the world. 240 pp.
978-1-25023-779-8 
___048908551 24.99

 
Platinum Faith
Live Brilliant, Be Resilient, & Know Your 
Worth
Michelle Medlock Adams ABND
and Bethany Jett
Foreword by Victoria Osteen
Platinum, known as a “magic metal” is 
valuable, rare, unreactive, and highly useful 
in many ways. In Platinum Faith, bestselling 
authors and inspirational speakers examine 
the unique properties of platinum and how 
readers can be inspired by those properties 
to improve their walk of faith. 256 pp.
978-1-50189-072-7 
___048879965 
paper 18.99

 
Something Greater
Finding Triumph Over Trials
Paula White-Cain FAHW
The author encourages readers to know and 
understand the “something greater” that is 
in all of them, and she will teach them how 
to cling to Jesus Christ in times of need and 
abundance. 288 pp.
978-1-54603-347-9 
___048564208 24.00

 
The Will of God
Understanding and Pursuing His Ultimate 
Plan for Your Life
Charles F. Stanley HWDP
A trusted pastor and bestselling author 
helps readers discover God’s purpose in 
this practical, insightful guide to hearing His 
voice. 208 pp.
978-1-982104-79-5 
___048487275 26.00

LANGUAGE ARTS / LINGUISTICS / LITERACY

 
The Cabinet of Linguistic Curiosities 
A Yearbook of Forgotten Words
Paul Anthony Jones UNCH
The English language is vast enough to 
supply a word for every occasion—and this 
linguistic “wunderkammer” is here to prove 
precisely that. Each day has its own dedicated 
entry, on which a curious or notable event–
and an equally curious or notable word–are 
explored. 384 pp.
978-0-226-64670-1 
___048823261 20.00
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Elements of Fiction
Walter Mosley ATMP
In his essential writing guide, This Year You 
Write Your Novel, Mosley supplied aspiring 
writers with the basic tools to write a novel in 
one year. In this complementary follow up, he 
guides the writer through the elements of the 
kind of writing that transcends convention. 
288 pp.
978-0-8021-4763-9 
___047778727 
25.00

 
Leave Your Mark
The Pleasure of Writing by Hand
Monica Dengo NBER
Based on scientifically proven methods 
for cognitive activities, this title discovers 
and promotes the creative potential of 
handwriting—and how to put it into practice 
right away on the pages of the book.  128 pp.
978-3-7212-0998-3 
___048308020 
24.95

 
Long Live Latin
The Pleasures of a Useless Language
Nicola Gardini FSG 
From the acclaimed novelist and Oxford 
professor Gardini comes a personal and 
passionate look at the Latin language: 
its history, its authors, its essential role 
in education, and its enduring impact on 
modern life. 256 pp.
978-0-374-28452-7 
___048167352 26.00

LEGAL REFERENCE / LAW PROFESSION

 
The First
How to Think About Hate Speech, Campus 
Speech, Religious Speech, Fake News, Post-
Truth, and Donald Trump
Stanley Fish ATR 
From a celebrated public intellectual and 
New York Times-bestselling author comes 
an urgent and sharply observed look at one 
of the most hotly debated issues: freedom 
of speech.   How does the First Amendment 
really work? Is it a principle or a value? 
What is hate speech and should it always be 
banned? 224 pp.
978-1-982115-24-1 
___046788386 26.00

 
Usual Cruelty
The Complicity of Lawyers in the Criminal 
Injustice System
Alec Karakatsanis NPRS
From an award-winning civil rights lawyer, 
a profound challenge to our society’s 
normalization of the caging of human 
beings, and the role of the legal profession in 
perpetuating it. 208 pp.
978-1-62097-527-5 
___048102828 
24.99

 
When Should Law Forgive?
Martha Minow NORT
Minow explores the complicated intersection 
of the law, justice, and forgiveness, asking 
whether the law should encourage people 
to forgive, and when courts, public officials, 
and specific laws should forgive. 256 pp.
978-0-393-08176-3 
___048400354 27.95

LITERATURE - CLASSICS / CRITICISM

 
The American Canon
Literary Genius from Emerson to Pynchon
Harold Bloom LIAM
David Mikics, editor
America’s foremost literary critic celebrates 
the American pantheon of great writers from 
Walt Whitman to Ralph Ellison, to Ursula K. 
LeGuin, Philip Roth, and more. 500 pp.
978-1-59853-640-9 
___048275128 32.00

 
Animal
Dorothea Lasky WVEK
The third book in Wave’s Bagley Wright 
Lecture Series presenting the vibrant and 
generous poetics of Lasky, who constellates 
four central topics—ghosts, colors, animals, 
and bees—in highly attuned prose. 136 pp.
978-1-940696-91-1 
___047952465 
paper 20.00

 
The Beadworkers
Stories
Beth Piatote CPOI
Piatote’s luminous debut collection opens 
with a feast, grounding its stories in the 
landscapes and lifeworlds of the Native 
Northwest, exploring the inventive and 
unforgettable pattern of Native American life 
in the contemporary world. 208 pp.
978-1-64009-268-6 
___048354600 
23.00

 
The Best American Essays 2019
Rebecca Solnit MRNB
and Robert Atwan, editors
A collection of the year’s best essays selected 
by  Atwan and guest editor Solnit. 288 pp.
978-1-32846-580-1 
___048989851 paper 15.99
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The Best American Nonrequired Reading 
2019
Edan Lepucki, editor MRNB
An eclectic collection of fiction, essays, 
poetry, and graphic work selected by high-
school students with the help of New York 
Times bestselling author Lepucki. 272 pp.
978-0-358-09316-9 
___048989959 paper 15.99

 
Bluets, 2nd Ed. 
Maggie Nelson WVEK
A new printing of the original limited edition, 
in honor of its 10th anniversary, inviting 
longtime fans and newcomers alike to 
experience and share in the indispensable 
work that continues to disrupt the literary 
landscape. 112 pp.
978-1-940696-90-4 
___047952204 
20.00

 
Crossfire
A Litany for Survival
Staceyann Chin HMAK
Powerhouse, world-renowned LGBTQ poet 
and spoken-word artist Chin curates the first 
full-length collection of her poems.   216 pp.
978-1-64259-025-8 
___048286298 
paper 19.95

 
The Flame
Poems Notebooks Lyrics Drawings
Leonard Cohen PICD
The final collection of the seminal musician 
and poet, featuring new poems about war, 
desire, regrets, and lamb chops, along with 
lyrics from his last three albums and carefully 
selected excerpts from Cohen’s voluminous 
notebooks. 288 pp.
978-1-25023-479-7 
___047676623 paper 18.00

 
Good Things Out of Nazareth
The Uncollected Letters of Flannery 
O’Connor and Friends
Flannery O’Connor CNVT
Benjamin B. Alexander, Ph.D., editor
A literary treasure of over 100 unpublished 
letters from National Book Award-winning 
author Flannery O’Connor and her circle of 
extraordinary friends which explores such 
themes as creativity, faith, suffering, and 
writing. 400 pp.
978-0-525-57506-1 
___045009137 26.00

 
Jane Austen’s Sanditon
With an Essay by Janet Todd
Jane Austen FUMR
essay by Janet Todd
In her groundbreaking essay, Todd 
contextualizes Austen’s life and work, 
Sanditon’s connection with Northanger Abbey 
(1818) and Emma (1816), Austen’s insecurity 
of income and home, and the Austen family’s 
financial speculations. 208 pp.
978-1-909572-21-8 
___048151470 
14.95

 
On the Shoulders of Giants
Umberto Eco BXKN
Alastair McEwen, translator
On the Shoulders of Giants collects 
previously unpublished essays from the 
last 15 years of Eco’s life. With humor and 
erudition, one of the great contemporary 
thinkers takes on the roots of Western 
culture, the origin of language, the nature of 
beauty and ugliness, the imperfections of art, 
and the lure of mysteries. 288 pp.
978-0-674-24089-6 
___049207504 27.95

 
The Peanuts Papers
Writers and Cartoonists on Charlie Brown, 
Snoopy & The Gang, and the Meaning of Life
Andrew Blauner, editor LIAM
A one-of-a-kind celebration of America’s 
greatest comic strip—and the life lessons it 
offers—from a stellar array of writers and 
artists. Contributors include Ann Patchett, 
Chuck Klosterman, Jonathan Lethem, Rick 
Moody, and many more. 352 pp.
978-1-59853-616-4 
___048276057 24.95

 
The Penguin Classics Book
Henry Eliot, editor PNGN
A historic guide to the world of Penguin 
Classics from its UK origin, covering a span 
from the ancient world to World War I, all in 
a luxurious orange clothbound package with 
colored endpapers, full-color pages, and 
illustrations. 480 pp.
978-1-52470-587-9 
___048544705 40.00

 
The Quarter
Stories
Naguib Mahfouz SAQI
Roger Allen, translator
Foreword by Elif Shafak
These recently discovered stories by Nobel 
Laureate Mahfouz take readers deep into the 
beating heart of Cairo. 128 pp.
978-0-86356-375-1 
___048285406 
14.95
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Upstream
Selected Essays
Mary Oliver PNGN
A collection of essays from the beloved 
Pulitzer Prize winner and New York Times-
bestselling author encourages readers to 
keep moving, to lose themselves in the awe 
of the unknown, and to give power and time 
to the creative and whimsical urges that live 
within. 192 pp.
978-0-14-313008-6 
___048694184 paper 17.00

 
The War of the Worlds
H.G. Wells PNGN
Patrick Parrinder, editor
Coralie Bickford-Smith, illustrator
Introduction by Brian Aldiss
One of the most influential science-
fiction novels, Wells’ classic touches on 
interplanetary travel, evolutionary theory, 
British imperialism, and the fears and 
prejudices of Victorian times. 240 pp.
978-0-241-38270-7 
___049070490 20.00

 
We Both Laughed in Pleasure
The Selected Diaries of Lou Sullivan (1961-
1991)
Lou Sullivan NHBB
Ellis Martin
and Zach Ozma, editors
Introduction by Susan Stryker
Drawn from Sullivan’s meticulously kept 
journals, this landmark book records the life 
of arguably the first publicly gay trans man 
to medically transition. Sensual, lascivious, 
challenging, quotidian and poetic, the diaries 
complicate and disrupt normative trans 
narratives. 360 pp.
978-1-64362-017-6 
___048334802 
paper 19.95

LOVE / SEX / MARRIAGE

 
100 Ways to Love Your Husband
The Simple, Powerful Path to a Loving 
Marriage
Lisa Jacobson FMRV
With simple, practical ideas based on 
scriptural truth, two bestselling authors 
present 100 simple ways to love one’s spouse 
well and understand what he or she needs 
to thrive—and to create a lasting, loving 
marriage that transforms lives. 144 pp.
978-0-8007-3661-3 
___048478097 paper 12.99

 
100 Ways to Love Your Wife
Matt Jacobson FMRV
978-0-8007-3665-1 
___048477417 paper 12.99

 
Dear Juliet
Letters from the Lovestruck and Lovelorn to 
Shakespeare’s Juliet in Verona
The Juliet Club and Giulio Tamassia CHRO
Every year, over 6,000 letters addressed 
to Juliet arrive in Verona, Italy, the famous 
hometown of Shakespeare’s Romeo & 
Juliet. Capturing the pain, joy, humor, and 
confusion of love, the 60 letters in this book 
offer support from Juliet herself. 160 pp.
978-1-45217-056-5 
___047918544 16.95

 
Good Things Happen to People You Hate
Essays
Rebecca Fishbein MORW
Relatable without being preachy, this work 
conveys a message of resilience by example, 
not by moral. Readers will recognize the world 
they themselves see—a disastrous president 
and a scary socioeconomic landscape—and 
find comfort in the author’s humor. 224 pp.
978-0-06-288998-0 
___048440941 24.99

 
The Offline Dating Method
How to Attract a Great Guy in the Real World
Camille Virginia LSEP
The author draws upon her transformation 
from a shy girl with social anxiety to a 
confident woman who’s been asked out by 
nearly 300 men without ever going online 
or using a dating app. Combining her own 
experiences with five years of teaching 
thousands of women across 100 different 
countries how to get the same results in their 
own life, she now shares her simple, step-by-
step secrets. 268 pp.
978-1-948787-92-5 
___048407991 
paper 17.95

MATHEMATICS

 
Change Is the Only Constant
The Wisdom of Calculus in a Madcap World
Ben Orlin BLDL
The next book from Orlin, the popular math 
blogger and author of the underground 
bestseller Math With Bad Drawings. This book 
is an engaging and eloquent exploration of 
the intersection between calculus and daily 
life, complete with Orlin’s sly humor and 
wonderfully bad drawings. 304 pp.
978-0-316-50908-4 
___048463760 27.99

MEDICAL / NURSING

 
Anatomy Coloring Book, 7th Ed. 
Stephanie McCann, MA, illustrator KPAB
text by Eric Wise, MA
Coloring the body and its systems is the 
most effective way to study the structure and 
functions of human anatomy. Kaplan’s Anatomy 
Coloring Book provides realistic drawings, clear 
descriptions, and must-know terms for an easy 
way to learn anatomy. 352 pp.
978-1-50625-027-4 
___048555434 paper 24.99
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Bedlam
An Intimate Journey Into America’s Mental 
Health Crisis
Kenneth Paul Rosenberg AVRY
A psychiatrist and award-winning 
documentarian sheds light on the mental-
health-care crisis in the U.S. Dr. Rosenberg 
gives readers an inside look at the historical, 
political, and economic forces that have 
resulted in the greatest social crisis of the 
21st century. 256 pp.
978-0-525-54131-8 
___048276344 26.00

 
CPT® 2020 Professional Codebook and CPT 
Quickref App Package
compiled by Ama AMED
The best print and digital sources for every 
CPT coding decision can be found in this new 
package that includes one spiral-bound copy 
of this text and free access to all premium 
content available in the CPT® QuickRef app.
978-1-64016-033-0 
___049454450 15% 153.95

 
Diagnosis
Solving the Most Baffling Medical Mysteries
Lisa Sanders, M.D. BDWY
A collection of more than 50 hard-to-crack 
medical quandaries, featuring the best of 
The New York Times Magazine’s popular 
Diagnosis column—the inspiration for the 
upcoming Netflix original series. 320 pp.
978-0-593-13663-8 
___050291967 paper 17.00

 
The First Cell
And the Human Costs of Pursuing Cancer to 
the Last
Azra Raza BASC
A world-class oncologist delivers 
a devastating and deeply personal 
examination of cancer, offering a searing 
account of how both medicine and society 
(mis)treats cancer, how people can do better, 
and why they must. 352 pp.
978-1-54169-952-6 
___048032175 28.00

 
How to Treat People
A Nurse’s Notes
Molly Case NORT
A fascinating and poignant memoir of 
the body and its care, told through the 
experiences of a young nurse. 272 pp.
978-1-32400-346-5 
___048400406 25.95

 
Who Says You’re Dead?
Medical & Ethical Dilemmas for the Curious 
& Concerned
Jacob M. Appel, MD ALQN
Drawing upon the author’s two decades 
teaching medical ethics, as well as his work 
as a practicing psychiatrist, this profound 
and addictive little book offers up challenging 
ethical dilemmas and asks readers: What 
would you do? 352 pp.
978-1-61620-922-3 
___047813124 23.95

MUSIC

 
All You Need to Know About the Music 
Business, 10th Ed.
Donald S. Passman SS  
Veteran music lawyer Passman—dubbed “the 
industry bible” by the Los Angeles Times—
addresses the biggest transformation of the 
music industry yet: streaming. 416 pp.
978-1-50112-218-7 
___048477734 35.00

 
Bob Dylan Anthology, Vol. 3
Celebrating 200 Editions of Isis Magazine
Derek Baker RDPT
Featuring a brand new selection of the 
latest and best articles, illustrations, and 
photographs none of which have been 
available in book form before, this selection 
has been compiled by the magazine’s 
founding editor. 352 pp.
978-1-912733-94-1 
___048151756 
30.00

 
Have a Drink on Me
The Inside Story of Ac/DC’s Troubled 
Frontman
Irene Thornton RDPT
Unique insight into life of the AC/DC frontman 
by his wife. This is a moving account of 
an artist at the height of his success, and 
an intimate view of the lows that ended 
tragically in Scott’s early death. 224 pp.
978-1-911346-70-8 
___048151321 
paper 19.95

 
Disgraceland
Musicians Getting Away with Murder and 
Behaving Very Badly
Jake Brennan GCEB
From the creator of the popular rock ‘n’ roll 
true crime podcast, Disgraceland comes 
an off-kilter, hysterical, at times macabre 
book of stories from the highly entertaining 
underbelly of music history. 288 pp.
978-1-53873-214-4 
___049137854 28.00

 
Wichita Lineman
Searching in the Sun for the World’s Greatest 
Unfinished Song
Dylan Jones FFSS
Mixing close-listening, interviews and 
travelogue, Jones explores the legacy of a 
record that has entertained, perplexed, and 
haunted millions for over half a century. 288 
pp.
978-0-571-35340-8 
___047590344 
16.00
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It Gets Me Home, This Curving Track
Objects & Essays, 2012-2018
Ian Penman FZCE
Legendary music critic Penman reaches for 
a vanished moment in musical history when 
cultures collided and a certain kind of cross-
generational and “cross-color” awareness 
was born in these essays exploring the work 
of James Brown, Charlie Parker, Elvis Presley, 
Frank Sinatra, Steely Dan, and Prince. 240 pp.
978-1-910695-87-6 
___048152032 
paper 17.95

 
Long Walk Home
Reflections on Bruce Springsteen
Jonathan D. Cohen RUTG
and June Skinner Sawyers, editors
In this unique collection, critics, musicians, 
scholars, and fans describe how they have 
been moved, shaped, and challenged by 
Bruce Springsteen’s music. These essays 
examine the big questions at the heart of 
Springsteen’s music, demonstrating the 
ways his songs have resonated for millions 
of listeners for nearly five decades. 250 pp.
978-1-978805-26-2 
___049166288 24.95

 
Go All the Way
A Literary Appreciation for Power Pop
Paul Myers BRNK
and S. W. Lauden, editors
From its heyday in the 70s and 80s to its 
resurgence in the 90s and 00s, Power Pop has 
meant many things to many people. Here, 
today’s best and brightest writers go deep 
on what certain Power Pop bands and songs 
mean and have meant to them.  280 pp.
978-1-945572-78-4 
___039398742 
25.95

 
Music
A Subversive History
Ted Gioia BASC
Gioia tells a 4,000-year history of music 
as a global source of power, change, and 
upheaval. He shows how social outcasts 
have repeatedly become trailblazers of 
musical expression. 528 pp.
978-1-54164-436-6 
___048463887 35.00

 
Satisfaction
10 Albums That Changed My Life
Martin Popoff KRAU
Foreword by Nancy Wilson
Discover the music that influenced some 
of the biggest stars in music history. A 
personal, heartfelt, insightful, informational, 
and highly illustrated look at the music that 
matters the most to the artists that fans love 
the most. 288 pp.
978-1-44024-908-2 
___048421317 
paper 22.99

 
The Song of the Machine
From Disco to DJs to Techno, a Graphic Novel 
of Electronic Music
David Blot BLDL
and Mathias Cousin
Featuring a Foreword from house music 
legends Daft Punk, this pulsating graphic 
novel chronicles and celebrates the epic 
history of electronic music, from the heyday 
of disco in the 1970s to the rave culture of the 
1990s and beyond. 240 pp.
978-0-316-52617-3 
___048463610 24.99

 
’Til Wrong Feels Right
Lyrics and More
Iggy Pop POTR
The Godfather of Punk and frontman for 
The Stooges offers insight into his creative 
world—with the complete lyrics for 100 songs 
brought to life by full-color photos, his own 
memorabilia, never-before-seen notes, short 
essays by the author, and commentary from 
other music legends—from T. Rex’s Mark 
Bolan to Blondie’s Debbie Harry. 288 pp.
978-0-593-13597-6 
___049085241 35.00

NATURE / FIELD GUIDE BOOKS

 
Ahab’s Rolling Sea 
A Natural History of Moby-Dick
Richard J. King UNCH
King lays bare the background to Moby-
Dick by moving through the voyage of the 
Pequod, exploring topics in marine biology, 
oceanography, and the science of navigation 
as Ishmael raises them in the novel. 464 pp.
978-0-226-51496-3 
___048823449 30.00

 
A Better Planet
Forty Big Ideas for a Sustainable Future
Daniel C. Esty, editor YALE
A practical, bipartisan call to action from the 
world’s leading thinkers on the environment 
and sustainability with a foreword by Yale’s 
dean of Forestry and Environmental Studies, 
Ingrid C. “Indy” Burke. 416 pp.
978-0-300-24624-7 
___048968543 30.00

 
Changing Tides
An Ecologist’s Journey to Make Peace with 
the Anthropocene
Alejandro Frid NESP
Ecologist Frid, working with Indigenous people, 
argues that a merger of scientific perspectives 
and Indigenous knowledge might just help 
change the story people tell themselves of who 
we are and steer us towards a more benign 
Anthropocene.  208 pp.
978-0-86571-909-5 
___048175273 
paper 19.99
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Confluence
Navigating the Personal & Political on Rivers 
of the New West
Zak Podmore TRYH
Following his mother’s untimely death, 
paddler Podmore braves flash floods and 
whitewater as he explores iconic wilderness 
rivers—and some of the most pressing 
environmental and social issues of our time. 
220 pp.
978-1-948814-08-9 
___048042120 
paper 18.95

 
Listening to the Wind
Tim Robinson MLKW
Here is Connemara, experienced at a 
walker’s pace. From cartographer Robinson 
comes the second title in the Seedbank 
series, a breathtakingly intimate exploration 
of one beloved place’s geography, ecology, 
and history. “Exceptional...A book about one 
place which is also about the whole world.”—
Robert MacFarlane. 432 pp.
978-1-57131-370-6 
___041446845 
paper 18.00

 
The Eight Master Lessons of Nature
What Nature Teaches Us About Living Well in 
the World
Gary Ferguson DUTT
With new insights into the inner workings 
of nature’s wonders, Ferguson presents a 
fascinating exploration into how many of 
the most remarkable aspects of nature are 
hardwired into people’s very DNA. What 
emerges is a dazzling web of connections 
that holds powerful clues about how to 
better navigate daily life. 272 pp.
978-1-52474-338-3 
___048383765 27.00

 
Gather & Nourish
Artisan Food: The Search for Well-Being and 
Sustainability in the Modern World
Canopy Press, editor CNPY
A smorgasbord of artisans—including a 
beekeeper, a distiller, a dairy farmer, and 
a winemaker—enthusiastically share their 
appetite for food and creativity while offering 
an insightful and tasty slice of the world of 
urban agriculture, small-scale farming, and 
sustainable living. 312 pp.
978-1-909414-85-3 
___045224984 
paper 32.99

 
The Great Shark Rescue
Saving the Whale Sharks
Sandra Markle MLLB
Facing threats from commercial fishing as 
well as climate change, they were categorized 
as endangered in 2016. Find out how scientists 
are working to study and protect these gentle 
giants of the ocean.  48 pp.
978-1-54151-041-8 
___048139417 25% 31.99

 
How to Catch a Mole
Wisdom from a Life Lived in Nature
Marc Hamer GTON
At once a highly original memoir and an 
ode to the outdoors, this unexpected—and 
delightfully strange—collection of essays 
reveals, at its core, a rare vision of the natural 
world. “An extraordinary book…Thank 
goodness Marc Hamer stopped killing moles 
and sat down to write.”—Sy Montgomery, 
author of The Soul of an Octopus.  208 pp.
978-1-77164-479-2 
___047570340 
24.95

 
Moss
From Forest to Garden: A Guide to the 
Hidden World of Moss
Ulrica Nordstrom COUP
Moss is all around. While it is most often 
associated with damp, shady spaces, it 
can be found in the most unexpected and 
far-flung places from deserts to Antarctica. 
This edition is a celebration of its quiet, 
unassuming beauty and a primer to 
understanding the secrets of the world’s 
most ancient plant. 192 pp.
978-1-68268-483-2 
___048415963 22.95

 
National Geographic: The Photo Ark Vanishing
The World’s Most Vulnerable Animals
Joel Sartore NAGE
Foreword by Elizabeth Kolbert
Celebrated National Geographic 
photojournalist Sartore continues his Photo 
Ark quest, photographing species around 
the world that are escaping extinction thanks 
to human efforts.   The animals featured in 
these pages are either destined for extinction 
or already extinct in the wild but still alive 
today, thanks to dedication of a heroic group 
committed to their continued survival. 400 pp.
978-1-42622-059-3 
___047966539 40.00

 
Nic Bishop: Big Cats
Nic Bishop SHLS
With breathtaking full-page images, Sibert 
Medal-winning photographer Bishop 
introduces readers to a variety of beautiful 
and stealthy big cats. The simple, engaging 
text presents both basic information and 
captivating details about the appearance, 
habits, and remarkable abilities of these 
amazing felines. 48 pp.
978-0-545-60577-9 
___047929722 17.99

 
Re-Bisoning the West
Restoring an American Icon to the Landscape
Kurt Repanshek TRYH
Repanshek eloquently lays out the case 
for how to bring bison back in sufficient 
numbers to restore vibrant life on the land. 
Deep knowledge and cool-headed reasoning 
inform a narrative for redressing historical 
wrongs and helping to ensure a palatable 
way forward. 200 pp.
978-1-937226-98-5 
___045615405 
paper 18.95
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Troubled Water
What’s Wrong with What We Drink
Seth M. Siegel THDU
New York Times-bestselling author Siegel 
shows how America’s drinking water got 
contaminated, what it may be doing to 
people, and what must be done to make it 
safe. From big cities and suburbs to the rural 
heartland, chemicals linked to cancer, heart 
disease, and birth defects routinely spill from 
our taps. 352 pp.
978-1-25013-254-3 
___047870805 29.99

 
Virga & Bone
Essays from Dry Places
Craig Childs TRYH
Writer and adventurer Childs dwells 
upon desert icons—human, animal, and 
otherwise—in these contemplative and 
visceral essays. 120 pp.
978-1-948814-18-8 
___048646230 
paper 14.95

NEW AGE / PARAPSYCHOLOGY

 
The Alien Book
A Guide to Extraterrestrial Beings on Earth
Nick Redfern VINK
The author investigates the full range of 
sentient, alien life forms, showing that 
extraterrestrial life comes in all forms, 
appearances, sizes, and bodies. Regardless 
of the form they take, they all have one thing 
in common: the human race has encountered 
them. 400 pp.
978-1-57859-687-4 
___047836802 
paper 19.95

 
The Angel Experiment
A 21-Day Magical Adventure to Heal Your Life
Corin Grillo NWLB
In a fresh, fun, and fully contemporary 
approach to the age-old practice of calling on 
angels for assistance, Grillo offers a variety 
of techniques for various life challenges and 
the specific angels to be approached.  224 pp.
978-1-60868-625-4 
___047569769 
paper 15.95

 
Animal Sutras
Animal Spirit Stories
Stephen Levine MFIH
Foreword by Joanne Cacciatore
This book of sutras—wisdoms—provides 
spiritual and practical teachings on the 
importance of humanity’s relationship with 
animals and nature and how compassion 
benefits them and the planet. 176 pp.
978-1-948626-06-4 
___045413255 
21.95

 
Astro Poets
Your Guides to the Zodiac
Alex Dimitrov FLAT
and Dorothea Lasky
Full of insight, advice, and humor for every 
sign in the zodiac, the Astro Poets’ unique 
brand of astrological flavor has made them 
Twitter sensations. Their long-awaited 
first book is in the grand tradition of Linda 
Goodman’s Sun Signs, but made for the 
world today.  336 pp.
978-1-25031-330-0 
___047871610 26.99

 
Awakening Your Crystals
Activate the Higher Potential of Healing 
Stones
Sharon L. McAllister EADR
This full-color guide to programming 
crystals and harnessing their full potential 
provides detailed instructions for working 
with eight key crystals, as well as healing 
and programming guidance for more than 
60 well-known and important ones. 176 pp.
978-1-62055-972-7 
___048299238 paper 19.99

 
Breathe, Empower, Achieve
5-Minute Mindfulness for Women Who Do 
It All—Ditch the Stress Without Losing Your 
Edge
Shonda Moralis EXPT
The author presents a mindfulness guide 
for women who don’t have time for 
mindfulness—take five minutes to reset, 
refocus, and find work-life balance 288 pp.
978-1-61519-584-8 
___047820819 paper 14.95

 
Celebrity Ghosts and Notorious Hauntings
Marie D. Jones VINK
From famous faces to famous places, this 
volume documents 200 hauntings involving 
celebrities and well-known people and 
locations, including those deemed more 
“notorious” than famous. 400 pp.
978-1-57859-689-8 
___047836622 
paper 19.95

 
Haints of the Hills
Daniel W. Barefoot BLIR
Foreword by Scott Mason
A collection of ghost stories from North 
Carolina’s mountainous west as part of the 
Haunted North Carolina series, offering a 
story for each of the 27 counties featuring 
ghosts, witches, demons, spook lights, 
unidentified flying objects, unexplained 
phenomena, and more. 130 pp.
978-1-949467-15-4 
___048196265 
paper 14.95
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Hundred
What You Learn in a Lifetime
Heike Faller CXNK
and Valerio Vidali
The simple pleasures and hard lessons of 
each age are gorgeously presented as a full 
color, illustrated journey of the passage of 
time. 208 pp.
978-1-25023-702-6 
___048908444 22.00

 
If Women Rose Rooted
A Life-Changing Journey to Authenticity and 
Belonging
Sharon Blackie STPM
Blackie delivers a rallying cry for women to 
reawaken their natural power—not just for 
the sake of their own well-being, but for love 
of this threatened earth. 460 pp.
978-1-912836-01-7 
___048175806 
paper 13.95

 
The Karma of Cats
Spiritual Wisdom from Our Feline Friends
Various Authors SOUD
Introduction by Seane Corn
Spiritual teachers and writers reflect on the 
wisdom and gifts they’ve received from their 
feline friends—exploring themes of radical 
respect, unconditional love, our spiritual 
nature, and more. 192 pp.
978-1-68364-253-4 
___048544670 paper 17.95

 
Lost Civilizations
The Secret Histories and Suppressed 
Technologies of the Ancients
Jim Willis VINK
From pyramids and underground bunkers 
to watery graves and ancient astronauts, 
Willis examines the archaeological evidence 
and the traces left behind by more than 70 
ancient civilizations, including Atlantis, the 
Underground Cities of the Grand Canyon, 
and many more. 400 pp.
978-1-57859-706-2 
___047836778 
paper 19.95

 
Piedmont Phantoms
Daniel W. Barefoot BLIR
Foreword by Scott Mason
This collection in Barefoot’s Haunted North 
Carolina series features ghost stories from 
the populous central region of the state, 
including stories told around campfires, in 
grandma’s attic, and on nighttime drives on 
the back roads of the Piedmont. 187 pp.
978-1-949467-14-7 
___048196387 
paper 14.95

 
The Power of Now Journal
Eckhart Tolle NWLB
This beautiful journal offers a wonderful way 
to reflect on some of the most insightful and 
life-changing passages from Tolle’s brilliant 
book, and a place to write whatever thoughts 
one wishes to add. 160 pp.
978-1-60868-637-7 
___048334662 
paper 17.00

 
Seaside Spectres
Daniel W. Barefoot BLIR
Foreword by Scott Mason
This installment of Barefoot’s Haunted North 
Carolina series contains 33 haunted tales, 
one for each of the state’s coastal counties. 
130 pp.
978-1-949467-17-8 
___048196316 
paper 14.95

 
Tarot for Self-Care
How to Use Tarot to Manifest Your Best Self
Minerva Siegel ADMP
This guide uncovers how to make the most 
out of a daily tarot practice with mindful 
readings, pre-reading rituals, daily one-card 
check-ins, practices to explore intuition, and 
more. 256 pp.
978-1-50721-097-0 
___048478096 17.99

NONFICTION - TRUE CRIME / ESPIONAGE

 
Avery
The Case Against Steven Avery and What 
Making a Murderer Gets Wrong
Ken Kratz BEBE
with Peter Wilkinson
Foreword by Nancy Grace
Kratz, the special prosecutor who headed 
the investigation and prosecution of Steven 
Avery (made famous by the hit Netflix series 
Making a Murderer), demonstrates how the 
series leaves out critical evidence, including 
bombshell facts known only to him. 192 pp.
978-1-948836-34-0 
___047243560 
paper 15.95

 
The Less People Know About Us
A Mystery of Betrayal, Family Secrets, and 
Stolen Identity
Axton Betz-Hamilton GCEB
In a powerful memoir, identity theft expert 
Betz-Hamilton tells the shocking and 
unsettling story of her family, betrayal, and 
deceit. Convinced that the thief had to be 
someone they knew, Axton and her parents 
completely cut off the outside world, isolating 
themselves from friends and family. 320 pp.
978-1-53873-028-7 
___049137851 27.00
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The Man Who Played with Fire
Stieg Larsson’s Lost Files and the Hunt for 
an Assassin
Jan Stocklassa AZNE
Tara F. Chace, translator
Stocklassa collects the pieces of Larsson’s 
true-crime puzzle to follow the trail of 
intrigue, espionage, and conspiracy begun 
by one of the world’s most famous thriller 
writers. Together they set out to solve a 
mystery that no one else could.  510 pp.
978-1-54209-294-4 
___048583900 paper 14.95

 
The Man Who Played with Fire
978-1-54209-293-7 AZNE
___048583899 24.95

PERFORMING ARTS

 
A Moment on the Clock of the World
A Foundry Theatre Production
Melanie Joseph HMAK
and David Bruin, editors
Inspired by the 25-year history of New York’s 
Foundry Theatre, A Moment on the Clock of 
the World is an anthology of inquiry arising 
both within and between art and social 
justice practices.  220 pp.
978-1-64259-029-6 
___048286461 
paper 20.00

 
Playwriting
Structure, Character, How and What to Write
Stephen Jeffreys THEC
This essential guide to the craft of 
playwriting, from the author of The Libertine, 
reveals the various invisible frameworks and 
mechanisms that are at the heart of each and 
every successful play.  224 pp.
978-1-55936-972-5 
___048629333 
paper 18.95

PHILOSOPHY

 
The Good Place and Philosophy
Steven A. Benko OPNC
and Andrew Pavelich, editors
This edition takes a humorous and 
philosophical look at life in Heaven—or is it 
hell? 256 pp.
978-0-8126-9476-5 
___047399339 
paper 19.95

 
Letters to a Dead Friend About Zen
Brad Warner NWLB
The untimely death of a childhood friend 
sparks heartfelt, quirky reflections on the Zen 
way of life and death 272 pp.
978-1-60868-601-8 
___047570409 
paper 16.95

 
Mister Rogers and Philosophy
Eric J. Mohr OPNC
and Holly K. Mohr, editors
The authors examine the themes and values 
of Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood. 256 pp.
978-0-8126-9477-2 
___047399310 
paper 19.95

 
The Stoic Challenge
A Philosopher’s Guide to Becoming Tougher, 
Calmer, and More Resilient
William B. Irvine NORT
From the author of A Guide to the Good Life 
comes a practical, refreshingly optimistic 
guide that uses centuries-old wisdom to 
help people better cope with the stresses of 
modern living. 224 pp.
978-0-393-65249-9 
___048400387 25.95

PHOTOGRAPHY

 
Ansel Adams’ Yosemite
The Special Edition Prints
Ansel Adams ANSD
Foreword by Pete Souza
America’s greatest photographer on his 
greatest subject—featuring the Yosemite 
Special Edition Prints, a collection of 
photographs selected by Adams during his 
lifetime, yet never before published in book 
form. 160 pp.
978-0-316-45612-8 
___048565551 40.00

 
Belltown Exposed
A Local History Told Through Tableaux 
Vivants
Staci Bernstein, photographer CIMC
Photographer Bernstein stages “living 
pictures” to tell the story of Seattle’s Belltown 
neighborhood, which was known as Film 
Row during the 1920s, became a haven for 
artists in the 1960s and 1970s, and gave birth 
to Grunge in the 1980s and 1990s. 160 pp.
978-1-63405-917-6 
___048646231 
24.95

 
Cheap Shots
A Photographic Look at Underground Bands 
From the 1980s and Beyond
Chris Barrows RRBK
Foreword by Ben Weasel
Barrows’ intimate and stirring portraits of 
bands stripped down and unguarded will 
be a wonderful addition to any music fan’s 
collection. Features never-before-seen 
photos of such bands as U2, Black Flag, 
Danzig, The Damned, and many more. 144 
pp.
978-1-64428-029-4 
___047513902 
30.00
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Extraordinary Dogs
Stories from Search and Rescue Dogs, 
Comfort Dogs, and Other Canine Heroes
Liz Stavrinides STMS
and John Schlimm
A beautiful photobook showcasing more 
than 50 heroic dogs “in uniform,” and their 
stories, from photographer Stavrinides and 
author Schlimm. 288 pp.
978-1-25020-140-9 
___047870826 27.99

 
Fatherland
Juan Jose Barboza-Gubo DAYL
and Andrew Mroczek
Fatherland shifts the celebrated perception 
of Peru’s landscape and offers a counter 
narrative, exposing viewers to the scars born 
from decades of a relentless epidemic of 
hate on the LGBTQ community. 96 pp.
978-1-942084-69-3 
___048103197 
50.00

 
Girl in a Girl Band
Malia James, photographer RRBK
James (of the Dum Dum Girls) shares 
some of her most stirring and intimate 
compositions taken from the road alongside 
original, handwritten text in a collection sure 
to inspire and fascinate with every page. 144 
pp.
978-1-64428-044-7 
___047897246 
30.00

 
Gisele Bündchen
Introduction by Steven Meisel TLLC
With more than 300 photographs from the 
likes of Steven Meisel, David LaChapelle, 
Peter Lindbergh, and Corinne Day, this book 
is a visual testimony to the world’s highest-
earning model. 536 pp.
978-3-8365-3920-3 
___029485603 
80.00

 
The Guardians
Vladimir Antaki KRER
This volume collects arresting insights in the 
unique world of traditional shopkeepers and 
artisans across America, Europe, and the 
Middle East. 112 pp.
978-3-86828-925-1 
___048103142 
45.00

 
Jerry Garcia
Secret Space of Dreams
Jay Blakesberg, photographer ROKB
Foreword by John Mayer
This volume presents a collection of 
Blakesberg’s iconic images of Garcia from 
1978 until Garcia’s death in 1995. The 
text includes quotes from many notable 
musicians who were influenced and inspired 
by Garcia. 208 pp.
978-0-9965369-6-7 
___049168440 60.00

 
Jumper
Flying in the Heartland
Cooper Dodds, photographer DAYL
A ski jumper himself, Dodds’ color 
photographs highlight a Nordic tradition 
transplanted in middle America and 
sustained through extensive volunteer 
support and young athletes obsessed with 
the art of flying. 112 pp.
978-1-942084-76-1 
___048103042 
45.00

 
My Name Is Prince
25 Inspired Years / 1991 to 2016
Randee St. Nicholas AMSD
An intimately photographed and elegantly 
designed tribute to the artist known as 
Prince from the celebrated photographer 
who collaborated with him for a quarter of 
a century, documenting the career of one of 
the world’s greatest superstars. 384 pp.
978-0-06-293923-4 
___048166659 90.00

 
Shade
A Tale of Two Presidents
Pete Souza LB  
The new book by Souza, the #1 New York 
Time-bestselling author of Obama: An 
Intimate Portrait, Shade is a portrait in 
contrasts, telling the tale of two presidencies 
through a series of powerful visual 
juxtapositions. 304 pp.
978-0-316-45821-4 
___049138011 paper 19.99

 
A World History of Photography
5th Edition
Naomi Rosenblum ABBP
with Diana Stoll
This fifth edition is substantively revised and 
updated. The photography of the past several 
decades is reevaluated from a contemporary 
perspective, and international developments 
are covered in greater detail.  748 pp.
978-0-7892-1343-3 
___048334751 
paper 5% 60.00

 
World Without Men
Helmut Newton TLLC
From Newton’s formative years to his rise to 
the top, this selection of fashion editorials—
one of the first books he ever published—is 
accompanied by journal entry-style texts by 
the photographer providing anecdotes and 
describing the circumstances of each shoot. 
188 pp.
978-3-8365-4512-9 
___017077407 
60.00
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Gloria: A Life (TCG Edition)
Emily Mann THEC
Mann’s vital new biographical play based on 
the life of feminist and activist Gloria Steinem 
is a timely work that shows how Steinem’s 
leadership and dedication to conversation as 
a catalyst for change continues to offer a vital 
path forward in our present time. 96 pp.
978-1-55936-960-2 
___048151712 
paper 14.95

 
Henry V: The 30-Minute Shakespeare
Nick Newlin, editor NCWM
Each play maintains Shakespeare’s 
original language, abridging the 
text. The arc of the plot is covered 
in a 30-minute performance. 70 pp.
978-1-935550-38-9
___047416771 
paper 9.95

 
Hillary and Clinton (TCG Edition)
Lucas Hnath THEC
In 2008, in an alternate universe, a woman 
named Hillary Clinton is running for president 
in the United States. When she calls on her 
husband for support, Hillary gets far more 
than she bargained for. A provocative play 
from the award-winning playwright of A 
Doll’s House, Part 2.  120 pp.
978-1-55936-962-6 
___048151574 
paper 14.95

 
How to Transcend a Happy Marriage (TCG 
Edition)
Sarah Ruhl THEC
Ruhl, author of the Pulitzer Prize finalists 
In the Next Room (or the vibrator play) 
and The Clean House, pens a compelling 
new play about sexuality, boundaries, and 
transformation. 120 pp.
978-1-55936-572-7 
___039627916 
paper 14.95

 
Illyria (TCG Edition)
Richard Nelson THEC
Tony-winning playwright Nelson reveals a 
forgotten chapter of the history of New York’s 
Public Theater in this drama about a different 
kind of family—one held together by the 
belief that the theater, and the city, belong to 
everyone. 96 pp.
978-1-55936-592-5 
___042635284 
paper 14.95

 
Merrily We Roll Along (TCG Edition)
George Furth THEC
and Stephen Sondheim
Written almost 40 years ago, Sondheim 
and Furth’s much-beloved musical is back 
in print—the tale of a bigwig Hollywood 
producer and songwriter rolls back over 20 
years of his life to illustrate how he came to 
achieve his elite status…and what he gave 
up along the way. 120 pp.
978-1-55936-576-5 
___039627931 
paper 14.95

 
Richard III: The 30-Minute 
Shakespeare
Nick Newlin, editor NCWM
This edition of Richard III features 
seven scenes, opening with the 
Duke of Gloucester’s villainous 
“Winter of our discontent” 
speech and followed by his 
audacious wooing of Lady Anne. 
Queen Margaret’s chilling curses, 
Richard’s string of murders, and 
the haunting chants of his victims’ 
ghosts are stage drama at its best. 
70 pp.
978-1-935550-39-6
___048008096 
paper 9.99

 
What the Constitution Means to Me (TCG 
Edition)
Heidi Schreck THEC
A finalist for the 2019 Pulitzer Prize for Drama. 
With passion and wit, this galvanizing 
new play acknowledges the ways in 
which the Constitution has failed us while 
simultaneously offering hope for a better 
future.  96 pp.
978-1-55936-964-0 
___048151306 
paper 14.95

 
William Shakespeare × Chris Ofili: Othello
William Shakespeare DZIR
Chris Ofili, illustrator
Foreword by Fred Moten
Ofili’s new edition highlights Shakespeare’s 
tragedy of Othello’s plight in 12 etchings 
depicting Othello with tears in his eyes, 
which flow below various scenes visualized 
in his forehead. 128 pp.
978-1-64423-022-0 
___048832733 30.00
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Almost Home
Poems
Madisen Kuhn GLLY
Foreword by Orion Carloto
From the Instagram poet and author of 
Please Don’t Go Before I Get Better comes 
a gorgeous poetry and prose collection 
that explores the meaning of “home” and 
the profound discovery of finding it within 
oneself—perfect for fans of Rupi Kaur and 
Amanda Lovelace. 208 pp.
978-1-982121-25-9 
___048551843 paper 14.99

 
An American Sunrise
Poems
Joy Harjo NORT
A stunning new volume from the first Native 
American Poet Laureate of the U.S., informed 
by her tribal history and connection to the 
land. 144 pp.
978-1-32400-386-1 
___048400408 25.95

 
The Anti-Grief
Marianne Boruch COPL
In this volume of meditations, Boruch’s 
imagery blurs the line between natural and 
supernatural. And of course there is grief—
working through grief, getting over grief, 
living with grief, and in these magnificent 
poems, anti-grief. 96 pp.
978-1-55659-568-4 
___048334930 
paper 17.00

 
Aphrodite Made Me Do It
Trista Mateer PRCA
Bestselling and award-winning author 
Mateer takes an imaginative approach 
to self-care in this new poetry and prose 
collection. In this empowering retelling, she 
uses the mythology of the goddess to weave 
a common thread through the past and 
present. 224 pp.
978-1-77168-174-2 
___049009485 paper 14.99

 
Arias
Sharon Olds KNPF
Following her recent Odes, the Pulitzer Prize-
winning poet offers a new collection of 
poems that sing of a woman’s intimate life 
and political conscience. 208 pp.
978-1-52471-160-3 
___048275459 paper 18.95

 
The Battle Between the Frogs and the Mice
A Tiny Homeric Epic
A.E. Stallings PLDY
Grant Silverstein, illustrator
From the award-winning poet and translator 
Stallings comes a lively new edition of the 
ancient Greek fable The Battle Between the 
Frogs and the Mice. Originally attributed 
to Homer, but now thought to have been 
composed centuries later by an unknown 
author, it is the tale of a mouse named 
Crumbsnatcher who is killed by the careless 
frog King Pufferthroat, sparking a war 
between the two species. 100 pp.
978-1-58988-142-6 
___048308074 
paper 19.95

 
Everything Must Go
Kevin Coval HMAK
Langston Allston, illustrator
An illustrated collection of poems in the spirit 
of a graphic novel that celebrates Chicago’s 
Wicker Park in the late 1990’s, Coval’s home as 
a young artist, the ancestral neighborhood of 
his forebears, and a vibrant enclave populated 
by colorful characters. 100 pp.
978-1-64259-026-5 
___048285396 
paper 15.99

 
Can I Kick It?
Idris Goodwin HMAK
Award-winning poet and playwright 
Goodwin interrogates and remixes our 
cultural past in order to make sense of our 
present and potential futures. 100 pp.
978-1-64259-027-2 
___048286443 
paper 16.00

 
Collected Poems of Bob Kaufman
Bob Kaufman CITY
Raymond Foye et al., editors
Foreword by devorah major
This volume brings together every known 
surviving poem by this major African-
American surrealist, including the three 
books published in his lifetime, Solitudes 
Crowded with Loneliness, Golden Sardine, 
and The Ancient Rain. 325 pp.
978-0-87286-769-7 
___048175719 
paper 18.95

 
Cyborg Detective
Poems
Jillian Weise BOAE
Weise’s latest collection holds a magnifying 
glass to the marginalization and fetishization 
of disabled people while claiming space 
and pride for the people who already use 
technology and cybernetic implants every 
day. 112 pp.
978-1-942683-85-8 
___047905409 
paper 17.00
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Divining Poets™: Dickinson
A Quotable Deck from Turtle Point Press
selected by David Trinidad TRTL
These elegant, boxed sets each contain 78 
cards featuring short quotes by renowned 
poets Emily Dickinson and Rumi meant 
to inspire, provoke, and guide users—to 
contemplate, memorize, or answer life 
questions. Each set includes a display stand, 
plus an instruction card with tips on how to 
use the deck. 78 pp.
978-1-933527-98-7 
___044949540 
16.95

 
Divining Poets™: Rumi
selected by Brad Gooch TRTL
Jalal Al Rumi
and Maryam Mortaz, translators
 78 pp.
978-1-885983-71-8 
___047905471 
16.95

 
Dunce
Mary Ruefle WVEK
A stunning new collection of poems from 
Ruefle inviting the many readers of her prose 
to discover the central form of her literary 
imagination.  104 pp.
978-1-940696-85-0 
___047952053 
25.00

 
Elemental Haiku
Poems to Honor the Periodic Table, Three 
Lines at a Time
Mary Soon Lee TENS
Originally appearing in Science magazine, 
this gifty collection of haiku inspired by the 
periodic table of elements features all-new 
poems paired with original and imaginative 
line illustrations drawn from the natural 
world. 144 pp.
978-1-984856-63-0 
___048275123 14.99

 
Empires
John Balaban COPL
Balaban’s sixth collection of poetry considers 
America in its innate beauty and complex 
ugliness, in its powerfully healing landscapes 
and its destructive misadventures. 88 pp.
978-1-55659-570-7 
___048334529 
paper 17.00

 
Everything That Rises
Joseph Stroud COPL
Stroud’s poems move reverently across 
the earth and through time with keen 
observation and wonder at the world’s 
luminous presence. 160 pp.
978-1-55659-564-6 
___048334978 
paper 18.00

 
Eyes Bottle Dark with a Mouthful of Flowers
Poems
Jake Skeets MLKW
Selected by Kathy Fagan as a winner of the 
2018 National Poetry Series, Eyes Bottle 
Dark with a Mouthful of Flowers is a debut 
collection of poems by a dazzling geologist 
of queer eros. 96 pp.
978-1-57131-520-5 
___047326918 
paper 16.00

 
Falling Toward the Moon
Robert M. Drake ANMM
and R.H. Sin
From the authors of The New York Times 
bestseller Empty Bottles Full of Stories 
comes a brand-new collection of compelling 
poetry and prose. 240 pp.
978-1-52485-383-9 
___049354429 paper 17.99

 
Father’s Day
Matthew Zapruder COPL
The poems in Zapruder’s fifth collection ask, 
how can one be a good father, partner, and 
citizen in the early 21st century?  96 pp.
978-1-55659-578-3 
___048334928 
paper 17.00

 
A Fortune for Your Disaster
Hanif Abdurraqib TINH
In his much-anticipated follow-up to The 
Crown Ain’t Worth Much, poet, essayist, 
biographer, and music critic Abdurraqib has 
written a book of poems about rebuilding 
after heartbreak. 108 pp.
978-1-947793-43-9 
___048693523 paper 15.95

 
Grief Sequence
Prageeta Sharma WVEK
With staggering emotional honesty, Sharma 
confronts the sudden loss of her spouse to 
cancer. 104 pp.
978-1-940696-88-1 
___047952279 
paper 20.00

 
Half/Life: New & Selected Poems
Jeffrey Thomson ALIC
Insightful poems full of rich, historical 
detail, and musings on the world’s random 
elegance. Roots of memory and nostalgia 
become the architecture of the mind as 
Thomson explores the past to better grasp 
the future.  250 pp.
978-1-948579-04-9 
___047836157 
paper 21.95
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The Hardy Tree
Linda Bierds COPL
Through the lens of history, this poetry 
collection examines power, oppression, and 
individual rights in ways that reverberate 
through today. 96 pp.
978-1-55659-576-9 
___048334504 
paper 17.00

 
Here All Night
Jill McDonough ALIC
Nothing is off-limits in these clever, 
humorous poems: relationships, money, 
time, God, Siri, and everything in between. 
100 pp.
978-1-948579-02-5 
___047836340 
paper 15.95

 
Hull
Xandria Phillips NHBB
This debut collection by African-American 
poet Phillips explores emotional impacts 
of colonialism and racism on the Black 
queer body and the present-day emotional 
impacts of enslavement in urban, rural, and 
international settings. 80 pp.
978-1-64362-008-4 
___048334576 
paper 15.95

 
Hustling Verse
An Anthology of Sex Workers’ Poetry
Amber Dawn APUL
and Justin DuCharme, editors
In this trailblazing anthology, more than 50 
self-identified sex workers from all walks 
of the industry (survival and trade, past 
and present) explore their lived experience 
through the expressive nuance and beauty 
of poetry. 192 pp.
978-1-55152-781-9 
___048285664 
paper 17.95

 
Incarnate
The Collected Dead Man Poems
Marvin Bell COPL
Introduction by David St John
”Live as if you were already dead” is the Zen 
admonition animating Bell’s brilliant poetic 
invention, Dead Man Poems. This volume 
draws from Bell’s previous collections 
where The Dead Man appeared, and adds an 
abundant cache of new poems that resonate 
with “the dark matter and sticky stuff” of life. 
288 pp.
978-1-55659-583-7 
___048334925 
paper 24.00

 
A Little More Red Sun on the Human
New & Selected Poems
Gillian Conoley NHBB
A selection of poems by celebrated poet 
Conoley that spans her arresting body 
of work: from the idiosyncrasies of Texas 
girlhood toward an encompassing inquiry 
into spirit and matter, individual and state. 
296 pp.
978-1-64362-011-4 
___048334758 
paper 19.95

 
Love Poems for People with Children
John Kenney GPPS
In the spirit of his wildly popular New Yorker 
pieces and the New York Times bestseller 
Love Poems for Married People, Thurber 
Prize-winning author Kenney presents a 
hilarious new collection of poetry for people 
with children. 112 pp.
978-0-593-08524-0 
___049057252 15.00

 
Tracing the Horse
Diana Marie Delgado BOAE
Foreword by Luis Javier Rodriguez
Set in Southern California’s San Gabriel 
Valley, Delgado’s debut poetry collection 
follows the coming-of-age of a young 
Mexican-American woman trying to make 
sense of who she is amidst a family and 
community weighted by violence and 
addiction. 112 pp.
978-1-942683-87-2 
___047905207 
paper 17.00

 
The Next Loves
Stephane Bouquet NHBB
Lindsay Turner, translator
In Bouquet’s The Next Loves, French poetic 
tradition meets the New York School poets 
in a unique take on homosexuality, desire, 
loneliness, and love in an era of global 
inequality and fundamental precarity. 80 pp.
978-1-64362-005-3 
___047108612 
paper 15.95

 
Odes to Lithium
Shira Erlichman ALIC
In her remarkable debut, with inventiveness, 
compassion, and humor, Erlichman pens 
a love letter to her medication for Bipolar 
Disorder. With startling language, and bold 
drawings and collages, she gives readers a 
sparkling, original view into what makes us 
human. 100 pp.
978-1-948579-03-2 
___047836796 
paper 16.95
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On the Shores of Welcome Home
Bruce Weigl BOAE
In this Isabella Gardner Award-winning 
collection of poems, Weigl meditates on the 
ghosts and the grace one encounters in life’s 
second act. A celebrated poet and veteran 
of the Vietnam War, he offers a nuanced 
sense of aging as a departure and death as a 
returning home. 120 pp.
978-1-942683-89-6 
___047905320 
paper 17.00

 
The Pocket Poet Series No. 27: Revolutionary 
Letters, Expanded Ed.
Diane di Prima CITY
City Lights is bringing this classic Beat 
Generation-era back into print, expanded 
with new poems and more “revolutionary 
letters” di Prima wrote since this book’s 
original publication in 1971 in Lawrence 
Ferlinghetti’s famed Pocket Poets Series. 212 
pp.
978-0-87286-761-1 
___042807487 
15.95

 
The Poetry Remedy
Prescriptions for the Heart, Mind, and Soul
William Sieghart VIK 
A pocket-sized collection of poems and 
meditations carefully curated to resonate 
with anyone seeking solace from a spectrum 
of maladies, selected to let readers know 
they’re not alone. 224 pp.
978-0-525-56108-8 
___043416583 20.00

 
The Problem of the Many
Timothy Donnelly WVEK
Hailed “a poet everyone should read” (David 
Wheatley, The Guardian), Donnelly presents 
his highly anticipated third collection, in 
which he considers our fraught present from 
a perspective at once epic and personal. 208 
pp.
978-1-940696-49-2 
___048008027 
paper 20.00

 
Feeler
Heather McHugh SARB
McHugh takes on the fraught subject of 
empathy—how much people feel and do—
for the afflicted. 40 pp.
978-1-946448-42-2 
___048196385 
paper 10.00

 
Railsplitter
Maurice Manning COPL
Prophetic and rich in rural folklore and 
literary allusions, this seventh collection 
from Pulitzer Prize Finalist and Guggenheim 
Fellow Manning, envisions the role of poetry 
in the life of Abraham Lincoln, transcending 
the darkness of Lincoln’s time and imagining 
new lore entirely. 96 pp.
978-1-55659-571-4 
___048334771 
paper 17.00

 
Reflection
Tyler Lockett ANMM
The debut poetry book from All-Pro NFL wide 
receiver Lockett is a reflective and positive 
journey through faith, identity, and life’s 
many challenges and rewards. A scorching 
read, an evocative portrait of a professional 
athlete, and a captivating exercise in rhythm 
and verse, Reflection strives above all else to 
be a force for positivity.   144 pp.
978-1-52485-406-5 
___049933973 paper 14.99

 
The Rose That Blooms in the Night
Allie Michelle ANMM
Without the sun, the rose that blooms in the 
night must learn to create light within herself 
and bloom from her own love. This poetry 
collection is a journey of finding the strength 
it takes to be soft. 224 pp.
978-1-52485-363-1 
___049354428 paper 14.99
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Safe Houses I Have Known
Steve Healey COFF
As a child during the height of the Cold War, 
Healey learns that his father is a spy for the 
CIA. Drawing from CIA training manuals and 
pop culture references alike, his poetry is 
both intimate and claustrophobic. 112 pp.
978-1-56689-561-3 
___048238070 
paper 16.95

 
Slingshot
Cyrée Jarelle Johnson NHBB
In these messy, horny, desperate poems 
spun from dream logic, Johnson considers 
the consequences of black sexual and gender 
deviance, as well as the emotional burden 
of being forced to the rim of society, then 
punished for what keeps you alive. 80 pp.
978-1-64362-009-1 
___048334766 
paper 15.95

 
Solar Perplexus
Dean Young COPL
Young uses the surreal as the thread which 
weaves in and out of complications of 
existence. The result is a textured, honest 
work that grapples with what it means to 
love, lose, and hang in the afterward. 96 pp.
978-1-55659-572-1 
___048334969 
22.00

 
Soundmachine
Rachel Zucker WVEK
Zucker sweeps all the corners in this 
maximalist project of poems and prose 
navigating love, loss, and personal and 
political despair. 272 pp.
978-1-940696-86-7 
___047952533 
paper 20.00

 
Space Struck
Paige Lewis SARB
This astonishing, self-assured debut leads 
readers on an exploration to the stars 
and back, begging them to reconsider 
the boundaries of self, time, space, and 
knowledge. 96 pp.
978-1-946448-44-6 
___048196150 
paper 15.95

 
Tell Me Another Story
Poems of You and Me
Emmy Marucci ANMM
From writer, photographer, and fashion 
editor Marucci comes an arrestingly candid 
volume of poetry and photographs exploring 
the universality of family nostalgia, grief and 
loss, fear, and enduring love. 240 pp.
978-1-44949-689-0 
___048551586 paper 19.99

 
Vantage
Taneum Bambrick APRY
Introduction by Sharon Olds
The winner of the 2019 APR/Honickman First 
Book Prize, this is a fictionalized account of 
the poet’s real experiences working as the 
only woman on a six-person garbage crew 
around the reservoirs of two massive dams. 
88 pp.
978-0-9860938-0-7 
___048335037 
paper 15.00

 
Women Are Some Kind of Magic Boxed Set
amanda lovelace ANMM
Goodreads Choice Award-winning poet 
and USA Today-bestselling author amanda 
lovelace presents the women are some 
kind of magic boxed set—a beautiful and 
empowering trilogy guaranteed to awaken 
one’s inner goddess.
978-1-52485-145-3 
___050062696 45.00
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Written in Exile
The Poetry of Liu Tsung-Yuan
Liu Tsung-Yuan COPL
Red Pine, translator
Renowned translator Pine brings into 
English the work of an ancient Chinese poet 
little-known in the West. Appended with 
thoroughly researched notes, an in-depth 
Introduction, and the Chinese originals, 
this edition presents the long-overdue 
introduction of a legendary T’ang poet. 256 
pp.
978-1-55659-562-2 
___048334625 
paper 18.00

POLITICS - CURRENT EVENTS

 
Aftershocks of Disaster
Puerto Rico Before and After the Storm
Yarimar Bonilla HMAK
and Marisol LeBrón, editors
Offering an in-depth look at Puerto Rico in 
the aftermath of Hurricane Maria, this work 
examines its lasting effects: state failure, 
social abandonment, capitalization on 
human misery, and the collective trauma 
produced by the botched response. 170 pp.
978-1-64259-030-2 
___048285954 
paper 17.00

 
Against Segregation in America’s Schools
Stephen Breyer BROK
Introduction by Thiru Vignarajah
Edited and introduced by former Supreme 
Court Justice Breyer’s former law clerk—
and accompanied by a sobering update on 
the state of segregated schools in America 
today—this volume contains the full text 
of Breyer’s most impassioned opinion, a 
dissent that Justice John Paul Stevens called 
at the time “eloquent and unanswerable.” 
140 pp.
978-0-8157-3166-5 
___038277527 
14.95

 
All Politics Is Local
Why Progressives Must Fight for the States
Meaghan Winter BBOO
Taking readers to three key battlegrounds—
in Missouri, Florida, and Colorado—Winter 
reveals that robust state and local politics 
are the lifeblood of democracy and the only 
lasting building block of political power. 304 
pp.
978-1-56858-838-4 
___048564192 28.00

 
Antisocial
Online Extremists, Techno-Utopians, and the 
Hijacking of the American Conversation
Andrew Marantz VIK 
From a rising star at The New Yorker comes 
a deeply immersive chronicle of how the 
optimistic entrepreneurs of Silicon Valley set 
out to create a free and democratic internet—
and how the cynical propagandists of the alt-
right exploited that freedom to propel the 
extreme into the mainstream.  368 pp.
978-0-525-52226-3 
___048604351 28.00

 
Audience of One
Donald Trump, Television, and the Fracturing 
of America
James Poniewozik LIVR
The author pens an incisive cultural history 
that captures a fractious nation through the 
prism of television and the rattled mind of a 
celebrity president. 304 pp.
978-1-63149-442-0 
___048400256 27.95

 
Ball of Collusion
The Plot to Rig an Election and Destroy a 
Presidency
Andrew C. McCarthy ETCB
McCarthy argues that the real collusion in 
the 2016 election was not between the Trump 
campaign and the Kremlin, but between 
the Clinton campaign and the Obama 
administration instead. 432 pp.
978-1-64177-025-5 
___042780736 
35.99

 
Border Wars
Inside Trump’s Assault on Immigration
Julie Hirschfeld Davis SS  
and Michael D. Shear
Two New York Times Washington 
correspondents provide an inside account 
with never-before-told stories of the defining 
issue of Donald Trump’s presidency: his 
steadfast opposition to immigration to the 
U.S. 320 pp.
978-1-982117-39-9 
___048477550 28.00
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The Case Against Socialism
Rand Paul BCCV
Paul, U.S. senator for Kentucky and America’s 
most prominent libertarian, makes a case 
against socialist ideology, showing the 
impact of its deadly legacy and the threat of 
its new rise in America. 272 pp.
978-0-06-295486-2 
___048614066 28.99

 
The Civil Disobedience Handbook, 2nd Ed.
A Brief History and Practical Advice for the 
Politically Disenchanted
James Tracy MNIC
and Jenifer Joseph, editors
From the Bill of Rights to contemporary direct 
action tactics utilized by the Ruckus Society, 
this handbook outlines a brief history of 
social protest. Helpful resources and handy 
tips are included, as well as new chapters 
on electronic privacy and encryption, and 
lessons learned from post-millenial actions. 
120 pp.
978-1-945665-19-6 
___048578827 
paper 14.95

 
Crisis of Conscience
Whistleblowing in an Age of Fraud
Tom Mueller RVHD
The author forces readers to confront 
fundamental questions about the balance 
between free speech and state secrecy, and 
between individual rights and corporate 
power as he traces the rise of whistleblowing 
through a series of riveting cases. 608 pp.
978-1-59463-443-7 
___048384038 30.00

 
Deceiving the Sky
Inside Communist China’s Drive for Global 
Supremacy
Bill Gertz ETCB
Longtime analyst Gertz explains how 
America’s elites disastrously underestimated 
China for decades. Now, China is moving 
quickly with its ambitions to advance its 
brand of totalitarianism around the world 
and is working to replace free, open and 
democratic societies.  272 pp.
978-1-64177-054-5 
___045593884 
25.99

 
Defeating Jihad
Dr. Sebastian Gorka REGN
America’s fight against radical Islam could 
soon be over, and a top secret plan from 
the Cold War is the key to victory. Gorka, 
counterinsurgency expert and professor 
at the Department of Defense’s National 
Defense University, explains how America 
can win the war on terror quickly and 
decisively. 256 pp.
978-1-62157-956-4 
___046958035 paper 16.99

 
Disrupt, Discredit, and Divide
How the New FBI Damages Democracy
Mike German NPRS
A former FBI undercover agent and 
whistleblower gives readers a riveting and 
troubling account of the contemporary FBI—
essential reading for today. 352 pp.
978-1-62097-379-0 
___045540775 
27.99

 
The Districts
Stories of American Justice from the Federal 
Courts
Johnny Dwyer KNPF
An unprecedented plunge into New York 
City’s federal court system that gives a 
revelatory picture of how the justice system, 
and the pursuit of justice, really works. Dwyer 
takes readers not just into the courtrooms, 
but also into the lives of those who enter 
through its doors. 368 pp.
978-1-10194-654-1 
___048032277 28.95

 
Donald Builds the Wall
A Donald the Caveman™ Book
Eric Metaxas REGN
and Tim Raglin
After Donald the Caveman drained the 
Swamp and the greedy Swamp Creatures 
fled, the cave people were free, and great 
things happened. They invented fire and the 
wheel—and their economy was booming! 
Soon folks from other kingdoms began 
arriving to join the experiment in liberty. 
What should the free people do? Donald 
knew the answer: build the wall! 64 pp.
978-1-68451-029-0 
___050306266 19.99
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Exonerated
The Failed Takedown of President Donald 
Trump by the Swamp
Dan Bongino PHLP
The New York Times-bestselling author of 
Spygate, an explosive, whistle-blowing 
exposé, reveals how Deep State actors 
relied on a cynical plug-and-play template to 
manufacture the now-discredited Russiagate 
scandal. 272 pp.
978-1-64293-341-3 
___049211877 27.00

 
Free, Fair, and Alive
The Insurgent Power of the Commons
David Bollier NESP
and Silke Helfrich
A penetrating cultural critique, table-
pounding political treatise, and practical 
playbook for “commoning,” this volume 
presents a bold and compelling alternative 
to the dead-end, predatory market-state 
system. 448 pp.
978-0-86571-921-7 
___048176219 
paper 24.99

 
Goliath
The 100-Year War Between Monopoly Power 
and Democracy
Matt Stoller SS  
Offering a startling look at how concentrated 
financial power and consumerism 
transformed American politics, Stoller 
explains how authoritarianism and populism 
have returned to American politics for the 
first time in 80 years, as the outcome of 
the 2016 election shook faith in democratic 
institutions. 592 pp.
978-1-50118-308-9 
___044784638 29.99

 
The Happiness Policy Handbook
How to Make Happiness and Well-Being the 
Purpose of Your Government
Laura Musikanski et al. NESP
The authors provide a concise background 
on happiness studies and science, coupled 
with practical tools for formulating and 
integrating happiness policy at all levels of 
government. 224 pp.
978-0-86571-924-8 
___048176181 
paper 19.99

 
Hate Inc.
Why Today’s Media Makes Us Despise One 
Another
Matt Taibbi ORBO
Part tirade, part confessional from the 
celebrated Rolling Stone journalist, this 
turbocharged new book reveals that what 
most people think of as “the news” is, in 
fact, a twisted wing of the entertainment 
business. 304 pp.
978-1-949017-25-0 
___048550214 
24.95

 
Homewreckers
Aaron Glantz COMH
In the spirit of Evicted, Bait and Switch, and 
The Big Short comes a shocking investigation 
into America’s housing crisis and the 
modern-day robber barons who are making 
a fortune off the backs of the disenfranchised 
working and middle class—among them, 
Donald Trump and his inner circle. 432 pp.
978-0-06-286953-1 
___047739680 27.99

 
Information Wars
How We Lost the Global Battle Against 
Disinformation and What We Can Do About It
Richard Stengel ATMP
From former TIME editor and Under 
Secretary for Public Diplomacy and Public 
Affairs Stengel, Information Wars is the first 
and only insider account exploring how the 
U.S. tried—and failed—to combat the global 
rise of disinformation that eventually spilled 
into the 2016 election. 368 pp.
978-0-8021-4798-1 
___048638294 
28.00

 
Likewar
The Weaponization of Social Media
P.W. Singer MRNB
and Emerson T. Brooking
Two defense experts investigate the present 
and future of conflict in a world where the 
front lines are only a click away. 432 pp.
978-0-358-10847-4 
___048990303 paper 15.99
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Melania and Michelle
First Ladies in a New Era
Tammy R. Vigil RHNK
Vigil provides a compelling account of these 
modern first ladies, exploring how each 
woman has crafted her public image and 
used her platform to influence the country, 
while also serving as a paragon of fashion 
and American womanhood.  216 pp.
978-1-68435-101-5 
___047529849 
26.00

 
Memoir of a Race Traitor
Fighting Racism in the American South
Mab Segrest NPRS
Back in print after more than a decade, the 
singular chronicle of life at the forefront of 
antiracist activism, with a new Introduction 
and Afterword by the author. 304 pp.
978-1-62097-299-1 
___045540822 
paper 17.99

 
Merge Left
Fusing Race and Class, Winning Elections, 
and Saving America
Ian Haney López NPRS
From the acclaimed author of Dog Whistle 
Politics  comes an essential road map to 
neutralizing the role of racism as a divide-and-
conquer political weapon and to building a 
broad multiracial progressive future.  240 pp.
978-1-62097-564-0 
___048997206 
26.99

 
Midnight in Samarra
The True Story of Wmd, Greed, and High 
Crimes in Iraq
Frank Gregory Ford HOTK
with Eleanor Cooney
Foreword by David Talbot
The riveting, exclusive true story of an Iraq 
whistleblower who continues to be betrayed 
by his country, as told by an international 
bestselling author. 240 pp.
978-1-51074-020-4 
___048611386 25.99

 
The New Class War
Saving Democracy from the Managerial Elite
Michael Lind PTFL
A maverick thinker who’s drawn the applause 
of both the populist left and right offers a 
searing indictment of the managerial elite. 
192 pp.
978-0-593-08369-7 
___048275966 25.00

 
No Safe Spaces
Dennis Prager REGN
and Mark Joseph
Foreword by Adam Carolla
A tie-in edition to the highly anticipated 
documentary of the same name. In this clear-
eyed (and often very funny) analysis of anti-
free speech student movements, Prager and 
Joseph compile the most poignant, shocking, 
and upsetting things they uncovered during 
their film’s investigation of political correctness 
run amuck on college campuses. 256 pp.
978-1-62157-865-9 
___046878672 25.99

 
Our Broken America
Why Both Sides Need to Stop Ranting and 
Start Listening
Jackie Gingrich Cushman CEE 
Foreword by Newt Gingrich
The daughter of former Speaker of the 
House Gingrich reveals what is needed to 
save America from the looming menace of 
fake news and political polarization. 288 pp.
978-1-54608-488-4 
___048140120 28.00

 
Resistance (at All Costs)
How Trump Haters Are Breaking America
Kimberley Strassel TWLE
Wall Street Journal columnist and bestselling 
author Strassel argues how the all-out 
“Resistance” has become dangerously 
reckless in its obstruction of President 
Trump. She asserts that it is Trump’s critics, 
in their zeal to oppose the president, who are 
undermining our foundations. 256 pp.
978-1-53870-177-5 
___049628043 28.00

 
Revolutionary Love
A Political Manifesto to Heal and 
Transform the World
Michael Lerner UNCA
The author offers concrete 
solutions for future development 
by identifying why the Left and 
the Right have been so ineffective 
in achieving any lasting change 
and discussing what it will take to 
actually heal and repair the world, 
both spiritually and physically. 
304 pp.
978-0-520-30450-5
___048754470 
24.95
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Russian Roulette
The Inside Story of Putin’s War on America 
and the Election of Donald Trump
Michael Isikoff TWLE
and David Corn
An instant #1 New York Times bestseller. 
The incredible, harrowing account of how 
American democracy was hacked by Moscow 
as part of a covert operation to influence the 
U.S. election and help Donald Trump gain the 
presidency. 352 pp.
978-1-53872-876-5 
___045290267 paper 16.99

 
Shadow Network
Media, Money, and the Secret Hub of the 
Radical Right
Anne Nelson BLMS
An award-winning journalist reveals the 
chilling story of the covert group that 
masterminds the Radical Right’s ongoing 
assault on America’s airwaves, schools, 
environment, and, ultimately, its democracy. 
272 pp.
978-1-63557-319-0 
___047676457 28.00

 
The Stakes
2020 and the Survival of American Democracy
Robert Kuttner NORT
To save both democracy and a decent 
economy, the author explains why it’s crucial 
that Americans elect a truly progressive 
president. 304 pp.
978-1-32400-365-6 
___048400407 26.95

 
State of Resistance
What California’s Dizzying Descent and 
Remarkable Resurgence Mean for America’s 
Future
Manuel Pastor NPRS
A leading sociologist’s brilliant and revelatory 
argument that the future of politics, work, 
immigration, and more may be found in 
California. 288 pp.
978-1-62097-557-2 
___048103002 
paper 18.99

 
Targeted
The Cambridge Analytica Whistleblower’s 
Inside Story of How Big Data, Trump, and 
Facebook Broke Democracy and How It Can 
Happen Again
Brittany Kaiser HR  
In this explosive memoir, Kaiser reveals the 
disturbing truth about the multi-billion-dollar 
data industry, revealing how companies are 
getting richer using our personal information 
and exposing how Cambridge Analytica 
exploited weaknesses in privacy laws to help 
elect Donald Trump—and how this could 
easily happen again in the 2020 presidential 
election. 336 pp.
978-0-06-296579-0 
___049978647 28.99

 
To Plea or Not to Plea
The Story of Rick Gates and the Mueller 
Investigation
Daphne Barak CEE 
Barak reveals why Rick Gates, deputy 
campaign manager for the Trump campaign 
and deputy Chairman of the Donald Trump 
inaugural Committee, pled guilty in the 
Mueller probe and the lasting repercussions 
of this ordeal. 304 pp.
978-1-54608-540-9 
___050323691 28.00

 
Truth Has a Power of Its Own
Conversations About a People’s History
Howard Zinn NPRS
with Ray Suarez
This volume is based on the transcripts of 
conversations between Zinn and Suarez that 
took place in 2007. 256 pp.
978-1-62097-517-6 
___048102658 
24.99

 
Un-American
A Soldier’s Reckoning of Our Longest War
Erik Edstrom BLMS
A whistle-blowing manifesto about America’s 
unchallenged war machine, from a new kind 
of military hero. Edstrom delivers a hybrid of 
social commentary and memoir that exposes 
how blind support for war exacerbates the 
problems it’s intended to resolve. 320 pp.
978-1-63557-374-9 
___047676638 28.00
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An Underground Guide to Sewers
Or: Down, Through & Out in Paris, London, 
New York, &c.
Stephen Halliday MIT 
Foreword by Peter Bazalgette
A global guide to sewers that celebrates 
the magnificently designed and engineered 
structures beneath the world’s great cities. 
Halliday begins with sanitation in the 
ancient cities of Mesopotamia, Greece, and 
Imperial Rome, and continues with medieval 
waterways. 256 pp.
978-0-262-04334-2 
___048994597 34.95

 
Unwanted Spy
The Persecution of an American 
Whistleblower
Jeffrey Sterling BBOO
This book is a powerful account of one man’s 
uncompromising commitment to the truth 
and a reminder of the principles of justice 
and integrity that should define America. 272 
pp.
978-1-56858-557-4 
___048564191 28.00

 
The War for America’s Soul
Donald Trump, the Left’s Assault on America, 
and How We Take Back Our Country
Sebastian Gorka REGN
In Defeating Jihad, radio host Gorka 
identified radical Islamic terrorism as one 
of the most dangerous threats to American 
safety and freedom. Now, he turns his 
attention to a very different, more domestic 
threat: the spread of radical socialist ideology 
in America. 256 pp.
978-1-62157-940-3 
___046957846 28.99

 
When They Come for You
How Police and Government Are Trampling 
Our Liberties–And How to Take Them Back
David Kirby STMS
New York Times bestselling author Kirby 
uses true stories of everyday citizens to 
reveal how federal, state, and municipal 
governments, police, lawmakers, judges, 
revenue agents, unelected power brokers, 
and even government social workers are 
eviscerating the most fundamental liberties. 
400 pp.
978-1-25006-436-3 
___042200413 29.99

 
Who Killed Civil Society?
The Rise of Big Government and Decline of 
Bourgeois Norms
Howard A. Husock ETCB
Vexing social issues such as the opioid 
epidemic, criminal violence, and chronic 
unemployment are the target of social 
programs Americans fund with their tax 
dollars. Husock argues that over the past 
century, the U.S. has lost sight of the more 
powerful antidote to these problems: 
positive social norms. 176 pp.
978-1-64177-058-3 
___048421244 
23.99

 
Why America Needs Socialism
The Argument from Martin Luther King, Helen 
Keller, Albert Einstein, and Other Great Thinkers
G.S. Griffin IGUB
The author presents a case for socialism 
today built on the words and ideas of history’s 
greatest leaders, thinkers, and artists. 264 pp.
978-1-63246-101-8 
___048151455 
paper 17.95

 
The Women of the 116th Congress
Portraits of Power
The New York Times ARZI
Foreword by Roxane Gay
Elizabeth D. Herman, photographer
Celeste Sloman, photographer
This book features an illustrated timeline and 
list of firsts for women in Congress as well 
as “Her Vote, Her Voice” sections throughout 
that highlight historical moments in female 
politics. 208 pp.
978-1-41974-246-0 
___048711959 24.99

POP ARTS / POP CULTURE

 
1001 Movies You Must See Before You Die, 
8th Ed., Revised
Steven Jay Schneider BESX
and Ian Haydn Smith, editors
This brand-new edition covers the complete 
history of filmmaking, from silent-era greats 
to recent Oscar winners like A Star is Born, 
Roma, BlacKkKlansman, and more. With 
over 1.75 million copies sold, it’s a must-have 
for movie lovers! 960 pp.
978-1-43805-075-1 
___048865017 35.00
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Disney Frozen II: The Official 
Movie Special
Titan TITB
Take a trip into the Oscar-winning 
chilly world of Frozen II, the official 
sequel to the most successful 
animated film of all times with 
this in-depth behind-the-scenes 
companion book to the sequel of 
the #1 Box office animated smash 
hit movie of 2013. 96 pp.
978-1-78773-184-4
___048823293 19.99

 
Grease
The Director’s Notebook
Randal Kleiser COLN
Foreword by John Travolta
Released more than four decades ago, the 
film version of Grease is one of the highest-
grossing musicals of all time and a bona fide 
global sensation with legions of devoted fans 
across generations. For the first time ever, the 
film’s director, Kleiser, looks back at the making 
of this legendary cultural landmark. 208 pp.
978-0-06-285692-0 
___048565536 45.00

 
Harry Potter: Film Vault, Vol. 3
Horcruxes and the Deathly Hallows
Jody Revenson ISGH
Discover the filmmaking secrets that 
brought Harry, Ron, Hermione, and the other 
Hogwarts students to life on-screen with this 
comprehensive guide. Included in each book 
is a collectible art print, making this series 
a must-have for all Harry Potter fans and 
collectors everywhere. 64 pp.
978-1-68383-748-0 
___048478129 16.99

 
Harry Potter: Film Vault, Vol. 4
978-1-68383-749-7 ISGH
___048478721 16.99

 
How to Survive a Horror Movie
Seth Grahame-Smith QIRK
Written by bestselling author, screenwriter, and 
producer Grahame-Smith (The Lego Batman 
Movie; Stephen King’s It), this is a hilarious 
must-read for any horror movie fan—and it just 
might save his or her life. 176 pp.
978-1-68369-146-4 
___047966399 paper 14.99

 
The Making of Outlander: The Series
The Official Guide to Seasons Three & Four
Tara Bennett DELA
See how the story of Jamie Frasier and Claire 
Beauchamp Randall comes to life on the screen 
with this official, photo-filled companion to 
the third and fourth seasons of the hit Starz 
television series based on Diana Gabaldon’s 
bestselling Outlander novels. 224 pp.
978-0-525-62222-2 
___048299798 50.00

 
Mister Rogers’® Neighborhood
A Visual History
Foreword by Tom Hanks POTR
Go behind the scenes of Mister Rogers’ 
Neighborhood with this unprecedented dive 
into its storied history. Featuring exclusive 
photographs; a guide to the characters, 
puppets, and episodes; original interviews; 
and rare ephemera, this extraordinary book 
reveals the inner workings of the show. 336 pp.
978-1-984826-21-3 
___047991765 35.00

 
Rick Baker: Metamorphosis, Vol 1: 1950-1989, 
Vol 2: 1990-2019
J.W. Rinzler CEON
Brandon Alinger, editor
This deluxe two-volume set explores seven-
time Academy Award-winner Rick Baker’s 
40-plus-year journey as a special makeup 
effects artist. Features a foreword by John 
Landis, a preface by Peter Jackson, and an 
introduction by Baker. 736 pp.
978-1-944903-43-5 
___048583886 250.00

 
Rotten Movies We Love
Cult Classics, Underrated Gems, and Films 
So Bad They’re Good
The Editors of Rotten Tomatoes RUNN
In this guidebook the Rotten Tomatoes team 
celebrates 101 Rotten movies that can’t be 
missed, including: Box office behemoths that 
bombed with critics (Space Jam, Maleficent, 
Bad Boys), sequels worth a second look 
(Home Alone 2, Rocky IV, Jurassic Park III), 
and more. 240 pp.
978-0-7624-9605-1 
___048643688 paper 22.99
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Star Wars™
The Concept Art of Ralph McQuarrie
Insight Editions ISGH
Featuring over 100 stunning concept images 
from the original Star Wars trilogy as well as 
the many books and publications inspired by 
the Star Wars galaxy, this mini book is bound 
together at a readable pocketbook size and is 
the perfect collectible item for Star Wars fans 
of all ages. 304 pp.
978-1-68383-807-4 
___048478796 11.99

 
Star Wars™: The Ultimate Pop-Up Galaxy
Matthew Reinhart ISGH
Kevin Wilson, illustrator
Just in time for the release of The Rise 
of Skywalker—a thrilling pop-up journey 
through the entire Star Wars saga by pop-
up legend Reinhart. Presented in a dynamic 
360-degree format that enables the action 
to be viewed from all sides, the book also 
opens up to form a displayable 3D diorama 
of the entire saga. 5 pp.
978-1-68383-489-2 
___049748626 85.00

 
Steven Universe™: The Tale of Steven
Rebecca Sugar ABR 
Elle Michalka
and Angie Wang, illustrators
The official picture book adaptation of a 
pivotal episode in the Emmy- and Annie-
award nominated Cartoon Network series 
Steven Universe, created by Sugar. The hour-
long special, “Change Your Mind,” revealed 
the highly anticipated culmination of Pink 
Diamond’s storyline. 48 pp.
978-1-41974-148-7 
___049114188 14.99

 
Whose Middle Ages? 
Teachable Moments for an Ill-Used Past
Andrew Albin et al., editor FORD
Introduction by David Perry
Geraldine Heng, Afterword
An interdisciplinary collection of short, accessible 
essays intended for the non-specialist reader 
and ideal for teaching at an undergraduate 
level, this volume contains 22 essays examining 
how the medieval past has brought something 
distorted back into the present. 240 pp.
978-0-8232-8556-3 
___048507576 
paper 20.00

 
The World of Avatar
A Visual Celebration
Joshua Izzo DK  
Return to Pandora in this exciting celebration 
of the 10-year anniversary of Avatar’s release. 
This rich, in-world guide will fuel excitement 
for the long-awaited release of Avatar 2 in 
December 2020. 128 pp.
978-1-46548-989-0 
___048968360 19.99

PSYCHOLOGY

 
American Epidemic
Reporting from the Front Lines of the Opioid 
Crisis
John McMillian, editor NPRS
Foreword by Leslie Jamison
Spirited, informed, and eloquently written, 
this first-of-its kind collection of vivid reporting 
serves as an essential introduction for anyone 
seeking insight into the deadliest drug crisis the 
United States has ever experienced. 304 pp.
978-1-62097-519-0 
___048102803 
paper 17.99

 
Change Your Brain, Change Your Grades
The Secrets of Successful Students: 
Science-Based Strategies to Boost Memory, 
Strengthen Focus, and Study Faster
Daniel G. Amen, M.D., et al. BEBE
Physician and neuroscientist Amen, #1 New 
York Times-bestselling author of Change Your 
Brain, Change Your Life and The Daniel Plan 
shares a proven approach to help students 
excel in school, including study tips tailored 
to each reader’s unique brain type. 224 pp.
978-1-948836-85-2 
___049385133 
paper 16.95

 
Fentanyl, Inc.
How Rogue Chemists Are Creating the 
Deadliest Wave of the Opioid Epidemic
Ben Westhoff ATMP
Westhoff presents a remarkable four-year 
investigation into the dangerous world of 
synthetic drugs—from black market drug 
factories in China to users and dealers on the 
streets of the U.S. to harm reduction activists 
in Europe—and reveals for the first time the 
next wave of the opioid epidemic. 356 pp.
978-0-8021-2743-3 
___048629255 
27.00
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The Molecule of More
How a Single Chemical in Your Brain 
Drives Love, Sex, and Creativity—And Will 
Determine the Fate of the Human Race
Daniel Z. Lieberman, M.D., BEBE
and Michael E. Long
Dopamine ensured the survival of early 
man. Thousands of years later, it is the 
source of our most basic behaviors and 
cultural ideas—and progress itself. The 
authors examine how human life has an 
unconsidered component that explains an 
array of behaviors previously thought to be 
unrelated. 240 pp.
978-1-948836-58-6 
___048436092 
paper 17.95

 
Recovery Skills Manual
An Implementation Guide for Addiction Care
Paul H. Earley, M.D., DFASAM CCOV
A practical, step-by-step guide designed to 
help practitioners implement Dr. Earley’s 
groundbreaking theory of addiction treatment 
found in Recovery Mind Training in outpatient 
practice (ASAM Level 1), IOP (Level 2.1), Partial 
Hospitalization (Level 2.5), or Residential 
program (Levels 3.1 to 3.7). 248 pp.
978-1-949481-16-7 
___048408373 
paper 19.95

 
The Turn-On
How the Powerful Make Us Like Them–From 
Washington to Wall Street to Hollywood
Steven Goldstein HUSI
Goldstein, a civil rights leader who 
has worked in politics, business and 
entertainment, breaks down the industry 
of creating likeability, how public figures 
manufacture it—and how it is sometimes 
destroyed through scandals. 368 pp.
978-0-06-291169-8 
___048430246 29.99

 
Understanding Mental Illness
A Comprehensive Guide to Mental Health 
Disorders for Family and Friends
Carlin Barnes, M.D., SYHO
and Marketa Wills, M.D., MBA
Get the straight facts about mental illness 
from two Harvard trained psychiatrists. 
Each chapter offers insights and wisdom 
concerning a variety of psychiatric 
conditions. 192 pp.
978-1-51074-594-0 
___047498370 paper 22.99

 
When Death Takes Something from You Give 
It Back
Carlas Book
Naja Marie Aidt COFF
Denise Newman, translator
In 2015, Aidt’s 25-year-old son died in a tragic 
accident. Chronicling the few first years after 
that devastating phone call, this work is at 
once a sober account of life after losing a 
child and an exploration of the language of 
poetry, loss, and love. 152 pp.
978-1-56689-560-6 
___048238346 
22.95

 
You Are What You Read
Jodie Jackson UAME
Campaigner and researcher Jackson helps 
readers understand how the current 24-hour 
news cycle is produced. Combining the latest 
research from psychology, sociology and 
the media, she builds a powerful case for 
including solutions in the news narrative as 
an antidote to the negativity bias. 144 pp.
978-1-78352-722-9 
___048732644 
paper 14.95

REFERENCE

 
Best Colleges, 2020 Ed.
Find the Right Colleges for You!
U.S. News and World Report 
USNW
U.S. News & World Report’s 
annual Best Colleges book is the 
longest-running and most quoted 
guide to undergraduate study—
with exclusive in-depth rankings; 
expert advice on choosing, getting 
into, and paying for college; and a 
directory of nearly 1,600 schools. 
336 pp.
978-1-931469-94-4
___048334569 
paper 17.95

 
Best Hospitals, 2020 Ed.
U.S. News and World Report 
USNW
U.S. News & World Report’s 
annual guide to quality health 
care in the U.S. features exclusive 
rankings and ratings of adult and 
children’s hospitals along with in-
depth looks at emerging trends. 
210 pp.
978-1-931469-93-7
___048334801 
paper 19.95
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Brilliant Maps for Curious Minds
100 New Ways to See the World
Ian Wright EXPT
One hundred full-color maps—some serious 
(the distribution of the world’s major 
religions), some more humorous (countries 
where there aren’t any McDonald’s)—to 
change the way readers see connections 
between countries. 208 pp.
978-1-61519-625-8 
___048845677 19.95

 
The Family Tree Scandinavian Genealogy 
Guide
How to Trace Your Ancestors in Norway, 
Sweden, and Denmark
David A. Fryxell FEEK
A must-have for genealogy research for those 
whose family tree includes Swedish, Danish, 
or Norwegian roots. This convenient guide 
will help families discover their Northern 
European family history while optimizing 
their research time. 256 pp.
978-1-44030-075-2 
___048421366 
paper 26.99

 
Gentleman: The Ultimate Companion to the 
Elegant Man
20 Years Anniversary Edition
Bernhard Roetzel HFUN
A self-confident demeanor, excellent 
manners, and carefully chosen quality 
garments are the distinctive signs of a 
true gentleman. Paying tribute to the 
latest evolutions in fashion and style, this 
thoroughly revised edition is set for the man 
of the 21st century. 376 pp.
978-3-8480-1189-6 
___048308344 
49.99

 
Great Stories Don’t Write Themselves
Criteria-Driven Strategies for More Effective 
Fiction
Larry Brooks WRDG
Foreword by Robert Dugoni
The creator of StoryFix.com and bestselling 
author shares a series of detailed checklists 
he has developed, backed by tutorial content 
for novelists of every level and genre to refer 
to as they write regardless of which writing 
method they prefer. 256 pp.
978-1-44030-085-1 
___048421078 
paper 19.99

 
How to Get Money for College 2020, 37th Ed. 
Peterson’s PETG
This comprehensive directory points 
students and their families to complete and 
accurate information on need-based and 
non-need gift aid, loans, work-study, athletic 
awards, and more at over 2,400 four-year 
colleges and universities. 960 pp.
978-0-7689-4324-5 
___045626669 
paper 29.95

 
Guide to Literary Agents 2020, 29th Ed. 
The Most Trusted Guide to Getting Published
Robert Lee Brewer, editor WRDG
The best resource available for finding a 
literary agent. Along with listing information 
for more than 1,000 agents who represent 
writers and their books, this 29th edition 
includes informative articles on crafting the 
perfect synopsis and detailing what agents 
are looking for in the ideal client. 336 pp.
978-1-44035-494-6 
___048421459 
paper 29.99

 
Novel & Short Story Writer’s Market 2020, 
39th Ed.
The Most Trusted Guide to Getting Published
Amy Jones, editor WRDG
The go-to resource for getting short stories, 
novellas, and novels published. The 39th 
edition of this guide features hundreds 
of updated listings for book publishers, 
literary agents, fiction publications, contests, 
and more. Each listing includes contact 
information, submission guidelines, and 
other essential tips. 512 pp.
978-1-44035-493-9 
___048421358 
paper 29.99

 
Poet’s Market 2020, 33rd Ed. Thirty-Third
The Most Trusted Guide for Publishing Poetry
Robert Lee Brewer, editor WRDG
The most-trusted guide to publishing 
poetry includes hundreds of opportunities 
specifically for poets, including listings for 
book and chapbook publishers, print and 
online poetry publications, contests, and 
more. 480 pp.
978-1-44035-495-3 
___048421143 
paper 29.99
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Writer’s Market 2020, 99th Ed. 
The Most Trusted Guide to Getting Published
Robert Lee Brewer, editor WRDG
The most trusted guide to getting published 
guides writers through the process with 
thousands of publishing opportunities 
for writers, including listings for book 
publishers, consumer and trade magazines, 
contests and awards, and literary agents—as 
well as new playwriting and screenwriting 
sections. 896 pp.
978-1-44030-122-3 
___048421193 
paper 29.99

 
Writer’s Market Deluxe Edition 2020, 20th Ed. 
The Most Trusted Guide to Getting Published
Robert Lee Brewer, editor WRDG
Gain instant access to more than 7,500 listings 
for book publishers, magazines, contests, 
literary agents, and more. This edition also 
includes the ever-popular pay-rate chart and 
book publisher subject index. 896 pp.
978-1-44035-492-2 
___048421135 
paper 49.99

 
Quotable Texas
Joe Holley, editor TRIN
Every Texan has an opinion. And everyone 
else has an opinion about Texas. Quotable 
Texas is where these two factions meet 
to form a rich repository of the piquant 
thoughts, curious notions, and memorable 
ideas that have been expressed about Texas 
through the years. 288 pp.
978-1-59534-770-1 
___031687859 
paper 12.95

 
Scholarships, Grants & Prizes 2020, 24th Ed. 
Peterson’s PETG
This valuable resource provides up-to-
date information on more than 1.6 million 
privately funded awards worth over 10 
billion dollars available to college students. 
It contains detailed profiles of awards based 
on academic fields and career goals, ethnic 
heritage, talent, and other categories. 912 pp.
978-0-7689-4323-8 
___045626486 
paper 33.95

 
Unofficial Guide to Familysearch.Org, 2nd 
Ed. 
How to Find Your Family History on the 
World’s Largest Free Genealogy Website
Dana McCullough FEEK
The unofficial guide to the largest free 
genealogy website shows how to find 
anyone’s family in the site’s databases of 
more than 3.5 billion names and millions 
of digitized historical records spanning the 
globe. 272 pp.
978-1-44030-078-3 
___048421295 
paper 26.99

RELIGION - BIBLES

 
Adventure Bible® for Early Readers, Polar 
Exploration Ed.,—NIrV 
Zondervan ZNDV
With over 9 million copies sold, the Adventure 
Bible brand is beloved by Christian schools, 
churches, and families alike. Now, the #1 
Bible for kids, including all of its trusted 
essentials loved by parents, is available in an 
exciting polar exploration theme. 1,584 pp.
978-0-310-76508-0 
___047558131 29.99

 
Life Application® Study Bible—NIV, 3rd Ed.
created by Tyndale TYND
Significantly expanded and thoroughly 
updated, these editions include over 10,000 
Life Application notes and features designed 
to help readers apply God’s truth to everyday 
life. 2,496 pp.
978-1-49643-383-1 
___048846379 49.99

 
Life Application® Study Bible—NLT, 3rd Ed.
978-1-49643-382-4 TYND
___048846663 49.99

 
The New Testament
A Translation
David Bentley Hart, translator YALE
From one of the most celebrated writers on 
religion comes this fresh, bold, and unsettling 
new translation of the New Testament. 616 
pp.
978-0-300-24844-9 
___048968253 paper 22.00
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Way | Truth | Life New Testament—NABRE
Our Sunday Visitor OSV 
Just for teens and young adults, this New 
Testament is an invitation to know Christ, 
the way, the truth, and the life, through his 
Word. It is also designed with vibrant images 
that invite readers to linger and encourage 
reflection and prayer. Includes 21 original 
essays by young adults share how God has 
touched their lives through Scripture.  432 pp.
978-1-68192-455-7 
___049631807 paper 29.95

 
Way | Truth | Life New Testament Study 
Guide—NABRE
978-1-68192-451-9 OSV 
___049631971 paper 9.95

RELIGION - CATHOLICISM

 
America’s Most Famous Catholic (According 
to Himself) 
Stephen Colbert and American Religion in 
the Twenty-First Century
Stephanie N. Brehm FORD
By exploring Colbert’s position as a lay 
catechist and televised comedian, this book 
examines how Catholicism shapes Colbert’s 
experiences, and how Colbert and his 
persona nuance American Catholicism and 
the polarized American religious landscape. 
256 pp.
978-0-8232-8530-3 
___048507351 
30.00

 
Who Do You Say I Am?
Daily Reflections on the Bible, the Saints, 
and the Answer That Is Christ
Cardinal Timothy M. Dolan IMBK
Archbishop of New York Dolan offers a 
moving and resonant collection of reflections 
and meditations to help readers quiet the 
noise and busyness of their everyday lives. 
384 pp.
978-1-984826-72-5 
___048463979 25.00

RELIGION - CHRISTIAN

 
Be the Bridge
Pursuing God’s Heart for Racial Reconciliation
Latasha Morrison WTBR
A leading advocate for racial reconciliation 
offers a clarion call for Christians to 
move toward relationship and deeper 
understanding in the midst of a divisive 
culture.  With racial tensions as high within 
the church as outside the church, it is time 
for Christians to become the leaders in the 
conversation on racial reconciliation. 256 pp.
978-0-525-65288-5 
___048967968 paper 17.99

 
Christmas Classics
Christian Birmingham RUNN
and Don Daily, illustrators
This charming box set includes three classic 
Christmas 2-1/2” x 3” miniature books for 
this special slipcase edition: The Night 
Before Christmas, illustrated by Birmingham, 
The Nutcracker, illustrated by Daily, and A 
Christmas Carol, illustrated by Birmingham. 
416 pp.
978-0-7624-6708-2 
___045473639 12.95

 
Christmas Ideals, 75th Anniversary Ed.
Melinda Lee Rathjen, editor WHKD
This 75th anniversary edition of a classic 
collection of all things Christmas includes 
poetry, essays, quotations, and recipes, as 
well as Bible excerpts from the story of the 
first Christmas and an additional 32 pages 
of retrospective content commemorates this 
landmark year. 96 pp.
978-1-54601-454-6 
___049138068 paper 14.99

 
Destroying Fear
Strategies to Overthrow the Enemy’s Tactics 
and Walk in Total Freedom
John Ramirez CSNK
Foreword by Juan Martinez
The Enemy uses fear as a tactic to torment 
and attack—but Jesus came to destroy 
fear and set captives free. Using real-life 
examples, Ramirez, once a satanic high 
priest, helps readers find peace and purpose 
so they can walk fearless into their destinies, 
dismantling every stronghold, to repel the 
Enemy’s attacks for a life of freedom. 224 pp.
978-0-8007-9947-2 
___048478790 paper 15.99

 
Double Blessing
How to Get It. How to Give It.
Mark Batterson MULT
A New York Times-bestselling author and 
pastor invites readers to pursue, recognize, 
and flip every blessing from God. He 
provides the tools necessary to inventory 
one’s blessings and participate in double 
blessing—that moment when a blessing 
in one’s life is leveraged to doubly bless 
another. 240 pp.
978-0-7352-9111-9 
___048276201 22.99
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Fair Jesus
The Gospels According to Italian Painters 
1300-1650
Robert Kiely PARC
Kiely goes through major sections of the 
Gospels, pausing with the Italian painters to 
consider Jesus, how he looks, how he stands 
or sits, how he interacts with other figures 
and the viewer, and how his actions and 
teachings are interpreted and translated by 
artists into forms without words. 288 pp.
978-1-64060-258-8 
___049212341 39.99

 
Free to Believe
The Battle Over Religious Liberty in America
Luke Goodrich WTBR
A leading religious freedom attorney and 
a veteran of several Supreme Court battles 
helps people of faith understand religious 
liberty in today’s rapidly changing culture—
why it matters, how it is threatened, and how 
to respond with confidence and grace. 288 
pp.
978-0-525-65290-8 
___048144624 24.00

 
The Gift of Gathering
Beautiful Tablescapes to Welcome and 
Celebrate Your Friends and Family
Bre Doucette HARH
Create a warm and welcoming atmosphere 
with this creative collection of seasonally 
inspired tablescapes by decor blogger 
Doucette (Rooms for Rent). No matter the 
season or reason, from casual to elegant, 
readers will discover tablescapes for any 
occasion. 224 pp.
978-0-7369-7568-1 
___048379105 30.00

 
Gist
The Essence of Raising Life-Ready Kids
Michael W. Anderson, L.P., FOFP
and Timothy D. Johnson, M.D.
Combining the expertise of their respective 
professions with very practical tips, this is 
a how-to manual for parents who want to 
prepare their kids to thrive as adults. 336 pp.
978-1-58997-586-6 
___049629833 paper 17.99

 
How to Lead in a World of Distraction
Four Simple Habits for Turning Down the 
Noise
Clay Scroggins ZNDV
There are common white noises in leadership 
and ministry that people use to mask 
unpleasant emotions and ignore the desires 
deep inside. This book is a guide to help 
readers listen to themselves, to recognize 
what their emotions, bodies, and spirits 
are saying by turning down the white noise 
threatening to control their lives. 224 pp.
978-0-310-59869-5 
___047558209 24.99

 
I Am Redeemed
Learning to Live in Grace
Mike Weaver WRHY
and Jim Scherer
The lead singer of Big Daddy Weave shares 
from personal experience how amid 
individual struggles and failures, God 
reminds believers that they are His children. 
Loved. Set free. Redeemed. 224 pp.
978-1-54603-358-5 
___050323527 22.00

 
It’s All About the Small Things
Why the Ordinary Moments Matter
Melanie Shankle ZNDV
A New York Times-bestselling author celebrates 
the wonder of the many small moments in 
life that add up to make a big difference and 
ultimately shape people. 240 pp.
978-0-310-35496-3 
___049660668 paper 17.99

 
Murder, Motherhood, and Miraculous Grace
A True Story
Debra Moerke TYDM
with Cindy Lambert
Foreword by Carol Kent
When Moerke and her husband decided to 
become foster parents, they never imagined 
how their lives would change. And never did 
they imagine their worst nightmare coming 
true: their five-year-old foster daughter, 
Hannah, murdered at the hands of her birth 
mom. 352 pp.
978-1-49643-332-9 
___048846243 paper 16.99

 
Murder, Motherhood, and Miraculous Grace
978-1-49643-331-2 TYDM
___048846856 26.99
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No Better Mom for the Job
Parenting with Confidence (Even When You 
Don’t Feel Cut Out for It)
Becky Keife BETF
Foreword by Lisa-Jo Baker
With encouraging stories and practical, 
biblical wisdom, author and mother Keife 
offers confidence and support to help womem 
through the ups and downs of motherhood. 
Learn how to exchange negative internal 
dialogue for joyful gratitude, celebrate one-
of-a-kind mom strengths, and see yourself as 
a confident mom. 208 pp.
978-0-7642-3324-1 
___048478320 paper 14.99

 
Rhythms of Renewal
Trading Stress and Anxiety for a Life of Peace 
and Purpose
Rebekah Lyons ZNDV
Daily struggles with anxiety and stress make 
it difficult to receive God’s peace. Lyons helps 
Christians walk through four rhythms to 
the vibrant lives they were meant to live. By 
learning to rest, renew, connect, and create, 
readers will find mindful habits that quiet inner 
chaos and make space for peace. 224 pp.
978-0-310-35614-1 
___049080639 24.99

 
School of the Miraculous
A Practical Guide to Walking in Daily Miracles
Kynan Bridges WTKH
Foreword by James W. Goll
Dr. Bridges shows how every believer 
can develop a miracle mindset, operate in 
miracles, and establish a life routine in which 
miraculous events occur. 224 pp.
978-1-64123-304-0 
___048747091 paper 16.99

 
Tasting Grace
Discovering the Power of Food to Connect 
Us to God, One Another, and Ourselves
Melissa D’Arabian WTBR
The winner of The Next Food Network Star 
season five and New York Times bestselling 
author of Ten Dollar Dinners shares how God 
used food to invite her into His love.  It wasn’t 
until the author evaluated her relationship 
with food in light of her relationship with 
God that she began to appreciate food as 
not only a gift from Him but also as a deeper 
invitation into His love. 224 pp.
978-0-525-65273-1 
___047862547 21.99

 
Teeny-Tiny Christmas Cactus
Mollie Thomas RUNN
Showcase the holiday spirit with this prickly 
twist on the classic light-up ceramic tree, a 
fun new way to celebrate the season. A bulb 
inside this fun ceramic cactus illuminates the 
tiny lights. This adorable mini kit includes:  
a 4” ceramic cactus with 20 multi-colored 
lights, and a mini book exploring the fun, 
quirky ways people celebrate the Christmas 
season across the world 32 pp.
978-0-7624-9487-3 
___048759788 paper 12.95

 
When God Rescripts Your Life
Seeing Value, Beauty, and Purpose When Life 
Is Interrupted
Jaci Velasquez NELN
with Julie Lyles Carr
Multi-platinum-selling, Grammy-nominated 
artist Velasquez shares how she overcame 
the challenges of early fame and a failed 
marriage and trusted God to turn her broken 
pieces into priceless treasures. 224 pp.
978-1-40021-296-5 
___049069901 24.99

 
You Are the Girl for the Job
Daring to Believe the God Who Calls You
Jess Connolly ZNDV
It’s easy to let comparison, self-doubt, and 
defeat take people out of the running for a 
life of abundant and vibrant mission. Join 
bestselling author Connolly to make a plan, 
make a move, and believe the One who has 
called. 256 pp.
978-0-310-35245-7 
___047558193 paper 17.99

RELIGION - CONTEMPORARY ISSUES

 
Believers
Faith in Human Nature
Melvin Konner NORT
An anthropologist examines the nature of 
religiosity and how it shapes and benefits 
humankind. 272 pp.
978-0-393-65186-7 
___048400384 28.95
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Bringing Back the Social Into the Sociology 
of Religion
Critical Approaches
Veronique Altglas HMAK
and Matthew Wood, editors
Based on original empirical research, the 
contributions collected here make possible 
a fuller sociological understanding of power, 
emotions, the self, and ethnic relations in 
religious life. 220 pp.
978-1-64259-075-3 
___048308121 
paper 5% 28.00

 
A Theory of Everything (That Matters)
A Brief Guide to Einstein, Relativity, and His 
Surprising Thoughts on God
Alister McGrath TYDM
Einstein’s revolutionary scientific ideas 
have transformed the world, ushering in 
the nuclear age. Is there any place for faith 
in such a world? This volume is a must-read 
for anyone who wants to understand the 
role of faith in a world where science and 
technology govern lives. 240 pp.
978-1-49643-807-2 
___048846305 22.99

RELIGION - INSPIRATION / SPIRITUALITY

 
100 Days of Kindness
Julie Fisk et al. TYDM
Discover how practicing intentional kindness 
can change a family, a community, and one’s 
faith with 100 Days to Kindness. Over the 
next 100 days, receive encouragement and 
practical insight by developing a habit of 
kindness that will help readers find and give 
away the love of Jesus. (Adapted from The 
One Year Daily Acts of Kindness Devotional) 
224 pp.
978-1-49644-078-5 
___048846775 19.99

 
Called to Inspire
52 Life-Changing Questions
Marsha Ducille TYND
The founder and publisher of CALLED 
magazine leads readers through a 
52-question devotional experience to help 
them discover a rich, victorious life guided 
by God. 224 pp.
978-1-49643-598-9 
___048846803 16.99

 
Eat Your Way to Life and Health
Unlock the Power of the Holy Communion
Joseph Prince NELN
Pastor Prince unlocks the healing promises 
from the Scriptures designed to lead 
believers to a life of abundance! 224 pp.
978-0-7852-2927-8 
___049070357 26.99

 
Everything You Need
8 Essential Steps to a Life of Confidence in 
the Promises of God
Dr. David Jeremiah NELN
Beloved Bible teacher Dr. Jeremiah equips 
readers with eight critical tools from God’s 
Word that empower them to live confidently, 
act boldly, and never stumble. 256 pp.
978-0-7852-2393-1 
___049070625 26.99

 
Forgiving My Father, Forgiving Myself
An Invitation to the Miracle of Forgiveness
Ruth Graham BAKB
with Cindy Lambert
The bestselling author and daughter of Billy 
Graham reveals how she discovered the 
issue that kept her from forgiving her father, 
learned how to forgive and found freedom, 
and shares how readers can take steps toward 
forgiveness in their own lives. 272 pp.
978-0-8010-9426-2 
___048478048 22.99

 
Jesus in Me
Experiencing the Holy Spirit as a Constant 
Companion
Anne Graham Lotz MULT
The internationally recognized Bible teacher 
and daughter of Billy Graham unpacks key 
biblical truths wrapped in personal insights 
to reveal how the presence of the Holy Spirit 
shapes the daily life of a follower of Jesus. 
288 pp.
978-0-525-65104-8 
___048145188 23.99
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Losing Reality
On Cults, Cultism, and the Mindset of 
Political and Religious Zealotry
Robert Jay Lifton NPRS
A definitive account of the psychology of 
zealotry, from a National Book Award winner 
and a leading authority on the nature of 
cults, political absolutism, and mind control. 
240 pp.
978-1-62097-499-5 
___048102978 
23.99

 
May It Be So
Forty Days with the Lord’s Prayer
Justin McRoberts WTBR
Scott Erickson
Combining prayers in two languages—
words and images—this contemporary 
prayer guide will help readers spend time 
in conversation with God. This unique book 
offers a timeless solution for the spiritual and 
skeptical alike. 128 pp.
978-0-525-65307-3 
___047966465 16.99

 
Miracles and Other Reasonable Things
A Story of Unlearning and Relearning God
Sarah Bessey HWDP
In her most personal book yet, popular 
speaker and bestselling author Bessey invites 
readers into her long—and sometimes 
miraculous—road to recovery after a 
terrible accident and shares how it changed 
everything she believed about God. 240 pp.
978-1-50115-546-8 
___039326244 paper 26.00

 
Mom Heart Moments
Daily Devotions for Lifegiving Motherhood
Sally Clarkson TYND
In the author’s first devotional, she shares 
her heart and wisdom for mothers—and 
offers hope for each day. 384 pp.
978-1-49643-210-0 
___048846924 paper 16.99

 
On the Road with Saint Augustine
A Real-World Spirituality for Restless Hearts
James K.A. Smith BZOS
A popular speaker and award-winning 
author (You Are What You Love) invites 
readers to meet the ancient African thinker 
who can help believers find themselves and 
a faith that speaks to their deepest hungers 
and hopes. 256 pp.
978-1-58743-389-4 
___048478283 24.99

 
The One Year Adventure with the God of Your 
Story
Brian Hardin NAVI
The founder and voice of the Daily Audio 
Bible has been podcasting the Bible to 
hundreds of thousands for over a decade, 
leading people through the whole Bible 
every year. Now he’s putting his love of the 
daily reading of Scripture on to the page in a 
collection of 365 readings. 400 pp.
978-1-63146-837-7 
___048846086 19.99

 
The One Year® Uncommon Life Daily 
Challenge, Deluxe Ed.
Tony Dungy TYDM
and Nathan Whitaker
This edition contains 365 reflections from 
the #1 New York Times-bestselling author 
on living an uncommon life of integrity, 
honoring family and friends, creating a life 
of real significance and impact, and walking 
with the Lord. 384 pp.
978-1-49643-909-3 
___048847092 19.99

 
Overcomer
8 Ways to Live a Life of Unstoppable Strength, 
Unmovable Faith, and Unbelievable Power
Dr. David Jeremiah NELN
Christians were not made to live in 
disappointment, disillusionment, and defeat; 
God has given the tools to live a life defined 
not by trials but by victories. 240 pp.
978-0-7852-2094-7 
___049070469 paper 17.99
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Prayers of the Pious
Omar Suleiman KUBE
This inspirational collection of prayers and 
reminders is the perfect companion for 
anyone who wishes to connect to the Divine. 
Shaykh Suleiman provides 30 short prayers 
taken from the teachings of the Prophet 
Muhammad and the early generations, each 
with a short reminder to deepen the impact 
of the prayer. 144 pp.
978-1-84774-129-5 
___048065099 
12.95

 
Rise of the Truth Teller
Own Your Story, Tell It Like It Is, and Live with 
Holy Gumption
Ashley Abercrombie BAKB
A speaker, blogger, and pastor helps women 
courageously own their stories, say what 
nobody else has the guts to say, and create 
safe spaces for others to do the same. 224 
pp.
978-0-8010-9438-5 
___048478515 paper 15.99

 
The Ruthless Elimination of Hurry
How to Stay Emotionally Healthy and 
Spiritually Alive in the Chaos of the Modern 
World
John Mark Comer WTBR
Foreword by John Ortberg
Who are you becoming? That was the 
question nagging Pastor Comer. Within 
the pages of this book, readers will find a 
compelling emotional and spiritual case 
against hurry and in favor of a slower, 
simpler way of life. 304 pp.
978-0-525-65309-7 
___048464034 23.99

 
Something Needs to Change
A Call to Make Your Life Count in a World of 
Urgent Need
David Platt MULT
New York Times-bestselling author Platt takes 
readers on a heart-wrenching, soul-searching 
journey through impoverished villages in the 
Himalayan mountains. With riveting passion 
and surprising vulnerability, he dares readers 
to make a difference starting right where 
they live. 224 pp.
978-0-7352-9141-6 
___049057571 22.00

 
Strong, Brave, Loved
Empowering Reminders of Who You Really 
Are
Holley Gerth FMRV
A bestselling author and life coach encourages 
and empowers women to battle weariness, 
defeat fears, and overcome insecurities with 
Scripture, authentic storytelling, prayers, and 
interactive prompts for personal application 
and reflection. 240 pp.
978-0-8007-2955-4 
___048477944 18.99

 
Win Your War
Fight in the Realm You Don’t See for Freedom 
in the One You Do
Mark Driscoll CRHU
and Grace Driscoll
The Driscolls look at the nature of spiritual 
warfare in response to Adam and Eve. 
Readers will uncover the five fronts of 
spiritual battle: their relationship with God, 
their identity, their family and friends, their 
church, and the world. 272 pp.
978-1-62999-625-7 
___048542043 22.99

 
You of Little Faith
How Bold Giving Leads to Great Blessing
Ryan Thomas Holladay BAKB
A provocative pastor challenges church 
leaders and members to give aggressively 
and extravagantly—beyond what they ever 
thought reasonable or possible—to unlock 
God’s blessings and strengthen their faith in 
a way that nothing else can. 224 pp.
978-0-8010-7505-6 
___048477694 paper 15.99

RELIGION - REFERENCE

 
Bible & Breakfast
31 Mornings with Jesus—Feeding Our 
Bodies and Souls Together
Asheritah Ciuciu MOOP
Bestselling author and speaker Ciuciu presents 
a beautiful book with 31 devotional prompts, 
31 healthy, speedy, and tasty breakfast recipes, 
and full-color pictures. 224 pp.
978-0-8024-1935-4 
___048817955 24.99
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El Oráculo / The Oracle
Los Misterios del Jubileo Revelados
Jonathan Cahn CASA
The author of the New York Times bestsellers 
The Harbinger, The Mystery of the Shemitah, 
The Book of Mysteries, and The Paradigm, 
now opens up the jubilean prophecies that 
have determined everything from the rise 
and fall of world empires to two world wars, 
current events, end-time prophecy, and 
much more. Spanish ed. 352 pp.
978-1-62999-267-9 
___048750558 paper 16.99

 
Jesus and the Dead Sea Scrolls
Unlocking the Jewish Roots of Christianity
John Bergsma IMBK
From award-winning scholar Bergsma 
comes an illuminating book that reveals new 
insights on the Essenes, a radical Jewish 
community predating Christianity, whose 
existence, beliefs, and practices are often 
overlooked in the annuls of history. 272 pp.
978-1-984823-12-0 
___047862990 25.00

RELIGION - RELIGIOUS FICTION

 
Aiming for Love
A Brides of Hope Mountain Novel
Mary Connealy BETF
Growing up in Colorado, Josephine Madson 
has been fascinated by, but has shied away 
from, the outside world—one she’s been 
raised to believe killed her parents. When 
Dave Warden, a rancher, shows up at their 
secret home with his wounded father, will 
Josephine and her sisters risk stepping into 
the world to help, or remain separated but 
safe on Hope Mountain? 304 pp.
978-0-7642-3258-9 
___048478587 paper 14.99

 
Always Look Twice
An Uncommon Justice Novel
Elizabeth Goddard FMRV
While photographing the Grand Tetons, 
Harper Reynolds unwittingly captures a 
murder on film. But when she loses the 
camera fleeing the scene, can she and 
rancher Heath McKade find the camera and 
solve the murder before the killer makes her 
his next victim? 384 pp.
978-0-8007-2985-1 
___048478630 paper 15.99

 
An Amish Christmas Bakery
Four Stories
Amy Clipston et al. ZNDV
From four bestselling authors in the Amish 
genre—Clipston, Beth Wiseman, Kathleen 
Fuller, and Kelly Irvin—come four delicious 
novellas perfect for celebrating love, joy, and 
the holiday season. 416 pp.
978-0-310-35280-8 
___049080625 paper 15.99

 
A Cross to Kill
Andrew Huff KREG
A gripping debut thriller pits a man of God 
against terrorists—and his own deadly past. 
John Cross is a small-town pastor, bent on 
leading his flock to follow God’s calling. But 
the man behind the pulpit preaching to his 
sheep was once a wolf—an assassin for 
the CIA. Now someone wants the peaceful 
pastor to pay for his sins. 240 pp.
978-0-8254-2274-4 
___048313819 paper 15.99

 
Dark Ambitions
A Code of Honor Novel
Irene Hannon FMRV
When former Army Night Stalker Rick Jordan 
hires private investigator Heather Shields to 
help him solve a mystery that began with 
a trail of blood, a callous murderer will do 
whatever it takes to stop them—even if it 
means killing again. 384 pp.
978-0-8007-2770-3 
___048477439 paper 15.99

 
A Distance Too Grand
American Wonders Collection, Book 1
Regina Scott FMRV
When a spunky photographer wrangles her 
way onto an 1871 survey crew of the Grand 
Canyon she thinks nothing can stand in her 
way. But her mind changes when she finds 
out she’ll be working alongside the one man 
she doesn’t want to fall in love with. 384 pp.
978-0-8007-3639-2 
___048478505 paper 15.99
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Hope’s Highest Mountain
Hearts of Montana, Book One
Misty M. Beller BETF
On her way to deliver vaccines to a mining 
town in the Montana Territory, Ingrid 
Chastain never anticipated a terrible accident 
would leave her alone and badly injured in 
the wilderness. When rescue comes in the 
form of a mysterious mountain man, she’s 
hesitant to trust him, but the journey ahead 
will change their lives more than they could 
have known. 320 pp.
978-0-7642-3346-3 
___048478738 paper 14.99

 
The Last Man at the Inn
One Man’s Quest to Believe
R. William Bennett SHAD
Bestselling author Bennett imagines how 
Simon, an ordinary spice merchant and a 
Jew without deeply felt religious beliefs, 
begins his lifelong journey as one of the 
first new Christians as his life intersects with 
Jesus at the major milestones of his life and 
ministry. 208 pp.
978-1-62972-603-8 
___048604323 17.99

 
The Painted Castle
A Lost Castle Novel
Kristy Cambron NELN
Bestselling author Cambron concludes the 
Lost Castle novels with this sweeping tale of 
art and secrets long buried in England. 368 
pp.
978-0-7180-9552-9 
___049070238 paper 15.99

 
Strands of Truth
Colleen Coble NELN
Suspense melds with romance as the past 
meets the present in this engrossing new 
novel from USA Today bestselling author 
Coble. 336 pp.
978-0-7180-8588-9 
___047558014 paper 16.99

 
Strands of Truth
978-0-7180-8590-2 NELN
___047558015 26.99

 
Thomas Kinkade’s Cape Light: When 
Christmas Comes
Katherine Spencer BRKP
The holiday spirit returns to the small town 
of Cape Light, Massachusetts, in the next 
novel of this series by the New York Times-
bestselling author of the Angel Island series. 
352 pp.
978-1-984805-24-9 
___048400781 26.00

 
What Comes My Way
Brookstone Brides, Book 3
Tracie Peterson BETF
Only while trick riding can Ella Fleming 
forget the truth about who she really is—the 
daughter of a murderer. Phillip DeShazer 
buries the guilt he feels for his father’s death 
in work and drink, and his guilt continues to 
grow the more Ella Fleming comes to his 
rescue. Will they be able to overcome their 
pasts and trust God to guide their futures? 
304 pp.
978-0-7642-1904-7 
___048477790 paper 15.99

 
What Comes My Way, Large Print Ed.
978-0-7642-3349-4 BETF
___048478137 paper 19.99

 
What Comes My Way
978-0-7642-3339-5 BETF
___048477601 24.99

RELIGION - THEOLOGY

 
In Your Eyes I See My Words 
Homilies and Speeches from Buenos Aires, 
Volume 1: 1999-2004
Pope Francis FORD
Antonio Spadaro, S.J., editor
Marina A. Herrera, translator
Foreword by Patrick J. Ryan, S. J.
Published in English for the first time in their 
entirety and with contextual annotations, 
this volume collects the Pope’s homilies and 
speeches from 1999 to 2004—the first of a 
three-volume translation 576 pp.
978-0-8232-8560-0 
___048507713 
34.95

 
This Season of Angels
What the Bible Reveals About Angelic 
Encounters
Perry Stone FAHW
A renowned Bible teacher and prophecy 
expert reveals the significance of angels and 
their connection to major prophetic seasons. 
Incorporating deep truths from Scripture, 
and even personal supernatural experiences 
from his own life, he peels away the veil of 
mystery from the subject of angels to reveal 
their divine missions. 224 pp.
978-1-54603-528-2 
___045883504 paper 14.99
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RELIGION - WORLD RELIGIONS

 
I Wanted to Say...I Love You
Isalou Regen RSEZ
and Sabchu Rinpoche
Jourdie Ross, translator
Foreword by Marc Levy
More than words, I Wanted to Say...I Love 
You is the first book that gives readers love. 
210 pp.
978-2-360-17009-8 
___049385366 
paper 18.00

 
A Path of Wisdom
Lama Jigme Rinpoche RSLE
Far from the esoteric jargon sometimes 
associated with Tibetan Buddhism, here is 
a practical approach to living with clarity 
which enables an individual to develop 
understanding and insight about the self and 
others. 184 pp.
978-2-9537216-5-2 
___049385099 
paper 19.00

 
Patterns in Emptiness
Understanding Dependent Origination in 
Buddhism
Lama Jampa Thaye RSEZ
Foreword by Thaye Dorje
This edition presents teachings on 
“dependent origination,” which is the key to 
understanding the teachings of the Buddha 
and transforming disruptive emotions into 
true wisdom and compassion. 110 pp.
978-2-360-17013-5 
___049385429 
paper 15.99

 
What It Means to Be Moral
Why Religion Is Not Necessary for Living an 
Ethical Life
Phil Zuckerman CPOI
The author of Living the Secular Life 
deconstructs the arguments for a morality 
informed by religion, urging that major 
challenges like global warming and growing 
inequality are best approached from a 
framework of secular morality. 400 pp.
978-1-64009-274-7 
___047845190 
28.00

SCIENCE

 
117 Things You Should F*#king Know About 
Your World
The Writers of IFLScience RUNN
The creators of IFLScience present the most 
intriguing, off-beat, fascinating, and far-
out facts about the universe that everyone 
should know right now. From pinpointing 
the exact worst time to be alive in human 
history, to learning what makes someone 
a procrastinator or a go-getter, this is the 
science book that only the world’s leading 
source of crazy-but-true stories could 
produce. 256 pp.
978-0-7624-9453-8 
___048643682 paper 25.00

 
50 Things to See in the Sky
Sarah Barker PCTN
An astronomy reference for the amateur 
with 50 illustrations to guide the user to 
astronomical patterns. 144 pp.
978-1-61689-800-7 
___048464151 16.95

 
The Best American Science and Nature 
Writing 2019
Sy Montgomery, editor MRNB
Montgomery, New York Times-bestselling 
author and recipient of numerous awards, 
edits this year’s volume of the finest science 
and nature writing. 384 pp.
978-1-32851-900-9 
___048990001 paper 15.99

 
The Demon in the Machine 
How Hidden Webs of Information Are Solving 
the Mystery of Life
Paul Davies UNCH
Weaving together cancer and consciousness, 
two-headed worms and bird navigation, 
Davies reveals how biological organisms 
garner and process information to conjure 
order out of chaos, opening a window onto 
the secret of life itself. 272 pp.
978-0-226-66970-0 
___048823338 27.50
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Fire, Ice, and Physics
The Science of Game of Thrones
Rebecca C. Thompson MIT 
Foreword by Sean Carroll
Exploring the science in George R.R. Martin’s 
fantastical world from the physics of an ice 
wall to the genetics of the Targaryens and 
Lannisters. 296 pp.
978-0-262-04307-6 
___048995006 24.95

 
Genuine Fakes
How Phony Things Teach Us About Real Stuff
Lydia Pyne BLMS
Hstorian Pyne explores how the authenticity 
of eight genuine fakes depends on their 
unique combinations of history, science, and 
culture. Drawing from historical archives, 
interviews, museum exhibits, science fiction 
as well as her own research, Pyne brings 
each genuine fake to life through unexpected 
and often outrageous stories. 304 pp.
978-1-47296-182-2 
___047871555 28.00

 
Good Habits, Bad Habits
The Science of Making Positive Changes 
That Stick
Wendy Wood FSG 
Wood draws on three decades of original 
research to explain the fascinating science 
of how we form habits, and offers the key to 
unlocking our habitual mind in order to make 
the changes we seek. 320 pp.
978-1-25015-907-6 
___048167024 28.00

 
How Things Work
The Inner Life of Everyday Machines
Theodore Gray BLDL
Nick Mann, photographer
Gray explores the mechanical underpinnings 
of dozens of types of machines and 
mechanisms, from the cotton gin to the 
wristwatch to an industrial loom. Filled with 
stunning original photographs by Mann, a 
photographer specializing in taking beautiful 
photos of inanimate objects on black 
backgrounds. 256 pp.
978-0-316-44543-6 
___048464171 29.99

 
How to Grow a Human 
Adventures in How We Are Made and Who 
We Are
Philip Ball UNCH
The bestselling author of Critical Mass offers 
a cutting-edge examination of what it means 
to be human in the face of the latest technical 
developments and research in cell biology, 
tissue growth, organ regeneration, and 
treatments of cancer and dementia. 272 pp.
978-0-226-65480-5 
___048823409 25.00

 
The Making of You
The Incredible Journey from Cell to Human
Katharina Vestre GTON
Linnea Vestre, illustrator
This enlightening and irresistible book for 
adults explains how we were made—not 
with the standard euphemisms told to us as 
children, but with vivid, exacting prose that 
unveils all the complex processes we never 
knew produced human life. 192 pp.
978-1-77164-492-1 
___047570106 
19.95

 
The Quantum Astrologer’s Handbook
A History of the Renaissance Mathematics 
That Birthed Imaginary Numbers, Probability, 
and the New Physics of the Universe
Michael Brooks SBEB
At once a biography, a history of science, 
an explanation of quantum theory, and 
an engrossing story, this volume explores 
the life and work Jerome Cardano, a 16th-
century polymath from Milan who is the 
unacknowledged discoverer of the mathematical 
foundations of quantum physics. 256 pp.
978-1-947534-81-0 
___047933335 
26.00

 
Rethinking Consciousness
A Scientific Theory of Subjective Experience
Michael S.A. Graziano NORT
“Explore consciousness with a leading 
neuroscientist, talented writer, and the 
researcher who has put forth one of the 
subject’s central theories. For those intrigued 
by the deep and enduring mysteries of the 
human mind, this is a first-class intellectual 
adventure.”—Brian Greene, author of The 
Elegant Universe. 256 pp.
978-0-393-65261-1 
___048400389 28.95
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Scatterbrain
How the Mind’s Mistakes Make Humans 
Creative, Innovative, and Successful
Henning Beck GTON
In this mind-bending book, an esteemed 
neuroscientist explains why perfectionism 
is pointless—and argues that mistakes, 
missteps, and flaws are the keys to success.  
352 pp.
978-1-77164-401-3 
___047570133 
27.95

 
Sky & Telescope’s Pocket Sky Atlas, 2nd Ed. 
Roger W. Sinnott SYLC
Ideal for experienced observers and 
beginners alike, this second edition contains 
new lists, star names and close-up charts 
that will quickly have users exploring the 
heavens with depth and mastery. Also 
available in a larger-size Jumbo Edition with 
magnified charts. 136 pp.
978-1-940038-71-1 
___048435922 
paper 19.99

 
Sky & Telescope’s Pocket Sky Atlas Jumbo 
Edition, 2nd Ed. 
978-1-940038-70-4 SYLC
___048421434 
paper 39.99

 
Space Exploration
A History in 100 Objects
Sten Odenwald EXPT
From an educator at NASA, this photo 
treasury presents 100 eclectic objects—
from Stonehenge to Sputnik—and explains 
their significance to the history of space 
exploration. 256 pp.
978-1-61519-614-2 
___047820833 25.00

 
Testosterone
An Unauthorized Biography
Rebecca M. Jordan-Young HARU
and Katrina Karkazis
Testosterone is neither the biological 
essence of manliness nor even the “male sex 
hormone.” It doesn’t predict competitiveness 
or aggressiveness, strength or sex drive. 
Here the authors pry testosterone loose 
from more than a century of misconceptions 
that undermine science while making social 
fables seem scientific. 256 pp.
978-0-674-72532-4 
___048913652 29.95

 
Whose Footprint Is That?
Darrin Lunde CHBP
Kelsey Oseid, illustrator
Written by a mammalogist at the 
Smithsonian, this clever preschool page-
turner pairs seven tracks with information 
about the animals’ locomotion, asking kids 
to guess which animal left which tracks 
behind. Whose Footprint Is That? reveals 
the animals—ranging from flamingos to 
kangaroos—in their own habitats. 32 pp.
978-1-58089-834-8 
___048401237 16.99

 
Zoology
Inside the Secret World of Animals
DK DK  
From tiny insects to sleek great white sharks 
and majestic elephants, this volume invites 
readers to explore the animal kingdom up 
close—from head to toe. 416 pp.
978-1-46548-251-8 
___048383924 50.00

SELF-HELP

 
2020: My Shining Year Life Goals Workbook
Leonie Dawson BEBE
What started 10 years ago as a small goals 
workbook has become a powerful cult hit—
and simply the best planning tool available 
to help women achieve their personal goals. 
Revamped and revitalized, the workbook 
will laser-focus readers on exactly what they 
need to make their dreams come true. 190 
pp.
978-1-948836-43-2 
___048286234 
paper 24.95

 
The Art of Making Memories
How to Create and Remember Happy 
Moments
Meik Wiking MORW
The New York Times-bestselling author of 
The Little Book of Hygge and The Little Book 
of Lykke explains how to create memories 
that make life sweet in this charming and 
practical handbook filled with infographics, 
illustrations, and photographs along with 
“Happy Memory Tips.” 288 pp.
978-0-06-294338-5 
___049025881 19.99
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Big Dreams, Daily Joys
Set Goals. Get Things Done. Make Time for 
What Matters.
Elise Blaha Cripe CHRO
Brimming with simple-to-follow techniques, 
rituals, and exercises for accomplishing day-
to-day tasks and making progress on bigger 
goals, Big Dreams, Daily Joys offers tips on 
how to organize a productive day, overcome 
the urge to procrastinate, make space for 
creativity, and achieve a healthy work-life 
balance. 208 pp.
978-1-45217-654-3 
___048031740 22.95

 
Calm the F*ck Down Journal
Practical Ways to Stop Worrying and Take 
Control of Your Life
Sarah Knight LB  
With plenty of space to write in and guided 
exercises to help readers pull themselves 
together when they need it most, along with 
hilarious graphs, charts, and straight-talking 
advice, this volume is a must-have for anyone 
looking to give anxiety the finger. 192 pp.
978-0-316-45877-1 
___049138012 paper 14.99

 
The Dialectical Behavior Therapy Skills 
Workbook, 2nd Ed. Second Edition, Revised
Practical DBT Exercises for Learning 
Mindfulness, Interpersonal Effectiveness, 
Emotion Regulation, and Distress Tolerance
Matthew McKay, Ph.D., et al. NEWH
The Dialectical Behavior Therapy Skills Workbook 
broke new ground in self-help resources when it 
was released more than 10 years ago, offering 
readers unprecedented access to the core skills 
of dialectical behavior therapy (DBT). Now 
fully revised and updated, this second edition 
continues to offer straightforward, step-by-
step exercises that will bring core DBT skills to 
thousands who need it. 272 pp.
978-1-68403-458-1 
___047929683 paper 24.95

 
Do the Work
The Official Unrepentant, Ass-Kicking, 
No-Kidding, Change-Your-Life Sidekick to 
Un#@%! Yourself
Gary John Bishop HRSF
Based on the life-changing lessons from the 
New York Times bestseller that has sold more 
than a million copies, this resource is a practical, 
hands-on guide that helps readers do the work 
they need to change their lives. 208 pp.
978-0-06-295223-3 
___048994259 paper 18.99

 
Don’t Keep Your Day Job
How to Turn Your Passion Into Your Career
Cathy Heller STMS
From the creator of the #1 podcast Don’t 
Keep Your Day Job, this is an inspiring guide 
about turning one’s passion into profit. Heller 
shares wisdom, anecdotes, and practical 
suggestions from successful creative 
entrepreneurs and experts, including actress 
Jenna Fischer on rejection and so much 
more. 256 pp.
978-1-25019-360-5 
___047871383 27.99

 
The Emotionally Intelligent Office
20 Key Emotional Skills for the Workplace
The School of Life SLLF
Alain de Botton, editor
A guide to navigating the various challenges 
presented by the modern office, divided into 
20 sections, each dedicated to the profound 
analysis of a different emotional barrier to 
professional success. 192 pp.
978-0-9957535-8-7 
___047897231 
paper 14.99

 
The Empath’s Empowerment Journal
Your Self-Care Companion
Judith Orloff, M.D. SOUD
The premier authority on empaths presents 
a daily self-care journal created specifically 
for highly sensitive people. This paperback 
journal of personal exploration is beautifully 
designed to delight the senses. 176 pp.
978-1-68364-293-0 
___048544707 paper 16.95

 
Feel Better Fast and Make It Last
Unlock Your Brain’s Healing Potential to 
Overcome Negativity, Anxiety, Anger, Stress, 
and Trauma
Daniel G. Amen, M.D. TYDM
A renowned physician, psychiatrist, brain-
imaging researcher, and the founder of Amen 
Clinics reveals new, powerful brain-based 
strategies to quickly gain control over anxiety, 
worry, sadness, stress and anger, thus 
strengthening one’s resilience and providing 
joy and purpose for a lifetime. 352 pp.
978-1-49642-566-9 
___048846916 paper 16.99
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Happy Today
A Guided Journal to Genuine Joy
Max Lucado NELN
In this guided journal, Lucado shows how to 
slow down, ponder, pray, journal, and take 
the first step toward happiness. 144 pp.
978-1-40021-724-3 
___050083088 16.99

 
The Illusion of Money
Why Chasing Money Is Stopping You from 
Receiving It
Kyle Cease HHSU
Foreword by Dr. Shefali Tsabary
New York Times bestselling author and 
comedian-turned-motivational speaker 
Cease shows how an obsession with money 
is actually preventing people from living the 
life of their dreams. 192 pp.
978-1-40195-744-5 
___048415079 19.99

 
It’s the Little Things
The Pocket Pigs’ Guide to Living Your Best 
Life
Richard Austin, photographer WORK
An adult gift book of wisdom for living 
well and enjoying the small things in life, 
featuring the beloved tiny teacup pigs of 
Pennywell Farm. 112 pp.
978-1-52350-829-7 
___048575861 12.95

 
The Joy of Missing Out
Live More by Doing Less
Tonya Dalton NELN
Productivity expert and CEO of inkWELL 
Press Productivity Co. Dalton challenges 
women to rethink “busy” and intentionally 
live with a mindset of abundance. 240 pp.
978-1-40021-433-4 
___049070784 24.99

 
Keep It Moving
Lessons for the Rest of Your Life
Twyla Tharp SS  
One of the world’s leading artists and 
bestselling author of The Creative Habit 
shares her secrets for harnessing vitality and 
finding purpose as one ages. From insight 
to action, this is a guidebook for expanding 
one’s possibilities over the course of a 
lifetime. 192 pp.
978-1-982101-30-5 
___048478640 27.00

 
The Lion Tracker’s Guide to Life
Boyd Varty HM  
In the same way the trip in the classic Zen 
and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance was 
a vehicle to examine how to live out readers’ 
values, the story of this one-day adventure 
uses the ancient art of tracking to convey 
profound lessons on how to live a purposeful 
life. 160 pp.
978-0-358-09977-2 
___047869841 20.00

 
The More or Less Definitive Guide to Self-
Care
Anna Borges EXPT
From a top mental-health writer most 
recently at BuzzFeed, an A to Z guide to all 
things self-care—from aromatherapy, to 
finding a therapist, to catching zzz’s. 256 pp.
978-1-61519-610-4 
___047820831 16.95

 
Own Your Anxiety
99 Simple Ways to Channel Your Secret Edge
Julian Brass PGTW
Author and anxiety coach Brass helps people 
all over the world own anxiety by guiding 
them toward empowering, natural tools to 
redirect that raw, disruptive emotion into 
positive action. 288 pp.
978-1-989025-62-8 
___047905478 
paper 16.95
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Own Your Self
The 
Kelly Brogan, M.D. HHSU
The New York Times-bestselling author of A 
Mind of Your Own presents a radical alternative 
to psychotropic meds, leading readers on the 
surprising path beyond depression, anxiety, 
and fatigue to reclaiming their authenticity, 
vitality, and freedom. 352 pp.
978-1-40195-682-0 
___048415076 26.99

 
The School of Life
An Emotional Education
The School of Life SLLF
Introduction by Alain de Botton
One decade ago, de Botton founded The 
School of Life, an institute dedicated to 
understanding and improving emotional 
intelligence. Now he presents the gathered 
wisdom of those 10 years in an innovative 
compendium of emotional intelligence. 336 
pp.
978-1-912891-16-0 
___047897296 
19.99

 
Small Doses
Potent Truths for Everyday Use
Amanda Seales ARZI
This volume of essays, axioms, original 
illustrations, and photos provides comedian, 
writer, actress, and social media star Seales’ 
trademark “self-help from the hip” style of 
commentary, fueled by ideology formed 
from her own victories, struggles, research, 
mistakes, risks, and pay-offs. 320 pp.
978-1-41973-450-2 
___048584325 26.00

 
The Source
The Secrets of the Universe, the Science of 
the Brain
Tara Swart M.D., Ph.D HRSF
For the first time, a neuroscientist and senior 
Lecturer at MIT reveals the surprising science 
that supports “The Law of Attraction” as an 
effective tool for self-discovery and offers 
a guide to discovering the authentic self to 
access one’s best life now. 288 pp.
978-0-06-293573-1 
___047980344 27.99

 
Success: Discovering the Path to Riches
Napoleon Hill STMS
Drawing on published as well as previously 
unpublished works by Hill, the book consists 
of Hill’s teachings presented in an accessible 
bite-sized format. 240 pp.
978-1-25022-054-7 
___048111578 16.99

 
The Super Woman Journal
Your Daily Guide to Becoming Your Most 
Balanced, Productive, Successful Self
Nicole Lapin BEBE
Accompanying her new book Becoming 
Super Woman, Lapin’s journal is a personal 
daily guide to putting that plan into action and 
achieving success while living a healthier, 
happier, more meaningful life.  288 pp.
978-1-948836-36-4 
___048285390 
22.00

 
Things No One Else Can Teach Us
Humble the Poet HRSF
The rapper, spoken word artist, poet, 
blogger, social media influencer, and the 
international bestselling author of Unlearn 
once again offers counterintuitive lessons for 
shifting our perceptions, this time on how to 
create silver linings in even our most difficult 
moments. 320 pp.
978-0-06-290518-5 
___048167171 21.99

 
Thriving as an Empath
365 Days of Self-Care for Sensitive People
Judith Orloff, M.D. SOUD
Dr. Orloff offers 365 days of self-care 
meditations, reflections, and journaling 
suggestions as daily inoculations against 
stress and overwhelm. 392 pp.
978-1-68364-291-6 
___048544326 24.95
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Unstressed
How Somatic Awareness Can Transform Your 
Body’s Stress Response and Build Emotional 
Resilience
Alane K. Daugherty NEWH
Foreword by Habib Sadeghi
Stress affects both body and mind—leading 
to mental health issues such as anxiety and 
depression, as well as physical illnesses. In 
this guide, a professor of kinesiology shows 
readers how embodying positive emotions 
such as gratitude, compassion, empathy, and 
love can rewire the body’s stress response, 
ignite a sense of calm and connection, and 
lay the foundation for strength and resilience 
in the face of everyday stress. 200 pp.
978-1-68403-283-9 
___047929533 paper 16.95

 
Womentality
Thirteen Empowering Stories by Everyday 
Women Who Said Goodbye to the Workplace 
and Hello to Their Lives
Erin Wildermuth, editor THRP
Everyday women from around the globe 
share why they left the nine-to-five to start 
their own creative businesses and found far 
more fulfillment—plus more equitable pay—
than in traditional corporate careers. 212 pp.
978-1-941110-84-3 
___048896104 
paper 17.00

SMALL BUSINESS / ENTREPRENEURSHIP

 
HBR’s 10 Must Reads 2020
The Definitive Management Ideas of the Year 
from Harvard Business Review
Harvard Business Review HABU
Michael E. Porter et al.
A year’s worth of management wisdom, all 
in one place. This collection includes articles 
on leadership, strategy, and innovation, as 
well as articles that will help readers manage 
themselves and others.  224 pp.
978-1-63369-812-3 
___048238479 
paper 24.95

 
Leap
Do You Have What It Takes to Become an 
Entrepreneur?
Gino Wickman BEBE
From the bestselling author of Traction and 
creator of the Entrepreneurial Operating 
System® (EOS), this new standalone title 
is designed to help young professionals 
determine if entrepreneurship is the right 
path for them.   256 pp.
978-1-948836-81-4 
___048608018 
29.95

 
Making a Life
Working by Hand and Discovering the Life 
You Are Meant to Live
Melanie Falick ARTN
By profiling 30 creatives, the author explores 
how making by hand is the key to discovering 
one’s passion—whether that means spinning 
natural fibers, carving a wooden bowl, or 
creating elaborate papercuts. 320 pp.
978-1-57965-744-4 
___047813386 35.00

SOCIOLOGY

 
Cartridges of the AR-15
A Complete Reference Guide to AR Platform 
Ammo
Patrick Sweeney CIUG
Noted gun writer and AR-15 expert Sweeney 
lays out the ever-increasing field of AR-15 
cartridges. Whether ones is interested in 
the AR-15 for home defense, long-range 
shooting, or hunting, there is surely a 
cartridge to meet that need. 272 pp.
978-1-946267-85-6 
___048421537 
paper 29.99

 
The Cure for Hate
A Former White Supremacist’s Journey from 
Violent Extremism to Radical Compassion
Tony McAleer APUL
A powerful and deeply personal book about 
the roots of racism, and what can be done to 
eradicate it. 320 pp.
978-1-55152-769-7 
___048286182 
paper 18.95

 
The End of Hunger
Renewed Hope for Feeding the World
Jenny Eaton Dyer IVPK
and Cathleen Falsani, editors
Bringing together activists, politicians, 
scientists, pastors, theologians, and 
artists, this is a comprehensive picture of 
the current situation with the latest facts 
and figures, compelling stories both from 
those fighting against hunger and from 
the hungry themselves, and clear steps for 
action by individuals, families, churches, and 
communities.
978-0-8308-4571-2 
___048770960 paper 17.00
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Foxfire, Wolfskin and Other Stories of 
Shapeshifting Women
Sharon Blackie STPM
In her first work of fiction, the author of If 
Women Rose Rooted and The Enchanted 
Lifepens 12 stories of transforming women 
using myth, folklore, and fairy tales from 
British and Northern European traditions to 
build upon her radical eco-feminist message.
978-1-910463-68-0 
___048176049 
22.95

 
From What Is to What If
Unleashing the Power of Imagination to 
Create the Future We Want
Rob Hopkins CGPC
Hopkins, founder of the international 
Transition Towns movement asks why true 
creative, positive thinking is in decline, 
asserts that it’s more important now than 
ever, and suggests ways our communities 
can revive and reclaim it. 240 pp.
978-1-60358-905-5 
___049647215 24.95

 
Going Over Home
A Search for Rural Justice in an Unsettled 
Land
Charles Thompson Jr. CGPC
For readers of Sarah Smarsh’s Heartland 
and J.D. Vance’s Hillbilly Elegy, an intimate 
portrait of the joys and hardships of rural 
life, as one man searches for community, 
equality, and tradition in Appalachia. 240 pp.
978-1-60358-912-3 
___049647415 paper 18.00

 
Home Now
How 6000 Refugees Transformed an 
American Town
Cynthia Anderson PUBA
Over the past 15 years, Lewiston, Maine has 
improbably become one of the most Muslim 
towns in America. About 6,000 of the city’s 
36,000 inhabitants are African refugees 
and asylum seekers, many of them Somali.
Anderson tells the story of this fractious yet 
resilient mill town. 336 pp.
978-1-54176-791-1 
___048604492 28.00

 
The Kids Are in Charge
Activism and Power in Peru’s Movement of 
Working Children
Jessica K. Taft NYUP
Taft gives an inside look at this 
groundbreaking, intergenerational social 
movement, showing that kids can—and 
should be—respected as equal partners in 
economic, social, and political life. 272 pp.
978-1-47985-450-9 
___049186831 
paper 5% 30.00

 
On Intersectionality
Essential Writings
Kimberle Crenshaw NPRS
In this comprehensive and accessible 
introduction to Crenshaw’s work, readers 
will find key essays and articles that have 
defined the concept of intersectionality, 
collected together for the first time. 480 pp.
978-1-62097-551-0 
___046893440 
40.00

 
The Polyamory Breakup Book
Causes, Prevention, and Survival
Kathy Labriola THTE
Foreword by Dossie Easton
Labriola uses real life examples and expert 
insight as a counselor and nurse. From how 
to handle jealousy to the practicalities of 
managing money and time with multiple 
partners, this book includes tips and insights 
from the polyamory community. 256 pp.
978-1-944934-81-1 
___049009247 paper 19.95

 
The Princeton Fugitive Slave 
The Trials of James Collins Johnson
Lolita Buckner Inniss FORD
Johnson was an escaped slave working at 
Princeton University in 1843 when he was 
arrested and tried as a fugitive. Though 
convicted and slated for return to slavery, 
he was redeemed by a local white woman. 
Johnson became one of the best-known 
vendors at Princeton over his six-decade 
career.  272 pp.
978-0-8232-8534-1 
___048507611 
29.95
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Read the Face
Face Reading for Success in Your Career, 
Relationships, and Health
Eric Standop STMS
with Elisa Petrini
A master face reader unlocks the power of 
this innate human ability, sharing his own 
journey to become a face reading master, 
along with stories that illustrate the power of 
this unique language. 320 pp.
978-1-25021-705-9 
___048111577 28.99

 
Thick
And Other Essays
Tressie McMillan Cottom NPRS
A New York Times Editor’s Choice selection 
also Shortlisted for the Museum of African 
American History Stone Book Award. One 
of today’s most intrepid public intellectuals 
shares her smart, humorous, and strikingly 
original thoughts on race, beauty, money, 
and more. 256 pp.
978-1-62097-587-9 
___050410000 
paper 15.99

 
This Could Be Our Future
A Manifesto for a More Generous World
Yancey Strickler VIK 
From the cofounder of Kickstarter comes 
a vision for building a society that looks 
beyond money and toward maximizing the 
values that make life worth living. Hopeful 
but firmly grounded, full of concrete 
solutions and bursting with creativity, this 
work brilliantly dissects the world we live in 
and shows us a road map to the world we are 
capable of making. 304 pp.
978-0-525-56082-1 
___048822938 25.00

 
Unexplained
Real-Life Supernatural Stories for Uncertain 
Times
Richard MacLean Smith SOBK
An expert in the unknown offers up 10 tales 
of real-life events that continue to evade 
explanation. With these chilling stories comes 
the missing key: a connection to beliefs in 
science, superstition, and perception. 368 pp.
978-1-49269-771-8 
___047929379 paper 16.99

 
We Lived Here
Stories of the Central Area
Madeline Crowley CIMC
Crowley interviews longtime residents of 
one of Seattle’s most culturally vibrant and 
racially diverse neighborhoods, now beset 
with rampant gentrification. 220 pp.
978-1-63405-978-7 
___048103001 
paper 17.95

 
White Bred
Hillbillies, White Trash, and Rednecks Against 
White Supremacy
Eric Kerl HMAK
With sharp arguments, backed-up by 
groundbreaking research, Kerl masterfully 
demonstrates how and why white-
supremacist citadels of power, prestige, 
and wealth are inaccessible to most white 
people.  310 pp.
978-1-60846-630-6 
___045541389 
paper 19.95

 
Will My Cat Eat My Eyeballs?
Big Questions from Tiny Mortals About 
Death
Caitlin Doughty NORT
Dianne Ruz, illustrator
Bestselling author and mortician Doughty 
answers real questions from kids about 
death, dead bodies, and decomposition. 208 
pp.
978-0-393-65270-3 
___048400390 25.95

SPORTS & RECREATION

 
24
Life Stories and Lessons from the Say Hey 
Kid
Willie Mays STMS
and John Shea
The legendary Mays shares the inspirations 
and influences responsible for guiding him 
on and off the field in this reflective and 
inspirational memoir. 336 pp.
978-1-25023-042-3 
___048888196 25.99
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America’s Game
The NFL at 100
Jerry Rice DYST
and Randy O. Williams
The authors of the New York Times bestseller 
50 Years, 50 Moments celebrate the first 
100 years of the National Football League, 
interweaving history, personal stories, 
memories, and observations of some of its 
greatest players, coaches, and advocates to 
chronicle football’s amazing evolution. 544 pp.
978-0-06-269290-0 
___048477156 27.99

 
The Best American Sports Writing 2019
Charles P. Pierce MRNB
and Glenn Stout, editors
The latest addition to the acclaimed series 
showcasing the best sports writing from the 
past year. 416 pp.
978-1-32850-785-3 
___048990036 paper 15.99

 
Classic Krakauer
Essays on Wilderness and Risk
Jon Krakauer ANCH
Rigorously researched and vividly written, 
marked by an unerring instinct for storytelling 
and scoop, these pieces are unified by the 
author’s ambivalent love affair with unruly 
landscapes and his relentless search for 
truth. 192 pp.
978-1-984897-69-5 
___049356491 paper 15.00

 
Fast 5K
25 Crucial Keys and 4 Training Plans
Pete Magill VELO
In his fast-paced, ultimate guide to 5K 
running races, celebrated running coach 
Magill reveals the 25 crucial keys to setting 
readers’ next 5K PR. He shares hard-earned 
lessons he gained while leading 19 teams 
to USA national championships and setting 
multiple American and world age-group and 
masters records. 184 pp.
978-1-937715-92-2 
___047836809 
paper 19.95

 
Go, Gwen, Go
A Family’s Journey to Olympic Gold
Nancy Jorgensen MMDI
and Elizabeth Jorgensen
Foreword by Bob Babbitt
Narrated in alternating voices by Olympian 
Gwen Jorgensen’s mother and sister, this 
book is an inspiring story Jorgensen and 
her family. Her story will take readers inside 
the personal life of a professional athlete, 
complete with family crises and holiday 
celebrations. 300 pp.
978-1-78255-191-1 
___048693884 24.95

 
If These Walls Could Talk: Pittsburgh Penguins
Stories from the Pittsburgh Penguins Ice, 
Locker Room, and Press Box
Phil Bourque TRPB
Josh Yohe
Through singular anecdotes only former 
Pittsburgh Penguins player Bourque can tell, 
as well as conversations with current and 
past players, this book provides fans with 
a one-of-a-kind, insider’s look into the great 
moments, the lowlights, and everything in 
between. 256 pp.
978-1-62937-410-9 
___048633566 paper 17.95

 
Job Man
My Life in Professional Wrestling
Chris Multerer WSIN
and Larry Widen
Milwaukee-native Multerer 
wrestled for more than a decade, 
starting in 1978, on professional 
circuits around the U.S. As a 
“job man,” Multerer made the 
superstars of wrestling, such as 
Mad Dog Vachon and Hulk Hogan, 
shine. This work shows what life 
was like for wrestlers outside the 
spotlight. 150 pp.
978-0-87020-925-3
___049744961 paper 20.00

 
The Last Stand of Payne Stewart
The Year Golf Changed Forever
Kevin Robbins HHTT
From award-winning sports writer Robbins, 
this novel is the story of legendary golfer 
Payne Stewart, focusing on his last year 
in the PGA Tour in 1999, which tragically 
culminated in a fatal air disaster that 
transpired publically on televisions across 
the country. 320 pp.
978-0-316-48530-2 
___048614425 28.00
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Major Misconduct
The Human Cost of Fighting in Hockey
Jeremy Allingham APUL
Foreword by Daniel Carcillo
The debate surrounding fighting in hockey 
is hotly contested on both sides. This daring 
and revelatory book explores the lives of 
those who bare-knuckle boxed on ice for a 
living and investigates the human cost fans 
and players are willing to tolerate in the 
name of hockey fighting. 320 pp.
978-1-55152-771-0 
___048285680 
paper 18.95

 
Net Work
Training the NBA’s Best and Finding the Keys 
to Greatness
Rob McClanaghan SCRB
Foreword by Stephen Curry
The NBA’s most sought-after trainer shares 
a behind-the-scenes look at how superstars 
like Stephen Curry, Kevin Durant, Derrick 
Rose, Russell Westbrook, and Kevin Love 
work to excel at the game. 224 pp.
978-1-982114-79-4 
___048551987 27.00

 
No Excuses
The Making of a Head Coach
Bob Stoops LB  
with Gene Wojciechowski
From the legendary Oklahoma coach comes 
a deeply reflective and incredibly candid 
memoir that explores the overwhelming 
pressures and extraordinary joys of leading 
one of the most storied football institutions. 
320 pp.
978-0-316-45592-3 
___050113493 30.00

 
The People’s Team
An Illustrated History of the Green Bay 
Packers
Mark Beech HM  
The definitive, lavishly illustrated history 
of the Green Bay Packers, commemorating 
the team’s 100-year anniversary. “Required 
reading not just for football fans, but 
for students of the deep and complex 
relationships between towns and teams.” –
Tim Layden, senior writer, Sports Illustrated 
416 pp.
978-1-32846-013-4 
___048989722 35.00

 
Primitive Technology
A Survivalist’s Guide to Building Tools, 
Shelters, and More in the Wild
John Plant POTR
From the craftsman behind the popular 
YouTube channel Primitive Technology 
comes a practical guide to building huts and 
tools using only natural materials from the 
wild. 192 pp.
978-1-984823-67-0 
___047862525 19.99

 
Shooter’s Bible®, 111th Ed.
The World’s Bestselling Firearms Reference: 
2019-2020
Jay Cassell, editor SYHO
Published annually for more than 80 years, 
this is is the most comprehensive and sought-
after reference guide for new firearms and 
their specifications, as well as for thousands 
of guns that have been in production and are 
currently on the market. 608 pp.
978-1-51074-812-5 
___048551556 paper 29.99

 
Tough Luck
Sid Luckman, Murder, Inc., and the Rise of 
the Modern NFL
R. D. Rosen ATMP
Rosen presents a remarkable tale of a golden 
son and his disgraced father, layered over 
the unforgettable era of Brooklyn mobsters 
and the rise of the National Football League. 
336 pp.
978-0-8021-2944-4 
___047778926 
27.00

 
You Throw Like a Girl
The Blind Spot of Masculinity
Don McPherson EOPT
Former Syracuse University quarterback and 
NFL veteran McPherson examines how the 
narrow definition of masculinity adversely 
impacts women and creates many “blind 
spots” that hinder the healthy development 
of men. 232 pp.
978-1-61775-705-1 
___048041868 
paper 15.95

 
You Throw Like a Girl
978-1-61775-779-2 EOPT
___048041496 
28.95
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STUDY GUIDES

 
Crash Course for the SAT®, 6th Ed.
The Princeton Review® PRNV
A new-and-improved update for The 
Princeton Review’s quick-and-dirty guide 
to getting ready for the SAT in a hurry now 
includes a full-length practice SAT exam. 320 
pp.
978-0-525-56914-5 
___048477354 paper 11.99

TECHNOLOGY  & INDUSTRIAL ARTS

 
Human Compatible
Artificial Intelligence and the Problem of 
Control
Stuart Russell VIK 
A leading artificial intelligence researcher 
lays out a new approach to AI that will 
enable people to coexist successfully with 
increasingly intelligent machines. 352 pp.
978-0-525-55861-3 
___048384024 28.00

 
Whole Farm Management
From Start-Up to Sustainability
Garry Stephenson, editor STOR
This essential guide leads aspiring and 
beginning farmers through the business 
aspects of starting, growing, and maintaining 
a successful farming enterprise, from goal-
setting and thinking like an entrepreneur to 
selecting equipment, evaluating markets, 
managing financials, farming with natural 
systems, and dealing with the day-to-day 
challenges of operation. 312 pp.
978-1-63586-074-0 
___047813591 paper 26.95

TRANSPORTATION

 
Transportation and the American People
H. Roger Grant INUP
A renowned historian tells the story of 
American transportation from its slow, 
uncomfortable, and often dangerous 
beginnings to the speed and comfort of 
travel today. 264 pp.
978-0-253-04330-6 
___046795569 
40.00

TRAVEL - FOREIGN

 
Frommer’s Easyguide to Rome, Florence & 
Venice 2020, 7th Ed. 
Elizabeth Heath et al. FMMD
There’s no better introduction to Italy than 
the classic itinerary of Rome, Florence, and 
Venice. But it’s not dummy-proof, which is 
why three of Italy’s most knowledgeable 
experts penned this totally revised and 
updated annual guide. 320 pp.
978-1-62887-468-6 
___047778689 
paper 19.95

 
Insight Pocket Guides: Barcelona with Free 
eBook, 2nd Ed. 
Insight Guides ISIT
Perfect day itineraries and top travel tips are 
now available in pocket-sized packages—
complete with free eBooks and pull-out 
maps. 144 pp.
978-1-78919-195-0 
___048175663 
paper 9.99

 
Insight Pocket Guides: Madrid with Free 
eBook, 2nd Ed. 
978-1-78919-202-5 ISIT
___048175296 
paper 9.99

Insight Pocket Guides: Sydney with Free 
eBook
978-1-78919-122-6 ISIT 
___047687127 
paper 9.99

 
Lonely Planet Eastern Europe, 15th Ed. 
Lonely Planet LONE
The passport to the most relevant, up-to-date 
advice on what to see and skip, and what 
hidden discoveries await—all with this series 
of trusted travel companions. 512 pp.
978-1-78701-370-4 
___048693095 paper 24.99

 
Lonely Planet India, 18th Ed. 
978-1-78701-369-8 LONE
___048693094 paper 34.99

 
Lonely Planet South America, 14th Ed. 
978-1-78657-488-6 LONE
___048693076 paper 29.99

 
Places in Italy, 3rd Ed.
A Private Grand Tour 
Francis Russell WMIN
A new and 50 percent enlarged, entertaining, 
but fundamentally serious selection of the 
most rewarding places to visit in the most 
beloved country in the world. A guide book 
in its own right, but above all a thoughtful, 
opinionated, and supremely well-informed 
supplement to conventional guides. 352 pp.
978-1-912242-21-4 
___048041797 
24.95
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Rick Steves® London 2020
Rick Steves AVEL
The author’s candid, humorous insight helps 
travelers make the most of their adventures. 
Each travel guide provides comprehensive 
coverage for exploring a city and making 
the most of visitors’ time and money. He 
highlighs top sights and hidden gems along 
with the best places to eat, sleep, and relax. 
614 pp.
978-1-64171-157-9 
___049069937 paper 21.99

 
Rick Steves® Paris 2020
978-1-64171-171-5 AVEL
___048478138 paper 21.99

 
Rick Steves® Rome 2020
978-1-64171-176-0 AVEL
___048062345 paper 21.99

 
Walking to Jerusalem
Endurance and Hope on a Pilgrimage from 
London to the Holy Land
Justin Butcher PSUK
A moving and informative narrative of a six-
month walk from London to Jerusalem on 
the centenary of the Balfour Declarations. 
“A must-read for everyone who yearns for 
peace in Palestine.”—David Suchet. 320 pp.
978-1-64313-211-2 
___048575955 27.95

TRAVEL - GENERAL

 
Airline Maps
A Century of Art and Design
Mark Ovenden PNGN
andMaxwell Roberts
A nostalgic and celebratory look back at 
100 years of passenger flight, this edition 
features full-color reproductions of route 
maps and posters from the world’s most 
iconic airlines, from the author of bestselling 
cult classic Transit Maps of the World. 144 pp.
978-0-14-313407-7 
___048544277 paper 30.00

 
Amazing Boat Journeys 
60 Unforgetable Cruises and How to 
Experience Them
Lonely Planet LONE
Experience 60 of the world’s greatest 
adventures on water, from sailing the Nile by 
felucca and cruising the Canadian Arctic, to 
exploring Pitcairn Island by cargo ship. 304 pp.
978-1-78868-130-8 
___048693123 25.00

 
The Best American Travel Writing 2019
Jason Wilson MRNB
and Alexandra Fuller, editors
The year’s best travel writing, as chosen by 
series editor Wilson and guest editor Fuller. 
336 pp.
978-0-358-09423-4 
___048990072 paper 15.99

 
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide Costa Rica
DK Travel DK  
Discover Costa Rica with this essential travel 
guide, designed to help anyone create a 
unique trip to this beautiful country. For 25 
years, DK’s beautifully practical Eyewitness 
guides have been combining inspiring ideas 
and expert advice with easy-to-read maps 
and vivid photography to inform and enrich 
vacations. 272 pp.
978-0-241-36881-7 
___048276271 paper 25.00

 
How to Travel
The School of Life SLLF
Alain de Botton, editor
A practical guide to traveling in the best way 
possible, featuring 20 essays for inspiration 
and advice in a broad range of scenarios. 
Includes exercises and blank pages for 
insights and notes. 132 pp.
978-1-999917-96-8 
___047896951 
paper 14.99

 
Judy Garland Slept Here
A Guide to the Most Campy, Kitschy & Queer-
Friendly Attractions in the USA
Alan W. Petrucelli RUNN
Entertaining, gossipy, and always fun, Judy 
Garland Slept Here is the essential travel 
guide for LGBTQ and anyone who loves 
general fabulousness. Petrucelli has spent 
five decades meandering down byways and 
back roads and brick roads (yellow and other 
colors), amassing information that’s accurate 
and up-to-date. 272 pp.
978-0-7624-9419-4 
___048462852 paper 16.99
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Kentucky Across the Land
Lee Mandrell QRYK
and Deedee Niederhouse-Mandrell
Known for its rolling hills, scenic horse 
farms, and renowned state parks, Kentucky 
offers enjoyment for those seeking stunning 
landscapes, natural wonders, small-town 
charms, and bourbon country adventures. 
200 pp.
978-0-253-04278-1 
___045855504 
40.00

 
Lonely Planet’s Best in Travel 2020, 15th Ed. 
Lonely Planet LONE
The latest edition of the inspirational 
travelbook’s annual highlights with the 
hottest trends, destinations, and experiences 
for 2020, with a month-by-month travel 
planner of festivals and events. 224 pp.
978-1-78868-300-5 
___048693132 17.99

 
Lonely Planet Cruise Ports: European Rivers 
Lonely Planet LONE
For anyone heading on a cruiseLonely Planet’s 
new Cruise Ports guides are packed with 
each port of call’s top sights and experiences. 
Full of inspiring images, engaging essays, 
and clear, easy-to-use maps, this travel tool 
is essential for those embarking on their first 
or next cruise. 320 pp.
978-1-78868-644-0 
___048693167 paper 19.99

 
Lonely Planet Cruise Ports: Mediterranean 
Europe 
978-1-78868-642-6 LONE
___048693166 paper 19.99

 
Lonely Planet Cruise Ports: Northeast Asia 
978-1-78868-645-7 LONE
___048693168 paper 19.99

 
Lonely Planet’s Wonders of the World 
101 Great Sights and How to See Them On 
Any Budget
Lonely Planet LONE
Showcasing 101 of the world’s most 
magnificent sights, this premium coffee 
table book features  iconic landmarks from 
the famous and familiar to the more obscure, 
including Antarctica, the Amazon Rainforest, 
Easter Island, the Great Wall of China, and 
many more. 368 pp.
978-1-78868-232-9 
___048693124 35.00

 
Remarkable Road Trips
Colin Salter PAVI
A superbly photographed collection of more 
than 50 of the most spectacular, dangerous, 
and thoroughly memorable road trips from 
around the world. 224 pp.
978-1-911641-01-8 
___049810358 40.00

 
The Universe 
A Travel Guide
Lonely Planet LONE
Foreword by Bill Nye
The follow-up to the bestselling The World 
has been developed with NASA and is the 
world’s first and only guide to the Universe. 
This is a must-own resource for those 
interested in outer space and space travel. 
608 pp.
978-1-78868-636-5 
___048693164 29.99

 
Wanderlust 
A Traveler’s Guide to the Globe
Moon Travel Guides AVEL
Filled with natural wonders, dazzling 
celebrations, quirky festivals, unbelievable 
road trips, bucket-list sites, epic outdoor 
adventures, and cultural treasures this is the 
definitive guide for the curious traveler. 368 pp.
978-1-64049-770-2 
___048463637 40.00

 
Where to Go When
Unforgettable Trips for Every Month
DK Travel DK  
The ultimate holiday planner showcases the 
most amazing places in the world and the 
best time of year to see them. It combines 
inspiring narrative with sumptuous 
photography to bring to life over 100 
destinations across the globe. 256 pp.
978-1-46549-409-2 
___050412588 30.00
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50 Hikes with Kids California
Wendy Gorton TIMP
Highlighting the most kid-friendly trails in 
the Golden State, this guide offers all the 
basics—maps, length of hike, things to see 
along the trail—plus fun extras that will 
foster a curiosity about the region’s flora, 
fauna, and geology. 284 pp.
978-1-60469-870-1 
___047812763 paper 19.95

 
Frommer’s EasyGuide to Maui 
Jeanne Cooper FMMD
Frommer’s EasyGuides contain punchy, 
concise prose by expert local journalists, 
which gives readers all they need to know 
to plan the perfect vacation. This includes 
reviews for travel venues in all price ranges, 
as well as information on culture and history. 
384 pp.
978-1-62887-486-0 
___046305458 
paper 19.95

 
Fodor’s Florida, 34th Ed. 
Fodor’s Travel Guides FODR
Local writers vet every recommendation to 
ensure that visitors not only make the most 
of their time, but that they also have all the 
most up-to-date and essential information 
to plan the perfect trip. This new edition has 
been fully redesigned with a new layout and 
beautiful images for more intuitive travel 
planning. 720 pp.
978-1-64097-168-4 
___047471986 
paper 24.99

 
Maui Revealed, 9th Ed.
The Ultimate Guidebook
Andrew Doughty WICP
Leona Boyd, photographer
Now in its ninth edition—a candid, humorous 
guide to everything there is to see and do on 
the island of Maui. Bestselling author and 
longtime Hawai’i resident Doughty unlocks 
the secrets of an island so lush and diverse 
that many visitors never realize all that it has 
to offer. 324 pp.
978-1-949678-04-8 
___050770165 paper 19.99

 
Road Sides
An Illustrated Companion to Dining and 
Driving in the American South
Emily Wallace UNTX
An illustrated glovebox essential, this 
resource explores the fundamentals of a well-
fed road trip through the American South. 
Detours and destinations are accompanied 
by detailed histories and more than 100 
original illustrations that document how 
people get where they’re going and what to 
eat and do along the way. 188 pp.
978-1-47731-656-6 
___049399275 24.95

 
The Unofficial Guide to Disneyland® 2020
Seth Kubersky et al. UFFL
Filled with revolutionary, field-tested touring 
plans that can save four hours of waiting in line 
in a single day, this guide is the key to planning 
a perfect vacation. Includes the latest scoop on 
Star Wars: Galaxy’s Edge. 392 pp.
978-1-62809-098-7 
___047778764 
paper 19.99

 
The Unofficial Guide® to Las Vegas 2020
Bob Sehlinger UFFL
and Seth Kubersky
The Unofficial Guide to Las Vegas 2020 is the 
one guide that explains how Las Vegas works 
and how to get the most from a visit. Offers 
complete coverage of dining, new casinos, 
and new attractions. 512 pp.
978-1-62809-102-1 
___047778591 
paper 19.99

 
The Unofficial Guide® to Walt Disney World 
with Kids 2020
Bob Sehlinger et al. UFFL
Packed with useful tips, this resource shares 
great advice, excellent discussion, and 
practical travel knowledge gleaned from 
years of Walt Disney World experience. 
Includes stories from real families about 
their experiences at the park, including tips 
written by kids for kids. 488 pp.
978-1-62809-100-7 
___047778979 
paper 19.99
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ANIMALS / PETS

 
Rabbit Colonies: Lessons Learned
Kathryn Kerby SEIB
A comprehensive review and evaluation 
of various housing, fencing, and feeding 
options for the hobbyist or commercial 
rabbit colony, based on the author’s 15 years 
of experience with small-scale commercial 
rabbit colonies. 144 pp.
978-1-73246-971-6 
___050775902 paper 19.99

 
Working Dogs of the Eastern Sierra
Jennifer K. Crittenden WCDX
The author shares stories and photographs 
of the real dogs that work on the east side 
of the Sierra Nevada in California. These 
hardworking dogs work in snow and dust. 
They entertain and save. They protect people 
and guard livestock. 92 pp.
978-1-950835-00-3 
___050549259 paper NET 19.95

ANTIQUES / COLLECTIBLES

 
The Vintage Rolex Field Guide
Morningtundra LSIG
A mini-encyclopedia for enthusiasts, 
collectors, hunters, and spotters of vintage 
Rolex wristwatches, this easy-to-use book 
contains critical facts, data, and variations 
of the most desired and collectible watches. 
286 pp.
978-0-578-52480-1 
___050562398 paper 5% 45.00

ARCHAEOLOGY / ANTHROPOLOGY

 
A Short Social and Cultural Anthropology of 
the Northern Luo of South Sudan
Saturnino Onyala LSIG
The author describes the social values and 
social relationships of the Northern Luo of 
South Sudan, a culture and history that has 
not been studied in depth in the past. 832 pp.
978-0-648-43671-3 
___050549210 paper 50.00

 
A Short Social and Cultural Anthropology of 
the Northern Luo of South Sudan
978-0-648-43672-0 LSIG
___050549258 55.00

ARCHITECTURE

 
Building Design for Hot Climates
Allan Konya AAWQ
and Maritz Vandenberg
This revised, updated, and expanded color 
edition of a book first published in 2011 under 
the title Design Primer for Hot Climates has 
an additional 72 pages and includes 14 
relevant projects from around the world. 228 
pp.
978-0-9564323-9-1 
___050955778 36% 41.50

 
Conscious Home Design
The Guide to Living Your Best Life by 
Designing for Happiness, Health, and 
Relationship Success
Talor Stewart LSIG
Creating momentum in the lives of those who 
experience it, this resource helps people more 
readily achieve their noble hopes, dreams, 
and bright ambitions. When the essential 
parts of life is placed within the context of a 
consciously designed home, people will be 
served and supported night and day. 106 pp.
978-1-73382-341-8 
___050592523 29.95

ART & ART INSTRUCTION

 
Abstract Pissarro
Planting the Seeds of Abstract Art
Ann Saul LSIG
New research reveals Camille Pissarro’s 
principal role in the birth of modern art. The 
many comparisons of his paintings with 
those of other artists show how he influenced 
artists of his time and how he continues to 
inspire artists to this day. 158 pp.
978-0-9885685-1-8 
___050903798 paper 5% 29.95

 
Ever Herself
A Tribute to the Female Form
Sharon Gordon LSIG
Celebrating the diversity of the female 
figure with respect and humor, this work is 
interspersed with erotic poetry and salient 
quotes, too. 158 pp.
978-0-9930970-4-1 
___050573725 20% 44.00

 
From The Circle
Poetry, Prose, Art
Richard Heller PBGH
The author offers an accounting of how he 
become reflective and sees his connection to 
everything.  218 pp.
978-0-9903102-8-0 
___050612026 paper 36% 18.00

 
No Philosopher King
An Everyday Guide To Art and Life Under 
Trump
Minus Plato AAPM
This work is a testament to the power of 
attention and engagement that resists 
tyranny, whether of the demagogue or the 
ideal Platonic philosopher king, as the author 
seek to create a new form of resistance to 
forge an inclusive, diverse, and responsible 
future for the U.S. and the world.  356 pp.
978-1-939901-12-5 
___050561613 paper 24.00
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Traveled Hearts, 2nd Ed. 
Veronica S. Mahara CDHK
The Traveled Hearts saga begins in 1885 New 
England where Jessica Messing, a spirited 
20-year old, yearns to break free from the 
confines of her rigid, upper-middle class life 
in Hartford, Connecticut, to become a well-
known and respected artist. However, her 
family and society have different plans. 308 
pp.
978-1-73237-121-7 
___050688101 paper 36% 14.99

 
UX Bites
Small Bites of Information About User 
Experience Design
Gabriel Kirmaier LSIG
A book about user experience design should 
be like the approach it advocates: user 
friendly with functional visuals that makes 
for an easy “navigation.” This book is heavily 
packed with small bites of information every 
UX designer should know. 178 pp.
978-9-7302-9822-2 
___051122370 5% 39.99

AUTOMOTIVE

 
Ride America’s Heartland
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, 
and Wisconsin
Bill Murphy ABUS
Veteran writer and rider Murphy offers 
a descriptive tour of motorcycling in the 
Midwest states of Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, 
Minnesota, Illinois, and Wisconsin—the 
backroads of America, through small towns, 
rolling hills, and historic sites.  296 pp.
978-1-933926-65-0 
___051042612 paper 20% 18.95

 
Traction for Sale
The Story of Ferguson Formula Four-Wheel 
Drive
Bill Munro EBPB
and Pat Turner
Almost all makers of four-wheel drive motor 
vehicles have benefitted from the work of Harry 
Ferguson Research and Ferguson Formula 
Developments Ltd. Even Land Rover, Jeep, and 
Audi have come to FF Developments for their 
expertise. Traction for Sale is the story of the 
Ferguson Formula four-wheel drive system in 
all automotive fields. 350 pp.
978-0-9931018-6-1 
___031914593 36% 74.95

BIOGRAPHY / AUTOBIOGRAPHY

 
Agile Artist
Life Lessons from Hollywood and Beyond
Colin Egglesfield NAOA
Egglesfield never thought an artistic career 
path was realistic. He always made room for 
creativity, but it was never his life’s focus. 
But then a chance encounter with an acting 
class, before committing to medical school, 
made him realize that an artistic career was 
possible. 302 pp.
978-1-944027-30-8 
___050689048 paper 19.97

 
Backstage Nashville
The Undisclosed Story of a Major Label 
Recording Artist
Wayne Warner LSIG
Singer, songwriter, and producer Warner 
details the real and intense negotiations 
with major record labels and celebrates his 
relationship with Atlantic Records while 
disclosing personal stories about his work 
with legendary producer, and the man 
behind the mega-hits, Harold Shedd. 192 pp.
978-1-925935-16-5 
___050592839 paper 24.95

 
The Biggest Hole in the Iron Curtain
The Batizy Story
Levente Batizy OKIT
The Batizy family was Eastern European 
nobility during the 13th to 20th centuries 
and continued to lead comfortable lives 
even as the importance of aristocracy faded. 
Then, the unimaginable happened. These 
centuries of happy, committed citizenship 
would all seemingly fade away in an instant 
as communism took over. 168 pp.
978-1-47875-694-1 
___050576269 paper 36% 19.95

 
Bohunk’s Redemption
Bohunk     
Told through the humorous and 
straightforward lens of a psychiatrist and 
attorney, 40 years clean and sober in 
Alcoholics Anonymous, this is a riveting and 
unique recovery memoir.
978-1-73385-601-0 
___000000000 12.00

 
Borderline
A True Story of Courage and Justice
Jayson Woodward LSIG
He was desperate; she was terrified. He 
grabbed her at sunset and held her captive 
for 14 hours through the darkest of nights in 
West Texas. The heartbreaking events of that 
night, and the following saga that led to the 
capture and trial of Refugio Gardea Gonzalez, 
became a controversial international border 
incident.   176 pp.
978-0-578-52422-1 
___050663682 paper 14.95

 
Cartoons With My Dad
How Art Drew Us Together
Brian Frazer LSIG
Sam Frazer, illustrator
When his mother was diagnosed with 
MS, the author lost both his parents to the 
demands of the disease. His father, Sam, 
was his mother’s sole caretaker for 40 years, 
unavailable to his children or his art. After his 
mother died, Brian had the opportunity to 
reconnect with his father. But how could he 
reestablish the relationship? The answer was 
in a doodle. 268 pp.
978-1-947521-09-4 
___050867864 paper 19.99
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Celtic Skeletons
An Englishman’s journey into his Welsh, 
Cornish and Scottish Ancestry
Tony Berry LSIG
Big surprises await the Kent-born son of 
a Sussex maid when he begins probing 
into his family’s unknown past. His journey 
soon upends his belief that he comes from 
solid English stock (Yorkshire miners and 
millworkers) as it takes him into an ancestral 
maze rooted deep along the rugged shores 
of Pembrokeshire in the wild far west of 
Wales. 212 pp.
978-1-916460-59-1 
___050672721 paper 11.99

 
Chubby Girls Don’t Cheer
Kelly Clinger LSIG
The author’s true tale of her life—from a 
trailer park in the Bible belt to singing with 
some of the biggest stars in the world. 
Her stories of the South—with its beauty 
pageants, church services, buffets, and bless-
your-heart sentiments—are expertly woven 
with her stories of struggle with weight and 
depression. 254 pp.
978-0-578-46910-2 
___051098513 paper 20% 24.99

 
The Citizen Marine, 2nd Ed. 
One Marine’s Journey of Love, Peace, and 
War
Michael G. Wenger, CWO4 USMCR (Ret.) 
BZXY
The author tells a story of the fragile balance 
between service members’ love for home, 
family, and friends and their sense of duty 
when called into harm’s way. 254 pp.
978-1-73219-511-0 
___050919087 paper 19.99

 
The Cookbook
Coming of Age in Turbulent Times
William Powell LSIG
Powell wrote The Anarchist Cookbook in 
1969 at the age of 19. It included everything 
from making bombs to brewing LSD 
in the bathroom. This volume portrays 
Powell’s rebellious adolescence, political 
radicalization, the publication of the book, 
the firestorm of controversy that followed, 
and how it shadowed his entire life. 352 pp.
978-1-944387-20-4 
___050552912 paper 20% 16.95

 
Cradle to Scalpel
A Memoir
Isobel Parker LSIG
From a parent’s perspective, the author 
shares her daughter’s inspirational story—
how an ambitious student overcomes all 
the obstacles and pitfalls on this long and 
arduous journey into the world of surgery. 
174 pp.
978-1-916120-21-1 
___050688891 paper 12.99

 
Driven to Succeed, Revised Ed.
An Inspirational Memoir of Lessons Learned 
Through Faith, Family and Favor
Dr. Hattie N. Washington LSIG
Dr. Washington’s inspiring memoir reveals 
how a country girl succeeded through life with 
optimism, drive, and a belief in God to become 
a master teacher, a parent of two accomplished 
daughters, and founder of a home for abused 
foster boys. Her high self-expectation tackled 
her roadblocks, dark family secrets, and life’s 
lessons learned. 264 pp.
978-1-950707-03-4 
___050604024 paper 10% 18.99

 
Driven to Succeed, Revised Ed.
978-1-950707-04-1 LSIG
___050688868 10% 24.99

 
End of the Thin Blue Line
The Anatomy of an Officer
K.W. Allen LSIG
This work is a masterfully designed conduit 
to help readers dive into the minds and 
hearts of bravery, chance, consequence, and 
circumstance. Witness firsthand accounts in 
the makings of an officer. 316 pp.
978-1-51364-888-0 
___050689851 paper 20.00

 
Everything & Chekhov
Diaries of an English Actress
Caroline Blakiston HODS
Preface by Trevor Nunn
The author was invited to play the role of 
Chekhov’s enigmatic character Charlotta, in his 
last play, “Cherry Orchard,” in Russian. She was 
the first English actress to have been offered 
such an unparalleled opportunity. 462 pp.
978-1-906164-27-0 
___051115683 paper 10% 16.00

 
Fate’s Palette
Marcy Von Kohorn LSIG
The author, a well-known Florida artist, 
reflects on her life, sharing stories from the 
pages of her grandfather’s journal through 
her own life, travels, and adventrues. 284 pp.
978-0-578-48756-4 
___050592888 paper 36% 22.99

 
Fierce
Essays by and About Dauntless Women
Karyn Kloumann, editor LSIG
Thirteen powerful, entwined biographies 
and memoirs describe a staunchly feminist 
approach: “To thine own self be true.” This text 
explores the lives of “masterless women” in 
education, entrepreneurship, religion, the 
armed forces, the arts, adventuring, and 
activism, celebrating their strengths and 
achievements while questioning the systems 
that erased the significance of their influence 
and importance. 344 pp.
978-0-9907154-5-0 
___050592695 36% 35.99
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The First Fighter Pilot: Roland Garros
The Life and Times of the Playboy Who 
Invented Air Combat
Ed Cobleigh LSIG
Garros enjoyed an exciting life. An aviation 
pioneer in the early 1900s, he taught himself 
how to fly a bamboo airplane despite 
crashing it at Versailles. He was a world-class 
athlete, a lawyer who wouldn’t learn Latin, a 
sports car salesman on the Champs-Elysées, 
an airshow pilot, and racer. Utimately he 
became the world’s first fighter pilot during 
World War I. 328 pp.
978-1-62967-156-7 
___050592838 paper 19.95

 
Frída and Me
Art, and One Woman’s Triumph Over PTSD
Eli N. Weintraub LSIG
After a horrific accident in a lonely Mexican 
desert took away her life as she knew it, the 
author—suffering from Post Traumatic Stress 
Disorder—spent the next 10 years running 
from one bad situation to the next. Trying to 
reinvent herself, she changed her name to 
Eli. Her healing really began after learning 
about the Mexican artist, Frída Kahlo, whose 
life mirrored her own. 280 pp.
978-1-945422-69-0 
___050961030 paper 22.95

 
Geraldina & the Compass Rose
One Woman’s Faith-Filled Journey To Find 
Love. A Memoir
Geraldine Brown Giomblanco LSIG
A dazzling memoir of divine intervention 
with a miraculous twist, this is an uplifting 
and empowering love story about faith and 
maintaining hope—because prayers do get 
answered and miraculous things do happen 
to ordinary people. 280 pp.
978-1-73374-220-7 
___050656018 paper 18.99

 
Geraldina & the Compass Rose
978-1-73374-221-4 WMCR
___050868402 28.00

 
Gift of Gratitude
Claire E. Hallinan TPLP
From the ordinary to the unusual, this book 
chronicles a little girl’s journey through the 
joyous ups and painful downs of searching 
for life’s gift of gratitude. 282 pp.
978-1-73303-560-6 
___050786581 paper 5% 14.99

 
How To Bounce Back When Life Falls Apart
The Message is in My Mess
Alice Morgan-Brown, Ph.D. LSIG
Difficult times are enough to stop most 
people dead in their tracks. The author 
explains that the only way to find peace 
within oneself is to let go and let God take 
charge. 100 pp.
978-0-578-47448-9 
___050964782 paper 10.95

 
Howard Hermanson By Design
Racing Down the Slopes to a Career in 
Interior Design
as told to Sheri Clostermann Anderson LSIG
Seizing life and racing with it is what 
Hermanson does best. These glimpses into 
his past reveal his journey up and down 
the slopes of countless mountains, through 
numerous athletic endeavors, across the 
world of interior design, and into the lives of 
many unforgettable people.  158 pp.
978-0-578-52173-2 
___050799438 paper 20% 14.00

 
Hungry For Life
A self-taught chef’s lifelong hunger, quest for 
knowledge, and desire for success
Chef Carlo Molinaro LSIG
with John Dees
The inspirational true story of the author, 
born into a poor family in Italy during World 
War II. His father made him quit school by the 
second grade to work a job. Having no skills 
or schooling, he worked his way up from bus 
boy to restaurant owner, motivated by the 
words and guidance of his mother. 250 pp.
978-0-578-47793-0 
___050626459 paper 14.99

 
Interminable
Michael L. Henderson LSIG
In chapters of candid, plainspoken stories, 
the author shares his successes, losses, 
and emergence into wisdom while offering 
a path for others to learn from his mistakes 
while gaining valuable fundamentals to 
easily incorporate into daily routine. 178 pp.
978-1-73353-960-9 
___051004575 paper 14.99

 
The Last of the West Country Merchants
Christopher J.A. Morry CRWH
This historical narrative focuses on one 
family, the Morrys, who originated in Devon, 
England, and came to the southern shore of 
Newfoundland at the end of the 18th century. 
The immigrant ancestor of that family, 
Matthew Morry, was a self-made man who 
rose from ordinary seaman to ship owner 
and small-scale fish merchant and trader. 
234 pp.
978-1-77535-350-8 
___050544309 paper 25% 14.95

 
Leon: A Life
The True Stories of Captain Leon H. Schneider
as told to Ivan Schneider LSIG
The author presents his father’s shockingly 
funny, poignant, and unforgettable stories. 
Not just for the extended family, these are 
stories for the world and for the ages.  148 
pp.
978-1-73399-760-7 
___050869841 paper 18.00
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Life After Loss
Susan Skolnick, Ph.D. AVEE
Dr. Skolnick has written a gripping account 
of her journey from loss back to life. The 
untimely death of her husband was a life-
altering experience that propelled her into 
an abyss of grief and desolation. How she 
moved forward slowly from her despair is 
the subject of this book. 108 pp.
978-1-59330-957-2 
___050688836 paper 10.95

 
Life’s Many Curves
Herbert J. Abrams LSIG
A powerful memoir following a young man’s 
unexpected journey: from a photography 
career to enlistment in the army, parenthood 
and surviving toxic relationships, and finding 
love and happiness at every curve in life’s 
path 174 pp.
978-1-942302-85-8 
___050611586 paper 14.95

 
Little Lady with a Big Drum
Elayne Jones LSIG
With a musical talent and personal drive 
that enabled her to transcend racial and 
gender barriers, Jones became the first 
African-American woman in the New York 
Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra. 310 pp.
978-1-63132-066-8 
___050961431 paper 23.95

 
(Mis)carriage
A Mother’s Story of Why Pregnancy Loss 
Matters
Regan Parker DPHS
Although 25 percent of women experiences 
a miscarriage, few resources are available. 
This personal yet universal story explores the 
complexities of grief, and offers resources 
that would help others cope with the pain of 
losing a child. 134 pp.
978-1-73395-655-0 
___050742251 paper 12.99

 
(Mis)carriage
978-1-73395-650-5 DPHS
___050742247 25% 23.95

 
No Stone Unturned:
A Remarkable Journey To Identity
Nadean Stone LSIG
Between 1945 and 1973, about 350,000 
unmarried Canadian mothers were 
persuaded, coerced, or forced into giving 
their babies up for adoption. Many babies, 
like the author, were illegally given away for 
a nominal donation to the church. This work 
follows the author’s 44-year search for her 
birth mother. 470 pp.
978-0-578-43164-2 
___050974897 paper 20% 16.95

 
Nuyorican
Growing up in Brooklyn
Nilda I. Cortes LSIG
This memoir tells the intriguing story of 
Puerto Rican-American and her experiences 
as a Spanish-speaking student in the 
American public school system and the 
challenges of overcoming racism while 
growing up in Brooklyn. 334 pp.
978-0-578-49090-8 
___051066634 paper 25.00

 
The Other Shore
Maristella Panizza Lorch LSIG
Interweaving memory and history, and the 
personal and the global, the conclusion of 
the Beyond Gibraltar trilogy begins with 
the death of Lorch’s second husband and 
the flashback to their torrid love affair on 
the Columbia campus in the early 1950s. It 
focuses on the space of the imagination and 
the drive to build a family, not only a genetic 
one but an intellectual and creative one that 
defies time and geography.   224 pp.
978-1-947626-24-9 
___051098659 paper 14.99

 
Raised By Narcotics
Growing Up in the Opiod Epidemic
Alyse Neibaur LSIG
A girl raised in a home filled with prescription 
medication witnesses the devastating 
impacts on her family, and herself. Who will 
she blame, and how will she move on? 302 
pp.
978-0-578-46306-3 
___050232051 paper 12.99

 
Reflections on My Family’s Journey
Robert A. Hall LSIG
The author shares a narrative journey of the 
lives of his ancestors, himself, and the next 
generation. He and his wife built a life in 
Huntsville, Alabama, after his grandparents 
and parents moved from farms in North 
Carolina and Tennessee. His story includes 
the growth of the space program in the U.S. 
288 pp.
978-0-578-43128-4 
___050924141 5% 18.00

 
Rising Stronger
Living, Loving, and Leading From a Seat of 
Gratitude
Dr. Pauline Elizabeth Wallner (Nee: Nooks) 
LSIG
The author shares more than 40 years of 
experience in Jamaica, the U.S., Canada, 
and around the globe, recounting how she 
overcame challenges on the road to establish 
a successful consulting career. 206 pp.
978-1-79403-471-6 
___051004535 27.99
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Son of a Reluctant Immigrant
Leon Zawadzki LSIG
A retired soldier, the son of an immigrant 
with a story to tell, chronicles his journey and 
international experiences, and immersion in 
and close contact with history. 444 pp.
978-9-9957960-2-0 
___050655581 paper 36% 21.99

 
Treasures
The Memoir of an Artist
Elaine Marinoff Good SBEU
No one ever had to tell the author to “get a 
life.” After art school in Paris, Marinoff tries 
to feel fulfilled in an oppressive mid-century 
Los Angeles marriage to a newly minted MD. 
But when she divorces him after 21 years of 
marriage, she finds her true genius is not 
just for art, not just for surviving, but also for 
thriving as a mother, artist, and sensual lover 
of life. 232 pp.
978-1-73279-333-0 
___050562263 paper 14.95

 
An Unexpected Coddiwomple
The Story of a Father’s Sudden Death, a 
Box of WWII Letters, and a Daughter’s Life 
Transformed
Loretto M. Thompson LSIG
By the time the author discovered the cache 
of World War II letters, her father had been 
dead almost 50 years. She’d accepted she 
would never know him. All that changed 
when she decided to type his 500+ letters for 
her siblings. With each letter she heard her 
father’s voice. 690 pp.
978-1-950385-10-2 
___050704768 paper 36.99

 
An Unexpected Coddiwomple
978-1-950385-12-6 LSIG
___050704423 42.99

 
Untether
Inspiration for Living Free and Strong No 
Matter What the Challenge
JT Mestdagh LSIG
Mestdagh, a young man born with a death 
sentence, is now an entrepreneur and 
adventurer on a mission to empower people 
to untether from limiting beliefs and to soar 
to their highest dreams. He tells a story of 
courage, determination, and overcoming. 
368 pp.
978-1-51364-999-3 
___050561751 34.95

 
Women Who Venture
George Renata LSIG
Spotlighting more than 100 women making 
investment decisions in venture capital 
around the world, this resource profiles 
women of all generations: from first women 
investors to the brand new names in the 
venture capital arena, women who manage 
famous venture capital franchises and who 
have just raised their first fund.   320 pp.
978-0-578-44994-4 
___050612765 20% 34.98

BUSINESS / ECONOMICS / FINANCE

 
100 Things to Know as an Independent Music 
Artist
Ashley Támar Davis LSIG
A Grammy-nominated graduate of University 
of Southern California’s Thornton School of 
Music offers personal, valuable, and practical 
lessons from the heart of a performer who 
has seen fellow peers be fired and hired from 
opportunities due to the lack of knowledge in 
how to handle business. 104 pp.
978-0-578-50391-2 
___050064643 paper 29.99

 
2020 Sales Compensation Almanac
David J. Cichelli LSIG
This edition provides the latest trends, 
resources, and insights into sales 
compensation solutions. 396 pp.
978-0-9899480-8-1 
___050798800 paper NET 45.95

 
Amazing Alabama
The Bicentennial Ed.
T. Jenson Lacey LSIG
Foreword by Gov. Kay Ivey
The author compiles fun facts about Alabama 
as the state celebrates its bicentennial year in 
2019. 418 pp.
978-1-945190-61-2 
___050578232 32.95

 
Behind the Healthcare Cost Curtain
there is an answer
Bob G. Shupe, REBC LSIG
The CEO of a 50-year old consulting firm 
working exclusively for employers unveils 
a plan to stop shifting healthcare costs and 
start shifting responsibility. It is not about 
repeal and replace, but repeal and change. 
398 pp.
978-0-578-50232-8 
___050655541 paper 5% 14.99

 
Bloom
Inspiring Ownership at Work
Matt Dahlstrom LSIG
Working firsthand with “job renters”—
employees who feel that work is just a 
means to an end—an author, consultant, 
and business leader defines the three things 
employees need to bloom.Great leaders 
recognize it is their role to give employees 
what they need to not just succeed, but to 
flourish and thrive. 266 pp.
978-1-79231-301-1 
___050773972 paper 13.99
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Brainpower Networking Using the Crawford 
Slip Method
H. William Dettmer LSIG
The author provides step-by-step guidance 
for anyone to mobilize collective brainpower 
to identify and solve problems at any level, 
from the personal to the highest levels of 
large organizations. 194 pp.
978-1-41200-909-6 
___050612220 paper 22.95

 
Confident, Candid & Courageous
10 Vital Strategies for Ambitious But 
Frustrated Female Leaders
Carolyn Stevens LSIG
The author looks at the roadblocks that stop 
female leaders from having the career they 
want and spells out vital strategies that 
impressive leaders use to create leadership 
and career success. 128 pp.
978-0-648-58760-6 
___050987489 paper 20% 19.16

 
Craving the Future
Transforming Deep Desires
Michael Perman LSIG
Providing radically new perspectives and 
useful tools for anyone seeking to create 
a better future, author and innovation 
executive Perman shares insights from 
extensive research and reveals fascinating 
new dimensions to the way culture shapes 
the concept of craving, and how that relates 
to innovation. 178 pp.
978-0-578-22205-9 
___050701950 10% 35.00

 
Deep Listening
Impact Beyond Words
Trimboli Oscar LSIG
This pocket-sized guide will help anyone 
reconnect with his or her innate gift of deep 
listening and to create the right space to listen 
to oneself before listening to others. Readers 
will find ways to engage in thoughtful, 
insightful, and powerful discussions that will 
transform not just work, but life.  156 pp.
978-0-9953777-4-5 
___050951019 paper 10% 14.25

 
The DNA of Business Relationships
How to Engage, Expand and Energize 
Relationships
Lindsay Adams LSIG
”The Relationships Guy” Adams walks 
readers through an easy-to-implement 
structure to overcome those all-important, 
yet often terribly awkward, first moments 
at a business function, enabling readers 
to confidently meet prospects, make 
connections, and clinch sales. 194 pp.
978-0-648-20690-3 
___051025982 paper 17.00

 
Downside Protection
Process and Tenets for Short Selling in All 
Market Environments
Nitin K. Sacheti LSIG
Foreword by Joseph J. Grano, Jr.
Short-selling is not easy, especially over 
the past decade. The author initially walks 
through his overarching tenets to source 
and diligence great short opportunities. He 
further spells out his process through seven 
case study chapters. 130 pp.
978-1-73311-141-6 
___050562254 30.00

 
The Drive To Aim High
7 Powerful Mindsets Proven to Guarantee 
Your Success
Al Kamara NAOA
Born in a country devastated by Civil War, 
the author was not set for success. His tiny 
village near Monrovia in Liberia is not where 
multimillionaires and top entrepreneurs are 
born. However he developed seven mindsets 
that guaranteed he would succeed even 
though he had almost nothing to his name. 
186 pp.
978-1-944027-14-8 
___050655416 paper 20% 9.97

 
Ello Duck
The Life Journey of Mike Davis
Michael Davis LSIG
Raised in a house full of superstition led 
the author into the occult, but when he was 
19 and about to get into drugs, he had an 
encounter with the Lord Jesus that changed 
his life forever. He tells of his experiences 
walking with God, hearing His voice and 
the move of the Holy Spirit in the 1970s and 
1980s. He shares some of the teaching that 
helped him along his journey and how an 
angel saved him from certain death before 
he ever knew God.    154 pp.
978-1-52724-261-6 
___051117014 paper 25% 12.70

 
Fear Money Purpose
How to overcome your fears to find financial 
freedom and your true purpose
Nancy Youssef MJST
Small business owners and entrepreneurs 
often face big money fears. Youssef shares 
her experience and insights gained from 
helping hundreds of people take control of 
their financial destiny. 192 pp.
978-0-648-29416-0 
___050903802 paper 19.95
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Forget Mars
Circular Economy, The Next Big Business 
Opportunity
Stephen J. Wright LSIG
The Circular Economy will revolutionize the 
business world. By addressing the ever real 
issues our Earth faces, this resource acts as 
a vital survival guide for all companies and 
businesses as they make the transition to more 
sustainable and eco-friendly practices. 62 pp.
978-3-9525126-1-6 
___050560677 paper 5% 9.99

 
Forget Mars
978-3-9525126-0-9 LSIG
___050547481 5% 14.99

 
How to Become a Digital Leader
A Roadmap to Success
Cathy C. Smith CRPC
If the thought of changing a company from 
an “old fashioned” business model to a 
digital business model keeps people up at 
night, this informative book will ease their 
concerns, bring them up to speed, and give 
them resources to become a digital business 
leader. 196 pp.
978-1-72608-833-6 
___046361289 paper 20.00

 
Millennials’ Guide to Work
What No One Ever Told You About How to 
Achieve Success and Respect
Jennifer P. Wisdom LSIG
The author, a clinical psychologist, helps 
readers identify what is important to them, 
how to clarify their values, and how to 
navigate complex workplaces. 230 pp.
978-1-73309-770-3 
___051098514 paper 15.95

 
Pet Training and Behavior Consulting:
A Model for Raising the Bar to Protect 
Professionals, Pets and Their People
Niki J. Tudge et al. LSIG
The authors present their views on the need 
for a level and model of oversight in the 
fields of pet training and behavior consulting 
and for those choosing to practice within 
them. 256 pp.
978-0-578-53050-5 
___050798526 paper 20% 12.00

 
Pledge
The Public Radio Fund Drive
Don Merrill GENI
The author examines the fund drive and the 
public radio universe surrounding it. Written 
for the average giver, donor, contributor, 
sustainer, supporter, and listener who wants 
to know more about the station than its 
phone number, this work reveals facts many 
never knew about. 700 pp.
978-1-73268-460-7 
___050784186 paper 27.95

 
The Smart Leader and the “Skinny” 
Principles
How to Lead and Win Within Any Organization
Ervin (Earl) Cobb RCTC
and Charlotte D. Grant-Cobb, Ph.D.
In 10 short chapters—through compelling 
situational narratives and candid 
discussions—this innovative and entertaining 
book presents a unique and powerful chain 
of reasoning. The text presents a strong and 
evidence-based case that almost anyone can 
lead and win within any organization. 186 pp.
978-1-73356-930-9 
___050655640 paper 15.99

 
Survive and Thrive
120 Ideas to Cultivate Your Leadership Agility
Andrew Williams LSIG
Thoroughly researched and based on a 
wealth of experience, this resource is filled 
with practical advice, simple guidelines, 
actionable tips, and real-world examples to 
help readers develop their agility and thrive in 
an increasingly complex world.           232 pp.
978-0-648-55480-6 
___050689912 paper 36% 12.99

 
Think And Grow Rich
13 Laws Of Success
Napoleon Hill PRO 
Foreword by John North
and Jason P. Jordan
Hill, who was an understudy to billionaire 
Andrew Carnegie, interviews hundreds 
of successful people, many who were 
millionaires, in order to determine the 
secrets to wealth and success. 382 pp.
978-1-64255-192-1 
___043618324 29.95

 
Upgrade
Building your capacity for complexity
Richard Boston LSIG
and Karen Ellis
A practical manual for revolutionizing the 
way people look at themselves, at work, and 
at those around them, this edition not only 
explains how to upgrade one’s “internal 
operating system,” but also how to trigger 
the same kind of change in others. 362 pp.
978-0-9929445-6-8 
___051022996 paper 24.95

 
You’re a New Leader
So Now What?
Dr. Darryl Cross LSIG
This resource shows how to avoid the pitfalls 
and traps, and instead, how to step up in a 
new leadership role knowing what to watch 
out for, what to do, and how to do it. 284 pp.
978-0-9806101-7-8 
___050675860 paper 17.40
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CHILDREN’S ALL AGES

 
9/11 Courage and Tributes
Discovering Heroes Series
Kristie Kiernan Bouryal NWKP
In this story, based on true events, Tyler, 
Olivia, and Sophia spend the weekend 
with their grandparents to learn more 
about September 11, 2001. The family visits 
very special tributes created to honor and 
remember people who lost their lives that 
day. 58 pp.
978-1-73299-135-4 
___050671151 paper 5% 12.99

 
9/11 Courage and Tributes
978-1-73299-134-7 NWKP
___050671150 5% 24.99

 
Eli The Snazzleraffer: Growing Up
Robert Agnello LSIG
Amia Jones, illustrator
When Aaron the acorn refuses to grow up, 
Eli has to talk to him about all the benefits 
there are, and how things might change, but 
friends stay no matter who one grows to 
become. 26 pp.
978-0-9964551-1-4 
___050560092 paper 10% 8.99

 
Fantastic Gymnastics
Diana Harley LSIG
Sue Rama, illustrator
While performing gymnastics, children 
develop balance, control, coordination, 
discipline, strength, flexibility, and 
social skills. Physical exercise in this fun 
environment, along with a growing sense of 
competence and confidence, greatly bolsters 
a child’s overall development. 26 pp.
978-0-646-99759-9 
___050954082 10% 16.95

 
The Glimmers Save Christmas
Robert Agnello LSIG
Nick Meola, illustrator
Hope and Faith are at an all-time low, 
even in Christmas Town. The reindeer have 
can’tflyitis. It looks like Christmas would 
have to be canceled if not for Roger, the elf 
extraordinaire.   46 pp.
978-0-9964551-2-1 
___050772846 paper 5% 8.99

 
Harry And The Pelican Coloring Book
Amy Leaf LSIG
Tami Boyce, illustrator
Children can color the illustrations while 
following the story of Harry and the Pelican. 
30 pp.
978-0-578-49097-7 
___049780315 paper 5.99

 
I Dream of Dragons, 2nd Ed. 
Melissa Coleman Carrigee MVBK
Clinton G. Bowers, illustrator
A boy realizes he can be anything he wants 
in his dreams. Join his adventures as he 
becomes a knight, a paleontologist, and even 
a dog. Inspiring children to dream big, this 
work is filled with fantastic illustrations, fun-
to-read prose, and activities.  28 pp.
978-1-73221-557-3 
___050977255 paper 12.99

 
La Major Noticia en el Mundo
Becky Olmstead LSIG
The Spanish edition of The Best News Ever 
is a reimagined way to share the Good News 
of Jesus with kids. This work shows just how 
much God loves them, and what He loves 
about them. 38 pp.
978-1-73318-640-7 
___050672787 paper 20% 10.00

 
The Maid of the Mist
Melissa Franckowiak BZXY
As the children living along the Niagara River 
come of age, a sudden tragedy befalls them, 
and Lelewala, a young storyteller, blames 
herself. She braves the rapids of Niagara 
Falls and moves closer to her destiny as the 
maid of the mist. Lelewala will have to rely 
on her own skills to save her village from the 
mortal danger it faces. 168 pp.
978-1-73268-081-4 
___050743963 paper 9.99

 
Sammy the Grumpy Garbage Truck
Debby Joel-Taiwo LSIG
Mike Motz, illustrator
Sammy and his little sister Sally are 
polar opposites. Sally is a beautiful ray of 
sunshine,and just a pleasure to be around. 
However, Sammy detests the idea of lending 
a helping hand to anyone in need. But what 
happens when the person who doesn’t like 
to lend a helping hand ends up needing 
help? 26 pp.
978-0-9996188-8-2 
___044434608 5% 17.99

 
The Secret Hat
Finding the Truth in Santa Claus
Peggy Losey LSIG
Jeanne K. McCormick, illustrator
In a touching story based on a true story, 
eight-year-old Clara learns the truth about 
Santa Claus. She trades her belief in Santa 
Claus for a spirited adventure sharing her 
Christmas spirit. 36 pp.
978-0-578-49629-0 
___051082280 10% 19.99

 
Solar Coaster
Yi Ou LSIG
The author asks young readers if they could 
travel through a wormhole one day and take 
a solar-coaster to the planets, where would 
they go and what would they do? 42 pp.
978-0-578-53515-9 
___051138331 5% 16.99
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Terence the Turkey
Petrus De Klerk LSIG
Andrew Harris, illustrator
Terence lives on a farm near Townsville with 
his loving parents. He has a big bully of an 
older brother and a loving little sister. The 
series consists of short, funny stories with 
most adventures taking place on the farm 
with a variety of other animals. 64 pp.
978-0-648-49051-7 
___051140850 paper 5% 16.00

 
The Vampires Next Door
A St. Augustine Novella
Elle Klass LSIG
Introverted bookworm Alison was forced to 
move to St. Augustine, Florida, when her 
parents divorced. Leaving her comfortable 
life, she struggles to find a new one. Mutual 
interest and a glowing amulet bring Alison 
and Rodham together. In a blink she’s fighting 
supernatural creatures, doing whatever it 
takes to stay alive, and becoming part of 
something much bigger than she could have 
dreamed. 212 pp.
978-1-944786-99-1 
___031807318 paper 15% 15.88

 
The Wondrously Magical Adventures of 
Penelope and Rosco
Lauren Maddox BZXY
and Tennessee Michael Langston Tomlin
Richard Tomlin, illustrator
The first book in a series of children’s 
illustrated fiction displays key morals such 
as protecting and loving other animals, 
giving and receiving gifts and produce, anti-
bullying, and embracing differences. 50 pp.
978-1-73355-190-8 
___050869355 20% 29.95

 
ZooEscape
Rehan Riaz RBES
James Lee Tully, illustrator
Percy the Hunter wants to get rich by finding 
animals to sell to the zoo. The message this 
tale conveys to children creates empathy 
with animals’ rights to freedom, particularly 
when increasing varieties and species of 
wild animals are facing extinction as a direct 
result of illegal hunting and poaching.  30 pp.
978-1-52724-199-2 
___050635972 paper 20% 8.50

CHILDREN’S BABY / PRESCHOOL

 
ABC Veggies
Learn the Alphabet with Various Vegetables!
Heather Blume, MS, RD, LD, SNS BZXY
Though it’s written with young readers in 
mind, ABC Veggies is a delectable book 
for readers of all ages! It includes healthy 
greens, “K is for kale, a key leaf to eat...” and 
introduces some less familiar vegetables, 
“W is for watermelon radish, a wacky, rare 
treat.” 48 pp.
978-1-73273-761-7 
___050566413 20% 17.99

 
The Adventures of Noah
Lori Brown     
An adorable true story about a puppy named 
Noah and life as he knows it—and the 
incredible thing happens to him.
978-0-578-50271-7 
___000000000 7.99

 
Billy and Harry Go Camping, Book 4
Andrew Crossley BSIS
Billy and Harry and Ben and Lisa go camping 
with Ben and Lisa’s parents. They have so 
much fun fishing, canoeing, cycling, quad 
biking, telling scary stories around the fire, 
playing in a big secret tree house, and much 
more. They meet many animals.  38 pp.
978-1-925949-15-5 
___050715017 paper 5% 14.00

 
The Bird, the Camel, the Deer and the Little 
Blond Girl
James C. Johnston LSIG
Chris Partellow, illustrator
The first book in the Cammy series introduces 
a new era of children’s stories designed to 
advance cognitive skills, improve literacy, 
and promote emotional growth during the 
early childhood years, a critical period for 
brain development. 50 pp.
978-1-73261-150-4 
___047702168 20% 17.95

 
Dad Is Mad
Sage and A.J. Smith LSIG
Olha Prykhodko, illustrator
A young girl and her father endure a crazy 
morning in the kitchen with their dog, cat, 
and frog. The mayhem gets messy but serves 
to bring them all closer together. 36 pp.
978-1-73305-321-1 
___050960717 paper 16.95

 
The Dyno Dinosaur Family Presents: Waves 
of Kindness
Sharida McKenzie LSIG
Tatiana Minina, illustrator
One is never too young to make the world 
a better place. Sister Dyno takes readers 
through her journey from learning about the 
concept of waves of kindness to practicing 
it. She shares several sweet examples that 
children can easily relate to. 36 pp.
978-0-9600553-5-7 
___050977162 36% 21.99

 
Tired of Naps!
Mary (Molly) C. Davis LSIG
Carrie Lacey Boerio, illustrator
A young child does not want to take a nap. 
Instead, he takes an imaginative trip with his 
dog in an open-cockpit airplane around the 
world. Flying over each continent, the child 
and dog see animals who do not want to take 
a nap, either.  24 pp.
978-0-578-51894-7 
___050984304 paper 9.99
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Trump and the Dragon
Deena Marie et al. LSIG
The people of China have a problem only 
the U.S. can solve. How far will America’s 
president go in order to help a friend? Trump 
and the Dragon is a beautifully illustrated 
children’s book safe for all ages.  30 pp.
978-0-578-51977-7 
___050656282 5% 14.99

 
Unplugged
A Day of Family Fun with No Devices!
Patrick Patterson LSIG
with Peyton and Lorin Patterson
A family decides to unplug from their devices 
for a day. This was not easy for the kids nor 
the parents! 30 pp.
978-0-578-51981-4 
___050980495 5% 16.99

 
When the Squirrel Sings
Shana Askew Hollowell LSIG
Jennifer Finch, illustrator
This enchanting children’s picture book 
makes music come alive when a squirrel 
sings and a magical, backyard symphony 
begins. 44 pp.
978-0-9978785-3-0 
___050305999 25% 18.99

 
Who Says Hoo?
A Book for Babies and Toddlers—and 
anybody else that likes animals.
Kevin J. Brougher LSIG
Introducing babies and toddlers to a variety 
of animals and the sounds they make, this 
work is written in verse by the award-winning 
author of Reindophins and the Thinklers! 
series of books. 46 pp.
978-0-9977959-4-3 
___050978825 36% 24.95

 
Zeze Gets His Stripes
Paul Allen Jr. LSIG
Zeze Zebra was born without the stripes on 
the top half of his body. He knew he did not 
look like other zebras, but he loved being 
who he was. Zeze focuses on becoming the 
best he can be and not what on what he 
doesn’t have.  34 pp.
978-0-578-52103-9 
___051100654 paper 12.99

CHILDREN’S AGES 4-8

 
Alfie’s Trumpeting Troubles
Janet Wiggins LSIG
Joni-Leigh Doran, illustrator
Alfie, the little elephant, lives in the savanna 
with his family. As long as he’s foraging for 
food there’s no problem, but when the little 
fellow is feeling frisky and a tiny bit bored, 
he becomes a naughty little elephant who 
loves to astound the animals all around. 
He trumpets all throughout the day and all 
through the night for as long and as loud as 
he can.  26 pp.
978-1-945190-60-5 
___050672065 20% 19.95

 
A Feeling Of Me
Mindfulness For Children
Anna Bjarkvik BZXY
and Caroline Midbeck
Inspired by mindfulness and yoga, the 
book encourages physical and sensory 
experiences where both adults and children 
will have the opportunity to get in touch with 
themselves. 32 pp.
978-9-18-837573-5 
___051101809 25% 19.99

 
I Can Activity and Coloring Book
Monica Conn Hill LSIG
Designed to help each child develop positive 
self-image and writing and social skills, and 
to communicate effectively, this edition 
presents 15 languages and sign language 
letters and some of the earliest writing 
forms known as hieroglyphics. The use of 
technology is encouraged to provide phonics 
for words and sounds. 34 pp.
978-0-578-49149-3 
___050693083 paper 5% 14.99

 
Red Apple in an Orange World
Courtney Beshear Cooke DMMT
Everyone is plum perfect! Sometimes people 
can feel like there is something wrong with 
them or that they don’t fit in. Come along on 
Red the Apple’s journey as he listens to the 
Can Bees rather than the pesky Should Bees 
and speaks up for himself and his fellow 
fruit. 50 pp.
978-1-73302-540-9 
___050920303 18.99

 
Suddenly, I Found It!
A Picture Book
Genese Clark LSIG
Readers will learn that their uniqueness is a 
special gift to be shared with everyone. Those 
gifts create sustainable changes for stronger 
individuals, families, and communities 
around the globe. 36 pp.
978-0-9965190-7-6 
___047112220 paper 10.99

 
Tooty the Tenderhearted Tooth!
Maryann McMahon MMPB
Agata Olszewska, illustrator
Throughout this lively, animated, and 
engaging tale, children will learn about the 
different parts of the tooth, how to care for 
teeth, and what happens on a visit to the 
dentist. 30 pp.
978-1-73207-251-0 
___050670911 paper 20% 10.99

 
The Tractor Who Wants to Fall Asleep
A New Way of Getting Children to Sleep
Carl-Johan Forssén Ehrlin BZXY
Sydney Hanson, illustrator
The third book in the bestselling, sleep-
inducing series follows Alex the Tractor in a ride 
around the farm. Along the way readers meet 
Yawning Carrot, Half-Asleep Leon, Sleeping 
Apples, and other friends, who tell them what 
they do to fall asleep at night. 40 pp.
978-9-18-837515-5 
___041564698 paper 20% 16.50
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Treasure in the Trunk
Linda Macritchie-Graf, illustrator LSIG
This wordless picture book lets children 
tell their own story as they flip through the 
pages. The illustrations introduce a brother 
and sister who want to play outside, but the 
weather doesn’t cooperate. Instead, they 
must find a way to entertain themselves 
inside. What exactly do they do? 36 pp.
978-1-942483-67-0 
___050786548 paper 20% 14.95

 
Treasure in the Trunk
978-1-942483-68-7 LSIG
___050786552 20% 19.95

CHILDREN’S AGES 9-12

 
Beyond Us
A True Story with Implications for All of Us
Aaron L. Polansky LSIG
Rin Rezendes, illustrator
Regardless of race, religion, gender, social 
status, or ability, every human desires 
connection, respect, and love. Polansky 
encourages readers all to embrace and 
celebrate the differences that make each 
person unique. 28 pp.
978-1-949595-58-1 
___051116237 paper 20% 14.95

 
The Clemente Ball
Brian Croasmun LSIG
Lucas Billman wants to see the great Roberto 
Clemente play for the Pittsburgh Pirates 
before summer of 1972 is over. His dad 
surprises him with tickets and they end up 
with a foul ball hit by the legendary player. 
Lucas approaches his final season in the 
town’s youth baseball league with confidence 
and enthusiasm until Jessica Snider shows 
up to the tryouts wanting to be the first girl 
to ever play in the league. 192 pp.
978-1-73316-512-9 
___050800314 19.95

 
A Dog’s Paradise
Brian D. Gorman LSIG
In his earliest dog-years Kai lived a lonely life 
in a Place With No Windows, shy of everything 
in his world and terrified of anything new that 
came into it. But when he is rescued by a 
mysterious Lady with The Walking Stick and 
taken to her house overlooking a majestic 
beach, he finds his new home comes with 
even more adventure and danger than he 
could have imagined. 48 pp.
978-0-578-53790-0 
___051138143 21.95

 
Droogledots®: The Escape
Susan V. Feehan LSIG
Kristen Lawton, illustrator
This revised edition of the Droogledots book 
#5 contains extra pages which include: bullfrog 
information, word meanings, a quiz, and an 
advice page from Papa Droogledot. Droogledot 
stories weave life lessons into each story mixed 
with a good serving of fantasy. 44 pp.
978-1-73320-450-7 
___050919559 paper 11.95

 
The Friend in Ned’s Head
Anandra DeWitt LSIG
Kayla Bowman, illustrator
Ned’s only friends are two imaginary 
characters. One friend, Grumpy Dumpy, is 
always grumpy, while the other friend, Friendly 
Frankie, is always happy. The one he chooses 
determines what kind of day he will have and 
how he will relate to the school bully. 38 pp.
978-0-578-50289-2 
___050103361 36% 19.99

 
Hannah and Dexter Go to the White House
Shiela Martina LSIG
Jessica Hickman, illustrator
This second book in the Hannah and Dexter series 
takes the history champions to Washington, D.C., 
with hopes of meeting the president and first 
lady. Although some of the characters are real, 
this book is a work of fiction. 38 pp.
978-0-9799344-1-4 
___050905492 21.99

 
I Want to Be a Lot
Ashley Savage LSIG
Genesis Kohler, illustrator
Tomorrow is Career Day at school, and 
Willow has to decide what she wants to be 
when she grows up, and it is not an easy 
decision! She loves art, science, cooking, 
and photography. How will she ever be able 
to choose just one thing? 40 pp.
978-1-949595-43-7 
___050957381 paper 20% 14.95

 
Middle School Mayhem: Down with the Dance
C.T. Walsh LSIG
Austin Davenpor’s fabulous luck landed him 
on this earth only 11 short months after his 
brother, Derek, putting them in the same 
grade. Join Austin on his journey through 
the tumultuous waters of middle school as 
he navigates the swampy and undeodorized 
hallways and explores the depths of the 
cafeteria’s seafood surprise. 160 pp.
978-1-950826-01-8 
___051155156 paper 9.99

 
Miss Ella and the Turtle People
Linda B. Schmitz Spangrud LSIG
Linda-Bel Schorer, illustrator
Miss Ella learns a lot from the band of 
volunteers (Turtle People) who dedicate their 
time to protecting the eggs laid by a mother 
turtle on the beach.   52 pp.
978-1-73391-550-2 
___050637414 paper 12.99
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Nari the Ninja Pet Sitter
Shawna Yant LSIG
Nari, the Ninja Pet Sitter, is a master martial 
artist who utilizes her ninja skills daily to 
ensure the safety and happiness of pets 
in her charge. Join Nari as she shares her 
experiences and provides tips on how to 
care for a cat, a dog while out walking, and a 
lizard. 26 pp.
978-0-578-53192-2 
___050919383 20% 19.00

 
Sacred Seeds
A Girl, Her Abuelos, and the Heart of Northern 
New Mexico
Mari-Luci Jaramillo BRRC
with Cecilia J. Navarrete
This collection of 32 coming-of-age stories 
by the former U.S. Ambassador to Honduras 
recounts life on a remote ranch in the 1930s 
in northern New Mexico. Each chapter 
includes an illustration. The text is in English, 
and incorporates Spanish. 236 pp.
978-1-939604-34-7 
___051099545 36% 24.95

 
Stover Goes to Camp
Kathy Brodsky HPWD
Cameron Bennett, illustrator
Stover the pig is going to overnight camp 
for the very first time. This is a big deal 
because he has never spent any time away 
from home. “Camp Welcome” is very diverse 
camp, where all are welcome. In reality, the 
campers are different animals, and they all 
get along. 52 pp.
978-0-9977922-2-5 
___050637698 20% 19.99

 
Ursula Unger, Hands On!
Kimberly Boyd SKSN
Geared toward a 6-12-year-old audience, this 
story will remind young readers of the quirky 
and indecipherable children they have met, 
and delight them with insight. Teachers will 
recognize the frustrations of Mrs. B as she 
tries to teach the “unteachable” child with 
high-functioning autism and marvel at her 
creativity. 130 pp.
978-1-73286-382-8 
___050785483 paper 20% 8.99

 
Zom-Be a Design Thinker!
Amanda Fox LSIG
Luna Stella D., illustrator
Zip the Zombie takes students through 
the Design Thinking process using human-
centered design. As they read and learn, 
elementary-age students will learn skills that 
they will use for life. 50 pp.
978-1-949595-51-2 
___050905682 paper 20% 14.95

COMPUTER BOOKS - LANGUAGES / PROGRAMMING

 
Software Development Accelerated 
Essentials
What You Didn’t Know You Needed To Know
Edwin Gomez LSIG
The author’s goal for this book is not to teach 
readers how to write code but to get them to 
analyze the problem and come up with the 
best solution. He explains when and how to 
use Design Patterns and how to do it using 
Test Driven Development. 912 pp.
978-0-578-53088-8 
___051042376 paper 10% 54.99

COMPUTER BOOKS - WORD PROCESSING

 
Microsoft Word In 30 Minutes™, 2nd Ed. 
Revised
Angela Rose LSIG
In 30 minutes, the author will show how 
to become a power user of Word 2019 for 
Windows and macOS. Even if you have 
used MS Word in the past, this guide will 
demonstrate tools and timesaving tips that 
make a bigger impact when writing letters, 
reports, essays, resumes, manuscripts, and 
other documents. 106 pp.
978-1-64188-029-9 
___050920466 paper 20% 12.99

CONSUMER FINANCE

 
Closing The Racial Wealth Gap
7 Untold Rules for Black Prosperity and 
Legacy
Eugene Mitchell LSIG
From his unique executive-level position 
at a Fortune 100 Company for almost two 
decades, Mitchell observed how other races, 
religions, and ethnic groups use financial 
tools and strategies in ways that were vastly 
different to those being employed in African-
American communities. Noticing a difference in 
implementation and access, he created the $50 
Billion Community Empowerment Plan. 224 pp.
978-0-578-45140-4 
___050868308 paper 21.95

 
Win the War for Money & Success
Enhance Your Investment Return and 
Retirement Income, Reduce Taxes and Create 
a Sizable Inheritance
Neil Jesani LSIG
This self-help financial book will help readers 
understand some of the most important 
financial concepts and strategies to reduce 
taxes, create a better investment portfolio, 
potentially double retirement income, 
and, finally, leave a substantial inheritance 
behind. 172 pp.
978-1-73393-039-0 
___050960610 paper 14.99
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CONSUMER HEALTH

 
Accidental Blow Up in Medicine
Battle Plan for Your Life
Simon Yu, M.D. PVHL
Drawing on experiences in Western, Eastern, 
and U.S. Army medicine, the author blends 
storytelling with strategies, testing, and 
protocols to detect and treat “asymmetric 
threats” fueling cancer, Lyme, and chronic 
diseases. He explains how to treat dental, 
parasite, and fungal problems to heal the 
immune system. 388 pp.
978-0-578-52417-7 
___050667111 paper 24.95

 
Age Gracefully! New Science to Restore Your 
Mind and Body!
Eliminate Senior Moments, Wrinkles and 
Low Energy
Margianna Langston LSIG
Scientifc studies now verify that aging is 
not inevitable. The author fulfills her life’s 
purpose to help others by sharing these 
scientifically verified ways to create a sharp 
brain, healthy body, increased energy, and 
an improved appearance. 222 pp.
978-0-578-46165-6 
___051023480 paper 10% 13.95

 
Girl, You Got This!
A Fitness Trainer’s Personal Strategies for 
Success Transitioning into Motherhood
Brittany Renz MSIS
A wife, mother of one and a half kids (a three-
year-old girl and soon-to-be born baby boy), 
entrepreneur, and personal trainer uses her 
knowledge and experience to walk readers 
through all of the phases of pregnancy, from 
before conception to delivery—and ways to 
stay fit during each phase.  114 pp.
978-1-933455-42-6 
___050961541 paper 19.95

 
Kill the Demon?
My Guillain-Barré Experience
Paul Schäublin LSIG
The author was affected by Guillain-Barré 
Syndrome (GBS) in 2006, while working in 
Africa. This book is a personal account of 
his experience with this mysterious disease 
which significantly impacted the rest of his 
life. 112 pp.
978-9-08-300400-6 
___050619633 paper 14.99

 
Patient Better
A Comprehensive Guide to Self-health 
Management
Jennifer Woodruff LSIG
This step-by-step instructional designed to 
reduce the learning curve and confusion 
that occurs after a sudden onset; create a 
documentation system to co-manage care; 
and heighten health care industry-based 
knowledge. 148 pp.
978-0-692-19294-8 
___046888995 paper 39.95

 
Perimenopower
The Ultimate Guide Through the Change
Katarina Wilk BZXY
The author presents a guide to help women 
entering perimenopause, a natural but often 
difficult phase of life. 148 pp.
978-9-18-837538-4 
___046756022 paper 25% 19.99

 
Prostate Cancer Strikes
Navigating the Storm
Gogs Gagnon GSBP
At 57, the author became one of millions of 
men diagnosed with prostate cancer. After 
his surgery and recovery, he decided to share 
his story to inspire others to advocate for 
their health and learn from his experiences. 
190 pp.
978-1-926991-94-8 
___051139051 paper 20% 17.95

COOKING / WINE

 
The Calabrian Way
Food from the Heart
Michele Martino NMDP
and Maria Earnestina Martino
The authors offer a collection of authentic 
Southern Italian recipes which their mothers, 
Franceschina Martino and Delma DeRose, 
have been cooking from memory since they 
were children. Both were born in Fagnano 
Castello, Calabria, and later immigrated to 
Australia. 204 pp.
978-0-648-53260-6 
___050993748 paper 5% 36.00

 
Choux Temptations
Jialin Tian, Ph.D. LSIG
Yabin Yu, photographer
Light, airy, and crispy, the versatile choux 
have been delighting pastry enthusiasts for 
centuries. Choux Temptations is a celebration 
of the beloved choux that includes 
instructions for creating 30 sophisticated and 
innovative pastries. 136 pp.
978-0-9837764-7-5 
___051004550 paper 5% 14.00

 
Food Is Power
A collection of simple, healthy recipes for 
powerful living
Shannon Barbato LSIG
Barbato’s cookbook features tantalizing, easy-
to-follow recipes, all using simple ingredients 
that can be found in any local grocery store. 
With stunning photographs and cutting-
edge tips for beginner and advanced cooks, 
the cookbook is an invitation to a healthier, 
stronger, and happier life. 142 pp.
978-1-73363-940-8 
___050490993 10% 26.99
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Incredibly Delicious Vegan Recipes and Meal 
Plans, 2nd Ed. 
Dr. Dona Cooper-Dockery LSIG
and Cooper Wellness Center
Readers will gain knowledge about various 
health topics such as healing foods for 
specific diseases, a list of supplements to 
add to a diet, and access to a weekly Vegan 
Meal Plans. 170 pp.
978-1-73316-541-9 
___050705884 paper 29.95

 
Kooking with Kelli
Kollection of Family Recipes from Nana’s 
Chicken-N-Waffles
Kelli Ferrell LSIG
Enjoy delicious southern meals every day 
of the week with this cookbook infused 
with inspiration and recipes that have been 
passed down from generation to generation 
and the author’s signature dishes. 72 pp.
978-1-947928-95-4 
___051121773 10% 29.99

 
Little Choux Temptations
Jialin Tian, Ph.D. LSIG
Yabin Yu, photographer
In this second book on choux pastries, readers 
discover the possibilities of wonderfully 
delectable treat in petite form. Little Choux 
Temptations contains instructions for 
creating 27 innovative petite choux pastries. 
120 pp.
978-0-9837764-8-2 
___051082344 paper 5% 12.00

 
Macaron Magic
Jialin Tian, Ph.D. LSIG
Yabin Yu, photographer
The Parisian macaron is a symphony of 
sweet delight with endless possibilities. Now 
readers can learn to make these delectable 
treats right in their own kitchens. 116 pp.
978-0-9837764-5-1 
___050987487 paper 5% 12.00

 
Simple As...Light Meals, Salads and 
Smoothies for the Busy Household
Simplistic Nutrition and Health
Tanya J. Venables LSIG
Good health and well being begin in the 
kitchen. All too often good nutrition is the 
first thing to be neglected when life gets too 
busy. This resource is full of wholesome and 
healthy homemade options that are simple 
and easy to prepare. 106 pp.
978-0-648-34646-3 
___050689938 paper 18.00

 
Vegan Meal Prep, 2nd Ed.
Tasty Plant-Based Whole Foods Recipes 
(Including a 30-Day Time-Saving Meal Plan)
Jules Neumann LSIG
A bestselling hit in the marketplace with an 
almost cult-like following, this cookbook and 
nutrition guide offers a delicious, wholesome 
plant-based approach highlighting 89 recipes 
that are easy to store and a 30-day meal plan. 
210 pp.
978-9-492-78899-3 
___048490343 paper 5% 17.99

 
The Wines of Southern Italy
Liam Carroll LSIG
Want to know more about Italian wines? 
Want to impress your friends and family with 
quirky facts? Want to discover new, exciting, 
passionate, innovative, and authentic wine 
makers from vegan to organic? This is the 
perfect companion for travel in Italy or an 
Italian dinner. 104 pp.
978-1-911538-15-8 
___050427105 paper 7.99

CRAFTS / HOBBIES

 
Half-Hull Modeling
Step-by-step companion, from plans to 
finished model
Greg Rössel LSIG
Long before half-hull models became a 
staple of marine museums and living room 
walls, they were an essential tool for marine 
designers and shipbuilders alike. The author 
takes the reader through the entire process 
of making an accurate half model: history, 
tools, woods, safety, finishes, construction 
jigs, interpreting and working with lines 
plans, patternmaking, and constructing both 
waterline and buttock lift models. 54 pp.
978-1-73310-400-5 
___050903232 paper 36% 18.95

 
The Ring Finder
How to Make a Profit With your Metal 
Detector
Steve Zazulyk LSIG
Written by professional treasure hunter 
and accomplished ring finder, this edition 
will walk readers through how to take an 
enjoyable hobby and turn it into a profitable 
gratuity-based service. 112 pp.
978-1-999139-80-3 
___051082265 paper 19.99

DIET / HEALTH / FITNESS

 
Debunking The Diet Myth
Everything you need to know about losing 
weight from a former fat guy
Gene McKenzie LSIG
Readers who follow the author’s plan will 
be thinner, fitter, healthier, and happier. 
McKenzie shares a no-nonsense, to-the-point 
guide.  142 pp.
978-1-950988-04-4 
___051066629 paper 9.99

 
Don’t Forget Your Sweater, Girl
Sister to Sister Secrets for Aging with 
Purpose and Humor
Dr. Marilou Ryder DELM
and Jessica Thompson
Together, the authors reached out to women 
ages 60 and over including two 100-year old 
women and asked them to share their hopes 
and dreams for the future and what makes 
them happy, motivated, and relevant as they 
kick up their heels in response to the side 
effects of aging.  218 pp.
978-0-9904103-3-1 
___050671432 paper 18.95
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The Fourth Quarter
Alexander Kaumfan LSIG
Whether the reader is in the fourth quarter or 
yet in any other quarter, the author explains 
how to enjoy and squeeze the most out of 
life. 74 pp.
978-0-578-41715-8 
___050270716 NET 15.99

 
The Plant-Based Boost
Nutrition Solutions for Athletes and Fitness 
Enthusiasts
Melissa Halas, MA, RDN, CDE LSIG
No matter what type of athlete or exercise 
enthusiast the reader is, this book provides 
the latest research on sports nutrition and 
how to boost plant-based foods for athletic 
performance and optimal health. 224 pp.
978-1-73396-926-0 
___051154467 paper 25.95

EDUCATION / TEACHING

 
America Simplified
What You Need to Know
Michael Ntabaazi LSIG
The author presents an educational work that 
trails the history of the country, its political 
institutions, inventions and discoveries, 
pop-culture, ane architecture, as well as the 
multi-million mega media and entertainment 
industries. 190 pp.
978-1-73308-192-4 
___050774822 25% 55.00

 
Chinese Poems for Students of Chinese, Vol. 
1
Roger New LSIG
For the first time, Chinese poems are 
presented in an accessible form, with the 
characters, their pronunciation, and their 
English meaning all alongside each other, 
together with text in English providing 
insight on the poet, the cultural context, and 
historical background for each one. 84 pp.
978-1-916109-80-3 
___050919682 paper 19.05

 
Chinese Poems for Students of Chinese, Vol. 
2
978-1-916109-81-0 LSIG
___050979656 paper 19.05

 
Don’t Ditch That Tech
Differentiated Instruction in a Digital World
Matt Miller et al. LSIG
In this teacher-tailored guide, readers will 
find tips on how to handle cart/lab scenarios, 
develop attention-grabbing strategies, build 
metacognitive practices, and more—all with 
differentiation in mind. 178 pp.
978-1-949595-50-5 
___050592098 paper 24.95

 
The Drama Book
Lesson Plans, Activities, and Scripts for the 
Classroom
Alice Savage ADWE
This easy-to-use, comprehensive teacher-
resource book has lesson plans and practical 
activities that integrate theater into language 
learning and 10 original scripts to put the 
activities into action immediately. 206 pp.
978-1-948492-32-4 
___050671095 paper 20.00

 
EDrenaline Rush
Game-changing Student Engagement 
Inspired by Theme Parks, Mud Runs, and 
Escape Rooms
John Meehan LSIG
Meehan pulls back the curtain on what it 
takes to create thrilling learning experiences 
in a classroom. Packed with lesson planning 
tips, instructional design ideas, and plug-and-
play teaching resources, EDrenaline Rush 
will challenge teachers to think differently 
and equip them to push their pedagogy to 
incredible limits. 260 pp.
978-1-949595-38-3 
___050635486 paper 26.95

 
I Notice
A Step-by-Step Guide to Transform Student 
Potential Through Building Intentional 
Relationships
Claire E. Hallinan TPLP
Hallinan’s six-step method helps shift 
educators’ thinking patterns by using 
“I notice” statements, which enhance 
communication pathways with students. 
When the communication pathway is 
mindfully established between the teacher 
and students, young learners will soar to 
success.  102 pp.
978-1-73303-561-3 
___050714569 paper 5% 7.99

 
Key To A Thousand Doors
Lobsang Thardodh Aaron WSCI
The Nalanda University in India lasted from 
4 BC to 1132 AD.. At its peak, its knowledge 
was stored in scrolls and parchments in 
trhee pyramid-like libraries as high as a 
12-story building. Central to its running, 
were thousands of students who were taught 
freely by academic monks who specialized in 
logic, debate, and philosophy. 36 pp.
978-9-8114-0772-7 
___050692437 paper 23.00

 
Rhythms of Life
An Anthology of Modern Poetry
Roselle Thompson MORH
An intriguing collection of poems, this 
work takes readers on a spirited, poetic 
journey exploring different experiences via 
a variety of perspectives, moods, people, 
and everyday moments, in ways that reflect 
rhythmical periods in life. 86 pp.
978-0-9542325-0-4 
___050800912 paper 20% 15.00
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Sunrise Meditations on Marco Island
Dr. Rich Blonna LSIG
A coffee-table book filled with beautiful 
sunrise photos taken by Dr. Blonna, on and 
around Marco Island, Florida. Along with 
each photo are tips for meditation while 
walking, resting, kayaking, or simply being.   
52 pp.
978-0-578-51983-8 
___050591201 20% 29.99

ETHNIC ISSUES

 
Africa Rising
Shedding Black Africa’s Burden
David Ogula LSIG
The images that readily capture people’s 
imagination when asked about Africa are: 
hunger, disease, famine, malnutrition, 
civil strife, unpaved roads, and general 
underdevelopment. Dr. Ogula makes the 
case that black Africa must take responsibility 
for its own development without allowing its 
primal proclivities taking control. 160 pp.
978-0-578-52412-2 
___050655178 paper 14.99

FAMILY / PARENTING / CHILDBIRTH

 
The ABC’s of Parenting
Kerby Houff LSIG
Yili Lim, illustrator
This hand-illustrated alphabet book is the 
perfect companion for new and practiced 
parents alike. Author and parent of four 
Houff captures in simple prose the day-
to-day chaos, emotions, and triumphs of 
parenting. 40 pp.
978-0-578-22108-3 
___050547475 25.99

 
America’s Youngest Hostages
The true cost of foster care and who’s paying 
for it
Ian Keldoulis LSIG
In the turbulent 1960s, a renegade Capuchin 
friar set out to end the foster-care-to-prison 
pipeline. His actions inspired a community, 
sparked a movement and built an enduring 
grassroots organization. For over 50 years, 
the Downey Side adoption agency has been 
rescuing our neediest children from the 
nation’s blighted foster care system. 98 pp.
978-0-9996572-3-2 
___050591738 paper 18.00

 
America’s Youngest Hostages
978-0-9996572-2-5 LSIG
___050592882 30.00

 
An Autistic Sun
Christopher’s University Challenge
Mike Thorpe LSIG
The author shares a unique record of a 
remarkable autistic boy, right up to his last 
year as an undergraduate studying for a BSc 
(Hons) degree. Circumstances, challenges, 
observations, work, play, learning, and 
development are highlighted in a thoughtful, 
constructive, enlightening, objective, yet 
optimistic and positive way.  282 pp.
978-1-916488-80-9 
___051115734 paper 20% 14.00

 
Beyond the Sea Squirt
A Journey with Reflexes
Moira Dempsey LSIG
The author follows a drug-free approach to 
postural, learning, sensory, emotional, and 
behavioural challenges by using movements 
and activities that replicate the innate 
movements made by a developing fetus 
and infant that are necessary to integrate 
primitive reflexes, establish life-long 
movement patterns, grow the brain, develop 
head control, and muscle tone. 210 pp.
978-0-9873063-6-4 
___050663738 paper 20.00

 
Family
Five Family Lessons from Geese
Andre Phillip AUXA
This resource will help people express their 
values and encourage family connectivity 
and continuity. Families have a responsibility 
to set examples for each other in personal 
and financial morality and in continuous 
development, learning, and sharing. 62 pp.
978-0-578-53531-9 
___051022446 paper 9.95

 
Fertile
Prepare Your Body, Mind, and Spirit for 
Conception and Pregnancy to Create a 
Conscious Child
Pritam Atma, FNP LSIG
Applying visionary concepts to fertility and 
pregnancy, the author shares a beautifully 
illustrated guide to heal one’s body, mind, 
and spirit in preparation for pregnancy and 
creating an enlightened child. This book 
opens a doorway into the unknown mysteries 
of creation. 196 pp.
978-0-578-53308-7 
___050960936 paper 21.95

 
Fertile
978-0-578-53500-5 LSIG
___050985211 24.99
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Hombres Escurridizos
¿Por qué huyen los hombres de las relaciones 
significativas?
Dr. C.J. Correa Bernier LSIG
A family and marriage therapist, expert in 
the area of   masculine psychology, invites the 
reader to consider how a merged mother-
child relationship affects not only the quality 
of the son’s life, but also that of his mother, 
father, partner, and other members of the 
family. Spanish ed. 424 pp.
978-1-64606-181-5 
___050802737 paper 24.99

 
I Make a Difference
A Process to Heal and Dissolve the Layers 
from Your Past and Discover the Jewel Within
Melinda Cates LSIG
The author provides the tools and processes 
for people to unravel and heal mental, 
emotional, and energy processing so that 
they make a real internal difference. 362 pp.
978-0-473-47574-1 
___050870534 paper 19.99

 
Loving Henry
A Novel About Adoption, Chosen Family, And 
Overcoming The Past
Kate Lawson LSIG
A chance encounter changes three peoples’ 
lives forever and brings to light emotions 
related to adoption that they have been trying 
to suppress. Can they all move on now their 
lives are entangled, especially when they’re all 
holding on to the secrets in their past? 258 pp.
978-9-492-93512-0 
___050931307 paper 12.99

 
Reimagining Adoption
What Adoptees Seek from Families and Faith
Sally Ankerfelt, M.Div., LSIG
and Gayle H. Swift, CPC
Examining beliefs, practices, and Scripture 
to distill adoption policy steeped in Christian 
values and attuned to the needs of vulnerable 
children and their families, the authors focus 
on the historical practices, reviews current 
practices, and proposes revisions. 258 pp.
978-1-73365-972-7 
___050561204 paper 19.95

 
Sisterly Love
Diana Hutton LSIG
Two unalike sisters meander through the 
eras of their lives and places they inhabit 
while they come and go at will within each 
others lives, following the need of each sister 
to relate her memories and present. 280 pp.
978-0-648-56860-5 
___050688311 paper 36% 16.99

FASHION / GROOMING

 
Style Yourself with Confidence
Styling Tips and Techniques for Each Body 
Shape
Ellen Joubert LSIG
Ellen Joubert Jnr., illustrator
Making it easy for women to understand 
the art of being well-dressed and to have an 
appliction on how to emphasize their good 
features or hide less attractive ones, this 
resource contains 255 beautiful illustrations 
and color images. 200 pp.
978-0-648-56912-1 
___050712294 paper 49.95

FICTION - ESPIONAGE / THRILLER

 
Blood Upon the Sands
Sheldon Charles DPHS
An assassin on the loose, a country in racial 
turmoil, and an entire ethnic group at risk—
for writer Evan Davis, the stakes have never 
been higher. 408 pp.
978-1-73395-880-6 
___049646508 paper 10% 14.99

 
Bones of the Innocent
A Mason Collins Crime Thriller
John A. Connell LSIG
Former U.S. Army investigator Mason 
Collins grapples with a web of lies, secrets, 
and murder as he races against time to save 
the lives of abducted teenagers in a case as 
twisted as the streets of Tangier’s medina. 
378 pp.
978-1-950409-02-0 
___050912377 paper 20% 14.99

 
Break My Bones
A Deadly Sins Novel
Rachael Tamayo LSIG
After his time in prison, Cain doesn’t want to 
hurt his wife again and becomes a man torn—
divided between the darkness inside him, 
his twisted love, and his lifelong protector, 
Donovan. Enraged by his estranged wife’s 
new love and conflicted by his own anger 
and need to protect his family, Cain unravels. 
He can’t live without her, and he won’t let her 
live without him. 300 pp.
978-1-925853-52-0 
___051121772 paper 20% 13.99

 
Bruges Blood
A Chandler Travis and Duke Lanoix Mystery
Mike Alexander Donald LSIG
She’s an immortal witch who’s waited 
centuries for her revenge. Now she’s back in 
Bruges and nothing can stop her having it. 
But Detectives Hoog and Katja don’t know 
that. So, when they ask Duke, Travis, and 
Roxie to join their investigation, they set in 
motion a deadly chain of events. Can they 
defeat her and the order of Ignis? 306 pp.
978-1-916106-50-5 
___049744808 paper 25% 14.99
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Combustible Punch
Paul Michael Peters LSIG
Rick Philips isn’t a fighter; he is a survivor. 
Haunted by memories of a high-school 
shooting, not even the bottle can wash away 
the gnawing guilt and creeping feelings of 
inadequacy that batter Rick’s conscience 
daily. 298 pp.
978-1-73308-831-2 
___051099546 paper 14.99

 
Dark Nights 2: Resurrection
Christopher A. Gray SFRB
Six years after the events described in Gray’s 
foundational science fiction novel Dark 
Nights,  the terrible quantum constant-based 
disease NETP has begun taking its toll on the 
alternate Earth’s population. The political and 
corporate forces that move into place to take 
advantage of uncontrollable circumstances, 
and the rise of another incredibly powerful 
global AI set the stage for drama, violence, 
and brutal political plays. 486 pp.
978-1-926433-18-9 
___050579163 paper 19.95

 
Death is in the Details
Heather Sunseri LSIG
Faith Day’s condition curses her to recall her 
mother’s fiery murder like it was yesterday. 
And when the forensic photographer’s 
convicted stepbrother is released from 
prison, Faith wonders if he’ll put an end to 
her tortured memories. But after a string of 
eerily familiar fires tear through her small 
town, Faith starts to question every detail of 
her traumatic past. 268 pp.
978-1-943165-30-8 
___050560681 paper 13.99

 
The Enigma Broker
A 21st Century Techno Thriller Series, Book 8
Charles V. Breakfield LSIG
and Roxanne E. Burkey
The authors deliver a fast-paced technological 
thriller where commodity prices are 
inexplicably plunging, destabilizing national 
economies. Can the R-Group find the 
nefarious organization manipulating the 
markets before the world descends into 
chaos? 348 pp.
978-1-946858-21-4 
___039002900 paper 17.95

 
The Enigma Dragon: A CATS Tale
Book 9 from the Enigma Series
Charles V. Breakfield LSIG
and Roxanne E. Burkey
The Enigma Dragon is a chilling duel between 
fortune and destruction that covers four 
continents, 12 cities, and several terrifying 
scenarios that will come true if the good 
guys can’t defeat the bad guys. 362 pp.
978-1-946858-24-5 
___041297060 paper 17.95

 
For Good of Country
The Plot to Kill an American President
Thomas E. Sawyer, Ph.D., J.D. BZXY
Why did the government find it necessary 
to sequester pertinent information about 
the assassination of President Kennedy all 
these years? Did the leadership fear some 
catastrophic reaction by the American 
people in the immediate aftermath of the 
assassination if the realities were different 
from the official findings of the Warren 
Commission Report? 386 pp.
978-1-73273-712-9 
___051042485 10% 28.88

 
Forgive the Messenger
Antonio Martello LSIG
A brutal mob killer is freed with the help of 
a brilliant and skillful philanthropic orthodox 
Jewish attorney, who has second thoughts 
about what he has unleashed onto the 
streets. A secret society within the Vatican is 
called upon to release its powers to combat 
the darkest of plots. 216 pp.
978-0-9993478-0-5 
___050921167 paper 20% 12.99

 
From Within the Firebird’s Nest
Sheldon Charles DPHS
Most people think the Cold War ended 
when the Soviet Union collapsed. Though 
the USSR may have been beaten, their war 
infrastructure and resentment didn’t simply 
go away. What if there were still secret 
weapons systems in place and angry old 
men eager to set them off? 350 pp.
978-1-73395-882-0 
___049611233 paper 10% 14.99

 
Hidden Faults
Jon Decker, Sr. LSIG
When Frank Smiley woke up, he thought 
today was going to be like any other day. 
He was wrong. Scott Ross, his friend and 
fellow scientist, is being framed for murder. 
As a conspiracy between corrupt politicians 
and ruthless businessmen unfolds, Frank 
must race against time to save his friend and 
family from ruthless killers.  402 pp.
978-0-578-52692-8 
___050638054 paper 20% 12.95

 
Little Lost Things
Arms of Grace, Book II
Eleanor Chance LSIG
Grace Walker has worked for years to 
overcome her traumatic past and create a 
stable and fulfilling life for her family. For 
the first time, she has all she’s ever dreamed 
of: a loving husband, a wonderful adopted 
teenage son, caring friends, and a successful 
career. But just when she thinks it’s safe to let 
down her guard, her worst fear is realized, 
and her son is kidnapped again. 306 pp.
978-0-9981274-7-7 
___050775816 paper 14.97

 
Little Lost Things
978-0-9981274-8-4 LSIG
___051000820 21.97
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Plantation America II
Wayne Anthony Pope Sr. LSIG
The new president promise new beginnings 
but his intention goes beyond his very 
psychotic insane evil existence with the 
world’s eyes on his every decision. He takes 
this country on a never-ending journey that 
even he can’t believe. President Trump has 
to defend America from a unknown ancient 
predator that delivers death without warning 
like evil spirits in the night. 152 pp.
978-1-64316-869-2 
___051138156 paper 10% 10.00

 
Thirteen Across
Dan Grant LSIG
Seven stops. Seven sets of clues. A race 
against time. Covert medical research. Will 
FBI Special Agent Kate Morgan survive it? “A 
hard-hitting story that is vivid, realistic, and 
frighteningly compelling.”—Midwest Book 
Review. 512 pp.
978-1-73250-404-2 
___050869899 36% 32.99

FICTION - FANTASY

 
Across The Fallen Spruce
Chad Al Sauvé LSIG
Chet Dangly was lost in a world of 
desperation arising from a secret that he was 
keeping from his family, having lost his job 
and fearing inadequacy. While hiking, he and 
his family discovered an entirely new world 
across a certain fallen spruce. He devised 
a plan and confided in friends over family, 
which led him down a sinister path that 
ended in darkness, regret, and much tragedy.  
86 pp.
978-0-228-80728-5 
___050947309 paper 5% 10.00

 
Avalon Blue’s Quest
Patsy Stanley GWTR
The author presents a wonderfully unusual 
story with Shamans, animal totem, tattoos, 
and a mysterious island. The inspiring, 
humorous story is woven through with 
ageless magic, a story where the never-
ending expansion of the soul meets love in 
daily life.  344 pp.
978-1-73324-370-4 
___051139059 paper 20.99

 
The Battle For Metagore
A Lands of the Abyss Novel
D.L. Stewart LSIG
The death of the beloved Lord of Metagore, 
followed by the crowning of a successor, stirs 
discontent among the grand dukes. They 
decide to deviate from the kingdom, and each 
assumes lordship over their own realms. The 
new lord, angered by the rebellion, declares 
war on the renegade dukes now claiming to 
be lords. 510 pp.
978-1-73377-030-9 
___049067946 paper 20% 14.99

 
Ben the Dragonborn
Dianne E. Astle LSIG
Ben never knew his mother, and now his 
father has disappeared. He is chosen to stop 
a war between humans and merfolk on a 
world where his nightmares come to life. 
Everyone, including Ben, thinks a mistake 
has been made. His only chance of success 
depends on learning the secret of his own 
true self. 178 pp.
978-0-9921626-2-7 
___050688834 paper 20% 10.99

 
Chasin’ Bobby Logan
B.R. Dominic LSIG
When Jane Meadows is jilted on her wedding 
day, watching the love of her life, Bobby Logan, 
speed away on his motorcycle to pursue a 
musical career in New York City, she refuses 
her mother’s good advice. Instead, she enlists 
Joann Dertz, a.k.a Jo Dert, her pistol-packing 
best friend from Moundsville, to join her on a 
manhunt to Manhattan Isle. 498 pp.
978-0-578-40350-2 
___050692522 paper 20% 12.99

 
Chasing Danger
The Case Files of Theron Chase
Richard C. White SFB 
Take a walk on the noir side of dark urban 
fantasy. Theron Chase walks these mean 
streets with a sap in one hand and a .45 in 
the other. Ogres, werewolves, crime bosses, 
mages—as long as the money’s good and no 
one’s looking to turn him into a dead man 
(walking or otherwise), odds are he’ll be able 
to solve the problem. 314 pp.
978-0-9982361-6-2 
___050798519 paper 20% 14.95

 
Ddraig Chronicles: Reclaim
Carmen Rubino LSIG
Selected by Mahrah, the ruler of an ancient 
race, Nadia is tasked with finding the 
Talismans, originally created to assist 
humans. To help and protect her, four 
Watchers—a Maasai tribesman, a Peregrine 
Falcon, a German Shepherd, and Nadia’s 
closest friend—volunteer to travel the world 
with her in search of the devices. 186 pp.
978-1-73389-940-6 
___049772511 25.00

 
Dominion Cove
L.R. Hubbard LSIG
Bennet lives a charmed life. He’s attending 
Princeton, has a loving girlfriend, and a 
supportive mother. He has the world at his 
fingertips, but something is missing. On a 
quest to discover his true self and where he 
really fits in before the next semester starts, 
he decides to take a quick trip to the idyllic 
town of Haven Brooke and visit his cousin 
James. But not all is as it seems. 308 pp.
978-1-51365-001-2 
___051001837 paper 14.95
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The Dragon Mother and the Azure Dragon 
Rising
David Hansford BZXY
The woman known as the Dragon Mother 
was exquisite and refined, radiating the 
wisdom of the ages. What transpired was a 
journey to the In-Between where the Dragon 
Mother taught the narrator about life’s 
rhythms, the flowing universal forces, and 
the magic of dragons. 156 pp.
978-0-9963458-8-0 
___050924125 paper 25% 20.00

 
The Elemental Union
Book One: Devian
Shanna M. Bosarge LSIG
Sterling doesn’t know what it means to be 
a Devian, other than having silver eyes and 
to be hunted by the Severon. Sterling must 
flee to her ancestral homeland of Kai’Vari. 
There, she is thrust into a millennia-old 
battle that rages between man, demon, and 
the Severon obsession with resurrecting Kell 
Wrenkin, the God Killer. 278 pp.
978-1-73235-750-1 
___046691174 paper 14.99

 
Fly a Bright Horse
Redemption in Unexpected Places
Paul D. Johnston LSIG
Professor G.G. Peggotty, of the Horsefeathers 
School for Gifted Humans, is a flying, joking, 
wisecracking horse whose mission it is to 
bring redemption to four lost souls, even if 
they don’t want it. 282 pp.
978-1-63132-064-4 
___050920461 paper 21.95

 
Gold into Lead
Walter Brunt LSIG
Before the collapse of civilization, alchemists 
transmuted people into Orks, Trolls, Elves 
and Dwarves. Drunk on their success, they 
reached beyond their grasp only to deliver 
destruction. A thousand years later, Kole 
fights to prove that alchemy can be a force of 
good and stumbles onto a plot that threatens 
to destroy the world as he knows it. 308 pp.
978-1-999466-80-0 
___046863069 paper 14.99

 
The Haunting of Fury Falls Inn
Betty Bolté LSIG
Cassie Fairhope must escape her mother’s 
tyranny. Her plan? Seduce the handsome 
young innkeeper. But Flint Hamilton’s plans 
don’t include marriage—not while he’s 
dealing with horse thieves and rogues. When 
tragedy strikes, they must face challenges 
together to rid the inn of its specter who has 
no plan to leave. 238 pp.
978-1-73397-363-2 
___050897909 paper 20% 15.99

 
Jack of Thorns
Book One of Inheritance
A.K. Faulkner LSIG
Laurence Riley has seen the future, and all 
his visions are coming true. He struggles 
with his untamed supernatural gifts, and 
Jack can help. His price is that Laurence 
keeps him fed with regular offerings of sex, 
but Laurence has fallen for someone way out 
of his league whose wild telekinesis keeps 
them even further apart, and his debt to Jack 
is piling up fast. 390 pp.
978-1-912349-11-1 
___050791012 paper 15.99

 
Reaper
Book One of The Gatekeepers
Josh Price LSIG
Aaron and Kyle have just learned two things: 
the world is full of unseen magical creatures, 
and some of them are rather angry. As the 
newest members of the Gatekeepers, they 
must race around the world, and against the 
clock, to stop the Lord of the Damned before 
he enslaves every living being to his wicked 
will. 272 pp.
978-1-64390-058-2 
___051042742 29.99

 
Roads to Empire
The Chronicles of Thera: Episode Two
Doug Holmes LSIG
When 14-year-old Deron Walson was told 
by his father that they were going for a trip 
to the beach, he had no idea of the changes 
that were to occur in his life. An incredible 
journey of adventure awaits three interlocked 
lives. 664 pp.
978-0-648-55062-4 
___051004532 paper 24.95

 
Shadow of the Conqueror
Chronicles of Everfall
Shad M. Brooks LSIG
Who better to fight back the darkness of the 
world than the one responsible for most of it? 
Daylen, once known as the Great Bastard, the 
Scourge of Nations, Dayless the Conqueror, 
has lived in hiding since his presumed death. 
Unbeknownst to him he’s about to embark 
on a journey towards redemption where his 
ruthless abilities might save the world. 504 pp.
978-0-648-57291-6 
___050960489 paper 5% 15.99

 
Shadow of the Conqueror
978-0-648-57292-3 LSIG
___051100671 5% 34.99

 
Shadows In The Water Omnibus Vol. 1, Books 
1-3
Kory M. Shrum LSIG
Meet Louie Thorne. They didn’t kill her—and 
they’ll soon regret it. When DEA agent Jack 
Thorne’s house is stormed by vengeful drug 
lords, both he and his wife are shot dead. 
Only his daughter Louie survives—by using 
a terrifying power that defies reason. 820 pp.
978-1-949577-17-4 
___048204843 paper 28.99
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Shadows of Doubt
Book One in The Emerald Tablet Series
J.M. Hart LSIG
According to her religious guardian, Sophia 
has been blessed with a mission from God. 
But the orphaned girl would rather go 
dancing with friends than witness prophecies 
about the coming apocalypse. When she 
discovers six other teens struggling to 
harness their superhuman gifts, she knows 
she has no choice but to unite the group 
against a swarm of evil. 186 pp.
978-0-648-55802-6 
___051140059 paper 12.99

 
Songs of War
A Dance of Darkness
Pepijn Westdijk LSIG
Shadows killed the Light and war rages 
across the world. The sacred High Immortals 
have chosen their sides and mortals are 
forced to choose as well. Now, the king of 
Darkness has died and his son sits upon the 
throne. Loyalists of the Light are rallying to 
strike down the darkness once and for all. 
328 pp.
978-9-08-300710-6 
___050961740 paper 18.99

 
The Sound of a Second
Book One of the Senses Series
A.R. Bearcluff LSIG
In Scandanavian folklore, a vardøger is 
a dopplegänger that exists in time a few 
moments before the real self, and seeing 
one’s vardøger is considered a harbinger 
of doom. Believing he has had contact with 
his vardøger and somehow survived, a 
blind sound engineer, Gunnar, saves himself 
and others from misfortunes due to his 
supernatural gifts. As he meets others with 
special abilities, he realizes they hold the key 
to opening the portals to other realms. 710 pp.
978-1-73315-740-7 
___050799548 paper 5% 17.99

 
Tales of the Irish Rose
Jerry D. Young LSIG
and Mark Hilgers
After the death of their uncle, a brother 
and sister learn that their ancestors were 
notorious pirates who sailed the ocean 
on the feared warship The Irish Rose. The 
subsequent investigation into their family 
reveals some interesting secrets and leads 
them into danger they could have never 
imagined. 222 pp.
978-0-578-52564-8 
___050611175 paper 18.00

 
Tears of a Statue
Walter Brunt LSIG
Whose destiny will emerge to save the 
world? Can Sarah unite her people to combat 
the impending Troll doom? Can James be 
trusted? It’s a race against time to save 
humanity. How far will Kole, Enora, and Eric 
go to save those they love in the stunning 
conclusion of The Alchemist series. 280 pp.
978-1-999466-84-8 
___050291693 paper 14.99

 
Transmuted Heart
Walter Brunt LSIG
In the continuing saga, Kole and his team 
fight for survival and in the name of the 
greater good, they struggle to unite the races 
while those in the shadows step forward to 
become the saviors of humanity. Can they 
rescue the helpless people spread across the 
planet, or will they all suffer a horrible fate 
worse than death? 322 pp.
978-1-999466-82-4 
___047878891 paper 14.99

 
Under Snow
Ly de Angeles LSIG
and Serenity de Angeles
Is anything random? Or is everything that 
happens predestined? Memory cannot 
always be trusted. 230 pp.
978-0-648-50259-3 
___050880899 paper 15.95

 
The Valley of American Shadow
Gregg Voss LSIG
The author’s collection of 16 paranormal, 
supernatural short stories span across 
America, reaching past ordinary and into the 
unexpected with characters so real readers 
feel for them, even the social media troll who 
has the tables turned by a ghost. 248 pp.
978-0-578-52969-1 
___051001823 paper 12.95

FICTION - GENERAL

 
After Anderson
Aftermath of a Tragedy
Jamila Mikhail LSIG
Two years after her best friend went on the 
worst school shooting since Columbine, 
Aly returns to school in the hopes to find 
answers to her elusive questions and to 
face her demons. Struggling to forgive both 
Anderson and herself, she must come to the 
realization that she might have influenced 
his actions. 276 pp.
978-1-77530-892-8 
___048693020 paper 15.00

 
Amira of Nowhood
Robert Kerstetter LSIG
In the deep future, all of the world’s big 
problems have been solved. No more war. 
No more poverty. Yet, in the utopian town 
of Nowhood (formerly Seattle), a young 
woman named Amira, unwittingly embarks 
on a quest for deeper meaning and individual 
purpose.  160 pp.
978-1-73322-510-6 
___050902494 paper 14.44
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Bad Bread, Good Blues
Ronan J. O’Shea LSIG
Faced with an uncertain future, a young 
Londoner becomes obsessed with a previous 
life in Prague and what he left of himself 
there in this searing, honest reflection on the 
moments that define people. 240 pp.
978-1-916402-39-3 
___051056580 paper 12.99

 
Bayard and Martin
A Historical Novel About Friendship and the 
Civil Rights Movement
Frederick Williams et al. LSIG
The novel provides the country with an 
outstanding rendition of the relationship 
between Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and the 
gay activist Bayard Rustin. The authors 
point out that human rights is a value that 
all people are guaranteed in this country, 
if everyone can only get beyond the petty 
prejudices that still exist. 410 pp.
978-0-9976552-2-3 
___050962561 paper 24.95

 
Beneath The Wild Blue
Marian McCarthy LSIG
In the aftermath of World War II, Fritzi and Joe 
Stoddard marry and fly off into the wild blue 
yonder, where he becomes a test pilot and 
Fritzi the quintessential Air Force wife. For a 
few short years, the Stoddards are a shiny, 
adventurous American Air Force family. Then 
ragedy strikes, plunging the family into a 
free-fall of denial and grief. 348 pp.
978-0-578-52532-7 
___050672407 paper 20.00

 
Beyond The Moon
Catherine Taylor LSIG
Shortlisted for the Eharmony/Orion Write 
Your Own Love Story Prize, this poignant 
and stirring love story deftly moves back 
and forth between the past and present. To 
save her future with Robert, Louisa must 
somehow find a way back the past—a past 
where the dangers of World War I threaten to 
engulf them both. 494 pp.
978-1-916093-21-8 
___051022875 paper 19.99

 
A Book of Fields
Tales from the Pioneer Valley
Stephen Billias TGLA
These deceptively simple stories share two 
commonalities—first, each one ends in the 
name of a town that ends in “field.” Second, 
most of the stories contain a crime in a magical 
landscape in the Pioneer Valley. 224 pp.
978-1-73357-500-3 
___050775605 paper 9.95

 
Chango Chingamadre Stories
& Other Moral Fictions (1986-2018)
R.V. Branham LSIG
These mostly Left Coast tales—dinosaur 
ballets, psycho teenage trustafarians, 
beggars, and bored delusional house cats 
and their rivals—snake from the wormhole 
of the 1960s, ‘70s, ‘80s, ‘90s, and 2000s. 
They give greetings from Little Beirut, 
post-earthquake El-Lay, and bebop New 
York City. Postcards lie, and liars always tell 
somebody’s truth. 356 pp.
978-1-64204-579-6 
___048804894 paper 36% 14.00

 
The Compact
A story of a destination
Amy Dunedin LSIG
Four people, only tangentially connected, 
become closely allied in a compact to carry 
out a fatal “accident.” Naturally, all of them 
have very different motives for contemplating 
their own deaths. Success or failure are often 
matters of interpretation. 288 pp.
978-1-54392-276-9 
___044714321 paper 14.95

 
The Deceiver’s Secret!
J.A. Jackson LSIG
After meeting Eve, Malak knew she was 
just the woman he wanted to spend his life 
with. But it’s hard for Eve to trust anyone, 
including Malak. Suddenly strange things 
start happening around them. A mysterious 
woman’s warning about secrets believe long-
dead and buried thrust Eve and Malak into an 
uneasy alliance to discover the truth.   130 pp.
978-1-946010-26-1 
___050674903 paper 12.99

 
The Defined Role
Annie O’Quinn LSIG
Samuel Stewart wants to be an exorcist. 
Convinced a demon was responsible for 
his sister’s apparent suicide, he has tried 
to prevent the same from happening to 
others. However, he thinks his chance at 
fighting demons is lost once he’s deemed 
unqualified. It’s only when he learns of Davis 
Turner, the youngest person to have ever 
been possessed and survive, that his hope is 
rekindled. 438 pp.
978-1-73306-040-0 
___050800315 paper 5% 15.99

 
Dissenting Opinion from the Committee for 
the Beatitudes
Marc J. Sheehan LSIG
Describing the desire for superpowers, 
how forgiveness can be given for a price, 
and much more, Sheehan touches on many 
different subjects with each story keeping 
any readers interest and making them want 
just one more piece.  62 pp.
978-0-9988976-2-2 
___051001845 paper 10.00
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Eagle Shield
Milestone Rising
Carl Lakeland LSIG
Book award winner at the 2018 Readers’ 
Favorite International Book Awards, award-
winning finalist at the 2018 International 
Book Awards and the 2018 Book Excellence 
Awards. A trained killer must learn to forget 
everything he has come to know as a well-
beaten path in order to become both father 
and protector to an orphaned 10-year-old 
girl. 272 pp.
978-0-648-58702-6 
___051099638 paper 5% 19.95

 
A Fistful of Honey
Malena Crawford LSIG
When Alena Ford is exiled from the 
whitewashed Upper East Side paradise 
she hid behind and is forced to face both 
the racial injustice—and her painful past—
that she pretended to forget, chaos ensues. 
A desperate move to a gritty section of 
Brooklyn sets off an adventure she never 
imagined. 290 pp.
978-0-9966384-3-2 
___050578064 paper 18.99

 
Galendor Ye Dude from Yonder Forest
Book One of the Galendor Trilogy
W. Eric Myers LSIG
The most excellent Princess Jessica has 
offered to marry any man who can entertain 
her father. Galendor aspires to be a great 
bard and would thrill to hold Jessica’s hand, 
but he has no faith in himself. 364 pp.
978-1-942922-49-0 
___050905018 paper 36% 16.99

 
Gracie Emerson
A Short Story Collection
Anne Tripp Wyatt LSIG
This timeless collection of short stories 
portrays a romantic view of life through a 
young girl’s eyes as she grows up in the early 
1900s. 94 pp.
978-0-692-15832-6 
___048730319 paper 7.00

 
Hearts Taken
Michael Iasiello LSIG
Serafina, a young woman growing up in Italy 
after World War II, dreams of a better life for 
herself. When her neighbor comes back into 
her life, hope springs anew. All is taken away 
when she learns she is to be married to a 
man living in Australia—a man she does not 
know and who is dealing with demons from 
his own past. 200 pp.
978-0-648-13610-1 
___051119954 paper 20% 13.00

 
Hellfire Rising
The Middleton Saga, Part One
Richard Brook LSIG
The first part of The Middleton Saga, a fast-
paced contemporary adventure thriller series, 
takes readers on a suspense-filled roller 
coaster ride through secret brotherhoods 
and ancient myths. 308 pp.
978-1-999738-11-2 
___049971149 paper 25% 11.69

 
If They Say I Never Loved You
David Petry BZXY
End of summer, Los Angeles, 1967. Jude 
is 15, new in town and new at school. He’s 
hoping to fit in, but he’s about to discover 
sex, drugs, and rock ‘n’ roll, and the dark 
and intricate web that connects hippies and 
hookers, pushers and pimps, and families 
and their flaws. And along the way he’ll find 
love and death. This is coming of age, Sixties 
style.  350 pp.
978-1-73361-950-9 
___050899865 paper 15.00

 
In Lieu of Flowers
Jonathan Sprung LSIG
California. The name is like a promise of a 
carefree life. But to Perry Breymann it’s a 
previous failed marriage, and a bitter life 
he once struggled to escape. Now, 15 years 
later, returning to Los Angeles with his family 
for a funeral, there is the possibility that his 
former life will poison the happiness he’s 
worked so hard to achieve. 426 pp.
978-0-9737396-1-9 
___048864927 paper 16.99

 
The Incident Pit
Chris Leicester LSIG
There have been so many deaths at an 
old, flooded quarry over the years that is 
has been nicknamed “The Incident Pit.” The 
bottom of it has never been reached and so 
there’s an obsession by divers to be the first 
to get there. And as the authorities threaten 
to close the dive site for good this obsession 
is intensified. 188 pp.
978-1-916110-00-7 
___050704769 paper 10.99

 
The J.B. Ranch and the J.B.Boyz
Larry Northway AVEE
The last of the Dairy Swirl books finishes the 
saga of Jack, his sons, and grandchildren. 
Just like all the other books, it is full of heart, 
love, and more than a little humor. The real 
world intrudes forcefully, more than once, 
and the reader finds themselves brought to 
tears when that happens. 282 pp.
978-1-59330-961-9 
___050961876 paper 16.95
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Junkyard at No Town
J.C. Myers LSIG
Myers’ spirited first novel captures rural 
Vermont’s land, language, and culture in 
outrageous and vernacular-rich dialogue, 
combined with crazy and splendid plot twists 
and descriptions. 380 pp.
978-1-57869-015-2 
___050637315 paper 36% 17.95

 
The Last Day of Ramadan
Gandharva Raja ADCM
Can religious wars give way to tolerance 
and equality? University student Gora 
and friends in Delhi, India, watch as Jain, 
professor of comparative religion, carries 
out his mission to end religious violence and 
close the religious divide. Will he succeed or 
become another martyr? 206 pp.
978-0-9991565-3-7 
___050974851 paper 17.95

 
Let Them Fall
Meg Wilson LSIG
Aurora, a vengeful hybrid Archangel, has 
moved through time gathering objects that 
will help to hide her true identity from Tristan, 
a Guardian Angel who is eternally inflicted 
with guilt from his past. As she and her Fallen 
Angels wage war against the Gods, her heart 
wages war against her mind as she struggles 
internally to choose between Tristan or a 
father she has never known. 354 pp.
978-0-648-48072-3 
___049139167 paper 25% 16.95

 
Lies, Myths, & Superstitions
Debunking Conventional Wisdom
N.L. Wilson LSIG
Animals need four elements to exist: air, 
water, food, and sex. Eliminating any one 
of those would make life difficult, if not 
impossible. This edition deals with sex from 
every aspect and angle in a purely humorous 
fashion. Other topics of taboo conversation 
are molested as well; e.g. politics, religion, 
science, and sports. 186 pp.
978-0-578-49449-4 
___051138131 paper 12.99

 
A Life Without Water
Marci Bolden LSIG
Carol Denman divorced her husband over 
20 years ago, but on the day before their 
daughter’s 30th birthday, John barges back 
into Carol’s life with a request. With the past 
hovering between them like a ghost, Carol 
and John embark on a decades-overdue 
road trip. Together they plunge back into a 
life without water, but which may ultimately 
set them free.    344 pp.
978-1-950348-20-6 
___050962345 paper 36% 15.99

 
Medellín Acapulco Cold
A Cold War Adventure with Rick Fontain, 
Book 3
Bill Fortin LSIG
In March 1987, the CIA’s Operation Acapulco 
Cold took on the Medellín cartel. The journey 
would be dangerous. The alternative for not 
recovering the nuke would be too horrible to 
imagine.  354 pp.
978-0-9964786-7-0 
___050546605 paper 5% 9.99

 
Miss Wrong and Mr Right, Large Print Ed.
Robert Bryndza LSIG
Natalie Love has worked hard to have it all. 
Life in the bright lights of London has always 
been her escape from her chaotic family in 
rural Devon and the childhood sweetheart she 
left at the altar 15 years ago. Until he turns up 
at her theatre door, and with rivalry suddenly 
clouding old feelings, this isn’t quite the 
reunion Natalie was expecting. 570 pp.
978-1-916148-20-8 
___050667118 paper 29.99

 
The Moonstoners
Barbara J. Dzikowski WBZS
Set in the soul-searing 1960s when the quest 
for love as the supreme panacea is stilled 
by assassins’ bullets, this novel captures 
the emotional complexities of families and 
relationships, grief and loss, hopes and 
dreams, from the diverse perspectives of five 
interconnected lives. 370 pp.
978-0-9840305-3-8 
___051022702 paper 5% 13.95

 
The New Director
A novel about workplace gaslighting.
Elle Philips LSIG
Ashley Turner is an editor about to turn 40 
with a few gray hairs, a broken filter, and the 
spirit of an adventurer with bad knees. She 
also wonders if she’s losing her mind. With 
incredible empathy, intelligence, and honesty, 
the author tackles gaslighting, sexism, 
ageism, and depression with droll humor—
and doesn’t offer easy answers. 296 pp.
978-1-73305-802-5 
___051022705 paper 15.95

 
No Sad Songs For Me
Daniel Fleischhacker LSIG
Franklin High isn’t exactly the ideal place 
to be if you’re gay. Barry, Chi-Chi, Denny, 
and Jade, the gay quartet, are on a mission 
to rid Franklin High of homophobia. Zack 
Wannamaker, who is living with one failing 
kidney, is relentless in his gay bashing. In a 
gigantic irony, Barry could be Zack’s kidney 
donor. 294 pp.
978-0-578-51290-7 
___050686830 paper 20% 12.99
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The Not So Secret Emails of Coco Pinchard
Robert Bryndza LSIG
Coco Pinchard always dreamed of being 
a successful writer, but then life got in the 
way. Emails tell the heartwarming and often 
hilarious tale of how she picks up the pieces 
of her life in this feel-good romantic comedy.   
320 pp.
978-1-916148-21-5 
___050794960 paper 15.99

 
Numbered
Crissi Langwell LSIG
In 2050, technology has advanced so that 
people know the cause and exact date of 
their natural death. When Noelle Edison and 
Ryder Jamison discover a secret about their 
numbers that changes everything, they’re in 
a fight for their lives, as well as a fight to save 
the rest of the world from untimely death.  
350 pp.
978-0-9967717-7-1 
___050693543 paper 14.95

 
On Swift Wings
The Travails of Cygnus
Brett M. Wiens LSIG
Based on the world created by Jonathan 
Swift 300 years ago, this novel is a modern 
satire that lampoons contemporary life 
and dogma in the same sardonic style as 
the original Swift masterpiece. Swathed in 
stunningly painted worlds, it is a study of 
current society that contains within it both 
the truth and the hope people so desperately 
need.  384 pp.
978-1-999098-01-8 
___050704416 34.95

 
Quest of the Staff and the Sword III
The Dark Kingdom
T.K. Kohl OKIT
In this riveting third installment of the epic 
adventure of the Quest of the Staff and the 
Sword, millions of half-dead soldiers, whom 
Luke raised from the dead, ensure that 
Luke’s power will grow, with seemingly no 
one to stop him. But suddenly, a mysterious 
stranger steps out of the shadows. Has Luke 
met his true match? 316 pp.
978-1-977213-01-3 
___050433780 paper 36% 19.95

 
Raising Mary Jane in 1970s Big Sur
Christian Van Allen LSIG
Set in the 1970s along the dramatic Big Sur 
coast and based on a true story, this tale 
follows Wesley’s early dabbling in marijuana 
cultivation to his becoming one of the largest 
growers of high-grade sinsemilla on the 
coast. 276 pp.
978-0-9600925-0-5 
___050686736 paper 14.99

 
The Return of King Lillian
Suzie Plakson LSIG
In the vein of The Princess Bride, The 
Alchemist, and The Once and Future King, 
this allegorical saga is rich with vivid world-
building, comedy, calamity, and a host of 
unforgettable characters. 390 pp.
978-0-9884993-1-7 
___050590833 paper 18.99

 
Savonne, Not Vonny
Robin Lee Lovelace LSIG
Savonne learns about Voodoo magic from 
her aged great-grandfather and meets the 
dangerous Diamond John. With its mix of 
rural magic and urban realism, this novel 
invites readers to reimagine the cultural 
traditions of New Orleans.   90 pp.
978-0-9988976-9-1 
___051001844 paper 12.00

 
Sisters of the Soul
Kristin Fulton LSIG
An epic tale about a privileged white woman 
and a plantation slave, this novel touches 
on themes of slavery, friendship, romance, 
love, hatred, tragedy, joy, and strong women 
surviving and thriving in an unpredictable 
and often brutal world. 466 pp.
978-0-9600513-1-1 
___050963343 32.00

 
The Soul Note
Winborn White LSIG
In the summer of ‘71, Jack Dean had it all. 
Now, years later, at the top of his game as 
a successful radio executive on a mission to 
keep the classic rock music of his youth out 
on the airwaves alive and well, he realizes he’s 
been running on empty way too long and that 
something is missing in his life. He resolves 
to find out what it is and get it back. 300 pp.
978-1-73251-310-5 
___050974852 paper 12.95

 
A Summer of Fever and Freedom
Chelsey Engel LSIG
At 18 years old, Jane is teetering on the cusp 
of womanhood, a rite of passage complicated 
and painful for even the most stable of hearts. 
When she attends a party in Greenwich 
Village and meets 23-year-old gay rights and 
anti-war activist Maria, the ground threatens 
to crumble completely under the weight of 
unexpected infatuation and desire. 258 pp.
978-0-578-52252-4 
___050903910 paper 13.99

 
Sweet Sleep
Kim Cormack LSIG
In a coming-of-age paranormal romance to 
capture every reader’s heart, a girl overcomes 
tragedy and evolves as her destiny comes 
to light. It leads readers into a secret world 
of immortality triggered by choices in the 
afterlife. 376 pp.
978-1-989368-06-0 
___050612996 paper 22.00
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Sweet, Smart, and Struggling
Success on Her Terms, Book 1
Carmen Klassen LSIG
When Carrie Bennet finally leaves her 
nasty ex, she’s happy to live in a run-down 
townhouse with her kids—even if they’re 
sleeping on the floor. But soon she wants 
more. She resorts to taking things out of the 
dumpster to re-sell, which leads to bigger 
things. 242 pp.
978-1-916115-24-8 
___050647493 paper 12.99

 
Tanglefoot
Book One of the Suncookers Series
B.W. Edwards LSIG
Set in the Northwoods of Maine in an 
isolated logging community, this story 
follows young Charlie King as he learns the 
ropes of making, transporting, and selling 
moonshine during the summer of 1920 right 
after prohibition began. 174 pp.
978-1-73391-530-4 
___050637054 paper 15.00

 
Taste This, America
Chef Victor LSIG
A fun cookbook by the American Chef Victor 
does away with eating processed food and 
tasteless meals? He collects a number of 
dishes and provides thorough instructions 
that will help everyone be their best. 146 pp.
978-0-578-53585-2 
___051022927 paper 11.99

 
Trust And Believe
Richard C. Loban LSIG
Charlene Riley, a hardworking single mom 
striving for a better life for her and her 
young son, is constantly navigating in and 
out of difficult situations, problems, and 
relationships, and she drags Robert along 
with her for the ride. It’s dysfunction to 
the highest level drawn out in this riveting 
fast-paced story of love, desperation, and 
violence.  270 pp.
978-1-73249-811-2 
___051050751 paper 5% 7.99

 
Watch for the Whirlwinds
Noel Barton LSIG
The untimely death of Meryl Jean Strom’s 
mother forced her to evolve from a 13-year-
old child to one expected to do chores, work 
as a field hand and learn how to chop and 
pick cotton. This heartwarming saga of a child 
who used the haunting dreams and scars 
of her young past as stair steps to rise to a 
better future, will offer encouragement to 
those sharing her story. 272 pp.
978-1-73301-342-0 
___050923362 paper 12.00

 
When the Coin is in the Air
John Young GDNN
Like most boys, Jason Blake wants to 
please his father and older brother. But 
this erratic father and hyper-competitive 
brother challenge beyond the norm. At 20, 
Jason escapes his Midwest home and seeks 
independence and adventure. A dramatic 
and unforgettable course of events changes 
this family forever. 298 pp.
978-1-936135-70-7 
___050636571 paper 19.95

 
Whizzers
Michael J. Sahno LSIG
A recovering alcoholic discovers his six-year-
old cousin travels through time as a whizzer 
to bring comfort to those in need. Mike soon 
finds himself along for the ride, and while he 
gets the opportunity to bring solace to some 
of his greatest heroes, he must also confront 
his own greatest demons.  194 pp.
978-1-944173-10-4 
___050561134 paper 25% 11.95

FICTION - HISTORICAL

 
Beneath a Stormy Sky
AnneMarie Brear LSIG
Louisa Reynolds loses her brother when 
their ship goes down in a storm off the west 
coast of Australia. Stranded and alone on a 
deserted beach she is rescued by a young 
aboriginal girl, who keeps her alive, and 
teaches her the ways of the native people. 
When eventually Louisa stumbles into the 
nearest town of Albany, she must gather her 
strength to start again. 318 pp.
978-1-999865-08-5 
___050563088 paper 25% 12.99

 
Centerville
Richard Otto Wiegand MVBK
This novel is a personal venture into the 
author’s past, based in Town Centerville 
in Manitowoc County, Wisconsin, where 
he grew up. The text adds a powerful but 
fictitious love story. There is a time-travel to 
the mid-1800s and then to the year 2000. 226 
pp.
978-1-73221-717-1 
___051138037 paper 36% 15.99

 
Gold Beach
A Secret that Will Change His Life
Elisabeth Jones LSIG
When Philip begins reading the diary his 
mother has been secretly writing for years, 
he discovers a past that demolishes the very 
pillars of his life. At the tender age of 14, 
Philip feels it his moral duty to avenge his 
mother’s honor, unaware that it will lead not 
only to meeting his real father but also to 
discovering a world of evil and death fueled 
by interests and heartbreak.  366 pp.
978-8-494-37858-4 
___050573881 paper 20% 20.00

 
Gold Beach, Spanish Ed.
978-8-494-37850-8 LSIG
___050573955 paper 20% 20.00
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The Infidels
Joe David LSIG
A young Christian girl awakens to the brutal 
massacre of the Assyrians during a war she 
is too young to understand. Stripped of her 
privileged and comfortable existence, she is 
pursued by a Muslim governor—a symbol of 
the rising new world order—and somehow 
must survive. 286 pp.
978-0-939360-08-6 
___029590570 paper 16.95

 
The Laureate
A Nico Argenti Novel
Ken Tentarelli LSIG
In Renaissance Florence, young Nico Argenti 
returns from the university with a law degree 
eager to begin his career, but instead finds 
his city in turmoil. He is recruited by the 
Florentine Chancellor to uncover a sinister 
plot before it can destabilize the government. 
His hunt for the assassin pits youthful 
idealism against reality. 334 pp.
978-1-73317-730-6 
___050725625 paper 36% 12.99

 
Money, Blood and Conscience
David Steinman LSIG
An American adviser to Ethiopia’s recent 
democracy revolution pens a political thriller 
and interracial love story set during the 
period. 260 pp.
978-0-578-52585-3 
___050976553 paper 14.95

 
The Red Dust
Phillip Aughey LSIG
Drawing on the author’s own childhood 
experience of life in western New 
South Wales, this tale is an affectionate, 
knowledgeable, and often funny portrait of 
life in these isolated farming communities.   
306 pp.
978-0-648-13669-9 
___051001885 paper 25.00

 
Strings
The Story of Hope
Patricia Ann Ledford MFFA
During the 1776 Cherokee-American Wars, 
strings of hurtful events quickly destroy a 
15-year-old girl’s innocence, wrapping her 
heart in deeply buried memories. She resists 
relationships of any kind until her search for 
her father leads to an unexpected friendship. 
314 pp.
978-1-73352-420-9 
___050656125 20% 27.00

 
Strive and Protect
Book 2 of the Laura’s Dash Series
Sharon S. Darrow LSIG
Laura was raised to hide who she was. She’d 
been told repeatedly to never reveal her 
Cherokee heritage, or the fact that she’d been 
attacked by her own father. And no one should 
ever know she had the Second sight, or they 
might think she was crazy or possessed. 
This series is inspired by a real woman, the 
author’s maternal grandmother. 486 pp.
978-1-949125-02-3 
___050606558 paper 18.99

 
A Thousand Tongues
Ian Reid LSIG
Reid’s fourth historical novel is a gripping 
story about the twists and turns of 
conscience, racial and sexual tensions, the 
limits of historical enquiry, and legacies of 
guilt and shame. 270 pp.
978-0-648-52230-0 
___050906854 paper 19.99

 
The Tu-Tone DeSoto
D.H. Robbins LSIG
This fast-paced novel centers on the lives 
of eight Hanson, Iowa, high-school teens 
during the Kennedy administration and 
Cold War years of the early 1960s. They are 
living in conflict with the mindsets of their 
parents through a generation gap destined 
to become an incendiary turning point in 
future years. 330 pp.
978-1-73307-222-9 
___051099569 26.95

 
The Urkiola Boy
Robert Egby THMP
When a barely alive teenager washes up on 
a British beach, it triggers British Intelligence 
to investigate. They discover he’s Basque 
with strange and unique abilities some 6,000 
years old. But Mikel is no ordinary person. 
His back carries the ancient birthmark of the 
tribe of Jubal and Tubal which means he has 
his own agenda. 236 pp.
978-0-9848664-9-6 
___050919779 paper 20% 16.99

 
When We Were Brave
Karla M. Jay LSIG
Readers plunge headlong into the panorama 
of World War II, where three characters 
are immersed in high-stakes plots where 
bravery may not be enough to endure to the 
end. 414 pp.
978-0-578-47707-7 
___049404064 paper 16.00
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FICTION - HORROR

 
Defiant Souls
Kathleen Chadwick LSIG
When Kyle Chase accepted his Aunt Cindy’s 
invitation to spend his summer vacation with 
her, he thought they would be exploring old 
caves, looking for arrow heads, and honing 
his skills as a young archeologist. 330 pp.
978-0-578-52693-5 
___050921276 paper 18.00

 
Giant Killer Bats of Alamogordo
Jack Morse LSIG
Ray and his new bride are traveling across 
country when a breakdown brings them 
to the sleepy town of Alamogordo, New 
Mexico. They quickly discover something 
is amiss in the desert when a huge hunk of 
meat drops from the sky as they are settling 
in for the night. Ray’s curiosity is piqued, and 
he calls the sheriff to share his discovery. 190 
pp.
978-1-950903-03-0 
___050656220 paper 10% 6.99

FICTION - MEN’S ADVENTURE

 
The Long Night
Jessica Scott LSIG
In eight months, Staff Sergeant Sam Brown 
will become a father. But first, he has 
to survive his fourth tour in Iraq. On his 
last night home, he tries to pretend that 
everything is fine, that the war is fine, that his 
life is fine. But as he returns to the war zone, 
things are anything but fine and the promise 
he made to his fiancé takes on a desperate 
edge. 242 pp.
978-1-942102-20-5 
___050961707 paper 20% 14.99

FICTION - MYSTERY/ DETECTIVE

 
Appraiser
A Remy Loh Bishop Mystery
R.Franklin James LSIG
Remy Loh Bishop is a 30-year-old forensic 
technician determined to clear her name after 
she was accused of evidence tampering in a 
murder case. Now employed as an appraiser 
for an auction house, she’s still running 
down leads, but she has a bigger problem 
when her first client ends up dead.  222 pp.
978-1-60381-780-6 
___047073550 paper 15.95

 
Desperate Creed
A Ryder Creed K-9 Mystery
Alex Kava OXFD
A deadly outbreak of tornadoes sends K9 
handlers Ryder Creed and Jason Seaver with 
their scent dogs Grace and Scout to search for 
survivors. As storms intensify and Ryder and 
Jason race against time to save victims, they 
end up racing to save themselves. 334 pp.
978-1-73200-640-9 
___050637419 20% 15.99

 
Dreamed It
Maggie Touissant CMLR
When a Jane Doe is found in a suitcase, 
amateur sleuth Baxley Powell tries to identify 
the woman and her killer. A local woman 
vanishes, and Baxley fears the kidnapped 
woman will end up in a suitcase. Using 
normal and paranormal senses, Baxley 
matches wits with a cunning adversary. 248 
pp.
978-1-60381-782-0 
___050578234 paper 16.95

 
The Finger Trap
A Tony Flaner Mystery
Johnny Worthen LSIG
Tony Flaner is a malingering part-time 
comedian, full-time sarcastic who’s never 
had it hard and never finished a thing in 
his life. He’s had 12 years to prepare for his 
divorce and didn’t. He had his entire life to 
choose a career and hasn’t. Now time’s up, 
and he’s in a world of trouble. 400 pp.
978-1-73310-721-1 
___051168803 paper 20% 17.99

 
The Fog Ladies
A San Francisco Cozy Murder Mystery
Susan McCormick WAAL
Young, overworked medical intern Sarah 
James has no time for sleuthing. Her elderly 
neighbors, the spunky Fog Ladies, have 
nothing but time. When, one by one, old 
ladies die in their elegant apartment building 
in San Francisco, Sarah assumes it is the 
natural consequence of growing old. The Fog 
Ladies assume murder. 332 pp.
978-1-50922-700-6 
___051137356 paper 20% 17.99

 
Footsteps in the Dark
An M/M Mystery Romance Anthology
LB Gregg et al. LSIG
The snick of a lock. The squeak of door 
hinges. The creak of a floorboard. Are those 
approaching steps that of a lover or an 
enemy? Authors Gregg, Nicole Kimberling, 
Josh Lanyon, Dal Maclean, Z.A. Maxfield, 
Meg Perry, C.S. Poe, and S.C. Wynne join 
forces for eight sexy and suspenseful 
novellas of male/male mystery and romance.  
808 pp.
978-1-945802-84-3 
___050575762 paper 28.99

 
Fractured
Thomas Kelso LSIG
Former Naval Special Warfare Development 
Group orthopedic trauma surgeon Mark 
Thurman and his research partner have 
discovered how to create human bones 
and heal fractures in days. The two find 
themselves on a treacherous quest to save 
a patient, and they become entangled in an 
intricate web of espionage and extortion.  
336 pp.
978-0-9994561-1-8 
___050592747 paper 18.95
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Ghost in the Surf
A Kami White Para(normal) Legal Mystery
E.L. Oakes CMLR
Prominent lawyer Charles Hanford is dead. 
According to the autopsy, it’s nothing more 
than an everyday drowning, a surfing 
accident. But Kami White, his paralegal, isn’t 
so sure. When she talks to the other surfers on 
the beach that day, and to her cousin Patrick, 
the captain of the Coast Guard cutter that 
responded to the drowning, she’s even more 
certain that it was no simple accident.   234 pp.
978-1-60381-657-1 
___047073675 paper 15.95

 
Gore in the Garden
A Washington Whodunit
Colleen J. Shogan CMLR
Congressional staffer and amateur sleuth Kit 
Marshall hopes to reconnect with her hippie-
turned-techie brother, but the reunion gets 
complicated when the body of a high-ranking 
government official is found at the U.S. 
Botanic Garden. Solving the crime becomes 
a family affair as Kit and her posse set out to 
identify the killer and unravel the complicated 
motive behind the murder.  218 pp.
978-1-60381-723-3 
___050868079 paper 15.95

 
Mayhem at the Mission
A Santa Barbara Mystery, Book 1
Laura Eltherington OREI
With her aunt, the Mother Superior, heading 
the monastery, Hannah should have no 
problem fulfilling her plan to become a nun. 
But what she finds while cleaning the private 
office of the friar at Mission Santa Barbara is the 
first in a series of clues that gets her entangled 
with a Vatican art heist and a mysterious (and 
handsome) man named Will. 302 pp.
978-1-09863-905-1 
___050561791 paper 13.95

FICTION - PSYCHOLOGICAL SUSPENSE

 
Dear Anna
Katie Blanchard BZXY
Marriage can be bitter. Revenge is always 
sweet. That’s what Medeia finds after 
her husband’s secrets begin to spill out, 
especially his favorite one—Anna. 282 pp.
978-1-73366-400-4 
___050490718 paper 5% 12.99

FICTION - ROMANCE

 
40 Days to Eternity
Joe Garner Turman LSIG
Two years ago John Gunter met Mai Nguyen 
while he was serving in Vietnam, and the 
pair instantly hit it off. When the Communist 
Army approaches Mai’s hometown, John 
and Mai make a daring escape under the 
cover of darkness. 224 pp.
978-0-692-14226-4 
___045514747 paper 17.99

 
Billionaire 43
A Streaming Lovers Novel
Anna Lores LSIG
Sophia Richland has loved her billionaire 
boss for years with nothing to show for it. 
She’s fed up working for him, and decides 
to open a bakery where she calls her own 
shots. Taking control of her life, she isn’t 
waiting any longer to start a family. She is 
going to do it all on her own. 200 pp.
978-1-949396-07-2 
___051138196 paper 14.99

 
Broadmoor Castle
Mason Stone LSIG
A beautiful young heiress has been cruelly 
evicted from her family estate and struggles 
to build a life for herself as a recent graduate 
of Birmingham University Medical School. By 
coincidence, she meets a Canadian professor 
who falls for her immediately. Their destinies 
are entwined as they investigate the brooding 
Broadmoor Castle and its sinister occupants 
and their outrageous rituals. 282 pp.
978-1-989386-02-6 
___051042613 paper 10% 10.99

 
The Crescendo
Fiona Palmer LSIG
In the last MTG Agency installment from 
a bestselling Australian author, Jaz finds 
her life turned upside down by a shocking 
revelation, the death of a friend, and the 
news that the love of her life has gone MIA 
on his huge undercover mission. All this, 
while sitting exams and finishing school. 226 
pp.
978-0-648-23683-2 
___050565954 paper 12.50

 
Dancing on the Spider’s Web
Sasha Paulsen LSIG
Is love incompatible with intelligence? 
Sarah Glass suspects this is the case. The 
shy, serious medical student would be the 
first to say that the heart is merely a muscle 
that beats or doesn’t. A heart cannot soar, 
leap, melt, or break. And this is why it’s so 
bewildering when it happens to her. 472 pp.
978-1-73277-683-8 
___051137811 29.99

 
Dancing on the Spider’s Web
978-1-73277-682-1 LSIG
___050561449 29.95

 
Daughter of the Overking
The Warrior Kings, Book 3
Ashley York LSIG
Trained as a warrior, Brighit of Clonascra 
despises the trappings and demands of 
womanhood. Long-held alliances require 
she take Darragh as her husband. The union 
intended to promote peace between the 
clans is interrupted by the shocking murder 
of a neighboring king, and she quickly 
discovers there are far worse things than 
being wed. 300 pp.
978-0-9986684-8-2 
___051100657 paper 15.99
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Devil and the Deep Blue
Deborah Morris LSIG
This multi-layered, tastefully sensuous 
romance will leave readers with that happy-
ever-after feeling—and goosebumps. They 
just might want a little dance with the devil 
themselves. 266 pp.
978-1-73298-867-5 
___050743826 paper 14.99

 
First Spouse of the United States
Star Athlete & War Hero Battles Societal 
Boundaries and Washington Elite
J.R. Strayve Jr. LSIG
Diversity in the White House is something 
that is paid lip service. But only lip service. 
Rocky and Nick experience the same passive-
aggressive challenges faced by those with 
sexual orientations that defy societal norms. 
They fight for the opportunity to chase their 
dreams and ambitions as others try to thwart 
their attempts to be authentic. 406 pp.
978-0-578-53239-4 
___051082283 paper 20% 17.95

 
The Grand Hotel
J.A. Jackson LSIG
Louis La Cour has all the privileges of a 
successful life, but looks can be deceiving. 
Pearl La Cour feels ignored and desperate for 
love. Celica Baptiste is a woman willing to do 
anything for her man. But something strange 
is brewing at the Grand Isle Gala. Suddenly 
rivals’ desire for power takes an ugly turn, 
and disaster looms. 198 pp.
978-1-946010-30-8 
___050902896 paper 14.99

 
High Infidelity
Shelley Davidow LSIG
At 44, Lara Winters discovers that her 
husband of 21 years, has been cheating 
on her. Devastated, she flees her home in 
London, and heads for the farthest place she 
can imagine, from her old, blinkered life. She 
heads for Australia. 290 pp.
978-1-925902-05-1 
___050553740 paper 20% 23.00

 
Lady in the Window
Maryann Ridini Spencer LSIG
Kate Grace has it all—a career as a writer 
for a popular magazine in New York City, a 
loving family and friends, and the man of her 
dreams. When she suddenly finds her life in 
a downward spiral, she leaves everything 
behind to go to Hawaii and changes her life 
in ways she never expected. 290 pp.
978-0-9890405-3-2 
___050672724 paper 13.99

 
A Love So True
A World War II Sweet Historical Romance
Caroline Mickelson LSIG
As German bombs rain down on London, 
Emma’s looking for a place to hide, Andrej’s 
determined to protect his solitude, yet 
they’re drawn together in a world torn apart 
by World War II. 204 pp.
978-1-949834-29-1 
___048584899 36% 19.99

 
Next Therapist Please
Laurie Finkelstein LSIG
Delightful for romantic comedy fans, this 
novel has also been praised as an insightful 
contemporary fiction that addresses mental 
health and the issues and challenges the 
mentally ill face every day. 222 pp.
978-0-9978369-1-2 
___050561888 paper 12.99

 
Oleanders in June
Whitney Vandiver LSIG
Galveston Island, 1900. A year of training 
in the Signal Corps did nothing to prepare 
Alfred Ridgeway for his new post with the 
U.S. Weather Bureau on the edge of the 
Texas gulf. As the summer heats up, the 
bureau cuts ties with a valuable source of 
information, leaving the Galveston Weather 
Office blind during the peak of hurricane 
season. 592 pp.
978-1-73393-160-1 
___050674670 paper 10% 17.00

 
The Portrait, Large Print Ed.
Cassandra Austen LSIG
The ancient Delamare earldom is no more, 
because Lady Catherine Claverton was born 
a girl. Upon her father’s death she learns that 
she is the heir to her dead mother’s family 
title, if she can marry and bear the next heir. 
Can a bitter woman with a withered leg 
overcome her painful past and a dangerous 
secret? 482 pp.
978-1-73251-583-3 
___050881787 paper 20% 19.99

 
The Portrait
978-1-73251-584-0 LSIG
___051083076 20% 21.99

 
The Rebound Effect
Linda Griffin WAAL
In the small town of Cougar, struggling 
single mother and veterinary assistant 
Teresa Lansing is still bruised from a failed 
relationship when Frank McAllister sweeps 
her off her feet. And then there’s the matter of 
the bodies buried at Big Devil Creek. 220 pp.
978-1-50922-659-7 
___050561175 paper 20% 14.99
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Release Me
Linda G. Barrett LSIG
From sorrow to joy, from pain to passion, 
from darkness to light, Barrett’s poetry brings 
to light the journey of the soul. Her words 
express the agony that is sometimes seen 
and felt but not heard, the struggle for reality, 
the search for the veil through which people 
can escape. 48 pp.
978-1-73317-370-4 
___050688715 paper 19.99

 
Sparks
Maren Anderson LSIG
Rosie wants to tear down the ancient 
cowshed on her ranch to make room for 
more horses, but it is unlucky to knock down 
a barn. When she knocks the shed down with 
the tractor, she unleashes something very 
dark and very angry. 286 pp.
978-1-948120-30-2 
___050561588 paper 19.99

 
Unlikely Spy Catchers
The St. Brendan Series, Book 2
Carla Kelly CMLR
The author tells a tale about friendship 
and love, an unusual school for workhouse 
boys training for the Royal Navy, and the 
ever-present danger of life in a seafaring 
town at a time of grave national emergency 
as Napoleon considers taking his war to 
England. 230 pp.
978-1-60381-108-8 
___050561709 paper 15.95

FICTION - SCIENCE FICTION

 
Alpine Duty
Henry Melton WRIM
Centuries after the Plague, detailed in 
Humanicide, humanity lives on. For Charles 
Fasail, earning his way out of servitude and 
joining a wagon train into the interior lands 
to find a place of his own should have been 
his bright, new beginning. All that was lost 
to an attack by the forest dwelling Kimmer 
and the betrayal by his older brother in this 
alternative history. 340 pp.
978-1-935236-72-6 
___051001810 paper 15.99

 
Bill Andrews
The Only Easy Day was Yesterday
Grant Peverill BZXY
A drug cartel begins stockpiling tons of drugs 
in old mines in extreme Northern California. 
The possibility for armed conflict was high. 
Cartel AK-47s would be answered by M-16s 
of the DEA and local deputies, military 
veterans all.   380 pp.
978-1-73300-560-9 
___051023613 paper 20% 21.95

 
The City and the Cygnets
Michael Bishop FWOO
In an alternative Atlanta, Georgia, 2000-2070, 
a huge artificial dome blocks out the stars.
Hierarchically stashed on nine subterranean 
levels with computer-controlled simulations of 
weather and seasonal change, the citizens of this 
grim, bureaucracy-ridden sardine tin contrive 
not just to endure but to prevail. 466 pp.
978-1-933846-78-1 
___050869516 paper 25% 19.99

 
Denver Moon
Book II: The Saint of Mars
Warren Hammond LSIG
and Joshua Viola
An android revolution is stirring within the 
ranks of the Church of Mars, and its leader 
is an old enemy who aims to settle scores 
and shatter the fragile balance of power on 
Mars. It’s up to Denver Moon, P.I., and her 
faithful AI-installed pistol, Smith, to change 
the system before it’s too late. 220 pp.
978-1-73391-770-4 
___049991061 paper 14.99

 
Denver Moon
Book II: The Saint of Mars
978-1-73391-772-8 LSIG
___050363313 26.99

 
Fire From the Sky
Friendly Fire, Book Six
N.C. Reed LSIG
After surviving a crippling EMP attack by 
banding together at their family farm, 
the Sanders family and their friends are 
beginning to make progress in rebuilding 
what’s left of their lives until they are 
confronted by an unexpected visitor: the tax 
man. 334 pp.
978-0-578-51060-6 
___050611174 paper 18.00

 
The Girls With Kaleidoscope Eyes
Analog Stories for a Digital Age
Howard V. Hendrix FWOO
Foreword by Gregory Benford
Ranging from flash to full novella lengths, 
the 10 pieces featured here include stories 
about time travel and the 1939 World’s Fair, a 
tendentious man/dog relationship on Mars, 
a spam-blocker program that incidentally 
shuts down the universe, giant artworks 
among the nearly immortal, and Einstein 
channeled by a fortune teller. 318 pp.
978-1-933846-77-4 
___050903182 paper 17.99

 
Moonshadows
A Collection of Short Stories
Lela E. Buis LSIG
The author’s fantasy and science fiction 
stories bring readers strong women in lives 
filled with adventure. The stories vary from 
the sensual to erotic, featuring men and 
women sure of what they want. These are 
tales about ghosts, witches, vampires, and 
other exotic creatures of the imagination 
finding each other in the shadows.   274 pp.
978-0-9850190-3-7 
___051116461 paper 12.99
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No Place
Sam Swicegood LSIG
Fifteen years after an alien invasion, Gail, 
a 17-year-old girl raised mostly in solitude, 
wanders through the slowly crumbling world 
in search of a family she has never known. 
When she runs into a snarky “computer 
witch” named Crow, she becomes embroiled 
in a plan to take down the oppressive Mori—a 
4,000-year-old enemy of Earth. 324 pp.
978-1-73312-250-4 
___050775367 paper 14.99

 
The Reluctant Captain
Book 1 of the Reluctant Series
Michael Tefft BZXY
When a mysterious explosion occurs aboard 
His Majesty’s Airship Daedalus,  Lieutenant 
Commander Malcolm Roberts, Chief 
Engineer, finds himself thrust into the role 
of Captain on a secretive mission to Russia. 
With an Airship full of British and Russian 
scientists whose intelligence is matched only 
by their egos, spies watching his every move, 
and a real saboteur aboard, Malcolm must 
find a way to complete his mission and bring 
his crew home safely.  330 pp.
978-1-73371-883-7 
___051047188 paper 5% 11.99

 
Sekandar’s Vector
A paradigm shift in underlying human 
assumptions of violence
Alexander Goodman LSIG
Sekandar arrives on Earth to prepare 
humankind to join his species in their peaceful 
ascendancy of the galaxy. First, the genetic 
makeup of human beings must be modified 
to remove their propensity to use violence to 
solve their problems. Sekandar enlists a team 
of humans and empowers them to work with 
him to effect the change. 312 pp.
978-0-646-99160-3 
___046079262 paper 25% 10.00

 
The Sleep of Immortality
R.G. Sweifach AOYE
In 410 AD the Great Library of Alexandria was 
under siege for the last time. In order to save 
her life, Hypatia agreed to create a coded 
message engraved on a block of black granite. 
In 2019 the granite is found and sold to a 
brilliant scientist who is assembling a team to 
utilize a supercomputer he has built designed 
to push the limits of genetic engineering to 
the very fundamentals of life itself. 452 pp.
978-1-73398-222-1 
___050902317 37.00

 
Sparks of Revolution
First Book In The Zotikas Series
Tom Bruno LSIG
and Rob Story
Avertori was once a wonder of the industrial 
age, filled with mechanical marvels and 
extravagant art. After centuries of corruption 
only echoes of that time remain. Most people 
are now little more than serfs, bought and sold 
by the great trade houses. Others have it even 
worse. So flare the sparks of revolution.  520 pp.
978-0-9989005-6-8 
___050685912 paper 5% 23.99

FICTION - WESTERN

 
Lawman: Maple Ridge, Book 2
Kevin Hogge LSIG
Maple Ridge had been quite predictable for 
the past year. Marshal Ernie Evans had the 
good fortune of watching his town relax since 
the gun battle in October, and considered 
it all to be a distant memory. That is, until 
Lemual White showed up in town. 222 pp.
978-0-578-53402-2 
___051115717 paper 18.00

 
Lawman: Tale of a Gunfighter, Book 1
Kevin Hogge LSIG
Marshal Ernie Evans comes to Maple Ridge 
to collect a debt from rancher Larry Cahoon. 
It seems to be a quiet town, but there’s 
trouble brewing that few had the foresight 
to realize. Ernie’s determination to do his job 
puts him right in the middle of a fight that 
will encompass the entire town.  230 pp.
978-0-578-53395-7 
___051115559 paper 18.00

 
Marco Martinez
R.M. Allan INKW
The American Civil War is over, yet confusion 
and bitterness live on throughout the country 
and in the hearts of many. Marco Martinez 
steps out of the ashes of the war, a young man 
turned bounty hunter in search of his share of 
the legendary dream of something different 
calling from somewhere out West. Will the 
shadows of the near past define him? 176 pp.
978-1-62901-629-0 
___050141413 paper 19.95

 
The Outfit
John Hansen LSIG
Jake Lafarge and his mother were abandoned 
by his father in the Louisiana woods when 
Jake was just four years old. At the age of 
17 Jake hired on with a hard-nosed Texas 
cattleman named Cyrus Ellsworth and headed 
north on a trail drive to Montana. When 
Ellsworth catches two men stealing his cattle, 
he dishes out his own hard justice. 262 pp.
978-0-578-49997-0 
___050905534 paper 10.95

FOREIGN LANGUAGE - DICTIONARIES / PHRASE BOOKS

 
Don Quijote, Spanish Ed.
And Don Quijote Dictionary for Students
Miguel De Cervantes Saavedra JUND
Tom Lathrop, editor
Both parts, Parts 1 (1605) and 2 (1615), of Don 
Quijote are included in this single volume, 
introduced and annotated by Lathrop. Until 
Lathrop’s first Spanish edition for students 
was published in 1998, students had to use 
editions published in Spain, which are difficult 
(or impossible) for students. 1,120 pp.
978-1-58977-102-4 
___050637448 paper 20% 54.95
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What Would You Do?
81 Philosophical Dilemmas for Discussion 
and Expansion
Taylor Sapp ADWE
With varied dilemmas from history, daily 
life, ethics, and futurology, this edition 
will generate strong opinions and great 
conversations. Each situation is extended 
with variables, discussion questions, and 
projects. The perfect activity book is waiting: 
What do you do? 244 pp.
978-1-948492-25-6 
___048884286 paper 20.00

GAMES / GAMEBOOKS / CROSSWORDS

 
The Adult Activity Book You Never Knew You 
Wanted But Can’t Live Without
With Games, Coloring, Sudoku, Puzzles and 
More.
Tamara L. Adams LSIG
The second book in a collection of terrific 
activity books which contain a wide range 
of puzzles and fun activities to keep you 
entertained for hours is filled with 75 easy-to-
hard puzzles, brain games, and coloring with 
simple instructions included. 94 pp.
978-1-73315-341-6 
___050565160 paper 7.29

 
The Conjurer’s Almanaq
Escape this Book!
The Great Qdini LSIG
This unique puzzle book is an escape room in 
a book—only there is no room. Readers are 
trapped in the book itself by an evil spell cast 
by The Great Qdini. Find the hidden puzzles 
and learn Qdini’s true name to escape. 238 pp.
978-0-9962568-1-0 
___048225782 paper 19.99

 
New Testament Cryptograms
compiled by Alan Cockerill WKFG
A collection of 100 cryptograms, based 
on carefully selected verses from the King 
James version of the New Testament. A brief 
introduction offers some useful strategies 
for solving the cryptogram puzzles. A hints 
section provides a single letter substitution 
for each puzzle. Answers are given at the end 
of the book. 72 pp.
978-0-648-07828-9 
___050662624 paper 20% 5.95

 
Sukoku Sskill Builder
Alan Cockerill WKFG
An attractively formatted Sudoku puzzle 
book containing 96 puzzles at three levels of 
difficulty, allows the user to gradually build 
their skill. The introduction includes brief 
instructions on how to play. Solutions to all 
puzzles are included at the end of the book. 
This is the first in a series of four. 128 pp.
978-0-648-07824-1 
___050644171 paper 20% 6.95

 
Thinklers! 4
Full-Color Brain Ticklers
Kevin J. Brougher LSIG
and Lisa Santa Cruz
Bringing in color to enhance the experience 
of thinking in creative and challenging ways, 
this edition will keep young and old minds 
spinning for months. As with the previous 
books, this text is great for classroom and 
family fun.  122 pp.
978-0-9977959-2-9 
___050868498 paper 36% 24.95

GENDER STUDIES

 
Retellings
Opportunities for Feminist Research in 
Rhetoric and Composition Studies
Jessica Enoch PIR 
and Jordynn Jack, editors
The contributors use the anniversary of the 
publication of Cheryl Glenn’s Rhetoric Retold: 
Regendering the Tradition from Antiquity 
Through the Renaissance, the first book to 
examine women’s contributions to rhetoric 
across history, as an opportune moment to 
assess feminist rhetorical research and test 
out new possibilities. 332 pp.
978-1-64317-094-7 
___050775891 paper 5% 34.00

GIFT BOOKS

 
Roam From Home, Vol. 1 
A Travel Inspired Free-Writing Journal
J. Dispenza LSIG
A workbook created to give users the freedom 
to travel the world using the creativity of their 
minds while capturing their writing works 
of art down on paper, this volume contains 
travel-themed pictures, quotes, and writing 
prompts as guides. 152 pp.
978-1-999481-20-9 
___047326250 paper 19.99

GRAPHIC NOVELS/COMICS

 
L’Intreccio Da Vinci
Giampaolo Guida LSIG
Between then and now, between the 
Renaissance and nowadays, Leonardo da 
Vinci and his genius continue to animate the 
pages of this new work. 290 pp.
978-8-89584-779-5 
___050636598 paper 15.50

 
Pioneers
Dragon Tooth Gold Series, Vol. II
Kent J. McGrew BZXY
With the nation on the brink of Civil War, Eli 
and the twins join the Army Supply Service. 
Disaster strikes in the form of a tornado that 
kills their parents and severely injures their 
younger sister. The boys take a contract to 
deliver supplies to the garrison at Santa Fe as 
Suzette runs away and waits for her brothers 
on the trail.   344 pp.
978-1-73366-503-2 
___051043173 32.00
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HISTORY - GENERAL HISTORY

 
The Assassination of James Forrestal
David Martin LSIG
Using primarily information provided in the 
Navy’s official investigation of the death of 
America’s first Secretary of Defense, which 
had been kept secret for 55 years, this 
resource thoroughly demolishes the widely 
believed view that Forrestal’s fall from a 16th-
floor window of the Bethesda Naval Hospital 
on May 22, 1949, was an act of suicide. 380 pp.
978-0-9673521-2-1 
___050759852 paper 14.95

 
Cibolo, Texas
The Early Years
Judy Womack LSIG
and Sandra Lee Cleary
Cibolo’s rich and colorful history has been 
hidden for too long. What has already been 
told about the city and its surroundings begins 
in 1968 when the town was incorporated. 
However, the authors wanted to delve in and 
share more about Cibolo’s early years. 244 pp.
978-1-941516-45-4 
___050689034 paper 12.99

 
The Cold Case: Billy the Kid Megahoax
The Plot to Steal Billy the Kid’s Identity and 
to Defame Sheriff Pat Garrett as a Murderer
Gale Cooper GAPJ
Cooper, a Harvard Medical School-educated 
forensic psychiatrist, draws on her 20 years of 
Billy the Kid writings and research to debunk 
Billy the Kid imposter hoaxes. 936 pp.
978-1-949626-15-5 
___050672245 paper 20% 26.49

 
The Cold Case: Billy the Kid Megahoax
978-1-949626-14-8 GAPJ
___050672247 20% 33.99

 
Cripple Creek, Bob Womack and The Greatest 
Gold Camp on Earth
Linda Wommack RCMZ
On October 20, 1890, Bob Womack struck 
gold and staked his El Paso mining claim 
at Poverty Gulch, which eventually ignited 
the greatest gold rush in Colorado’s history. 
During his lifetime, over $250 million worth 
of gold was mined from the district, which 
Womack was instrumental in establishing. 
The story of the man and the gold discovery 
are told through firsthand accounts from 
Womack and other legendary figures. 192 pp.
978-1-943829-20-0 
___050648384 paper 20% 19.95

 
The Delegates of 1849
Life Stories of the Originators of California’s 
Reputation as a Bold and Independent State
Laura Emerson LSIG
The author brings to light for the first time 
the life stories of the 48 men who could be 
considered as California’s “founding fathers.”  
336 pp.
978-0-578-51105-4 
___051083221 paper 25% 15.00

 
El Rondín
Esteban Luján RGNT
Jonathan Van Coops, translator
A first-person account of General Pasqual 
Orozco, Jr.’s 1912 uprising in Chihuahua, 
Mexico, and one of the earliest written 
documents about this important period of 
the Mexican Revolution—now translated into 
English by the author’s great grandson. This 
republication also includes the original text, 
a modern Spanish version, photos, maps, 
and chronology, giving new life to a little 
known treasure.  66 pp.
978-1-58790-516-2 
___050800837 paper 20.00

 
Here Lies Billy the Kid
David S. Turk LSIG
The official historian of the U.S. Marshals 
Service shares his investigation into the 
death and burial of Billy the Kid. Since the 
Kid’s death on July 14, 1881, there has been 
much dispute about his death and burial.  
208 pp.
978-0-578-51516-8 
___050799248 28.00

 
Holocaust’s Child
Ten Stories of Children Who Survived
Amy and W.R. Blocher SBNW
Ten Holocaust children tell their stories. Taken 
together, with each story in its own historical 
context, they provide a broad understanding 
of the struggles of those who survived and 
those who didn’t.   214 pp.
978-1-62006-135-0 
___050961153 paper 19.95
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Moments That Made America
From The Ice Age To The Alamo
Geoff J. Armstrong HIYC
The author starts with the seismic breakup of 
the continent in the Ice Age, illustrates how 
happenings in Europe and even Asia shaped 
the nation’s development into the U.S. He 
pauses in this volumek at the Texans defeat at 
the Alamo and how that defeat had the long 
term effect in the country’s development.  
254 pp.
978-1-940773-27-8 
___050984252 paper 18.95

 
The Radicalization of Thomas Jefferson
Clark Chelsey LSIG
Jefferson lived through world-altering 
upheavals in his lifetime. Not only was he 
one of the most important founding fathers 
but he also served his new nation at a time 
of three converging revolutions in history: the 
democratic revolution in America and France, 
the Scientific Revolution, and the beginning of 
the Industrial Revolution. 322 pp.
978-1-73277-479-7 
___050579146 paper 16.95

 
Spain’s Revolution Against Franco
The Great Betrayal
Alan Woods LSIG
The story of the Spanish revolution of the 
1930s is quite well known to most people 
on the left, but there is a surprising level 
of ignorance concerning the events that 
occurred subsequently. The story of how the 
Franco dictatorship was eventually brought 
down by the revolutionary movement of the 
Spanish workers is an inspiring one. 534 pp.
978-1-913026-14-1 
___051138035 paper 20% 24.99

 
Studies on Khānsār: Four Essays on Khānsār 
(1744-1953 AD)
Ali Najafizadeh LSIG
The second volume of Najafizadeh.Org 
Publications on Khānsār. Persian Ed. 98 pp.
978-1-73310-831-7 
___050546376 paper NET 15.00

 
Two Cheers for Democracy
How Emotions Drive Leadership Style
Dan Hill LSIG
Not only in America, but also around the 
globe democracy is under siege. In an era 
personified by Donald Trump, illiberal—
increasingly hollow—democracies, and 
“strongman” dictatorships, it’s time to take 
a closer look at the nature of the leaders who 
shape the world. The policies or positions 
that leaders adopt may change, but rarely 
their personalities. 202 pp.
978-0-9997416-2-7 
___050903217 paper 24.95

 
White Supremacy Confronted
U.S. Imperialism and Anti-Communisim 
vs. the Liberation of Southern Africa, from 
Rhodes to Mandela
Gerald Horne HROU
Based upon exhaustive research, this is 
the most comprehensive account to date 
of the entangled histories of apartheid and 
Jim Crow that culminated in 1994 with the 
election of Nelson Mandela as president in 
Pretoria. 892 pp.
978-0-7178-0763-5 
___050592749 paper 20% 28.99

HISTORY - MILITARY / WAR

 
American St. Nick, 75th Ed. Anniversary
Peter Lion LSIG
The author tells the remarkable true story of 
a handful of American soldiers who, during 
the chaos of war, help bring Christmas back 
a small Luxembourg town, and unknowingly 
create a holiday tradition that continues to 
this very day. 176 pp.
978-0-578-48174-6 
___050994012 paper 20.00

 
The Capture of the U-505
A Legion of Heroes
Robert McLaughlin LSIG
The capture of the German U-505 was one 
of the most extraordinary stories to emerge 
from the Battle of the Atlantic in World War II. 
The U-505 was the first enemy man of war 
to be captured on the high seas since the 
capture of the British brig, HMS Nautilus, in 
the War of 1812. 244 pp.
978-0-9986615-9-9 
___050292069 paper 19.00
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Last Known Alive
The Search for Sgt. First Class Donald L. 
Sparks, WIA, MIA, POW
Arlyn W. Perkey LSIG
The call of loyalty and the call of friendship 
compelled the author to investigate the fate 
of Donald L. Sparks—a Vietnam veteran with 
the high priority status of Missing in Action-
Prisoner of War-Last Known Alive. Perkey 
pieces together the story of Sparks’ struggle 
to stay alive and return to his beloved Iowa 
home.  166 pp.
978-0-9993638-3-6 
___051162148 paper 14.95

 
The Man With a Hollow Chest
The True Story of a World War ll Paratrooper
D. Hurd LSIG
Readers meet a paratrooper as a boy and 
follow him through a troubled youth ending 
with the World War ll draft, the grueling 
training of jump school, and assignment 
to the European Theater. Here he becomes 
part of the D-Day jump at Normandy and 
the battles to follow in France, Holland, and 
Belgium. 40 pp.
978-1-73305-980-0 
___050547859 paper 10.00

 
Midway Bravery
The Story of the U.S. Army Pilot Whose 
Famed Flight Helped Win a Decisive World 
War II Battle
Dennis Gaub LSIG
Army Air Force pilot Jim Muri flew his 
torpedo-equipped B-26 bomber on a daring 
mission of survival that helped win the Battle 
of Midway in June 1942. He and his crew 
were awarded the Distinguished Service 
Cross for bravery. His story serves as an 
example of dream, purpose, and passion 
fulfilled. 292 pp.
978-1-73387-360-4 
___050561783 24.99

 
Saddle Up
The Story of A Red Scarf
John C. Hedley, LTC USA, Ret. LSIG
The author recounts his experiences and that of 
his fellow brothers in arms in the reconnaissance 
platoon known as Fox Force (E Company, 1st 
Battalion 14th Infantry, 4th Infantry Division) as 
they fought through the jungles of the central 
highlands of the former Republic of South 
Vietnam from 1969-1970. 288 pp.
978-0-9989005-4-4 
___050693078 paper 5% 24.99

INSPIRATIONAL

 
Create your Future
Discover the Power of the Mind and Learn 
How to Take Full Control of Your Life!
Carl-Johan Forssén Ehrlin BZXY
Karin Shearman, translator
The revised edition of the author’s book 
shares his best tricks for taking control of 
life and creating a future. Learn how to work 
mentally to reach goals, find inspiration for 
personal development, and get the keys for 
leading oneself and others in a positive and 
developmental manner.  134 pp.
978-9-18-837533-9 
___050692208 paper 36% 19.99

 
Faith Over Fear
Efe Imienfosa Fruci UNCR
The author awakens readers’ souls, builds 
confidence, and elevates self-esteem. The 
work shows that from pain and struggles 
comes power and strength. 104 pp.
978-1-78972-366-3 
___050870598 paper 20% 10.07

 
Hearing His Voice
Meeting Jesus in the Garden of Promise
Meredith Swift LSIG
Written during recovery from an extremely 
challenging time in the authors life, this book 
records her communications with the Lord 
Jesus. Presented as a devotional and packed 
with Scriptures, it is perfect for reading in 
bite-sized “chunks” to guide, uplift, and 
encourage. 322 pp.
978-0-648-50731-4 
___050651457 paper 12.99

 
I Love, I Smile
Aída Salinas LSIG
and Sharon Kennedy
It is not always easy to love or even act in 
love. It is also not easy to smile when a  
person does not feel like it. In spite of the 
times when it is difficult, giving love and 
smiling will always make any situation 
better. 40 pp.
978-0-578-53447-3 
___051004533 25.00
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It’s Time to Start Living with Passion!
Your Journey To Self-Discovery
Jean Paul Paulynice, MBA BZXY
Explaining that he knows how it feels to 
wake up and not have the enthusiasm to go 
through the rest of the day, the author shares 
his journey along the bumpy road of self-
discovery to give others hope. 80 pp.
978-1-73304-279-6 
___050652681 16.99

 
My F*cking Long Journey To Loving Myself
A Guide to a Shorter Path
Marla Goldberg LSIG
Sharing her story along with a guide to 
some of the most powerful Tips, Tools 
and Techniques (TTT’s) she learned and 
incorporated in her life along the way, the 
author discusses the dysfunction, neglect, 
and abandonment that she encountered 
through growing up. The “thud” of hitting 
the bottom brought her to her knees. 178 pp.
978-0-578-53480-0 
___051151301 paper 15.95

 
No Longer Zombies But Complete in Christ, 
Vol. 1
Sounds and Lyrics Influence Man’s Mind
Rika Geldenhuys HFIE
The book discusses how music can cause 
fear, anxiety, anger, depression, a low self-
esteem, and addictions in a person and can 
cause a person to hide in a false identity. It 
discusses why the Cross of Jesus Christ is 
the Way to life and a person’s true identity. 
402 pp.
978-1-60383-572-5 
___050544946 paper 10% 18.99

 
O.G.—Obtaining Greatness
How to change your mindset so you can 
change your life
Andre L. Buckley DMMT
Foreword by Jimmy E. Greene
Buckley, a Certified Financial Planner, has 
done more than just beat the odds. He’s 
teaching others how to leave the “street 
corners” of their lives and find their personal 
“corner office.” 286 pp.
978-1-73302-810-3 
___050672212 paper 19.95

LANGUAGE ARTS / LINGUISTICS / LITERACY

 
Bleeding Flowers
A Collection of Poetry
Shay Siegel LSIG
The author explores desolation, betrayal, and 
suffering with raw honesty in this collection 
of poems. 84 pp.
978-0-578-51679-0 
___050784191 paper 10% 8.99

 
Book Publishing Secrets for Entrepreneurs
How to Create an International Best-Selling 
Book in as Little as 90 Days Without Writing 
a Single Word!
John North WLDF
Having a published book is one of the 
most powerful ways to gain authority in an 
industry. It’s the ultimate marketing strategy 
that sells itself. The author explains that it 
has never been easier getting a book written, 
published, and into the hands of as many 
people as possible. 194 pp.
978-1-68454-422-6 
___049632273 paper 19.95

 
Cat Paradise
230 Selected Cat Poems: 115 English, 115 
Vietnamese
Nhien D. Nguyen BZXY
Dr. Nguyen, a board-certified psychiatrist, 
examines the peculiarities of feline behavior 
through personal observations of his family’s 
indoor and outdoor cats. Having rekindled 
his passion to write poetry in 2012, he has 
written many hundreds of poems on a wide 
range of subjects, including his family’s eight 
feline friends. 212 pp.
978-1-64570-018-0 
___050796316 paper 17.95

 
Cat Paradise
978-1-64570-016-6 BZXY
___050715639 5% 29.99

 
Turn Your Speaking Into Cash
Branding & Marketing Your Expertise
Judi Moreo TANQ
Written for people who are either getting 
starting in their speaking careers or people 
who are not getting the number of bookings 
they want, reading this resource might get 
them more work than they can handle. 192 pp.
978-0-9968817-9-1 
___051042395 paper 20% 24.95
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Visual Verbiage
Amy L. Levis LSIG
Visual Verbiage is specifically designed as 
a visual, Structured Literacy approach to 
memorizing vocabulary words. Fifth gradeers 
up to adults will learn and understand how 
to personally link to 26 vocabulary words, 
thereby making it a useful tool for reading and 
writing. Great for people who have dyslexia, 
are visual learners, or who are deaf. 88 pp.
978-0-9990031-0-7 
___047112356 paper 17.99

LEGAL REFERENCE / LAW PROFESSION

 
The Impeachment Quagmire
Former Military Intelligence Officer Turned 
Attorney Unravels Mueller Report
Scott S. Barker HIYC
The long-anticipated Mueller Report was 
made available to the public in redacted form 
on April 18, 2019. When the redacted report 
made it to the internet, Trump’s opponents 
did not waste any time in reaching a different 
conclusion: “Impeach Trump now!” This 
timely book examines political motivation, 
interpretation, and correctitude. 290 pp.
978-1-951008-13-0 
___051023189 paper 18.95

 
Trump in Scotland:
The Real Real Deal
Suzanne Kelly MABN
A journalist offers a less-publicized view 
of Donald J. Trump’s efforts in trying—and 
some would say failing—to develop a golf 
resort on the northeast coast of Scotland. 
168 pp.
978-0-9559269-5-2 
___050651627 paper 20% 12.00

 
Wake-Up Call
Policing, Privilege, and Reclaiming Our 
Unalienable Rights
Larry Bearg AVNT
In a well-researched, deeply personal book, 
Bearg searches to understand how the rights 
of all Americans, no matter their race, have 
changed beyond recognition over the past 
50 years—and how police have accumulated 
extraordinary new powers. 376 pp.
978-1-73363-994-1 
___050995401 paper 16.95

LITERATURE - CLASSICS / CRITICISM

 
Arthur Schopenhauer
On the Experience of Life
Arthur Schopenhauer JPIT
compiled by Jorge Pinto Mazal
Schopenhauer (1788-1860) was an influential 
19th century philosopher whose works and 
ideas were followed by other important 
philosophers, particularly by Nietzsche, 
who viewed himself as Schopenhauer’s 
successor. 142 pp.
978-1-934978-72-6 
___050817863 paper 5% 9.95

 
A Christmas Carol
200th Anniversary Collection
Charles Dickens LSIG
The story of Ebenezer Scrooge, an elderly 
miser who is visited by the ghost of his 
former business partner Jacob Marley and 
the spirits of Christmas Past, Present and 
Yet to Come. After their visits, Scrooge is 
transformed into a kinder, gentler man. 108 
pp.
978-1-948132-30-5 
___047786704 paper 20% 6.95

 
Iris Murdoch
A Centenary Celebration
Miles Leeson, editor LSIG
Murdoch is widely acknowledged as one of 
the greatest writers of the 20th century. This 
collection brings together friends, colleagues, 
fellow and past students, and those who 
worked with her to celebrate her life, and 
mark the centenary of her birth. 126 pp.
978-1-912972-00-5 
___051042374 20% 37.95

 
What the Cat Dragged In
Lynda Stephenson OKIT
The author offers a collection of short stories, 
poems, and personal essays, many of which 
have been published, and most have won 
prizes in literary contests. 298 pp.
978-1-977214-01-0 
___050743969 paper 36% 19.95
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LOVE / SEX / MARRIAGE

 
Just Bow
Re-orienting the soul to a place where love 
can grow.
Amy W. Billingsley LSIG
In a brilliant synthesis of family systems 
based on a Biblical world view, the author has 
delivered a profound insight into the proverb, 
“God has bound all men in disobedience in 
order to show mercy.” 246 pp.
978-0-578-51222-8 
___051154416 paper 36% 17.95

MATHEMATICS

 
No-Nonsense Algebra, Spanish Ed.
Richard W. Fisher MTHE
The updated second edition has been 
completely re-edited and now contains 
an extra chapter of quizzes to maximize 
learning. 296 pp.
978-1-73350-183-5 
___050987485 paper 5% 43.95

 
No-Nonsense Algebra Practice Workbook, 
Spanish Ed.
978-1-73350-184-2 MTHE
___050987486 paper 5% 35.95

MEDICAL / NURSING

 
The ABC of Compassionate Communication
26 Steps to Improve your Compassion and 
Communication
Sue Silcox LSIG
Through this easy-to-read book, which uses 
the letters of the alphabet to describe steps 
to compassionate communication, readers 
will receive 26 facets of compassion and their 
relationship to improved communication 
compiled in a new way. 128 pp.
978-0-648-51890-7 
___051101800 paper 20% 7.50

 
Alarming Sleep Secrets
Your Doctor is Making an A*s Out of You
Elizabeth Shannon LSIG
Today Show’s sleep expert Shannon 
controversially explores the lies people are 
told by their doctor, psychiatrist, and do-
gooders. 528 pp.
978-0-648-55842-2 
___050692082 paper 26.50

 
Atrial Fibrillation Explained
Understanding The Next Cardiac Epidemic
Doctor Warrick Bishop MSCS
Foreword by Professor Garry Jennings
One in 30 million people worldwide have 
the “irregularly irregular” heartbeat of atrial 
fibrillation. 178 pp.
978-1-68454-424-0 
___050241580 paper 27.95

 
Communication is Care
9 Empowering Strategies to Guide Patient 
Healing
Jennifer George LSIG
A practical and intuitive guide for current 
and future healthcare providers who want 
to communicate with dignity, empathy, and 
compassion, this resource details how to 
develop strong communication skills and 
lead patients to their highest level of recovery 
function and independence. 140 pp.
978-1-988645-24-7 
___051139387 paper 14.99

 
Death Instinct and Knowledge
Massimo Fagioli LSIG
The author formulated what has become 
known as Human Birth Theory, according 
to which, human thought arises at birth 
with newborns’ reaction to light. This 
theory, which anticipates recent findings 
in contemporary infant research, has been 
confirmed by new scientific discoveries in 
neonatology, neurobiology, and particle 
physics. 368 pp.
978-8-86443-018-8 
___050973789 paper 10% 34.00

 
Into Sanity
Essays About Mental Health, Mental Illness, 
and Living in Between
Martha Nichols, editor SPTK
Preface by Mark Vonnegut
In this remarkable collection, 22 writers 
describe suicidal despair or mania—or 
coming to terms with a generational legacy 
of mental illness. 288 pp.
978-1-73297-480-7 
___050549180 paper 15.00
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Know Your Real Risk of Heart Attack
Is The Single Biggest Killer Lurking In You 
And What To Do About It
Dr. Warrick Bishop LSIG
Foreword by Professor Matthew J. Budoff, 
M.D.
A world-leading cardiologist and three-time 
international bestselling author teaches 
readers about heart attack awareness and 
prevention. 158 pp.
978-1-64204-569-7 
___043526873 paper 24.95

 
Medical Pulse Diagnosis® (MPD(®)
Fundamentals of Chinese Medicine
Robert Doane, L.Ac., LSIG
and Marcus Gadau, Ph.D.
Sharing the precise details of his unique 
system for determining the diagnosis of 
patient conditions, the author teaches how to 
develop the tactile sensitivity as well as the 
systematic logic that will guide correct pulse 
diagnosis and effective patient care. 178 pp.
978-1-942661-35-1 
___050411475 paper 5% 79.99

MUSIC

 
A Friend’s Guide to Chamber Music
European Trends from Haydn to Shostakovich
Nancy Monsman LSIG
Written for enthusiastic listeners and 
performers of chamber music as well as 
new listeners exploring this unique form, 
this guide surveys 175 works for three or 
more instruments written by 35 composers, 
ordered chronologically so that influences 
and developments can be discerned. 280 pp.
978-0-692-16367-2 
___050562462 paper 20% 18.95

 
Notes on Key
Lawrence E. Anderson, Ph.D. LSIG
The breadth and depth of Dr. Anderson’s 
knowledge about music is beyond 
impressive, and his passion for encouraging 
readers to explore and expand their own 
connection with the many dimensions of 
music is apparent in every chapter. 414 pp.
978-1-63132-065-1 
___050637871 paper 24.95

NATURE / FIELD GUIDE BOOKS

 
The Ecology of Story
World as Character
Nina Munteanu LSIG
Learn the fundamentals of ecology, insights 
of world-building, and how to master 
layering-in of metaphoric connections 
between setting and character in the third 
guidebook in Munteanu’s acclaimed “how 
to write” series for novice and professional 
writers.  200 pp.
978-0-9811636-5-9 
___050672027 paper 5% 25.00

 
A Year on the Tump
Daniel P.T. Thomas LSIG
The author unveils the seasons of life on 
Chincoteague Island—the wonder of its 
natural surroundings, its hearty down-to-
earth people, and life in a small community. 
Told with artistic imagery and humor, where 
the sights and sounds of the front porch 
are more intriguing than television or the 
internet, Thomas takes the reader to a place 
where everyone knows your name, or at 
least your business. 380 pp.
978-1-64184-098-9 
___050612458 paper 18.99

NEW AGE / PARAPSYCHOLOGY

 
Afterlife
a modern guide to the unseen realms
Ian Lawton RTSI
For millennia, various prophets, gurus, 
visionaries and mystics have given 
descriptions of what happens after death. 
Their tales of assorted heavens and hells 
have inspired and terrified in equal measure. 
This guide will dispel the illusions and free 
the soul to expand into realms previously 
attained only by the few. 516 pp.
978-0-9572573-7-5 
___050916710 paper 20% 22.95

 
Alchemy of Awareness
Raelene Byrne LSIG
After decades of remembering, learning, and 
experiencing, the author leads readers on a 
journey of hope, wisdom, new beginnings, 
expanded thoughts, and a return to the 
potential they are, as unique, evolving 
souls gifting their imprints, energies, and 
vibrations in this world of change. 266 pp.
978-0-648-53051-0 
___050691811 paper 20% 27.00
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Awakended by the Light
CoCo Saltzgiver PMNY
Embark on a transformative journey with 
the Saltzgiver as she starts in a world of 
seizures and medication, to brain surgery, 
and the not-so-talked about aftermath. Learn 
and relate to universal truths in her healing 
process and meet those who were part of the 
process. 90 pp.
978-0-578-50071-3 
___051098609 paper 12.99

 
Conscious Nature
The Art and Neuroscience of Meditating In 
Nature
Josh Lane MOPT
Through entertaining stories and over 36 
engaging practices, expert outdoors mentor 
Lane shares a pathway to exploring one’s 
relationship with nature for greater well-
being and daily inspiration. 330 pp.
978-1-73379-710-8 
___050547447 paper 38% 16.99

 
Consciousness and Energy, Vol. 4
Trump, The Sting, The Catastrophe Cycle and 
Consciousness
Penny Kelly LLLL
From an effort to track what was happening 
behind the scenes in Washington, D.C., to the 
shock of discovering that the world is facing 
a micro-nova, to the discovery of a date for 
the massive event, this is a journey that 
brings readers face-to-face with the fact that 
their best—and maybe only—hope is the full 
development of consciousness.   232 pp.
978-0-9632934-9-7 
___050655176 paper NET 21.95

 
High Heels to High Seas
Finding The Courage to Live Your Dream
Brenda Pollock LSIG
The author found her courage, kicked off her 
high heels, and gained her sea legs aboard 
a 41-foot sailboat after she left her glossy 
corporate lifestyle to live a dream. 264 pp.
978-1-73301-282-9 
___050978160 10% 19.95

 
Our Magnificent Afterlife
Beyond Our Fondest Dreams
C. David Lundberg HVHT
A groundbreaking, thorough overview of 
the afterlife, this text includes excerpts 
from dozens of sources that include many 
from souls who live there (via telepathic 
reports). Its 55 chapters include what souls 
do with their time; Summerland; Purgatory; 
telepathy; judgment; spiritual bodies; cities; 
government; recreation, and more. 276 pp.
978-0-9796308-1-1 
___050562299 paper 17.95

 
The Path Leads Here
How to live mindfully in a busy world
Simon Michaels LSIG
Stress has become the most common cause 
of sickness at work. It undermines personal 
health and business productivity. In this 
collection of over 50 essays, the author 
shares his insights into living mindfully in a 
busy world. He combines deep wisdom with 
practical tools. 126 pp.
978-1-78926-465-4 
___045553113 paper 11.99

 
Tarot Tour Guide, 2nd Ed.
Tarot, The Four Elements, and Your Spiritual 
Journey
Christiana Gaudet LSIG
Included in the book are tarot spreads, 
sample readings, meditations and tarot 
spells to bring love, healing and prosperity. 
Tarot itself is a book of spiritual wisdom in 
picture form that maps the journey of life, 
describing the experiences and lessons 
people encounter along the way. 226 pp.
978-1-73287-970-6 
___050688964 paper 24.95

 
Toxic to Transformed 
100 Words of Life to Renew the Mind
Donna L. Lewis LSIG
There are few things people go through that 
can match the devastation of toxic verbal 
and emotional abuse. It demolishes personal 
boundaries, self-worth, and the ability 
to engage with life-giving relationships. 
Possibly worst of all, dreams are discarded 
along with the God-given potential inside. 
122 pp.
978-0-578-53099-4 
___050800317 paper 15.95
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Unschooling for Parents
A Mystic’s Guide to Awakening with Children
Hope Johnson LSIG
Written for those who are interested in healing 
the root cause of feeling stressed, angry, 
frustrated, disappointed, irritated, or afraid 
as a parent or as a caretaker to children, this 
guide offers an entirely different approach to 
what humans have named, “parenting.” It’s 
aimed at dispelling conditioned beliefs and 
deepening the connection between parents 
and children. 218 pp.
978-1-73301-120-4 
___050546044 paper 19.97

 
The Vessel of One
Channeled Messages from Angels, E.T.’s and 
Saints
Craig Lefebvre LSIG
Sharing channeled messages from the 
angels, ET’s, and saints, this work will change 
readers’ perspective son what God is, and 
man’s relationship to the all. Learn how 
everything in the universe was created by 
the One. 100 pp.
978-0-578-47077-1 
___050549133 paper 12.99

 
Vibrating at the Speed of Love
A Traveler’s Meditation
Rosalie Cushman LSIG
Short easy-to-read passages written in 
contemplative fashion address the tension 
between imprisonment of thoughts driven by 
ego and those offering peace and liberation 
from the Divine. While born out of a medical 
crisis, it emerged as an inspirational 
experience fueled by love. 124 pp.
978-1-73380-230-7 
___050580142 paper 9.95

 
White Magnetic Wizard Year
Attracting Receptivity
Vasumi Zjikaa et al. BZXY
A daily planner based on natural cycles 
of time and evolving consciousness, this 
edition carries Daily Codes from the Galactic 
Maya, including codes for deciphering one’s 
personal Dreamspell signature, as well as 
a practical layout designed to help readers 
stay in the flow. 164 pp.
978-1-64606-291-1 
___050543091 paper 29.99

NONFICTION - TRUE CRIME / ESPIONAGE

 
Blunt Force Yoga
True Crime Memoir
Lisa Jones VAFP
A botched homicide investigation unfolds in 
Long Beach, California, in a climate of lies 
and cover-ups. 116 pp.
978-0-9826544-4-6 
___050599111 paper 9.99

 
Camino del Diablo
Dianne DiMille, Ph.D., et al. LSIG
DEA agent Larry Hardin and two private 
investigators, Jeff Pearce and Randy 
Torgeson, decided to bring down the Garcia 
organization, a notorious drug cartel that 
operated along the southwest border of 
the U.S. For five years, these three men led 
separate but simultaneous investigations. 
Spanish Ed. 400 pp.
978-1-73363-507-3 
___051154437 paper 16.45

 
Wanted: The History of Mukhtar Ablyazov
Gary Cartwright LSIG
With the approach of the 10th anniversary 
of his flight from the authorities in his 
homeland, Kazakhstan, many cases of 
transnational cases related to the fugitive 
fraudster Ablyazov do not show any signs of 
weakening. 130 pp.
978-1-910886-70-0 
___050894672 paper 5% 12.95

PHILOSOPHY

 
Atomphysik und menschliche Erkenntnis, 
Band I (Atomic Physics and Human 
Knowledge)
Ali Najafizadeh LSIG
The ninth volume in the Najafizadeh.Org 
Philosophy of Science series. Persian ed. 112 
pp.
978-1-73310-830-0 
___050775057 paper NET 10.00
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Schritte über Grenzen, 10th Ed. (Steps 
Beyond Boundaries: Collected Speeches and 
Essays)
Ali Najafizadeh LSIG
This volume is part of the Najafizadeh.Org 
Series in Philosophy and History of Science. 
Persian editions. 214 pp.
978-1-73310-832-4 
___051008993 paper NET 18.00

PHOTOGRAPHY

 
Chasing Light
Laura Keen LSIG
With a portfolio initially comprised largely 
of no trespassing sites, urban decay, and 
rust as the backdrop to musicians, models, 
actors, and artists, Philadelphia- and New 
York-based Keen began gathering fashion 
industry clients as diverse as Urban 
Outfitters, L.A.M.B, and Artificial Intrique. 
Her mantra “Life doesn’t happen in studios” 
always makes for fun and energized shoots. 
118 pp.
978-1-64111-340-3 
___050582181 paper 19.95

 
Good Morning America
How are ya!
Michael Ray Nott LSIG
These raw black and white images, shot in 
the streets of Nashville over four years, are 
a study in contrast—-people, events, and 
opinions. The photographs bear witness to 
this place and this time in America. Time to 
wake up.  86 pp.
978-0-578-50420-9 
___050561786 paper 33.00

 
Nature As It Happens: African Wildlife
Vol. 1: Birds
Johan J. Botha, photographer LSIG
In this stunning new series, the astonishing 
live-action photographs of Botha reveal the 
fascinating environs of the wildlife of Africa. With 
each volume, a new facet of daily life in these 
beautiful, yet savage lands is revealed. 106 pp.
978-1-73381-242-9 
___050637422 paper 10% 69.00

 
Nature As It Happens: African Wildlife
Vol. 2: Big Cats
978-1-73381-246-7 LSIG
___051116652 paper 10% 69.00

PLAYS / DRAMA

 
The Mistress of Desire & The Orchid Lover
Book I
J.A. Jackson LSIG
Brazenly, this work unleashes a torrent 
scandal of treachery and deceit that shatters 
the illusions of happiness for everyone. 
Readers will discover four lives are 
intertwined into an ambitious game forged 
by betrayal and deceit where sex, love, and 
hate are only the means to an end.  262 pp.
978-1-946010-25-4 
___050619634 paper 17.99

POETRY

 
Alive in this Place
Susan Dworski Nusbaum CFTW
The poems in this collection travel across 
lifetimes, each twist and turn of the outer 
world reflecting an inner landscape, 
narratives unfolding against ever-changing 
backdrops—places, seasons, and decades. 
138 pp.
978-1-60381-547-5 
___050903159 paper 12.95

 
Archives of Memories
Poems of a World War II Survivor
Yefim Medvedovskiy LSIG
The author, as a little boy from three to six 
years old, survived the entire 900 days of 
Siege of Leningrad. His subsistence was 
only possible through the self-sacrifice of 
his mother. He endured merciless starvation, 
the unheated walls amidst the cruel Russian 
winter, and endless lines just to obtain 
drinking water. These powerful impressions 
ultimately transformed into emotional 
poetry. 318 pp.
978-0-578-48011-4 
___050938263 paper 14.99

 
As Lovers Always Do
Marne Wilson LSIG
Wilson writes a collection of poems about the 
life of a woman going through her loveless 
marriage and divorcing. 46 pp.
978-0-9988976-6-0 
___051001807 paper 10.00
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The Farm Wife’s Almanac
Shari Wagner HERA
As she contends with forces that threaten to 
uproot what she loves, the farm wife emerges 
as a prophetic voice from America’s heartland, 
embracing a concept of community that 
includes the dead and the living, neighbors 
and strangers, cultivated fields, and ditches 
thick with milkweed. 116 pp.
978-1-68027-015-0 
___050653166 paper 36% 13.95

 
Freedom in God’s Word
The Simplicity of God’s Word
Robert and Lillie Terry MKDM
Not intended to replace the Bible, this edition 
is only an avenue of daily devotional reading. 
94 pp.
978-1-64606-057-3 
___050902467 paper 10.95

 
Grace and Grit
Empowering Poetry
Nikki Van Ekeren LSIG
The author’s second book of poetry ventures 
into self-empowerment and what it means to 
feel happy and fulfilled in the modern world. 
128 pp.
978-0-578-43406-3 
___050869622 paper 14.99

 
Lunatic Moons: Insomnia Cantatas
Elisavietta Ritchie LSIG
and Suzanne Shelden
A delightful conversation between poet 
Ritchie and artist Shelden, this text explores 
the realms of poetry and cats by moonlight. 
96 pp.
978-0-9977147-4-6 
___050936813 paper 20.00

 
My Maine
Haiku through the Seasons
Bette A. Stevens BWWR
The author’s 150 haiku poems, along with 
her photographs, reflect the Maine she 
knows and loves. 112 pp.
978-1-73389-650-4 
___050903800 paper 25% 16.00

 
Northern Moons
And the Hunt for an Artisan Quark
Rob Taylor LSIG
With 50 new, original poems, this collection 
emerges as a continuum to Taylor’s previous 
books, The Irreducible Primary and Noesis. 
His writings focus precisely on the spiritual 
health of the human species. 114 pp.
978-1-999460-41-9 
___050688663 30.00

 
Prodigal
Michael C. Davis FNPJ
Davis’ poetry collection is a deeply moving 
odyssey of mourning, searching,  struggle, 
and passion. Through his vivid imagery, 
fresh use of language and wisdom, Davis 
tells stories of the human condition in ways 
that haven’t been told before. 54 pp.
978-1-73269-889-5 
___051082366 paper 20% 20.00

 
Speaking for the Unspeakable
Eli Whitney MYNM
When the author turned 13, a special 
special education teacher taught him to use 
facilitated communication to spell words. 
Born mute and with little control of his 
muscles, he relays thoughtful poems about 
family, politics, and life as an autistic adult.  
88 pp.
978-1-944497-03-3 
___050551448 paper 18.00
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Swear Words & Love Notes
P.T. Berkey LSIG
This volume takes readers into the life and 
mind of the author as he writes of love, 
imagination, beauty, loss, heartbreak, and 
adventure. He has a way of communicating 
the human condition in a heartfelt, yet 
straightforward way that touches the heart 
and soul with a raw eloquence. 194 pp.
978-1-73309-684-3 
___050639243 paper 18.99

 
These Several Women
Love Poems
Cristina L. White LSIG
A collection of poetry about love, desire, and 
memories of past loves, this textcaptures 
both the joy and heartbreak love can bring. 
54 pp.
978-0-9906261-3-8 
___051024003 paper 20% 12.00

 
Uncle Harold’s Maxwell House Haggadah
Danny Caine LSIG
A probing, comedic exploration of Passover 
and its food and culture in one Midwestern 
family, these poems explore tradition and 
commercialism. 42 pp.
978-0-9988976-8-4 
___046640042 paper 10.00

 
Under the Applesauce Tree
W.F. Postle MUND
This author writes about whatever pops into 
his mind in the simplest form. Subject matter: 
to be old, to be young, to be cowardly, to be 
brave, to be unconcerned about spending too 
much time staring off into space wondering 
why. 76 pp.
978-0-578-52696-6 
___050985212 paper 15.00

 
Waterfalls of Therapy
Poetry, Healing, and Growth Series
Michael R. Elliott LSIG
An illuminating collection of poetry about the 
therapy process, this work is about listening 
to and discovering oneself. 128 pp.
978-1-939686-46-6 
___051116654 paper 21.95

 
When Love Rises
Michelle G. Stradford LSIG
An emotional poetic thriller, this collection 
takes readers on a journey through the 
multiple stages of love—the initial spark 
of romance, deeply felt love, heartbreak, 
healing and rediscovering self-worth, and 
ultimately finding the courage to move on 
and try love again. 178 pp.
978-0-9855527-2-5 
___050272090 paper 8.99

POLITICS - CURRENT EVENTS

 
Chicago Is Not Broke
Funding the City We Deserve 
created by Tom Tresser LSIG
The author has assembled a great team of 
Chicago experts to write short articles on 
how to save and generate majpr revenues 
for Chicago that are progressive, sustainable, 
and not wrung from those who can least 
afford to pay. 106 pp.
978-1-36510-977-5 
___050869721 paper 15.00

 
A Little Prince in the Land of the Mullahs
The True Story of a Teenager Who Stood up 
to the Mullahs’ Regime in Iran
Massoumeh Raouf Basharidoust LSIG
Summer Harman, illustrator
Foreword by Linda Chavez
Ahmad, the hero of this story, was killed in 
1988 at the age of 24, while in captivity but 
the perpetrators of the murder remain in key 
positions of power in Iran. 114 pp.
978-1-944942-29-8 
___050674994 paper 5% 18.95
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Louisiana’s Rogue Sheriffs
A Culture of Corruption
Tom Aswell CLAP
The author peels back the layers of corruption 
to expose the dark side of law enforcement 
in Louisiana. 376 pp.
978-1-73319-680-2 
___050975636 paper NET 35.00

 
The Ramifications of Innovation Singularity
Questioning our Rush to Acceptance
Mark P. Dangelo LSIG
Across polarized cultures, the use of 
innovations must be framed as part 
of a greater mosaic—a larger, difficult 
conversation. Personal and cultural 
dependence on innovations, at a time of 
rising nationalism and populism, will usher 
in startling consequences shattering ideals 
of business, ethics, strategy, behaviors, and 
individual privacy. 418 pp.
978-0-9989235-4-3 
___051154431 paper 19.95

 
Trump’s Corrupt United Nations
The Prequel to Trump, Facebook, the UN & 
Soros
Pallavi Kakoti-McHugh BZXY
A former staffer uncovers the racism, sexism, 
corruption, and cover-up at the United 
Nations. 146 pp.
978-1-63587-843-1 
___050904990 paper 29.00

PSYCHOLOGY

 
After The Storm
Our Journey through Grief
Regina Thompson-Jenkins LSIG
and John Jenkins, Jr.
When their 19-year-old son was tragically 
killed by a senseless act of gun violence, 
the authors faced the storm of a lifetime. 
Married for only three years they found 
themselves at a crossroad, experiencing 
the most unthinkable and unique pain that 
accompanies the loss of a child. 124 pp.
978-1-950952-00-7 
___050693015 paper 15.00

 
Barbara and My Boys:
Life Stories of Change, Community and 
Purpose.
Michael Oropollo Jr. LSIG
and Debra Warner, Psy.D.
Telling the stories of five interventionists who 
work the streets of some of Los Angeles’ 
toughest neighborhoods, each provides a 
close-up of a life most people only see through 
the lens of Hollywood fantasy. This edition is 
the reality behind that fantasy. 126 pp.
978-0-578-53158-8 
___050988330 paper 5% 19.95

 
Catching Your Breath in Grief
...and grace will lead you home
Thomas Attig LSIG
William L. Rathje, photographer
Catching Your Breath in Grief...and grace will 
lead you home is a one-of-a-kind, heart-to-
heart invitation to reflect on essential realities 
of life, deep human needs in soul and spirit, 
agonies of loss, and the hope and meaning 
possible in dark times. 80 pp.
978-0-9880760-2-0 
___050671994 paper NET 20.95

 
How the Brain Thinks
Dr. Graham J. Desborough LSIG
Calling on new research in neuroscience and 
a new interpretation of old ideas, this book 
tackles the age-old questions of how thinking, 
consciousness and emotion happen. 298 pp.
978-0-473-46708-1 
___050889393 paper 5% 16.99

 
Moving Beyond Grief
How To Shift From Grief & Loss To Joy & 
Peace
Lucy Appadoo LSIG
The author describes theories of grieving 
based on clinical research and provides 
practical techniques to help people move 
beyond grief and loss. The text is rich in 
information and personal stories that will 
inspire anyone to keep going even in the 
darkest moment. 76 pp.
978-0-648-46471-6 
___050683208 paper 6.99
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On Consciousness
Science & Subjectivity
Bernard J. Baars TGBK
Global Workspace Theory (GWT) is a widely 
used framework for the role of conscious and 
unconscious experiences in the functioning 
of the brain. These updated works, from 
the recipient of INNS 2019 Hermann von 
Helmholtz Life Contribution Award, form 
a coherent effort to organize a large and 
growing body of scientific evidence about 
conscious brains. 682 pp.
978-1-73290-480-4 
___050697865 paper 20% 108.00

 
On Consciousness
978-1-73290-482-8 TGBK
___050698516 139.00

 
Recovery is My Best Revenge
Collected Essays, Vol. 1 and 2
Carolyn Spring LSIG
Spring writes candidly from a number of 
perspectives about her experiences of living 
with trauma-related dissociation, and her 
journey of recovery over 10 years. 190 pp.
978-0-9929619-3-0 
___050802729 paper 19.99

 
Teen Suicide & Self-Harm Prevention 
Workbook
A Clinician’s Guide to Assist Teen Clients
Ester R.A. Leutenberg WHOP
and John J. Liptak, Ed.D.
Designed to be used with clients in the care 
of a trained clinician, the purpose of this 
workbook is to provide information and tools 
that build upon each other to help clients 
manage thoughts, feelings, and behaviors 
related to self-harm and suicide. 138 pp.
978-1-57025-359-1 
___051022632 paper 36% 29.95

 
Unshame
Healing Trauma-Based Shame Through 
Psychotherapy
Carolyn Spring LSIG
A book for psychotherapists and their 
clients—and for anyone who wants to make 
the journey from shame to unshame. 210 pp.
978-1-999864-61-3 
___050553741 paper 19.99

RELIGION - BIBLES

 
The Great End-Time Deception
What Every Christian Should Know
Edward T. Chambers LSIG
Chambers has created a valuable resource 
that speaks definitively on the topic of 
the Rapture to allow Christians to see for 
themselves that there is no biblical evidence 
of its existence.  132 pp.
978-1-64111-226-0 
___050692529 paper 20% 11.99

 
Mirror Bible, 8th Ed. Revised
Francois du Toit LSIG
The author offers a paraphrase from the 
original Greek text. While the detailed shades 
of meaning of every Greek word have been 
closely studied, he has taken into account 
the consistent context of the entire chapter 
within the wider epistle. 786 pp.
978-0-9922236-3-2 
___050703807 20% 54.00

 
Spiritual Warfare
Understanding The System
Dr. Nelson K. Williams LSIG
Even though the victory has been won, and 
death has been swallowed up, the enemy 
still prowls around like a sniper, setting his 
sights on the unaware. Satan still battles even 
though Jesus finished it on Good Friday and 
victory was declared Easter morn.  128 pp.
978-1-49510-972-0 
___050889394 paper 36% 21.99

RELIGION - CHRISTIAN

 
Broken to Restored
A Story of Faith and Healing
Melvina Peka LSIG
Finding herself lost in the web of lies and 
false pretenses, the author challenges life 
and God Himself, and asks her questions, 
that if she was the apple of His eye as He said 
in His Word then why He allowed such trials 
in her life? 360 pp.
978-0-648-57230-5 
___050555482 paper 18.95
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Christmas Abiding
Stories of Blessings Bestowed
James B. Macomson, DDS SDIT
The author presents a magnificent holiday 
collection of five short stories about ordinary 
people touched by the extraordinary, full of 
poignant moments and blessings bestowed 
in the least likely places. 96 pp.
978-1-73399-451-4 
___050688392 20% 20.00

 
Good Morning
A Journal, a Cup of Coffee, and Jesus
James DuBro LSIG
The author reflects on his experiences, 
prayers, and thoughts shared with Jesus 
each morning. 430 pp.
978-0-578-51163-4 
___050519282 paper 5% 19.95

 
Grasping Your Assignment
There is Grace for Your Place
Dr. David Copeland LSIG
It wasn’t until the author had been in 
ministry for almost 20 years that he began to 
understand that the will of God and the call 
of God are progressive in nature. God always 
shows Christians the end of a thing before 
the beginning. In other words, it’s a process. 
76 pp.
978-0-578-53888-4 
___051138007 paper 16.99

 
One Family
Indivisible: A Spiritual Memoir
Steven Greenebaum MSIS
The author engagingly invites the reader into 
a deeply spiritual and lifelong journey that 
leads to the inclusivity and mutual respect 
possible with Interfaith. This is a book for 
seekers of all races, ethnicities, and spiritual 
paths who search for that elusive goal of a 
community of love and inclusion that also 
respects diversity.  260 pp.
978-1-933455-46-4 
___050902651 paper 19.95

 
What Is Your Life?
How to make real friends, grow your faith 
and change the world
Brett Longo LSIG
According to the Apostle Paul, for every day 
in heaven, a thousand years on Earth pass 
by. This work was designed to help young 
Christians share their faith with friends much 
the same way Jesus did. Full of inspiring 
stories and practical lessons on just how and 
when to share your faith, What is Your Life? 
will help anyone win hearts for the Kingdom 
of God.  208 pp.
978-0-9987746-4-0 
___051042393 25% 24.95

 
What They Saw
Monica Bennett-Ryan LSIG
In 2011, three ordinary Christians took on 
the might of Australia’s Defence Intelligence. 
Though they had no evidence of the 
corruption they saw—and could have been 
jailed for revealing what they knew—they 
nevertheless went to the media and watched 
in awe as God exposed the greatest security 
scandal in Australia’s history. 340 pp.
978-0-9943256-3-1 
___050870548 paper 25% 19.99

 
Written for Our Learning
Mapping the Old Testament for Kids
Karen Puckett LSIG
This Old Testament curriculum takes a fresh 
approach at teaching primary level students. 
Each of the 26 lessons provides teachers 
everything they need to prepare and present 
the lessons along with activities for the 
students. 176 pp.
978-1-73266-611-5 
___050671148 paper 19.95

RELIGION - CONTEMPORARY ISSUES

 
The God Revolution
How Ideas About God Radically Changed 
During The Modern Era
Keith Hill LSIG
It’s a long journey from “God be with you” to 
“the Force be with you.” Four hundred years 
ago scientists challenged how humanity 
saw the world. The God Revolution explores 
how the subsequent social and intellectual 
changes led to radical new concepts of God. 
232 pp.
978-0-473-18763-7 
___039464564 paper 16.00
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The Manual for Soul Fishing
Daniel Owens LSIG
In this manual the author details how readers 
can learn the techniques of fishing for men—
the when, what, how, and where—to grow 
church membership, Bible Study attendance, 
and transform lives. 80 pp.
978-0-578-52768-0 
___050656228 paper 10% 12.00

 
Verdant Gnosis
Cultivating the Green Path, Vol. 5
Catamara Rosarium et al., editors LSIG
Verdant Gnosis brings together international 
authorities on the Green Way, ranging 
from plant alchemists, shamanic herb-
masters, to bioregional animists. The edition 
explains how to communicate deeply with 
the mysterious intelligence of the plant 
kingdom, breaking down the barriers of 
anthropocentric thinking that separate 
humanity from nature. 186 pp.
978-1-947544-20-8 
___051022834 paper 20% 24.00

RELIGION - INSPIRATION / SPIRITUALITY

 
A 40-Day Journey of Prayer for Your Marriage
Timothy A. Heck LSIG
Research is clear that the practice of faith 
makes a considerable difference in marriage. 
Here a former ordained minister and marriage 
and family therapist brings his study on 
prayer home in this simple compilation of 40 
original prayers for marriage. 96 pp.
978-0-578-50885-6 
___050627858 paper 5% 10.00

 
The Church in Crisis
Bruce Williams LTIZ
with Alta Ada Williams
The church has lost its saltiness. God has 
identified many problems to the authors that 
He wants corrected. 152 pp.
978-1-73228-694-8 
___050562062 paper 20% 16.00

 
His Prayers and Mine
A 356 day Devotional Commentary
Rick Astle LSIG
Foreword by J. Chris Schofield
This 365-day devotional commentary presents 
an in-depth study and encouragement for 
those who are determined to go deeper into 
a life of prayer. It combines a daily teaching 
on the subject of prayer with a devotional 
and prayer challenge for each day. 392 pp.
978-1-73391-370-6 
___050800521 paper 36% 16.95

RELIGION - REFERENCE

 
The Mark Gospel: 31 Parable Stories
Michael Carrell MLEC
In an earlier book, the author revealed how he 
came to discover an important secret hidden 
within every book, letter, writing, and gospel of 
the Greek Old Testament and New Testament. 
This secret enables every Greek text to be 
presented in its intended, teaching, literary 
form: a string of parableStories. 142 pp.
978-0-578-48640-6 
___050547211 paper 15.95

 
Revelation
The Apocalypse Uncovered
Francois du Toit LSIG
The book of Revelation is the most abused 
and misunderstood book of the Bible. Its 
language is purely symbolic. Its rich imagery 
celebrates the Champion of the Ages, the 
slain and risen Lamb of God bringing closure 
to every definition of judgment in his death 
and resurrection. 302 pp.
978-0-9922236-2-5 
___050724146 paper 20% 20.00

 
Rewriting Paul
Original Translations of the Letters of Paul 
(1 Thessalonians, Galatians, Philippians, 
Philemon, and Romans)
Timothy W. Seid LSIG
Popular translations of the Bible are too 
generic for anyone to reach a definitive 
interpretation and often perpetuate old 
concepts. Seid takes a bold approach to 
Christian origins and offers fresh translations 
of the earliest of the New Testament authors. 
318 pp.
978-0-578-53701-6 
___051116849 paper 24.95
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The Scriptures
A Verse by Verse Commentary of the New 
Testament
Joe Adams RDMP
Written in simple everyday language, this 
easy-to-use resource can be understood 
by readers of all ages and levels of biblical 
knowledge. Suitable for Bible study or 
devotions. 1,198 pp.
978-1-68314-702-2 
___050869601 paper 69.99

RELIGION - RELIGIOUS FICTION

 
Love Lifted Me
Nehemiah’s Story
Lisa Washington LSIG
Danger lurks around every corner for 
career military man and government, secret 
operative Nehemiah Bolden. He meets an 
attractive woman while on vacation and has 
an overwhelming need to protect her. He 
soon discovers that meeting her is more than 
a coincidence. 188 pp.
978-0-9998871-4-1 
___050638125 paper 12.99

RELIGION - THEOLOGY

 
The Plowman Shall Overtake The Reaper
Lora Allison VSNB
Foreword by Chuck D. Pierce
Full of prophetic metaphor with strong 
symbolism from Jesus’ parables and great 
illumination into the purposes of God for this 
generation, this edition is a Bible-filled and 
comprehensive manual that can be used to 
teach others and also to encourage readers 
to become equipped in their callings as 
harvest-reapers. 208 pp.
978-1-61529-217-2 
___050868671 paper 20% 16.95

 
A Toolkit for Confessions
Symbolics 101
James M. Renihan RFOM
This edition aids students in the study of 
English Puritan Confessions of Faith. 166 pp.
978-0-9965198-1-6 
___050910615 paper 20% 14.00

RELIGION - WORLD RELIGIONS

 
Muslims’ Greatest Challenge
Choosing Between Tradition and Islam
Omar M. Ramahi LSIG
The author investigates why Islam, as 
embodied in the Mushaf, calls for a sharply 
different set of norms than those adopted 
by the majority of Muslims. He takes a 
methodical approach to analyzing the 
techniques that evolved throughout the ages 
to marginalize the Muslims’ mind and to 
project reason as the archenemy of Islam. 
438 pp.
978-1-999163-00-6 
___050798520 paper 24.00

 
Sex and Violence in Tibetan Buddhism
The Rise and Fall of Sogyal Rinpoche
Mary Finnigan LSIG
and Rob Hogendoorn
The authors share the story of how a 
penniless Tibetan refugee with fierce 
ambition managed to establish himself in 
the West as a renowned Buddhist lama and 
hoodwink thousands of people, including 
show business luminaries, tycoons, and 
politicians for more than 30 years. 204 pp.
978-0-9863770-9-9 
___050988332 paper 19.95

SCIENCE

 
Journal of Scientific Exploration, Vol. 33,  
Number 2
Society for Scientific Exploration JAQK
This edition discusses topics including 
Imagination and Reactance in a Psi Task, 
Homeopathy and the Action of Meaning, and 
A Camera-Based Tracking System for Ouija 
Research. 164 pp.
978-0-9988432-8-5 
___050869602 paper NET 24.95

 
Welcome to...Zoo Paradise
A New Model for Humane Zoological 
Gardens
Jaime Jackson LSIG
Many wild animals are now finding refuge 
from certain extinction in zoos, whose 
keepers and supporters have truly risen up 
to help in the highest humanitarian spirit. 
But is traditional “zoo life” our best course 
of action for these dispossessed creatures? 
132 pp.
978-0-9997305-8-4 
___050667375 paper 24.95
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SELF-HELP

 
Aiden McGee Gets A Case of the “Actuallys”
Aaron McGinley LSIG
Nicole Filippone, illustrator
Everywhere Aiden goes, from the classroom 
to his home, he can’t help but correct others, 
sometimes on the most trivial of facts—until 
one day, a doctor gives him a secret strategy 
that could change everything. Will he keep 
correcting, or is there a different way? 30 pp.
978-1-73308-592-2 
___051004531 paper 12.00

 
Chasing A Flawed Sun
Daniel McGhee LSIG
The phrase “jeroin saved my life” could be 
considered both controversial and even 
offensive to some. However in this work, the 
author shows how after breaking him down 
and almost taking his life several times, the 
battle with the drug did just that. 458 pp.
978-1-73394-850-0 
___050638151 paper 10% 16.95

 
Empath
A Complete Guide for Developing Your Gift 
and Finding Your Sense of Self
Judy Dyer LSIG
Due to the high sensitivity of feelings of those 
around them, an empath can end up caring 
for the needs of everyone else but their own. 
Dyer offers to guide a new empath through 
their journey. 106 pp.
978-1-989588-02-4 
___050979642 paper 5% 24.99

 
Falling Trees, Color Blind Scientists, and 
Addiction
A Complete Guide to Addiction for Substance 
Abusers and Their Families
Mark Myers, LCSW, CADC, LSIG
and Janet Myers, LCSW, PEL
Explaining the different faces of addiction 
and how difficult it can be to define, the 
authors discuss the workings of addiction 
so that readers may be better equipped to 
reclaim a healthy lifestyle. 228 pp.
978-0-578-51791-9 
___050672243 paper 15.95

 
Hawk Woman’s Water Dance Notebook
Imagine
Sue Roya LSIG
A creative writing notebook/journal, this 
volume is designed to inspire and spark 
the imagination, to write freely without any 
rules, to just let oneself go. 142 pp.
978-0-9987784-3-3 
___051111145 paper 36% 14.95

 
How to Overcome Every Obstacle and Land 
On Top!
Patrice Lee LSIG
Everyone faces adversity in one form or 
another, but great minds don’t waddle in the 
mud, make excuses, or throw in the towel. 
Great men and women overcome the hurdles 
and roadblocks of life to achieve greatness. 
Those overwhelmed by the storms of life 
can overcome it by following the eight steps 
outlined in this text. 104 pp.
978-1-73262-100-8 
___051148056 paper 5% 9.00

 
Living by the Voice of Your Soul
Robert F. Graves BZXY
Healer Graves teaches how to access and 
communicate with the voice of one’s soul to 
make every decision the best decision, to self-
heal and reduce stress, to find harmony in all 
relationships, and to know which actions to 
take that will set the course of one’s life for 
the next 20 years or more.    132 pp.
978-1-73300-670-5 
___050937468 paper 10.99

 
My Experiment
Tracy Rolling LSIG
A beautifully designed guide and 
documentation support to microdosing and 
self-experimentation of any kind, this volume 
is ideal to track dietary changes, medication 
changes, changes to routine, and to figuring 
out over the course of 37 days what benefits 
are seen from the experiment. 72 pp.
978-3-9821062-0-5 
___051042363 paper 24.00
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No More Bananas
How to Keep Your Cool in the Collective 
Madness
Jeroen Kraaijenbrink LSIG
In this amiable, open, and accessible work, 
the author takes readers on his personal 
journey out of Bananaland. Drawing from 
cognitive psychology, martial arts, Saint 
Benedict, personal experience, and a wide 
range of other sources, he offers a nine-step 
approach with some remarkably practical 
advice for keeping a cool head in the 
collective lunacy. 264 pp.
978-9-08-234435-6 
___050860313 paper 17.99

 
Prayers for Everyday Thriving
Gabrielle Numair, MA LSIG
A collection of positive prayers and 
affirmations to support people in daily life 
and emotionally trying times, this training 
handbook offers encouragement to develop 
constructive habits so readers can more 
readily realize the positive changes they 
seek.  154 pp.
978-1-73315-501-4 
___050961421 paper 5% 12.99

 
Resurrected
A Story of Hope
Andy and Zoe Cullen LSIG
The author’s love of adventure and loyalty 
to his country leaves him broken. Here he 
and his wife chronicle their journey through 
the dark times, the hurt, the fears, and the 
challenges that are very real for a family 
dealing with the trauma of modern warfare 
and the continued battle that rages on at 
home.  332 pp.
978-1-925833-91-1 
___050902616 paper 25% 20.99

 
Shine
Step Out of Your Shadow
Ulrike Seminati LSIG
By going through this compelling step-by-
step approach readers will do deep emotional 
work to discover patterns and behaviors they 
might want to change. 194 pp.
978-3-03-307298-5 
___050546504 paper 20% 19.99

 
Spiritual Reality
A collection of blogs for the Spiritually 
Awakened
Kim Wuirch BZXY
Wuirch helps the newly awakened empath 
as much as the seasoned one. She discusses 
methods for grounding and cleansing, in 
addition to advice on connecting with spirit 
guides and getting attunements—all of which 
are essential self-care practices for empaths. 
160 pp.
978-1-73304-364-9 
___050557105 paper 11.99

 
Thriving Not Surviving, Special Color Ed. 
with Bonus 30 Day Journal
Gina Gardiner MSCS
Life offers lots of challenges, detours, and 
seeming dead ends that can stop people in 
their tracks, causing thrm to get stuck in the 
morass of feeling overwhelmed, or they can 
act as the impetus to achieve a better way of 
being. That is where this resource can help. 
290 pp.
978-1-68454-427-1 
___050553886 paper 34.95

SMALL BUSINESS / ENTREPRENEURSHIP

 
The Billion Dollar Branding Blueprint
7 Steps to Building A Brand and Creating 
Wealth Through Brand Equity
Bernt Ullmann, CBA LSIG
Foreword by Daymond John
The author, often referred to as “the man 
behind the brands,” has been a trusted 
brand acceleration expert helping generate 
over $6 billion in global sales so far in 
his career. In his debut work he shares his 
expertise in a systematic seven-step process 
to help entrepreneurs launch their brand 
successfully. 234 pp.
978-0-9965683-4-0 
___051115757 paper 19.79

 
The CEO Life
A Holistic Blueprint to Scale Your Business & 
Your Life
T. Reneé Smith LSIG
Foreword by Dr. Felicia Phillips
Preface by Dr. Karmetria Burton
One of the biggest challenges small-business 
owners face is the CEO struggle, figuring 
out how to maintain a successful business 
and stay on top of family and personal 
responsibilities at the same time. Instead 
of focusing solely on revenue as the driver 
of business growth, small-business owners 
must adopt the CEO mindset to scale. 360 pp.
978-0-578-49779-2 
___050592896 paper 20% 24.99
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From Idea to Reality
An Entrepreneur’s Guide to Meaningful 
Business Growth
Jean Paul Paulynice, MBA BZXY
A guide to give entrepreneurs clarity, 
focus, and an action plan for growth, this 
resource includes the best tips, advice, 
recommendations, and cutting-edge ways to 
structure a brand for success. It delves into 
digital marketing details and promotional 
strategies for sales with an incredibly 
thoughtful approach to building a sustainable 
business. 180 pp.
978-1-73304-271-0 
___050577438 19.99

 
How to Make Money Teaching Online
Eric Frick LSIG
Teaching online can be a fun and profitable 
business. Some of the top earners in this 
field have been very successful, and the 
demand for online content is continually 
growing. 144 pp.
978-1-73300-949-2 
___050064613 paper 12.99

SOCIOLOGY

 
Bridgewater State
Marilyn Orr Cruz LSIG
Family bonds and community relations are 
broken after a shooting that took the life of 
a young lawyer and sent his fiancée Susan 
Abbott to prison to face a life sentence. 
Susan struggles to come to grips with her life 
in prison, and she embarks on a journey that 
will changer her forever. 166 pp.
978-0-9797970-3-3 
___051066609 paper 9.95

 
‘Good people always crackney in heaven.’
Mythic conversations in lutruwita/Tasmania
Grant Finlay LSIG
The author shares discussions between 
Aborigines and colonists about mythology 
and religion at Wybalenna and other places 
in Tasmania. 282 pp.
978-0-648-41793-4 
___050747061 paper 20% 35.00

 
Hurricane Preparedness and Survival
Dfisaster Survival Series, Book One
Megy Davis LSIG
This no-fluff, easy-to-read, and use reference 
guide is written with heartfelt intent to help 
others save lives, animals, homes, property, 
and heartache. The information-packed 
book gives critical information in a timeline 
format as the season begins and, again as a 
hurricane approaches. 72 pp.
978-1-73314-170-3 
___050626119 paper 12.99

 
Idiots to Monsters
The Essential Guide to Surviving Common 
Threats and Violent Encounters
David A. Kerr LHTH
with Luke Strockis
and Harrison Lebowitz
Self-protection expert Kerr teaches readers 
how to avoid violence in the first place, and if 
that is impossible, how to survive it. 334 pp.
978-1-73380-340-3 
___050674846 paper 18.99

 
The Pagan Heart of the West
Vol. III: Rituals and Ritual Specialists, and Vol 
IV: Christianisation
Randy P. Conner MANR
This edition challenges current academic 
notions that paganism died when 
Christianization occurred; that the transition 
from paganism to Christianity was a fairly 
easy, nonviolent one; that persons once 
pagan were happy to accept the new religion 
because it fulfilled them or because they 
viewed it as superior—as if the Inquisition 
never happened. 400 pp.
978-1-906958-89-3 
___050894669 paper 20% 30.00

 
Struggles:
Stories of Mind, Body, and Spirit
Allen Woods BLBS
Everyone struggles with something. Karol 
struggles with the vagaries of his religious 
and sexual guilt. Caitlyn struggles with the 
men in her life. Atanasio struggles with his 
childhood memories of the Nazi occupation. 
Everyone struggles. Not everyone comes out 
the other side intact.  226 pp.
978-0-9981627-9-9 
___050547039 paper NET 12.00
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SPORTS & RECREATION

 
Brothers In Baseball
The History of “Family” Relationships in 
Major League Baseball
Arthur G. Sharp HIYC
Fathers and sons, brothers, in-laws, cousins, 
uncles, and nephews are some of the 
“brother” combinations that have played 
major league baseball or been involved in 
some capacity since the first league was 
formed. Some have played together; others 
generations apart. Some enjoyed long Hall of 
Fame careers; others made one appearance. 
404 pp.
978-1-940773-96-4 
___050902656 paper 19.95

 
Chronicles of Australian Soccer
The Foundation Years 1859 to 1949
Peter Kunz LSIG
The author details the development of 
football (or soccer as it was then known) in 
Australia in a period where records barely 
existed—from 1859 to 1949. It does so within 
a context of Australia’s geographic and 
cultural isolation, and the attitudes towards 
race and class. 362 pp.
978-0-648-40736-2 
___051140055 paper 20% 24.99

 
Climbing Higher
Answering the Big Questions
Robert Wheeler, Ph.D. LSIG
Mountains can symbolize obstacles in 
meeting these needs, and experiences 
in climbing mountains provide a vehicle 
both actually and figuratively for exploring 
mechanisms and impacts involved. For life 
to be meaningful and manageable, people 
need a sense of purpose and coherence 
that is best met by having belief in a higher 
transcendent realm. 332 pp.
978-0-578-50856-6 
___051042655 paper 19.99

 
Dream Take Flight
An Unconventional Journey
Lisa Turner LSIG
Turner set out to fulfill a promise she made 
to her dying mother, disrupting the status 
quo every step of the way. Growing up in a 
neighborhood of boys, she never understood 
why she couldn’t take shop class, be a 
mechanic, or build an airplane in the 1960s. 
384 pp.
978-0-9970723-4-1 
___050670913 27.99

 
Last Ride of the Iron Horse
How Lou Gehrig Fought ALS to Play One 
Final Championship Season
Dan Joseph SBNW
The author tells the tale of Lou Gehrig’s 
final year in the Yankee lineup as he dealt 
with early effects of the paralytic disease 
ALS. Using hard-to-find film footage, radio 
broadcasts, newspapers and interviews, 
Joseph chronicles Gehrig’s roller coaster of 
a year. 220 pp.
978-1-62006-232-6 
___050961095 paper 19.95

 
Older Yet Faster, 2nd Ed.
The secret to running fast and injury free
Keith Bateman LSIG
and Heidi Jones
With illustrations, photos, and online lesson 
and exercise videos, this manual teaches 
runners how to transition to efficient running 
and to help them to avoid incurring almost 
all of the common running injuries as they 
do so. 262 pp.
978-0-9941921-9-6 
___050988331 paper 29.95

 
Scientific Self-Defence
W.E. Fairbairn NVAM
The Fairbairn system was based on the 
author’s training and knowledge in boxing, 
wrestling, savate, jujutsu, judo, and fights he 
was also involved in during his police work. 
He and others expanded on this system to 
create the Close Quarters Combat system 
that was then taught to the troops during 
World War II. 186 pp.
978-1-78331-496-6 
___051015124 paper 10% 13.00

 
What Is Sport?
The Enthusiast’s Technical Guide to the 
Characterization of Human Performance as 
Sport
D. Josev Brewer LSIG
From the beautiful mind of Brewer comes 
this truly original idea, What is Sport? He 
has accomplished what some of the greatest 
thinkers in sports media, like Terry Bradshaw 
and Lou Ferrigno, could not. He has defined 
sport.  198 pp.
978-1-73380-090-7 
___050582826 20% 19.99
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The Winning Edge Way
An Athlete and Coach’s Guide to Becoming a 
3-Dimensional Competitor
Eric Smith WHUK
As complex and nuanced as team sports are, 
there are three main components at their 
core: the player, the team, the game—each 
reliant on the other. In this guide, Smith 
meticulously breaks down and examines 
each of these three components through 
the lens of his own knowledge and personal 
experience as both player and coach. 194 pp.
978-1-73286-030-8 
___050918153 paper 14.99

STUDY GUIDES

 
Workbook Companion for Girl Wash Your 
Face by Rachel Hollis
Stop Believing the Lies About Who You Are 
So You Can Become Who You Were Meant to 
Be
BJ Richards FSTC
With this workbook, readers will find that 
getting and applying the lessons taught by 
Rachel Hollis in Girl, Wash Your Face will 
be fun, giving them the immediately help 
they’re looking for. 98 pp.
978-1-73243-657-2 
___050977522 paper 10% 8.99

 
Workbook Companion for Girl, Stop 
Apologizing by Rachel Hollis
A Shame-Free Plan for Embracing and 
Achieving Your Goals
BJ Richards FSTC
This workbook is meant to accompany 
the original work by Hollis. It has not been 
authorized, approved, licensed, or endorsed 
by the original book’s author or publisher and 
any of their licensees or affiliates. 136 pp.
978-1-73243-658-9 
___050981599 paper 10% 8.99

TECHNOLOGY  & INDUSTRIAL ARTS

 
The Chicken Coop Manual
Kathryn Kerby SEIB
A number of books provide chicken coop 
plans. Yet there is a lot more to providing 
good housing than merely picking out a 
house plan. Issues of predator control, 
vermin control, waste management, flock 
production, disease management, hygiene 
and sanitation help determine whether a 
chicken coop will be a healthy addition or a 
costly eyesore. 146 pp.
978-1-73246-970-9 
___050775873 paper 19.95

 
High And Dry
How Free Trade in Water will Cripple 
Australian Agriculture
Patrick J. Byrne et al. LSIG
Measured per capita, Australia is the third 
most water-rich nation on Earth. Both FAO 
and World Bank research strongly argues 
that the primary allocation of water between 
sectors has to be done by governments and 
that it cannot be done by markets. Permanent 
water trade must be restricted to within 
irrigation regions to avoid stranding of assets 
and collapse of regional economies.  88 pp.
978-0-9775699-2-2 
___050761470 paper 5% 11.99

 
Keeping Bees Alive
Sustainable Beekeeping Essentials
Lawrence John Connor LSIG
Ideal for all beekeepers and those thinking 
of starting a bee hive, this essential resource 
discusses how to obtain information about 
bees, what to avoid, and which hive type 
to obtain. It also reviews sustainable bee 
biology and bee management. 226 pp.
978-1-878075-58-1 
___051115879 paper NET 35.00

TRANSPORTATION

 
Air Crashes and Miracle Landings, Part 1, 
Large Print Ed.
Christopher Bartlett OACB
This edition describes and explains how and 
why the key aviation incidents happened—
some 85 case in all. 350 pp.
978-0-9560723-7-5 
___050901481 paper 17.00

 
Air Crashes and Miracle Landings, Part 2, 
Large Print Ed.
978-0-9560723-8-2 OACB
___050901499 paper 19.00

TRAVEL - FOREIGN

 
Garmisch-Partenkirchen
You’ve Seen the Castles, Now What?
Susan C. Steinke RSUL
Each chapter features unique ways to enjoy 
beautiful Bavaria and its traditions. Readers 
will learn about local festivals, annual 
traditions, and how to navigate the famous 
Oktoberfest. 108 pp.
978-1-73377-750-6 
___050970898 paper 5% 15.00
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Notes From A Broad
My Uncensored Year in Italy
Zia Wesley LSIG
Zia Wesley tangoes her way across Europe 
with style, humor, and a set of sharp chef’s 
knives, trading the comfort of her “golden 
years” in California for adventures in Italy, 
Greece, and Turkey. 226 pp.
978-0-692-17853-9 
___048967368 paper 14.99

TRAVEL - GENERAL

 
Deathly Ill
An Adventure Into the Dirty World of Haute 
Cuisine and International Travel
M. Allan Daly LSIG
Planning an international trip? With this 
resource, travelers don’t have to risk having 
their vacations ruined from food poisoning. 
The author compiles 40 expert travel tips 
regarding food safety. 256 pp.
978-1-73314-410-0 
___050903233 paper 14.99

TRAVEL - UNITED STATES

 
Amazing Texas
Fascinating Facts, Entertaining Tales, Bizarre 
Happenings, and Historical Oddities About 
the Lone Star State
T. Jensen Lacey LSIG
People who were born in Texas seem to stand 
a bit taller than those who weren’t; people 
who have lived there even a miniscule 
amount of time consider themselves to be 
Texans, and the state embraces them too. 
People who visit Texas come away inspired, 
of having been in a place that’s larger than 
life. 300 pp.
978-0-9978344-7-5 
___050688193 32.95

YOUNG ADULT FICTION

 
Adaptively Radiant
Joseph E. Henning LSIG
Two cousins compare recently inherited 
family heirlooms and realize the items 
contain a hidden map. After hiking to the 
area indicated on the map, the men find nine 
small stones with a location etched in kanji 
along with an animal etching on the flip side. 
Their discovery triggers 9 adventures where 
they will encounter otherworldly entities. 248 
pp.
978-1-73306-173-5 
___050688873 paper 12.99

 
The Ashenborn
Matthew W. Fenn SDIT
In the world of Yadir lie seven kingdoms 
under the rule of the High King, and 
within the kingdom of Lifesveil dwell war 
criminals bound in magical cells. When the 
criminals are set free, terrible monstrosities 
are unleashed, shaking Yadir to its very 
foundation. Only the Ashenborn, wizards 
able to take the form of dragons, can hope to 
defeat this age-old enemy. 362 pp.
978-1-73399-455-2 
___050869662 paper 36% 16.95

 
The Curious Conspiracy on Gamma Ceti
Nemo West LSIG
At the remote colony on planet Gamma Ceti, 
Dex’s classmates treat him like a worthless 
nobody. When his lifelong bully leaves him 
stranded in their empty high school, Dex 
finds impossible yet thrilling company: the 
exotic new girl from Earth who reveals her 
suspicion that the entire colony is being 
brainwashed. 238 pp.
978-0-9892839-6-0 
___051025989 paper 5% 5.99

 
Everything I Knew to be True
Rayna York LSIG
When her mother dies suddenly from an 
aggressive form of cancer, Cassie is forced 
to finish high school in California while living 
with the wealthy family of her mother’s 
closest friend—a women she never knew 
existed. Warning: recommended for mature 
readers due to explicit language.  362 pp.
978-1-999095-10-9 
___050936762 paper 13.99

 
Gripped, Part 2: Blindsided
Stacy A. Padula LSIG
This thrilling narrative, expertly utilizing 
flashbacks to demonstrate a complete picture 
of just how devastating and far-reaching 
substance abuse can be, is an essential book 
for teens and parents alike. 206 pp.
978-1-73315-360-7 
___050637963 paper 13.50
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Isandro
Hidden Journals, Vol. 1
Elle Klass LSIG
Pressured by two bullies at school, Isandro 
takes them into his father’s study in search 
of something he saw, something that he 
hopes will make the teasing stop. It’s there 
they find a secret room and the voice begins. 
It calls Isandro, pulls him into its clutches, 
and he discovers what the secret room really 
houses. It isn’t the only nightmare he faces. 
His parents have kept secrets from him that 
may cost him his very lifeblood.  142 pp.
978-1-951017-00-2 
___050562285 paper 5% 9.99

 
Liam and Heidi
Jason Alpert MFFA
After a procedure (pregnancy) Liam and 
Heidi get more than they bargain for, until 
they learn how to play along. 190 pp.
978-1-73352-220-5 
___050691823 paper 14.00

 
Looking Up
A Family Drama
Abena Eyeson ALMH
With her father absent and her mother 
working in London, 13-year-old Esi has lived 
contently with her grandma in Ghana for 
many years. Now her mother has sent for 
her. The move to London forces Esi to deal 
with challenges she’s never faced before and 
brings up questions about her parents, the 
answers to which change her life. 180 pp.
978-1-916000-40-7 
___048254090 paper 36% 10.26

 
The Lost Princess of Abbigonia
The Barbarian Invasion
Mark Peanut Three Accola LSIG
With their kingdom under attack, the king 
and queen do two things to ensure that their 
people and their daughter have a future. 
They ask a dragon to raise their daughter, 
and they give an enchanted royal pendent to 
Captain Ruhk with the message that one day 
the true queen will return. 228 pp.
978-1-73314-652-4 
___050869814 paper 9.99

 
Michael McGillicuddy and the Most Amazing 
Race
Trevor A. Dutcher LSIG
Michael engages in a scavenger hunt-style 
race with some of the brightest minds and 
most unscrupulous characters 1895 Europe 
has to offer. 420 pp.
978-1-73309-901-1 
___050800599 paper 16.99

 
The Moment We Fell
Kelli Warner BZXY
Drowning in grief and plagued by guilt, Paige 
is blindsided by a provision in her mother’s 
will that sends her to live with the father she 
never knew. Paige is convinced that her life 
can’t possibly get more complicated—until 
fate throws her into the path of the only boy 
her guardian tells her is off-limits. 382 pp.
978-1-73271-701-5 
___051024951 paper 15.99

 
No Sanctuary
M.E. Duran LSIG
and K.M. Delay
Adam and Luis are ordinary teens whose 
lives revolve around school, soccer, friends, 
and relationships. Against the backdrop of 
today’s volatile era of immigration and its 
politics, however, the bonds of these lifelong 
friends will be tested. Along with their friends 
and family, Luis and Adam learn to navigate 
myriad immigration issues. 204 pp.
978-0-578-51965-4 
___050638088 paper 20% 12.00

 
Tedenbarr of Have Lath
Esther T. Jones LSIG
After months of forced servitude aboard a 
cargo ship en route from the Kingdom of 
the West, all Tedenbarr wants is to return to 
his beloved island home. But when a brutal 
pirate attack leaves Tedenbarr stranded on 
the far shores of the Eastern Kingdom, he 
must embark on an arduous and harrowing 
journey with only his wit and will to survive. 
436 pp.
978-1-73315-060-6 
___050546970 20% 19.99
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TRM
Brett Walker LSIG
In the distant future humanity is on the 
brink of extinction after several world wars. 
Safety and technology keep the remaining 
population in equilibrium and harmony. 
That balance is shaken when one member 
ventures outside the city walls. 90 pp.
978-1-999417-20-8 
___050251057 paper 6.99

 
Unlocking Blackbeard’s Skeletons
Robin Reams LSIG
The year is 1718, the place is Bath Town, the 
first town in what would later be known as 
North Carolina, and the notorious pirate 
Captain Blackbeard is lurking nearby. What 
skeletons will be unlocked as his story is 
probed? 428 pp.
978-1-59715-199-3 
___050477603 paper 17.95

 
Wolves of the Road
Hoyt W.C. Behm LSIG
Hedge Row is a wonderful place to live, but 
the world outside of it is not always so. Being 
shoved into it by chaos pits two dogs against 
the jaws of the Outside. Filled with lovable 
characters and tenacious villains, the Wolves 
of the Road sets the series of Hedge Row Tales 
into motion, and a legend is born. 200 pp.
978-1-73397-740-1 
___051023565 paper 11.99

 
Wrath of the Undead
Eric Moreno LSIG
Life for a child entering teenage years can 
be rough, especially if there’s a 50 percent 
chance that they’re carrying a mutated virus. 
Madeline Monreal, a biochemist, narrates 
her story several years after the initial virus 
outbreak. She recalls her days in high school 
during this post-apocalyptic era where life 
has been restored to normal, except for the 
kids carrying a mutated virus which can turn 
them into the undead. 282 pp.
978-1-73311-000-6 
___050567729 paper 12.79

YOUNG ADULT NONFICTION

 
Be a...Girl with Goals
A 7-day Journey to Becoming the Best 
Version of Yourself
Sydney E. Stewart LSIG
Each day, readers will receive an inspirational 
quote, a goal to set, an action to work 
towards achieving a goal, and a reflection 
on their journey. This book is a great guide 
for teenage girls seeking to become the best 
version of themselves. 80 pp.
978-0-578-51714-8 
___050799254 paper 14.99

 
For Teens & Young Adults—Growing Your 
Confidence and Self-Esteem
Jennifer Leigh Youngs, A.A., TBVQ
and Bettie Youngs, Phg.D., Ed.D.
The authors present information for teens 
and young adults and inspirational short 
stories about:  what self-esteem is and isn’t, 
how to grow a healthy and durable sense of 
self, the power of confidence, being on good 
terms with oneself, liking the face in the 
mirror, and overcoming feelings of not being 
“good enough.” 80 pp.
978-1-940784-86-1 
___051115721 paper 20% 19.95

 
Perfect Teens Do (Not) Exist
Gbenga Obakin LSIG
Overcoming peer pressure is a necessary 
ingredient for a teen to be able to survive in 
his or her environment. It is one of the major 
killers of youth’s vision. Sometimes, caving 
into peer pressure is a function of parental 
overprotection. Self-confidence is key in the 
battle to overcome this sort of pressure. 64 pp.
978-1-916122-00-0 
___050682071 paper 36% 7.99

 
Quest For Riches, 2nd Ed. 
Four teenagers discover the keys to wealth 
and prosperity
Liliane Grace LSIG
in collaboration with Camilla Mendoza
Teenagers Toni, Eric, Jackson, and Brooke 
attempt to raise funds for a school-organized 
trip to India. There are lessons in this book 
not only about money (saving, spending, 
and investing) but also about values, beliefs, 
family patterns around money, and how 
personality impacts on relationships with 
money. 310 pp.
978-0-648-56243-6 
___051124094 paper 10% 17.00
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ANIMALS / PETS

 
The Dog Who Took Me Up a Mountain
How Emme the Australian Terrier Changed 
My Life When I Needed It Most
Rick Crandall HIGB
and Josesph Cosgriff
narrated by Barry Abrams
The uplifting story of two unlikely 
mountaineers: a man in late middle age 
and a fearless pint-sized pup who, together, 
scale Colorado’s highest peaks known as 
the “fourteeners.” Simultaneous trade 
paperback.
978-1-68457-595-4 
___050466955 
CD 29.99

BIOGRAPHY / AUTOBIOGRAPHY

 
All the President’s Women
Donald Trump and the Making of a Predator
Barry Levine HACT
and Monique El-Faizy
Two veteran investigative reporters explore 
Donald Trump’s relationships with women, 
revealing new accusations of sexual 
misconduct, exploring the roots of his alleged 
predatory behavior, and illustrating how 
Trump’s presidency has helped catalyze the 
#MeToo movement and revitalize women’s 
activism. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-54912-410-5 
___048614348 CD 35.00

 
Edison
Edmund Morris RH  
read by Arthur Morey
From Pulitzer Prize-winning author Morris 
(The Rise of Theodore Roosevelt) comes a 
revelatory new biography of Thomas Alva 
Edison, the most prolific genius in American 
history.  Simultaneous hardcover.
978-0-593-15367-3 
___048614028 CD 60.00

 
Home Work
A Memoir of My Hollywood Years
Julie Andrews HACT
with Emma Walton Hamilton
In the follow-up to her acclaimed, #1 
bestselling memoir Home, Andrews shares 
reflections on her astonishing career 
in Hollywood—from Mary Poppins to 
collaborations with her late husband, Blake 
Edwards—taking listeners on a rare and 
intimate journey into an extraordinary life 
that is funny, heartrending, and inspiring. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-54919-491-7 
___048846504 CD 35.00

 
Life Undercover
Coming of Age in the CIA
Amaryllis Fox RH  
read by the author
In her exhilarating, intimate, and riveting 
memoir, Fox shares the story of her 10 years 
in the most elite clandestine ops unit of the 
CIA, hunting the world’s most dangerous 
terrorists in 16 countries while marrying and 
giving birth to a daughter. Simultaneous 
hardcover.
978-0-525-63943-5 
___048299255 CD 45.00

 
A Man’s Place
Annie Ernaux DMSE
Tanya Leslie, translator
Named a New York Times Notable Book, 
this companion work to Ernaux’s powerful 
A Woman’s Story recounts the story of a 
daughter coming to terms with her formative 
years as she writes an unflinching portrait of 
her father’s life and death.
978-1-974978-34-2 
___050582341 
CD 49.99

 
A Man’s Place
978-1-974978-38-0 DMSE
___050582315 
MP3 19.99

 
Me
Elton John MMNA
In his first and only official autobiography, 
music icon John reveals the truth about his 
extraordinary life, from his rollercoaster 
lifestyle as shown in the film Rocketman to 
becoming a living legend. Simultaneous 
hardcover.
978-1-25023-105-5 
___048912472 CD 39.99

 
On Nineteen Eighty-Four
The Story of George Orwell’s Masterpiece
D.J. Taylor DMSE
From the author of the definitive biography of 
George Orwell comes a captivating account 
of the origin and enduring power of his 
landmark dystopian novel 1984, published 70 
years ago. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-974979-94-3 
___050905197 
CD 49.99

 
On Nineteen Eighty-Four
978-1-974979-98-1 DMSE
___050905203 
MP3 22.99

 
Permanent Record
Edward Snowden MMNA
read by Holter Graham
Snowden, the young man who risked 
everything to expose the U.S. government’s 
system of mass surveillance, reveals for 
the first time the story of his life in a crucial 
memoir of our digital age. Simultaneous 
hardcover.
978-1-25062-269-3 
___050637396 CD 39.99
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She Said
Breaking the Sexual Harassment Story That 
Helped Ignite a Movement
Jodi Kantor PNGN
and Megan Twohey
read by Rebecca Lowman
and Jodi Kantor
From the Pulitzer Prize-winning reporters 
who broke the news of Harvey Weinstein’s 
sexual harassment and abuse for The New 
York Times comes the thrilling untold story 
of their investigation and its consequences 
for the #MeToo movement. Simultaneous 
hardcover.
978-0-593-10742-3 
___049211912 CD 40.00

 
Soulman
The Rocky Johnson Story
Rocky Johnson TTAD
with Scott Teal
Foreword by Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson
narrated by Bill Andrew Quinn
Though these days he’s known best as 
The Rock’s father, Rocky Johnson was one 
of the most successful wrestlers of the 
1970s and ’80s. Now he shared his story: 
homeless in Nova Scotia and Toronto at 
13, finding success in the WWF, and using 
sports entertainment as a way to overcome 
disadvantage. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-51594-620-5 
___050988022 
CD 37.99

 
Soulman
978-1-61803-569-1 TTAD
___050987503 
MP3 24.99

 
Stan and Ollie: The Roots of Comedy
The Double Life of Laurel and Hardy
Simon Louvish TTAD
narrated by Shaun Grindell
From 1927 to today, Stan Laurel and Oliver 
Hardy have remained the screen’s most 
famous and beloved comedy double act. 
Louvish seamlessly weaves thorough 
research into an authoritative biography 
of these two important and influential 
Hollywood pioneers, from birth to death.
978-1-63015-321-2 
___050905317 
CD 37.99

 
Stan and Ollie: The Roots of Comedy
978-1-51593-489-9 TTAD
___050905397 
MP3 24.99

 
Summertime
George Gershwin’s Life in Music
Richard Crawford HIGB
narrated by David Colacci
Acclaimed music historian Crawford traces 
the arc of George Gershwin’s remarkable life, 
seamlessly blending colorful anecdotes with 
a discussion of Gershwin’s unforgettable 
oeuvre. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68457-483-4 
___051121824 
CD 44.99

 
There Is No Manual for This
Succeeding in Life in Spite of Feeling 
Inadequate
Ilyssa Goodman HIGB
narrated by Coleen Marlo
With great humor and frankness, Goodman, 
part of a same-sex couple trying to balance a 
high-pressure career in Hollywood while being 
sandwiched between parenting toddlers and 
seniors under one roof, offers insights and 
experiences on what having it all means to the 
21st century. Simultaneous trade paperback.
978-1-68457-535-0 
___051122038 
CD 34.99

BUSINESS / PROFESSIONAL

 
7 Rules for Positive, Productive Change
Esther Derby DMSE
Change is difficult but essential. Derby offers 
seven guidelines for change by attraction, an 
approach that draws people into the process, 
so that instead of resisting change, they 
embrace it. 
978-1-974978-65-6 
___050709919 
CD 39.99

 
7 Rules for Positive, Productive Change
978-1-974978-66-3 DMSE
___050709775 
MP3 19.99

 
Customer-Driven Disruption
Five Strategies to Stay Ahead of the Curve
Suman Sarkar DMSE
Businesses worry about new technologies, 
but customers are the ultimate disruptors. 
Here, Sarkar offers bold strategies for making 
sure businesses understand their customers 
and keep up with their ever-changing needs. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-974979-86-8 
___050905408 
CD 39.99

 
Customer-Driven Disruption
978-1-974979-87-5 DMSE
___050905253 
MP3 19.99

 
Hello, My Name Is Awesome, Revised and 
Updated Ed.
How to Create Brand Names That Stick
Alexandra Watkins DMSE
The ultimate guide to naming a product 
or business has been updated throughout 
with three times as many resources as 
before, updated and new stories (of both 
hits and flops), and an entirely new chapter 
on the power of names in the workplace. 
Simultaneous trade paperback.
978-1-974977-20-8 
___050481425 
CD 39.99

 
Hello, My Name Is Awesome, Revised and 
Updated Ed.
978-1-974977-21-5 DMSE
___050481427 
MP3 19.99
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The Making of a Democratic Economy
Building Prosperity for the Many, Not Just 
the Few
Marjorie Kelly DMSE
and Ted Howard
Foreword by Naomi Klein
Our economy is designed by the 1 percent, 
for the 1 percent. This work by the executive 
vice president (Kelly) and the cofounder 
and president (Howard) of the Democratic 
Collaborative offer a compelling vision 
of an equitable, ecologically sustainable 
alternative that meets the essential needs of 
all people.
978-1-974978-63-2 
___050709747 
CD 39.99

 
The Making of a Democratic Economy
978-1-974978-64-9 DMSE
___050709974 
MP3 19.99

 
Navigating the Impossible
Build Extraordinary Teams and Shatter 
Expectations
Jason Caldwell DMSE
Caldwell, a record-breaking adventurer and 
leadership consultant, draws on his amazing 
experiences to show how anyone can build 
and lead teams that accomplish incredible 
things. Simultaneous trade paperback.
978-1-974979-21-9 
___050709836 
CD 39.99

 
Navigating the Impossible
978-1-974979-22-6 DMSE
___050709717 
MP3 19.99

 
Outward Bound Lessons to Live a Life of 
Leadership
To Serve, to Strive, and Not to Yield
Mark Michaux Brown DMSE
Foreword by Richard Leider
For nearly six decades Outward Bound USA’s 
education programs have shaped the lives 
of tens of thousands of participants. This is 
the first audio book to explain the philosophy 
behind these seven unique lessons and 
how to apply them to create healthier, 
more effective teams, organizations, and 
communities. Simultaneous trade paperback.
978-1-974978-59-5 
___050709966 
CD 39.99

 
Outward Bound Lessons to Live a Life of 
Leadership
978-1-974978-60-1 DMSE
___050709990 
MP3 19.99

 
The Outward Mindset, 2nd Ed. 
Seeing Beyond Ourselves
The Arbringer Institute DMSE
One’s mindset governs how one views the 
world, what one does, and how one does it. 
Through true stories and simple yet profound 
guidance and tools, this audio book enables 
individuals and organizations to make the 
one change that most dramatically improves 
performance, sparks collaboration, and 
accelerates innovation—a shift to an outward 
mindset. Simultaneous trade paperback.
978-1-974979-90-5 
___050905379 
CD 39.99

 
The Outward Mindset, 2nd Ed. 
978-1-974979-91-2 DMSE
___050905262 
MP3 19.99

 
The Real-Time Revolution
Transforming Your Organization to Value 
Customer Time
Jerry Power DMSE
and Tom Ferratt
Time has become a precious commodity, 
so business leaders who can save their 
customers’ time more effectively than 
competitors do will win their loyalty. This 
audio book from two top scholars with more 
than 30 years of experience in marketing, 
business analysis, and IT explains how it’s 
done. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-974980-00-0 
___050905321 
CD 39.99

 
The Real-Time Revolution
978-1-974980-01-7 DMSE
___050905242 
MP3 19.99

CHILDREN’S

 
Adventures in Odyssey®: More Than Meets 
the Eye
Focus on the Family FOFP
Mystery and intrigue abound as Emily and 
Matthew are trapped inside an unfinished 
escape room in the basement of Whit’s 
End. Meanwhile, the Odyssey High School 
Football team heads toward the state 
championship and deals with unexpected 
challenges. (Ages 9-12)
978-1-58997-680-1 
___048988150 CD 14.99

 
The Book of Dust, Vol. 2: The Secret 
Commonwealth
Philip Pullman LLB 
Pullman invites listeners to return to the 
parallel world of His Dark Materials (soon 
to be an HBO Original Series) in the second 
volume of his new masterwork and discover 
what comes next for Lyra and Malcolm, who 
are thrown together once again by powerful 
forces. Simultaneous hardcover. (Young 
adult)
978-0-593-10518-4 
___048768323 CD 60.00
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Counting the Stars
The Story of Katherine Johnson, NASA 
Mathematician
Lesa Cline-Ransome DMSE
From an award-winning author and an 
acclaimed illustrator comes an informative 
picture book biography of mathematician 
Katherine Johnson, one of the NASA 
“human computers” whose work was critical 
to the first U.S. space launch and whose life 
inspired the Oscar-nominated film Hidden 
Figures. Simultaneous hardcover. (Ages 4-8)
978-1-974979-37-0 
___050709764 
CD 14.99

 
Dreams from Many Rivers
A Hispanic History of the United States Told 
in Poems
Margarita Engle DMSE
The author of the Newbery Honor Book The 
Surrender Tree presents a middle-grade 
verse history of Latinos in the United States, 
told through the voices of many and varied 
individuals ranging from Juan Ponce de León 
to modern-day sixth-graders. Simultaneous 
hardcover. (Young adult)
978-1-974973-67-5 
___050239743 
CD 39.99

 
Dreams from Many Rivers
978-1-974973-71-2 DMSE
___050239220 
MP3 29.99

 
The Escape of Light
Fred Venturini DMSE
Teenage burn survivor Wilder Tate faces the 
challenges of high school, but in the aftermath 
of tragedy he discovers the capacity to forgive 
and empathize—earning the importance 
of healing from the inside out. This story 
loosely mirrors the author’s experience as 
a burn victim in high school. Simultaneous 
hardcover & trade paperback. (Young adult)
978-1-974979-15-8 
___050710011 
CD 39.99

 
The Escape of Light
978-1-974979-19-6 DMSE
___050709711 
MP3 19.99

 
Fearless
Jennifer Jenkins DMSE
narrated by Emily Ellet
In the third installment of Jenkins’ series—
continuing the story begun in Clanless and 
Nameless—the Ram are leaving the Gate. 
The Great Move is underway. New alliances 
form as Wolf, Raven, and Kodiak combine 
forces in a final battle that will determine the 
fate of the entire region. (Young adult)
978-1-974971-35-0 
___049661782 
CD 39.99

 
Fearless
978-1-974971-39-8 DMSE
___049661551 
MP3 29.99

 
The Fountains of Silence
Ruta Sepetys LLB 
read by the author
Inspired by the true postwar struggles of Spain 
under the fascist dictatorship of Francisco 
Franco, the #1 New York Times-bestselling 
author of Between Shades of Gray delivers 
an epic, heart-wrenching novel about identity, 
unforgettable love, repercussions of war, and 
the hidden violence of silence. Simultaneous 
hardcover. (Young adult)
978-0-593-10566-5 
___048575131 CD 50.00

 
The Light at the Bottom of the World
London Shah DMSE
In a futuristic Britain that is immersed 
underwater, Leyla McQueen must race 
her submersible to win a chance to save 
her father from imprisonment in this sci-
fi adventure of hope and the persistence 
of the human spirit against all odds, even 
at the bottom of the world. Simultaneous 
hardcover. (Young adult)
978-1-974968-75-6 
___049385449 
CD 39.99

 
The Light at the Bottom of the World
978-1-974968-79-4 DMSE
___049385264 
MP3 29.99

 
The Memory Thief
Lauren Mansy DMSE
Ideal for fans of Leigh Bardugo and 
Victoria Aveyard, this fantasy adventure by 
debut author Mansy takes listeners on an 
unforgettable journey, where memories are 
currency, citizens are divided by ability, and 
gifted individuals can take memories from 
others. Simultaneous hardcover. (Young adult)
978-1-974979-35-6 
___050709997 
CD 29.99

 
The Memory Thief
978-1-974979-36-3 DMSE
___050709965 
MP3 22.99

 
Mighty Moe
The True Story of a Thirteen-Year-Old Running 
Revolutionary
Rachel Swaby DMSE
and Kit Fox
Foreword by Kathrine Switzer
The untold true story of runner Maureen 
Wilton, whose world record-breaking 
marathon time at age 13 in 1967 was 
met first with misogyny and controversy, 
but ultimately with triumph. Includes an 
Introduction by Switzer, first official female 
participant of the Boston Marathon in 1967. 
Simultaneous hardcover. (Young adult)
978-1-974974-03-0 
___050239226 
CD 39.99

 
Mighty Moe
978-1-974974-07-8 DMSE
___050239239 
MP3 29.99
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Royal Academy Rebels #2: Outlaws
Jen Calonita DMSE
The second installment in Calonita’s brand-
new middle-grade series set in the world 
of her Fairy Tale Reform School series and 
featuring a fun new cast of reluctant royals. 
Simultaneous hardcover. (Ages 9-12)
978-1-974977-65-9 
___050481181 
CD 39.99

 
Royal Academy Rebels #2: Outlaws
978-1-974977-69-7 DMSE
___050480853 
MP3 22.99

 
A Tale of Magic...
Chris Colfer LB  
A new series by #1 New York Times-
bestselling author Colfer, set in the Land of 
Stories universe. Fourteen-year-old Brystal 
Evergreen opposes her kingdom’s repression 
of women, but Madame Weatherberry, seeing 
her potential, invites her to a school where 
she hopes to change the world’s perception 
of magic. Simultaneous hardcover. (Ages 
9-12)
978-1-54912-412-9 
___048643799 CD 30.00

 
Tristan Strong Punches a Hole in the Sky
Kwame Mbalia LLB 
Bestselling author Riordan presents Kwame 
Mbalia’s epic fantasy, a middle-grade 
American Gods set in a richly imagined 
world populated with African-American folk 
heroes and West African gods. Simultaneous 
hardcover. (Ages 9-12)
978-0-593-16723-6 
___050079329 CD 55.00

 
White Bird: A Wonder Story
A Wonder Story
R.J. Palacio LLB 
read by Hillary Huber et al.
Palacio returns with the heartrending story 
of Grandmére, Julian’s grandmother in the 
blockbuster novel Wonder, and how she, a 
young Jewish girl, was hidden by a family in 
a Nazi-occupied French village during World 
War II. Simultaneous hardcover. (Ages 9-12)
978-1-984847-48-5 
___047481632 CD 25.00

DRAMA / POETRY

 
Library of Small Catastrophes
Alison C. Rollins HIGB
narrated by Janina Edwards
In this ambitious debut collection of poetry, 
Rollins interrogates the body and nation as 
storehouses of countless tragedies.
978-1-68457-615-9 
___051121795 
CD 12.99

 
Lima :: Limón
Natalie Scenters-Zapico HIGB
narrated by Kyla Garcia
In her striking second collection, Scenters-
Zapico traces machismo, womanhood, and 
culture across borders, raising questions to 
the gods while finding answers within the 
flesh.
978-1-68457-613-5 
___050784314 
CD 12.99

 
The Tradition
Jericho Brown HIGB
narrated by JD Jackson
Brown’s daring new book details the 
normalization of evil and its history at the 
intersection of the past and the personal.
978-1-68457-617-3 
___051122147 
CD 12.99

EXERCISE / HEALTH

 
About Us
Essays from The New York Times’ Disability 
Series
Peter Catapano HIGB
and Rosemarie Garland-Thomson, editors
Foreword by Andrew Solomon
narrated by Jonathan Todd Ross
Based on the pioneering New York Times 
series, this audio book collects the personal 
essays and reflections that have transformed 
the national conversation around disability. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68457-383-7 
___051122010 
CD 34.99

 
Potatoes Not Prozac, Revised and Updated
Solutions for Sugar Addiction
Kathleen DesMaisons, Ph.D. TTAD
narrated by Coleen Marlo
The national bestseller that started the 
sugar-free revolution—now fully revised and 
updated! Dr. DesMaisons offers the tools to 
overcome sugar dependency, with self-tests 
to determine one’s sugar sensitivity as well 
as an easy-to-follow, drug-free program 
with a customized diet high in protein and 
complex carbohydrates. Simultaneous trade 
paperback.
978-1-51594-420-1 
___050784647 
CD 39.99

 
Potatoes Not Prozac, Revised and Updated
978-1-61803-369-7 TTAD
___050784926 
MP3 29.99
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Well
What We Need to Talk About When We Talk 
About Health
Sandro Galea HIGB
narrated by Keith Sellon-Wright
In a radical examination of the subtle and 
not-so-subtle factors that determine who 
gets to be healthy in America, Galea explains 
how the country’s failing health is a product 
of American history and character—and how 
refocusing on national health can usher 
enlightenment across American life and 
politics.
978-1-68457-439-1 
___050662842 
CD 29.99

FICTION - ACTION / ADVENTURE

 
Stealth
A Stone Barrington Novel
Stuart Woods PNGN
read by Tony Roberts
With the help of two brilliant women, Stone 
Barrington must trap a ruthless defector 
with a lethal agenda in the 51st installment 
of Woods’ #1 New York Times-bestselling 
series. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-0-593-10722-5 
___049070226 CD 35.00

FICTION - ADULT

 
Lovers
Fiona Cole DMSE
Five years after a sexual tryst, fate puts Jake 
and his gay best friend from college in the 
same place—along with Jake’s fiancée. A 
game of truth or dare leads to a wild night 
and a relationship that has all the feelings of 
all three growing into something bigger.
978-1-974973-91-0 
___050239238 
CD 59.99

 
Lovers
978-1-974973-95-8 DMSE
___050239237 
MP3 29.99

FICTION - ESPIONAGE / THRILLER

 
Agent Running in the Field
John le Carré PNGN
In his latest thriller, #1 New York Times-
bestselling author le Carré follows a 26-year-
old solitary figure who, in a desperate 
attempt to resist the political turbulence 
swirling around him in 2018 London, makes 
connections that will take him down a 
dangerous path. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-0-593-15190-7 
___048994520 CD 40.00

 
Blue Moon
A Jack Reacher Novel
Lee Child RH  
read by Scott Brick
In the next highly anticipated installment 
of Child’s acclaimed, #1 New York Times-
bestselling suspense series, Jack Reacher 
comes to the aid of an elderly couple…and 
confronts his most dangerous opponents 
yet. Simultaneous hardcover. Abridged.
978-1-984882-66-0 
___048612308 CD 32.00

 
Blue Moon
978-1-52477-435-6 RH  
___048478562 CD 45.00

 
Double Crossfire
A Jake Mahegan Novel
Anthony J. Tata HIGB
narrated by Jonathan Davis
In his latest thriller featuring Delta Force 
veteran Jake Mahegan, the national 
bestselling author of Direct Fire, Reaper 
and Besieged takes listeners inside a 
brilliantly conceived, brutally executed plot 
to overthrow our government—from within. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68441-730-8 
___050784725 
CD 44.99

 
Hit List
A Maggie Black Thriller
Jack McSporran DMSE
narrated by Lucy Brownhill
When her old agency is hacked by an elusive 
crime syndicate, ex-secret agent Maggie 
Black is enjoying the carefree life of a civilian. 
Then she learns the names of the agency’s 
agents, past and present, are being leaked by 
the hackers, one-by-one, until their notorious 
boss is released from prison.
978-1-974962-60-0 
___049028610 
CD 59.99

 
Hit List
978-1-974962-64-8 DMSE
___049028517 
MP3 29.99

 
The Institute
Stephen King SS  
From #1 New York Times bestselling 
author King comes the most riveting and 
unforgettable story of kids confronting evil 
since It—a gut-wrenchingly dramatic story of 
good vs. evil in a world where the good guys 
don’t always win. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-50827-906-8 
___048462380 CD 49.99
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Kill Order
A Maggie Black Thriller
Jack McSporran DMSE
narrated by Lucy Brownhill
Deadly. Beautiful. On the run. When secret 
agent Maggie Black agrees to protect the 
Mayor of London, she thinks she’s in for 
a boring night of babysitting. The simple 
job gets a lot more complicated when an 
assassin arrives and takes out the Mayor, 
framing Maggie as the killer.
978-1-974962-54-9 
___049028441 
CD 59.99

 
Kill Order
978-1-974962-58-7 DMSE
___049028659 
MP3 29.99

 
Lethal Agent
A Mitch Rapp Novel
created by Vince Flynn SS  
Kyle Mills
read by George Guidall
An unprecedented and terrifying bioterrorism 
plot threatens to kill millions in the midst of 
a divisive presidential election in this latest 
thriller in the #1 New York Times-bestselling 
Mitch Rapp series. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-50828-770-4 
___048463368 CD 39.99

 
Out of Body
Susan Wittig Albert DMSE
narrated by Julia Gibson
It’s Halloween—a busy time of Ruby Wilcox’s 
New Age shop, the Crystal Cave. Crime 
reporter Jessica Nelson shows up with a 
hard-to-believe story about a serial killer who 
is targeting the terminally ill. Jessica’s story 
turns out to be true, and Ruby must use her 
psychic ability to discover the killer’s identity 
before he chooses another victim.
978-1-974974-09-2 
___050239490 
CD 29.99

 
Out of Body
978-1-974974-13-9 DMSE
___050239188 
MP3 19.99

 
Quantum
A Captain Chase Novel
Patricia Cornwell BIIA
read by January Lavoy
International bestselling author Cornwell 
launches a pulse-pounding series featuring 
a brilliant and unusual new heroine—NASA 
pilot, quantum physicist, and cybercrime 
investigator Captain Callie Chase—cutting-
edge cybertechnology, and stakes that 
are astronomically high. Simultaneous 
hardcover.
978-1-79971-649-5 
___050142925 CD 38.99

 
Quantum, Library Ed.
978-1-79971-743-0 BIIA
___050306564 CD 68.97

 
Robert Ludlum’s™ The Treadstone 
Resurrection
Joshua Hood PNGN
The first in an explosive new series inspired 
by Ludlum’s Bourne universe introduces an 
unforgettable hero and the shadowy world 
that forged him. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-0-593-15038-2 
___048846235 CD 40.00

 
The Shape of Night
Tess Gerritsen BIIA
“Beguiling! Gerritsen is at her atmospheric 
best in this spine-tingling tale of a lone 
woman, an old house, and all the secrets 
everyone tries to hide.”—Lisa Gardner, 
#1 New York Times-bestselling author. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-72136-804-4 
___050009116 CD 37.99

 
The Shape of Night,  Library Ed.
978-1-72136-808-2 BIIA
___050008972 CD 67.97

 
The Shape of Night
978-1-72136-806-8 BIIA
___050008920 MP3 29.99

 
Strangers at the Gate
Catriona McPherson DMSE
From the Agatha Award-winning author of 
Quiet Neighbors comes a twisty, fascinating 
mystery that asks the question: Who do you 
turn to when everyone’s a stranger…and 
you’ve stopped believing your own eyes? 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-974971-23-7 
___049661874 
CD 59.99

 
Strangers at the Gate
978-1-974971-27-5 DMSE
___049661700 
MP3 29.99

 
White Hot Silence
Henry Porter HIGB
narrated by Matt Addis
In this blistering sequel to bestselling author 
Porter’s “timely and terrific” (Mick Herron) 
Firefly, former MI6 agent Paul Samson is 
dispatched to rescue a Greek aid worker who 
is being held hostage by a Mafia group with 
terrorist ties. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68457-573-2 
___050675314 
CD 34.99
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FICTION - GENERAL

 
The Book of Esther
Emily Barton HIGB
narrated by Rebecca Gibel
In a counterfactual world resembling Eastern 
Europe in 1942, the state of Khazaria, an isolated 
nation of warrior Jews, is under attack by the 
Germanii. Esther, the precocious daughter of 
Khazaria’s chief policy advisor, sets out on a 
quest to ensure the survival of her homeland.
978-1-68457-461-2 
___051121953 
CD 44.99

 
The Christmas Spirits on Tradd Street
Karen White PNGN
The Christmas spirit is overtaking Tradd 
Street with a vengeance in the sixth festive 
installment of White’s New York Times-
bestselling series. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-984883-52-0 
___048299930 CD 45.00

 
Exteriors
Annie Ernaux DMSE
Tanya Leslie, translator
Taking the form of Ernaux’s random journal 
entries over seven years, this audio collection 
captures the feeling of contemporary living 
on the outskirts of a great city, drab but also 
poignantly lyrical, chaotic, and strangely alive.
978-1-974979-62-2 
___050709740 
CD 59.99

 
Exteriors
978-1-974979-66-0 DMSE
___050709877 
MP3 19.99

 
Find Me
Andre Aciman MMNA
read by Michael Stuhlbarg
In a spellbinding exploration of the varieties of 
love, the author of the international bestseller 
Call Me by Your Name—the basis for the 
Oscar®-winning film—revisits its complex 
and beguiling characters decades after their 
first meeting. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-25026-340-7 
___049481743 CD 29.99

 
A Frozen Woman
Annie Ernaux DMSE
Linda Coverdale, translator
This sequel to A Man’s Place and prequel to 
Simple Passion is a fictionalized account of 
the author’s teenage awakening and of her 
later life as a 30-year-old married teacher and 
mother of two infant sons.
978-1-974979-68-4 
___050709701 
CD 59.99

 
A Frozen Woman
978-1-974979-72-1 DMSE
___050709929 
MP3 19.99

 
The Girl at the Door
Veronica Raimo HIGB
narrated by Nicol Zanzarella
This provocative and unnerving story 
explores the bureaucracy of a scandal, and 
the thin line between lust and possession. In 
an age in which blunt power and fickle nuance 
take turns upon the stage, Raimo delivers an 
intoxicating exploration of the politics and 
power of sex. Simultaneous trade paperback.
978-1-68457-497-1 
___050675441 
CD 29.99

 
The Giver of Stars
Jojo Moyes PNGN
read by Julia Whelan
Set in Depression-era America, the latest 
from the #1 New York Times-bestselling 
author of Me Before You and The Peacock 
Emporium is the breathtaking story of five 
extraordinary women and their remarkable 
journey through the mountains of Kentucky 
and beyond. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-0-525-53019-0 
___048613978 CD 45.00

 
The House We Grew Up In
Lisa Jewell DMSE
Delving deeply into the hearts and minds of 
her characters, New York Times-bestselling 
author Jewell presents the gripping story of 
a family’s desire to restore long-forgotten 
peace and to unearth the many secrets hidden 
within the nooks and crannies of home.
978-1-974979-80-6 
___050905227 
CD 59.99

 
The House We Grew Up In
978-1-974979-84-4 DMSE
___050905358 
MP3 22.99

 
Let It Snow
Nancy Thayer BIIA
A Nantucket shopkeeper discovers that 
Christmas is the perfect occasion to make 
unexpected friendships, to warm the coldest 
of hearts—and maybe even to find love—in 
this original holiday story by New York Times-
bestselling author Thayer. Simultaneous 
hardcover.
978-1-978617-27-8 
___048846012 CD 24.99

 
Let It Snow
978-1-978617-28-5 BIIA
___048846206 MP3 17.99

 
Olive, Again
Elizabeth Strout RH  
read by Kimberly Farr
The #1 New York Times-bestselling author 
and Pulitzer Prize winner continues the 
story of her beloved character Olive 
Kitteridge—prickly, wry, resistant to change 
yet ruthlessly honest and deeply empathetic, 
and “a compelling life force” (San Francisco 
Chronicle). Simultaneous hardcover.
978-0-593-14734-4 
___048478438 CD 40.00
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Simple Passion
Annie Ernaux DMSE
Tanya Leslie, translator
In her spare, stark style, French novelist 
Ernaux  documents the desires and 
indignities of a human heart ensnared in an 
all-consuming passion as she tells a story 
of the end of an affair, the coming to terms 
with its close, and with the person she has 
become because of it.
978-1-974978-40-3 
___050582231 
CD 59.99

 
Simple Passion
978-1-974978-44-1 DMSE
___050582370 
MP3 19.99

 
What Happens in Paradise
Elin Hilderbrand LB  
Lush with the tropical details, romance, 
and drama that made Winter in Paradise 
a national bestseller, this follow-up is 
an immensely satisfying addition to this 
series by one of American’s most beloved 
and engaging storytellers. Simultaneous 
hardcover.
978-1-47894-769-1 
___048643832 CD 35.00

 
What We Reckon
Eryk Pruitt DMSE
”Hardboiled honey packed with razor blades 
and dynamite, strange and leanly written, 
and tossed into a tornado; What We Reckon 
is the insane love child of James Cain and 
Jim Thompson, a modern piece of folk lore 
covered in gasoline and set on fire.”—Joe 
R. Lansdale, author of Hap & Leonard and 
Honky Tonk Samurai.
978-1-974977-59-8 
___050480867 
CD 59.99

 
What We Reckon
978-1-974977-63-5 DMSE
___050481263 
MP3 19.99

 
A Woman’s Story
Annie Ernaux DMSE
Tanya Leslie, translator
A deeply affecting account of mothers 
and daughters, youth and age, dreams 
and reality, this is French author Ernaux’s 
daunting journey through time as she was 
confronted with the reality of her mother’s 
death from Alzheimer’s. A New York Times 
Notable Book.
978-1-974978-46-5 
___050582483 
CD 59.99

 
A Woman’s Story
978-1-974978-50-2 DMSE
___050582443 
MP3 19.99

 
Wrapped Up in Christmas
Janice Lynn HKPU
Experiencing heartbreak in the past, Sarah 
Smith pours herself into special projects like 
making a quilt for a wounded warrior. Injured 
in an explosion, Army Ranger Bodie Lewis 
receives a handmade quilt while recovering 
in the hospital. Later, he sets out to find 
and thank its maker. Simultaneous trade 
paperback.
978-1-974971-97-8 
___049813259 
CD 34.99

 
Wrapped Up in Christmas
978-1-974972-01-2 HKPU
___049813539 
MP3 24.99

FICTION - HISTORICAL

 
Belle Cora
Phillip Margulies HIGB
narrated by Elizabeth Wiley
A sweeping historical novel based on the 
extraordinary life and times of Belle Cora, 
the daughter of a New York merchant who 
went on to become a millworker, a prostitute, 
a notorious madam, a murderess, and 
eventually one of San Francisco’s richest and 
most revered dowagers.
978-1-68457-477-3 
___050333000 
CD 59.99

 
Cilka’s Journey
Heather Morris MMNA
Based on true events, this novel from the 
author of the acclaimed bestseller The 
Tattooist of Auschwitz tells the incredible 
story of a young woman—incarcerated at 
Auschwitz at 16, then sent to a Siberian 
prison camp following the war—who 
transitions from child to woman and from 
woman to healer. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-25026-600-2 
___049647261 CD 39.99

FICTION - HORROR

 
Imaginary Friend
Stephen Chbosky GCEB
read by Christine Lakin
From the #1 bestselling author of The 
Perks of Being a Wallflower comes a epic 
work of literary horror “that hearkens back 
to the classics of the 1970s Golden Age, 
but, like Stranger Things, with a twinkle in 
its malevolent eye. Enormous, scary fun” 
(Dan Chaon, bestselling author of Ill Will). 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-54914-318-2 
___048462940 CD 45.00
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Twelve Nights at Rotter House
J.W. Ocker HIGB
narrated by Matt Godfrey
Edgar Award-winning author Ocker spins 
this dark, psychological thriller about a travel 
writer who stays for 13 nights at the infamous 
Rotterdam Mansion unprepared for the 
horrors that lie within—a true love letter to 
the haunted house genre. Simultaneous 
hardcover & trade paperback.
978-1-68457-415-5 
___050675388 
CD 29.99

FICTION - MYSTERY/ DETECTIVE

 
The 19th Christmas
The Women’s Murder Club
James Patterson LB  
and Maxine Paetro
Detective Lindsay Boxer and her friends 
in the Women’s Murder Club have much 
to celebrate this Christmas. However, a 
fearsome criminal known only as “Loman” 
seizes control of the headlines. He is planning 
a deadly surprise for Christmas morning, 
and he has commissioned dozens of criminal 
colleagues to take actions that will mask his 
plans. Simultaneous hardcover. Abridged.
978-1-54912-093-0 
___048643839 CD 25.00

 
The 19th Christmas
978-1-54912-095-4 LB  
___048643840 CD 35.00

 
The Bengal Identity
A Cat Groomer Mystery
Eileen Watkins DMSE
read by Lauren Ezzo
Everyone knows a leopard can’t change 
its spots. But can a thief hide the spots 
on a catnapped Bengal? Groomer Cassie 
McGlone is about to find out in the second 
installment of this cozy mystery series.
978-1-974968-57-2 
___049385114 
CD 59.99

 
The Bengal Identity
978-1-974968-61-9 DMSE
___049385447 
MP3 29.99

 
Bloody Genius
A Virgil Flowers Novel
John Sandford PNGN
read by Eric Conger
Virgil Flowers will have to watch his back—
and his mouth—as he investigates a college 
culture war turned deadly in the newest 
installment of #1 New York Times-bestselling 
author Sandford’s acclaimed series. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-0-593-10714-0 
___048712127 CD 40.00

 
A Catered New Year’s Eve
A Mystery with Recipes!
Isis Crawford HIGB
narrated by Margaret Strom
Sisters Bernie and Libby Simmons are hired 
by a distant relative to cater her New Year’s 
Eve party, where she will expose the culprit 
behind the long-ago deaths of her father 
and his business partner. But as midnight 
approaches, a guest drops dead. It looks like 
the menu includes champagne and cyanide. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68441-756-8 
___050675178 
CD 39.99

 
City of Fear
Larry Enmon DMSE
narrated by Angelo Di Loreto
The unexpected killing of Dallas drug kingpin 
Ricardo Salazar sets everyone on edge. The 
Dallas Police dread the ensuing gang war but 
Detectives Rob Soliz and Frank Pierce were 
on the scene at the time of the shooting. They 
both saw a mysterious red-haired woman 
enter Ricardo’s place just moment before, 
but she was never seen leaving.
978-1-974975-12-9 
___050366928 
CD 59.99

 
City of Fear
978-1-974975-16-7 DMSE
___050366744 
MP3 29.99

 
Dachshund Through the Snow
An Andy Carpenter Mystery
David Rosenfelt MMNA
read by Grover Gardner
In the 20th installment of this series, lawyer 
Andy Carpenter and his golden retriever, 
Tara, can’t say no to helping young Danny 
and his dachshund, Murphy, and reunite his 
family in time for Christmas. Simultaneous 
hardcover.
978-1-25024-083-5 
___047929663 CD 29.99

 
Egg Drop Dead
A Cackleberry Club Mystery
Laura Childs DMSE
narrated by Susan Boyce
Back chasing another bad egg, the 
Cackleberry Club has vowed to find the 
person responsible for the death of a dairy 
farmer. However, as they get closer to the 
truth, the desperate killer gets whipped into a 
frenzy and plans to put the squeeze on them.
978-1-974967-36-0 
___049128308 
CD 59.99

 
Egg Drop Dead
978-1-974967-40-7 DMSE
___049128221 
MP3 29.99
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Knit One, Die Two
A Knit & Nibble Mystery
Peggy Ehrhart TTAD
narrated by Callie Beaulieu
When Arborville, New Jersey’s snooty 
theater scene is upstaged by a shocking 
murder, Pamela Paterson and her Knit and 
Nibble knitting club must act quickly to stop 
a killer from making an encore performance. 
Includes knitting tips and a delicious recipe.
978-1-63015-631-2 
___050988159 
CD 37.99

 
Knit One, Die Two
978-1-51593-799-9 TTAD
___050987903 
MP3 24.99

 
Mrs. Jeffries & the Best Laid Plans
A Victorian Mystery
Emily Brightwell TTAD
narrated by Jennifer M. Dixon
A friendless old miser, banker Lawrence Boyd, 
is found dead at home. Called to the scene, 
Inspector Witherspoon is lucky to have Mrs. 
Jeffries’s help—since the list of suspects includes 
just about everyone Boyd has ever met.
978-1-49454-201-6 
___049341716 
CD 37.99

 
Mrs. Jeffries & the Best Laid Plans
978-1-54143-666-4 TTAD
___049341672 
MP3 24.99

 
Mrs. Jeffries & the Feast of St. Stephen
A Victorian Mystery
Emily Brightwell TTAD
narrated by Jennifer M. Dixon
The good cheer of a Yuletide dinner in West 
Brompton fizzles when the host, wealthy 
Stephen Whitfield, dies before the second 
course. Since Scotland Yard wants this crime 
solved before Christmas, the busy sleuths 
must rally in support of their Inspector.
978-1-49454-202-3 
___049341951 
CD 37.99

 
Mrs. Jeffries & the Feast of St. Stephen
978-1-54143-667-1 TTAD
___049341854 
MP3 24.99

 
The Night Fire
A Renée Ballard and Harry Bosch Novel
Michael Connelly LB  
read by Christine Lakin
and Titus Welliver
In the follow-up to Dark Sacred Night, #1 
New York Times-bestselling author Connelly 
brings Harry Bosch and LAPD Detective 
Renée Ballard together once again on the 
murder case that obsessed Bosch’s late 
mentor. Simultaneous hardcover. Abridged.
978-1-54912-075-6 
___048643837 CD 30.00

 
The Night Fire
978-1-54912-077-0 LB  
___048643838 CD 40.00

 
The Off-Islander
Peter Colt HIGB
narrated by Keith Sellon-Wright
In Colt’s gritty, gripping new series set along 
the New England coast, a Boston-born 
Vietnam veteran and P.I. is hired to find a 
missing father—but may find far more than 
he bargained for. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68441-754-4 
___050784668 
CD 39.99

 
Owl Be Home for Christmas
A Meg Langslow Mystery
Donna Andrews DMSE
In her 26th mystery, it’s a few days before 
Christmas, and Meg Langslow must contend 
with her grandfather’s scientific conference 
on owls being held at the Caerphilly Inn, a 
severe and unexpected snowstorm that traps 
everyone in the hotel, and the murder of one 
of the visiting ornithologists. Simultaneous 
hardcover.
978-1-974979-09-7 
___050709952 
CD 59.99

 
Owl Be Home for Christmas
978-1-974979-13-4 DMSE
___050709826 
MP3 22.99

 
Those Who Go by Night
Andrew Gaddes DMSE
A gruesome murder in a sleepy 14th-century 
English village sets the stage for a taut 
drama laced with witchcraft, depravity, and 
long-buried secrets in Gaddes’ wicked debut.
978-1-974977-28-4 
___050481142 
CD 59.99

 
Those Who Go by Night
978-1-974977-32-1 DMSE
___050480906 
MP3 19.99

FICTION - RELIGIOUS

 
The Mending
Susan Lantz Simpson DMSE
read by Charlotte Loring
With autumn’s golden glow, marriage 
season comes to Southern Maryland’s Amish 
country. But is such joy meant for all…
particularly Malinda Stauffer?
978-1-974968-09-1 
___049264996 
CD 59.99

 
The Mending
978-1-974968-13-8 DMSE
___049264729 
MP3 29.99
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FICTION - ROMANCE

 
Christmas at Snowdrop Cottage
Helen J. Rolfe DMSE
Full of sparkling festive magic, Little 
Woodville is all set for Christmas. Listeners 
are invited to grab a hot chocolate and 
escape to the quaint Cotswold village and 
the thatched cottage where the perfect recipe 
for Christmas may just contain a whole lot of 
love, friendship and kindness.
978-1-974968-63-3 
___049385420 
CD 59.99

 
Christmas at Snowdrop Cottage
978-1-974968-67-1 DMSE
___049385457 
MP3 29.99

 
Christmas at the Little Knitting Box
Helen J. Rolfe DMSE
In her New York Ever After series, Rolfe 
invites listeners to spend the holidays with 
four couples, who find love in the Big Apple 
and surrounding locales during the magical 
season of Christmas.
978-1-974968-33-6 
___049385446 
CD 59.99

 
Christmas at the Little Knitting Box
978-1-974968-37-4 DMSE
___049385108 
MP3 29.99

 
Christmas Miracles at the Little Log Cabin
978-1-974968-51-0 DMSE
___049385454 
CD 59.99

 
Christmas Miracles at the Little Log Cabin
978-1-974968-55-8 DMSE
___049385093 
MP3 29.99

 
Snowflakes and Mistletoe at the Inglenook 
Inn
978-1-974968-39-8 DMSE
___049385330 
CD 59.99

 
Snowflakes and Mistletoe at the Inglenook 
Inn
978-1-974968-43-5 DMSE
___049385253 
MP3 29.99

 
Wedding Bells on Madison Avenue
978-1-974968-45-9 DMSE
___049385371 
CD 59.99

 
Wedding Bells on Madison Avenue
978-1-974968-49-7 DMSE
___049385098 
MP3 29.99

 
The Devil in the Saddle
A Princes of Texas Romance
Julia London DMSE
The second installment of New York Times- 
and USA Today-bestselling author London’s 
contemporary western series, where a Texas 
princess learns that love burns brightest with 
the devil who knows her best. Simultaneous 
mass-market paperback.
978-1-974968-21-3 
___049385177 
CD 59.99

 
The Devil in the Saddle
978-1-974968-25-1 DMSE
___049385247 
MP3 29.99

 
The Highlander’s Christmas Bride
Clan Kendrick
Vanessa Kelly TTAD
narrated by Ruth Urquhart
In bestselling author Kelly’s irresistible Clan 
Kendrick series, Christmas in the Highlands 
means family, celebration—and for one 
brother, the beginning of a passionate 
adventure. Contains mature themes. 
Simultaneous mass-market paperback.
978-1-977315-06-9 
___049128388 
CD 44.99

 
The Highlander’s Christmas Bride
978-1-977365-06-4 TTAD
___049128303 
MP3 29.99

 
Love Inspired Suspense: Lone Star Justice 
#6: Lone Star Standoff
Margaret Daley DMSE
read by Coleen Marlo
Presiding over the trial of a powerful drug-
cartel member, Judge Aubrey Madison finds 
her life threatened, and Texas Ranger Sean 
McNair isn’t taking any chances. Protecting 
the widow and her twins comes naturally to 
Sean. He can’t help wishing for a future with 
Aubrey...if he can keep her alive.
978-1-974957-76-7 
___049265232 
CD 59.99

 
Love Inspired Suspense: Lone Star Justice 
#6: Lone Star Standoff
978-1-974957-80-4 DMSE
___049264879 
MP3 29.99

 
A Mrs. Miracle Christmas
Debbie Macomber RH  
read by Cassandra Campbell
The beloved Mrs. Miracle shows an ordinary 
family that they are blessed beyond belief 
in this uplifting holiday tale from #1 New 
York Times-bestselling author Macomber. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-0-525-49157-6 
___048061894 CD 30.00
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Sergeant’s Christmas Siege
An Alaska Force Novel
Megan Crane TTAD
narrated by Rachel Dulude
Danger lurks in the wilds of Grizzly Harbor 
this Christmas but it’s love that has Alaska 
Force in the cross-hairs, from the USA Today-
bestselling author of Sniper’s Pride. Contains 
mature themes. Simultaneous mass-market 
paperback.
978-1-49454-398-3 
___048754536 
CD 44.99

 
Sergeant’s Christmas Siege
978-1-54143-863-7 TTAD
___048754315 
MP3 29.99

 
Straight Up Irish
Murphy Brothers #1
Magan Vernon DMSE
A fake wedding and a whole lot of whiskey. 
What could go wrong? “Full of Irish charm, 
sweeping scenery, and swoon-worthy 
romance.”—Jay Crownover, New York Times-
bestselling author.
978-1-974974-15-3 
___050239352 
CD 59.99

 
Straight Up Irish
978-1-974974-19-1 DMSE
___050239335 
MP3 29.99

 
Swear on This Life
Renée Carlino DMSE
From the USA Today-bestselling author of 
Before We Were Strangers—an acclaimed, witty 
novel about a struggling writer who discovers 
she is the romantic inspiration behind a 
pseudonymously published literary sensation 
and embarks on a search for the elusive writer.
978-1-974977-83-3 
___050481270 
CD 59.99

 
Swear on This Life
978-1-974977-87-1 DMSE
___050481155 
MP3 19.99

 
Tempting the Earl
Rachael Miles DMSE
read by Joan Walker
Writing under a pen name, Olivia Walgrave’s 
controversial column for the scandal sheets 
provides her with some income—and 
excitement. Besides, in the three years since 
the wars have ended, her husband, the Earl of 
Levesford, hasn’t spent one night under their 
roof. So Olivia has prepared an annulment. 
All she needs is his consent.
978-1-974968-03-9 
___049265336 
CD 59.99

 
Tempting the Earl
978-1-974968-07-7 DMSE
___049264916 
MP3 29.99

 
Wedding the Widow
Jenna Jaxon DMSE
read by Anne Flosnik
Of all the widows of Lyttlefield Park, Elizabeth 
Easton seems least likely to remarry. 
She is devoted to the memory of her late 
husband. Which is why she’s so shocked to 
be overtaken by passion during a harvest 
festival, succumbing to an unforgettable 
interlude with the handsome Lord Brack.
978-1-974968-69-5 
___049385320 
CD 59.99

 
Wedding the Widow
978-1-974968-73-2 DMSE
___049385299 
MP3 29.99

 
Well Suited
Staci Hart DMSE
narrated by Teddy Hamilton
and Victoria Mei
Five weeks after a one-night stand, a woman 
learns she’s pregnant. She’s not looking for a 
suitable mate, though. Genetically, the father 
is the cream of the crop. He insists they’re 
well-suited to have the baby together. She 
doesn’t think love is real; it’s just a product of 
chemistry. If he changes her mind about that, 
they’re both in trouble.
978-1-974973-85-9 
___050239203 
CD 59.99

 
Well Suited
978-1-974973-89-7 DMSE
___050239306 
MP3 29.99
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FICTION - SCIENCE FICTION / FANTASY

 
Ant-Man: Natural Enemy
Jason Starr DMSE
narrated by Richard Rohan
Scott Lang and his teenage daughter, Cassie, 
are just settling down in a new city when a 
criminal from Scott’s past comes gunning for 
them. But is the killer really after Scott, or the 
secrets of the Ant-Man tech? And just how far 
will Scott go to protect his only child?
978-1-974979-23-3 
___050709830 
CD 44.99

 
Ant-Man: Natural Enemy
978-1-974979-27-1 DMSE
___050709908 
MP3 24.99

 

Astonishing X-Men: Gifted
Peter David DMSE
narrated by Richard Rohan
Cyclops and Emma Frost re-form the team 
with the express purpose of “astonishing” 
the world. But when breaking news 
regarding the mutant gene unexpectedly hits 
the airwaves, will it derail their new plans 
before they even get started?
978-1-974979-44-8 
___050709982 
CD 44.99

 
Astonishing X-Men: Gifted
978-1-974979-48-6 DMSE
___050709848 
MP3 24.99

 
The Avengers: Everybody Wants to Rule the 
World
Dan Abnett DMSE
narrated by Richard Rohan
The Mighty Avengers face an array of their 
greatest foes—all at once! Only one thing 
is certain: This isn’t a coincidence. But what 
larger, deadlier threat lies behind these 
simultaneous attacks on Earth?
978-1-974978-85-4 
___050709828 
CD 44.99

 
The Avengers: Everybody Wants to Rule the 
World
978-1-974978-89-2 DMSE
___050709985 
MP3 24.99

 

Captain America: Dark Designs
Stefan Petrucha DMSE
narrated by Richard Rohan
Captain America has battled soldiers, 
terrorists and villains of all kinds. Now he’ll 
face a far more complicated enemy: his own 
body. When S.H.I.E.L.D. discovers that Cap 
is harboring an extinction-level pathogen 
hidden in his cells for decades, Cap’s greatest 
fear is realized: until the virus can be cured, 
he’ll have to go into deep freeze. But he 
won’t be alone.
978-1-974979-50-9 
___050709971 
CD 44.99

 
Captain America: Dark Designs
978-1-974979-54-7 DMSE
___050709812 
MP3 24.99

 

Civil War
A Novel of the Marvel Universe
Stuart Moore DMSE
narrated by Richard Rohan
The Marvel Universe is changing. In the 
wake of a tragedy, Capitol Hill proposes 
the Super Hero Registration Act, requiring 
all costumed heroes to unmask themselves 
before the government. Divided, the nation’s 
greatest champions must each decide how to 
react—a decision that will alter the course of 
their lives forever.
978-1-974977-02-4 
___050709983 
CD 44.99

 
Civil War
978-1-974977-06-2 DMSE
___050710013 
MP3 24.99

 

Daredevil: Guardian Devil
Kevin Smith DMSE
read by Jonathan Feuer
From actor and filmmaker Smith (Clerks, 
Mallrats) comes his interpretation of the 
Marvel superhero. Better known by his secret 
identity of Daredevil, blind Matt Murdock 
comes to the aid of a city in crisis, striking 
fear in the hearts of underworld members 
everywhere.
978-1-974977-71-0 
___050709855 
CD 44.99

 
Daredevil: Guardian Devil
978-1-974977-75-8 DMSE
___050709843 
MP3 24.99
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The Darkest Gateway
A Booke of the Hidden Novel
Jeri Westerson TTAD
narrated by Suzanne Elise Freeman
Westerson presents Book 4 in the Booke of 
the Hidden series. Halloween is near, and 
teashop proprietor Kylie Strange has just 
learned that the last day of October also 
heightens the power of magic—which means 
the potential for a tidal wave of evil creatures 
to emerge from that supernatural Booke of 
the Hidden. Contains mature themes.
978-1-63015-553-7 
___050987576 
CD 39.99

 
The Darkest Gateway
978-1-51593-721-0 TTAD
___050988136 
MP3 29.99

 

The Death of Captain America
A Novel of the Marvel Universe
Larry Hama DMSE
read by Richard Rohan et al.
Steve Rogers is dead! Long live Captain 
America! He was a hero to millions, an 
inspiration to America’s armed services and 
the representative of his nation’s greatest 
ideals. In the aftermath of his death, Cap’s 
longtime partner, the Falcon, makes revenge 
his first order of business.
978-1-974979-29-5 
___050709984 
CD 44.99

 
The Death of Captain America
978-1-974979-33-2 DMSE
___050709995 
MP3 24.99

 

Doctor Strange: The Fate of Dreams
A Novel of the Marvel Universe
Devin Grayson DMSE
narrated by Richard Rohan
Doctor Stephen Strange, the Sorcerer 
Supreme, has defeated demonic hordes, 
battled evil wizards, and tirelessly defended 
our realm against invading interdimensional 
armies. But when a dangerous dream begins 
inspiring normal people to act out their 
darkest ambitions, even Doctor Strange is 
pushed to his very limits.
978-1-974978-97-7 
___050709950 
CD 44.99

 
Doctor Strange: The Fate of Dreams
The Fate of Dreams
978-1-974979-01-1 DMSE
___050709630 
MP3 24.99

 

Generation X
Scott Lobdell DMSE
and Elliot S! Maggin
read by Tara Sands
Driven by guilt over the brutal slaughter of 
her former pupils, Emma Frost finds herself 
tormented by strange ghostly manifestations 
that are threatening her new students, and it 
is up to the teenage mutants of Generation 
X to stop the havoc. Based on characters in 
Marvel Comics.
978-1-974979-74-5 
___050905381 
CD 44.99

 
Generation X
978-1-974979-78-3 DMSE
___050905303 
MP3 24.99

 
A Green and Ancient Light
Frederic S. Durbin DMSE
Set during a war that parallels World War II, 
this gorgeous fantasy is the story of a boy, 
his grandmother, a man who knows the 
true story of Cinderella’ s slipper, and the 
discovery of a riddle in the sacred grove of 
ruins behind grandmother’s house.
978-1-974978-52-6 
___050582426 
CD 59.99

 
A Green and Ancient Light
978-1-974978-56-4 DMSE
___050582358 
MP3 19.99

 

Iron Man: Operation A.I.M.
Greg Cox DMSE
read by James Patrick Cronin
MODOK, the Mental Organism Designed 
Only for Killing, is the product of the 
corrupt scientists of A.I.M (Advanced Idea 
Mechanics). Iron Man learns that MODOK has 
turned his back on his creators, destroying 
an A.I.M. undersea lab, leaving only one 
devastated survivor. But MODOK’s fearsome 
plan involves more than taking revenge.
978-1-974980-02-4 
___050905126 
CD 44.99

 
Iron Man: Operation A.I.M.
978-1-974980-06-2 DMSE
___050905175 
MP3 24.99
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Iron Man: Steel Terror
Dean Wesley Smith DMSE
narrated by James Patrick Cronin
Tony Stark—the invincible Iron Man—faces 
the challenge of his life when he and Earth’s 
mightiest heroes, the Avengers, are faced 
with the threat of villainous super robot 
Ultron. When some of his teammates are 
injured by Ultron’s robot warriors, it’s up to 
Iron Man to save the planet before it’s too 
late.
978-1-974977-46-8 
___050709749 
CD 44.99

 
Iron Man: Steel Terror
978-1-974977-50-5 DMSE
___050709677 
MP3 24.99

 

Ms. Marvel, Vol. 1: No Normal
G. Willow Wilson DMSE
narrated by Shanta Parasuraman
Kamala Khan is an ordinary girl from Jersey 
City―until she’s suddenly empowered with 
extraordinary gifts. But who truly is the new 
Ms. Marvel? Teenager? Muslim? Inhuman? 
Find out as she takes the Marvel Universe by 
storm!
978-1-974978-03-8 
___050709643 
CD 44.99

 
Ms. Marvel, Vol. 1: No Normal
978-1-974978-07-6 DMSE
___050709657 
MP3 24.99

 

Ms. Marvel, Vol. 2: Generation Why
G. Willow Wilson DMSE
narrated by Shanta Parasuraman
Who is the Inventor, and what does he want 
with the all-new Ms. Marvel and all her 
friends? Maybe Wolverine can help! As Ms. 
Marvel discovers more about her past, the 
Inventor continues to threaten her future.
978-1-974979-56-1 
___050709844 
CD 44.99

 
Ms. Marvel, Vol. 2: Generation Why
978-1-974979-60-8 DMSE
___050709650 
MP3 24.99

 
Mulgara
The Necromancer’s Will
David Rose HIGB
narrated by Greg Tremblay
A powerful necromancer has just died. When 
a cherished heirloom is bequeathed outside 
his family, it ignites shock, outrage, and 
flames old rivalries as Irion, the deceased’s 
grandnephew, wages a bitter and deadly war 
across Rehleia to retrieve it.
978-1-68457-224-3 
___050987663 
CD 29.99

 

New Avengers: Breakout
Alisa Kwitney DMSE
narrated by Richard Rohan
Under secret orders to assassinate the 
Widow, Hawkeye, the rough-edged 
marksman, finds himself caught up in a 
violent prison break that releases some of the 
world’s most vicious and powerful criminals. 
Defying his superiors, Hawkeye joins forces 
with the sultry Russian spy.
978-1-974977-22-2 
___050709642 
CD 44.99

 
New Avengers: Breakout
978-1-974977-26-0 DMSE
___050709790 
MP3 24.99

 
Salvation Lost
Peter F. Hamilton TTAD
narrated by John Lee
All the best in humanity rises to meet a 
powerful alien threat in the sequel to the 
acclaimed Salvation—part of an all-new 
trilogy from New York Times-bestselling 
author Hamilton, “the owner of the most 
powerful imagination in science fiction” (Ken 
Follett). Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-51591-279-8 
___049060885 
CD 49.99

 
Salvation Lost
978-1-51596-279-3 TTAD
___049060542 
MP3 34.99
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Spider-Man®: Drowned in Thunder
Christopher L. Bennett DMSE
narrated by Richard Rohan
J. Jonah Jameson, publisher of The Daily 
Bugle, has denounced Spider-Man from the 
beginning, convincing New Yorkers to see 
him as a criminal and a menace. But when 
a robot attack on Manhattan injures Peter 
Parker’s students and Jameson blames 
Spider-Man, their feud takes on a new, 
personal dimension.
978-1-974977-40-6 
___050709909 
CD 44.99

 
Spider-Man®: Drowned in Thunder
978-1-974977-44-4 DMSE
___050709955 
MP3 24.99

 
Spider-Man®: Kraven’s Last Hunt
Neil Kleid DMSE
narrated by Richard Rohan
After years of crushing defeats, Kraven the 
Hunter—son of Russian aristocrats, game 
tracker supreme—launches a final, deadly 
assault on Peter Parker, the Amazing Spider-
Man. But for the obsessed Kraven, killing his 
prey is not enough. Once his enemy is dead, 
Kraven must become the Spider.
978-1-974977-08-6 
___050709866 
CD 44.99

 
Spider-Man®: Kraven’s Last Hunt
978-1-974977-12-3 DMSE
___050709698 
MP3 24.99

 
Spider-Man®: The Darkest Hours
Jim Butcher DMSE
narrated by Jack Meloche
Spider-Man learns from his former ally 
(and old flame) Black Cat that the Ancients, 
members of the same race as the being 
Morlun, who Spidey defeated years earlier, 
are looking for revenge—and hope to steal 
Spider-Man’s life force in the process. Written 
by the #1 New York Times-bestselling author 
of The Dresden Files.
978-1-974976-96-6 
___050709754 
CD 44.99

 
Spider-Man®: The Darkest Hours
978-1-974977-00-0 DMSE
___050709912 
MP3 24.99

 

Spider-Man®: The Gathering of the Sinister Six
Adam-Troy Castro DMSE
narrated by Tim Paige
On several occasions, a half-dozen of 
Spider-Man’s greatest enemies have banded 
together as the Sinister Six. Now, at the 
behest of a deadly benefactor known only 
as the Gentleman, the Chameleon has been 
tasked with assembling a new Sinister Six 
with the most ambitious scheme yet!
978-1-974978-67-0 
___050709709 
CD 44.99

 
Spider-Man®: The Gathering of the Sinister 
Six
978-1-974978-71-7 DMSE
___050709784 
MP3 24.99

 

Spider-Man®: The Octopus Agenda
Diane Duane DMSE
narrated by Tim Paige
Spider-Man and his arch-enemy, Venom, 
must put aside their differences and join 
forces to stop the ruthless Dr. Octopus, the 
mastermind of an insidious plot to take over 
the world.
978-1-974979-03-5 
___050709958 
CD 44.99

 
Spider-Man®: The Octopus Agenda
978-1-974979-07-3 DMSE
___050710000 
MP3 24.99

 

The Ultimate Spider-Man®
Stan Lee DMSE
narrated by Thom Rivera
Beginning with a novella by Spider-Man’s co-
creator Lee and veteran Marvel writer Peter 
David that retells the wall-crawler’s origin, 
this exciting anthology has original stories 
featuring one of the world’s most enduring 
heroes. Authors include Tom De Haven, Dean 
Wesley Smith, and Richard Lee Byers.
978-1-974977-89-5 
___050709710 
CD 44.99

 
The Ultimate Spider-Man®
978-1-974977-93-2 DMSE
___050709801 
MP3 24.99
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The Ultimate X-Men
Stan Lee DMSE
narrated by Thom Rivera
An action-packed anthology of more than 
a dozen original tales featuring the X-Men 
follows the mutant super heroes as they 
take on some of their greatest arch villains 
while coping with the day-to-day problems 
of being a mutant.
978-1-974977-95-6 
___050710004 
CD 44.99

 
The Ultimate X-Men
978-1-974977-99-4 DMSE
___050709902 
MP3 24.99

 

The Ultimates®: Against All Enemies
Alex Irvine DMSE
narrated by Richard Rohan
Fed up after the government refuses to make 
a technology capable of detecting the alien 
Chitauri widely available, Captain America 
takes it upon himself to leak the secret, 
causing discord among his teammates. 
Meanwhile, desperate to recover his 
position on the Ultimates team, Hank Pym 
experiments with his own way to identify 
and eliminate the alien menace.
978-1-974978-73-1 
___050709748 
CD 44.99

 
The Ultimates®: Against All Enemies
978-1-974978-77-9 DMSE
___050709627 
MP3 24.99

 

X-Men®: Days of Future Past
Alex Irvine DMSE
narrated by Richard Rohan
In a dark and dangerous future, the mutant-
hunting machines known as the Sentinels 
rule America with an iron fist. Almost all 
mutants and superhumans have been 
exterminated. Only a handful of imprisoned 
mutants remain. Kate Pryde must travel back 
in time and warn her present-day teammates 
of the coming danger.
978-1-974977-14-7 
___050709641 
CD 44.99

 
X-Men®: Days of Future Past
978-1-974977-18-5 DMSE
___050709615 
MP3 24.99

FICTION - WESTERN

 
Have Brides, Will Travel
William W. Johnstone TTAD
and J.A. Johnstone
narrated by J. Rodney Turner
In this rollicking new series, the Johnstones 
cordially invite readers to the biggest, baddest, 
bang-up event of the season—one that gives 
a whole new meaning to “shotgun wedding.”
978-1-63015-888-0 
___050784962 
CD 39.99

 
Have Brides, Will Travel
978-1-51594-056-2 TTAD
___050784239 
MP3 29.99

 
Yuma Prison Crashout
A Hank Fallon Western
William W. Johnstone TTAD
and J.A. Johnstone
narrated by A.T. Chandler
First in a new series. Framed for a crime 
he didn’t commit, Deputy Marshal Hank 
Fallon is sentenced to 10 years in a federal 
penitentiary. After saving the life of the guard 
captain during a riot, Hank’s released, and 
immediately recruited by a private detective 
who wants to put Hank behind bars again—
as an undercover agent. Simultaneous mass-
market paperback.
978-1-63015-890-3 
___050784295 
CD 39.99

 
Yuma Prison Crashout
978-1-51594-058-6 TTAD
___050784307 
MP3 29.99

HUMOR

 
F**k, Now There Are Two of You
Adam Mansbach DMSE
Mansbach famously gave voice to two of 
parenting’s primal struggles in the New York 
Times bestsellers Go the F**k to Sleep and 
You Have to F**king Eat. Now Mansbach 
delivers a loving monologue about the 
new addition to the family, brimming 
with his trademark profane truth-telling. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-974976-79-9 
___050481369 
CD 14.99
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INSPIRATION / PHILOSOPHY

 
Believers
Faith in Human Nature
Melvin Konner HIGB
narrated by Tom Parks
Examining the nature of religiosity, and 
how it shapes and benefits humankind, 
anthropologist Konner, who was raised as 
an Orthodox Jew but has lived his adult life 
without such faith, explores the psychology, 
development, brain science, evolution, and 
even genetics of the varied religious impulses 
we experience as a species. Simultaneous 
hardcover.
978-1-68457-389-9 
___051121890 
CD 29.99

 
The Essential Wisdom Library: St. Francis of 
Assisi
His Life, Teachings, and Practice
Jon M. Sweeney TTAD
narrated by Bob Souer
St. Francis of Assisi is one of the most 
venerated Christian figures. St. Francis 
biographer Sweeney offers a simple and 
universal introduction to Francis’ life, his 
key teachings, and the spiritual practices 
that enriched his faith and the lives of those 
who follow his legacy. Simultaneous trade 
paperback.
978-1-977319-74-6 
___049661522 
CD 29.99

 
The Essential Wisdom Library: St. Francis of 
Assisi
978-1-977369-74-1 TTAD
___049661686 
MP3 19.99

 
I Really Needed This Today
Words to Live By
Hoda Kotb PNGN
with Jane Lorenzini
New York Times-bestselling author and 
beloved Today show anchor Kotb presents 
an inspiring collection of quotes—drawn 
from her own personal favorites featured on 
her popular Instagram account—that offer 
wisdom, courage, and hope. Simultaneous 
hardcover.
978-0-525-63623-6 
___049631966 CD 35.00

 
What It Means to Be Moral
Why Religion Is Not Necessary for Living an 
Ethical Life
Phil Zuckerman HIGB
narrated by Paul Brion
The author of Living the Secular Life 
deconstructs the arguments for a morality 
informed by religion, urging that major 
challenges like global warming and growing 
inequality are best approached from a 
framework of secular morality. Simultaneous 
hardcover.
978-1-68457-625-8 
___050582318 
CD 39.99

LITERATURE / CLASSICS

 
The Big Book of the Dead
Marion Winik TTAD
narrated by the author
Winik is esteemed for bringing humor and wit 
to that most unavoidable of subjects: death. 
Now, her critically acclaimed, cult favorites 
Glen Rock and Baltimore Book of the Dead 
have been carefully combined in their proper 
order, revealing more clearly than ever before 
the character hidden throughout these stories: 
Winik herself. Simultaneous trade paperback.
978-1-40017-189-7 
___050905147 
CD 32.99

 
The Big Book of the Dead
978-1-51593-111-9 TTAD
___050905240 
MP3 24.99

NONFICTION

 
The Accusation
Blood Libel in an American Town
Edward Berenson HIGB
narrated by Paul Boehmer
“Berenson’s meticulous, intricate history of the 
European roots of ‘blood libel’ anti-Semitism—
and the single time a small American town fell 
into its thrall—is the story of how it happened, 
and how it could happen again.”—Rebecca 
Schuman, author of Schadenfreude, A Love 
Story. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68457-381-3 
___051122075 
CD 29.99
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Audience of One
Donald Trump, Television, and the Fracturing 
of America
James Poniewozik HIGB
narrated by Matthew Josdal
An incisive cultural history that captures 
a fractious nation through the prism of 
television and the rattled mind of a celebrity 
president. “Both damning and illuminating, 
a witty, penetrating exposé of Trump’s most 
intimate relationship, the one with the 
medium that made him.”—Emily Nussbaum, 
television critic for The New Yorker. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68457-395-0 
___051121845 
CD 34.99

 
Blowout
Corrupted Democracy, Rogue State Russia, 
and the Richest, Most Destructive Industry 
on Earth
Rachel Maddow RH  
read by the author
With her trademark black humor, the 
Emmy®-winning host of MSNBC’s The 
Rachel Maddow Show offers a dark, 
serpentine, riveting tour of the unimaginably 
lucrative and corrupt oil-and-gas industry. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-984846-72-3 
___049211322 CD 40.00

 
The Body
A Guide for Occupants
Bill Bryson RH  
The bestselling author of A Short History of 
Nearly Everything takes listeners on a head-
to-toe tour of the marvel that is the human 
body. As addictive as it is comprehensive, 
this is Bryson at his very best, a must-have 
owner’s manual for everybody. Simultaneous 
hardcover.
978-0-14-752691-5 
___048166779 CD 45.00

 
The Comey Gang
An Insider’s Look at an FBI in Crisis
John Ligato HIGB
narrated by Mike Chamberlain
An FBI insider explains how a group of 
high-level bureaucrats attempted to alter 
history and unseat a sitting president in this 
definitive account of “how the FBI lost its 
way under James Comey” (Joe Pistone, FBI 
Special Agent, Retired, (aka Donnie Brasco). 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68457-605-0 
___050675417 
CD 29.99

 
The Food Lab
Better Home Cooking Through Science
J. Kenji López-Alt TTAD
narrated by Mike Chamberlain
López-Alt focuses on the science behind 
beloved American dishes, delving into the 
interactions between heat, energy, and 
molecules that create great food. The author 
explains that often, conventional methods 
don’t work that well, and home cooks can 
achieve far better results using new—but 
simple—techniques.
978-1-49453-987-0 
___049942859 
CD 49.99

 
The Food Lab
978-1-54143-452-3 TTAD
___049942867 
MP3 49.99

 
The Hidden History of the Supreme Court 
and the Betrayal of America
Thom Hartmann DMSE
Hartmann, the most popular progressive 
radio host in America and a New York Times-
bestselling author, explains how the Supreme 
Court has spilled beyond its Constitutional 
powers and how we the people should 
take that power back. Simultaneous trade 
paperback.
978-1-974978-61-8 
___050709910 
CD 39.99

 
The Hidden History of the Supreme Court 
and the Betrayal of America
978-1-974978-62-5 DMSE
___050709661 
MP3 19.99
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A Human Algorithm
How Artificial Intelligence Is Redefining Who 
We Are
Flynn Coleman HIGB
narrated by Teri Barrington
A groundbreaking narrative on the urgency 
of ethically designed AI and a guidebook 
to reimagining life in the era of intelligent 
technology. “Coleman will forever change 
the way you think about computers and 
our future.”—Seth Godin, author of This Is 
Marketing. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68457-629-6 
___050662850 
CD 29.99

 
It’s a Numberful World
How Math Is Hiding Everywhere
Eddie Woo TTAD
narrated by Adam Lofbomm
Woo, one of the Global Teacher Prize’s Top 
10 teachers and a YouTube phenomenon, 
delivers a rollicking, must-listen pop-
math audio book filled with contagious 
enthusiasm. Simultaneous trade paperback. 
978-1-51594-277-1 
___050784338 
CD 34.99

 
It’s a Numberful World
978-1-61803-226-3 TTAD
___050784264 
MP3 24.99

 
Leadership in Higher Education
Practices That Make a Difference
James M. Kouzes DMSE
and Barry Z. Posner
The authors of the classic bestseller The 
Leadership Challenge bring their expertise to 
higher education, offering five practices that 
can make any college or university leader 
into an exemplary leader. Simultaneous 
trade paperback.
978-1-974979-92-9 
___050905313 
CD 39.99

 
Leadership in Higher Education
978-1-974979-93-6 DMSE
___050905239 
MP3 19.99

 
Lost Feast
Culinary Extinction and the Future of Food
Lenore Newman TTAD
narrated by Tanya Eby
Part culinary romp, part environmental 
wake-up call, this is an enlightening look at 
the foods that have been loved to extinction 
and what their loss means for our future. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-51594-622-9 
___050988134 
CD 37.99

 
Lost Feast
978-1-61803-571-4 TTAD
___050987768 
MP3 24.99

 
No Stopping Us Now
A History of Older Women in America
Gail Collins LB  
In her lively social history of American 
women and aging, acclaimed New York 
Times columnist Collins illustrates the ways 
in which age is an arbitrary concept that has 
swung back and forth over the centuries. 
Simultaneous haradcover.
978-1-47890-077-1 
___048643831 CD 35.00

 
The Palestinian Delusion
The Catastrophic History of the Middle East 
Peace Process
Robert Spencer HIGB
narrated by David Colacci
Every negotiated settlement between 
the State of Israel and its Palestinian 
adversaries has failed to establish a stable 
and lasting peace. This is the history of what 
was attempted, why those failures were 
inevitable, and what must be done instead.
978-1-68457-609-8 
___050551891 
CD 34.99

 
Permanent Record
Arthur King MMNA
978-1-25062-269-3 
___050637396 CD 39.99
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The Physics of Superheroes
James Kakalios HIGB
narrated by Kevin T. Collins
Kakalios explores the scientific plausibility 
of the powers and feats of the most famous 
superheroes—and discovers that in many 
cases the comic writers got their science 
surprisingly right.
978-1-68457-457-5 
___050987582 
CD 29.99

 
A Pocket History of Human Evolution
How We Became Sapiens
Silvana Condemi TTAD
and Francois Savatier
narrated by Christa Lewis
Thanks to progress in genetics and dating 
methods, we now know more than ever 
about our ancient relatives. Condemi and 
Savatier offer an approachable introduction 
to the first sapiens and their relatives, origins, 
characteristics, and earliest migrations. 
Simultaneous trade paperback.
978-1-51594-403-4 
___050784911 
CD 32.99

 
A Pocket History of Human Evolution
978-1-61803-352-9 TTAD
___050784358 
MP3 24.99

 
Powerarchy
Understanding the Psychology of Oppression 
for Social Transformation
Melanie Joy, Ph.D. DMSE
Harvard-educated psychologist and 
bestselling author Joy (Why We Love 
Dogs, Eat Pigs, and Wear Cows) exposes 
the psychology that underlies all forms of 
oppression and abuse and the belief system 
that gives rise to this psychology—which she 
calls powerarchy. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-974979-88-2 
___050905385 
CD 39.99

 
Powerarchy
978-1-974979-89-9 DMSE
___050905109 
MP3 19.99

 
Six Impossible Things
The Mystery of the Quantum World
John Gribbin HIGB
narrated by Matthew Waterson
Physicists have sought “quanta of solace” 
in a variety of more or less convincing 
interpretations. Popular science master 
Gribbin takes listeners on a delightfully 
mind-bending tour through the “big six,” 
from the Copenhagen interpretation via the 
pilot wave and many worlds approaches. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68457-354-7 
___048754236 
CD 24.99

 
Why Liberalism Works
How True Liberal Values Produce a Freer, 
More Equal, Prosperous World for All
Deirdre Nansen McCloskey HIGB
narrated by Janet Metzger
Arguing for a return to true liberal values, 
this engaging work develops, defends, and 
demonstrates how embracing the ideas first 
espoused by such 18th-century philosophers 
as Smith, Voltaire, and Wollstonecraft is good 
for everyone. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68457-567-1 
___050675098 
CD 34.99

 
Yale Needs Women
The First Ivy League Girls and Their Fight for 
a Seat at the Head of the Class
Anne Gardiner Perkins HIGB
narrated by Erin Bennett
The author discusses how the first young 
women to enroll at Yale fought against the 
backward-leaning traditions of a centuries-
old institution and created the opportunities 
that would carry them into the future. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68457-276-2 
___050784537 
CD 29.99
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You Throw Like a Girl
The Blind Spot of Masculinity
Don McPherson TTAD
narrated by Leon Nixon
Former Syracuse University quarterback and 
NFL veteran McPherson examines how the 
narrow definition of masculinity adversely 
impacts women and creates many “blind 
spots” that hinder the healthy development 
of men. Simultaneous hardcover and trade 
paperbacks.
978-1-977319-31-9 
___050905198 
CD 37.99

 
You Throw Like a Girl
978-1-977369-31-4 TTAD
___050905336 
MP3 24.99

SELF-HELP

 
The Art of Reading Minds
How to Understand and Influence Others 
Without Them Noticing
Henrik Fexeus DMSE
Listeners can interpret nonverbal 
communication, body language, and 
psychological influence to learn what 
another person thinks and feels, and 
consequently control that person’s thoughts 
and beliefs. Here, Fexeus explains a practical 
interpretation of the concept of mind-
reading.
978-1-974973-97-2 
___050239547 
CD 49.99

 
The Art of Reading Minds
978-1-974974-01-6 DMSE
___050239439 
MP3 29.99

 
Lead Like Walt
Discover Walt Disney’s Magical Approach to 
Building Successful Organizations
Pat Williams HIGB
with Jim Denney
narrated by Bj Harrison
Williams began studying the life of Walt 
Disney as he struggled to build an NBA 
franchise, the Orlando Magic. Through 
Disney’s leadership example, Williams 
found seven key leadership traits that all 
great leaders must possess. He shares 
with listeners how to build those skills 
and implement them to be effective in 
any leadership arena. Simultaneous trade 
paperback.
978-1-68457-597-8 
___051121802 
CD 34.99

 
Your Vivid Life
An Invitation to Live a Radically Authentic 
Life
Shayne Traviss DMSE
Traviss, founder and creator of VividLife.me, 
a global platform for personal development, 
delivers a warm, inspirational self-help 
audio book that invites listeners to let go 
of conditioning, break through resistance, 
and to live life “all in.” Simultaneous trade 
paperback.
978-1-974973-73-6 
___050239266 
CD 49.99

 
Your Vivid Life
978-1-974973-77-4 DMSE
___050239745 
MP3 29.99

SPORTS & RECREATION

 
No Excuses
The Making of a Head Coach
Bob Stoops LB  
Gene Wojciechowski
From legendary Oklahoma coach Stoops 
comes a deeply reflective and incredibly 
candid memoir that explores the 
overwhelming pressures and extraordinary 
joys of leading one of the country’s most 
storied football institutions. Simultaneous 
hardcover.
978-1-54914-900-9 
___050113526 CD 35.00

 
Roaring Back
The Fall and Rise of Tiger Woods
Curt Sampson TTAD
narrated by Kyle Tait
From the New York Times-bestselling 
author of The Masters and Hogan comes 
the incredible true story of Tiger Woods’ 
dramatic return to glory at the 2019 
Masters following his humbling and very 
public personal, physical, and professional 
setbacks. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-51594-527-7 
___050905449 
CD 37.99

 
Roaring Back
978-1-61803-478-6 TTAD
___050905099 
MP3 24.99
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BEST OF THE BEST

 
Looking for Alaska
John Green PYRG
The multi-award-winning, genre-defining 
debut from the #1 international bestselling 
author of Turtles All the Way Down and The 
Fault in Our Stars is now adapted as a limited 
series launching October 18 on Hulu. This 
edition features TV tie-in artwork. (Trade) 
(Movie & Tv Tie-In)
978-0-593-10906-9 
___050561883 12.99

CHILDREN’S, AGES 4-8

 
Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol #9: Now 
Museum, Now You Don’t
Andres Miedoso LSM 
Victor Rivas, illustrator
In his ninth chapter book mystery, Desmond 
Cole goes on a field trip to the Kersville 
Museum, which has old paintings, old 
statues, and even old mummies that come 
with old curses. Sounds like a perfectly safe 
place to visit—until the mummies start to 
disappear! Original. (Trade)
978-1-53444-951-0 
___048478025 5.99

 
Diary of a Pug: Pug Blasts Off
A Branches™ Book
Kyla May SHLS
The first book in a sweet and funny new series 
about Baron von Bubbles (Bub), a pug who 
wants nothing more than to help his human, 
Bella, in her craft projects for school—told 
from Bub’s point of view. Original. (Trade)
978-1-33853-003-2 
___047929553 4.99

 
Disney Frozen II Chapter Book
adapted by Suzanne Francis RH  
A chapter book based on Walt Disney 
Animation Studios’ feature-length follow-up 
to 2013’s Oscar®-winning film Frozen, slated 
for release in theaters on November 22. 
Original. (Trade)
978-0-593-12692-9 
___049338102 7.99

 
Dory Fantasmagory: Outside the Box
Abby Hanlon PUFN
Discover Dory’s first four adventures in this 
box set of the beloved illustrated chapter 
book series. Contains Dory Fantasmagory, 
The Real True Friend, Dory Dory Black Sheep, 
and Head in the Clouds. Original. (Trade)
978-1-984814-89-0 
___048845799 31.96

 
I Can Read!™, Level 1: Little Penguin’s New 
Friend
Tadgh Bentley BZBY
The first I Can Read! book featuring beloved 
picture book character Little Penguin, star 
of Little Penguin Gets the Hiccups, who’s 
eagerly awaiting a visiting polar bear. 
Original. (Trade)
978-0-06-269994-7 
___048203352 4.99

 
I Can Read!™, Level 1: Molly of Denali™: 
Little Dog Lost
WGBH Kids HR  
These leveled readers retell key moments 
from episodes of the PBS Kids show Molly 
of Denali, featuring a girl and her family who 
live in a tiny town in the Alaskan wilderness 
and run the Denali Trading Post and general 
store. Original. (Trade)
978-0-06-295036-9 
___048203444 4.99

 
I Can Read!™, Level 1: Molly of Denali™: 
Party Moose
978-0-06-295034-5 HR  
___048203443 4.99

 
Let’s Read and Find Out Science, Level 1: The 
Arctic Fox’s Journey
Wendy Pfeffer HR  
Morgan Huff, illustrator
During the winter, the arctic fox heads north 
through the tundra, facing treacherous 
obstacles, frightening predators, and bitter 
cold along the way. This picture book is filled 
with such visual aids as charts, sidebars, an 
infographic, and a hands-on activity all about 
camouflage. Original. (Trade)
978-0-06-249082-7 
___048203435 6.99

 
Mia Mayhem Stops Time!
Kara West LSM 
Leeza Hernandez, illustrator
In the fifth adventure of this chapter book 
series, Mia finally learns the secret to 
controlling her superpowers of freezing 
time and people. But when she ends up 
accidentally freezing the entire town, will 
she find a way to make the clock start ticking 
again? Original. (Trade)
978-1-53444-942-8 
___048477832 5.99

 
Molly of Denali™: A-maze-ing Snow
WGBH Kids HFIV
A blizzard blows through Qyah, Alaska, and 
the school roof caves in! Luckily, Molly knows 
just how to raise the money to fix it…a winter 
carnival! This storybook retelling an episode 
of the PBS Kids animated series comes with 
stickers. Original. (Trade)
978-0-06-295038-3 
___048485448 4.99
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My First I Can Read!™: Biscuit’s Snow Day 
Race
Alyssa Satin Capucilli HR  
Pat Schories, illustrator
Snow days are snow much fun! Will Biscuit 
the little yellow puppy get to play in the 
sledding race? For the first time, everyone’s 
favorite little yellow puppy stars in an I Can 
Read with a snow theme. Simultaneous 
hardcover. (Trade)
978-0-06-243620-7 
___048203434 4.99

 
My First I Can Read!™: Pete the Kitty Goes 
to the Doctor
James Dean HR  
Pete the Kitty gets an unexpected bellyache. 
Good thing his dad knows just what to do. 
It’s time to go to the doctor! Except Pete 
may be a little nervous about meeting the 
doctor for the first time. With the help of his 
dad, Pete learns a doctor visit isn’t so bad. 
Simultaneous hardcover. (Trade)
978-0-06-286832-9 
___048003119 4.99

 
Princess Pulverizer #7: Gotta Warn the 
Unicorns!
Nancy Krulik PNWS
Ian McGinty, illustrator
Princess Pulverizer and her pals feel they 
can’t continue on their Quest of Kindness 
until they help Fortune, the unicorn they 
recently rescued, find his family. So when a 
fearful king orders his knights to capture all 
the unicorns they can, it’s up to the princess 
and her friends to warn the unicorns before 
it’s too late! Simultaneous hardcover. (Trade)
978-1-52479-156-8 
___048061566 6.99

CHILDREN’S, AGES 9-12

 
The Beloved World of Sonia Sotomayor
Sonia Sotomayor YEAL
In this adaptation of her bestselling adult 
memoir My Beloved World, Sotomayor, the 
first Hispanic and third woman appointed 
to the Supreme Court of the United States, 
reveals that when she was a young girl she 
dared to dream big. Her dream? To become 
a lawyer and a judge. Includes an 8-page 
photo insert. HC: Delacorte Books for Young 
Readers. (Trade)
978-1-52477-117-1 
___048401067 8.99

 
The Big Game
Tim Green HR  
New York Times-bestselling author and 
former NFL defensive end Green encourages 
readers to fight for their dreams in this 
heartfelt story about a young football star 
grappling with the stress of living up to his 
father’s name. HC: HarperCollins. (Trade)
978-0-06-248561-8 
___048003128 6.99

 
The Blackthorn Key #4: Call of the Wraith
Kevin Sands ALAD
Shipwrecked in Devonshire with amnesia, 
Christopher Rowe learns that local children 
are disappearing. Whispers suggest the 
malevolent ghost of the White Woman has 
returned to steal the children and consume 
their souls. Christopher find himself in a race 
to reclaim his memories and find the missing 
children. Original. (Trade)
978-1-53442-848-5 
___048477600 9.99

 
The Collectors
Jacqueline West GRNB
The first in a two-book fantasy adventure 
from the New York Times-bestselling author 
of The Books of Elsewhere series sweeps 
readers into a hidden world where wishes are 
stolen and dreams have a price in this story 
about friendship, magic, and the gray area 
between good and evil. HC: Greenwillow 
Books. (Trade)
978-0-06-269170-5 
___047929891 6.99

 
Diary of an Ice Princess #3: On Thin Ice
Christina Soontornvat SHLS
Princess Lina’s Granddad invites her 
mischievous cousin Jack Frost to give Lina 
extra tutorials in Winterheart magic. But 
when Jack tags along with Lina to groundling 
school, his tricks wreak havoc on the big field 
trip. Can Lina keep her cool and save the 
day? Original. (Trade)
978-1-33835-399-0 
___047929892 5.99

 
Dragonwatch: Wrath of the Dragon King
A Fablehaven Adventure
Brandon Mull ALAD
The dragons have declared war on humans. 
Two of the seven dragon sanctuaries have 
already fallen. Will Wyrmroost be next? Find 
out in the second installment of #1 New York 
Times-bestselling author Mull’s Dragonwatch 
series. HC: Shadow Mountain. (Trade)
978-1-48148-505-0 
___048478788 8.99

 
The Extremely Inconvenient Adventures of 
Bronte Mettlestone
Jaclyn Moriarty SHLS
Moriarty’s acclaimed middle-grade debut 
is now in paperback. After her parents are 
killed, 10-year-old Bronte learns that their 
will (reinforced with magic) requires her to 
deliver gifts to her 10 aunts. Bronte suspects 
there may be more to this journey than the 
simple delivery of treasure. HC: Arthur A. 
Levine Books. (Trade)
978-1-33825-586-7 
___047930111 7.99
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Goosebumps Slappyworld #9: Revenge of 
the Invisible Boy
R.L. Stine SHLS
Ari Goodwyn is always ruining everyone’s 
tricks in Magic Club. After a really 
embarrassing fail, Frankie Miller wants 
revenge. When a legendary magician comes 
to town, Frankie sees an opportunity to get 
even with Ari. There’s only one problem: 
everything goes wrong. Original. (Trade)
978-1-33835-571-0 
___047930213 6.99

 
Harry Potter™: Wizards Unite Official Game 
Guide
Stephen Stratton SHLS
This official game guide offers kids insider 
tips and tricks straight from the game team 
on how to quickly increase their Wizarding 
Level, find rare Traces, and rise to the 
top Chambers of the most challenging 
Fortresses. Original. (Trade)
978-1-33825-396-2 
___050902500 9.99

 
It’s Not Easy Being Mimi
Linda Davick BHLK
Mimi and her cat Marvin must adjust to life 
with an unexpected new neighbor in this 
hilarious, quirky, and heartwarming start to 
a brand-new chapter book series. HC: Beach 
Lane Books. (Trade)
978-1-44245-890-1 
___048462541 6.99

 
Keeper of the Lost Cities: Flashback
Shannon Messenger ALAD
In the unforgettable seventh book in the 
New York Times- and USA Today-bestselling 
series, Sophie must let the past and present 
blur together, because the deadliest secrets 
are always the ones that get erased. HC: 
Aladdin. (Trade)
978-1-48149-744-2 
___048477890 9.99

 
Kitten Kingdom #4: Tabby Takes the Crown
Mia Bell SHLS
The Founding Day Festival has arrived, and 
Princess Tabby can’t wait! But when King 
Gorgonzola threatens to ruin it, Tabby must 
act fast to save the festival. Will the Whiskered 
Wonders be able to save Mewtopia, or will 
Tabby’s plan be less than purr-fect? Original. 
(Trade)
978-1-33829-237-4 
___047929329 5.99

 
Monstrous Devices
Damien Love PUFN
Alex flees with his grandfather across snowy 
Europe to escape the human and mechanical 
assassins that pursue them, trying to 
retrieve a powerful object in this captivating, 
cinematic Raiders of the Lost Ark-type 
adventure with a sinister Toy Story twist. HC: 
Viking Books for Young Readers. (Trade)
978-0-451-47859-7 
___048300009 8.99

 
Nancy Drew Diaries™ #18: The Stolen Show
Carolyn Keene ALAD
While in Montreal, Nancy, Bess, and 
George race to catch an international jewel 
thief who’s using a dog show circuit as a 
smuggling operation in the 18th book of this 
series. Original. (Trade)
978-1-53440-577-6 
___048478682 6.99

 
Ogre Enchanted
Gail Carson Levine HR  
Set in the world of the Newbery Honor-
winning Ella Enchanted, this tale by beloved 
author Levine stars a clever heroine who is 
determined to defy expectations—and outwit 
a fairy’s curse which transformed her into an 
ogre. HC: HarperCollins. (Trade)
978-0-06-256131-2 
___048203437 6.99

 
The Pepper Party Is Completely Cursed
Jay Cooper SHLS
Curses and ghouls are running amok in this 
third spootacular, hilarious Pepper family 
comedy for fans of The Simpsons and Family 
Guy. Original. (Trade)
978-1-33829-706-5 
___047929728 5.99

 
Scholastic Gold: Hurricane Child
Kheryn Callender SHLS
A Stonewall Honor Book. Born during a 
hurricane, which is considered unlucky, 
12-year-old Caroline is bullied at her school 
on St. Thomas. But when a new student 
from Barbados named Kalinda arrives, she 
becomes Caroline’s first and only friend—
and the object of Caroline’s crush. HC: 
Scholastic Press. (Trade)
978-1-33812-931-1 
___047929857 7.99

 
Scholastic Gold: Me, Frida, and the Secret of 
the Peacock Ring
Angela Cervantes SHLS
A room locked for 50 years. A valuable 
peacock ring. A mysterious brother-sister 
duo. In her new novel, Cervantes uses the 
story of Frida Kahlo to help readers discover 
the true power of heritage, art, and family. 
HC: Scholastic Press. (Trade)
978-1-33815-932-5 
___047930087 7.99
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Survivors: The Gathering Darkness #6: The 
Final Battle
Erin Hunter HR  
Laszlo Kubinyi
and Julia Green, illustrators
In the epic finale to Hunter’s The Gathering 
Darkness story arc, Storm has discovered 
the identity of the traitor dog who was 
sabotaging her former Pack. But when she 
returns from exile, she becomes a prisoner in 
the Wild Pack’s camp. Storm is running out of 
time to put an end to what the traitor began. 
HC: HarperCollins. (Trade)
978-0-06-234355-0 
___048203432 7.99

 
Thunder Girls #3: Idun and the Apples of 
Youth
Joan Holub ALAD
and Suzanne Williams
Idun is the goddess of youth, and her magical 
golden apples keep all of Asgard Academy’s 
gods and goddesses healthy and youthful. 
When the mischievous Loki makes a bet that 
jeopardizes Idun and her powerful apples, 
she must figure out a way to protect herself 
and her orchards from a giant. Original. 
(Trade)
978-1-48149-645-2 
___048478448 7.99

 
Time Castaways #1: The Mona Lisa Key
Liesl Shurtliff KGEB
The launch title in the new trilogy by the New 
York Times-bestselling author of Rump about 
three city kids who get on the wrong subway 
train and wind up on a wild, magical family 
adventure throughout time. HC: Katherine 
Tegen Books. (Trade)
978-0-06-256816-8 
___047870534 6.99

 
Trailblazers: Harriet Tubman
A Journey to Freedom
Sandra A. Agard RH  
Trailblazers is a biography series that 
celebrates the lives of amazing pioneers, past 
and present, from all over the world. Here, 
readers learn about abolitionist Tubman, 
from childhood on a plantation to her work 
as a nurse and key role in the Underground 
Railroad. Original. (Trade)
978-0-593-12407-9 
___048401580 7.99

 
Trailblazers: Jackie Robinson
Breaking Barriers in Baseball
Kurtis Scaletta RH  
Kids are introduced to baseball trailblazer 
Jackie Robinson in this biography that 
explores his early childhood, how he became 
a major league baseball player and broke the 
color line, and the impact of his legacy today. 
Original. (Trade)
978-0-593-12404-8 
___048400821 7.99

 
Trailblazers: Jane Goodall
A Life with Chimps
Anita Ganeri RH  
In July 1960, Jane Goodall went into the 
wilderness in Tanzania to study chimpanzees. 
For years she camped out with the chimps, 
observing their behavior and making amazing 
discoveries. Find out how this girl who loved 
animals became one of history’s greatest 
trailblazers with this biography. Original. (Trade)
978-0-593-12410-9 
___048401075 7.99

 
Trailblazers: Neil Armstrong
First Man on the Moon
Alex Woolf RH  
From a childhood spent building model 
planes to an early career as a test pilot, 
Neil Armstrong was always fascinated by 
aviation. Find out how this boy who loved 
planes became the first man to set foot on 
the moon in this biography. Original. (Trade)
978-0-593-12401-7 
___048401620 7.99

 
The Train to Impossible Places
P.G. Bell SQIH
In this debut fantasy, 11-year-old Suzy Smith 
joins the troll-operated Impossible Postal 
Express, but she botches her first delivery by 
stealing a cursed snow globe containing a 
boy who claims there is a plot to take control 
of the Union of Impossible Places. HC: Feiwel 
& Friends. (Trade)
978-1-25021-142-2 
___047379208 7.99

 
What Was the Berlin Wall?
Nico Medina PNWS
Stephen Marchesi, illustrator
The Berlin Wall finally came down in 1989. 
Now readers can find out why it was built in 
the first place; and what it meant for Berliners 
living on either side of it. Here’s the fascinating 
story of a city divided. Original. (Trade)
978-1-52478-967-1 
___047980490 5.99

 
Who Was Harriet Tubman?
Yona Zeldis McDonough PNWS
Born a slave in Maryland, Harriet Tubman 
first heard from field hands about the 
Underground Railroad, which she traveled by 
herself north to Philadelphia. Throughout her 
long life, this amazing woman was proof of 
what just one person can do. Original. (Trade)
978-0-593-09722-9 
___050548760 5.99

 
The Who Was? History of the World
Paula K. Manzanero PNWS
Robert Squier, illustrator
For the first time ever, the subjects of the New 
York Times-bestselling Who Was? series are 
gathered into a single title that takes readers 
on a journey along the timeline of history, 
noting the birthdays of 150 people in the 
series and what was happening in the world 
at that moment in time. Original. (Trade)
978-1-52478-800-1 
___046957992 9.99
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CHILDREN’S, YOUNG ADULT

 
Disappeared
Francisco X. Stork SHLS
A missing girl, a determined reporter, and 
a young man on the brink combine for a 
powerful story of choices, suspense, and 
survival from the acclaimed, award-winning 
author of Marcelo in the Real World. HC: 
Arthur A. Levine Books. (Trade)
978-1-33831-282-9 
___047990697 10.99

 
Fake 
Donna Cooner POIZ
From the acclaimed author of Screenshot 
and Worthy comes this gripping and timely 
story about identity, revenge, and the lies—
and truths—we tell online. Original. (Trade)
978-1-33823-949-2 
___047929954 8.99

 
Impostors
Scott Westerfeld SHLS
Deception. Risk. Betrayal. Redemption. 
With this limited low-price edition, master 
storyteller Westerfeld returns with a 
new series set in the world of his mega-
bestselling Uglies series—one full of twist 
and turns, rebellion and intrigue, where any 
wrong step could be the last. HC: Scholastic 
Press. (Trade)
978-1-33815-152-7 
___047990616 12.99

 
Riverdale: The Maple Murders
Micol Ostow SHLS
The third original novel based on the CW 
drama. During the Riverdale Revels festival, 
Archie, Betty, Jughead, and Veronica find out 
that the dark roots of the “Town with Pep” go 
even deeper than they could have imagined 
after a skeleton is uncovered in a 75-year-old 
time capsule. Original. (Trade)
978-1-33855-262-1 
___047990698 9.99

 
Smoke in the Sun
Renée Ahdieh PYRG
Enriched by the fascinating history of 
feudal Japan, this sequel to the New York 
Times-bestselling Flame in the Mist delves 
even deeper into this spellbinding world of 
magic, warriors and royalty for an addictive, 
sumptuous finale. HC: G.P. Putnam’s Sons 
Books for Young Readers. (Trade)
978-1-52473-816-7 
___047049959 10.99

 
Wildcard
Marie Lu PYRG
Return to the immersive, action-packed world 
of Warcross in this instant bestselling sequel—
and addictive finale—from #1 New York Times-
bestselling author Lu. HC: G.P. Putnam’s Sons 
Books for Young Readers. (Trade)
978-0-399-54800-0 
___048556465 10.99

FICTION - ACTION & ADVENTURE

 
Wild Card
A Stone Barrington Novel
Stuart Woods PTNM
Stone Barrington clashes with a determined 
adversary in the latest nonstop thriller from 
#1 New York Times-bestselling author Woods. 
With boundless resources and a thirst for 
vengeance, this foe will not be deterred, and 
when one plot fails another materializes. Tall 
Premium Edition. HC: G.P. Putnam’s Sons.
978-0-7352-1929-8 
___050979634 9.99

FICTION - ESPIONAGE / THRILLER

 
Abandoned
Allison Brennan MNTR
Investigative reporter Max Revere has 
cracked many cases, but the one investigation 
she’s never attempted is the mystery from 
her own past. Seven years after periodic 
postcards stop coming, her mother is 
declared legally dead, with no sign of what 
may have happened to her. Until now. HC: 
Minotaur Books.
978-1-25016-449-0 
___047871272 8.99

 
Assassin’s Run
A David Slaton Novel
Ward Larsen FRGE
Globe-trotting, hard-hitting assassin David 
Slaton clashes with the Russians in the 
fourth installment of this thrilling, action-
packed espionage series from USA Today-
bestselling author Larsen. Tall Premium 
Edition. HC: Forge.
978-0-7653-9152-0 
___047871631 9.99

 
The Fox
Frederick Forsyth PTNM
The #1 New York Times-bestselling master 
of international intrigue takes readers into 
the bleeding-edge world of technological 
espionage in a propulsive thriller that feels 
chillingly real. Tall Premium Edition. HC: G.P. 
Putnam’s Sons.
978-0-525-53843-1 
___049200211 9.99
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Home Invasion
William W. Johnstone PINA
and J.A. Johnstone
Two men break into the house of an elderly 
couple in the small town of Home, Texas, and 
one intruder is shot. When the man sues the 
homeowner and wins, the good people of 
Home take the law into their own hands. Tall 
Premium Edition. Reissue.
978-0-7860-4534-1 
___047966596 8.99

FICTION - FANTASY

 
The Bartered Brides
An Elemental Masters Novel
Mercedes Lackey DAWB
The 13th novel in Lackey’s Elemental Masters 
series continues the reimagined adventures 
of Sherlock Holmes in a richly detailed and 
magical alternate 20th-century England. HC: 
DAW Books.
978-0-7564-1165-7 
___047966485 7.99

 
Fallen
An Alex Verus Novel
Benedict Jacka ACE 
Once Alex Verus was a diviner trying to live 
quietly under the radar. Now he’s a member 
of the Light Council who’s found success, 
friends…and love. But it’s come with a 
price—the Council is investigating him, and if 
they find out the truth, he’ll lose everything. 
Original.
978-0-440-00058-7 
___048166448 7.99

 
Mistborn
Brandon Sanderson TOR 
The wildly successful Mistborn trilogy 
from #1 New York Times-bestselling author 
Sanderson—a heist story of political intrigue 
and magical, martial-arts action—is reissued 
with a bold new look.
978-1-25031-854-1 
___045561947 8.99

 
Siege of Stone
A Novel from the Nicci Chronicles
Terry Goodkind TOR 
The third book in Goodkind’s bestselling 
Nicci Chronicles, in which warrior Nicci 
must save the entirety of the Old World. Tall 
Premium Edition. HC: Tor Books.
978-1-25019-477-0 
___047870657 9.99

 
Year One
Chronicles of the One, Book 1
Nora Roberts STMS
A #1 New York Times bestseller. The first in an 
epic trilogy from Roberts is an epic of hope 
and horror, chaos and magic, and a journey 
that will unite a desperate group of people to 
fight the battle of their lives. TP: St. Martin’s 
Griffin.
978-1-25012-297-1 
___048400919 8.99

FICTION - GENERAL

 
Mutts and Mistletoe
Natalie Cox PTNM
Charlie isn’t in the mood for Christmas cheer. 
Single, mildly concussed and temporarily 
homeless, Charlie realizes there’s only one 
place to go: Cozy Canine Cottages, where 
she’ll spend the season looking after her 
cousin Jez’s doggy day care center. And if 
she’s not exactly a dog person, well, no one 
has to know. TP: G.P. Putnam’s Sons.
978-0-593-08526-4 
___048843808 7.99

 
When We Found Home
Susan Mallery HQPB
Number-one New York Times-bestselling 
author Mallery masterfully explores the 
definition of a modern family—blended 
by surprise, not by choice—and how 
those complicated relationships can add 
unexpected richness to life. Includes the 
bonus novella It Started One Christmas. TP: 
HQN.
978-1-33547-465-0 
___044423731 8.99

 
Winter Solstice
Elin Hilderbrand LB  
Raise one last glass with the Quinn family 
at the Winter Street Inn in this USA Today-
bestselling celebration of everything people 
love—and some of the things they endure—
about the holidays. TP: Back Bay Books.
978-0-316-43547-5 
___048462987 7.99

FICTION - HISTORICAL

 
City of Secrets
A Counterfeit Lady Novel
Victoria Thompson BRKP
Woman-on-the-run Elizabeth Miles knows 
that honesty is not always the best policy 
when it comes to finding justice in the latest 
installment of the exciting series from the 
beloved national bestselling author of the 
Gaslight Mysteries. HC: Berkley.
978-0-451-49162-6 
___050415385 7.99
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FICTION - MYSTERY/ DETECTIVE

 
Autumn Alibi
A Wiccan Wheel Mystery
Jennifer David Hesse KENS
After a hectic year, Edindale, Illinois, attorney 
Keli Milanni is ready to welcome autumn by 
counting her many blessings. But a case of 
murder could cause her to fall behind, and 
not even her Wiccan protection rituals may 
save her from a killer. Original.
978-1-49671-775-7 
___047980485 7.99

 
Carpet Diem
A Tallie Graver Mystery
Misty Simon KENS
Now that Tallie Graver’s cleaning business 
is starting to shine, she’s ready to compete 
against Audra McNeal, a new cleaner in 
town, for a major contract. Though it lands 
Tallie the big job, there’s nothing tidy about 
Audra’s sudden death. So between polishing 
and scrubbing, Tallie’s determined to find the 
killer. Original.
978-1-49672-374-1 
___048711625 7.99

 
Christmas Cake Murder
A Hannah Swensen Mystery with Recipes!
Joanne Fluke KENS
As Hannah prepares to run a bakery and 
move out of her mother’s house, it’ll be a true 
miracle if she can prevent another Yuletide 
disaster by solving a mystery as dense as a 
Christmas fruitcake. HC: Kensington.
978-1-61773-234-8 
___047980408 7.99

 
Christmas Cow Bells
A Buttermilk Creek Mystery
Mollie Cox Bryan KENS
Brynn MacAlister and her three Red Devon 
cows settle in the Blue Ridge Mountain town 
of Shenandoah Springs for a new life as 
an organic micro-dairy farmer and cheese-
maker. But after Brynn’s neighbor dies in a 
mysterious fire, her feelings about small-
town life begin to curdle in this launch of a 
new series. Original.
978-1-49672-132-7 
___047980598 7.99

 
Clarets of Fire
A Rose Avenue Wine Club Mystery
Christine E. Blum KENS
In her fourth outing, wine connoisseur 
Annie “Halsey” Hall must turn up the heat 
on a felonious firebug when a cherished 
neighborhood pizza eatery goes up in flames, 
resulting in the death of the delivery driver. 
Includes wine tips. Original.
978-1-49672-482-3 
___047980422 7.99

 
A Cup of Holiday Fear
A Bakeshop Mystery
Ellie Alexander STMS
It’s Christmastime and Jules Capshaw and 
her staff at Torte, the most cheerful bakery 
in Ashland, Oregon, are busier than ever. 
Offering them a break, Jules invites everyone 
to Winchester Inn’s Dickens Feast. But things 
inside turn less delightful when one of 
the guests ends up as dead as Scrooge’s 
doornail. Original.
978-1-25021-434-8 
___047871657 7.99

 
Dark Sacred Night
A Renée Ballard and Harry Bosch Novel
Michael Connelly GCEB
For the first time, Harry Bosch teams up 
with LAPD Detective Renée Ballard to face 
the unsolved murder of a teenage runaway, 
and the fight to bring a killer to justice, 
in a riveting story by #1 New York Times-
bestselling author Connelly that unfolds with 
furious momentum. Tall Premium Edition. TP: 
Grand Central Publishing.
978-1-53873-176-5 
___049137915 9.99

 
Fudge Bites
A Candy-Coated Mystery with Recipes
Nancy Coco KENS
Halloween on Mackinac Island is a season of 
fun tricks, but it’s no treat for Allie McMurphy 
when she discovers a body in the alley 
behind the Historic McMurphy Hotel and 
Fudge Shop. Now Allie and dreamboat 
officer Rex Manning must use every trick in 
their treat bag to unmask a killer in disguise. 
Original.
978-1-49671-608-8 
___047980360 7.99

 
Holy Ghost
A Virgil Flowers Novel
John Sandford PTNM
Sandford’s latest #1 New York Times 
bestseller, now in a tall Premium Edition. 
Virgil Flowers investigates a miracle—and 
a murder—in a small Minnesota town in 
this wickedly entertaining thriller. HC: G.P. 
Putnam’s Sons.
978-0-7352-1734-8 
___049200223 9.99

 
A Killer Carol
An Amish Mystery
Laura Bradford BRKP
Heavenly, Pennsylvania, has been 
transformed into a Christmas wonderland, 
and Claire is delighted to celebrate the 
season...but a fiendish killer has other plans 
in this all-new installment in the national 
bestselling series. Original.
978-1-984805-90-4 
___048061922 7.99
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Lark! The Herald Angels Sing
A Meg Langslow Mystery
Donna Andrews MNTR
It’s Christmastime in Caerphilly. During 
rehearsals for the town’s live Nativity, Meg 
discovers a real baby in the manger. She 
soon learns that the baby is connected to 
a bigger crime that will need to be stopped 
by her motley crew to save the holidays for 
everyone. HC: Minotaur Books.
978-1-25019-295-0 
___047871604 7.99

 
Late Checkout
A Witch City Mystery
Carol J. Perry KENS
While volunteering at Salem’s main library 
branch, Lee Barrett discovers the body of 
a dead man in a seldom-frequented upper 
section. The deceased is identified as a 
former minor league baseball player not 
seen in Salem for 20 years. Lee steps up to 
the plate to catch the killer who took the old 
ballplayer out of the game. Original.
978-1-49671-462-6 
___047980568 7.99

 
The Lies We Tell
Debra Webb MIRA
In the second installment of USA Today-
bestselling author Webb’s The Undertaker’s 
Daughter series, Dr. Rowan DuPont is waiting 
for a killer she has every intention of taking 
down, but first she needs the truth her about 
mother’s involvement with him and with 
other killers. Original.
978-0-7783-0831-7 
___047814599 7.99

 
Marry Christmas Murder
A Wedding Planner Mystery
Stephanie Blackmoore KENS
As professional wedding planner Mallory 
Shepard organizes a Christmas Eve gala 
for her best friend, Olivia, the obstacles are 
starting to outnumber Santa’s reindeer in the 
fifth mystery of this series. Original.
978-1-49671-753-5 
___047980396 7.99

 
The Monkey’s Raincoat
An Elvis Cole and Joe Pike Novel
Robert Crais BALL
Now available in tall Premium Editions—four 
outstanding mysteries featuring sleuths Elvis 
Cole and Joe Pike by #1 New York Times-
bestselling author Crais, “a crime writer of 
incredible talent—his novels are not only 
suspenseful and deeply atmospheric but 
very hard to put down.”—Dan Brown, author 
of The Da Vinci Code. Reissue.
978-0-593-15798-5 
___050291888 9.99

 
Lullaby Town
978-0-593-15799-2 BALL
___050291698 9.99

 
Free Fall
978-0-593-15747-3 BALL
___049338998 9.99

 
The Forgotten Man
978-0-593-15746-6 BALL
___049337852 9.99

 
Murder in the First Edition
A Beyond the Page Bookstore Mystery
Lauren Elliott KENS
After donating a rare 1843 edition of Charles 
Dickens’ A Christmas Carol to a hospital 
auction, Addie Greyborne finds the dead 
body of the woman in charge of the auction 
and her first edition missing—all while a 
Nor’easter bears down. Original.
978-1-49672-021-4 
___047980393 7.99

 
The Murder Pit
An Arrowood Mystery
Mick Finlay MIRA
In 1896 London, private detective William 
Arrowood takes on a case involving a 
missing young woman, three dead children, 
and a sinister connection between a farm 
and an asylum. Arrowood must catch the 
killer before he strikes again—and before 
Sherlock Holmes or the police take the credit. 
TP: MIRA Books.
978-0-7783-0900-0 
___047822569 8.99

 
Murder, She Wrote: Murder in Red
Jessica Fletcher BRKP
and Jon Land
In the latest entry of this USA Today-
bestselling series, Jessica loses a loved one 
to unnatural causes and sets her sights on 
the mysterious local hospital before more 
people wind up dead on arrival. HC: Berkley.
978-0-451-48935-7 
___050962842 7.99
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Target: Alex Cross
James Patterson GCEB
After a sniper’s bullet strikes a target in the 
heart of D.C., Alex Cross’ wife, Bree Stone, 
newly elevated chief of D.C. detectives, must 
solve the case or lose her position. But is the 
sniper’s strike only the beginning of a larger 
attack on the nation? Tall Premium Edition. 
TP: Grand Central Publishing.
978-1-53871-377-8 
___048463187 9.99

 
Two Bites Too Many
A Sarah Blair Mystery
Debra H. Goldstein KENS
Far from a domestic goddess, Sarah Blair 
would rather catch bad guys than slave over 
a hot stove. But when a dangerous murder 
boils over in Wheaton, Alabama, catching 
the killer means leaving her comfort zone in 
the second installment of this new mystery 
series. Includes recipes. Original.
978-1-49671-948-5 
___047980435 7.99

 
Yule Log Murder
Leslie Meier et al. KENS
Fresh-baked desserts can warm even the 
frostiest Christmas in coastal Maine. But 
there’s little room for holiday cheer when 
murder occurs in these stories featuring 
the sleuth from each author’s Maine-based 
mystery series. Contains Yule Log Murder by 
Meier, Death by Yule Log by Lee Hollis, and 
Logged On by Barbara Ross. Original.
978-1-49671-705-4 
___047966655 7.99

FICTION - PSYCHOLOGICAL SUSPENSE

 
The Cabin at the End of the World
Paul Tremblay MORW
The Bram Stoker Award-winning author 
gives a new twist to the home invasion 
horror story in a heart-palpitating novel 
of psychological suspense. Named a Best 
Book of 2018 by Library Journal and NPR. “A 
tremendous book—thought-provoking and 
terrifying…”—Stephen King. Tall Premium 
Edition. TP: William Morrow Paperbacks.
978-0-06-291223-7 
___047929931 7.99

FICTION - RELIGIOUS

 
An Amish Cookie Club Christmas
Sarah Price ZEB 
Baking cookies every other Friday for their 
respective church districts gives Edna Esh 
and three of her closest friends a chance to 
give to the Plain community and strengthen 
their bond with each other. Now, with the 
blessings of Christmas in the air, they may 
even whip up a recipe for love. Original.
978-1-42014-918-0 
___047980459 7.99

 
New Beginnings at Promise Lodge
Charlotte Hubbard ZEB 
Spring blossoms with new life and new 
beginnings for the flourishing Amish 
community of Promise Lodge. And as a 
just-opened bakery sweetens the air with 
fresh-baked goodness, residents will find 
that change can be a most joyous test in the 
fourth novel of this series. Original.
978-1-42014-510-6 
___047980535 7.99

FICTION - ROMANCE

 
An Alaskan Christmas
A Wild River Novel
Jennifer Snow HQPB
In Alaska, it’s always a white Christmas—
but the sparks flying between two reunited 
friends could turn it red-hot in the first of 
a new romance trilogy featuring rugged 
heroes who are all members of a wilderness 
search and rescue team. Original.
978-1-33504-150-0 
___047840786 7.99

 
Archangel’s War
A Guild Hunter Novel
Nalini Singh BRKP
Return to New York Times-bestselling author 
Singh’s darkly passionate Guild Hunter world, 
where human-turned-angel Elena Deveraux, 
consort to Archangel Raphael, faces a new 
challenge that threatens the balance of the 
world. Original.
978-0-451-49166-4 
___048167404 7.99

 
Christmas at White Pines
Sherryl Woods MIRA
Love comes in surprising packages in these 
two full-length novels by #1 New York Times-
bestselling author Woods, part of her popular 
Adams Dynasty series, now together in one 
volume. Contains A Christmas Blessing and 
Natural Born Daddy. Reissue.
978-0-7783-0927-7 
___049025825 8.99

 
A Christmas Home
A Promise Glen
Marta Perry BRKP
National bestselling author Perry captures 
the spirit of Christmas in the first novel of her 
all-new wholesome romance series set in the 
quaint Amish community of Promise Glen. 
Original.
978-1-984803-19-1 
___048061207 7.99
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Christmas in Harmony Harbor
Debbie Mason FOVE
Three Christmas wishes. Two total opposites. 
One magical holiday. USA Today-bestselling 
author Mason delivers a new holiday 
romance about enemies-to-lovers who fall 
for each other in a small Massachusetts 
coastal town. Includes a bonus short story. 
Original.
978-1-53873-171-0 
___048462655 7.99

 
Christmas in Paris
Anita Hughes STMS
Hughes delivers a moving and heartwarming 
story about love, trust, and self-discovery. 
Set during the most magical week of the 
year, the glorious foods and fashions of the 
most romantic city in the world are sure to 
take the reader’s breath away. TP: St. Martin’s 
Griffin.
978-1-25021-766-0 
___047871193 7.99

 
Christmas in Winter Valley
A Ransom Canyon Romance
Jodi Thomas HQPB
In the eighth novel of her series, New 
York Times-bestselling author Thomas 
takes readers back to Ransom Canyon for 
a Christmas that has everything they’re 
looking for: romance, family, and a whole lot 
of Texas. Original.
978-1-33550-501-9 
___048203374 7.99

 
The Christmas Shop
Nancy Naigle STMS
From the USA Today-bestselling author 
of Christmas Joy comes a heartwarming  
holiday retelling of You’ve Got Mail sure to 
make readers fall in love with the Christmas 
season. TP: St. Martin’s Griffin.
978-1-25021-768-4 
___047871443 7.99

 
The Christmas Sisters
Sarah Morgan HQPB
In the snowy Highlands of Scotland, Suzanne 
McBride dreams of the perfect Christmas 
with her three adopted daughters. But 
tensions are running high, and Suzanne 
must rely on the magic of the season to bring 
her daughters together. Original.
978-1-33500-896-1 
___047840781 8.99

 
Christmas with a Cowboy
A Longhorn Canyon Novel
Carolyn Brown FOVE
A rugged Texas cowboy gets into the 
Christmas spirit to prove himself to the 
woman he loves in this heartwarming fifth 
novel of Brown’s USA Today-bestselling 
series. Includes the bonus novella Rocky 
Mountain Cowboy Christmas by Sara 
Richardson. Original.
978-1-53874-874-9 
___048462656 7.99

 
A Coldwater Christmas
A Coldwater Texas Novel
Delores Fossen HQPB
Sheriff Kace Laramie and his brothers found 
happiness when they moved to Coldwater, 
Texas, as foster children. But his feel-good 
story has one bittersweet twist—his brief 
marriage to local rich girl Jana Parker. When 
that blew up, Kace vowed never to marry 
again and has kept Jana mostly off his mind...
until she comes back to town at Christmas, 
needing his help. Original.
978-1-33550-496-8 
___047840788 7.99

 
Coming Home for Christmas
RaeAnne Thayne HQPB
Seven years after the accident that caused 
her to doubt herself as a wife and mother, 
Elizabeth is located in a nearby town. Her 
husband, Luke, brings Elizabeth back home 
to the family she loves, just in time for 
Christmas. Can the hurt of the past be healed 
over the course of one Christmas season? 
Simultaneous hardcover. (Trade)
978-1-33550-499-9 
___047840790 16.99

 
Cowboy Christmas Redemption
A Gold Valley Novel
Maisey Yates HQPB
Rugged cowboy Caleb Dalton has loved 
single mom Ellie Bell, and her little daughter, 
Amelia, for years. But since Ellie is his best 
friend’s widow, Caleb’s head knows Ellie will 
always be strictly off-limits. However, this 
Christmas, Ellie is finally ready to make a 
change. Original.
978-1-33500-990-6 
___047840782 7.99

 
Fallen
Deep Ops
Rebecca Zanetti ZEB 
The second installment of New York Times-
bestselling author Zanetti’s acclaimed Deep 
Ops series. Forced to work with a secret Deep 
Ops unit, talented hacker Brigid Banaghan 
won’t reveal any more to these renegade 
Feds than she has to. Especially not to Raider 
Tanaka, her control freak of a bodyguard, 
whose heated gaze is always on her. Original.
978-1-42014-583-0 
___047980622 7.99
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Frost and Flame
Gods of War
Gena Showalter HQPB
The New York Times-bestselling author of the 
Lords of the Underworld saga presents  the 
second book in her scorching paranormal 
romance series Gods of War, featuring 
incredible alpha heroes and passionate 
heroines. Original.
978-1-33550-504-0 
___047840793 8.99

 
Harlequin™ Bestselling Author Collection: A 
Creed Country Christmas
Linda Lael Miller HQPB
and Patricia Davids
Collected in this single volume are two 
reader-favorite romances ideal for the 
holidays: Holiday on the Homestead by #1 
New York Times-bestselling author Miller 
and The Doctor’s Blessing by USA Today-
bestselling author Davids. Original.
978-1-33592-846-7 
___047031313 7.99

 
Heiress Gone Wild
Dear Lady Truelove
Laura Lee Guhrke AVON
The fourth enchanting novel in bestselling 
author Guhrke’s series. After agreeing to 
be guardian to a dying friend’s daughter, 
Jonathan Deverill envisions a child he can 
send away to school. However, his ward is 
actually a fully grown, defiant beauty whose 
longing for romance threatens to make his 
guardianship a living hell. Simultaneous 
hardcover library ed.
978-0-06-285371-4 
___047930200 7.99

 
Highland Jewel
A Royal Highlander Novel
May McGoldrick STMS
The next book in the new lush Scottish 
historical series from USA Today-bestselling 
author McGoldrick, featuring a suffragette 
and a Royal Highland Regiment officer who 
must find a way to stand up to the destructive 
forces that threaten to divide them. Original.
978-1-25031-727-8 
___047870662 7.99

 
How the Dukes Stole Christmas
A Christmas Romance Anthology
Tessa Dare et al. AVON
From the ballrooms of London, to abandoned 
Scottish castles, to the snowy streets of 
Gilded Age New York, four New York Times-
bestselling authors—Dare, Sarah MacLean, 
Joanna Shupe, and Sophie Jordan—whip up 
unforgettable Christmas romance in these 
short stories. Original.
978-0-06-296241-6 
___048712382 7.99

 
Immortal Born
An Argeneau Novel
Lynsay Sands AVON
Nothing compares to the physical chemistry 
between an immortal and his life mate—or to 
the spellbinding thrills in this 30th Argeneau 
novel by New York Times-bestselling author 
Sands. Simultaneous hardcover library 
edition.
978-0-06-285521-3 
___047929979 7.99

 
It Started with Christmas
Jenny Hale FOVE
Discover the joy of Christmas in this 
gorgeous novel from the acclaimed author 
of Christmas Wishes and Mistletoe Kisses 
celebrating the importance of friendship, the 
magic of love, and the happiness found by 
being true to oneself. Original.
978-1-53871-644-1 
___048564263 6.99

 
It’s a Christmas Thing
Janet Dailey ZEB 
A year ago, J.T. “Rush” Rushford’s wife 
divorced him, then revealed that their 
young daughter was in fact her lover’s child. 
Now Rush is in Branding Iron, Texas, with 
his mobile vet practice, just hoping to get 
through the season—until something like a 
Christmas miracle happens. Original.
978-1-42014-561-8 
___047966403 7.99

 
Kisses in the Snow
Debbie Macomber MIRA
Together for the first time in one volume—
two classic holiday love stories from #1 New 
York Times-bestselling author Macomber. 
Contains The Christmas Basket and Let It 
Snow. Original.
978-0-7783-0821-8 
___047812070 8.99

 
London’s Late Night Scandal
Midnight Secrets
Anabelle Bryant ZEB 
A lord and lady learn that not all emotions 
can be expressed in the light of day in 
Bryant’s latest novel of unexpected romance 
in Regency England. Original.
978-1-42014-647-9 
___047980508 7.99
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Low Country Christmas
A Safe Haven Novel
Lee Tobin McClain HQPB
In the third installment of this series, USA 
Today-bestselling author McClain returns 
readers to Safe Haven, where the best 
Christmas surprises aren’t the ones under 
the tree. Original.
978-1-33550-502-6 
___047840792 7.99

 
The Merry Viscount
Sally MacKenzie ZEB 
USA Today-bestselling author McKenzie 
serves up the second romance in her Widow’s 
Brew series featuring the “fallen” ladies of 
Puddledon Manor’s Benevolent Home, who 
are determined to rise above scandal and 
forge a sparkling new future operating their 
own brewery and alehouse. Original.
978-1-42014-672-1 
___047980379 7.99

 
No Tricks, Just Treats
Tijan et al. STMS
Bestselling authors Tijan, J. Daniels, Helena 
Hunting, and Tara Sivec invite readers to dive 
into these scary, sexy Halloween novellas 
featuring stories set in the worlds of their 
popular series. Original.
978-1-25021-960-2 
___047871028 7.99

 
Once a Spy
Rogues Redeemed
Mary Jo Putney ZEB 
Resigning after Napoleon’s abdication, British 
intelligence officer Simon Duval returns 
to England and finds his cousin’s widow, 
Suzanne Duval, working as a seamstress. As 
she joins Simon in a search for his missing 
foster brother, warmth and caring begin to 
heal both their scars. HC: Kensington.
978-1-42014-810-7 
___047980564 7.99

 
The Orchid Throne
Jeffe Kennedy STMS
Welcome to the world of Forgotten Empires. 
Award-winning author Kennedy (The Twelve 
Kingdoms series) delivers the first book in a 
new fantasy romance series about a queen 
and a former prince who marry in order to 
defeat an evil emperor. Original.
978-1-25019-431-2 
___047871730 7.99

 
Santa’s on His Way
Lisa Jackson et al. ZEB 
Readers can open up these holiday stories 
of unexpected love from four bestselling 
authors. Contains the novellas A Baby for 
Christmas by Jackson, What the Cowboy 
Wants for Christmas by Maisey Yates, 
Snowed In by Stacy Finz, and A Cowboy 
Wedding for Christmas by Nicole Helm. 
Original.
978-1-42014-589-2 
___047966551 7.99

 
Scandalous
The Outcasts
Minerva Spencer ZEB 
Captain Martin Bouchard is the most 
beautiful person—male or female—straight-
laced missionary Sarah Fisher has ever seen. 
He’s in complete command of everyone 
and everything around him: everyone, that 
is, except Sarah. But that’s about to change 
because Sarah has bought Bouchard’s mercy 
with the only thing she has to sell: her body. 
Original.
978-1-42014-720-9 
___047980555 7.99

 
Season of Wonder
A Haven Point Novel
RaeAnne Thayne HQPB
Dani and her daughters need to get out of 
New York. So when the retiring Haven Point 
veterinarian offers her a chance to take over 
his practice in the small Idaho town, Dani 
takes it. Adjusting to the charming mountain 
community isn’t easy, but their next-door-
neighbor, Deputy Sheriff Ruben Morales, is 
everything Dani’s secretly wanted. TP: HQN.
978-1-33504-147-0 
___047840702 8.99

 
The Stalking
Krewe of Hunters
Heather Graham MIRA
As a teen, Cheyenne Donegal helped bring 
a serial killer called the Artiste to justice. 
Now with the FBI, she returns to Louisiana 
because someone is murdering young 
women in the same manner. As she and 
Krewe of Hunters agent Andre Broussard 
investigate, a ruthless killer is on the hunt…
for them. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-0-7783-0811-9 
___047822454 8.99

 
Tempted at Midnight
Cheris Hodges DFNA
From the acclaimed author of Strategic 
Seduction and I Heard a Rumor. “Once 
again, Hodges brings the heat with a sensual 
and romantic page turner that doesn’t 
disappoint…Sylvie and Erik heat up the 
page!”—K.M. Jackson, author of As Good as 
the First Time. Original.
978-1-49672-382-6 
___047966580 7.99
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Toxic Game
A GhostWalker Novel
Christine Feehan BRKP
While leading the GhostWalker team on 
a rescue mission in the Indonesian jungle 
to prevent the spread of a deadly virus 
unleashed by a terrorist cell, Dr. Draden 
Freeman gets infected. Shylah Cosmos steps 
in, not knowing that by saving his life she’s 
exposed herself to the virus. HC: Berkley.
978-1-984803-51-1 
___050963098 7.99

 
Warsworn
Elizabeth Vaughan TOR 
The second novel in Vaughn’s new romantic 
fantasy trilogy that begins in Warprize. Lara, 
a powerful healer, has sworn an oath of 
loyalty to Keir the Warlord and his people. 
Now Keir and his chosen mate face enemies 
within the tribe. Reissue.
978-1-25030-652-4 
___047871518 7.99

 
When the Marquess Was Mine
The Wagers of Sin
Caroline Linden AVON
The third book in USA Today-bestselling 
and RITA award-winning author Linden’s 
delightfully wicked Wagers of Sin series, 
centered on the scandalous Regency-era 
Vega Club gaming hall and its patrons. 
Original.
978-0-06-291359-3 
___047930120 7.99

 
Wrapped Up in You
A Heartbreaker Bay Novel
Jill Shalvis AVON
New York Times-bestselling author Shalvis 
delivers a captivating and sexy story in the 
latest installment of her Heartbreaker Bay 
series. Simultaneous hardcover library ed.
978-0-06-289778-7 
___047929726 7.99

FICTION - SCIENCE FICTION

 
The Consuming Fire
John Scalzi TOR 
Now available in a tall Premium Edition—
the second book in the bestselling 
Interdependency series and sequel to the 
2018 Hugo Award Best Novel category finalist 
The Collapsing Empire. A war is coming, and 
nothing about the power struggle will be 
simple or easy—and all of humanity is at 
stake. HC: Tor Books.
978-0-7653-8899-5 
___047870999 9.99

 
The Sky-Blue Wolves
The Final Novel of the Change
S.M. Stirling ACE 
Stirling presents the stunning and epic 
conclusion to the New York Times-bestselling 
Change series, a postapocalyptic saga 
following several generations of people 
living in a world where all technology has 
been rendered useless. Tall Premium Edition. 
HC: Ace Books.
978-0-451-49070-4 
___050414464 9.99

 
Uncompromising Honor
David Weber BAEN
Weber, hailed as “the Tom Clancy of science 
fiction” by Publishers Weekly, delivers the 
19th installment of his multiple New York 
Times-bestselling series, the first new Honor 
Harrington novel since 2013’s Shadow of 
Freedom. HC: Baen.
978-1-982124-13-7 
___048551500 9.99

FICTION - WESTERN

 
Between Hell and Texas
A Byrnes Family Ranch Novel
Dusty Richards PINA
With blood and tears, Chet Byrnes built a 
life in Texas, only to have it shattered by an 
ill-fated cattle drive and two deadly family 
feuds. Spurned by the woman he loves, Chet 
sets off for new territory. The journey won’t 
come cheap. Reissue.
978-0-7860-4533-4 
___047980467 7.99

 
Bullets Don’t Argue
A Perley Gates Western
William W. Johnstone PINA
and J.A. Johnstone
While leading the Triple-G crew on its annual 
cattle drive, Perley Gates and his brothers 
meet a beautiful young widow, her baby, and 
her bizarre traveling companion heading to 
a settlement called Butcher Bottom. Perley 
offers to escort the trio to their destination. 
But there are a few minor details they 
“forgot” to reveal. Original.
978-0-7860-4366-8 
___047980500 7.99

 
Hard Ride
Stories of the Old West
Elmer Kelton FRGE
Bandits, outlaws, romance, and adventure 
abound in the second collection of tales of 
the American West from renowned, seven-
time Spur Award-winning author Kelton. Tall 
Premium Edition. HC: Forge.
978-1-25016-129-1 
___047871642 9.99
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Just because I didn’t practice medicine didn’t mean my 
being a doctor never came up. There were plenty of times 
as the children grew that what I’d learned all those years 
before was hauled into service. For example, the time we 
drove the station wagon to Brighton Beach with the Gilbert 
family, friends we’d made through the kids because that’s 
how people make friends at a certain time in life, and Andy, 
the Gilbert boy, put a nail through his foot. The nail was in 
a board, the board was half-buried in the sand, I didn’t see 
it happen. The boys were coming out of the water, chasing 
each other. I was down the beach with Andy’s father, a 
wiry public defender named Chuck, and the two girls, one 
of them his and one of them mine. The girls were standing 
in the low waves with their buckets looking for bits of sea 
glass when, over the sound of the ocean and the wind and 
all the other kids horsing around and yelling, we heard Andy 
Gilbert’s scream. Celeste and the boy’s mother were much 
closer in, lying on their towels talking, keeping an eye out for 
the boys while they swam. We all ran towards Andy at once: 
fathers, mothers, sisters. He must have been around nine, 
he was Kevin’s friend and Kevin was nine that summer. The 
boy’s mother, a beautiful woman with straight brown hair 
and a red two-piece (I’m sorry to say I remember that fact 
while forgetting her name) was reaching down for her son’s 
foot without any idea of what she was going to do about 
it, when Celeste put a hand on her shoulder and said, “No, 
let Danny.”

The woman, the other mother, looked at my wife and then at 
me, no doubt wondering what I knew about taking nails out 

of people’s feet. We had just reached them when our son 
Kevin said to his screaming, crucified friend, “It’s okay, my 
dad’s sort of a doctor.”

And in that second when the Gilberts were still stunned 
by confusion and fear, I put a foot on either side of Andy’s 
foot to hold the board in place, got the tips of my fingers 
between the soft meat of his instep and the board, and 
lifted up very fast. He screamed, of course he screamed, 
but there wasn’t too much blood so at least he hadn’t 
sliced an artery. I picked him up, howling and shivering in 
the heat, slick from the ocean, and started walking to the 
car in the blinding afternoon sun while the rest of the group 
scrambled to gather up our day at the beach. Chuck Gilbert 
came behind me, picking up the board to keep some other 
child from making the same mistake. Or maybe it was the 
lawyer’s impulse towards the collection of evidence, as my 
impulse had been the removal of the nail.

That night at the dinner table, May could not stop telling 
us the story of our day. I had thought we should drive back 
into the city and go to the hospital there, but the Gilberts 
were worried about getting stuck in traffic, and so we 
wound up in an emergency room in Brooklyn, all of us sitting 
there, tired and gritty with sand. The ER doctor gave Andy 
a tetanus shot and cleaned his foot, x-rayed and wrapped 
it. In our hasty departure from Brighton Beach, Mrs. Gilbert 
had left her cover-up behind, and so had to sit in the waiting 
room, then talk to the doctor, in her red swimsuit top with 
a towel wrapped around her waist. May told us all of this as 
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if she were bringing back news from a foreign land. I doubt 
the Gilberts, whom we had dropped off at their apartment 
on the East Side, would have appreciated her relentless 
reenactment. Having started her story in the middle (sea 
glass; scream) she doubled back to the beginning upon 
reaching the end. She then told us about our ride out to 
the beach, what each of us had had for lunch and how the 
boys had gone right in to swim even though they weren’t 
supposed to so soon after eating. She told us how she and 
Pip, who was Andy’s sister and May’s friend, had gone with 
me and Mr. Gilbert. “Pip had just found a shell,” May said 
darkly, “when we heard the first scream.”

“Enough,” her mother said finally. “We were there.” Celeste 
was handing around a plate of cold chicken. She’d gotten 
too much sun and her pale skin had burned to a dark red, 
her shoulders and chest, her face. I could practically feel the 
heat coming of her. All of us were tired.

“You didn’t ask Andy if you could touch his foot,” May said to 
me, undeterred. “You didn’t even ask his parents. Don’t you 
have to ask first?”

I smiled at her, my beautiful black-haired girl. “Nope.”

“Did they teach you how to do that in medical school?” Kevin 
asked. Neither of the children had sunburns. Celeste had 
been careful with them and not herself.

“Sure,” I said, aware for the first time how glad I was that 
it hadn’t been my son’s foot pinned to the sand.  “One 
semester there’s a class on pulling boys’ feet off of nails 
at beaches, and the next semester you learn how to save 
people who’ve choked on fish bones.”

What medical school had taught me was how to be decisive: 
identify the problem, weigh the options, and act – all at the 
same time. But then, real estate had taught me the same 
thing. I would have pulled Andy Gilbert’s foot off the nail 
without a single day of anatomy.

“You shouldn’t make light of it,” my wife said. “You knew what 
to do.”

May and Kevin stopped. Kevin held an ear of corn in one 
hand. May put down her fork. We were waiting for her to say 
it. We looked at Celeste and waited. She shook her head, her 
curls made somehow lighter after a single afternoon in the 
sun. “Well, it’s true.”

“You’re a doctor,” May said, leaning forward and leveling her 
eyes at me. “You should be a doctor.” May could do all of us 
but she’d made her impersonation of Celeste into high art.

It didn’t matter that we were living a very good life, a life my 
friends from medical school would never know unless they 
sold off pages from their prescription pads, Celeste would 
have preferred to introduce me as a doctor. My husband, 
Dr. Conroy. In fact she used to do it despite my requests 
she knock it off. My title was the source of most of the 
arguments we had that weren’t about my sister.

From the book: THE DUTCH HOUSE by Ann Patchett. 
Copyright (c) 2019 by Ann Patchett. Reprinted courtesy of 
Harper, an imprint of HarperCollins Publishers.
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Moyes is the #1 New York Times-bestselling 
author of Still Me, After You, Me Before You, 
The Peacock Emporium, The Horse Dancer, 
Paris for One and Other Stories, One Plus 
One, The Girl You Left Behind, The Last 
Letter from Your Lover, Silver Bay, and The 
Ship of Brides. The Giver of Stars is soon to 
be a major motion picture.
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PROLOGUE

20 December 1937

Listen. Three miles deep in the forest just below Arnott’s 
Ridge, and you’re in silence so dense it’s like you’re wading 
through it. There’s no birdsong past dawn, not even in high 
summer, and especially not now, with the chill air so thick 
with moisture that it stills those few leaves clinging gamely 
to the branches. Among the oak and hickory nothing stirs: 
wild animals are deep underground, soft pelts intertwined 
in narrow caves or hollowed-out trunks. The snow is so 
deep the mule’s legs disappear up to his hocks, and every 
few strides he staggers and snorts suspiciously, checking 
for loose flints and holes under the endless white. Only 
the narrow creek below moves confidently, its clear water 
murmuring and bubbling over the stony bed, headed down 
toward an endpoint nobody around here has ever seen.

Margery O’Hare tests her toes inside her boots, but feeling 
went a long time back and she winces at the thought of how 
they’re going to hurt when they warm up again. Three pairs 
of wool stockings, and in this weather you might as well 
go bare-legged. She strokes the big mule’s neck, brushing 
off the crystals forming on his dense coat with her heavy 
men’s gloves.

“Extra food for you tonight, Charley boy,” she says, and 
watches as his huge ears flick back. She shifts, adjusting the 
saddlebags, making sure the mule is balanced as they pick 

their way down towards the creek. “Hot molasses in your 
supper. Might even have some myself.”

Four more miles, she thinks, wishing she had eaten more 
breakfast. Past the Indian escarpment, up the yellow pine 
track, two more hollers, and old Nancy will appear, singing 
hymns as she always does, her clear, strong voice echoing 
through the forest as she walks, arms swinging like a child’s, 
to meet her.

“You don’t have to walk five miles to meet me,” she tells the 
woman, every fortnight. “That’s our job. That’s why we’re 
on horseback.”

“Oh, you girls do enough.”

She knows the real reason. Nancy, like her bedbound 
sister, Jean, back in the tiny log cabin at Red Lick, cannot 
countenance even a chance that she will miss the next 
tranche of stories. She’s sixty-four years old with three good 
teeth and a sucker for a handsome cowboy: “That Mack 
McGuire, he makes my heart flutter like a clean sheet on a 
long line.” She clasps her hands and lifts her eyes to Heaven. 

“The way Archer writes him, well, it’s like he steps right out 
of the pages in that book and swings me onto his horse 
with him.” She leans forward conspiratorially. “Ain’t just that 
horse I’d be happy riding. My husband said I had quite the 
seat when I was a girl!”

“I don’t doubt it, Nancy,” she responds, every time, and the 
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woman bursts out laughing, slapping her thighs like this is 
the first time she’s said it. 

A twig cracks and Charley’s ears flick. Ears that size, he can 
probably hear halfway to Louisville. “This way, boy,” she says, 
guiding him away from a rocky outcrop. “You’ll hear her in 
a minute.”

“Goin’ somewhere?”

Margery’s head snaps around.

He is staggering slightly, but his gaze is level and direct. His 
rifle, she sees, is cocked, and he carries it, like a fool, with 
his finger on the trigger. “So you’ll look at me now, will 
ya, Margery?”

She keeps her voice steady, her mind racing. “I see you, Clem 
McCullough.” 

“I see you, Clem McCullough.” He spits as he repeats it, like a 
nasty child in a schoolyard. His hair stands up on one side, 
like he’s slept on it. “You see me while you’re lookin’ down 
that nose of yours. You see me like you see dirt on your shoe. 
Like you’re somethin’ special.”

She has never been afraid of much, but she’s familiar enough 
with these mountain men to know not to pick a fight with a 
drunk. Especially one bearing a loaded gun. 

She conducts a swift mental list of people she may have 
offended—Lord knows there seem to be a few—but 
McCullough? Aside from the obvious, she can find nothing. 

“Any beef your family had with my daddy, that’s buried with 
him. It’s only me left, and I ain’t interested in blood feuds.”

McCullough is directly in her path now, his legs braced in the 
snow, his finger still on the trigger. His skin has the purple-
blue mottle of someone too drunk to realize how cold he is. 
Probably too drunk to hit straight, but it’s not a chance she 
wants to take.  

She adjusts her weight, slowing the mule; her gaze slides 
sideways. The banks of the creek are too steep, too dense 
with trees for her to get past. She would have to persuade 
him to move or ride right over him, and the temptation to do 
the latter is strong. 
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The mule’s ears flick back. In the silence she can hear her 
own heartbeat, an insistent thump in her ears. She thinks 
absently that she’s not sure she’s ever heard it this loud 
before. “Just doing my job, Mr McCullough. I’d be obliged if 
you’d let me pass.”

He frowns, hears the potential insult in her too-polite use 
of his name, and as he shifts his gun, she realizes her error. 

“Your job . . . Think you’re so high and mighty. You know what 
you need?”

He spits noisily, waiting for her answer. “I said, do you know 
what you need, girl?”

“Suspect my version of what that might be is going to differ 
a mile or two from yours.”

“Oh, you got all the answers. You think we don’t know what 
you all have been doing? You think we don’t know what 
you’ve been spreading among decent God-fearing women? 
We know what you’re up to. You got the devil in you, Margery 
O’Hare, and there’s only one way to get the devil out of a girl 
like you.”

“Well, I’d sure love to stop and find out, but I’m busy with my 
rounds, so maybe we can continue this –“

“Shut up!”

McCullough raises his gun. “Shut that damn mouth of yours.”

She clamps it shut. 

He takes two steps closer, his legs spread and braced. “Git 
off the mule.”

Charley shifts uneasily. Her heart is an ice pebble in her 
mouth. If she turns and flees, he’ll shoot her. The only route 
here follows the creek; the forest floor is hardscrabble flint, 
the trees too dense to find a way forward. There’s nobody 
for miles, she realizes, nobody except old Nancy making her 
way slowly across the mountaintop. 

She’s on her own, and he knows it. 

His voice lowers. “I said git down, now.” He takes two steps 
closer, his footsteps crunching in the snow.

And there is the bare truth of it, for her and all the women 
around here. Doesn’t matter how smart you are, how clever, 
how self-reliant—you can always be bettered by a stupid 
man with a gun. The barrel of his rifle is so close now that 
she finds herself gazing down two infinite black holes. 
With a grunt he drops it abruptly, letting it swing behind 
him on its strap and grabs at her reins. The mule wheels, so 
that she lurches forward clumsily onto his neck. She feels 
McCullough claw at her thigh as he reaches back for his gun 
with his other hand. His breath is sour with drink, and his 
hand is scaled with dirt; every cell of her body recoils at the 
feel of it.

And then she hears it, Nancy’s voice in the distance.

Oh, what peace we often forfeit!

Oh, what needless pain we bear –

His head lifts. She hears a No!, and some distant part of her 
recognizes with surprise that it has emerged from her own 
mouth. His fingers grab and pull at her, one arm reaching 
for her waist, throwing her off-balance; in his determined 
grip, his rank breath, she feels her future morphing into 
something black and awful. But the cold has made him 
clumsy. He fumbles as he reaches for his gun again, his 
back to her, and at that moment she sees her chance. She 
reaches behind into her saddlebag with her left hand, and 
as he turns his head she drops the reins, grabs the other 
corner with her right fist, and swings the heavy book as 
hard as she can, smack, into his face. His gun goes off, the 
sound a three-dimensional crack! ricocheting off the trees, 
and she hears the singing briefly silenced, the birds rising 
into the sky—a shimmering black cloud of flapping wings. 
As McCullough drops, the mule bucks and lurches forward 
in fright, stumbling over him, so that she gasps and has to 
grab the horn of the saddle to stay on. 

And then she is off along the creek bed, her breath tight in 
her throat, her heart pounding, trusting the mule’s sure feet 
to find a hold in the splashing icy water, not daring to look 
back to see if McCullough has made it to his feet to come 
after her. 

Cover and excerpt from THE GIVER OF STARS by Jojo 
Moyes. Text copyright (c) 2019 by Jojo’s Mojo Limited. 
Reprinted by permission of Penguin Random House. All 
rights reserved.
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Lovegrove is the New York Times-bestselling 
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the John W. Campbell Memorial Award in 2004. 
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What can you tell us about Sherlock Holmes and the 
Christmas Demon?

The story sees Holmes and Watson travel to Fellscar Keep, a 
huge, rambling castle in deepest, darkest Yorkshire, at the 
request of Eve, a young woman who believes she is being 
persecuted a demon from folklore. Eve is about to turn 21 
and will shortly come into a large legacy left her by an aunt, 
but only on condition that she is sane. She, however, very 
much fears she is going mad. It’s a Gothic, ghostly tale with 
shades of The Hound of the Baskervilles.

Who is the Black Thurrick, and what is their legend?

The Black Thurrick is the evil antithesis of Father Christmas. 
Where Santa brings jollity, the Thurrick brings suffering. 
He’s based on figures from European festive folklore such 
as Zwarte Piet and Krampus, who seem designed to scare 
children into obedience, as opposed to the Father Christmas 
approach of bribing them with gifts. The Thurrick’s “signature” 
is a bundle of birch twigs placed outside the house, a reminder 
to the youngsters indoors to behave…or else.

Christmas is the perfect setting for a Dickensian novel. 
Is there a touch of Dickens in the Christmas Demon? 
What—beyond Arthur Conan Doyle’s originals—were your 
influences for the novel?

Dickens, if nothing else, helped equate Christmas with ghost 
stories in the Victorian mind. The long dark nights of winter 
mean greater scope for spooky shenanigans. I drew on that 
tradition in Christmas Demon. I also dug deep into the ways 
the Victorians celebrated the season. The British Christmas 
was a pretty drab, low-key affair until Prince Albert brought 
his Germanic influence to bear in the mid-1800s. Then the 
occasion became much more elaborate, with the rituals of 
decking the halls, putting up trees, sending cards, and so on.

Do you ever feel yourself trespassing on Arthur Conan 
Doyle’s territory when you write Sherlock, or wonder what 
he’d make of your stories?

I was fairly trepidatious when I started writing Holmes 
pastiches some seven years ago. It felt like trampling on 

hallowed ground. However, I do my best to be faithful 
to Conan Doyle’s style, his characters and the rules he 
established for a Holmes tale. It would be disrespectful 
otherwise. I imagine the man himself might take exception 
to the number of action scenes I include and the overall 
paciness of the storytelling, but he would, I hope, understand 
that that’s what modern readers demand.

In 1920, in the Christmas Edition of the Strand Magazine, 
Conan Doyle wrote of the Cottingley Fairies: “The 
recognition of their existence will jolt the material twentieth 
century mind out of its heavy ruts in the mud, and will make 
it admit that there is a glamour and mystery to life.” Does 
Sherlock believe there is a glamour and mystery to life?

It’s a great irony that, while Conan Doyle wholeheartedly 
embraced the supernatural, his most famous fictional 
creation does nothing but reject it. There’s that line in “The 
Sussex Vampire” when Holmes insists to Watson that “The 
world is big enough for us. No ghosts need apply.” As far 
as he’s concerned, the material realm has plenty of mystery 
and excitement on its own. Rationality is his religion. That’s 
his approach to the sinister, eerie goings-on in Christmas 
Demon. He is determined to disprove the existence of the 
Black Thurrick and also the ghost that is reputed to haunt 
Fellscar Keep.

Do you believe Sherlock would be sentimental about 
Christmas? What do you suppose he enjoys doing on 
Christmas Day?

In the novel I have Holmes dismiss Christmas as “fatuous 
and tawdry”. He is such a cynical person that I just can’t see 
him going in for that whole “peace on Earth, goodwill to 
all men” angle. Certainly, after Watson moved out of Baker 
Street to live with his wife, I can imagine Holmes sitting 
alone in his lodgings on Christmas Day ignoring completely 
the festivities taking place around him; probably doing 
some work instead. That said, readers of Christmas Demon 
will discover that beneath his “Bah! Humbug!” attitude there 
may lie something altogether warmer and kinder.
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AVAILABLE DECEMBER

get creative  
with Thread, Fabric, Paper,  

Acrylic Mediums & More 

Embroidery  
on Canvas artful 

Irene Schlesinger

 
by Irene Schlesinger
ISBN 9781617458842
$21.95, 64p
AVAILABLE JANUARY



THE DIVINE COUPLE
THE BOOK OF ANGELS
BY KAYA AND CHRISTIANE MULLER
ISBN: 978-2-923654-74-4

$22,95 

THE SPIRITUAL DIARY 
OF A NINE-YEAR-
OLD CHILD
BY KASARA
ISBN: 978-2-923097-66-4 
$16.95

BECOMING AN ANGEL
THE PATH TO ENLIGHTMENT
BY KAYA
ISBN: 978-2-923654-67-6
$24,95

72 ANGEL CARDS
ISBN: 9782923097602
$29,95

NEW

International Bestsellers in Many Countries

DISTRIBUTED BY

HOW TO READ SIGNS
BY KAYA AND CHRISTIANE MULLER 
ISBN: 978-2-923097-61-9
$24,95

THE HIDDEN SECRETS
THE BOOK OF ANGELS
BY KAYA AND CHRISTIANE MULLER
ISBN: 978-2-923097-54-1
$22,95

THE SOURCE CODE 
DREAMS-SIGNS-SYMBOLS
BY KAYA
ISBN: 978-2-923654-25-6
$29,95
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KENSINGTON PUBLISHING CORP.—
America’s Independent Publisher

On Sale 9.24.19
9781496721907 • $22.95 • Kensington HC

Just in time for the holidays, a special 
standalone novel from #1 New York Times 

bestselling author Fern Michaels that 
encapsulates the best of the holiday 

season: a heartwarming homecoming, 
a bucolic setting, and the remembrance 

of loved ones past and present.

“Bestselling Michaels’ bittersweet 
Christmas story offers the promise 

of a better tomorrow.”
—Booklist  

on Holly and Ivy

The Granny Reid Mystery Series

On Sale 9.24.19
9781496716293 • $26.00 • Kensington HC 

G.A. McKevett returns with the second 
installment of her new mystery series, 

a spin-off of her popular Savannah 
Reid series, set thirty years earlier in 

the 1980s with Stella Reid, Savannah’s 
beloved Granny as the sleuth.

“Pack[s] an emotional punch. 
Readers will look forward to 
Stella’s further adventures.” 

—Publishers Weekly
on Murder In Her Stocking

The Jaine Austen Mystery Series
The Melanie Travis Canine 

Mystery Series

On Sale 9.24.19
9781496718457 • $20.00 • Kensington HC

It’s the most wonderful time of 
the year, but mystery-solving Poodle 
parent Melanie Travis finds surviving 

this December may take a real 
Christmas miracle when a yuletide 

murderer comes to town.

“Dog-loving mystery fans will 
welcome another Christmas caper 

featuring Melanie, Aunt Peg, 
and their poodles.”
—Library Journal

on Wagging Through the Snow

On Sale 9.24.19
9781496708526 • $26.00 • Kensington HC 

It’s homicide on the funny side 
as freelance writer and 

amateur sleuth Jaine Austen 
solves crimes in Beverly Hills.

“A thoroughly enjoyable cozy 
with just the right balance 

of crime, humor, and spirit.”
—Publishers Weekly, 

STARRED REVIEW 
on Death of a Neighborhood Scrooge

 

On Sale 9.24.19
9781496715845 • $20.00 • Dafina HC

New York Times bestselling author 
Mary Monroe’s heartwarming, holiday 

novel about a woman who, with the help 
of friends and family, discovers love is 

within her reach. Will appeal to fans of 
Debbie Macomber and Fern Michaels.

“A book that will help ALL of us 
remember the reason for the season!”

—Delilah 
on Remembrance

The Andy Roark Mystery Series

On Sale 9.24.19
9781496723413 • $26.00 • Kensington HC

In Peter Colt’s gritty, gripping new 
series set along the New England 

coast, a Boston-born Vietnam veteran 
and P.I. is hired to find a missing 

father—but he may find far more 
than he bargained for…

“Long on atmosphere, detail, 
and character, it could place 

detective Andy Roark amongst 
the classic noir sleuths.”

—Raymond Benson, 
author of Blues in the Dark



ZEN AND THE ART OF MURDER 
Trade Paper • 304 pp. • 978-0-486-83918-9 • $16.95 

A maverick detective in Germany’s Black Forest police 
squad trails a Japanese monk and discovers that he’s 
fleeing an insidious evil that will transform the course 
of her own life.

“An atmospheric, original story that will keep you 
hooked to the final heart-rending revelations.”

 — Crime Review

“The first in a gripping new crime series set in Germany. 
Oliver Bottini is a fresh and exciting voice in the world 
of crime fiction.”      — Crime Files

 “A surprising and genuinely shocking case.” 
— The Sunday Times (U.K.)

The U.S. Debut of Two 

INTERNATIONAL THRILLERS
Jenny Aaron returns in Andreas Pflüger’s 
A SHADOW FALLS, the mesmerizing  

follow-up to the critically acclaimed  
IN THE DARK

Praise for IN THE DARK:
 “Better than Bond.” — Die Zeit

 “An impressive feat of writing that 
combines imagination, empathy, and 
a rock-hard edge —and never fails 
in its duty to maintain the ratcheting 
tension of a first-rate thriller.”

—The SundayTimes (U.K.)

Winner of the Deutscher Krimipreis,  
Germany’s most prestigious award  

for crime writing 

A SHADOW FALLS
Trade Paper • 448 pp. • 978-0-486-83734-5 • $16.95 

Blind special ops agent Jenny Aaron discovers a post-
humous trap laid by the psychopath who fired the shot 
that destroyed her vision.
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IN THE DARK 
Trade Paper • 416 pp.  

• 978-0-486-82761-2 • $16.95

Thrilling intrigue_ingram ADwbleedmzv2.indd   1 7/1/19   9:16 AM



50 Drawing Projects
978-1-78950-484-2 • $12.99 

Call Down the Thunder
978-1-77041-479-2 • $14.95

Honey
978-1-77041-497-6 • $15.95

Lost Feast 
978-1-77041-435-8 • $24.95

Rerun Era
978-1-944211-67-7 • $24.00Slash

978-1-78758-178-4 • $14.95

The Battle of the Bulge
978-1-78950-007-3 • $12.99

The Black Diamond
978-1-68232-036-5 • $16.95

The Influence
978-1-78758-372-6 • $ 14.95

Where Vultures Dare
978-1-73381-191-0 • $15.99

October
R E L E A S E S

Your Move
978-1-9994395-4-5 • $17.95



Re-Engineering Humanity
Brett Frischmann and Even Selinger

Paperback: $17.95 | September 2019 |
9781108707640

Iran
A Social and Political History

since the Qajars
Yann Richard

Paperback: $27.99 | August 2019 |
9781108701624

Food or War
Julian Cribb

Paperback: $12.95 | September 2019 |
9781108712903

Crises of Democracy
Adam Przeworski

Hardback: $24.99 | September 2019 | 
9781108498807

High Crime and Misdemeanors
A History of Impeachment for the 

Age of Trump
Frank O. Bowman III

Hardback: $29.95 | August 2019 |
9781108481052

Why America Loses Wars
Limited War and US Strategy from 

the Korean War to the Present
Donald Stoker

Hardback: $29.95 | August 2019 |
9781108479592

Re� ections on our Past
and Choices for our Future

NOW
AVAILABLE IN 
PAPERBACK

41570.indd   1 7/12/19   3:41 PM



THE BEST  PLACE TO START.

978-0-7570-0393-6 • $8.95
AVAILABLE

978-0-7570-0471-1 • $16.95
2nd Ed. • NOV. 2019

978-0-7570-0350-9 • $16.95
AVAILABLE

978-0-7570-0337-0 • $17.95
AVAILABLE

978-0-7570-0394-3 • $16.95
AVAILABLE

978-0-7570-0255-7 • $5.95
AVAILABLE

978-0-7570-0314-1 • $13.95
AVAILABLE

978-0-7570-0185-7 • $13.95
AVAILABLE

978-0-7570-0455-1 • $16.95
AVAILABLE

CAN YOU CIRCLE OUR 100,000+ BESTSELLERS?

(IF YOU CIRCLED ALL OF THEM, YOU WIN.)



Now in 
Paperback!

Ordinary Girls
Jaquira Díaz

“� ere is more life packed 
on each page of Ordinary 
Girls than some lives hold 

in a lifetime.”
—JULIA ALVAREZ

9781616209131 • $26.95 HC

What Unites Us
Dan Rather

� e instant New York 
Times bestseller

“Rather makes a 
simple, compelling 
case for America.”

—PEOPLE

9781616209940 • $16.95 PB

Our Wild Calling
Richard Louv

From the groundbreaking 
author of Last Child in 

the Woods

“Richard Louv has 
done it again.”

—BILL McKIBBEN

9781616205607 • $27.95 HC

Mighty Justice
Dovey Johnson 

Roundtree 
and Katie McCabe

Foreword by 
Tayari Jones

“It is on the shoulders 
of people like Dovey 

Johnson Roundtree that 
we stand today.”

—MICHELLE OBAMA

9781616209551 • $16.95 PB

Who Are You, 
Calvin Bledsoe?

Brock Clarke
“A quirky comic gem 

of a novel.”
—TOM PERROTTA

“An experience that 
should not be missed.”
—ELIZABETH STROUT

9781616208219 • $26.95 HC

Tiny Love
Larry Brown

“Brown wrote the 
way the best singers 
sing . . . A singular 

American treasure.”
—TIM McGRAW

9781616209759 • $18.95 PB

Crossfire 
Hurricane
Josh Campbell

A riveting account of the 
Trump-Russia investiga-
tion from an FBI insider

“Extraordinary.”
—JAMES COMEY

9781616209506 • $28.95 HC

Creatures
Crissy Van Meter

“� is slim and beautiful 
tale contains a whole 
aqueous universe in 

its depths.”
—MELISSA BRODER

9781616208592 • $25.95 HC

Who Says 
You’re Dead?

Jacob M. Appel, MD
“Original, compelling, 

and provocative.”
—ALAN LIGHTMAN

9781616209223 • $23.95 HC

Everywhere You 
Don’t Belong

Gabriel Bump
“Gabriel Bump has 
established himself 
as a stunning talent 

to be reckoned with.”
—MAAZA MENGISTE

9781616208790 • $25.95 HC

New and Forthcoming from 
ALGONQUIN BOOKS



David R. Godine, Publisher
New Titles for Fall 2019

The Palimpsests 
by Aleksandra Lun, 
translated by Elizabeth Bryer 
Polish author Aleksandra Lun’s inventive 
debut novel is an absurdist comedy that 
grapples with the complexities of immigration, 
cultural belonging, and personal relationships 
to language. Set in an asylum purposed to 
stop writers from writing in their non-native 
tongues, The Palimpsests features cameos by 
Beckett, Conrad, Nabokov, and Hemingway…
though not in the way one might expect. 
sc . 120 Pages . 978-1-56792-652-1 . $16.95
october 2019

Instant Lives 
by Howard Moss
illustrated by Edward Gorey
Perfect for those who love literature, Instant 
Lives’s imagined interactions between literary 
� gures and their real or imagined family 
members, friends, and bitter enemies will 
delight. Told with the clipping pace of Howard 
Moss’s prose, literary heroes are rendered here 
as Edward Gorey’s iconically gaunt black-and-
white Victorians.
hc . 104 Pages . 978-1-56792-651-4 . $19.95
october 2019

A Grammar of Typography: 
Classical Design in the 
Digital Age
by Mark Argetsinger 
Classically-designed typographical manual 
by award-winning typography expert, 
Mark Argetsinger. With over 100 full-color 
illustrations throughout the book, Argetsinger 
positions the title as a comprehensive 
typography manual and covers a variety 
of subjects including font editing, desktop 
publishing, and house style.
hc . 496 Pages . 978-1-56792-653-8 . $65
november 2019

The Guynd
A Scottish Journal
by Belinda Rathbone
By turns funny, heartwarming, and occasionally 
sad, The Guynd serves as Rathbone’s own 
account of her marriage to a Scottish landowner 
and the years they spent together at his large 
ancestral estate.  Like a letter home from a 
strange land, her memoir o
 ers a view of 
Scotland not found in the guide books.
sc . 296 Pages . 978-1-56792-658-3 . $19.95
september 2019

Wally the Wordworm 
By Clifton Fadiman, illustrated
by Arnold Roth, with a new 
introduction by Anne Fadiman
A worm that lives on words, Wally � nds 
himself starved for inspiration…until one day, 
he inches into a magical book: the dictionary. 
From this moment, he embarks upon an 
odyssey of epic proportions, twisting himself 
into the likes of “pyx” and “zymurgy”. 
hc . 64 Pages . 978-1-56792-657-6 . $17.95
october 2019

My Shadow
by Robert Louis Stevenson
illustrated by Glenna Lang
Glenna Lang has created a visual narrative 
depicting a young girl’s travels through a 
dream nightscape with her shadow companion. 
Beautifully true to the sense and spirit of 
Stevenson’s work, the illustrations add their 
own grace and rich atmosphere to the popular 
poem, a traditional favorite for reading aloud. 
hc . 32 Pages . 978-0-87923-788-2 . $17.95
september 2019

Saint Francis and the Wolf 
by Jane Langton
illustrated by Ilse Plume
A retelling of one of the less-known Saint 
Francis lessons centers on the legend of the 
great wolf of Gubbio, a ferocious canine who 
terrorized the town until Brother Francis called 
to the wolf and tamed it with his tenderness. 
A perfect gi�  for anyone who embraces the 
relationship between man and the natural 
world. 
hc . 36 Pages . 978-1-56792-320-9 . $17.95
october 2019

       ’

Recently Published
Practicing Stoic 
by Ward Farnsworth
hc . 978-1-56792-611-8 . $27.95

American Masterpieces
by John Wilmerding
hc . 978-1-56792-640-8 . $40.00

2249751_Godine_FullPage_4c.indd   1 7/10/19   5:18 PM



ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS
Essential Elements offers beginning students 
sound pedagogy and engaging music, all 
carefully paced to successfully start young 
players on their musical journey. EE features 
both familiar songs and specially designed 
exercises, created and arranged for the 
classroom in a unison-learning environment, as 
well as instrument-specific exercises to focus 
each student on the unique characteristics 
of their own instrument. EE provides both 
teachers and students with a wealth of 
materials to develop total musicianship, even 
at the beginning stages. Essential Elements 
now includes Essential Elements Interactive 
(EEi), the ultimate online music education 
resource. EEi introduces the first-ever, easy set 
of technology tools for online teaching, learning, 
assessment, and communication... ideal for 
teaching today’s beginning band and string 
students, both in the classroom and at home.

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS FOR BAND – 
BOOK 1 WITH EEI

9780634003110 Flute ............................ $10.99
9780634003127 Oboe ............................ $10.99
9780634003134 Bassoon ...................... $10.99
9780634003141 Bb Clarinet .................. $10.99
9780634003158 E b ................................ $10.99
9780634003165 B b Bass Clarine ........... $10.99
9780634003172 E b Alto Saxophone ....... $10.99
9780634003189 B b Tenor Saxophone ..... $10.99
9780634003196 E b Baritone Saxophone $10.99
9780634003202 B b Trumpet .................. $10.99
9780634003219 F Horn ......................... $10.99
9780634003226 Trombone .................... $10.99
9780634003233 Baritone (B.C.) ............ $10.99
9780634003240 Baritone (T.C.) ............. $10.99
9780634003257 Tuba ............................ $10.99
9780634003264 Electric Bass ............... $10.99

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS FOR STRINGS – 
BOOK 1 WITH EEI

9780634038174 Violin ........................... $10.99
9780634038181 Viola ............................ $10.99
9780634038198 Cello ............................ $10.99
9780634038204 Double Bass ................ $10.99

RUBANK ELEMENTARY METHOD
Rubank Publications
One of the most widely used series of methods for 
individual or like-instrument class instruction. 
Using a very well-rounded approach including 
scales, arpeggios, technical studies, studies 
for musicianship, articulation studies, solos, 
duets, and studies devoted to the special needs of 
each instrument, this series provides a fantastic 
wealth of material for all student musicians. 

9781423444824 Flute .............................. $6.99
9781423444787 Clarinet ......................... $6.99
9781423444794 Cornet or Trumpet ......... $6.99
9781423444800 Trombone or Baritone .... $6.99
9781423444817 Saxophone ..................... $6.99
9781423445111 Oboe .............................. $6.99
9781423444169 Bassoon ........................ $6.99
9781423444176 French Horn in F or E-Flat  
 and Mellophone ............. $6.99
9781423445128 Bass/Tuba (Bass Clef) .. $6.99
9781423445135 Drums ........................... $6.99
9781423445142 Violin ............................. $6.99
9781540001252 Viola .............................. $6.99
9781540001269 Cello .............................. $6.99
9781540001276 String Bass ................... $6.99

1296166_AD2.indd   1 5/6/19   2:53 PM



Discover something new. Unique stories await.

Real Authors, Real Impact Visit us on Facebook & Twitter

An Angel in My Garden
Mart Grams
This book contains poetry of a love affair 
spanning over three decades of knowing, dating, 
falling in love, a life together, and helping her 
pass away in peace and completion.

$15.99 paperback

978-1-7960-1214-9
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

Where I’ve Been
Sedona Lee Reid
Experience the life of a hippie love child who 
came of age in the 1960s. Her unconventional, 
and sometimes even illegal, journey is a read you 
don’t want to miss!

$15.99 paperback

978-1-9845-7649-1
also available in ebook

www.xlibris.com

A Closer Look at Islam
Syed B Ali
A Closer Look at Islam evaluates common 
arguments against Islam and discusses its poorly 
understood teachings and the high ideals of its 
exemplary figures.

$13.79 paperback

978-1-5245-1698-7
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com.au

If Money Could Talk
M. L. Marcos
M. L. Marcos reveals the steps you can take 
to kick start your wealth accumulation by 
understanding what money represents and start 
living your dreams in If Money Could Talk.

$20.99 paperback

978-1-5320-6716-7
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.iuniverse.com

Sig Alert
David Scott
Darcy Garcia and Peter Dale frantically work to 
stop an attack on Los Angeles by terrorists. Will 
they stop it in time? Find out in Sig Alert!

$18.95 paperback

978-1-5462-3047-2
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.authorhouse.com

How a Nursing Home Works
Peter D. Busacca, BA, MBA, ACHA, LNHA
This is a book for those who want to know what 
should be going on in a Nursing Home.

$13.99 paperback

978-1-5462-7631-9
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.authorhouse.com

Volark Keo Parables
and Inspiration and Hidden 
Treasures That’s Been Uncovered
Volark Keo
The book is inspired by these verses. Proverbs 
24:30-32 KJV. Discover Volark Keo Parables 
and Inspiration and Hidden Treasures That’s 
Been Uncovered.

$33.99 paperback

978-1-4907-9232-3
also available in ebook

www.trafford.com

Defender of the Texas Frontier
A Historical Novel

David R. Gross
In this fascinating historical novel, a young Texas 
Ranger leads his men in fierce battles against 
Comanche raiders, Mexican bandits, and the 
Texas Regiment in the Mexican/American War.

$13.99 paperback

978-1-5320-7156-0
also available in ebook

www.iuniverse.com

Reasoning—Born-Again Christian
to Atheist
Terry Grant
Reasoning—Born-Again Christian to Atheist is 
the personal story of Terry Grant’s transition 
from a Christian background to becoming a 
congenial atheist through reasoning.

$10.99 paperback

978-1-5320-6931-4
also available in ebook

www.iuniverse.com

Past Life Regression Using Your 
Religious Belief
Babu Moses
This book promotes the practice of meditation 
and hypnosis to connect the mind, body and 
spirit together so that one can evolve to the 
best life physically, mentally and spiritually.

$19.99 paperback

978-1-9845-6545-7
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

Cheboygan Twin Lakes:
Community in the Woods
Thomas R. Knox
This book explores the physical, historical and 
social factors which have allowed a small kettle 
lake in Michigan to remain ecologically and 
environmentally sound, a “gem” lake.

$31.95 paperback

978-1-7960-1061-9
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

Childhood Memories
Ronald Mortenson
Ronald Mortenson wrote Childhood Memories 
so that others could understand and know 
more about how their ancestors struggled to 
overcome obstacles in order to make their new 
life in America.

$15.99 paperback

978-1-9845-7539-5
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

Considering the Journey
One Doctor’s Perspective

Jeffrey T. Evans DHA
Considering the Journey was written to give 
perspective doctoral and PhD candidates an idea 
of what to expect along the “Doctoral Journey.”

$13.99 paperback

978-1-5462-4179-9
also available in ebook

www.authorhouse.com 

Keeper of the Flame
JoAnn Petrie Carr
An Apollo astronaut wife struggles to establish 
an identity of her own. She puts her own 
ambitions aside in favor of supporting her 
husband’s quest for the moon.

$19.99 paperback

978-1-7960-3171-3
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

A Trip Around the Pond
Jennifer Gardiner
Beautifully written and illustrated, A Trip Around 
The Pond captures the innocent heart and vivid 
imagination of a little girl’s quest to find Paris. 
Come, follow her journey!

$17.99 paperback

978-1-9845-7012-3

also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

The Maestro’s Favourites
A Symphony of Taste

Marlin Wolfe
The Maestro’s Favourites is a cookbook that 
includes a variety of recipes, some of which are 
easy while others, a little more challenging.

$39.99 paperback

978-1-5462-1527-1

also available in ebook

www.authorhouse.com



Discover something new. Unique stories await.

Real Authors, Real Impact Visit us on Facebook & Twitter

An Angel in My Garden
Mart Grams
This book contains poetry of a love affair 
spanning over three decades of knowing, dating, 
falling in love, a life together, and helping her 
pass away in peace and completion.

$15.99 paperback

978-1-7960-1214-9
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

Where I’ve Been
Sedona Lee Reid
Experience the life of a hippie love child who 
came of age in the 1960s. Her unconventional, 
and sometimes even illegal, journey is a read you 
don’t want to miss!

$15.99 paperback

978-1-9845-7649-1
also available in ebook

www.xlibris.com

A Closer Look at Islam
Syed B Ali
A Closer Look at Islam evaluates common 
arguments against Islam and discusses its poorly 
understood teachings and the high ideals of its 
exemplary figures.

$13.79 paperback

978-1-5245-1698-7
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com.au

If Money Could Talk
M. L. Marcos
M. L. Marcos reveals the steps you can take 
to kick start your wealth accumulation by 
understanding what money represents and start 
living your dreams in If Money Could Talk.

$20.99 paperback

978-1-5320-6716-7
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.iuniverse.com

Sig Alert
David Scott
Darcy Garcia and Peter Dale frantically work to 
stop an attack on Los Angeles by terrorists. Will 
they stop it in time? Find out in Sig Alert!

$18.95 paperback

978-1-5462-3047-2
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.authorhouse.com

How a Nursing Home Works
Peter D. Busacca, BA, MBA, ACHA, LNHA
This is a book for those who want to know what 
should be going on in a Nursing Home.

$13.99 paperback

978-1-5462-7631-9
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.authorhouse.com

Volark Keo Parables
and Inspiration and Hidden 
Treasures That’s Been Uncovered
Volark Keo
The book is inspired by these verses. Proverbs 
24:30-32 KJV. Discover Volark Keo Parables 
and Inspiration and Hidden Treasures That’s 
Been Uncovered.

$33.99 paperback

978-1-4907-9232-3
also available in ebook

www.trafford.com

Defender of the Texas Frontier
A Historical Novel

David R. Gross
In this fascinating historical novel, a young Texas 
Ranger leads his men in fierce battles against 
Comanche raiders, Mexican bandits, and the 
Texas Regiment in the Mexican/American War.

$13.99 paperback

978-1-5320-7156-0
also available in ebook

www.iuniverse.com

Reasoning—Born-Again Christian
to Atheist
Terry Grant
Reasoning—Born-Again Christian to Atheist is 
the personal story of Terry Grant’s transition 
from a Christian background to becoming a 
congenial atheist through reasoning.

$10.99 paperback

978-1-5320-6931-4
also available in ebook

www.iuniverse.com

Past Life Regression Using Your 
Religious Belief
Babu Moses
This book promotes the practice of meditation 
and hypnosis to connect the mind, body and 
spirit together so that one can evolve to the 
best life physically, mentally and spiritually.

$19.99 paperback

978-1-9845-6545-7
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

Cheboygan Twin Lakes:
Community in the Woods
Thomas R. Knox
This book explores the physical, historical and 
social factors which have allowed a small kettle 
lake in Michigan to remain ecologically and 
environmentally sound, a “gem” lake.

$31.95 paperback

978-1-7960-1061-9
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

Childhood Memories
Ronald Mortenson
Ronald Mortenson wrote Childhood Memories 
so that others could understand and know 
more about how their ancestors struggled to 
overcome obstacles in order to make their new 
life in America.

$15.99 paperback

978-1-9845-7539-5
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

Considering the Journey
One Doctor’s Perspective

Jeffrey T. Evans DHA
Considering the Journey was written to give 
perspective doctoral and PhD candidates an idea 
of what to expect along the “Doctoral Journey.”

$13.99 paperback

978-1-5462-4179-9
also available in ebook

www.authorhouse.com 

Keeper of the Flame
JoAnn Petrie Carr
An Apollo astronaut wife struggles to establish 
an identity of her own. She puts her own 
ambitions aside in favor of supporting her 
husband’s quest for the moon.

$19.99 paperback

978-1-7960-3171-3
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

A Trip Around the Pond
Jennifer Gardiner
Beautifully written and illustrated, A Trip Around 
The Pond captures the innocent heart and vivid 
imagination of a little girl’s quest to find Paris. 
Come, follow her journey!

$17.99 paperback

978-1-9845-7012-3

also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

The Maestro’s Favourites
A Symphony of Taste

Marlin Wolfe
The Maestro’s Favourites is a cookbook that 
includes a variety of recipes, some of which are 
easy while others, a little more challenging.

$39.99 paperback

978-1-5462-1527-1

also available in ebook

www.authorhouse.com
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Sarah Valentine, No Great Expectations
Part 1

Philip Valentine Coates

This biography chronicles the rich and interesting 
life of the author’s relative, Sarah Valentine. Born 
in London two hundred years ago, she lived in a 
notoriously seedy area of London during a time 
of great social upheaval.

$19.76 paperback

978-1-5246-6542-5
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.authorhouse.co.uk

Love Behind the Silence
Book Three of the O’Connor Sisters Trilogy

Raj Lowenstein

A deaf artist begins her journey into protective 
custody in the middle of a shootout. She struggles 
with her situation, her lack of communication, a 
stalker, and an unexpected attraction.

$20.99 paperback

978-1-4907-9285-9
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.trafford.com

Rose Blossoms
Jack Griner

The poetry depicted by Griner in Rose Blossoms 
are the happenings in life read it in Spanish and 
English. You’ll love it!

$22.99 paperback

978-1-4907-9108-1
also available in ebook

www.trafford.com

The Human Experience
A Collection of Poems

Z.K.Black

This poetry collection shares the ups and 
downs of life through love, pain, fear, personal 
growth, passion and hope. It also expresses the 
importance of mental health.

$15.99 paperback

978-1-9845-6569-3
also available in ebook

www.xlibris.com

The Prison Planet Handbook
Denis Goodwin

Sometimes, the reality prescribed to us doesn’t 
explain what we experience. If you too know 
something isn’t right and want to see the bigger 
picture, the bottom line is here.

$34.45 paperback

978-1-5434-9516-4
also available in hardcover, ebook & audio book

www.xlibris.co.nz

Revolution?
What Is Wrong with America?

Dino Hatzopoulos

Revolution? is based on Dino Hatzopoulus life 
events starting at the age of four. These events 
affected his upbringing away from his mother. 
He went through two wars and served in the 
Greek army in 1963.

$19.99 paperback

978-1-5245-7906-7
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

Mouse’s Great Adventure
Marion Heffernan

Follow Little Mouse as he sets out from his little 
house on the farm, meeting many creatures, 
some exotic, and learning more about himself 
on his adventure.

$21.61 paperback

978-1-5462-9468-9
also available in ebook

www.authorhouse.co.uk

On The Healing Road
Through The Eyes Of An Adoptee

The Poet Dena

Therapeutic poetry is what the Poet Dena offers. 
As you read On The Healing Road, you will find 
at least a few words to help lighten your own 
inner or outer struggles.

$13.99 paperback

978-1-5462-6875-8
also available in ebook

www.authorhouse.com

One and One Is One
The Beginning

S. T. Byra

Grady Pearson once had everything—until it 
was all violently taken away. Now, this boy must 
make his own way in a cruel world while seeking 
acceptance, love, and purpose.

$20.99 paperback

978-1-5320-6363-3
also available in ebook

www.iuniverse.com

Songs from the Heart
Poems That Stir the Soul and Awaken Faith in a 
Chaotic World

Ann Howle Davis

Songs from the Heart is a culmination of 58 
years of transcribing thoughts that, when 
penned, evolved as poetry about faith, hope, 
pain, love, grace, and forgiveness.

$19.99 paperback

978-1-9845-7491-6
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

The Fundamental Principle of 
Digits of a Number
Chibamba Mulenga, PH.D.

In this book, author Chibamba Mulenga, PH.D., 
introduces to the readers a new mathematical 
principle known as The Fundamental Principle 
of Digits of a Number.

$13.99 paperback

978-1-5462-7555-8
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.authorhouse.com

The Silver Pen
Sound and Silence

Jan Voth Dubbs

This book of poetic writings displays unique 
ways of expressing power and the beauty of 
language, and gives words new life.

$13.99 paperback

978-1-5462-5130-9
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.authorhouse.com

Feather on the ‘Wind of Change’ 
Safaris, Surgery and Stentgrafts
Michael Lawrence-Brown

This book is a human and Australian story 
written in four distinct parts and tied together 
with the thread of the author’s life.

$27.59 paperback

978-1-9845-0244-5
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com.au

The Secret Empress
Frank R. Heller

An American entrepreneur finds himself on 
a dangerous quest to keep a promise to the 
Chinese Deputy Minister of Trade just before she 
is brutally murdered.

$13.99 paperback

978-1-5320-6832-4
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.iuniverse.com

Love Me Just as I Am
Journal, Draw, and Remember Your Way Back to You

Teri Meloche-Greb

Feeling like you have no me-time? With ample 
prompts for writing and sketching, this self-
improvement book encourages you to take 
some time to find yourself and explore the 
happiness within.

$13.99 paperback

978-1-5320-6772-3
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.iuniverse.com

In Suspension
John C. Tarpey

In these ten Irish stories, a cast of gloomy 
characters interact with the countless streams of 
human connectivity secretly suspending them.

$14.35 paperback

978-1-7283-8109-1
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.authorhouse.co.uk
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This is a book that adult fami-
lies will want to keep handy 
and return to often. Written by 
two family mediators, it pro-
vides readers with a road map 
for navigating life with aging 
parents. It tackles unhealed sib-
ling rivalries, how to write a will, 
how to heal family rifts, and tips 
to initiate necessary conversa-
tions. 
9781683071952 • $14.95

“Some stories warm your heart; 
others break it. Redeeming Ruth 
does both. She was the littlest, 
the last, and the least of all, but 
God used this exceptional child 
to change not only a family, 
but an entire community—and, 
Lord willing, you too.” 

- JONI EARECKSON TADA, CEO OF 
JONI AND FRIENDS INTERNATIONAL 
DISABILITY CENTER

9781619709072  • $19.95

“Uncluttered is a funny, non-
judgmental, down-to-earth 
guide not just for clearing out 
junk, but for laying hold of 
freedom in order to perceive 
God and abide with him.”

—AUBRY G. SMITH, AUTHOR OF 
HOLY LABOR: HOW CHILDBIRTH 
SHAPES A WOMAN’S SOUL

9781628627916  • $16.99

Engagingly written and thought-
fully researched, this book ex-
plores what the “fuss” was all 
about with books by Karl Marx, 
Charles Darwin, Galileo Galilei, 
and many others. The author’s 
aim is to challenge Christians 
to respond critically but open-
mindedly to books that oppose 
their worldview. Readers will 
come away better equipped. 

9781683071945 • $19.95

With the honesty of a close 
friend, the hilarity of a late-
night comic, and the humility 
of a mom up to her eyeballs in 
diapers and dishes, Courtney 
Ellis invites us on a journey to 
draw closer God amid the joy-
ful, mundane, exhausting days 
of young parenthood. 

9781628627909 • $16.99

“Not all friendships are creat-
ed equal and [some] can be 
downright toxic...This book 
reveals what God intends 
friendship to look like—and 
not look like; the types of 
friends everyone needs and 
the ways meaningful friend-
ships can impact your life...”

—DIANE MARKINS, AUTHOR AND 

CONFERENCE SPEAKER

9781683071389  • $14.95
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Keep you readers engaged 

between bestsellers with a 

steady stream of new titles 

from popular authors like 

Stephen King, Ann Cleeves, 

and Bill O’Reilly. Refresh 

your shelves with a wide 

range of genres including 

the latest in satire, self-help, 

and a pair YA titles your adult 

readers will appreciate. 

The Darwin Affair
Tim Mason
9781432870188 | $33.99
October 2019
Historical Mystery

The Fountains of 
Silence
Ruta Sepetys
9781432870331 | $24.99
November 2019
YA Historical Fiction

The Institute
Stephen King
9781432870126 | $38.99
October 2019
Supernatural Thriller

The Long Call
Ann Cleeves
9781432870430 | $36.99
January 2020
Mystery

A Single Thread
Tracy Chevalier
9781432870317 | $36.99
November 2019
Literary Fiction

Frankly in Love
David Yoon
9781432869335 | $24.99
October 2019
YA Parents Fiction

Whisper Network
Chandler Baker
9781432870263 | $35.99 
October 2019
Thriller

State of the Union: A 
Marriage in Ten Parts
Nick Hornby
9781432870249 | $33.99
October 2019
Satire

The Timepiece
Beverly Lewis
9781432869922 | $33.99
November 2019
Amish Fiction

Met Her Match
Jude Deveraux
9781432870256 | $37.99
October 2019
Women’s Fiction

Toil & Trouble
Augusten Burroughs
9781432870539 | $35.99
October 2019
Self Help

The United States of 
Trump: How the President 
Really Sees America
Bill O’Reilly
9781432869359 | $37.99
November 2019
Political Leader Biographies
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 A BRILLIANT, TIMELESS MEMOIR OF A DAUGHTER 
LIVING IN THE THRALL OF HER MAGNETIC, 

COMPLICATED MOTHER, AND THE CHILLING 
CONSEQUENCES OF HER COMPLICITY

“ Beautifully written  
and harrowing, 
the book left me 
breathless.” 

— Richard Russo

Adrienne Brodeur began her career in publishing as the cofounder, with filmmaker Francis Ford Coppola,  
of the National Magazine Award-winning Zoetrope: All-Story, and launched the careers of many writers.  

She was a book editor at Houghton Mifflin Harcourt for many years and is currently the executive director of  
Aspen Words, a program of the Aspen Institute.

“Gorgeous, addictive, unflinching, Wild Game is a must-read.” 

— J. Courtney Sullivan

On sale October 15, 2019
9781328519030 | $27.00
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